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RULES

OF THE

Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies.

1. THE objects of this Society shall be as follows:—

I. To advance the study of Greek language, literature, and art, and to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine, and Neo-Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically.

II. To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photographs of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains, and with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society notes or sketches of archaeological and topographical interest.

III. To organise means by which members of the Society may have increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archaeological researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic civilization.

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council, a Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, 40 Hon. Members, and Ordinary Members. All officers of the Society shall be chosen from among its Members, and shall be ex officio members of the Council.

3. The President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, or Special Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of the Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council or Committee shall appoint one of their Members to preside.

4. The funds and other property of the Society shall be administered and applied, by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most conducive to the objects of the Society: in the Council shall also be vested the control of all publications issued by the Society, and the general management of all its affairs and concerns. The number of the Council shall not exceed fifty.
5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof, and shall make all payments ordered by the Council. All cheques shall be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned by the Secretary.

7. The Council shall meet as often as they may deem necessary for the despatch of business.

8. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary.

9. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one of the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a quorum.

10. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote.


12. The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council.

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be elected by the Society in each year.

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors shall be read, the Council, Officers, and Auditors for the ensuing year elected, and any other business recommended by the Council discussed and determined. Meetings of the Society for the reading of papers may be held at such times as the Council may fix, due notice being given to Members.

15. The President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and Council shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual Meeting.

16. The President shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual Meeting for a period of five years, and shall not be immediately eligible for re-election.

17. The Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual Meeting for a period of one year, after which they shall be eligible for re-election.
18. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting.

19. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the pleasure of the Council.

20. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present. The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President and Council.

21. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held.

22. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall be in writing and shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least three weeks before the Annual Meeting.

23. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency occurring between the Annual Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Meeting.

24. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up by the Council until the next Annual Meeting.

25. The names of all candidates wishing to become Members of the Society shall be submitted to a Meeting of the Council, and at their next Meeting the Council shall proceed to the election of candidates so proposed: no such election to be valid unless the candidate receives the votes of the majority of those present.

26. The Annual Subscription of Members shall be one guinea, payable and due on the 1st of January each year; this annual subscription may be compounded for by a single payment of £15 15s., entitling compounders to be Members of the Society for life, without further payment. All Members elected on or after January 1, 1905, shall pay on election an entrance fee of two guineas.

27. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life Composition, entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ordinary publications of the Society.

28. When any Member of the Society shall be six months in arrear of his Annual Subscription, the Secretary or Treasurer shall remind him of the arrears due, and in case of non-payment thereof within six months after date of such notice, such defaulting Member shall cease to be a Member of the Society, unless the Council make an order to the contrary.
29. Members intending to leave the Society must send a formal notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before January 1; otherwise they will be held liable for the subscription for the current year.

30. If at any time there may appear cause for the expulsion of a Member of the Society, a Special Meeting of the Council shall be held to consider the case, and if at such Meeting at least two-thirds of the Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for confirmation at a General Meeting of the Society specially summoned for this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a majority at the General Meeting, notice shall be given to that effect to the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of the Society.

31. The Council shall have power to nominate 40 British or Foreign Honorary Members. The number of British Honorary Members shall not exceed ten.

32. The Council may, at their discretion, elect for a period not exceeding five years Student-Associates, who shall be admitted to certain privileges of the Society.

33. The names of Candidates wishing to become Student-Associates shall be submitted to the Council in the manner prescribed for the Election of Members. Every Candidate shall also satisfy the Council by means of a certificate from his teacher, who must be a person occupying a recognised position in an educational body and be a Member of the Society, that he is a bona fide Student in subjects germane to the purposes of the Society.

34. The Annual Subscription of a Student-Associate shall be one guinea, payable and due on the 1st of January in each year. In case of non-payment the procedure prescribed for the case of a defaulting Ordinary Member shall be followed.

35. Student-Associates shall receive the Society's ordinary publications, and shall be entitled to attend the General and Ordinary Meetings, and to read in the Library. They shall not be entitled to borrow books from the Library, or to make use of the Loan Collection of Lantern Slides, or to vote at the Society's Meetings.

36. A Student-Associate may at any time pay the Member's entrance fee of two guineas, and shall forthwith become an Ordinary Member.

37. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members or Student-Associates of the Society, and when elected shall be entitled to the same privileges as other Ordinary Members or Student-Associates.

38. No change shall be made in the Rules of the Society unless at least a fortnight before the Annual Meeting specific notice be given to every Member of the Society of the changes proposed.
REGULATIONS FOR THE USE OF THE LIBRARY

AT 19 BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, W.C.

I. That the Hellenic Library be administered by the Library Committee, which shall be composed of not less than four members, two of whom shall form a quorum.

II. That the custody and arrangement of the Library be in the hands of the Hon. Librarian and Librarian, subject to the control of the Committee, and in accordance with Regulations drawn up by the said Committee and approved by the Council.

III. That all books, periodicals, plans, photographs, &c., be received by the Hon. Librarian, Librarian or Secretary and reported to the Council at their next meeting.

IV. That every book or periodical sent to the Society be at once stamped with the Society's name.

V. That all the Society's books be entered in a Catalogue to be kept by the Librarian, and that in this Catalogue such books, &c., as are not to be lent out be specified.

VI. That, except on Christmas Day, Good Friday, and on Bank Holidays, the Library be accessible to Members on all week days from 10.30 A.M. to 5.30 P.M. (Saturdays, 10 A.M. to 1 P.M.), when either the Librarian, or in his absence some responsible person, shall be in attendance. Until further notice, however, the Library shall be closed for the vacation for August and the first week of September.

VII. That the Society's books (with exceptions hereinafter to be specified) be lent to Members under the following conditions:

1. That the number of volumes lent at any one time to each Member shall not exceed three; but Members belonging both to this Society and to the Roman Society may borrow six volumes at one time.

2. That the time during which such book or books may be kept shall not exceed one month.

3. That no books, except under special circumstances, be sent beyond the limits of the United Kingdom.

VIII. That the manner in which books are lent shall be as follows:

1. That all requests for the loan of books be addressed to the Librarian.

2. That the Librarian shall record all such requests, and lend out the books in the order of application.

3. That in each case the name of the book and of the borrower be inscribed, with the date, in a special register to be kept by the Librarian.

4. Should a book not be returned within the period specified, the Librarian may reclaim it.
(5) All expenses of carriage to and fro shall be borne by the borrower.
(6) All books are due for return to the Library before the summer vacation.

IX. That no book falling under the following categories be lent out under any circumstances:
   (1) Unbound books.
   (2) Detached plates, plans, photographs, and the like.
   (3) Books considered too valuable for transmission.
   (4) New books within one month of their coming into the Library.

X. That new books may be borrowed for one week only, if they have been more than one month and less than three months in the Library.

XI. That in the case of a book being kept beyond the stated time the borrower be liable to a fine of one shilling for each week after application has been made by the Librarian for its return, and if a book is lost the borrower be bound to replace it.

XII. That the following be the Rules defining the position and privileges of Subscribing Libraries:

   a. Libraries of Public and Educational Institutions desiring to subscribe to the Journal are entitled to receive the Journal for an annual subscription of One Guineas, without Entrance Fee, payable in January of each year, provided that official application for the privilege is made by the Librarian to the Secretary of the Society.

   b. Subscribing Libraries, or the Librarians, are permitted to purchase photographs, lantern slides, etc., on the same conditions as Members.

   c. Subscribing Libraries and the Librarians are not permitted to hire lantern slides.

   d. A Librarian, if he so desires, may receive notices of meetings and may attend meetings, but is not entitled to vote on questions of private business.

   e. A Librarian is permitted to read in the Society's Library.

   f. A Librarian is not permitted to borrow books, either for his own use, or for the use of a reader in the Library to which he is attached.

The Library Committee.

*PROF. R. S. CONWAY.
*MR. G. D. HARDinge-TyLeR.
*PROF. F. HAVERFIELD.
MR. G. F. HILL.
*MR. T. RICE HOLTMeS.
MISS C. A. HUTTON.
MR. A. H. SMITH (Hon. Librarian).

MR. J. H. B. PENOVRE (Librarian).

Applications for books and letters relating to the Photographic Collections, and Lantern Slides, should be addressed to the Librarian, at 19 Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

* Representatives of the Roman Society.
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† Edinburgh, The Advocates' Library.
    The Edinburgh College of Art, Lauriston Place, Edinburgh.
Egham, The Royal Holloway College, Egham, Surrey.
Eton, The College Library, Eton College, Windsor.
    The Boys' Library, Eton College, Windsor.
Galway, The University Library.
Glasgow, The Mitchell Library, North Street, Glasgow.
    The University Library.
Harrow, The School Library, Harrow, N.W.
Hull, The Hull Public Libraries.
    The Public Library.
Liverpool, The Public Library.
London, The Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, W.
    The Athenaeum Club, Pall Mall, S.W.
    The British Museum, W.C.
    The Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum, W.C.
    The Burlington Fine Arts Club, Saville Row, W.
    The Library of King's College, Strand, W.C.
    The London Library, St. James' Square, S.W.
    The Oxford and Cambridge Club, c/o Messrs. Harrison & Sons, 45, Pall Mall, S.W.
London. The Reform Club, Pall Mall, S.W.
   The Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, W.
   The Sion College Library, Victoria Embankment, E.C.
   The Library of St. Paul's School, West Kensington, W.
   The Library, Westminster School, S.W.
   The John Rylands Library.
   Victoria University.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, The Public Library, New Bridge Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
   The Library of the Ashmolean Museum (Department of Classical Archaeology).
   The Library of Balliol College.
   The Bodleian Library.
   The Library of Christ Church.
   The Senior Library, Corpus Christi College.
   The Library of Exeter College.
   Meyrick Library, Jesus College.
   The Library of Keble College.
   The Library of Lincoln College.
   The Library of New College.
   The Library of Oriel College.
   The Library of Queen's College.
   The Library of St. John's College.
   The Library of Somerville College.
   The Library of Trinity College.
   The Union Society.
   The Library of Worcester College.
Plymouth, The Free Library, Plymouth.
Preston, The Public Library and Museum, Preston.
Reading, The Library of University College, Reading.
Repton School (L. A. Burd), Repton, Derby.
Sheffield, The University Library, Sheffield.
Shrewsbury, Library, Mill Mould School.
St. Andrews, The University Library, St. Andrews, N.B.
Uppingham, The Library of Uppingham School, School House, Uppingham.

COLONIAL.

Adelaide, The University Library, Adelaide, S. Australia.
Alberta, The University of Alberta, Strathcona, Edmonton South, Canada.
Brisbane, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia.
Christchurch, The Library of Canterbury College, Christchurch, N.Z.
Melbourne, The Library of the University, Melbourne.
Montreal, The McGill University Library, Montreal, Canada.
Ontario, The University Library, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.
Sydney, The Public Library, Sydney, New South Wales.
   The University Library, Sydney, New South Wales.
Toronto, The University Library, Toronto.
Wellington, The General Assembly Library, Wellington, N.Z.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Amherst, The Amherst College Library, Amherst, Mass., U.S.A.
Ann Arbor, The University of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.
Aurora, The Library of Wells College, Aurora, New York.
Baltimore, The Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.
  The Library of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.
  The Peabody Institute Library, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.
Berkeley, The University of California Library, Berkeley, California, U.S.A.
Bloomington, Indiana University Library, Bloomington, U.S.A.
Boston, Atheneum, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
  Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
  The Public Library, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
Boulder, The University of Colorado Library, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.
Brooklyn, The Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A.
  The Public Library, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A.
Brunswick, The Bowdoin College Library, Brunswick, Maine, U.S.A.
Burlington, University of Vermont Library, Burlington, Vermont, U.S.A.
California, Stanford University Library, California, U.S.A.
Cambridge, The Harvard University Library, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, U.S.A.
  The Newberry Library, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
Cincinnati, The Public Library, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.
  The University of Cincinnati Library, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.
Cleveland, Adelbert College Library, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
Clinton, The Hamilton College Library, Clinton, New York, U.S.A.
Columbia, The University of Missouri Library, Columbia, Missouri, U.S.A.
Delaware, The Library of Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio, U.S.A.
Grand Rapids, The Public Library, Grand Rapids, Michigan, U.S.A.
Hanover, The Dartmouth College Library, Hanover, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
Hartford, The Case Memorial Library, Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.
  Trinity College Library, Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.
Iowa City, The University of Iowa Library, Iowa City, Iowa, U.S.A.
Jersey City, The Free Public Library, Jersey City, New Jersey, U.S.A.
Lansing, The State Library, Lansing, Michigan, U.S.A.
Lawrence, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, U.S.A.
Lowell, The City Library, Lowell, Mass., U.S.A.
Madison, University of Wisconsin Library, Madison, U.S.A.
Middletown, The Library of Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., U.S.A.
Minneapolis, The Library of Minnesota University, Minneapolis, U.S.A.
Mount Holyoke, The Mount Holyoke College Library, South Hadley, Mass., U.S.A.
Mount Vernon, Cornell College Library, Mount Vernon, Iowa, U.S.A.
New Haven, The Library of Yale University, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.
New York, The Library of the College of the City of New York, New York, U.A.
  The Library of Columbia University, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.
  The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.
  The Public Library, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.
Northampton, Smith College Library, Northampton, Mass., U.S.A.
  The Library Company, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
  The Library of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
  The Museum of the University, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
Pittsburgh, The Carnegie Library, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Poughkeepsie, The Vassar Library, Poughkeepsie, New York, U.S.A.
Providence, The Brown University Library, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A.
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Czernowitz, K. K. Universitäts-Bibliothek, Czernowitz, Bukowina, Austria-Hungary.
Prague, Archäolog.-epigraphisches Seminar, Universität, Prag, Bohemia (Dr. Wilhelm Klein).
Vienna, K.K. Hofbibliothek, Wien, Austria-Hungary.

BELGIUM.

Brussels, Musées Royaux des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels, Palais du Cinquantenaire, Brussels, Belgium.

CYPRUS.

Cyprus Museum.

DENMARK.

Copenhagen, Det Store Kongelige Bibliotek, Copenhagen, Denmark.

FRANCE.

Lille, La Bibliotheque de l'Université de Lille, 3, Rue Jean Bart, Lille.
Lyon, La Bibliothèque de l'Université, Lyon.
Montpellier, Bibliothèque Universitaire, Montpellier.
Nancy, La Bibliothèque de l'Université, Nancy.
Paris, La Bibliothèque de l'École Normale Supérieure, 45, Rue d'Ulm, Paris.
Paris, l'Institut d'Archéologie Grecque de la Faculté des lettres de Paris à la Sorbonne.

GERMANY.

Berlin, Königliche Bibliothek, Berlin.
Breslau, Königliche und Universität-Bibliothek, Breslau.
Dresden, Königliche Skulpturenammlung, Dresden.
Erlangen, Universität-Bibliothek, Erlangen.
Freiburg, Universitäts-Bibliothek, Freiburg i. Br., Baden (Prof. Steup).
Giessen, Philologisches Seminar, Giessen.
Göttingen, Universitäts-Bibliothek, Göttingen.
Greifswald, Universitäts-Bibliothek, Greifswald.
Heidelberg, Universitäts-Bibliothek, Heidelberg.
Jena, Universitäts-Bibliothek, Jena.
Kiel, Königliche Universitäts-Bibliothek, Kiel.
Königsberg, Königl. und Universitäts-Bibliothek, Königsberg.
Marburg, Universitäts-Bibliothek, Marburg.

Library of the Archaological Seminar.
Münster, Königliche Paulinische Bibliothek, Münster W.
München, Archäologisches Seminar der Königl. Universität, Galleriestr. 4, München.

Königl. Hof- und Staatsbibliothek, München.
Rostock, Universitäts-Bibliothek, Rostock, Mecklenburg.
Straßburg, Kunstarchäolog. Institut der Universität, Straßburg.

Universitäts- und Landes-Bibliothek, Straßburg.
Tübingen, Universitäts-Bibliothek, Tübingen, Württemberg.

K. Archäolog. Institut der Universität, Wilhelmstr. 9, Tübingen, Württemberg.
Würzburg, K. Universität, Kunstgeschichtliches Museum, Würzburg, Bavaria.

GREECE:

Athens, The American School of Classical Studies, Athens.

K. K. Oesterreichisches Archäol. Institut, Boulevard Alexandre 18, Athen.

HOLLAND:

Leiden, University Library, Leiden, Holland.
Utrecht, University Library, Utrecht, Holland.

ITALY:

Padua, Gabinetto di Archeologia, Regia Università, Padua.
Turin, Biblioteca Nazionale, Torino, Italy.

NORWAY:

Christiania, Universitets-Bibliothek, Christiania, Norway.

RUSSIA:

Petrograd, La Bibliothèque Impériale Publique, Petrograd, Russia.

SWEDEN:


SWITZERLAND:

Geneva, La Bibliothèque Publique, Genève, Switzerland.
Lausanne, L’Association de Lectures Philologiques, Avenue Daniel 5, Lausanne
(Dr. H. Meylan-Faure).
Zürich, Zentral-Bibliothek, Zürich, Switzerland.

SYRIA:

Jerusalem, École Biblique de St. Étienne, Jérusalem.
LIST OF JOURNALS, &c., RECEIVED IN EXCHANGE FOR THE JOURNAL OF HELLENIC STUDIES.

American Journal of Archaeology (Miss Mary H. Buckingham, 96, Chestnut Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.).
American Journal of Philology (Library of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.).
Analecta Bollandiana, Société des Bollandistes, 22, Boulevard Saint-Michel, Bruxelles.
Annales of Archaeology and Anthropology (The Institute of Archaeology, 40, Bedford Street, Liverpool).
Annual of the British School at Athens.
Annuario della Regia Scuola di Atene, Athens, Greece.
Archäologikon Deltion, Athense.
Archiv für Religionswissenschaft (B. G. Teubner, Leipzig).
Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift (O. R. Reisland, Carlstrasse 26, Leipzig, Germany).
Bulletin de la Société Archéologique d'Alexandrie, Alexandria.
Byzantinische Zeitschrift.
Catalogue général des Antiquités Égyptiennes du Musée du Caire, with the Annales du Service des Antiquités de l'Égypte, Cairo.
Classical Philology, University of Chicago, U.S.A.
Ephemeris Archäologische, Athen.
Gloxia (Prof. Dr. Krenzschmer, Floriansgasse, 23, Vienna).
Hermes (Herr Professor Friedrich Leo, Friedlaender Weg, Göttingen, Germany).
Jahreshefte des Österreichischen Archäologischen Institutes, Türkensstrasse 4, Vienna.
Journal of the Anthropological Institute, and Man, 30, Great Russell Street, W.C.
Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 9, Conduit Street, W.
Journal International d'Archéologie Numismatique (M. J. N. Svoronos, Musée National, Athens).
Klio. Beiträge zur alten Geschichte, (Prof. E. Kornemann, Neuerhalde 55, Tübingen.
Mélanges de la Faculté Orientale d'BUniversité S. Joseph, Beirut, Syria.
Mélanges d'Histoire et d'Archéologie, École française, Palazzo Farasse, Rome.
Mennoni (Prof. Dr. R. Freiherr von Lichtenberg, Lindenstrasse 5, Berlin Süddeutsche, Germany).
Memorie dell'Instituto di Bologna, Sezione di Scienze Storico-Filologiche (R. Accademia di Bologna, Italy).
Mnemosyne (c/o Mr. E. J. Brill), Leiden, Holland.
Neapolis, Signor Prof. V. Macchiare, Via Civilla 8, Naples.
Neue Jahrbücher, Herr Dr. Rektor Ilberg, Kgl. Gymnasium, Würzen, Saxony.
Notizie degli Scavi, R. Accademia dei Lincei, Rome.
Numismatic Chronicle, 22, Albermarle Street.
Philologus. Zeitschrift für das klassische Altertum (c/o Dietrich'sche Verlags-Buchhandlung, Göttingen).
Praktika of the Athenian Archaeological Society, Athens.
Publications of the Imperial Archaeological Commission, St. Petersburg.
Revue des Études Grecques, 44, Rue de Lille, Paris.
Revue Épigraphique.
Rheinisches Museum für Philologie (Prof. Dr. A. Brinkmann, Schumannstraße 58, 
Einsiedeln, Switzerland).
Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Altertums (Prof. Dr. E. Dierks, Kaiser-Strasse 35, Munich, Germany).
Wochenschrift für klassische Philologie, Berlin.
PROCEEDINGS

SESSION 1915-16

During the past Session the following Papers were read at General Meetings of the Society:


February 8th, 1916. Mr. A. Hamilton Smith: 'Some Greek and other Reliefs recently acquired by the British Museum' (see J.H.S. xxxvi. p. 65).


June 27th, 1916. Dr. Walter Leaf: 'Many-fountained Ida.' Mr. A. Hamilton Smith: 'An Archæic Statue recently acquired by the Berlin Museum.'

The Annual Meeting was held at Burlington House on June 27th, 1916.

Mr. George A. Macmillan, Hon. Secretary, presented the following Annual Report of the Council:

The Council beg leave to submit the following Report for the Session 1915-16.

The work of the Society has gone on steadily during the past Session though necessarily it has been much restricted.

The Journal has been duly published, the usual meetings have been held, the number of visitors to the Library has been about the same as last year, and there has been a fair demand for slides and photographs.

More than a year ago the Council agreed to place the services of the Society's Secretary and Librarian, Mr. Penoyre, at the disposal of the National Service League, as Manager of Lord Roberts's Field Glass Fund, and since then the management of the office work has been mainly in the hands of the Assistant-Librarian, F. Wise, who has performed his duties in a very satisfactory manner. With the approval of the Council he has now enlisted. Arrangements have been made by which members will still enjoy full postal facilities for
borrowing books and slides, etc., and will also have daily access to the Library, though for shorter hours.

**Changes on the Council, etc.**—The Council record with regret the death in February last of their valued sometime colleague, Mr. F. E. Thompson, one of the earliest members of the Society. From 1902–1914 he served on the Council, and to the last retained his interest in the work of the Society, especially on its literary side. He was a fine scholar of the old school, while his personal qualities endeared him to his colleagues who could always count on his help in any emergency.

In the Rev. H. F. Tozer, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford, the Society has lost one of its few remaining original members, who served the office of Vice-President for many years. Mr. Tozer had as a young man travelled extensively in Greece and in European and Asiatic Turkey, and among his many contributions to topography may be mentioned “The Highlands of Turkey,” “Lectures on the Geography of Greece,” “The Islands of the Ægean,” and “The History of Ancient Geography.” He also edited “Finlay’s History of Greece” for the Clarendon Press.1

Sir Alfred Billotti, K.C.B., well known to archaeologists from his excavations at Kamiros, in the sixties, died at Rhodes in 1915, at an advanced age. He was one of the first four British Honorary Members of the Society, and was elected in 1882 when H.B.M. Consul at Trebizond. The other three consuls elected at the same time were Mr. Wood of Patras, Mr. George Dennis of Smyrna, and Mr. Merlin of the Peiræus.

Mr. William Loring, in civil life Warden of the Goldsmiths’ College in the University of London, Captain in the 2nd Scottish Horse, who died of wounds on October 24th, 1915, was a much valued member of the Council from 1895–1907, when the pressure of his educational work compelled him to resign. Mr. C. F. Balleine, Mr. D. R. Brandt, and Mr. G. L. Cheesman have also died on active service.2

Among other members whom the Society has lost by death are Sir James Donaldson, Principal of the University, St. Andrews; Dr. Strachan-Davidson, Master of Balliol; Dr. Alexander van Millingen, Professor of History in the Robert College, Constantinople; and Professor W. Ross Hardie, of Edinburgh.

The following Members of the Council retire by rotation and are nominated for re-election: Mr. A. M. Daniel, Mr. R. M. Dawkins, Mr. J. P. Droop, Mr. Edgar, Mr. Talfourd Ely, Mr. Theodore Fyfe, Miss J. E. Harrison, Mrs. Arthur Strong, and Mr. P. N. Ure.

---

1 The Council have recently been informed that Mr. Tozer bequeathed £250 to the Society. (Ed. Aug. 1916.)

2 To these names must now be added that of another member of the Council, Captain Guy Dickins, K.R.R., and that of Mr. R. M. Heath. (Ed.)
Bywater and Sotheby Professor of Byzantine and Modern Greek Language and Literature.—The Statute establishing this Professorship provides that the election shall be in the hands of a Board of seven Electors, one of whom shall be nominated by this Society to hold office for five years. The Council have appointed Professor J. B. Bury as the Society's Elector.

General Meetings.—At the first General Meeting, held November
19th, 1915, Professor Percy Gardner read an illustrated paper on "A new Statue of Alexander the Great from Cyrene."

He said that in June, 1914, there came to light on the site of Cyrene, in baths of the Ptolemaic age, which were restored under Hadrian, a colossal statue of Alexander, nearly eight feet (mètres 2.30) in height (see figure). The figure is erect, the weight resting on the left leg; the left hand held a lance, of which some part remains; on the right side is a puntello, which seems to mark the place where a sword, held in the right hand, rested. Over the left shoulder is the end of a chlamys; by the side of the statue emerges the head of a horse.

Professor Mariani has published a preliminary account of the statue in the *Rend. Acc. Lincei*, 1915. He promises a fuller account hereafter. But the members of the Hellenic Society may be glad to have in the meantime a brief exposition of the value of the new discovery.

That the new statue is in some sense a portrait of Alexander seems to be clear: the head is quite near to a recognised type. But the horse's head emerging from the ground shows that Alexander appears in the guise of one of the Dioscuri, Castor and Pollux, by whose effigies in reliefs in the museum at Sparta the horse's head sometimes appears.

It must be confessed that the statue, apart from the head, is not interesting. It is of poor work and conventional type. If the head had been lost it would scarcely have occurred to us that it might represent Alexander. But the head deserves closer consideration. It is turned slightly towards the right shoulder and upwards; the expression is lofty and enthusiastic; and the hair, as in most portraits of Alexander, stands up from the head in two masses, of which one falls towards either temple. The attitude is exactly that described by Plutarch in the most noted of the portraits by Lysippus, the head turned up to the sky, the neck slightly twisted, with a manly and lionine aspect.

The actual forms of the features certainly resemble those of the Azara head, which is, however, in so poor a condition and so much restored that it has no great value. The attitude of the head, however, differs from the Azara example, and is more like that of the head of the bronze statuette in the Louvre, which was regarded by Professor Wolters (Arch. Anz. 1895, p. 153) as a reduction of the ' Alexander with the lance' by Lysippus. The body of this statuette, however, does not resemble that of the new statue, which is squarer, more upright, and differently pondered.

It is probable that Prof. Mariani will have some difficulty in determining the relation of the new discovery to existing portraits. As regards attitude of head, hair, and general type, nothing comes much nearer to it than the beautiful bronze statuette from Paromythia in the British Museum (Cat. Bronzes, 277), which is shown by the conical felt cap to represent one of the Dioscuri. It is not improbable, therefore, that the statue really represents a Dioscurus with the traditional features of Alexander. From the photograph one cannot determine whether the horse's head is horned or not: if it is horned, this would show a close relation to Alexander. It
will be wiser to postpone one's final opinion, on this and other points, until Prof. Mariani publishes his more mature views.

A discussion followed in which Mrs. Esaullie, Mr. Arthur Smith, and Mrs. Strong took part.

On February 8th, 1916, Mr. A. Hamilton Smith read a paper, illustrated with lantern slides, on "Some Greek and other Reliefs recently acquired by the British Museum." The paper dealt generally with the votive and sepulchral Greek reliefs which have been acquired by the British Museum during the last twenty-five years.

Most of the reliefs shown and discussed are published by Mr. Smith in the *Journal*, Vol. XXXVI., Part I. Among those not there published the principal subjects are the votive relief of Pan and the Nymphs; the relief of Artemis Bendis and the Torch-racers; and the relief published *J.H.S.* XXI., Pl. I. The addition of the central acrotelial ornament since that publication has established that the proportions are those of a votive and not of a sepulchral relief.

Among the grave reliefs, besides those discussed in the paper referred to, the relief of a Slave Boy, given by the Duke of Northumberland in 1852, and only lately brought into the galleries, was shown. This relief, long suspect, and condemned in *B.M. Cat. of Sculpture* (No. 2661), but defended by Conze (No. 1266), appears to be authentic and interesting.

A trapezophoros from the Temple Collection (Eros with a cock), and the lately acquired Altar of Hercules Augustus (*C.I.L.* VI., 301), were also exhibited.

At the third General Meeting, held on May 9th, Mr. G. F. Hill read a paper on "Apollo and St. Michael: some Analogies." The coins of Alexandria Troas illustrate a peculiar version of the myth of the foundation of the Sminthion; the heraldman (Ordeis) of the priest (Kriniis) is guided by a bull to the grotto where the statue of Apollo is found. The Troad Apollo is a sender of and preserver of plague (with which his sacred rats or mice are associated) and also a god of herds. The use of cattle as guides to sites of sacred places is common in various mythologies; and the legend of the shrine of St. Michael on Monte Gargano (on which in antiquity there was a shrine of Calchas) offers a parallel to the Sminthion legend. The legend of Mont St. Michel also recalls the theft of the cattle of Apollo by Hermes; there also the site was indicated by a bull. There is a general resemblance between the activities of Apollo, the god of light, slayer of the Python, and the bright angel Michael, queller of the serpent of Evil. There are also close analogies between the two as healers, and in connexion with plague. But while Michael's weapon is sword or lance, that of Apollo is bow and arrows. The arrow is the symbol of pestilence during antiquity and the middle ages, as is proved by literary references from St. Gregory onwards, and by the Italian plague-pictures and German Pest-Blätter. The association of Michael with plague is illustrated by the Vision of Castel Sant' Angelo and various incidents and usages down to the seventeenth century. As healer he supersedes Apollo and other
healing deities in Phrygia (especially at Chonae) and near Constantinople (the Michaelion). The art-conception of Michael as a dragon-queller, in accordance with the passage of Revelation, first develops importance in the eleventh century; but though the idea may have been helped by the adoption of Michael as patron-saint by the Lombards, the development of the art-type is not due to Germanic influence.

An interesting discussion followed in which the President, Dr. Crawford, Mr. P. Droop, Dr. Sambon, and Mr. P. N. Ure took part.

**Library, Photographic and Lantern Slide Collections.**—The subjoined table shows the number of books added to the Joint Library during the past three years, the number of visitors to it, and of books borrowed; also the number of slides lent out on hire, and of slides and photographs sold each session.

As will be seen very few additions have been made during the past two years, but the Council felt it would not be proper to spend on the collections, and such additions as have been made are by gift, not by purchase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>A. LIBRARY</th>
<th>B. SLIDES AND PHOTOGRAPHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACCESSIONS</td>
<td>VISITORS TO LIBRARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913-14</td>
<td>442 Books</td>
<td>1,072 Vols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914-15</td>
<td>142 Books</td>
<td>659 Vols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915-16</td>
<td>97 Books</td>
<td>960 Vols.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


following Universities: Cambridge, Oxford, California, Princeton, and Virginia.


Miscellaneous donations of books have also been given by Mr. W. H. Buckler, Mr. C. R. Haines and Miss C. Sharpe.

The Council beg to thank the following donors of slides, negatives and photographs: Sir Hercules Read, Mr. G. F. Hill, Mrs. S. Arthur Strong, Mrs. Esdale, Mr. F. W. Hasluck and Mr. A. J. B. Wace.

Finance.—The Income of the Society for the year shows a further falling off when compared with last year, and is considerably lower than it was two or three years ago. This, however, was only to be expected in view of the many other pressing claims of the present time, but by severely restricting expenditure wherever possible the year’s outlay has not exceeded the income. The fall in receipts for Members’ Subscriptions and Entrance Fees is £70, which has been more than offset by a reduction in the amount spent on the Journal. The amount received from Subscribing Libraries is not lower than last year, and leaving out enemy countries, the list does not appear likely to fall off in numbers. As a result of the reduced outlay on the Journal, and some further economies under the various headings of general expenditure, the Income and Expenditure Account would have shown a balance on the right side of just over £100, but for the fact that it has been decided to carry to Reserve Account, against the fall in the market value of the Society’s Investments, the sum of £100, and this has reduced the balance to a few pounds.

The Cash balance stands at £439, as against £472 last year, and the Debts Receivable are £35 higher—practically an even position. Against this the Debts Payable stand at £288, or £50 less than last year, an improvement by that amount. The amount of arrears of Members’ Subscriptions outstanding when the books closed was £168, but this amount is omitted in making up the accounts.

The total of the names on the ordinary membership roll has dropped from 901 to 864. The total for the Libraries, including those in the enemy countries whose subscriptions it is anticipated will be renewed after the war, stands at 218, as against 217 last year.

It is almost inevitable that the membership roll should suffer heavily again in the coming year. Several members are known to be abroad on active service, and these, at any rate for a time, are out of touch with the Society. More urgent claims must interfere in other cases, and the only way in which the Society’s work can be kept going is by the practical help of all its Members.
By the introduction of new Members most valuable assistance can be rendered, and it is only in this way that the membership roll can be maintained. On this the strength of the Society's finances depend, and so far as it does not interfere with their public obligations the Council invites the active co-operation of all of the Members to this end.

The Chairman announced that the Officers and retiring Members of Council, of whose names a printed list had been circulated, were duly re-elected.

He then moved the adoption of the Report of the Council, which having been seconded by Mr. Percival, was put to the Meeting and carried unanimously.

Mr. A. Hamilton Smith described an archaic seated female statue recently added to the Museum of Berlin.

The President gave an illustrated address on 'Many-fountained Ida.' The proceedings closed with votes of thanks to the Auditors moved by Mr. Penoyre, and to the lecturers, moved by Mr. Macmillan and seconded by Sir Henry Howorth.
### ANALYSIS OF RECEIPTS FOR THE YEARS ENDING:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscriptions, Current</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>753</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrears</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrance Fees</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent (B.S.A., B.S.R., and Archaeological Institute)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Fund</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Excavations at Philickshol sale&quot;</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Funeral Codex Venues sale&quot;</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantern Slides Account</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Fund (for Library Fittings)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent, Use of Library, etc. (Romantic Society)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1,259 1,263 1,240 1,610 1,417 1,455 1,472 1,479 1,489 1,204

*Receipts less expenses.*

### ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEARS ENDING:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rent</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>£</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library: Purchases &amp; Binding</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating, Lighting, Cleaning &amp;c.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smaller Printing, Footage, Stationery, etc.</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantern Slides Account</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographic Account</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Journal (less sales)</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman Society, Expenditure of formation</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Fittings</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation of Stocks of Publications and Reserved</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1,009 1,243 1,462 1,762 1,310 1,547 1,352 1,573 1,604 1,495

*Expenses less sales.*
Dr.

'ECONOMIC STUDIES' ACCOUNT. FROM JUNE 1, 1915, TO MAY 31, 1916.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Printing and Paper, Vol. XXXV. Part II, and XXXVI,</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing and Engraving</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edging and Reviews</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing, Addressing, and Carriage to Members</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>405</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**£405 16 11**

Note. — Owing to Vol. XXXVI, Part I not being issued till after the close of the financial year, and actual figures being impossible, approximate figures of the cost, and an estimated amount for the sales of this part have been included above.

'EXCAVATIONS AT PHYLAKOP' ACCOUNT. FROM JUNE 1, 1915, TO MAY 31, 1916.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Column showing Financial Result from Date of Publication to May 31, 1915.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account for Current Year</td>
<td>£130</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficit Balance brought forward (excluding value of Stock)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance on Current Year to Income and Expenditure Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£130 16 11</strong></td>
<td><strong>£0 0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By Sale of 1 Copy during year .................................. | 100  |
<p>| Deficit Balance at May 31, 1916 (excluding value of Stock) | 129  |
| <strong>Total</strong>                                               | <strong>£130 16 11</strong> | <strong>£1 0 0</strong> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Deficit Balance brought forward (excluding Value of Stock)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>By Sale (nil)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Balance to American Archæological Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hellenic Society's Deficit Balance at May 31, 1916 (excluding Value of Stock)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Balance to Income and Expenditure Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$153</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANTERN SLIDES AND PHOTOGRAPHS ACCOUNT. From JUNE 1, 1915, TO MAY 31, 1916.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Slides and Photographs for Sale</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>By Receipts from Sales</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slides for Hire</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs for Reference Collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Receipts from Sale of Catalogues</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39-1411</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance to Income and Expenditure Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4948</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARY ACCOUNT. From JUNE 1, 1915, TO MAY 31, 1916.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Purchases</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>By Received for Sales of Catalogues, Duplicates, &amp;c.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Balance to Income and Expenditure Account</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

From June 1, 1915, to May 31, 1916.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Expenditure (€)</th>
<th>Income (€)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Salaries</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarian and Secretary</td>
<td>205 5 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Treasurer</td>
<td>25 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarian</td>
<td>88 1 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typist, &amp;c.</td>
<td>20 5 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Expenses</td>
<td>10 4 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery</td>
<td>18 4 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>26 10 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundries Printing, Tickets, List of Members, Notices, &amp;c.</td>
<td>21 15 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating, Lighting, and Cleaning Library Premises</td>
<td>10 19 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British School at Athens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance from Library Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance from &quot;Journal of Hellenic Studies&quot; Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation of Stock of Publications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved against Depreciation of Investments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>9 12 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**By Members' Subscriptions**

- Proportion brought forward from last year: 395 4 6
- Received during current year - Arrears: 28 16 6
- **Total Income:** 423 10 0

**Less 1/3 of 1916 Subscriptions forward to next year:**

- 113 10 7

**Members' Entrance Fees:**

- 744 16 7

**Libraries Subscriptions**

- Proportion brought forward from last year: 84 10 6
- Received during current year - 1914 & 1915: 58 17 6
- 1919: 105 18 0

**Less 1/3 of 1916 Subscriptions forward to next year:**

- 299 5 0

**Life-Compositions brought into Revenue Account:**

- 12 10 0

**Interest on Deposit Account:**

- 47 5 0

**Dividends on Investments:**

- 24 19 6

**Contributed towards Rent by British School at Athens and British School at Rome for use of Society's Room:**

- 66 0 11

**Rent of room occupied by the Royal Archaeological Institute:**

- 50 0 0

**Contributed by the Society for Promotion of Roman Studies:**

- 10 0 0

**Rent of Use of Library:**

- 30 0 0

**Balance from Excavations at Phylakopi Account:**

- 50 0 0

**Balance from Aristonthenes Codes Venetus Account:**

- 80 0 0

**Balance from Lantern Slides and Photographs Account:**

- 19 3 8

**Total Income:** 1,304 13 8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liabilities</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
<th></th>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Debits Payable</td>
<td>287 15 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Cash in Hand—Bank</td>
<td>399 9 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Subscriptions carried forward</td>
<td>472 15 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assistant Treasurer</td>
<td>24 11 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Endowment Fund</td>
<td>377 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Petty Cash</td>
<td>13 1 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(includes legacy of £200 from the late Canon Adam Farrar)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Emergency Fund (Library Fittings and Furniture)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Received</td>
<td>394 18 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Life Compositions and Donations—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total at June 1, 1916</td>
<td>£1941 9 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received during year</td>
<td>15 15 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£15 15 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less carried to Income and Expenditure Account—</td>
<td>475 4 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members deceased</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess of Assets over Liabilities at June 1, 1915</td>
<td>1900 19 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add Surplus Balance from Income &amp; Expenditure Account</td>
<td>9 14 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance—Excess of Assets at May 31, 1916</td>
<td>80 9 0 ½</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£3723 0 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examinéd and found correct.

(Signed) C. P. CLAY.
W. K. F. MACMILLAN.
THE FUTURE OF HELLENIC STUDIES.

On November 14th, 1916, a General Meeting of the Society was held, at which, in place of the usual paper, Members were invited to express their views on the Future of Hellenic Studies.

Dr. Leaf, President of the Society, opened the proceedings, and was followed by Mr. T. E. Page, Sir Clifford Allbutt, Professor Conway, Mrs. Haig, Professor Percy Gardner, Sir William Ramsay, and Mr. R. W. Livingstone. A communication was received from Sir Frederic Kenyon, who was unavoidably prevented from attending the Meeting.

Dr. Leaf:—

"The Council have summoned you to a consultation on the crisis through which Hellenic Studies are now passing. It is not a crisis which is peculiar to Greek studies; there is no institution, no ideal, no faith which is not now being passed through the crucible, and forced to test its foundation and its worth. But we cannot help recognising the existence at this moment of a tendency which does very specially affect us; a tendency which is the direct outcome of the hideous gospel of brute force which Germany has been striving to force upon the world—a tendency to exalt the materialistic side of science, to restrict the meaning of the word science itself, as though it were concerned mainly with mechanics, chemistry, and the other arts which can be directly applied to the destruction of human life; and as a result to run down and discredit all science which deals with man himself, his intellectual and spiritual powers, his higher aspirations and capacities. Against this tendency we are bound to protest with all our power.

"The Council of the Society have thought that they could best serve the interests of the cause which we all have at heart, by calling together the members for a consultation on the position; and that in place of the usual paper which is read on such an occasion we should meet for an exchange of views, and endeavour to enlighten one another on the means by which we can best protect our position. It is not a moment at which much can be done by formal resolutions; if public opinion is to be influenced, it must be rather by a propaganda of individual members; and we trust that in this propaganda each member of the Hellenic Society will feel it his personal and private duty to take an active part.

"There will no doubt be considerable differences of opinion among us as to the steps by which our end can best be obtained. Such differences are inevitable in a cause about which many people hold strong views. I trust that no one will hesitate to say quite frankly what he thinks; it is our business to face the position without any pretence or reserve; and it is only by the most complete frankness that we can ascertain how best we can help one another.

"One more point I have to mention in these preliminary remarks. Several of our most distinguished members have kindly promised to address us; but we hope that the discussion will not be confined to them. In order to give time for
as wide an expression of opinion as possible, it is, I am sorry to say, necessary to limit the time allotted to each speaker, and I must therefore ask all who address us to confine themselves to ten minutes. It is not easy to do so, when one is feeling strongly; but if you will allow me these few minutes already employed in Presidential business as an extra, I shall endeavour, in what I have to say as a mere member of the Society, beginning from this moment, to abide rigidly by this rule. And I shall therefore strictly confine myself to two points connected with the cardinal problem, the future of Greek in education. I shall take first what seems to me to be our great weakness, and then pass on to our real strength.

The time has come when Greek must stand or fall upon its own merits. No artificial helps will avail in future. On the contrary, I am convinced that any attempt to rely upon them can only end in rapid and disastrous failure.

Of course I am thinking in the first place of “compulsory Greek” in the preliminary examinations at Oxford and Cambridge. I am expressing only a private and unofficial opinion, which commits no one but myself; but it is an opinion which I hold very strongly; and I hope that we shall none of us today hesitate, in this important crisis, to express our opinions plainly. There are here, I have no doubt, many who will differ from me. I respect their objects, but I feel bound to depreciate their methods. It seems clear to me that this compulsory Greek is the weak point in our position, the untenable salient which invites the attacks of the enemy, and from which it is urgent that we should as soon as may be withdraw, while yet there is time.

The fight for the retention of compulsory Greek has been a striking object lesson in the art of making enemies. Every year we are turning out of our large schools boys who go up to the Universities with equal hatred and contempt of Greek. I am speaking of the able boys whose bias is towards science, or mathematics, or history, but who have not the liking, or perhaps the capacity, for ancient languages. They find that, if they want to go to Oxford or Cambridge, they have to be taken, probably for a year, off the studies which really interest them, in order to be crammed for an examination which, as they can see very well, is a patent farce—at least at Cambridge. Who can blame them if they go out into life hating and despising such a study? The study of Greek, which should be a distinction and a privilege for the few, is degraded into a hateful choree for all. Remember, I am not speaking of the stupid boys. We cannot shut our eyes to what is said for instance by a man like Lord Rayleigh at the meeting at Burlington House last May. Lord Rayleigh said “any idea of attaining to an appreciation of the language and literature of the Greeks, in my own case, and in the case of most of my friends, was mere moonshine.” He went on to quote Henry Sidgwick as having said that the great impediment to a literary education was classics, “and I think,” adds Lord Rayleigh, “he said Greek.” I feel sure from my own knowledge of Henry Sidgwick, that he did say Greek, and that he meant compulsory Greek. Again we find F. W. Maitland, a born scholar if ever there was one, writing, in a published letter to Henry Jackson, “Compulsory Greek, acting on a fine natural stupidity, deprived me early of all power of learning languages.”

Now things like this, from such men, we cannot afford to have said; yet we are asking for them so long as we maintain compulsory Greek. We are steadily banking up a flood of hatred against Greek—banking it up by an illusory and artificial dyke which cannot resist much longer. The longer we strive to maintain
it, the more disastrous will be the flood when the inevitable burst comes. It is not a time when we can face with equanimity the odium inseparable from the obstinate maintenance of a privileged monopoly.

If I thought then, as many do think, that the study of Greek were to be dependent in the future on artificial props, I should despair of it. But I at least am an optimist. I have a profound faith in the capacity of Greek studies to resist all attempts to suppress them. I believe that the charm, as well as the substantial value, of the best that we have received from Hellas is such that there will be always a demand for it from many of the very flower of youthful minds—a demand large enough to ensure that the study of Greek shall never be extinguished, at least till there shall have come over humanity some much more profound change than can be brought about by two or three or four years of the most intense war. And I will try to give you very briefly the grounds of my faith.

Remember that the complaint of the aggressiveness of science at the expense of the classics is not new; it has been continuously raised for at least half a century. That date, if you will allow me a moment's personal reminiscence, is fixed in my mind, because it is just half a century since I entered Harrow, and my own entry coincided with the appointment of the first science master there. The science teaching was no mere farce; for the first-fruits of it was the brilliant though unhappily brief career of Frank Balfour, who in his thirty-one years of life leapt into the first rank of European science. The modern side at Harrow now numbers considerably more than the classical; more than half the boys are taking science as a regular part of the curriculum. In the meantime you know what has been done at the Universities in the growth of great scientific schools, which I have no time to enumerate. Science has grown and thriven greatly, in spite of the serious handicap of compulsory Greek, alike at Oxford and Cambridge.

But has it been at the expense of Classics? Turn your thoughts back fifty years, and ask yourselves what the position of Classics was then. In 1866 there was, I venture to say, outside Oxford and Cambridge no interest in Classics whatever. You could not have called a meeting such as this; for there was no Society to call together. Since that year we have seen the foundation of the Hellenic Society, of the British School at Athens, of the British School at Rome, and last, but by no means least, of the Classical Association, with its branches all over the United Kingdom. All are flourishing in numbers; all are engaged in spreading the faith that the human mind cannot live by bread alone, and that an essential portion of its nourishment is to be found in that part of human nature which has been handed down to us from Greece and Rome.

But there is a better test of the position of the Classics than a mere enumeration of members or an addition of the money which has been subscribed for purposes of propaganda. Classical philology, like every other science, must be judged by its output of original work. And here again I ask you to make a comparison with what was being done fifty years ago. There existed then a single journal for classical work not sufficient in bulk for independent publication, the Journal of Philology, which covered not only Greek and Latin, but Oriental languages as well. What have we to-day? We still have the Journal of Philology; but we have added to it the Journal of Hellenic Studies, the various publications of the British School at Rome, the Annual of the British School at Athens, and the Classical Review; and the Classical Review itself, now the publication of the
Classical Association, has given birth to the Classical Quarterly. All are, and have from the first, been full of matter, most of it original work of the highest quality. When we judge the Classics by their works, we must admit that, far from having suffered from the intense competition to which they have been subjected during the last half century, they have thriven enormously. It is not too much to say that the study of Greek has passed from moribund decadence to a vigorous and fertile youth. Fewer, though still far too many, are being forced to learn Greek; but a vastly increased number are studying it in the right way, and proving their work by publication of results.

If we ask how this transformation has been effected, the answer is plain. It is that the study of Greek has been brought out of the library into the fresh air; it has extended itself to all the departments of human life; it has taken in archaeology, history, economics, geography as a part of itself; and thereby it has in my opinion effectively asserted its right to be one of the sciences. It has not been in opposition to, but in alliance with, the movement of science. I for one do not complain of the aggressiveness of science; I heartily approve of any movement for a wider and more effective recognition of science in education and government. But I hope that we shall take our full share in that aggressiveness, and boldly assert the place of Hellenic studies in the ranks of real science. We have felt to the full the good effects of competition in the past; let us now set ourselves to realise the ground we have won, and proclaim our intention not only to hold it but extend it.

How can we best do so? We must influence public opinion by proclaiming the faith that is in us: by letting the world know how many there are who find in things Hellenic that intellectual and moral satisfaction which is not wholly supplied by anything else: who see in the spiritual side of life something wholly superior to the invention of new explosives: and who will not be content that an art and a literature which they have found, in confirmation of the judgment of all the past, to be unique in interest and influence, should be blotted out of the intellectual possessions of the British race. I find it difficult to imagine what I should have been without Greek: to me it has meant the very life of my life.

Mr. Page:

Though an original member of the Society, this is the first meeting I have attended, chiefly because while much interested in "Hellenic Studies," I have had comparatively little interest in those archaeological questions to which the Society seems to devote its whole attention.

Unfortunately I have to disagree with almost everything the Chairman has said, for whereas Dr. Leaf has spoken of the progress of Greek study I can only bear witness to its persistent decline, although I allow that the number of technical journals has much increased; but their existence is no proof of any general interest in Greek literature and the number of people who really read them is probably very small.

As regards "compulsory Greek," I can only repeat with greater emphasis the views I expressed when invited to speak on the subject some years back at Cambridge. On that occasion I had the misfortune to follow Mr. S. H. Butcher, who made one of his beautiful speeches to show that we might securely give up "compulsory Greek" because "Hellenism can never die," and it was my duty to
point out that as a matter of fact the study of Greek was rapidly dying in our public schools, and that but for the encouragement given to it by our older Universities—and part of that encouragement was making some knowledge of it compulsory—it would, I believed, soon be wholly dead. The public schools are fed by the preparatory schools, and these are private establishments, not under public control, and almost as marketable as hotels. Some of them are excellent, especially the smaller ones where the qualities of the headmaster count for much, but in many of them, if it were possible to find out what the salary of an assistant master is, it would be found that learning is exactly the thing that is held most cheaply. What they are chiefly concerned with is health, luxury, sports, playing-grounds, good social surroundings, and the like; but against Greek they have always set their faces, and at last wholly got rid of it, on the plea that they wish to teach Latin "intensively," though, as a matter of fact, they teach it no better than they did.

"Nor do very dissimilar conditions prevail in our public schools. In the last fifty years their number has very largely increased, so that the accommodation they provide almost exceeds the number of boys who can afford to come to them (and in the near future the condition of things may become much intensified). The result is that, owing to heavy expenditure on buildings and the like which brings with it large charges for interest and upkeep, whenever a study ceases to "pay," or to be demanded by parents, that study must, with absolute certainty, be dropped out of the curriculum, and, if any school begins to fall in numbers, it will immediately drop Greek, and the same will soon apply to Latin also. Indeed, in our public schools what were "Army Classes" have already developed into Modern Sides; then the Modern Side steadily begins to swamp the Classical Side, and in it, just as its only maxim seems to be Graeco laude est hereticum, so the Latin taught is hardly worth teaching. It is taught for the most part purely with a view to passing some examination, while as regards French and German, their value as literature is far less considered than their value as aids to obtaining profitable employment. In fact, under the pressure of what are at bottom purely commercial influences the whole position of "humane letters" as an instrument of liberal education is seriously endangered.

"What I then said at Cambridge was criticised as "cynical" and "pessimistic," while it was half-suggested that it was "vulgar." But the vulgarity was not in my words, but in the hard facts which had to be faced, and could not be denied. Indeed, for some years I furnished Mr. Butcher with definite facts as regards a particular school which showed to demonstration that what I said would happen was actually happening; and only lately I heard the same tale from a distinguished scholar connected with another great school, who spoke not only of the number of boys who did Greek continually dwindling, but of the general standard of Classical work steadily deteriorating except in the case of some few boys who were working for scholarships.

"The same process is going on in those secondary schools which have taken the place of the old grammar schools—in one of which I myself read the Agamemnon before I was fourteen—so that quite recently as a member of an Education Authority, I had the greatest difficulty in preventing certain reports being accepted by the Authority, in which a strong effort was made by three Inspectors to banish Latin almost wholly from the curriculum and to replace it by a modern language, even in cases where the pupils studied two languages other than English.
My general conclusion, based on undoubted facts, is that there is a strong and growing tendency to devote time and attention almost exclusively to subjects which can be called "paying" in the most vulgar sense, and that unless Societies such as the Hellenic Society use their influence to oppose this tendency, there is the gravest danger that the whole character of our higher education will become fatally degraded."

Sir Clifford Allbut:\n
"I am glad to hear Dr. Leaf's opinion that the study of Greek cannot be fostered by artificial devices; such as, for example, "compulsory Greek" at the Universities. On the contrary, nothing of late has borne so hardly against Greek as this artificial defence. So long as this requirement drifted along as an old custom from generation to generation, it attracted less notice; but when, after a battle royal at Cambridge, the residents were overborne by outside influences, and compulsory Greek was thus re-established in permanence, public opinion was aroused, the anti-Grecians got a telling cry, and the loss to Greek studies was more than the gain. So long as Greek is an instrument of slavery it can never hold up its head among liberal studies.

"Indeed I would discard the formal use of the title "classics," which has become a synonym for Latin and Greek only, and for these mainly in their academic or even grammatical aspects. It tends to remove these languages from the broad realm of humane letters, and to suggest to the man in the street a barren mental gymnast, or at best the elegant mystery of a few antiquaries. The last qualities which "classics" suggests to him are those of life and mankind. And surely in its proper use the "classics" should include the masterpieces not of Greek only, but also of all tongues and periods; and these rather in their ethical, literary and historical sense than in their philological sense.

"Again the accusation is made against Latin and Greek that they are "dead" languages. True, perhaps; but if so, they have been killed by their teachers. How can that be a tongue which is never spoken? Their living use, which carries with it a physiological development in the pupil, has been allowed to die out, and Latin literature and conversation have become as music scores never heard. If these tongues are to recover their influence among men they must be raised from the dead, they must come not from the copy-book but from the heart. Boys would never grow into cricketers if they learned the game from books only.

"Furthermore, even as it is, the teaching of "classics" is wrong from beginning to end. It begins with the abstract, it should begin with the concrete, and for some years should stay there. The growth of a foreign as of a native tongue should be as of living symbols first, expressions of life and the world; analysis should follow afterwards. Yet from the outset the little scholar is nourished on remote, subtle, and for many years to him incomprehensible, abstractions. Give him first the range and music of the instrument, he may pick it to pieces afterwards—say in the Fifth or Sixth Form, when these languages have become tongues to him."

\*\*\*\n
\* In Greek, no doubt, we are faced by our usual ignorance of its pronunciation; all we know being that ancient Greek could not have been pronounced with the modern recklessness disregard of quantity. Then the use of the fine and intimate limbs of speech will have built up the corresponding language centres in the brain. But on many points such as these I have no need to occupy many columns of The Times (Edn. Sept. 7, Oct. 5, Nov. 16), that it would not become me to dwell at greater length. (See also Proc. Camb. Antiq. 1906).
As regards the relations of Science to Letters, I will say only that these arts are not to be regarded as rivals, nor even as alternatives; nor again as "semi-detached"; nor, nor even "complementary," as some put it; they are to be regarded as interpenetrating and fusing the one into the other, so that neither is complete without the other. The unlettered scientist and the unscientific student of letters are alike illumined on one hemisphere only. We have seen many a pathetic instance of this misfortune.

One audacity I keep to the last; namely this, that as a subscriber to "classical" periodicals I would suggest for the advancement of Greek and Latin studies, for the increase of their influence on opinion and culture, a larger proportion of occupation with the broader and more generous interpretations of the masterpieces of the past, such as we have heard to-night not only from Dr. Leaf. Academic conundrums and textual ingenuities, in intellectual value little higher than chess problems, are no illegitimate amusements for experts in their spare hours, but meanwhile the inexhaustible content even of well-known masterpieces is neglected, and infinite labour on other great works not so well-known is not begun. And not the man in the street only is disappointed."

Professor R. S. Conway (Manchester):—

I fear that as I have been called upon at this point, what I say will seem like a direct onslaught upon the views put forward by Dr. Page, whom nevertheless, in common with all students of Latin, I regard with the reverence and gratitude due to one of the greatest of scholars and teachers. Dr. Page promised to mention some "hard facts," but the only fact that he has explicitly described is that an Education Authority, elected by ratepayers, resisted the suggestions of official inspectors and listened to him when he pleaded for the establishment of the teaching of Latin and Greek in the secondary schools which the Authority controlled. Surely this is not a discouraging, but a most encouraging fact. More than that, it represents the normal way in which knowledge and education have always been extended, by the direct advocacy of those who love them, among those to whom they are less known.

A great multitude of new schools have been established in the last thirty years, and it is the business of everyone who cares for Greek study to use their influence with the authorities who control them to see that proper encouragement is given to the study of Latin and, in the larger schools, of Greek. County Councillor Authorities are much more open-minded towards pleading on behalf of any branch of Higher Education, literary as well as others, than a body of parents of boys at the public schools. If one were to judge the latter by a recent pamphlet, there could hardly be a more philistine class in the community. One parent indeed, openly stated that his only motive for sending his son to a public school was to secure for them its social hallmark, and he complained bitterly that this could not be obtained without such a non-lucrative study as that of Greek.

The real defence of Greek therefore, is to be found in an offensive against the real enemy, the indifference of English people as a whole to any kind of knowledge; the spirit which looks upon a specialist as a householders looks upon a plumber, a disagreeable necessity to be got out of the house as soon as possible. The chief efforts of those who care for Greek should be to extend the study of Latin and Greek to the newer schools and the younger Universities,—not by refusing reform where it is needed. Boys and girls who have been well trained
in Latin can acquire a scholarly knowledge of Greek in a much shorter time than is commonly supposed; and I am convinced that much time is wasted by beginning Greek at the preparatory schools. Between the ages of fourteen and nineteen school-boys can learn Greek up to a scholarly level. To show this I quote the case of several students who had not begun Greek before entering on their University course but who, after four years, had attained a substantial knowledge of the language. These were students of special ability; but for their sake it is important that the Leaving Scholarships awarded by Education Authorities should not be tied up to any one course of subjects, but that students with a gift for the study of literature shall be allowed to pursue it as freely as those whose gift is for Natural Science. Dr. Page has lamented the badness of the Latin on the Modern Side of public schools. I feel bound, therefore, to mention that I examined Dr. Page’s own old school last summer, and that one of the pleasantest parts of a pleasant experience was to find the interest which the boys in the Modern Fifth showed in the Latin books they had read; although of course, in point of exact scholarship, they were not the equal of the boys in the Classical Fifth.

1 The practical steps which I advocate at this moment are three: (1) The introduction of some Natural Science and the discontinuance of Greek at preparatory schools. (2) The abolition of Greek as a compulsory subject for students of Natural Science at Oxford and Cambridge, but its retention for all students of Literature, Modern Languages, History or Philosophy. (3) A change in the Oxford and Cambridge system of Open Scholarships, so that candidates should not be allowed to win a scholarship on one subject only, though they should still be allowed to make one subject their chief qualification. By this means the excessive specialisation which is doing great harm to school-boys and burdening their teachers, in Science and in Mathematics no less than in Classics, would be stopped.

Mrs. Haig:

“Residence in India has shown me the importance of a knowledge of things Hellenic to all those who are called on to take part in the government of India. In India the centre of national life is the village; in Greece the city was the centre of life, for Greece was a collection of city-states, and a knowledge of their history, their laws, and their polity makes it far easier to appreciate the point of view and the customs of the village communities in India.”

Professor Percy Gardner:

“The two main theses of the address of our President, first, that we must learn to do without the compulsory learning of the Greek language in school and University; and second, that we may hope notwithstanding to maintain the heritage of Hellas in modern education seem to me almost beyond controversy. Mr. Page indeed has impugned them. But in the first place his view of the condition of our secondary schools seems unduly pessimistic. He thinks that the classics are decaying in them, yet we are told that they neglect the teaching of

\[\text{The contents of the following paragraph were not actually delivered by the speaker, but they were in his mind; and as without them what he said is liable to some misconception he has sought permission to append these sentences here.}\]
science. And everyone knows how unsatisfactory is the teaching in them of modern languages. Do they then teach nothing but football? However, we are all hoping that, whatever be the state of our schools, they are going to be made more effective and thorough in consequence of the great stir in the nation's life. Mr. Page's pessimism largely arises because for him the influence of Hellas on education is bound up with the linguistic study of Greek by schoolboys. But an appreciation of Greek literature and art and Hellenic civilization generally, though allied with the study of the Greek language, is not limited by it. Our President has observed that the production of careful specialist studies of what is Greek has made rapid progress since 1880. But that is not all. A parallel sense of the immense value of Hellenic culture has spread through much wider circles. It has been found that popular audiences throughout the country, and particularly in the North of England, are very willing, if properly approached, to understand the value of Greek civilization in matters of literature and art. They are quite willing to discover that, until one has had a certain amount of Greek culture, it is impossible to thoroughly appreciate our literature or our art. Now things Hellenic may be, to a considerable extent, studied with some slight, but without any advanced, knowledge of the Greek language, and I do think that in future we shall have to depend for the general diffusion of Hellenic culture more upon translations than upon the originals. Most boys who come from the Universities have not sufficient knowledge of the Greek language to take pleasure and enjoyment in reading it; for that reason, I think, to obtain good translations will be most beneficial, and we owe a great debt to Mr. Loeb and his friend, Mr. Salomon Reinach, for the great series of translations which they have started. Comparatively few read the Bible in the original: but that does not prevent it from being appreciated."

Sir William Ramsay:—

'I had no intention of speaking, because I came here not to teach but to learn. I find there is most to learn from those who differ from me, and with the President's own remarks I agreed so completely that there was nothing to learn from him, but I found much to learn from Mr. Page, and many corrections of my opinions to get from his words. I had, like the President, fancied that activity in publications of magazines and books about classics was a proof that the study of classics was still living and active. I learned from Mr. Page that such things are a sure sign of decay. It used to be my good fortune to present a large number of copies of Mr. Page's own works as prizes in my classes at college during a long succession of years, and as I listened to him I rather marvelled that he had lent himself to help on the decadence of classical studies. Moreover, I feel that this is delicate ground, because another of his points was that classics should be and remain of no practical use, and in particular must never be connected in any way with financial advantage. Now it has always been a pleasure to myself to receive annual letters from publishers enclosing accounts and cheques for royalties, and I had pleased myself with the thought that by ordering every year a dozen or more "Pages" I was contributing to the pleasure of an excellent scholar, but as it is, I am afraid that I was only helping to disquiet his mind with the melancholy thought of the decadence of study and mercenary entanglements. That classics should be useless in practical life, and that all boys
should be drilled in classics before they leave a preparatory school, were I think the two lessons which he impressed most deeply on my mind. I confess my own point of view has been that by forcing a very large number of boys to detest Greek, you are doing no real service to the study. The truth apparently is that the larger the number of people who learn to hate Greek in childhood, the stronger the study of Greek is in the country.

*The most appalling fact that has been brought home to me in life is the contempt which the British people entertain for knowledge, and I confess that I have connected this largely with the failure to learn classics. It is all very well for the one man who learns Greek, or the two or the three, but what of the 99, 98, or 97 who fail? They are accustomed year after year to fail and to be perfectly content. They get back their exercises scored from end to end, and they are happy and even proud to fail. The most important lesson that one has to learn in this world is that it is not allowable to make a mistake, and we send boys away from school who have to begin to learn when they go into business that the man who makes mistakes has no career before him. And the contempt for knowledge is in my judgment largely due to the fact that in some cases great excellence in classics is connected with a certain archaic bent of mind which makes a man useless in practical life. I have known many brilliant examples of extremely able men who were excellent classical scholars, but I have also known a certain number who were super-excellent in classics as taught in the schools and who were otherwise so useless in life as to produce the feeling in the mind of the ordinary boy that learning and knowledge are useless and contemptible. I do not, however, claim to be right in this. I have learned better through Mr. Page, and I am a learner, not a teacher. For many years, in class after class at college, I used to explain that I never taught anybody anything, but that it had been my good fortune to be in the company of a large number of young men to whom I taught nothing, but while they were with me they succeeded in learning for themselves through a certain enthusiasm something that was worth learning, namely: that it is possible to acquire knowledge and that knowledge is useful.

In conclusion, I should like to mention, with regard to a remark of Professor Gardner about the difficulty of getting from the United States a sufficient number of Rhodes Scholars trained in Greek—in many Universities of America I was told that it was impossible to induce their best scholars to apply for Rhodes Scholarships because those who were intending to be scholars were bent on going to study in Germany.

Mr. R. W. Livingstone:

*If the President casts his mind, not fifty but one hundred years back, I think he would feel less satisfied with the position of the Classics. Then, as literature, parliament, and the numerous translators testify, the men who controlled the country had had a classical education. There followed the Industrial Revolution, and the Classics, like the Church, have never got hold of the classes which it called into existence. How little Greek touches, or is understood by them may be seen by the criticisms they make on it, from such remarks as Cobden's that there was more useful information in one page of the Times than in the whole of Thucydides, down to the fatalities on the subject uttered by many eminent men of to-day drawn from the same class. It may be seen from the condition of Greek in the newer
Universities, and in most of the new big secondary schools which are increasingly important. Greek, as these facts prove, does not maintain itself by its own excellence, and the evidence shows, I think, conclusively, that in most of the new secondary schools it would practically cease to be taught, unless it were necessary for those of their pupils who go to the older Universities to learn it, in fact, unless "compulsory Greek," or some similar method of protecting the language, existed.

"How can its influence be extended? Partly by better teaching, partly, perhaps, by popular courses of lectures at the newer Universities, and by degree courses in which the classics are studied in the original, but also in translations, thus enabling students to cover more ground and get more grasp of the subject. But I think that the most effective method would be to get the Board of Education to see that teaching in Greek is accessible all over the country, not only in the big public schools, but also in the new secondary schools, so that any boy who wishes can learn it. If adequate safeguards of this kind were provided, the need for "compulsory Greek" would disappear. In Germany these facilities exist, so that one third of the boys in the secondary schools study Greek, and Greek is in a far better position than here. But this is only achieved by protection, and without protection, as far as the evidence shows, Greek sinks from an influence moulding the educated men of a nation into a study for the few."

Sir Frederic Kenyon wrote as follows:

I believe that every boy in a secondary school ought to get a grounding in classics, mathematics, history, modern languages, and natural science; that he should not specialise until a late stage in his school career; but that he should do progressively more of the subject for which he is found to have most aptitude and less of the others. I should be content not to require Greek before entry to a public school; but I think every boy should have a full and fair chance of showing that he has linguistic aptitude, and that no literary education should be considered complete which does not include Greek. I think Greek so important that every material encouragement should be given to boys to learn it. I would keep up all Greek scholarships and prizes, and leave those who think that science is equally important to endow it accordingly; and while I would urge that many of our public schools should teach more science than they do, I would equally urge that many schools and universities (especially in the north) ought to see that their science students get a proper share of the humanities.

No resolution was proposed, as the object of the meeting was not to commit the members of the Society to a common opinion, but to elicit their individual opinions on a subject which closely concerns it.

In view of the importance of the question the Council have decided to reprint the 'Report on the Position of Greek in Education' issued by them in January 1912, together with a supplementary note, which appeared in the Educational Supplement of The Times in March of the same year.

\[\text{See below, p. 198.}\]
MEMORANDUM OF THE COUNCIL OF THE
SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF HELLENIC
STUDIES ON THE PLACE OF GREEK IN
EDUCATION.

The Council appointed on 17th January, 1911, a Committee which,
after various investigations, presented a report on 19th December, 1911.
The Committee felt themselves precluded from entering into the
controversial problems connected with compulsory Greek; and decided to
confine their inquiries to ascertaining existing facts, and suggesting means
by which Greek would receive an equal chance with other studies. They
were materially assisted in this task by a valuable memorandum on the
position of Greek in Scotch education, laid before them confidentially at
their first meeting.
The Committee, after considering this memorandum, decided to draw
up a schedule of questions and to send it to the Professors of Greek or
other suitable authorities in all Universities in the British Isles (except
Scotland) in order to ascertain the position of Greek both in Entrance
Examinations and in Pass and Honours Courses. The answers to these
questions may be summarised as follows:—

A—Entrance Examination (including Responsions at Oxford and
Previous Examination at Cambridge).

It appears that no University except Oxford and Cambridge
makes Greek compulsory on all students.* Durham and Trinity
College, Dublin, make it so for classical students. Latin is
compulsory for all or some faculties in many places. Greek or
Latin in very few.

It appears that, even when the two are alternative, an
almost negligible quantity take Greek and not Latin. The
percentage of the total number of students taking Greek is usually
very small.

B—Pass Courses (subsequent to Entrance Examination as defined above).

No University, except Oxford and Cambridge, makes Greek
compulsory for all, and only Trinity College, Dublin, makes Latin
compulsory. As to making Greek, Latin or both compulsory in
certain Faculties (Arts, Divinity, Law, Medicine) there is consider-
able divergence; but it is common in modern Universities to make
Greek or Latin compulsory in Arts.

As to percentages, it appears again that the number taking
both, and the number taking Greek tend to be identical, or to
differ only about 1 per cent.; but there are notable exceptions here.
At Cardiff the numbers given are "both, 11 per cent., Latin only,
65 per cent., Greek only, 24 per cent."; and at Manchester "both,

* An exception is made at Oxford and Cambridge in the case of students of Oriental origin,
and at Oxford in the case of candidates for Diplomas and B.Litts. For correction of various details
given under B. & C., see last page of the Memorandum.
23 per cent., Latin only, 73 per cent., Greek only, 4 per cent." Of
the whole number of students about 15-25 per cent. take Latin,
and about 2-10 per cent. take Greek; but this last is based on
very few returns.

It is everywhere (except at Oxford and Cambridge and at
Trinity College, Dublin) possible to take Latin without Greek or
Greek without Latin, for pass.

C.—Honours Courses in Classics.

In most cases Greek or Latin cannot be taken separately; but
there are several exceptions—at Birmingham, Leeds, and in Irish
and Welsh Colleges (not Trinity College, Dublin). The proportion
of the total number of students taking Greek who read for honours
is high, varying from about 25 per cent. to 60 per cent.

D.

In a good many Universities Latin or Greek may be taken as a
subsidiary with some other subject.

E.

To the question whether opportunity is given for beginning
the study of Greek at the University, the answers are mostly in
the negative, but there are some exceptions. The practice is mostly
considered undesirable, but there are some emphatic opinions in
its favour, e.g., from King's College, London, Manchester, Durham,
Bristol, and two of the London Colleges for Women (Holloway
and Westfield).

The Committee next proceeded to circulate to the head-masters and
head-mistresses of a certain number of boys’ and girls’ schools, and to some
other persons, a short set of questions involving matters of policy as to
Greek in schools and at Universities. The answers received showed
divergence of opinion, but may thus be summarised:

(1) As to the question whether an opportunity of beginning Greek
should be given at the Universities, the general opinion was that this should
be done in special cases; but only where it was impracticable to get the
work done, as it ought to be, in schools.

(2) As to the standard of University entrance examinations in Greek
and in Latin, the general opinion was that the standard was not higher in
Greek.

(3) As to whether the standard for University entrance examinations
in classics was higher than in modern languages, most considered that this
was the case, but some dissented. Of the former several thought the
difference lay in the nature of the subjects.

(4) The answers were unanimously against the allowing of Honours
in one classical language only at Universities. Some added that, if Honours
in a single language were allowed, it was essential that a Pass standard
in the other should be insisted on.

(5) As to whether it is possible or desirable to teach Greek to pupils
who have not learned Latin, there was a difference of opinion; but some
thought it practicable and even desirable in special cases.

(6) As to whether Greek should be made a leading literary subject in
girls' schools, some head-mistresses thought it impracticable; but two
head-mistresses of important schools thought it might be done with
advantage for a certain proportion of the higher girls.

In addition to the answers to their questions, the Committee have had
valuable information and advice from various quarters, especially as to
the cramping influence of too narrow a devotion to Attic Greek, which places at a disadvantage such authors as Homer and Herodotus. It was also pointed out that it was most desirable that it should be possible for a boy to begin Greek at a public school.

While it is probably inexpedient for the Society to take any corporate action on the subject of compulsory Greek, with regard to which its members hold divergent opinions, the Council consider that the Society may very properly use its influence to emphasise the importance of the study of Greek as an element of culture, and may make suggestions to obviate the danger lest the opposition to compulsory Greek should lead to a depreciation of the value of Greek altogether.

Generally speaking, the Council are of opinion that the intrinsic merits of Greek as a means of training are beyond dispute; but they feel the danger that local education authorities throughout the country may in many cases have some prejudice against it, and that, in consequence, there may be large districts within which it will be impossible for young students to learn it, however much they may desire to do so, and they therefore desire to call special attention to the recommendation made in Section 3 below.

The Council therefore make the following recommendations:

(1) **Universities.** In the opinion of the Council it should be the policy of the Hellenic Society to advocate that wherever only one classical language is required, Greek should be admitted as an alternative to Latin. In the present state of things, this may practically mean compulsory Latin; but there are already exceptions (e.g., Manchester and Cardiff), and there may well be a change in the future, if this door be not barred by statutes or regulations. Further, any movement to allow Classical Honours to be taken in one language only, at least without an adequate standard being required in the other, should be strongly opposed, both because the higher study of neither language can be properly pursued without a knowledge of the other, and because such a course would probably lead to the absence of anyone competent to teach Greek even in schools which took Latin as a leading subject.

(2) **The Public Schools.** A representation might be made to Headmasters, either individually or through the Headmasters' conference, urging that an opportunity of beginning Greek should be given where it does not exist at present to boys who have not already begun it at a preparatory school. It is hardly within the province of the Society to make proposals in detail for the regulation of the curriculum; but the Council are strongly in favour of such elasticity as will allow a prominent place in it to the great non-Attic authors, especially Homer and Herodotus. A corollary of this would be that the Universities should recognise these authors in their entrance examinations.

(3) **Other Secondary Schools.** The Council strongly recommend that Greek, although it could not be given a position of privilege, should at least have a fair opportunity on its merits, and not be placed at a disadvantage compared with other subjects; and that so far as practicable, an opportunity of learning Greek should be placed within reach of all who desire it or are capable of profiting by it.

(4) **Girls' Schools.** The Council are of opinion that the educational value of Greek as a literary subject and as an influence on modern life and
thought, and its suitability for inclusion in a curriculum not so heavily burdened with the necessity of preparing for professional examinations, or cramped by similar practical considerations, should be brought home, as far as possible, to head-mistresses, to head-masters of schools not included in the above categories, and to the public generally. This might well be the subject of a pamphlet or a magazine article, such as might be written for the occasion and be available for wide distribution.

It was further suggested that some papers on aids to the stimulation of historical imagination in teaching Greek might be circulated, and other means advocated for the enlivening and reform of the teaching of Greek. It should also be made more widely known that the Society is in a position to lend important assistance through the possession of lantern slides.

(Signed on behalf of the Council),

ARTHUR J. EVANS,
President.

*From the Educational Supplement of *The Times*—April, 1912.*

"THE FUTURE OF GREEK."

The Hellenic Society send us the following statement with reference to the memorandum on the place of Greek in education drawn up by the Council of the Society and published in the Educational Supplement for January:

The statement as to Greek being compulsory in the pass courses (after entrance) of various Universities is erroneous so far as Cambridge is concerned now that it is permitted to take two special examinations instead of the general (which includes Greek and Latin) and a special. The percentages of those taking Greek without Latin in pass courses are not very clearly stated, and in the case of Cardiff require amendment. The paragraph on this subject should read:—"As to percentages, it appears again that in most cases none, or only about 1 per cent., take Greek without Latin; but there are notable exceptions here. At Cardiff the numbers given are both, 13 per cent., Latin only, 70 per cent., Greek only, 17 per cent."

As to honours courses in classics, the statement in the case of Birmingham, Leeds, and Irish colleges requires amendment. Honours in one classical language only are allowed at Aberdeen and in the Welsh colleges. The Irish colleges appear to vary in their practice, and their curricula are in a transitional stage. At Belfast, Latin and Greek cannot be taken separately. The same is true of Leeds. At Birmingham they cannot be taken separately in the "School of Classics," which corresponds to the Honours School of other Universities.

The recommendations at the conclusion of the memorandum have met with general approval; No. 3, urging that an opportunity of learning Greek should be placed within reach of all, might be made more definite by the suggestion that, if difficulties of curriculum or other causes exclude the possibility of Greek being taught in some secondary schools, it should at least be arranged that there should be some school or schools in each educational district at which Greek could be learnt by those who wish to learn it.
CROMER GREEK PRIZE

With the view of maintaining and encouraging the study of Greek, particularly among the young, in the national interest, Lord Cromer has founded an Annual Prize, to be administered by the British Academy, for the best Essay on any subject connected with the language, history, art, literature, or philosophy of Ancient Greece.

The first annual prize, of £40, will be awarded before the end of 1917, under the following Rules:

1. Competition is open to all British subjects of either sex who will be under twenty-six years of age on October 1, 1917.

2. Any such person desirous of competing must send in to the Secretary of the British Academy on or before December 1, 1916, the title of the subject proposed by him or her. The Academy may approve (with or without modification) or disapprove the subject; their decision will be intimated to the competitor as soon as possible.

3. Preference will be given, in approval of subjects proposed, to those which deal with aspects of the Greek genius and civilization of large and permanent significance over those which are of a minute or highly technical character.

4. Any Essay already published, or already in competition for another prize of the same nature, will be inadmissible.

5. Essays of which the subject has been approved must be sent in to the Secretary of the Academy on or before October 1, 1917. They must be typed (or, if the author prefers, printed), and should have a note attached stating the main sources of information used.

6. It is recommended that the Essays should not exceed 20,000 words, exclusive of notes. Notes should not run to an excessive length.

7. The author of the Essay to which the prize is awarded will be expected to publish it (within a reasonable time, and after any necessary revision), either separately, or in the Journals or Transactions of a Society approved by the Academy, or among the Transactions of the Academy.

The Secretary of the Academy will supply on application, to any person qualified and desirous to compete, a list which has been drawn up of some typical subjects, for general guidance only, and without any suggestion that one or another of these subjects should be chosen, or that preference will be given to them over any other subject of a suitable nature.

Communications should be addressed to “The Secretary of the British Academy, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W.”
FOURTEENTH LIST OF
BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
ADDED TO THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY
SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF THE CATALOGUE
1913—1916.

With this list are incorporated books belonging to the Society for the
Promotion of Roman Studies. These are distinguished by *s.*

NOTE.—The Original Catalogue published in 1903, with all
the supplements appended, can be purchased by members and
subscribing libraries at 3/6 (by post 4/—). Applications should be
made to the Librarian, 19, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

Adlington (W.) Translator. See Apuleius.
Apuleius. The Golden Ass, being the Metamorphoses of Lucius
Apuleius. Translated by W. Adlington. [Laeb Class.
Libr.] Svo. 1915.


Svo. 1897.

'Aρχιτεχνον δελτια της ισπαρχειας των δεικτηριων και της δημοσιας

Atenstaedt (F.) De Hecataei Milesii Fragmentis. [Leipziger Studien
sur Class. Philologie, XIV. Bd. 1 Hfs.] Svo. Leipzig. 1891.

Bailey (C.) Some Greek and Roman Ideas of a Future Life. [Occa-

Barker (E. P.) The Poet in the Forging-House. [Occasional Pub-

Bartoli (F. S.) Gli antichi Sepolcri ovvero Mansele Romani ed
Etruschi, trovati in Roma, ed in altri luoghi celebri.
Fol. Roma. 1788.
Bartoli (P. S.) and Bellori (G. J. P.) Le antiche Lucerne sepulcrari figureate. Fol. Roma. 1729.

Bartoli (P. S.) and Bellori (J. P.) Admiranda Romanorum antiquitatum ac veteris sculpturae vestigia. Fol. Roma. 1783.


Bell (H. W.) See Sardis.

Bellori (G. J. P.) and Bartoli (P. S.) Le antiche Lucerne sepulcrari figureate. Fol. Roma. 1729.

Bellori (J. P.) and Bartoli (P. S.) Admiranda Romanorum antiquitatum ac veteris sculpturae vestigia. Fol. Roma. 1783.

Berlanga (M. R. de) Los Bronces de Osuna. 4to. Malaga. 1873.


Bouchier (E. S.) Syria as a Roman Province. 8vo. Oxford. 1916.

Bourne (Ella) A Study of Tibur—Historical, Literary and Epigraphical—From the earliest times to the close of the Roman Empire. 8vo. Wisconsin. 1916.


British Museum.

Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities.


R.S. = the property of the Roman Society.
British Museum (continued).

**Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities.**


**Department of MSS.**


Canter (H. V.) The Defeat of Varus. See Oldfather (W. A.)


Dalton (O. M.) Translator. See Sidonius.

Dawkins (R. M.) Modern Greek in Asia Minor. 8vo. Cambridge. 1916.


Droop (J. P.) Archaeological Excavation. 8vo. Cambridge. 1915.

**Another copy.**

n.s. = the property of the Roman Society.


Egypt Exploration Fund.

Græco-Roman Branch.

Oxyrhynchus Papyri, XI. By B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt. 8vo. 1915.


Fletcher (E. W.) See Dowling (T. E.).


Fowler (W. Warde) Editor. See Virgil.


Gerkan (A. von) Der Posidoniusaltar bei Kap Monodendri. See Milet.

Girard (P. F.) Translator. See Momuse (Thr.).

Gongora y Martínez (M. de) Antiquidades prehistoricas de Amlalucia. 4to. Madrid. 1868.


Harmon (A. M.) Translator. See Lucianus.


Hecataeus. See Athenaeus (F.).


R.S. = the property of the Roman Society.

Hogarth (D. G.) See British Museum.


Hutchinson (W. M. L.) Editor. See Pliny.


Johnson (J. de M.) Catalogue of Greek Papyri in the Rylands Library. See Manchester.


Kawerau (G.) and Rehm (A.) Das Delphinion in Milet. See Milet.

King (L. W.) A History of Babylon from the foundation of the monarchy to the Persian conquest. Svo. 1915.


Lawrence (T. E.) See British Museum.

Leaf (W.) Homer and History. Svo. 1915.

Lee (Elizabeth) Translator. See Maspero, G.


n. s. = the property of the Roman Society.
Lundberg (C.) shaftrevet i Forn tid. [Svenska Humanistiska

Macgregor (J. M.) Editor. See Demosthene.

Mackall (J. W.) Translator. See Virgil.

8vo. Manchester. 1911.
Vol. II. Documents of the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods.
(Nos. 62-456). Ed. by A. S. Hunt, J. de M. Johnson,
V. Martin. 8vo. Manchester. 1913.


Marshall (F. H.) Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions. See
British Museum.

Martin (V.) Catalogue of Greek Papyri in the Rylands Library.
See Manchester.

Maspero (G.) Egyptian Art. Translated by Elizabeth Lee.
8vo. 1913.

Maughan (H. H.) The Liturgy of the Eastern Orthodox Church.
With an introduction and explanatory note.
8vo. 1916.

Maurenbrecher (B.) Editor. See Sallust.

May (T.) The Pottery found at Silchester.
8vo. Reading. 1916.

Melida (J. R.) Cultos emeritenses de Serapis y de Mithra.
8vo. Madrid. 1914.

Melmoth (W.) Translator. See Pliny.

Merrill (W. A.) Criticism of the Text of Lucretius. Parts I. II.
[Univ. of Californ. Publications in Class. Philology.]

Another copy,

Meyer (Karl H.) See Lass. Graec. Sammlung der gr. Dialekt-
inschriften.

Milet [Miletus]. Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen u. Untersuchungen
seit dem Jahre 1899.
Vol. I. Part IV. Der Pessidomaltar bei Kap Moun-
dendri. 1915.
Part III. Das Delphinion. 1914.

Moore (E.) Dante de Monarchia, with an introduction on the
political theory of Dante by W. H. V. Reade.

Morey (C. R.) Lost mosaics and frescoes of Rome of the mediaeval
period. [Princeton Monographs in Art and Archaeology.

n.s. = the property of the Roman Society.
Naylor (H. D.) Editor. See Livy.
Oldfather (W. A.) and Canter (H. V.) The defeat of Varus and the German frontier policy of Augustus.
8vo. Illinois 1915.
Parkyn (E. A.) An introduction to the study of Prehistoric Art.
8vo. 1915.
Another copy.
Pindar. The Odes of Pindar. Translated with introduction by J. Sandys. [Loeb Class. Libr.]
8vo. 1915.
8vo. 1915.
Poole (R. L.) Lectures on the History of the Papal Chancery down to the times of Innocent III.
8vo. Cambridge. 1915.
Posidonius. See Schuhlein (F.).
Rada y Delgado (J. de D. de la) Antigüedades del Cerro de los Santos en termino de Montalegré.
8vo. Madrid. 1875.
Reade (W. H. V.) See Moore (E.).
Rehm (A.) See Kawerau.
Reinach (T.) Mithridates Eupator, Roi de Pont.
8vo. Paris. 1890.
Rheinisches Museum für Philologie.
First Series, 1827–1829.
Roma.
Second Series, 1833–1838.
Roma.
Berlin. 1915.
Richards (H.) Editor. See Aristotelica.
Richardson (L. J.) Greek and Latin Glyconics. [Univ. of California, Publications in Class. Philology.]
Rider (Bertha C.) The Greek House. Its history and development from the Neolithic Period to the Hellenistic Age.
4to. Cambridge. 1916.
Ridgeway (W.) The Dramas and Dramatic Dances of non-European races in special reference to the origin of Greek Tragedy.
8vo. Cambridge. 1915.

n.s. = the property of the Roman Society
Robinson (N. F.) Monasticism in the Orthodox Churches.

Rogers (B. B.) Editor. See Aristophanes.

Rostagni (A.) Poeti Alessandrini.

Rostowzew (M.) Studien zur Geschichte des Römischen Kolonates. [Erste Beilage zum Archiv für Papyrologie.]

Ruge (G.) Quaestionum Strabonianae.

Sallust. C. Sallustii Crispi Historiarum Reliquiae. See also Maurenbrecher (B). 2 Pts.


Sandys (J.) Translator. See Pindar.


Sartiaux (F.) Trois, la Guerre de Troie, et les origines préhistoriques de la question d'Orient.

Sartiaux (F.) De la nouvelle à l'ancienne Phocée.

Schuhlein (F.) Studien zu Posidonius Rhodus.


Sestini (D.) Descrizione delle Medaglie Greche del Museo del Signore Carlo d'Ottavio Fontana di Trieste.

Sestini (D.) Descrizione delle Medaglie nel Museo Hesdervariano. 4 vols. (6 vols. bound as 4.)


Sihler (E. G.) See Botsford, G. W.

Slater (H.) An Account of the Antiquities in the Plymouth Athenaeum. Presidential Address for 1913–14. [Transactions of the Plymouth Institution and Devon and Cornwall Natural History Society, 1913–14.]


s.s. = the property of the Roman Society.
Starkie (W. J. M.) Editor. See Aristophanes.
Stephanus (H.) See Thesaurus Graecae Linguae.
Strabo. See Ruge (G.).

Another copy.
Tudeer (L. O. Th.) De Vocabulis quibus Sophocles in Iphigentis Fabula Satyricon usus est. 8vo. Helsingfors, 1910.

Another copy.

Another copy.

Webster (H.) A History of the Ancient World, From earliest times to the fall of Rome. 8vo. 1915.
Weston (A. H.) Latin satirical writing subsequent to Juvenal. 8vo. Lancaster, 1915.
White (H. G. Evelyn-) Translator. See Hesiod.
Wiegand (Th.) Der Latmos. See Milet.
Woodward (E. L.) Christianity and Nationalism in the Later Roman Empire. 8vo. 1916.
Woolley (C. L.) See British Museum.
Ziebarth (E.) Editor. See Inscriptiones Graecae.

a.s. = the property of the Roman Society.
THIRD LIST OF
ACCESSIONS TO THE CATALOGUE OF SLIDES
IN THE JOINT COLLECTION OF THE SOCIETIES FOR
THE PROMOTION OF HELLENIC AND ROMAN STUDIES

PUBLISHED IN VOL. XXXIII. OF THE JOURNAL OF HELLENIC STUDIES.
AND ISSUED WITH VOL. IV. OF THE JOURNAL OF ROMAN STUDIES.

NOTE.—The Original Catalogue can be purchased by members and sub
scribing libraries at 2.6 (by post 2.10). All subsequent Accession Lists, which
are published annually, can be purchased, price 3d. each. Applications should
be made to the Librarian, 18, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

TOPOGRAPHICAL.

- 6466 Map of the Balkan States. (The Times War Map.)
- 6468 Constantinople. Bird's-eye view and map showing position.
- 6470 Pergamon. Great Altar and Asopola; restoration. (Lunkenbach, Kunst und Geschichte, Fig. 118.)
- 6482 Gnoosac. General map of ruins, showing positions of Palace, W. Palace and Villa.
- 6484 Athens. Acropolis, restoration. (Lunkenbach, Kunst und Geschichte, Fig. 84.)
- 6486 Propylaeum, restoration. (Lunkenbach, Kunst und Geschichte, Figs. 191, 192.)
- 6488 Memnonium of Agamemnon and Sphynxes. (Lunkenbach, Kunst und Geschichte, Fig. 156.)
- 6441 Relief map of N. Greece.
- 6483 Akkrhida. (Leer, Athens and Illyria, p. 66.)
- 6485 Jannina. (Leer, Athens and Illyria, p. 223.)
- 6489 Monastir. (Leer, Athens and Illyria, p. 52.)
- 6484 Skl. (Leer, Athens and Illyria, p. 584.)

A 45. Aegina. Restitution of central group of West Pediment of the Temple of Apollo. (Lunkenbach, Kunst und Geschichte, PL III.)

- 6472 Mycenae. Lion group from gateway.
- 6482 Lion Gate, restoration. (Lunkenbach, Kunst und Geschichte, Fig. 38.)
- 6109 Rome. Ara Pacis Augustae, restoration. (Lunkenbach, Kunst und Geschichte, Fig. 360.)
- 7849 Selinunt. Drawing (1849) of ruins of. (The standing column = the S.E. angle of the hexastyle peripteral temple nearest the sea.)
- 6474 Syracuse. Duomo, the north.
MISCELLANEOUS ARTS.

7894 Minyan vase; cup from Argo. (J.H.S. xxxiv. p. 129, Fig. 3.)
7895 ... ... ... ... (J.H.S. xxxiv. p. 181, Fig. 4.)
7896 ... ... ... ... Dim. (J.H.S. xxxiv. p. 131, Fig. 5.)
6070 I, M. I. Vase from Mohlos.
7998 Painted architectural terracotta. (Le Bas-Retouched, Voyage Archéologique, Architecture, Athens, 2nd series, Pl. 1., II.)
8438 Archai diade marble head from Cyrene. (J.H.S. xxxiv. Pl. I.)
8439 ... ... ... ... ... ... full face. (J.H.S. xxxiv. Pl. I.)
8440 Archai female seated statue in the Berlin Museum.
8441 Hermes, head of. (J.H.S. xxxiv. Pl. II.)
8442 Themis, head of: sculptured drum of temple of Artemis. B.M.
8126 Aristippus. Bucephalus statue. (J.H.S. xxxiv. Pl. II.)
8450 head of. (J.H.S. xxxiv. Pl. III.)
8310 Augustus (Prima Porta) statue: details of statue. (Locke's Kunst und Geschichte, Fig. 283.)
8430 Naed Monument: the frizos. B.M. (Outline drawings only.)
8431 ... ... ... ... ... ... continued.
8046 R. I. William, Zeus, Niké, Athens. (Fussinger-Reichold.)
8422 I. F. K. Young, Youthful warrior and Niké. B.M., E 385. (J.H.S. xxxiv. p. 188, Fig. 8a.)
7995 Roman Historical Painting. (H. Stuart Jones, Companion to Roman History, Fig. 60.)
6888 Miscellaneous gems and impressions. Fine Period. B.M.
8498 Archai terracotta group*: a ploughman. (J.H.S. xxxiv. p. 254, Fig. 3.)
8430 Surgical instrument: a drill bow. (J.H.S. xxxiv. p. 116, Fig. 2.)

COINS.

7770 Alexandria Troas, R. and X. Apollo Smintheus.
7692 ... ... ... foundation legend.
7672 ... ... ... horses and heraldic of Apollo.
7691 ... ... legend of the Smintheus.
7695 Gargara. Apolline types.
7144 Himyarite, etc. Sabean-Himyarite and Atic prototype.
7147 ... ... Sabean class, with Atic prototype.
7151 ... ... Sabean class (late).
7152 ... ... Bunnamus class.
7194 ... ... and Kattabarian series with kings' names.
7155 ... ... Minnian with Alexlandian prototype.
7210 Leontini, R. (B.M. Guide, ii. C. 29.)
7432 Selinus, R. Selinian and Hypsia, Apollo and Artemis, Hercules.
7121 Syracuse, R. Tetradrachm by Eumenes, Eumenes, etc.
7419 ... ... ... ... R. by Eukleides. (B.M. Guide, ii. C. 31.)

SLIDES ILLUSTRATING HIMYARITE COINS.

7142 S.W. Athens, map of. (Bury, Athens) (full size.)
7143 ... ... ... sketch map.
7146 Vase of Goja (Louve) with double dragon scapot.
7148 Babylonian boundary stone of Xar. Marattash with double dragon scapot.
7148 Himyarite inscription, with curved weapon symbol.
7149 Relief at Bishwatt with Himyarite symbols.
7150 Babylonian relief of Eunuch with curved weapon.
7152 Relief illustrating hieroglyphs.
NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS

The Council of the Hellenic Society having decided that it is desirable for a common system of transliteration of Greek words to be adopted in the Journal of Hellenic Studies, the following scheme has been drawn up by the Acting Editorial Committee in conjunction with the Consultative Editorial Committee, and has received the approval of the Council.

In consideration of the literary traditions of English scholarship, the scheme is of the nature of a compromise, and in most cases considerable latitude of usage is to be allowed.

[1] All Greek proper names should be transliterated into the Latin alphabet according to the practice of educated Romans of the Augustan age. Thus θ should be represented by c, the vowels and diphthongs ο, α, ὄ, ου by y, αε, ε, and ου respectively, final -ός and -όν by -us and -um, and -πος by -er.

But in the case of the diphthong ει, it is felt that ει is more suitable than ι or ι, although in names like Lucretius Alexandrinus, where they are consecrated by usage, ι or ι should be preserved. Also words ending in -ειν must be represented by -en.

A certain amount of discretion must be allowed in the use of ο terminations, especially where the Latin usage itself varies or prefers the ο form, as Delos. Similarly Latin usage should be followed as far as possible in -ε and -α terminations, e.g., Priene Samos. In some of the more obscure names ending in -πος, as Αἰας, -ορ should be avoided, as likely to lead to confusion. The Greek form -ον is to be preferred to -ο for names like Dion, Hieron, except in a name so common as Apollo, where it would be pedantic.

Names which have acquired a definite English form, such as Corinth, Athens, should of course not be otherwise represented. It is hardly necessary to point out that forms like Hercules, Mercury, Minerva, should not be used for Heracles, Hermes, and Athena.
(2) Although names of the gods should be transliterated in the same way as other proper names, names of personifications and epithets such as \textit{Nike}, \textit{Hemonia}, \textit{Hyakinthios} should fall under § 4.

(3) In no case should accents, especially the circumflex, be written over vowels to show quantity.

(4) In the case of Greek words other than proper names, used as names of personifications or technical terms, the Greek form should be transliterated letter for letter, \(k\) being used for \(x\), \(ch\) for \(\chi\), but \(y\) and \(u\) being substituted for \(v\) and \(ou\), which are misleading in English, e.g., \textit{Nike}, \textit{apoxyomenos}, \textit{dialumenes}, \textit{eptoton}.

This rule should not be rigidly enforced in the case of Greek words in common English use, such as \textit{aegis}, \textit{symposium}. It is also necessary to preserve the use of \(ou\) for \(ou\) in a certain number of words in which it has become almost universal, such as \textit{telele}, \textit{germania}.

(5) The Acting Editorial Committee are authorised to correct all MSS. and proofs in accordance with this scheme, except in the case of a special protest from a contributor. All contributors, therefore, who object, on principle, to the system approved by the Council, are requested in informing the Editors of the fact when forwarding contributions to the Journal.
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THE COMMERCE OF SINOPLE:

A year ago I had the honour of speaking to you on the need of a History of Greek Commerce, and of proposing to you a way in which this Society might make an important contribution to that history, in the shape of a commentary on the three books of Strabo which deal with Asia Minor. That proposal, I am happy to think, has been warmly taken up by the Council: a Strabo Committee has been appointed, and has settled the main outlines of the work, which will consist of a Greek text, a translation, and a commentary laid out on broad lines. Large portions of the work have been assigned to the men who are best fitted to deal with them, and even under the shadow of the great preoccupation some progress has actually been made in putting on paper materials already in hand. The war must of necessity delay the completion of the task; in some cases it will be desirable that contributors should make special journeys to their districts, and Asia Minor is at the moment a sealed land to us. But there is much which can be dealt with already, and we can make progress not merely with spade-work, but with actual construction.

In the meantime I should like—and I hope you will not think it out of place in an address such as this—to offer a concrete instance of the manner in which Strabo may bear upon the history of commerce. Last year I mentioned the economic history of Corinth as likely to form the kernel of such a work. For such a task the time is perhaps as yet hardly ripe; certainly I am not capable of touching it. But I should like to undertake a much more humble task, and say something about another commercial town, by no means of the first rank, yet important in its own way, because I think it may teach us something of the foundations on which Greek commerce was laid; and I can fairly offer it as an enquiry which has arisen directly from the study of Strabo, and therefore forms a proper supplement to what I said on rather abstract lines last year. I am proposing therefore to take you to-day to Sinope—now the decayed Turkish town of Sinuh, but once the queen of all the Greek colonies which surrounded the Black Sea.

---

3 From the Presidential Address delivered to the Hellenic Society, June 29, 1915.
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The southern coast of the Black Sea played in ancient times a part in the economy of the world which, under the paralysis of Turkish rule, it has now almost lost. The mountains are full of mineral wealth; but the mines, once well worked, are now almost deserted. The fisheries, provided, in the form of salt fish, a great part of the food of the common people of Greece. Slaves were abundant and cheap, and formed a principal article of export. And the climate produced an extraordinary—almost a sub-tropical—wealth of vegetation. The narrow coast land from Sinope to Trebizond enjoys a summer temperature almost identical with that of Alexandria, ten degrees—more than 600 miles—further south; and it enjoys in addition what is wholly denied to Egypt, a copious summer rainfall. The hills are therefore clothed with luxuriant forests, and have for thousands of years supplied timber inexhaustibly. No wonder that all this coast was dotted with Greek colonies thriving on this export trade; while the western and northern shores were equally studded with important towns drawing their wealth from the vast corn-lands of the Danube Valley and southern Russia.

Of all these colonies Sinope was the first. All ancient authorities are agreed that it was the most important city of all this region. Why should this particular spot have risen to such pre-eminence? That is the problem which I wish to put before you to-day.

The question is of course an obvious one, and has often been asked.
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You will find in almost every work dealing with Sinope the same answer—that Sinope was the terminus of an important caravan route from the east to the west; sometimes we are told, yet more specifically, that this route passed from the Euphrates through the Hittite capital of Pteria. In other words, that Sinope was important because of its communications by land. That is an answer which I wish wholly to dispute. It is, so far as I can ascertain, a mere conjecture, due to Ernst Curtius, but so far wholly devoid of any evidence whatever to support it. It is dangerous to assert a universal negative, but I hope to go far towards shewing you proof that Sinope for all practical—that is commercial—purposes has always been entirely without land connexions, or rather that such land connexions as it has had have been a source not of strength but of weakness, and that it would have been better without them. Sinope owed its power to the sea, and to the sea alone.

To begin with the present day, we learn from Mr. J. G. C. Anderson's article in the Encyclopaedia Britannica that Sinope is shut off from the plateau by forest-clad mountains; a carriage road over the hills to Boiavd and thence by Vizirkeprio to Amasia was begun about twenty years ago, but has never been completed even as far as Boiavd. This is what Sir W. M. Ramsay says—Sinope is cut off from the interior by broad and lofty mountains, most difficult to traverse. I have never crossed this road, but according to Sir C. Wilson its difficulty was described by Col. (then Lieut.) Kitchener in the very strongest terms. Hamilton (Travels, 313 ff.) describes the road over the mountains, and concludes Sinope can boast but little intercourse with the interior; its commerce and communication with the capital are alike carried on by sea; and the difficult nature of these mountain passes, which during many months of the year are absolutely impracticable, gives to it, as it were, in fact, as in appearance, the qualities and characteristics of an island. The latest authority is the monograph of Mr. D. M. Robinson. He begins by assuming the caravan theory. To this port, branch roads were built from the great Persian highways. It is true that Sinope had no good direct connexion with the interior—which seems to give up the branch roads at once—but its shipping facilities were superior, and a coastwise road connected it further east with a more favourable point of departure for the interior. Unfortunately for the theory this coastwise road as I shall presently show can be positively disproved; so there is already not much left. Mr. Robinson in fact seems to feel this, for he goes on, 'It is hardly practicable at present to locate the ancient roads close to Sinope. In exploring the back country I found Roman milestones at a distance of perhaps twenty-five or thirty miles in a south-easterly direction from the town, but they were not in situ nor were others which I found in other directions.' Nor is it possible to tell from his indications that they came from near the junction of the Amna and the Halys, by which, as we shall see, the main road from Pontus to Bithynia must have passed.

* It is to be hoped that Mr. Robinson has published elsewhere the exact location of these milestones; such a loose form of expression is to be deprecated. It would seem
how far the Romans built along the old lines or in new directions. But it is probably safe to say in a general way that there were numerous highways good and bad reaching into the interior. We have come then to 'probably safe'; that is all that is left of the Curtius theory; and so far the evidence goes to show that it is extremely unsafe. What already seems 'probably safe to say' is that no signs of roads can be found near Sinope because none were ever built in a difficult country when other and far better means of communication were at hand.

The position of Sinope (Fig. 2) proclaims at once that it is designed by nature to be the emporium for the water-borne trade of the Euxine. Its site is curiously central for the whole coast of the sea; it is exactly midway between Byzantium on the west and Phasis on the east, at a distance of 350 miles; Odessus, now represented by Varna, and Olbia, represented by Odessa, are little further at 400 miles; and the most remote of all Greek colonies, Tamas at the uttermost corner of the sea of Azoff, is not more than 440 miles away. A convenient passage from the north is provided by the constriction in the width of the sea between the Crimea and Cape Karabik near Sinope; in clear weather it is here possible to cross without ever losing sight of land—an important matter for sailors who had no compass.36

36 See Strabo vii. 4, 3, εὐρύτερα τῆς ἐκπλεκόντος τοῦ ποταμοῦ διὰ πεδίων Χαλκο-πόταμος ἐκ τῆς θάλασσας (v. Karabik and Kris Metopen in the Crimea). The statement has been doubted, but appears to be correct. Robinson (p. 136) says 'Ancient navigators could cross the Pontus just at this point without losing sight of land for more
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But these advantages are trifling compared with another which Sinope possessed: it was the only good natural harbour on the southern coast. For the whole of that long stretch, save at this one point between Heraclea and Phasis, the coast is devoid of any cape or bay which could shelter a ship from the force of the northerly gales which are the terror of sailors in the Black Sea. But just at this central spot a promontory runs out eastwards from the mainland for a distance of two miles. On the neck of this promontory, where it is only half a mile wide, the town was built. On the inner side was a harbour, improved by a mole, providing complete shelter from north, west, and south; on the opposite side was a convenient landing place for small boats in fine weather, saving those that came from the west a run of four miles round the cape. (Fig. 3.)

![Map of Sinope](image)

Fig. 3.—Sinope. (After the Admiralty Chart.)

It is easy to discern the necessary conditions for the trade of the whole south coast. No seagoing ship could afford to go from little trading station to trading station, picking up what might happen to be on offer, here missing above the sea. This condition appears to be fulfilled in the Crimea, but I am not sure about the Asiatic side; there are hills there of considerably greater height, but those whose heights are recorded lie a certain distance inland. But refraction would in certain states of the atmosphere very largely increase the distance at which they would be visible.
a. caravan by a few days, there learning that the goods brought for barter
had missed the fashion and were not wanted, then again finding that while
days had been spent in useless bargaining at Trapezus a rival had slipped by
and cleared off the whole of the last consignment of slaves at Phasis; and
all the time in dread of a storm, on that shelterless lee-shore, often obliged
to interrupt the most profitable transaction in order to hoist anchor and run
for the open while yet there was time. Commerce under such conditions
was impossible. What was needed was that all this local trade should be
done by small coasting boats stationed at each trading point, able to load at
every opportunity, watching for the fine weather, ready to be drawn ashore
as soon as a tempest threatened. And this implies a central emporium to
which they could at any time take their goods and bring back such wares as
local knowledge showed to be in demand at the moment. That is the
condition of commerce over a large portion of the world at the present
moment, and it must always have been so. The importance of Sinope lay in
the fact that it was the only spot on the whole southern shore where such an
emporium could be founded, and that it was eminently suited for the purpose.
Here the sea-going ships could put in safely at any time; while the master
was carrying out necessary repairs, the merchant could go to buy and sell in
wholesale warehouses, where he would find his goods collected in large
amounts, duly sorted and graded, and everything ready in order to save the
precious time of the sailing season. That is the reason why Sinope was
powerful, and no other is needed.

Indeed a connexion with the shore would have been rather a drawback
than an advantage. There is a notable tendency for such emporia to be
founded, especially in foreign countries, on islands just off the shore. It was
so, for instance, with Cyprus, with Syria, with Tyre. It was so when Venice
was founded; it was so when Bombay was founded. Two of the greatest
emporia of modern trade, Singapore and Hong Kong, are both on small
islands. It was the weakness of Sinope that it was not on an island but on
a peninsula, and so open to attack from the land. This Polybius carefully
points out when describing the preparations made by Sinope to resist a siege
by Mithradates; and 'it is probably safe to say' that, far from wishing to
have their city joined up by roads to the inland system, the people of Sinope
did all in their power to prevent the construction of such roads, which
would be useless for commercial purposes, but of the greatest assistance to
an army marching against them from the interior.

What prosperity can grow out of the emporium trade may easily be
exemplified by the case of Hong Kong. There a barren little island, so
barren that it cannot so much as supply itself with fresh vegetables, even in
the hands of Chinese gardeners, yet supports a great city of over 300,000

* Polyb. iv. 58. Similarly Strabo xi. 3, II
points out that it was by siege that Sinope
lost its liberty on more than one occasion; also that
Siōwa περι τὴν ελέουσαν, ἐπὶ τοῖς ἄλλοις οὖν ἡκένη
καὶ θαλασσῶν ταμείωσαν. Εὐαίσθητον εἶναι δὲν
δεδομένως κατ' εἶνας τὸν Ἐντυπτον, καὶ τὸν
οὐολόκλοντας εἰς τὸν Τυβικόν.
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inhabitants. The port has a tonnage (ships cleared and entered) of some 20,000,000, and a total trade estimated at £50,000,000; and all this is based on the exchange between the local traffic, river steamers and junks, on the one hand, and ocean shipping on the other. That is what the emporium trade means; and we have quite sufficiently explained the importance of Sinope when we see that it was designed by nature to be the emporium, the Hong Kong of the Euxine. It was not the terminus of any road, but it was the centre of the coasting trade; and in that sense only it was the terminus of every road that debouched into the Black Sea.

But there are other more definite reasons for saying that Sinope was not the terminus of a caravan route. The caravan routes to the east of the Black Sea are defined by nature, and they do not run to Sinope. The most important of them, the ancient trade-route to Central Asia, comes by Erzerum to Trebizond—or rather, it came for many thousand years to Trebizond till, in the last two decades, the construction of a good artificial harbour at Batum has diverted the last stages of it a short distance northwards. The next most important route is that which brings to the sea the produce of the whole north of eastern Asia Minor, and that can have its terminus at one place only—at the ancient Amisos, the modern Samsun.

You will find in the twenty-first volume of our Journal a lucid and able article by Mr. J. A. R. Munro on Roads in Pontus. I refer to it with all the more satisfaction because Mr. Munro has fully seen and insisted upon the vital distinction between two classes of roads, the administrative and the commercial. The commercial road aims first at cheapness of carriage, and for this purpose runs to the most accessible sea; for water-carriage is cheap compared to land carriage—so cheap that under normal circumstances no competition is possible between them. The administrative road does not consider expense; it desires above all things certainty and expedition; for this reason it avoids the sea and goes as far as possible by land. In Pontus the contrast is particularly striking. I cannot do better than quote what Mr. Munro says, "This road from Amisos to Zela was of great commercial importance. It was the only great road in Pontus from north to south, and connected Amasia, the inland capital of the country, with the sea. More than that, it was the one northern outlet for the whole of eastern Asia Minor, and so corresponded in some degree to the famous road southwards through the Cilician Gates... But important as this road was, it was not the main artery of communication within the kingdom. It was useful for external trade or intercourse with the outside world, but it ran counter to the configuration of the country. The natural routes of Pontus ran at right angles to it, and it was along these that the kingdom extended its territory. The long axis of the country lay east and west." He goes on to point out that the plain of Phanoroea, where Cabira stood, "is the heart of the whole kingdom... Eastwards from it, the long straight valley of the Lycus runs up into Armenia Minor almost to the Euphrates. Westwards the valley of the Sepetli Su gives a gentle, easy ascent to Lake Stiphano, whence there is a good road over open undulating country to the Halyz; and from the opposite
bank of the Halyss the valley of the Ammisas offers a passage through the highlands of Paphlagonia to the frontier of Bithynia. This was the grand trunk road of the kingdom of Pontus. One might almost say that Pontus consists of two roads, this great trunk road and the commercial highway from Ammisas to Zela. To use a physiological metaphor, the road from Ammisas to Zela was the alimentary canal of the national body, the road from the head of the Lyces to that of the Ammisas was its spinal cord. The one was necessary to the trade and material power of the Pontic kingdom, the other to its unity, administration, active force, and defence.  

The distinction so forcibly and happily put by Mr. Munro, between the spinal cord and the alimentary canal, is vital to all commercial geography: it has unfortunately only too often been overlooked by archaeologists in their discussions of trade-routes. But we must dwell on it; our immediate subject is Sinope, and the importance to us of Mr. Munro's paper is that he tells us definitely that the usual theory is wrong; that the terminus of the Pontic trade-route is not at Sinope but at Ammisas. 

But we may be told that Sinope was the terminus after all; that the caravan route only passed through Ammisas, and was then continued to Sinope by the coast road to which, as we have seen, Mr. Robinson pins his somewhat wavering faith. We must examine this possibility. It is certainly a priori most improbable that commerce, having the choice of two roads of the same length, one of them by sea and one by land, should choose the incomparably more expensive land route. Anyhow it does not do so at the present day. Let us turn again to Mr. Munro. "The northern ranges press so closely on the Euxine that there is no continuous easy passage along the shore. A road of a sort has no doubt existed from time immemorial; but it has never been a good one, and all traffic is carried on upon the broad highway of the sea. A coast road is not wanted, and would be of no service to the inland country cut off from it by mountains and forests." That is definite enough, but it is not all. For we have positive and contemporary proof that no such road existed in the height of the prosperity of Sinope during the Hellenic period. The evidence is worth quoting at some length, as it gives us a picture of the way in which Sinope at that time held its position as the chief town of the shore. 

When in the year 400 B.C. the Ten Thousand after fighting their way back from Candaxa had reached Trapezus, their difficulties were not at an end. They were anxious to get home, and were naturally eager to go not by land but by sea—to reach Greece, as one of them put it, like Odysseus, stretched out at full length asleep. But there were not enough ships to be had; so the Spartan commander, Cleomachus, was sent off to Byzantium in the hope of borrowing a fleet from his friend Amasiaus the Spartan admiral there. But the prospect was uncertain, and Xenophon thought right to have an alternative in hand. But he learnt that the land roads westwards were difficult (δυσπραξία) and apparently quite out of use; so he

3 J.H.S. xxi. 33-5.  
9 Ibid. p. 53.  
9 Xenophon, Anab. v. 1 esp.
sent to the Greek towns along the coast asking that the paths might be rendered passable. This was done for a certain distance, and the army, finding that no ships came, marched by land as far as Kotyora. Here they came to a stop. The town, a small colony of Sinope, was suspicious and unfriendly, and applied to the mother city for assistance. Sinope accordingly sent a delegation under Hekatonymos to remonstrate with Xenophon and the army. "Kotyora, Kerasus, and Trapeza, said Hekatonymos, "are our colonies; we took the land and gave it to them, and they pay us tribute; so any hostility shewn to them must be considered as directed against Sinope. The king of the Paphlagonians, Korylas, is on friendly terms with us, and if you attack us, we shall call in his assistance." Xenophon succeeded in satisfying the deputation that he and his army had no hostile intentions, and were only anxious to get back to Greece with all speed; he added a hint that the Paphlagonian king had designs of his own on Sinope, and might not be inclined to refuse the aid of a trained and hardened army of 10,000 men if offered him; and the meeting ended with a friendly conference as to the best means by which the return could be effected—whether by sea or by land.

"It is plainly to the interest of Sinope," said Hekatonymos, "that we should advise you to go by land. If you sail, it is Sinope who must supply you with ships; no one else can do it. If you go by land; you will go at your own risk, not at ours. But speaking as Greeks to Greeks we feel bound to tell you what you will have to face. In the first place you must go by a narrow mountain pass which can easily be held by a small force against an army—i.e., in other words, as you will note, there was no coast road. If you succeed in forcing this, you will have to cross a large plain where the Paphlagonian cavalry can act, and the Paphlagonian cavalry is said to be the best in the world. But suppose you manage to defeat them, how are you going to cross the rivers? You have in front of you the Thermus and the Iris, each 300 feet wide, and the Halys, no less than 400 yards; and where will you find boats? We tell you that it is not only difficult, but absolutely impossible to go by land. But we are ready to take you by ship as far as Halicarnassus, whence you will have no difficulty in going on by land or by sea as you prefer."

This passage surely disposes finally of the caravan route by the coast. It cannot even have run from Amisos to Sinope; for between the two lies the Halys, where as we see there was neither bridge nor ferry. The whole country was at the mercy of barbarians; Sinope held by her trading stations* just so much territory as could be commanded by the town walls, and all her communications were solely by sea. No caravan route had its terminus there in 400 B.C. and there is no evidence whatever of such a route either before or after.

* There is another point of some importance in this passage. It is

---

* Another station lay on the coast, namely: Tä cůtovov ooparv, και μήλαστα νερό το Kytövov. ἐν δ Ὑδρο ανάσω βας ἱππον Κύθηρα. [Strabo xii. 3, 10.] It was a main station for the timber trade.
noticeable that no mention whatever is made of Amisos itself; the whole district from Korykos to Sinope is treated as Paphlagonian territory in which Sinope can claim no more than the doubtful friendship of King Korylas. It must certainly be concluded, I think, that the Paphlagonians, or perhaps the Persian government, jealously excluded the Greeks from the one place which might have served them for penetration into the interior—in that the Paphlagonians insisted on bringing their own goods down to the coast, and allowed no foreign traders to enter.

This argument from the silence of Xenophon is entirely consistent with the little we know of the earlier history of Amisos—chiefly from a passage of Strabo tantalizingly injured by a lacuna in the middle: "φησὶ δ' ἴστιν Θεόσπορος πρῶτις Μιδρίου εἰς αὐτῷ... Καππαδοκῶν ἀρχαῖα, τρίτον δ', ἐν Ἀθηναίων καὶ Ἀθηναίων ἐποικισθείσαν Πειραιά μετανομοθήκης, xii. 3. 14." From this it would seem that there had once been a Greek colony there, but that it had fallen into the power of the Kappadokians, and did not again become Hellenic till an Athenian colony was established there under the home name of Potiamon. This took place, as we know from the evidence of coins, in the fourth century, after Xenophon's visit, and in all probability after the downfall of Persian power at the battle of the Granicus, 334. No coins of earlier date are known; some with Aramaic inscriptions, formerly attributed to the town and dating from the earlier part of this century, are now regarded as uncertain. We know however that Datames, who ruled the district vigorously, at first for Persia, and afterwards for himself, during the first third of the century, not only owned Amisos, but coined there (see Polyainos, viii. 21). Though the evidence is mostly negative, it all combines to strengthen the argument from the silence of Xenophon, that in his day there was no Greek element at Amisos, and that the town was held by the Paphlagonian chiefs, whose subjection to Persia was, before the days of Datames, probably nominal. It was only where the inland districts were safe from the eyes of too curious merchants, among the torrent beds of the hill-country, and under the jealous eyes of hostile tribes, that small trading stations like Keranes and Korykos were permitted. We must recognize at all events the great probability that, while the Persian power was still unbroken, Greek merchants were not allowed to obtain a footing anywhere—perhaps not even to travel for trade—in the interior of Asia Minor.

There is one more problem connected with the trade of Sinope on which it is necessary to touch, as it involves what is perhaps the most explicit statement about ancient trade-routes to be found in Greek literature. Strabo writes as follows: 'In Cappadocia is found what is called the Sinopic πόλις, the best of all, though the Iberian compete.

---

* In the whole stretch of coast, from Amasra on the west to Traphon on the east, Skymnos (917) says that these older colonists came from Phokaea.
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with it. It is called Sinopic because the traders used to take it to that port before the Ephesian market got through to the people in these parts."

Now in order to understand the full significance of this passage it is desirable that we should know exactly what this Sinopic millos really was. That is a difficult and thorny question, to which different answers have been given, and I cannot here enter into the details; it must be sufficient if I state the conclusion at which I have myself arrived. It seems that millos was a trade-name covering all sorts of red pigments derived from the earth. In many cases it included clays coloured with oxide of iron or similar matters, and may be translated by our 'ruddle,' the Latin cupriza. But it included also the finest, most brilliant and most durable of all red pigments, namely, vermillion, which is given directly by the mineral cinnabar, the native ore of mercury; and I feel no doubt that the Sinopic millos was in fact cinnabar. As a matter of trade it was called millos; but the men of science knew it by the foreign name of κυριάζαμι. Hence there arose a confusion which misled Theophrastus in his treatise On Stones and those who followed him, into distinguishing between the millos of Sinope and the cinnabar of other regions. Two pieces of evidence seem to me unmistakably to show that the distinction is wrong.

Firstly Theophrastus himself, in speaking of the Cappadocian mines which supplied the Sinopic millos, says that the great difficulty in working them was the suffocating nature of the air in them, which acted with great rapidity. Now I am not aware that any compound of clay with red iron oxide or the like has any suffocating quality. But the poisonous fumes of mercury ores have rendered all mercury mines merely phrases for deadliness. Thus Theophrastus himself, though ignorant of the identity of the Sinopic millos with cinnabar, unconsciously supplies strong evidence in favour of it.

Secondly Strabo, who does not mention κυριάζαμι, equates the Sinopic earth with the millos of Spain. And what the Spanish millos was there can be little doubt. The famous mine of Almaden has for centuries been the main source of mercury, till its output has recently been outdone by the American-New Almaden. It was the main source already in Roman times; it was so valuable that the Roman government took the ownership and leased it to a company. To suppose that Strabo, when discussing the exports of Spain, should pass this over in silence while recording mere 'ruddle' as one of the chief products of Tartelania, is clearly absurd. The Iberian millos was cinnabar, therefore the Sinopic must have been the same.

We might indeed have confidently arrived at the same conclusion from
purely geographical considerations. A glance at the map will show that any mineral which would bear the cost of the long inland carriage from the highlands of Cappadocia to the emporium at Sinope must have been no common red clay, such as was found in abundance at many points close to the sea, notably at Lemnos and Koes, but some quite rare and unusually valuable ore; and the only ore which suits the conditions is cinnabar.

Unfortunately it is not possible to point to ancient cinnabar workings in Cappadocia itself. No doubt they, or at least the tailings, are to be found somewhere, probably among the mountains on the eastern side. These are so little known as yet that we could hardly expect to have heard of mines long since abandoned and no longer of interest to the prospector. But cinnabar is a product of Asia Minor, and in ancient days it was worked at a spot which explains how it was that the market of Ephesus succeeded in cutting into that of Sinope for this particular article. "There are great mines of cinnabar," Sir W. M. Ramsay tells me, "at Sizma, fifteen to eighteen miles N. of Iconium, and five or six S. of Laodicea Lycaonica." An English house at Smyrna not long ago purchased them and attempted to work them; but they found that the ancients had everywhere been before them and almost, exhausted the ore, and prospecting only proved the extent of the old works.

Now these clearly cannot be the mines of which Strabo and others speak as the original source of the Sinopic earth, for the sufficient reason that they are not in Cappadocia at all, but in Lycaonia, and on the further side. Strabo is quite clear as to the division between Lycaonia and Cappadocia, at Garsoura, some ninety miles to the east of Sizma; it is incredible that he could have spoken of mines near Iconium, the chief town of Lycaonia, as being in Cappadocia. And indeed a glance at the map is enough to show that the produce of such mines could not possibly have been transported to Sinope for shipment to the west. "Through traffic always seeks the sun, not necessarily by the shortest route on the map, but by the line of least resistance; and for Iconium, cut off from the south by the difficult ranges of the Laurusian mountains, there is no question that the line of least resistance was to Ephesus. But for Cappadocia the line of least resistance were for the southern part through the Cilician Gates to Tarsus, for the northern by Zela and Amasia to Amisos.

We hear elsewhere more about the Ephesian cinnabar, and can therefore discern something not only of the actual working, but of the date about which Ephesus entered into competition with Sinope. Theophrastos says there were two kinds of ore, one of which was 'native,' i.e. could be used at once for making vermilion, while the other needed a process. Of the former he gives the Spanish as an instance. The latter ore was worked 'a little above Ephesus, at one place only.' The process was apparently no more than simple levigation and washing, the heaviest deposit being thus gradually purified till ready for use. It was, he says, still 'comparatively modern,' σο νακλιον, having been invented by one Kallias of Athens, 'from the silver mines,' presumably of Laurion, 'ninety years
before the archonship of Praxibulos at Athens. Praxibulos was archon in Ol. 116, 2, i.e. 315–4 B.C.; the date is no doubt that of the treatise.

We can thus trace how it was that Ephesos became a market for cinnabar. It did not obtain the produce of the Cappadocian mines—the words of Strabo do not imply this, and geography makes it practically impossible; the produce of eastern Cappadocia was certain to be exported either to the north or the south, in preference to the much longer and more arduous route to the western coast. The words of Strabo only explain why this cinnabar was called 'Sinopic earth,' because in early days, when Ephesos had no product to compete with it, it was exported from Sinope only. What Ephesos did was to open fresh mines nearer at hand; and this was done by the adoption of a new process which made profitable the exploitation of an ore not pure enough to be used in its native state. And we can moreover tell within a few years the date at which this happened. It was not long before the year 315 B.C.

We are thus once more brought to the date which marks the Greek settlement at Amisos—the last third of the fourth century, the years immediately succeeding the battle of the Granikos; and with this before us the words of Strabo, quite unusual in form, receive a new significance—it was at this time that 'the market of Ephesos got through to the people of these parts,' μεξυ τον ἄθαν ἀνθρώπου δαίμον. He does not say or imply that the Ephesians captured the mines of Cappadocia; he means the vague phrase 'the people of these parts' to include all the tribes of the central plateau, and does use a word which implies that there had once been a barrier to keep them out, a barrier which had been penetrated.

There is another piece of evidence which points directly to the same conclusion—the evidence of the roads. It is well known that one of the two great highroads across Asia Minor, the southern route, led straight up from Ephesos to the Lycaonian Laseicum and passed close to the mines. But it was not an early route. Sir W. M. Ramsay has examined the history of it with the greatest care, and has come to the conclusion that it cannot be traced backwards to an earlier date than 300 B.C.; the first direct evidence is that of Artemidoros, about 100 B.C. (H.G.A.I. 35 ff.). In other words it would seem that there was no important high road eastwards from Ephesos to the central plateau till after the battle of the Granikos. We are thus led once more to the inference we have drawn from Amisos—that while the Persian power was dominant, Greek traders were not allowed to establish themselves in the interior, that all the internal traffic was held in native hands, and that native caravans brought the native produce down to the Greeks on the sea-shore. It was only after the conquests of Alexander that the Ephesian market 'got through' to the central plains, and that Ephesian traders were able to bring their capital and technical skill to the opening up of fresh sources of supply.

Finally, it may be added that the words of Strabo are not inconsistent with a further conclusion—that the Cappadocian product continued to be exported through Sinope in his own day. The Ephesian export competed
with the Sinopic, but never extinguished it. Indeed, it seems to have been the Sinopic which survived; even in Strabo's day it would seem that the Ephesian mines were already almost, if not quite, exhausted; for we learn from Pliny that the Ephesian process had been abandoned as too costly, and from Vitruvius that it had been moved to Rome, where it dealt with the superior ores of Spain.

Note

The passages of ancient authors dealing with μίλτος and cinnabar will be found collected and discussed in Blümner, Technologie, iv. 478-495. For the sake of easier reference, however, I give the text of Theophrastus (ed. Schneider):

(51) τῶν δ' ἄλλων τῶν, μὲν εἰσὶν ράβδοι, τὴν δ' ὁχυρὰν ἀβραμίαν ποιοὶ φασιν εἶναι: μίλτος δὲ παντοδαπὴς, ὡστε εἰς τὰ αυτοκελά χρησάθαι τοὺς γραφεῖς . . . (52) ἄλλα μίλτου τε καὶ ὁχυρά, ἐστιν ἐναχώρ μετάλλα, καὶ κατὰ παράτασιν, καθάπερ ἐν Καππαδοκίᾳ, καὶ ὁρίττεται πιθανὴ χαλεπῶς ὀλείον ἀπὸ τῶν μεταλλῶν, ἑπτάδε καὶ τὰ σιδηρεῖα ἔχει μίλτον ἄλλα καὶ ἡ Δημεδία καὶ ἡ καλούσι Σιμύπειρα, αὕτη δ' ἐστιν ἡ Καππαδοκίας, εκτόθενται δ' ἐστὶν Σιμύπειρα. (53) εν τῶν μικρῶν μεταλλεύεται καθ' αὐτὴν ἐστὶ δὲ αὐτῆς γένεσιν τρία, ἢ μὲν εὐθὺβα σφόδρα, ἢ τε κεκλεινος, ἢ δὲ μεσώς . . . (58) γίνεται δὲ καὶ καλυπτόμενα τὸ μὲν μετάλλου τὸ δὲ καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν αὐτοφόρους μὲν τὸ περὶ Ιθηρίαν, κεχρήσαν σφόδρα καὶ λυθοδίες, καὶ τὸ ἐπὶ Κόλχους . . . τὸ δὲ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ὀλείον ἐν ἀργυρίῳ λαβωνικὸν λειτότητι πλασώμενον ἐν χαλκῷς [μικροὶ ἐν καλοῖς] τὸ δ' ἐφραῖμυμων τάλιον λαβώντες πλασώμενος καὶ τριβούμενος ἐν ωπείρ ἐστι τῇ τέχνῃ αὐτῷ μὲν γὰρ ἐκ τοῦ λειψανοῦν δέ ἐν τῷ αὐτῷ ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγενῶς λαμπρότερον καθάπερ ὁ κόκκον. ταυτὴ δὲ τρίπτωντες ἐφέρατο καὶ κατ' ἐργασίαν ὑπερ' Ἐφέσου μικρὸν δὲ ἐν τῷ τόπῳ μεν. ἦστι δ' ἄμμος δὲ πλατυγε
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antur, Tit. 5 c, 4.
The following comments may be made on this. (1) The description which is given of the three sorts of Sinopic earth (33) is exactly true of cinnabar, the colour of which "varies from a fine bright red to a reddish-brown and leaden-grey hue" (Encyc. Brit. ed. 9 s.v.). This is not far from a translation of Theophrastus: ἐρυθρὰ σφάδρα, ἑλέοσσα, and μέλανη.

(2) In saying that the millos of Keos is the best, Theophrastus is in direct contradiction to Strabo, who says that the Sinopic is "best of all." An Athenian decree records that the sale of it was monopolized by Athens. Nothing else seems to be known of it. The Lemnian was certainly a clay; it owed its reputation which still survives in Turkey mainly to its supposed medicinal qualities (see Hasluck, Terre Lemnias, B.S.A. xvi. 220). Only the second quality seems to have been used as a pigment by carpenters (Galen, xiii. p. 179).

(3) Vitruvius (vii. 8, 1) says of minium (cinnabar) "id antem agris Ephesiorum Cibianis primum esse memoratur inventum," and Pliny (xxxiii. 113) quotes from Theophrastus "optimum supra Ephesum Cibianis agris harena eoci colorum habente." No mention of the Cibianis agris occurs in our text of Theophrastus, and it is not clear whence Vitruvius got the name. The Καλησάρως πρέκτωρ lay at the head of the Cayster valley (Strabo xiii. 4, 13) and quite near Ephesus. If this location is correct, it is of course not possible to regard the Sizma mines as the Ephesian workings referred to by Theophrastus. It is quite likely that the Ephesians may have learnt and practised the Athenian process in some cinnabar mines of their own at the head of the Cayster valley before the opening up to them of the inner country.

WALTER LEAF.

---

33 It is possible that the missing words in Theophrastus may lie hidden in the remarks "fluous minu " at the edge of the text. This may represent a marginal note to the effect "after mina insert Καλησάρως."
TWO ATHLETIC BRONZES AT ATHENS.

[Plates I, II]

While I was staying for a few weeks in Athens during the early summer of 1912, my interest was particularly engaged by two figures (Nos. 6614, 6615) among the Acropolis bronzes in the National Museum. Though by no means equal in artistic value, both deserve to be more widely known than they have become through catalogue notices,¹ being apparently the work of one school which, as I believe, has not yet been accurately identified. Dr. Stais was kind enough to allow me to examine the figures closely and to photograph them, and has now courteously given me permission to publish my impressions.

6615. (Pl. I) The figure is perfect save for the loss of the right forearm and the right foot. It represents a boy² facing front. His right shoulder is lowered; the right upper arm hangs nearly perpendicularly from the shoulder, while the forearm projects to the front and somewhat downwards. The head is inclined to the right, as also is the trunk of the body. The left upper arm projects outwards to the left and is raised slightly above the horizontal position; the forearm is nearly at right angles with it; the hand is open with the back uppermost, the fingers nearly touching the left side of the head. The right leg is advanced and slightly bent at the knee, the shin being nearly perpendicular; the left leg is drawn back and the knee very slightly bent; the foot is firmly planted upon the ground.

The figure measures 201 m. in height according to de Ridder, the head alone being 98 m. high, and was found to the S. of the Parthenon.

The attitude of this figure has been strangely misunderstood. De Ridder suggests a dancing man; Stais, a young man walking with his left hand raised as though to ward off a blow. It is surely neither the one nor the other, but (like the less perfect example from the Acropolis, No. 6594)

¹ Previous publications and notices of 6614 are: Eph. Arch. 1883, p. 82; Delion, 1888, p. 284; Stais, Cat. No. 755. ² Stais, Cat. No. 750 (pp. 275-7). ³ Stais, Cat. No. 757 (pp. 284-5); Stais, Cat. No. 755; Stais, Cat. No. 757; Stais, Cat. No. 756. For 6615 see Eph. Arch. 1883, p. 66.
a discobolus in what Mr. E. N. Gardner has called the 'second typical position,' in which the discus is held in the right hand slightly in front of the body and resting against the flat of the forearm, while the left arm is usually raised above the head (this admits of variations) and the right foot (or sometimes the left) is advanced. The athlete, then, is about to swing the discus backwards ready for the throw, swinging the body downwards and to the right in the attitude of Myron's discobolus. No doubt as to this explanation can be entertained by anyone who compares the photographs of this bronze with Figs. 6 and 7 (here Fig. 1) of Mr. Gardner's article.1

6614. (Pl. II.) This figure, like 6615, was found to the S. of the Parthenon, and must originally have been of the same height, 201 m., since its actual height is 17 m. and the head, like that of 6615, is 13 m. high. Both feet are broken off at the ankles, the left arm is missing from a little below the shoulder-joint, and the right hand is lost at the elbow. The surface generally, but especially the surface of the face, has suffered from corrosion.

The figure, as Mr. Howard Carter was the first to point out to me, has been wrongly mounted and without reference to its centre of gravity. It should be tilted decidedly forward from its present position until the head is perpendicularly above the right foot. Our bronze, then, represents a boy athlete facing to the front, with both legs almost equally bent at the knees; the shins are inclined slightly forward, but the left is a little in advance of the right and is distinctly higher—a fact from which we may infer that while the right foot was planted full upon the ground, the left heel was raised and only the ball of the foot or even the toes touched the surface. The thighs slope strongly backwards from the knees; the body is swung well forward from the hips, and the head thrown back, the face being turned upwards and the chin protruding. The attitude of the arms is important; the right arm is directed to the front and slightly to the right, and upwards, the flat of the forearm being uppermost. The left arm, as the stump clearly shows, was in somewhat similar action, but was not raised so high above the level of the shoulder, and was directed decidedly more outwards.

As Stais remarks, such an attitude is not easily explained. E. A. Gardner (followed by Stais) suggested that the figure is a charioteer, and compared with it both for attitude and style the so-called Baton of

---

Tubingen. I do not think that this explanation can be accepted. If a charioteer, the figure would surely be draped as are the charioteers of Delphi, of the Mausoleum, and the Sicilian coins. The attitude also is a momentary one which must be converted into a forward spring, and is therefore impossible for a charioteer, more especially as the raised left foot would be meaningless in such a figure. However, no charioteer, surely, but would look well to his front and not upwards as here, and no charioteer could possibly hold the reins so high and with arms so far apart.

De Ridder is fruitful in suggestions, and inclines finally to believe that we have a jumper about to take off, who has raised the halteres to the front to increase the momentum of their swing backwards. Now, quite apart from other considerations, the movement of the arms is sufficient to overthrow this view, for no one could jump the better—if, indeed, he could jump at all—by swinging the halteres to the front without keeping both arms parallel and always at the same level. But de Ridder has also suggested (but withdrawn) two other explanations. If, he says, the right arm alone were raised, we might suppose the athlete to be either a discobolus, or a runner who turns on himself pour achever le diables. We may dismiss the runner, but the figure is, perhaps, after all a discobolus, though not in the attitude which de Ridder probably had in mind. The pose is, indeed, one for which I cannot refer to a parallel in the monumental evidence for the various movements in discus-throwing; but the position of the right forearm with the flat, or inner, surface uppermost certainly indicates that this is a discobolus, and the movement can, I think, be shown to fit into Mr. Gardiner's reconstruction of the mode of throwing. The bronze certainly does not represent the discobolus in either of the early positions 1 and 2, or any variation of these; nor can it be taken to be a transitory pose in any of the final movements 5, 6 and 7. Since, then, movement 4 (that of Myron's discobolus) is out of the question, it must have some connexion with 3. Now 6615, as we have seen, is a discobolus in this third position. I suggest that movements 1 and 2 of Mr. Gardiner's were carried out deliberately, that 6615 represents the initial stage of 3 and is still deliberate, but that the small bronze shewing this stage, reproduced by Mr. Gardiner (Fig. 1) marks an acceleration beginning at this stage, and, finally, that 6614 is an 'extra' movement intervening between Nos. 3 and 4 of Mr. Gardiner's recon-

---

8 I have omitted this figure from the discussion since I know it only from reproductions, and access to it is, of course, impossible for the present.
9 Catalogue, p. 276.
10 For long I believed that the figure was indeed a jumper, but one who has already 'landed,' and is in the act of recovering his equilibrium, striving to regain his upright posture and about to break into the few broken strides which naturally complete the recovery after landing in the long jump. I still think this explanation is possible, but not so satisfactory as that which I now put forward.
11 E. N. Gardiner, op. cit. p. 38.
12 B. Fig. 7, (p. 18).
13 It may, of course, have been omitted by practised discobolists; but it would be helpful (I think) in the case of young athletes, as here, in giving them a moment to assure their balance and feel for the violent and difficult movement of No. 4.
TWO ATHLETIC BRONZES AT ATHENS

struction. In this movement, if I am not wrong, the right arm with the
discus is swung up to the front; the left leg is advanced though the foot still
remains half-free of the ground, and the left arm moves from its curved
position over the left shoulder to the front and outwards to the left to
counterbalance the right arm and discus. From this, the position of our
bronze, the transition to the fourth, or 'Myronic' position can easily be
followed, the right hand being swung downwards and backwards (thus
getting a continuous swing in one vertical plane*) and the body following
downwards and to the right.

If this be so, the Athens figure 6614 gives us a hitherto unrecognized
movement in the throwing of the discus.

We now turn from the motive of the figures to their art and style.** A
single glance will assure us that 6615 is of a more archaic character than
6614, though this need not imply a great chronological difference or, indeed,
any, as the late archaic and early free styles must have existed for a while
side by side. But while 6615 is obviously intended to be viewed only from
the front, and is, indeed, almost grotesque as seen from any other position
[Plate I, 1-2] 6614 may be appreciated equally from any point of view
[Plate II, 1-3]. There is, too, a decided difference in general artistic value,
even if that only means that one artist has chosen to cast his figure in a
happier pose than the other. The attitude of 6615 must strike us as formal;
there is a fixity in the figure which suggests a set pose exactly reproduced,
while the other figure has rather the appearance of a living figure turned in
an instant into metal.

Lest this general comparison seem unjust to the really admirable figure
6615, let us now consider it more in detail. The upper part, head, shoulders
and arms are admirably conceived, and could not better express the effect of
the weight of the discus upon the upper part of the body; but with the
lower part of his figure the artist seems less successful. So far as I can
analyse this impression, it seems to me that the body from the breast to the
hips is too short, that the waist is somewhat narrow, and that the
thighs are both too short as compared with the lower part of the leg and lumpy in
their execution, only their general mass being presented without indication of the
contours of flesh and muscle. But these impressions of undue shortness in
trunk and thighs are, perhaps, somewhat unduly emphasised by the head,
which, though not actually over large for the figure, is made to appear so by
the peculiar arrangement of the hair. It is, however, in modelling that
much of the excellence of this figure lies, so far as detail is concerned.
The general rendering of the left arm is admirable, but here, as in most parts of
the figure, the surface has suffered from corrosion. Yet how finely finished
the whole once was we can understand from the exquisite softness and

---

* Without the movement here suggested, the transition from the "two-handed position" to No. 2 only allows the discobulus an imperfect swing of the discus, first downwards and slightly to the right, then backwards; since in the "two-handed position" the discus is held on a line with the centre of the body and must clear the right side.

** Probably both figures come (like B.M. 256) from Lebesque's Gardiner, op. cit. Fig. 6) front lebesce.
delicacy of the work on the lower part of the stomach. The face is, on the whole, tolerably well preserved, but though corrosion is here slight, it has destroyed the finished surface, leaving only the general forms. The eye is abnormally large and is rendered as a flattened mass slightly projecting from the surface of the face and surrounded by a narrow ridge. The mouth, similarly, which is short, is really a thick rounded ridge chiselled along its length. But the dominating feature of the face is the chin; this projects strongly to the front with an upward curve which combines with the convex line of the cheek and the high cheek bone to form a curious S figure on either side the features. Nothing can be said as to the treatment of the hair—its general arrangement will be noticed later.

6614, as we have seen, is treated far more thoroughly as a real figure in the round, and it avoids in great measure the faults in proportion which appear in the companion bronze. The trunk is, perhaps, still a shade too short, but the thighs are here given their full length, an improvement which lends the figure that appearance of litheness and agility which is lacking in 6615. Corrosion and incrustation have robbed the bronze of its finest finished surface, but, with the unhappy exception of the face, have not hopelessly damaged the modelling. It would be as tedious as futile to try to communicate an idea of the rare excellence and ease of this modelling by laboured description. It will be enough to draw special attention to the legs and back, and, having done so, to refer the reader to Plate II. The rendering of the abdomen can be considered more conveniently when we discuss the matter of origin. The face is sadly marred by corrosion, and only its general treatment can be discerned. The eyes and mouth seem to have been rendered in much the same form as 6615; the chin, too, is pointed, though it has no suggestion of the nut-cracker form which gives to 6615 something of a grotesque air.

To what school can we assign these figures? There are broad features which indicate a common source—the casque-like fashion of the hair is common to both; so too is the tendency to shorten the trunk, together with certain features in the rendering of the abdominal muscles; the eyes and mouth, too, are the same in both. The treatment of the hair and of the front of the body led de Ridder to class them as Aeginetan; and he finds them most nearly paralleled in the figures from the temple of Aphaia and works which have been generally classed as Aeginetan, such as the Strangford Apollo. The case, however, is not wholly clear: 6614 is ahead of 6615 not only in composition, in vivacity, and as a figure really in the round, but also in certain improvements in proportion—notably in the thighs; the face, too, is more oval in its outline, the cheeks are less hollow, and the waist less narrow. Moreover, the two figures diverge in their treatment of the

---

11 Possibly owing to the relatively small size of the bronze; but they look almost to be unfinished.
12 They recall the eyes and mouth of the Apollo from Orchomenus (Garbary, Headbook, i, Fig. 23); but the resemblance, of course, goes no further.
13 Catalogue, p. xxi.
abdomen; in 6615 the muscles are very roundly and smoothly modelled; there is a small curved ridge immediately above the navel, and a shallow depression below it; a small almost circular pit appears immediately below the junction of the breasts. In 6614 the two last features are not found, and the muscular system is delineated in a somewhat rigid scheme; and might be said to be engraved as much as modelled—though the modelling of the masses so defined is subtle and delicate in the extreme. These differences can be only partly explained—I think—by the difference in attitude, though in 6615 the abdominal muscles are relaxed and at rest, while in 6614 the upward swing of the trunk has tautened them, flattening out the surface and emphasising the lines which separate the main masses. While, therefore, there are broad general features which link the two together, there are important points of difference; and if we acquiesce in the view that they are products of one school, we must hold that the school was in a phase of transition, and that its members had made progress in different directions. With this reservation we may return to the question of origin. I cannot believe de Ridder to be right in assigning the pair to Aegina, least of all 6614. If this (as seen in profile) is compared with the 'body-snatcher' from the E. Pediment, we are conscious of a totally different impression, though the two are in attitudes which make comparison fair. The bronze athlete is altogether more lithe and subtle, the thighs are finer and relatively longer, the face and the line of the jaw too are longer and less strongly curved. De Ridder cites the fashion of wearing the hair as a witness to Aeginetan origin, yet our bronzes show no trace of the broad projecting fringe of curls over the brows which we see in the pediment figure and in the Strangford Apollo: so far as the front hair is concerned, they rather resemble the beautiful marble head in the Acropolis Museum. 12 The back hair of the Aeginetan figure, moreover, ends in a braided band running round the back of the head on a level with the top of the ear; the bronze figures certainly do not have this banding, and their back hair ends in what is more like a cut edge well down on the nape of the neck and on a level with the lobe of the ear. The flange-like edge of the hair at the back of the head is simply due to the fact that it no longer follows the rounded surface of the head but lies on the nape of the neck. Where we do find this fashion paralleled is on Attic vases, 13 on which the ear is accommodated in a natch in the side of the cap-like coiffure. The flange at the back is not generally represented; chiefly, as I think, because the figures are not in positions which allow the hair to fall full upon the nape of the neck. But a h.-t. kelybe in the British Museum (E 361) exactly parallels all the features of our bronzes. (Fig. 2). In this respect, then, we find our figures to be Attic rather than Aeginetan. That the method of dressing the hair seen in these bronzes is different from the style of the Aeginetan marbles and is Attic, is confirmed (as I think) by a relief found

12 Dickens, Cat. of the Acrop. Mus. 680
13 See Klein, Ephyрон, p. 273 (the figure putting on greaves) p. 283 (diobolus) Guthrie op. cit. Fig. 4 (diobolus) and Figs. 10 and 17.
about a year ago at Cottenham, Cambridgeshire, and presented by Mr. Arthur Bull of Cottenham to the Museum of Classical Archaeology at Cambridge. This relief, which is apparently of Attic marble and is certainly Attic in style, represents an ephebus holding a horse, and may be dated at about 500-490 B.C. The hair of the ephebus reproduces exactly the form of the hair seen in the two Athenian bronzes, and is lightly worked over in such a way as to suggest a thick crop of curls rather than long tresses of hair braided and coiled up (as in the Aeginetan figures). A further Attic feature is the treatment of the abdomen. De Ridder somewhat curiously points out that this treatment strongly recalls the schemes followed by the painters of r.-f. vases, but argues from this fact that the bronzes are Aeginetan because the sculptors of Aegina followed the lead of the Attic vase painters. It is surely simpler (especially now that we have seen much in the bodily forms which is Attic and not Aeginetan) to conclude that our bronzes are Attic work.²⁶ (The metope of Hercules and the Cerynian Stag from the Athenian

²⁶ The relief is, I understand, to be published in due time.

²⁶ Fouilles de Delphes, IV, xli. Gardner, Six Greek Sculptors, pp. 33-34 and Pl. VI.
Two Athletic Bronzes at Athens

The treasury at Delphi (Fig. 3) gives us an example in sculpture of this "red-figure style" of rendering the front of the body which is undoubtedly Attic in origin. Indeed, the feeling of these figures and the general impression they make are that the source is Attic; and when we compare 6614 as seen in profile with Myron's Discobolus, the general resemblance (and especially the treatment of the thigh in each) is almost startling, and the essentially Attic feeling of the smaller figure emerges beyond doubt.

Fig. 3.—Metope from the Treasury of the Athenians at Delphi
(from Gardner, Six Greek Sculptures).

This comparison also brings out the value of 6614 for the history of Greek art. Every beginner in the subject must have felt that Myron's Discobolus stands curiously alone, and must ask himself how sculpture could have passed almost at a stride from works like the Naples Hormodius and Aristogiton to so complex a work as the Discobolus. In point of fact
Myron's figure does not really stand alone: it was the craftsmen who wrought bronzes like 6614—and in a more remote degree, 6015—who solved the preliminary problems and, by their tentative but ever bold representations of instantaneous poses in athletic exercises, prepared the way for Myron's magnificent if somewhat sensational genius. Indeed the maker of 6614 seems to belong to the immediate movement which produced Myron. If we compare it as seen in profile with the Discobolus, we may as fruitfully compare it as seen from the front with the Maresyas: in each the attention is riveted solely by the rendering of the body and by its mechanism and organic action, while character or emotional expression are ignored: and in each the same object is attained—the capture of a violent and essentially momentary pose. This is not to say, nor to hint, that 6614 is Myronic or a work of Myron's circle; but I think we may fairly and reasonably claim that it reveals to us something of the atmosphere and influences which produced Myron.

Hugh G. Evelyn White.
ANOTHER NOTE ON THE SCULPTURE OF THE LATER TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS AT EPHESUS.

When I wrote my former notes I was undecided as to the meaning of two of the sculptured fragments. No. 1215 is described in the Catalogue as 'Fragment of sculptured piece, with portions of two figures wrestling, one is half-kneeling, and his left thigh is clasped by the hand of his opponent—perhaps the contest of Herakles and Antaeus.' (Fig. 1.)

The high relief shows that the fragment indeed belonged to a pedestal, and in re-examining it more carefully I find that a portion of the right-hand return still exists. Small as the trace is, it is enough to fix the place of the fragment in regard to the angle of the pedestal together with the vertical direction. It is plain, further, that the hand which grasps the leg is a left hand. These data are enough to define the general type of the design—a type which is well known for the struggle of Herakles and Antaeus (Fig. 2). The subject is that proposed in the Catalogue, but its treatment was not that which is there suggested. In Reinach's Répertoire four or five examples are illustrated of statue groups which conform to the same formula, and one is given in his collection of Reliefs (iii. p. 75). Another similar design from an engraved gem appears in Durevberg and Saglio's Dictionary under 'Antaeus.' Our Ephesus relief is by far the oldest of these, and in several other cases these sculptures give the earliest known versions of their subjects.

1 This suggestion was first made by Dr. Murray, R.I.B.A. Jour. 1895.
Beneath the restored pedestal (Fig. 2) is shown a square block A B, such as would have been necessary for the support of the projecting figures. A complete base for the sculptured pedestals is suggested by D, the projection of the sculpture being indicated by S. The ordinary base, which was probably repeated under the sculptured drums, is represented at C. It will be observed that D projects as much as C while having a level upper surface to receive the sculpture. There could not have been bases of the C type under the sculptured pedestals because they have no level upper surfaces, and if any such were provided by bringing the moulded forms further out, an impossibly awkward profile would have resulted and the projection would have been absurdly great; finally, no straight-sided moulded bases were found.

![Diagram of pedestal and sculpture](image)

The second of the fragments is No. 1217, from a sculptured drum. It is small, and described as 'much mutilated, with a female hand holding up a veil; a spiral bracelet on the wrist.' The hand is turned palm outwards, and it grasps a fillet or 'sash' rather than a veil. To the right of the hand is a trace of the head of the figure to which it belonged, in a position which shows that the arm was extended and lifted high. To the left in front of this figure was another, of which the elbow of a raised arm is preserved. These figures must have been somewhat widely spaced. Above the hand and the head are traces of masses falling in curves as if suspended, and it appears that these must be parts of a series of festoons which surrounded the top of this drum. Along the lower edges of these festoons seem to be traces of leaves (Fig. 3). This fragment must be part of a drum on which were about six figures engaged in suspending festoons, or rather in attaching fillets to festoons.
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We may be reminded of the relief of Dionysos at the British Museum, where an attendant is hanging up festoons; this relief is probably of the second century B.C. A second relief in the British Museum—that of Homer and the Muses, by an artist of Priene, which seems to be of the third century B.C.—has similar festoons around a circular altar; and a real altar of fairly good style found in the theatre of Dionysos at Athens has fine festoons. The temple at Magnesia had festoons on the walls. An altar at Delphi is practically a copy of our drum.

![Image]

FIG. 3

Even if it requires a few words of repetition, it may now be convenient to collect under the several numbers of the sculptures in the Catalogue a few further observations, which are mainly of the nature of footnotes to my former papers. When careful revised restorations are made the smallest hints may prove of use.

1200. Pedestal block; the story of Herakles and Omphale. The lion-skin of Herakles must have been worn with the skin of the fore-legs tied around his throat as on many vases and reliefs. Fig. 4 is a restoration of what remains. Found at the west front.

1201. Pedestal block; Herakles in the Garden of the Hesperides. The pendent lion's skin carried by H. should be compared with that of the Lansdowne House statue, which is supposed to be a copy of a work by Scopas. Compare the seam of the serpent's skin with Figs. 1 and 2 in Miss Harrison's Prolegomena. Found at the west front.

1202. Drum; procession of men in Persian dress. It may be suggested that they were represented as bringing the gifts of Croesus to the Temple. They might almost be the prototypes in art of the Wise Men of the East, West front.

---

9 Miss Harrison's *Mythology and Muses*.

wepts, p. 281.
1203. Drum; another fragment of the same. West front.
1204 (a). Pedestal blocks (2); Combat of Herakles and Kyknos.

**Fig. 4.**

Fig. 5 is a restoration. These two blocks are not of equal width. Ascratch is scratched on one of the surfaces.

**Fig. 5.**

1204 (b), Pedestal block; Artemis warning someone beyond, doubtless Herakles attacking the Kerynean stag, of which a trace seems to remain at.
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the left-hand bottom corner. A late relief of this subject at the British Museum is on a tall panel, which is of suitable proportion for the space to be filled on the pedestal. West front.

1205. Pedestal block; Herakles and a Triton. A Triton blowing a shell, but otherwise of similar type to the one of which a restoration was before given, was carved on the base of a column at Brauchcladae.4 A Triton also blowing a shell, but later in style, is in the British Museum on a relief from the theatre at Ephesus. The constantly repeated motive of old Triton's 'wreathed horn' must have had some noteworthy original, and it seems probable that this subject may have been on another side of the Triton pedestal at the Artemision. All the facts suggest that the Tritons and Nereids of Ephesus must have been designed by Soopas, the master of a famous group of marine deities. West front.

1206. Drum; Alkestis released from Hades. For the attitude of Hermes with the hand against his hip covered by drapery, compare the Uffizi Athena figured in Furtwangler's Masterpieces. Can the diadem or fillet carried by Persephone have been given back by the departing Alkestis? The forefinger of the lifted hand of Thanatos was not extended as beckoning, but closed against the thumb. (On representations of Thanatos see Heine-mann's Thanatos, 1913, and F. P. Weber's Aspects of Death, 1914.) Hermes was speaking. Any photograph of this drum will show the technical skill with which the figures are so modelled as not to interfere with the contour of the column; the general cylindrical surface is so much maintained for the parts in relief that the sculpture hardly breaks up the form more than painting would have done. West front.

1207–1210. Pedestal blocks; Nereids riding Hippocampi. On the return in front of the two most perfect pieces, there are full traces of another great coiled tail which was like the other. There is evidence for Nereids on three sides of the pedestal and, doubtless, the fourth was similar. West front.

1211. Drum; Family groups of Citizens assembled at the Temple. This is in the style of many votive reliefs of the fourth century; see Figs. 3, 5, 12, 87, 101, 102 in Miss Harrison's Prolegomena. At first, Wood thought that No. 1213 and No. 1214 were parts of one drum; but he corrected this in his errata. The standing woman's figure has her arms shrouded under her mantle in an attitude commonly used in terracottas, it is found also in the relief of the Muses found at Mantinea and attributed to Praxiteles. Our figure stands mainly on the left foot which throws the hip out in a curve. From the east end.

1212. Pedestal block; Victories leading animals to the sacrifice. In my sketch of a restoration a ledge under the figures was shown, but there was in fact only a piece of raised ground and not a continuous projection. It seems that in all cases the head joint was at the level of the foot of the figures who must have seemed to rest on a course below. This is

4 Pontremoli and Hamsoulier, Didyme, p. 129.
further confirmed by comparison with the great sculptured plinth of the Altar at Pergamos, where the figures were supported in a similar manner. West front.

1213. Drum ; The Muses. The figure on the left was standing in profile, and seems to have had her chiton caught up over the raised heel of a foot which rested on its toes (Fig. 6). This attitude may be compared with that of a Muse on the Priene relief at the British Museum. In the Catalogue it is said that the latter is "generally recognised as Polyhymnia, of whom this is the typical attitude." A similar figure appears on the Halicarnassus pedestal also in the British Museum, and Reimach illustrates three Muses from Delos in this pose (IV. 180, &c.). The figure seated with her left hand resting on the seat may also be compared with a Muse on the Priene relief. The Ephesus figures were certainly very beautiful, the fall of the drapery over the feet of the seated one is most skilfully managed, both feet are shown "almost as in a front view by taking advantage of the turn of the curve, the figure standing to the front has drapery very like that of Persephone on the Hermes drum. The strongly driven vertical furrows of the drapery of the standing figures on both these drums still show the Pheidias tradition. From the east end.

1214. Drum ; Theseus and Sinis. From the west front, probably from an inner row.

1215. Pedestal ; Herakles and Antaeus. Place of finding does not seem to have been stated, but doubtless it was at the West with the other labours of Herakles.

1216. Fragment ; sheep's head (from Croesus' temple?). The joint makes it difficult to account for.

1217. Drum ; women hanging fillets to festoons. Apparently from the east end, where fragments of a drum were found, which were described as
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mere splinters proving only that it had been six feet in height with plain spaces between the figures. From the indications of the record we may suppose that most of the sculptures of the western façade represented the adventures of Horakles and Theseus. They appeared thus together in the metopes of the Theseeum. One pedestal had Victories conducting animals to the sacrifice, one drum had people bearing gifts, and we may assume the existence of at least a pair of each of these disposed so as to balance one another, and these may best be assigned to the two outer columns at each end of the western front.

At the eastern end, or back of the temple, no pedestals were found, but only sculptured drums. These drums may have been arranged so as to have the Muses with a group of Artemis, Apollo, and Leto, and possibly other gods and attendants in the centre; then columns with priestesses putting up festoons for a festival, and beyond came the assembling of the citizens. Such a scheme would follow more or less closely that of the eastern frieze of the Parthenon. The oxen and sheep for the sacrifice and the gifts at the west front would follow the precedent of the rest of the frieze and form part of the festival scheme. The whole may be explained as the deeds of the two great Greek heroes and a festival of the Goddess Artemis.

One other fragment of sculpture which may be mentioned here is the lion's head 47(33) which has been assigned to the gutter of the archaic temple. It must, as I have before said, be fifth-century work, and have belonged to a statue group. On re-examining it I noticed an attachment on the left shoulder where the lion must have been in contact with another figure. Wood must have observed this, for he describes a fragment thus—'A fine lion's head, part of a statue, belonging probably to one of the former temples was also found here [in the nave], with fragments of sculpture and architectural enrichment, below the pavement.' (Discoveries, p. 253)—A lion's head of an earlier period [than the fourth century], evidently a portion of a statue, was found within the cells and is now exhibited (p. 261). He says further—'One or two fragments of sculpture, including part of a female arm, and another with the elbow, both from figures about eleven feet high, were found beneath the pavement' (p. 246). It seems probable enough that these fragments should have been parts of a figure associated with a lion or with two lions, and it is not unlikely that our lion's head is part of a group of the goddess as the Lady of wild things. During the last exploration of the site of the temple some small and early examples of such a motive were found; also a fragment of late sculpture, a hand resting on a lion's head, doubtless from a statuette of the goddess' (Hogarth, &c., p. 27). It would be going too far to suppose that the large fragments formed part of the great cult image, but our lion's head may represent some important votive statue of Artemis.

A carved architectural member which has recently been put in the gallery is probably a part of the cymatium of the great doorway or of the pediment. It can be restored fairly well by comparing it with the gutter-front of the Mausoleum (Fig. 7). A fragment of a capital now in the base-
ment has a convolvulus-like flower between the loops at the end of the channels of the side-rolls of the volutes. Some wall-stones at the British Museum have slightly recessed margins.

In the *Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects* (February, 1915) I have set out the evidence for a difference of design between the front and the back of the Temple, and the evidence that the sculptured drums were not raised upon the sculptured pedestals.

Some of the inscriptions printed at the end of Wood's volume suggest points of interest in regard to the 'common temple of Ask and Ephesus'.

The great festival was 'the birthday of the mighty goddess,' which was in May. At this time a distribution of an endowment was to take place in 'the Pronaos' of the Temple to the *Theologoi*, the singers, and others. The *Pronaos* is so frequently mentioned (while no other part of the Temple is named) that it is evident that it was regarded as a great hall, and it is

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 7.**

doubtful if there was even any other treasury. Here were kept certain gold and silver images, which were to be carried from 'the Pronaos' to the Theatre and back and 'deposited in the Pronaos of Artemis.' One of these was a 'golden Artemis and two silver deer attending,' another being a 'silver Artemis bearing a torch'—interesting types. 'The Priests, who wear golden ornaments and the Victors in the Sacred Games carry and carry back the effigies.' One inscription is a grant to an actor after his victory in the contest at the great festival of the Artemisia, the president of the games being Lucius Aurelius Philo; a second commemorates 'the victory in a musical or poetical contest under the patronage of the Musae, who are

---

Footnote: In the recently published Fifth Part of *Antiquities of Asia* I have stated that Priene had similar walling-stones. This was a mistake for Teos.
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thanked; and another records the dedication of a statue to Artemis and to the youth of the Ephesian citizens.

The sculptures of the Artemision were probably related to the birthday festival of the goddess as much as were those of the Parthenon to the pan-Athenian festival. I mentioned before that one of the "citizens" is making a sign of warning or a gesture of worship which may remind us of one of the "magistrates" of the Parthenon; it is a further confirmation of the view now proposed, which is that the general scheme was suggested by the Athenian temple. It may now be hazarded that the men in "Persian" dress on one of the drums who resembled gift-bearers were indeed forerunners of the priests who were golden ornaments and carried precious images of Artemis in the procession. These later-given images were, of course, but a small part of the ceremonial treasure. It was provided that the victors in the sacred games were also to join in the procession, and this may be some sort of explanation why on the sculptured pedestal the sacrificial animals are led by Victories. Further, a musical contest under the care of the Muses helps to show that they were well in place on one of the columns. Dr. Hogarth cites a record of a valuable prize won in such a contest at the dedication of the temple. When we recall the prominence given to boys on the Drum of the Citizens it is curious to find in these inscriptions more than one reference to "the Youth of the Ephesian citizens" who were to be brought up in the right ways.

Finally the keeping of the gold and silver images in the promise of the temple helps to confirm a view that I have put forward before, that the sanctuary proper was not roofed but open to the sky as were the temples of Apollo at Bassae and Branchidae.

To the many points of resemblance between the work of Scopas and the sculptures at Ephesus which have been noticed may be added the fact that the carved cymatium of the gutter at Ephesus was very similar to one which has been found at Tegea. Further, the construction of the sculptured pedestals at Ephesus which are divided into four by vertical joints seems to me like sculptor's architecture; no mason would have thought of such an unsound scheme of building.

Comparison of Ephesus with Priene.—Wilberg has recently re-opened the question as to whether the entablature of the temple of Priene had a frieze, and this involves Ephesus too, for the details which have been recovered of the entablatures of the two temples are so closely alike that it is evident one was copied from the other. Wilberg tries to show that the Priene entablature as restored by Wiegand without a frieze hardly raised the sloping rafters of the roof high enough to pass over the margin stones of the lacunae; and he brings back a frieze to get this height. The difficulty is only in regard to a few inches while the frieze raises the roof some feet. Wilberg seems to exaggerate the difficulty by adding a thick deeply recessed cover stone. Very few of the marginal stones were found—literally only two or three, and
those that came under the slanting roof may have been trimmed away to give the rafters room. The fitting together of the stones of the entablature by Wiegand is to me convincing, but there may easily be an error of a few inches in his drawing. Wilberg cannot show that there was any sculptured frieze, and ends his arguments thus— But either with or without reliefs the temple certainly had a frieze, and we do not need to ascribe to Pythis, the gifted builder of the Mausoleum and the temple of Priene, a design which is artistically unsatisfactory. No argument can be founded on taste. The question involves a large group of buildings besides Priene and Ephesus. The Mausoleum entablature was also similar in its details, and in none of these three buildings has a frieze been shown to exist; the Amazon ‘frieze’ at the Mausoleum could not have belonged to the order, for I have recently observed that a large Lesbian moulding, of which fragments are in a case, surmounted the sculptured stones. At the Nereid Monument, which I believe followed the Mausoleum, there is no frieze; and although it was desired to have sculpture, the figures were carved on the epistyle rather than that a frieze should be introduced. Even a building so late as the great altar at Pergamon had what seems to have been the traditional Ionic entablature. At Priene itself, Wiegand found no friezes either at the altar or at the temple of Asklepios. At Ephesus the entablature without the frieze would have been about 11 feet deep; with a frieze it would have been as much as 13 or 16 feet, between a third and a fourth of the height of the column. At Ephesus there is no question of great lacunar coffers of the Priene type, indeed the probability is that the ceiling of the Pteron was of wood.

Since the part to this point has been in print I have examined Pullan’s original note-books which were used to record his finds from day to day at Priene. Some new facts thus disclosed, together with further reasons are sufficient to show that Wilberg’s theory is ill-founded and entirely breaks down.

(1) One of his arguments is that a ledge cut out at the back of the dentil course of the entablature, which was given by Wiegand as 14 cm. deep, varies from 13 to 16 cm. and could not therefore have been made to take similar stones of the lacunaria. In Greek building such slight variations are general. Pullan’s notes, for instance, give the heights of the several disc-members of the column-bases of the east front of the temple as 95, 96, 99, 102, and 105 feet. Wilberg might just as well contend that these bases could not have been associated together side by side.

(2) A more elaborate argument is built up on the width of this same ledge, founded on the supposition that the lower lacunar stones which fitted into it, according to Wiegand, were formed of four marginal pieces of equal lengths disposed thus: As Pullan’s sketches show, these marginal stones were of various lengths, and they seem to have been arranged with two short ones coming between two longer ones. The parts of the width of
all these stones which were occupied by mouldings were jointed by mitres (these parts may be supposed to be inside the two diagrams); but the flat parts of two of the stones ran on beyond the mitred joints, overlapping the ends of the other pair of stones, and being two to four feet longer than they were. This not only removes all difficulty on the point, but is a strong reinforcement of Wiegand’s solution, as it explains the changes in width of the recesses as Wilberg’s own scheme does not.

(3) At both Priene and the Mausoleum the lower lacunar stones were put together as just described; the next course of each coffer was in one large stone, with a square piercing through it which was moulded all round; this piercing required a covering-stone. Wilberg assumes that the covering-stone at Priene was deeply hollowed out on the underside with more mouldings and was about 9 inches thick. It is this stone which makes the chief difficulty in regard to the rafters of the roof. That no fragments of such deeply recessed covering-stones were found, at either Priene or the Mausoleum, is strong evidence against such having ever existed. Now Pullan found at Priene two or three fragments of corner pieces of slabs about 2½ inches thick which he at first thought might be parts of a frieze, for they were in white marble, but they had raised, roughly tooled margins about 5 to 9 inches wide, the panels being smooth. These slabs seem perfectly suitable for the covering-stones, as the rough margins would have rested on the course below. As to the lower course it seems to me that there was room for the rafters even in the case as presented in Wilberg’s diagram.

(4) Wilberg’s supposititious frieze not only lifts the roof above the lacunaria excessively, but the fact that there was no such height indeed, is brought out by comparison with the Mausoleum, where the cross-beams which supported the lacunar stones were much notched down on the epistyle, obviously to get just sufficient height for the coffers.

(5) The construction of the entablature as shown by Wiegand is sound and workmanlike, and, as he says, ‘it is so interlocked that there cannot be a doubt of its correctness.’ It must further be noticed that it is entirely made up of known stones, and that they should fit together by accident seems impossible. The restoration proposed by Wilberg, although he could make his hypothetical stones of any size and shape, is extremely poor and improbable as construction.

(6) Not only has no identifiable fragment of the frieze been found, as Wilberg admits, but his restoration requires, what he does not point out, a third course of egg-and-tongue moulding, while only two are known to have existed.

(7) Wiegand’s solution not only agrees with the fact that no friezes have been found at the other buildings before-mentioned, but, again, at Sardes the American explorers have found no frieze.

(8) The friezeless scheme falls in with the traditional Ionian type of architrave order as described by Choisy.
INO-LEUKOTHEA.

The uncritical excesses of those theorists, chiefly German and some English following them blindly, who discerned ‘faded gods or goddesses’ in most of the leading figures of Greek mythology, has produced a reaction which may be equally uncritical. We ought not to believe in the original divinity of an Agamemnon, an Achilles; or a Diomed. Nevertheless, there is undoubtedly a small group of personages, who may be called hero-gods or heroine-goddesses, whose godhead is the primary fact and whose humanity is secondary. The usual mark of these is that their legend is hieratic wholly, that they have little or no secular character, not to say ‘epic’ or ‘heroic.’ Of these the most prominent and important is Ino-Leukothea; and the interpretation of her character and personality and the problem of her origin are among the difficult tasks of the historian of Greek religion. What has been written hitherto on her cult and legend cannot be regarded as satisfying.

The name Ino, which is the prior fact, fails to help us; it may be Hellenic or not, but its root-meaning and root-affinities escape us. The first literary notice of her is in Homer’s thrilling narrative, where as a kindly sea-fairy she aids the drowning Odysseus. But the poet is aware that this is not her original character, for he describes her as ‘Ino-Leukothea of the fair ankles, daughter of Kadmos, who was once a mortal speaking with the tongue of men, but now in the salt sea-waters has received honour at the hands of the gods.’ For Homer, then, she is merely one of that familiar type, the mortal translated to the divine sphere; and though he remembers her Cretan origin and parentage, she must before his period have already assumed her maritime godhead and her name Leukotha, ‘White Goddess,’ whatever that may mean. Hesiod speaks of her only by her name Ino, in his catalogue of ‘glorious children’ produced by the union of a mortal with a goddess; thus from Kadmos and Harmonia sprung Ino, Semele, and Agave; and while he knows that Semele was raised to the rank of a goddess he does not tell us what he thought of Ino; but there is no reason to suppose that his view of her was different from Homer’s. A little later comes the testimony of Alkman; in a fragment of his verse Ino is called the Queen of the sea (σαλασσωτέουσα); similarly, Pindar speaks of Ino-Leukothea as ‘sharer of the sea-Nereids’ bower’; and a dedicatory epigram in the.
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Greek Anthology associates her and Melikertes with the sea-divinities Glankos Nereus, Zeus Buthios (the god of the sea-depths), and the Samothracian divinities.  

But her marine character is far less clearly expressed in legend and ritual than her chthonian; and she must be primarily regarded as earth-sprung, as a vegetation heroine-goddess of the Bocotian soil. This explains her close connection with the earth-goddess Semele and the vegetation-god Dionysos, her fosterling, whose orgy she traditionally leads, so that even the later Magnesians of the Meander desire to import Maenads from Thebes who are of the race of the Cadmean Ino.  

Like Dionysos himself in Argolis, she was supposed in South Laconia to live at the bottom of a deep pool, into which a sacrifice of barley cakes was periodically thrown, an offering meet for the earth-mother. Like Dionysos she has her mysteries, which in the Greek world are only attached to chthonian powers. Like Dionysos she dies; and is honoured, as was Linos, Adonis, and Hyakinthos, with a ritual of sorrow and wailing. There was no motive for bewailing a sea-goddess, for the powers of this element did not die; but to bewail a goddess of fruits and verdure when she decayed was as natural as it was for the women to weep for Tanmuz; and this deep-seated instinct of old earth-religion was misunderstood by the philosopher Xenophanes when he gave that memorable and elevated answer to the question of the men of Elea, whether they should sacrifice to Leukothea and bewail her—If you regard her as a goddess, do not bewail her; if as a mortal, do not sacrifice.  

However far she might travel over the sea, she seems never to have lost her chthonian character: for even at Pontikaparos, in the distant waters of the Euxine, she was worshipped as Leukothea Χυδία and grouped with Hermes, Hekate, Plouton, and Persephone in the formula of a curse by which a life was devoted to the nether powers. In keeping with this character, she possessed an oracle-seat in South Laconia, where, as in other mantic seats of the earth-powers, the consultant slept on the ground to obtain prophetic dreams. And the quaint secular story that she persuaded the women of Bocotia to roast the corn-seeds before sowing them, in order to bring Nephele into trouble, may well have been suggested by the consciousness of her vegetation-powers. As pre-eminent among earth-goddesses she would be Χυντριδα, interested in the nurture of children, and this would be the hieratic reason for her constant association with the infant or the youth Melikertes, and would explain the institution of a contest of boys in her honour at Miletos. This would also explain the votive dedications made to her by Thessalian women, which were evidently not infrequent and which were more
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probably prompted by the experiences of child-bearing than of sea-travel; and we can thus understand the doubtful designation of her once famous and wealthy temple at Pyrgoi, near Caere, which Aristotle assigns to Leukothoe, Strabo to Eileithya, the goddess of travail.

In fact, we have scarcely any attestation in the domain of cult proper of the maritime character of Ino-Leukothoe, except a somewhat doubtfully recorded inscription from the Athenian theatre mentioning 'Leukothoe the Saviour, the Harbour-Goddess.' There is no reason to suppose from her very name that Leukothoe must originally have belonged to the sea, as if none but a goddess of the foam could be called the 'White Goddess.' We need not be affected by the record that Myrsilos, a late writer of Lesbos, applied the name Leukothoe to all Nereids, for he may have only been following the literary tradition of Homer, Alkman, and Pindar.

The name is embedded in the inland cults of Boeotia at Thebes and Chaeroneia, where the earthly and chthonian character of the goddess is manifest.

Nevertheless, the full religious account of Ino-Leukothoe ought to answer the question why Homer and the other poets present her maritime character so prominently, and in answering will have to consider the probable ethnic origin or origins of the goddess with the double name. We must consider for a moment the Boeotian and Megarian legend, which has many points of hieratic interest. Ino, the second or first wife of Athamas, king of the Minyan Orchomenos, plots against the children of his other wife, Nephele; the plot fails, and Athamas is smitten with a madness, that is given a bacchic colouring in some of the versions. He kills his son Leucchos, and Ino escapes with the other, Melikertes, and leaps with him over a cliff into the sea. The Megarians claimed that she sprang from the rock called Molouris in their territory, and in its locality was a space called 'the running-course of the Fair one' (Καλλίες ἀράμας). And the view appears to have prevailed in antiquity that the name Leukothoe was a later acclamation and was affixed to Ino after her leap into the sea; the Megarians claiming that they were the first to affix to her this name.

We are tempted to explain these cult-phenomena by the hypothesis that Ino was the aboriginal earth-goddess who became accidentally contaminated with an independent maritime goddess called Leukothoe, who belonged to a different, perhaps an earlier, ethnic stratum. But this hypothesis lacks reality; there is no trace of an original Leukothoe apart from Ino; and, as we have seen from the evidences of cult, one name had as little maritime association as the other; we note also that Leukothoe seems to have been
the official name used in the inland Boeotian cults of Thebes and Chairenaea.\textsuperscript{22} We may also affirm with some certainty that the leap from the rock into the sea was a hieratic legend which could easily transform itself into a secular-romantic one; it is told of divinities, Dionysos, Aphrodite, or heroic personages with divine names, such as Melpomene (or Hemitiia) and Parthenos of Caria, Diktyama-Britomartis of Crete; and none of these are primarily sea-divinities, but vegetation-powers, and the ritual is vegetative, not marine, to be interpreted as the casting-out of the decaying image of the vegetation-deity so that it might be refreshed by the quickening waters and brought back to land with renewed powers. The 'leap' in nearly all these cases is preceded by a pursuit, which in legend might be amorous or angry, but in reality was solemn and hieratic.

It was probably this ritual that gave rise to the poetic idea, which first finds expression in Homer, that Ino-Leukothoe was essentially a sea-goddess, a view of her which, as we have seen, scarcely receives any corroboration in real cult. It may have also given rise to the double name; for if the process of throwing the goddess into the sea was regarded as purificatory and rejuvenating, the title Αὐενόδεια may have been ceremoniously affixed to Ino when she emerged, the name 'White Goddess,' being a name of brightness and good omen. We may see a parallel to this in the Arcadian cult and legend of the 'Maniai' or Eumenes, who were at one time regarded as 'Black,' at another as 'White.'\textsuperscript{23} And the theory just suggested would explain the persistency of the legend that Ino was only called Leukothoe after her leap.\textsuperscript{24} But we must also reckon with the possibility that Ino is her pre-Hellenic name, of which Leukothoe is the Hellenic equivalent, and that the double title is an interesting evidence of a bilingual period.

The same question arises about Melikertes-Palaimon, the child hero-god who is associated with Ino and who appears to have the same double character. As regards that association, a recent view has been expressed by Weissmüller\textsuperscript{25} that Ino and Melikertes were originally distinct and independent, on the ground that in the cults of Ino at Thebes, Chairenaea, Megara, and in South Laconia the latter does not appear, and that he himself is worshipped alone in the Isthmus of Corinth and at Tenedos. But our records of all these cults are far too meagre to draw an induction from them that contradicts the prevailing legend of the close sacred association of mother and son, which certainly was indigenous in Boeotia, and was accepted in the Megarid and probably at Corinth, as in the periboloi of Poseidon's temple there there was a shrine of Palaimon containing a statue of Leukothoe.\textsuperscript{26} We do not know that his cult at Tenedos ignored Leukothoe, whose name at least appears in a legend of the island,\textsuperscript{27} and we may assume that her rites
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at Miletus, as they included a contest of boys, were inspired by a consciousness of the mother and son. Nor is it a priori probable, as he was everywhere imagined as a person of immature or tender years, that his cult would have arisen independently, though occasionally either goddess or son might be worshipped apart. And the cult-aspect of Melikertes reflects that of the mother: his religious significance consists in the very fact that he dies and is worshipped as a young buried hero with ehothian rites, with offerings of black oxen, and even, if we may trust Philostratos, with mysteries, which in Greece are only found in the sphere of ehothian religion.

Assuming, then, that Ino and Melikertes arose together as the divine couple of mother and son in the nature-sphere of fertility, and that the ritual-legend of the leap and Melikertes' association with pine-trees may be thus interpreted, we have to explain the name Palaimon. Is it a mere coincidence in regard to both these pairs of names, Ino-Leukothoe and Melikertes-Palaimon, that each of the second names in the pairs is obviously Greek—for the ancients and most moderns naturally interpret 'Palaimon' as the wrestler—and that each of the first has a non-Hellenic, or at least a doubtful, appearance? Also, according to the legend, both names, Leukothoe and Palaimon, were only attached to the deities after their experience in the sea and their rescue or return to land. And whatever we may say of Ino-Leukothoe, we can hardly believe that the appellative Παλαιμών, 'the wrestler,' was a Greek translation of Melikertes; for we cannot understand how Melikertes, who was always imagined in the legend and figured in art as a child or a boy, should have been aboriginally styled a wrestler. Now we have no evidence that this name was attached to Melikertes in Boeotia, for Horakles-Palaimon, whose cult at Koroneia is attested by the almost certain restoration of an inscription, has nothing to do with the child of Ino. It is only in the Isthmus, in the neighbourhood of Corinth, that we have clear evidence of Palaimon as a cult-title of the boy-god. Therefore we may conclude that Melikertes was given this title here because of his association with the Isthmian games, and to attach such a functional appellative as 'wrestler' even to a child- or boy-spirit who happened to preside over the local athletic contests was in accordance with a certain trend of Greek religious thought; no incongruity would be felt. To this association of a buried child with a great áργω we have the curious parallel not far away at Nemea. Here, again, the prevailing tradition connected the establishment of the games with the fate of the infant Opheltas, who was slain by a serpent, when his nurse Hysipyle left her charge in order to get water for the army of the Seven against Thebes. In pity for his fate, the Argives give him a sumptuous funeral with the customary games, and Pausanias attests that Opheltas was worshipped with altar and temenos. The legend, as usual,
is based on certain undoubted facts; part of the ritual of the Nemean games was chthonian, for the judges wore dark garments and the parsley-crown was a symbol of death according to the ancient interpretation. Obviously Opheltes, whose doubtful other name, Archemoros, has at least an allusion to death and the lower world, is no secular child, but a figure of old religion. The meaning of the name 'Opheltes,' 'the giver of increase,' his association with the snake, the earth-animal, suggest that he, like Palaimon, is the child-son of the earth-mother who dies in the heat of the year. His legend has been more humanised than that of Melikertes; the snake has been misunderstood, and the figure of the mother has been obliterated from the later forms at least of the Opheltes-cult. But its affinity with the Isthmian is striking enough, though it does not appear to have been generally noticed. And to these we may add another obvious parallel from the cult and legend of the mother and snake-child, Sapphia of Elis.

The ritual and the legend, so far as they have been at present examined, appear to reveal Ino and Melikertes as an aboriginal couple of mother and child and as belonging to the earth rather than to the sea, probably to the company of vegetation-powers. The legend of the leap discloses and attests a fertility- or purification-rite that we find widespread in the Mediterranean area.

Of similar value and of equal interest is the story of the cauldron, into which one or both of the two children, Leucos and Melikertes, were said to be plunged either by their father or mother. The versions are various and conflicting. According to Euripides, the mother slew both her children, but the manner of their slaying he does not specify, and he was probably careless of the current legend, according to which Athamas killed one and Ino the other. But evidently the cauldron played a different part in the different versions. According to Apollodorus, it was Ino who, in her madness, plunged Melikertes into a boiling cauldron, presumably to kill him, and then fled with his corpse; but one account preserved by the scholiasts who wrote the Ἀτριότης of Pindar's Isthmion narrates that Athamas, having already slain Leucos, was about to throw his remaining son into the cauldron, when Ino rescued him and fled and, being pursued, sprang with him into the sea. So far such legends might be interpreted as reflecting a horrible ritual of child-sacrifice very similar to that practised by the Carthaginians in honour of Moloch, and such sacrifice may have been cannibalistic as well; for we find in the legend of the Bacchic madness of the Minyan women, with whom and whose story Ino is closely connected, traces of a cannibalistic sacrifice of children, and hence we should explain the worship of Palaimon, 'the child-killer,' in Tenedos. On this theory the 'cauldron'
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is the sacrificial cooking-pot. But another form of the story is given by the same scholiasts: Athenæus in his madness slew Leucrotes, whereupon his mother placed him in a cauldron of boiling water; but she herself then went mad and sprang with Melikertes into the sea. The important divergence of this version has curiously escaped the attention of scholars. What can we conjecture was the motive of the same mother placing her child in the boiling cauldron after he had been slain? We can only suppose that she did it in order to restore him to life, and that the cauldron is the implement, not of a cannibalistic sacrament, but of a resurrection-magic, easily misunderstood by later people. We are the more inclined to this version and view of it when we find that it plays the same part in the other, equally Minyan, myth of Medea's cauldron, in which she restored the youth of Aison and offered to revivify Pelias; another parallel is the legend that the dismembered child Pelops was resuscitated in the "pure cauldron" by Klotho or by Rhea. Finally, the ritualistic significance of these legends is attested and may be illuminated by the discovery in Syria of an inscription belonging to the period of Trajan, which may be thus translated: 'In behalf of the safety of the Emperor Trajan, Meneas the son of Beeliaés, the son of Beeliaés the father of Neteiros who was apothecised in the cauldron which is used for the ritual of the festivals, having supervised all the things done here, piously dedicated and erected this monument to the goddess Leukothea.' The phrase ἀποθέωσεν ἐν τῷ λίθῃ in a ritual-inscription concerning Leukothea is deeply interesting. To interpret it, with Dittenberger, as meaning 'buried in the urn' is futile; to see in it, as Clermont-Ganneau does, an allusion to human sacrifice is perverse, for one cannot suppose that the dedicant wished to call the attention of Trajan to the fact that under his rule they were cooking people in cauldrons in Syria, at a period when human sacrifice had almost died out in the Mediterranean. Now, though the dedicant is a Hellenised Syrian, yet the strange coincidence of the association of the 'lebes' with Leukothea compels us to endeavour to interpret the mysterious phrase on the lines of the Thessalian-Bocotian legend and ritual; and we ought not to evade the problem by the supposition that we are here confronted with some unknown Oriental rite. But there is evidence which has been noted of a resurrection- or resurrection-ritual reflected in the old Minyan legend of Io-Leukothea. This could have been developed in a later mystery into a ritual of rebirth and transubstantiation, in which the eatechumen died in his natural body and was raised a spiritual body, the 'lebes' serving as a baptismal recreative font, and such a transformed personage could well be described as ἀποθέωσεν ἐν τῷ λίθῃ: just as in the Orphic sacred
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text it is said of the transformed Bacchic initiate, θεός ἐγνωσεν ἐξ ἄνθρωπον. We know that certain mysteries of Ino and her son were still popular in the days of Libanius; and in the last period of Paganism a successful mystery was most likely to enshrine a doctrine of re-birth and resurrection, especially if it was to appeal to an Anatolian population.

A careful survey of the cult may shed a ray of light on the ethnic problem. We need not greatly concern ourselves about Phoenicia. The days are past when we believed in Kadmos the Phoenician; and we are not now deceived by the accidental resemblance in sound of Melikertes and Melqart, seeing that Melqart, the bearded god, had no affinity in form or myth with the child- or boy-deity and was moreover always identified with Herakles; nor do we know anything about Melqart that would explain the figure of Ino that is aboriginally inseparable from Melikertes. The ritual of the cauldron need not turn our eyes to Moloch, especially if the new explanation of it just offered be accepted.

The ethnic stock in which the legend and the cult seem most deeply rooted was the Minyan. Athamas himself was in one genealogy the son of Minyas and king of the Minyan Orchomenos; his children, Phrixos and Helle, are interwoven with the Argonaut-story, as Ino, the nurse of Bacchos, in her madness murders one of her children, so do the Minyan women who are devoted to the same god. Again, the sporadic diffusion of the cult of Ino and the child may be partly, if not mainly, explained by Minyan settlement and migration; by this channel it may have reached Attica and the Isthmus; we find it on the south coast of Laconia, which is full of Minyan settlement-legends and where—at Brasai—the myth of Ino’s arrival was interwoven with that of Semelé’s with her divine babe; the same people may have implanted it in Messene and Lemnos. Miletos may have received it from the same source, and it was probably Miletos that transported it to the Black Sea, as she transplanted the Argonaut-story. If the Minyan stock alone were the parents of the cult, we should have the right to call it aboriginally Hellenic, as nearly all the evidence is in favour of the Hellenic character of the Minyans.

And yet the names Ino and Melikertes arouse our suspicions that the Minyans may only have been its chief propagators, having received it from elsewhere. Here, as so often in our quest of Hellenic origins, we find ourselves on a track that leads to Crete and the adjacent lands. The ritual-story of Ino’s sea-leap occurs again in the legend of Diktyona-Britomartis; and the central figure in the pre-Hellenic religion of Crete was an earth-goddess associated with a youth or a child. Also it is significant to note that one of the maidens who found and cherished the body of Ino washed up
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on the shore of Megara was Tauropolis, the daughter of Ariadne; and that a statue of Paezepha, the Cretan heroine-goddess, stood in the temple of Ino in South Laconia. The temple of the doubtful goddess called Leukothê or Eileithyia at Pyrgoi, near Caere, which was vaguely regarded as a 'Pelagia' foundation, may have been the product of early Cretan maritime activity. We know that Delos was a link in an ancient trade-route between Crete and Athens, and we find Leukothê at Delos. This theory of the Cretan origin of the cult could, however, only be pressed with conviction if we found clear evidence in the historic records of the island of the recognition of the goddess and her name; and this is unfortunately lacking. But prehistoric Crete was closely associated with Rhodes and Caria; and in Rhodes the myth of the nymph Halfa, called Leukothê after her leap into the sea, though quite remote from Ino's in other respects, touches it at this point. And, again, the Carian legend of the goddess 'Heniths' and her sister Rhôo must be considered in this discussion. In the story given by Diodorus the former and her sister leap into the sea to avoid their father's anger, and both receive divine honours in the Carian Chersonessos. Another legend about Heniths is preserved by Korn, that she and her young brother Tennes were put into a chest and sent out to the mercy of the waves by their angry father Kuknos, and wafed ashore at Tenedos, the island whose ancient badge was the Cretan double-axe and where we also find Palaimon. But in the same story as given by a scholiast on the Iliad this Heniths is called Leukothê; and Heniths, like Leukothê, worked a dream-oracle for the cure of diseases. It seems possible that the Carians received from Crete the goddess of this doubtful name and the ritual-legend of the leap or the exposure in the chest; and the sister Rhôo, who is put to sea in a 'barnax' with her infant son and who drifts into Delos, where Apollo recognises the child as his own, is probably, like the other sister, Parthenos, 'the maiden', only another form and title of the same divinity. And we may suspect that the cult of Leukothê in Kos was not Dorian, but of Carian importation.

We may at least be allowed to draw the conclusion that the Minyan stock and Creto-Carian influences have had most to do with the emergence and the diffusion of the cult of Ino-Leukothê and Palaimon-Melikhères.

LEWIS R. FARNELL.
STUDIES IN THE TEXT OF THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS.

I.

Of the Nicomachean Ethics many manuscripts are in existence, thirteen in Paris, ten in Florence, six at Vienna, and so on. The smaller Italian libraries have many of them a manuscript each. Thus, there is one in the biblioteca arcivescovile of Udine,\(^1\) one in the biblioteca Classense at Ravenna,\(^2\) one in the biblioteca comunale of Perugia.\(^3\) These manuscripts are mostly of the fifteenth century; and their number is one of the many testimonies to the enthusiasm which the Nicomachean Ethics aroused among the scholars of the Renaissance. Unfortunately the text which they give is, as a rule, bad—full of sophistications and interpolations.

In Bekker's academical edition (1831) six manuscripts are cited, but only four are collated throughout—K, L, M, O. The tenacity of modern editors has been to restrict rather than increase the number of our authorities. Bywater bases his Oxford text (1890) substantially upon K and L. He also lays stress upon the mediaeval Latin translation (\(\Gamma\)) and upon hints to be derived from the commentary of Aspasius. Professor Stewart, though he frequently gives readings from English manuscripts, acknowledges their unimportance.

Whatever may be found in the end to be the value of the mediaeval Latin translation, I may be permitted to enter a caveat against too free a use being made of it for the correction of the Greek text until its own text has been put upon a surer foundation. Bywater uses a Paris edition of 1497—\(I\) suppose the edition of the tres conversiones described in Pellechot 1239; Susenbühl an edition of 1504 or 1505. The earliest printed text I have been able to procure is an edition of Venice, 1506, with the commentary of St. Thomas of Aquino. A comparison of that edition in some places with an early manuscript (Laur. 79, 13) has shown me that it is an unsafe guide, and I have reason to think that the printed texts used by Bywater and Susenbühl are equally untrustworthy. Here are one or two cases where it would seem, as far as one can judge from Bywater's \textit{apparatus criticus}, that he has been misled as to the tradition of \(\Gamma\). In \textit{1698b} 29 he reads \textit{\ η ρ ἐστιν η τ η καὶ τά} \(\textit{\ η τ η καὶ τά}\)
pleísta katakthóuν and notes that καί is omitted by KΓ. Now the edition of 1506 has ‘sed et numm aliquid vel plura dirigere,’ but Laur. 79, 13 has ‘sed numm aliquid vel et plura dirigere.’ In 1099α 13 Bywater reads τουάτια ἔι ήπει η πράξει, and notes a conjecture of Sylburg τοιάντα. He does not notice that Sylburg is supported by Γ, which, according to Laur. 79, 13, reads ‘talia.’ The edition of 1506 has ‘tales.’ In 1099α 22 Bywater does not notice that Π agrees with the variant which he gives from Ι, καλά γε καί ἤγαδαί. Π has ‘pulvere et bone.’ In 1117α 2 Bywater reads οὗ ὑπὸ ἵστων ἀνδρεία and has a note: δὲ λαύν Γ, δὲ ἵστων Ι. Now the edition of 1506 has ‘non utique sunt fortia,’ but Laur. 79, 13 has ‘non igitur utique sunt fortia,’ i.e. ὑπὸ οὗ οὐν ὑπὸ ἵστων ἀνδρεία. In 1118β 13, under καί φωσικόν, Bywater notes: καί οἷα. KΓ. But both Laur. 79, 13 and the edition of 1506 have ‘et naturae’ In 1121α 25, καὶ ἡ λήψεται ὑπὸ οὗ δεῖ, Bywater notes that KΓ omit οὗ both times. What Laur. 79, 13 has is ‘et acipet unde sertet et non acipet unde non sertet.’ It looks as if the translator in this case had two readings before him—λήψεται ὑπὸ δεῖ and οὗ λήψεται ὑπὸ οὗ δεῖ—which he amalgamated. Another case of the same kind is 1127α 34, φεύγοντες τὸ άγκρόν (ἀγκρόν K), where Γ has ‘fugientes molestum et tumidum’ (edition of 1506; Laur. 79, 13 has ‘tumidum’). These examples show, I think, that we cannot pin our faith on any printed copy of the old Latin version. Whether it deserves a critical text is another matter to which I hope to return hereafter. In the meanwhile I wish to call the reader’s attention to a source for the text of the Nicomachean Ethics, limited indeed to three books, which has been of late unaccountably neglected.

In the first printed edition of Aristotle in Greek (Venice, Aldus, 1495-98) the Nicomachean and the Eudemian Ethics are found in the fifth and last volume, which is dated June, 1498. In this the Eudemian Ethics are composed of eight books, of which the fourth, fifth, and sixth are identical (subject to considerable differences of reading) with the fifth, sixth, and seventh books of the Nicomachean Ethics. In this matter the Bâle edition of 1531 copies the Aldine. It follows that in these two editions at least—I have not examined later ones—there are two complete texts of the fifth, sixth, and seventh books of the Nicomachean Ethics, differing in details but the same in substance. Some of the older editors—Zell and Coraës, for instance—in their commentaries on the Nicomachean Ethics cite various readings from the Eudemian text. When Bekker brought out his edition of the Eudemian Ethics, he omitted the fourth, fifth, and sixth books from his text, which skips from the third to the seventh; and he justified his omission by the following note (on 1234b 14): ‘Post lectionem QM summo οἷα τῷ ἐν καὶ τοῖς Εὐδημίων άθικον επάνω παρείναι διὰ τὸ μὲν τῷ ἐν τῶν Νικομαχίων, τῷ δὲ τῷ ζῷ, τῷ οἷ τῷ οἷ τῶν Νικομαχίων ἐν ταύτι καὶ κατὰ λέξιν ἄρμα εἶναι. Ρ ἔτε Παλαινίου 165 corum librorum sola ponunt principia.

ἄθικον εὐθήμον δὲ: Περὶ δὲ δικαιοσύνης καὶ ἀδίκιας σκέπτεν ἄθικον εὐθήμον εἰς ἦπειδε τυχαίμον ἄτοτερον εἰρηκῶς.

ἄθικον εὐθήμον ζῷ: Μετά δὲ ταύτα λεγέστω ἁλλα ἀνθρωπίνων ἄρχειν.
Z quarti, indicem habet et litteram unam, II, deinde post versus duodern vacuos. άριστοτέλων ἡθικών εὐθυμίων η΄. Susemihl says the same thing in other words in note 5 to the preface of his edition of the Eudemian Ethics (Lips. 1884), and he also omits the fourth, fifth, and sixth books from his text. The list of manuscripts which omit the three books might be increased. The Cambridge manuscript, II. 5. 44, as Dr. Junking kindly informs me, "gives the insipits only of Books 4-6 of the Eudemian Ethics, with a marginal η΄ του Σεσεμίχλη." Moreover, there is an ancient translation of the Eudemian Ethics made by Gregory of Città di Castello for Pope Nicholas V., when the same thing occurs. The fourth, fifth, and sixth books are omitted without any notice. In his preface Gregory says: "ex uno exemplari, eoque non satis omendato transuli." He does not tell us whether his manuscript also contained the Nicomachean Ethics. The other manuscripts which Bekker refers to and the manuscript at Cambridge all contain it before the Eudemian Ethics. There is therefore a good reason why the scribes did not give the fourth, fifth and sixth books: they did not care to repeat what had been written just before, though in different phraseology. But it is not safe to enlarge Bekker's statement, as is done by the writer of the article on Aristotle in Pauly-Wissowa, into a statement that the fourth, fifth and sixth books—I call them henceforth the common books—are not found in any manuscript of the Eudemian Ethics. Here are four manuscripts which contain them.

Laur. 81, 12 (my A) is on parchment. It measures 262 x 166 mm. It is said by Bandini to be in the hand of Johannes Rhusus of Crete. The hand certainly agrees closely with the facsimile of Rhusus' hand, which is given by Omont (Facsimiles de manuscrits grecs des XVe et XVIe siècles, Paris, 1887). The activity of Rhusus as a scribe extended, according to Omont, from 1447 to 1497. The manuscript contains the Magna Moralia and the Eudemian Ethics; but it is to be noticed that it confines the title of 'Eudemian Ethics' to the first five books of our Eudemian Ethics, and treats the last three books as disconnected fragments. The following is a more particular description of its contents. Πες άριστοτέλους ἡθικών μεγάλῶν βιβλίων δύο βιβλίων α' 26των άριστοτέλους ἡθικῶν μεγάλων βιβλίων β' 49των τελείων ἡθικῶν μεγάλων άριστοτέλους 51των άριστοτέλους ἡθικῶν

4 Gregorius Tipharmius, or Tifernas. His family name is unknown. There is a good account of him in Mazz. G. M., Memoire 1er di Città di Castello, Citta di Castello, 1844, vol. ii. pp. 162-170. He was born in or about 1413. He devoted his youth to the study of medicine. He was then in the line of ordinary physicians, who from Master Taddeo onward have done so much for the study of Aristotle. After travelling for some years in Greece he entered the service of Nicholas V. and did translations for him from the Greek, e.g. Strabo, from Book XI. After the Pope's death he went to France, and became professor of Greek at Paris; but his salary was small and irregularly paid. So he returned to Italy, and became professor at Venice, where he died in 1463, "non sine vaeu suscitatum quo ali usumca et avilia postum fuert," says an ancient biographer. He was short and fat—petites Tiffin—of a cheerful countenance. His Latin poems are in print. His translation of the Eudemian Ethics is in Laur. 79, 15. So far as I know, it has never been printed.
W. ASHBURNER

... (The corrections above the line are in a minute hand in black, the titles, etc, being throughout in red.)

F. 75v άριστοτέλεος ήδικα ευδμία βιβλια βιβλια 8v άριστοτέλεος ήδικα ευδμία βιβλια βιβλια 7v άριστοτέλεος ήδικα ευδμία βιβλια βιβλια 8v άριστοτέλεος ήδικα ευδμία βιβλια βιβλια 8v άριστοτέλεος ήδικα ευδμία βιβλια βιβλια εως F. 100v άριστοτέλεος ήδικα ευδμία νιλος άριστοτέλεος (Book 6 of the Eudemian, 7 of the Nicomachean Ethic.) F. 124v άριστοτέλεος άριστοτέλεος (Book 7 of the Eudemian Ethic.) F. 142v άριστοτέλεος άριστοτέλεος (Book 8 of the Eudemian Ethic.)

The manuscript is a fine specimen of calligraphy, with hardly any erasures or corrections. There are no marginal notes.

Laur. 81, 20 (my B) is on parchment. It measures 276 x 193 mm. It belongs to the latter half of the fifteenth century. The coat-of-arms of Philalethus is at the bottom of F. 1v. (The same coat-of-arms is found in Laur. 81, 13, which was written for him in 1444.) It contains, according to an ancient note written inside the binding, 'Aristotelis Ethicus ad Eudemium libri viii Apollinis nylei Ierogliphica. Platonis definitiones.' F. 1v begins 'αριστοτελεος ηδικον ευδμιων Α. The books are numbered A to 6. There are two hands—at first a round hand with the usual contractions; that is replaced (F. 32v [1231v 3 ὑ πώληται]) by a straight hand with very few contractions, which goes to the end of the book. The marginal notes are by two hands. (1) One of the annotators is identical with an annotator of K, who is generally, but wrongly, assigned to the thirteenth century. He adds short marginal notes, sometimes in red, either calling attention to the matter treated in the text, e.g. πώς ευδαίμονες γίνομεται, ἵνα τι το μη γενέσθαι κρέπτων, or repeating proper names or noticing strange words, e.g. βαπτιζό-μενον. These notes diminish after Book II. There are not more than a dozen thereafter, the most noticeable being at 11358 21, 23. (2) There are a few notes in a much smaller hand, of which the most interesting is opposite the passage (1150v 8) which says that a bad man could do ten thousand times as much harm as a bad beast; ὅπερ ὁ ἁπλής φίλος adds the commentator. At one point the first scribe of the manuscript becomes careless and leaves out several passages, which are filled up by the first annotator. Here is a list: 1221b 39 τέφθηκε γεννᾶται χώρως καὶ βελτίως; 226 58 οὔτε άγιοι (perhaps a later hand); 250 ο γεννᾶται καὶ μη ὧν ἔκφυς, ἐστι τοῦ ἐκάκου καὶ τοῦ μη ἡ αὐτὸ τῷ ἐστι; 350 17 καὶ κατά προσαίρεσιν τῆς ἐκάτου ἐκείστιν αὐτῶν ἐκεῖνον ἄστα ἡ ἀκοίνος; 254 33 το ἐπάρκεια τῆς ἐπιθυμίας πάντων τυφύρων; 226 5 δουλεύοντες πράττετε; 356 4 προαιρείται δὲ οὔτε οὔτος ἐξαιρητος. It is obvious that the line of the archetype was from twenty-eight to thirty-two letters.

Laur. 81, 15 (my C) is on parchment. It measures 208 x 155 mm. Professor Rosaiagno would date it between 1435–1450. The hand is rather like that of George Chryssococæus, as given by Omont, op. cit. No. 20 (first
specimen). As Chrysococces, according to Omont, copied manuscripts for Philelplus, and as this manuscript belonged to Philelplus, as appears from his signature, 'd. tran' fillo,' there is something to be said for the identification. The first seven books are numbered Α to Ζ (the sixth being numbered Ξ), but though there is a gap of two lines between (Ⅰ 240 A 25) πράττειν and πορίσειν, there is no title. The Eudemian Ethics are followed by ἀριστοτέλους νειλός ἱερογλυφικά.

Laur. 81, 4 deserves scant attention. It is on paper, and of the end of the fifteenth century. F. Το ἀριστοτέλους ἠθικῶν εἰδήμων το Α. The subsequent books, including the three common books, have no titles. It is, so far as I can judge from a pretty careful examination, merely a copy of B but with many grotesque blunders. I refer to it no more.

Whoever casts an attentive eye over the two Appendices which I have subjoined to these observations will see that, notwithstanding many differences of reading between A on the one hand, and BC, which are very closely allied, on the other, the amount of agreement is so great throughout as to produce the conviction that (making an exception in the case of B of part of the exclusively Eudemian books) ABC are derived immediately from a common archetype. But the question remains whether they are derived from one common archetype throughout—that is to say, whether the exclusively Eudemian books are derived from a manuscript of the Eudemian Ethics which, as is generally the case with such manuscripts, left out the common books, while the common books were supplemented from a manuscript of the Nicomachean Ethics, or whether, as I am strongly inclined to think, the text both of the exclusively Eudemian books and of the common books is derived from one and the same manuscript, representing an original Eudemian tradition. Was there, in other words, for the three common books a continuous Eudemian tradition, handed on side by side with the Nicomachean tradition, and preserved for us in ABC, or do they represent an attempt at a complete edition of the Eudemian Ethics, made by some Renaissance scholar—perhaps Philelplus himself—by the contamination of two traditions?

The importance of the answer to this question, so far as regards the three common books, does not lie in the character of the new readings which ABC give us. They are neither many nor momentous. It lies rather in this. The text of ABC in the three common books presents the most remarkable affinities with Κ. If the text of ABC represents an independent Eudemian tradition, then, where it agrees with Κ, we should be entitled to infer that we have a reading going back to the earliest period in the history of the Aristotelian text. On the other hand, where it disagrees with Κ and agrees with one or other of our authorities—Μ or Π—we should be entitled to infer that the reading of Κ was not original, but was due to a blunder either of the scribe of Κ or of some antecedent scribe. So far as regards the three common books, the value of these manuscripts at the highest is as a touchstone of Κ.
W. ASHBURNER

By way of finding, or at least suggesting, an answer to the question I have put, the following considerations may be not altogether out of place.

It is necessary first to clear away the far greater part of the variants which we find in A, B and C are on the whole carefully written manuscripts. John Rhosus, on the other hand, in spite of his calligraphy—perhaps in consequence of it—was a very careless scribe. One large class of mistakes, most of which I have left out of the *apparatus criticus*, is due to vicious pronunciation. Thus he writes α for η: e.g. ὧδε for ὧδη, ἱμαρμοί for γιμαρμοί; α for ε: βιττοῖν for βιττεῖν;  ε for α: ἀγρίκου for ἀγγρίκου; τ for θ and νεος: e.g. ἔνταῖτα for ἓνταῖτα, ἐντεῖναι for ἓντεῖναι, τρεπτικοῖ for ἔστερτικοῖ, τάττων for τάττων, ἀποδόται for ἀποδοταί, διώρυται for διώρυσαι; η for η and νεος: μᾶλλητα, εὐλιστόν. He confuses letters—σ and χ: e.g. εὐλογίσωνται for εὐλογίσωνται, προσδιορισθέντα for προσδιορισθέντα: κ and χ: ἕκοιν for ἔκων, κρίναι for κρίναι. He leaves out or inserts λ, μ, ν, ρ. Thus he writes πλεσιν for πλείουσα, ἄκουος for ἄκουος, ἀλλατεία for ἀλλατια, ἀκοῦον for ἀκοῦον. He is fond of substituting for one word another of similar sound, though it may not suit the context. Examples are: ΙΗΣΘΘ 28 ἑσπερός MSS. BC] ἑσπέρος Λ; 1136b 31 ἐκάρτης MSS. BC] ἐκάρτης Α; 1136a 14 πολιάν MSS. BC] πολιάν Λ; 1136a 13 ἀρχή MSS. BC] ἀρχη Λ; 1136b 3 εὐτοχία MSS. BC] εὐτοχία Λ; 1136b 32 ἰατος MSS. BC] ἰατρος Λ; 1216a 30 ἀγάθης MSS. BC] ἀγάθης Α. In many cases it is impossible to say whether (1) a mistake is due simply to faulty pronunciation, i.e. where the scribe rightly reads his archetype but writes the word down as he pronounces it, or (2) whether it is due to careless reading, as in these cases of substituted words, i.e. where the scribe rightly reads his archetype but retains only a confused memory of what he has read and puts down something else, or, lastly, (3) whether it is due to a misreading of his archetype. The following cases seem to belong to the last class. Rhosus writes Λ for δ: 1136a 18 δεικτάν MSS. BC] δεικτάν Α. He confuses θ and ε: 1136a 3 οὐδείς MSS. BC] οὐδείς Α; 1136a 31 οὐδὲ Λ; 1136b 35 ἀποδοθεῖται MSS. Β] ἀποδοθεῖται Α. He confuses π and τ. He writes ἔτι for ἔτοι, πάντα for πάντα, 1216a 4 περιτοίκες Μ] περιτοίκες, 1216a 30 τοίχος for τοίχος; 1246a 2 τοῦ for τοῦ. He writes πιρημπτον for πιρημπτον; σ for σ: 1146b 19 γής MSS. BC] γῆς Α; 9 for δ: 1146a 26 ὑστεραπαθέν MSS. BC] ὑστεραπαθέν Α; σ for δ: 1215a 3 δυσδηθείς MSS. Β] δυσδηθείς Α. He is confused by the contraction for καί: 1217a 36 καί Λ; 1217b 23 καί MSS. Β] ιερ Α. He writes ἄ for εν: 1218a 35 εἰκέται Μ] εἰκόται Α. I do not think that any such distinction can be traced between his misreadings in the common books and those in the exclusively Eudemian books as to ground an argument that he had different archetypes before him in the two cases. Some of the misreadings, especially in the common books, rather suggest that the archetype was uncial.

Rhosus is as unwaried in his omissions as the scribe of Κ: (1) He constantly leaves out a final ε or ζ. (2) If a word is unconsciously long, he drops a syllable: 1136b 25 νυμβότεται; 1146b 29, 31 βουλεύομαι; 1146a 4
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ἀντεινοφόρος; 1156b 2 ἀντεινοφόρος; 1146b 26 ἕξώντων; 1229a 19 κατευθύνοντα· (2) He sometimes drops a syllable at the beginning or end and runs two words into one: 1146b 31 ἐπιὶ ἐνγός ἐκαθάρισε; 1240a 34 πολύ ποτέ ἐπιτούλωεν. (4) He constantly leaves out short words, e.g. δὲ, ἡ, τε, κ.τ.λ., διά, κατά, and the like. (5) The longer omissions are mainly due to homoeoteleuton. There are one or two which afford some help towards determining the number of letters in a line of the archetype. Thus in 1134a 34 there is an omission of thirty-one letters, which cannot be due to homoeoteleuton, as in 1332b 13 there is a similar omission of thirty-two letters. The omissions due to homoeoteleuton, with one exception, always contain either this or a larger number of letters. Here are the figures: 1129b 21, forty-three letters omitted; 1131b 22, twenty-one omitted; 1132a 16, forty-four omitted; 1133b 18, forty-three omitted; 1134a 29, forty-two omitted; 1137a 32, thirty-five omitted; 1239a 8, thirty-two omitted; 1246b 98, eighty-eight omitted; 1246b 5, thirty-two omitted. Now these cases support the view that the archetype of A, both in the common books and in the exclusively Eudorian books must have had about thirty-two letters to the line, as the common case of an omission due to homoeoteleuton would be where the scribe's eye ran from a word in one line to the same word coming either immediately below it or a little further along in the following line. One would therefore expect, as seems to be the case here, that an omission due to homoeoteleuton would contain a few more letters than a line of the archetype.

There is a remarkable characteristic of A which is found both in the common and in the exclusively Eudorian books. Rousas is very careful to note the places where he could not read his archetype. Gaps are constantly left at the beginning, middle, or end of a word for one or two letters. Here are some examples from the common books: 1133a 5, 1133b 24, 1134b 33, 1136a 23, 1137a 6, 22, 1138a 6, 30, 1138b 28, 1142b 4, 27, 1146a 1, 16, 20, 1149b 23, 1147b 1, 19, 1148a 20, 33, 1148b 1, 32, 1150b 29, 1151a 33, 1157b 3. In one case two words are left out, and there is a gap of corresponding length: 1151a 2, σὺν ἀπροβαλεμένοις. Not one of these gaps, so far as the common books are concerned, is left in BC. C has one gap, which is not noticed in AB, 1145b 24, περιδέσειαν, where C leaves a space after περιδέσειαν, which the others do not. Now if we suppose that B and C were copied earlier than A, it is open to imagine that the archetype became unreadable in parts in the interval between these two transcriptions. Possibly it was rebound and the edges cut. But it is perhaps easier to believe that the gaps were in the archetype originally, and were made good by the scribes of B and C either from guesswork or, in the case of the longer gaps, from the comparison of other manuscripts.

Confining ourselves to the common books, we may say that, after allowance for the weaknesses of Rousas, the three manuscripts agree so closely that they point unmistakably to a common immediate archetype. This archetype agrees in the main with K. It agrees with K not only in great matters but also in small—matters of spelling, punctuation, accentuation. But it is certainly not a copy of K. It contains passages omitted in
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Kb, and in many places agrees, as against Kb, with either Lb or Mb. Moreover it has independent readings, not of great importance, indeed, but having the appearance of being original, and not derived from conjecture. I defer the consideration of these readings until I come to consider Kb.

As far as regards the exclusively Eudemian books, the matter stands rather differently. Bekker for his academical edition collated only two manuscripts—P6 (Vat. 1342) and M6 (Marc. 213). Susenmilh divides the manuscripts into two families, which he calls Ib and I6. To Ib, the better family on the whole, belong P6, C6 (Cambridge II, 5, 44), which Jackson thought to be a copy of P6, and which is, at any rate, if not a daughter, at least a twin-sister, D6 (Vat.-Palat. 165), and an unknown manuscript (C6), some readings of which are noted down by Victorius in a copy of the first edition of Aristotle now at Munich. This manuscript, says Susenmilh, in the latter part of the Eudemian Ethics, agrees rather with M6, i.e., the chief manuscript of the inferior family. This unknown manuscript is my B, as anyone may see for himself who compares its readings with the readings ascribed to C6 in Susenmilh's edition.6 To the worse family, Ib, belong, according to Susenmilh, Ald. (the manuscript used by Aldus), M6, Z (C.C.C., Oxford, 112), and In. (the manuscript of an unknown translator). It is clear that the text of the Eudemian Ethics needs a thorough-going revision. In the meantime, I have had to rely on the materials provided by Bekker and Susenmilh.

John Rhous is as careless in the exclusively Eudemian books as he is in the common books. B and C are, as I have said, carefully written manuscripts, and they agree together closely, though not quite as closely as in the common books. The facts about these manuscripts, ABC, so far as I have examined them, are as follows. During the greater part of the first book AB are agreed in essentials. They agree mainly with P6, but occasionally with M6. C agrees as a rule with AB. (It must be remembered that I have only examined C in select places, and that no inference as to its reading is to be derived from my silence.) Here are some cases where AB—and generally C—agree with P6: 1214b 21 φαύλος ABP6 φαύλος CM6; 24 διὰ τὴν τοίχην ABP6 διὰ τοίχην CM6; 30 συναγάγει (γ-ς) ABP6 συναγαγεῖ M6; 1215b 23 περὶ πάντων ABP6 περὶ πάντων CM6, but in C, a is over an erasure and an accent over it has been struck out, and a is also over an erasure; 1215a 4 βίαν ABCP6 Βίαν M6; 8 τωάτα ABCP6 τὰ τωάτα M6; 19 ὁ τοῖς ABCP6 τοῖς M6; 31 πρὸς (in C, r is added later) ὁν (P6 ὁ Λ ὧν B ὧν C) ἄγορας ABCP6 πρὸς ἄγορας M6; μὲν καὶ ABCP6, but in C, μ is over an erasure, καὶ M6.

It must be remembered that my results are based on a collation for A and B of only three books, I, III, VIII, and on an examination of C in certain important places. They are therefore merely provisional.

There are a few cases where B disagrees with Cs, e.g. 1215b 9, τροφής C6 τροφής B; 1217b 20, ἀρκοῦ C6 ἀρκεῖ B. But some of Victorius' readings may have been derived from another manuscript, or be due to conjecture. The cases of agreement are numerous and striking.

I may mention two manuscripts which so far as I know, have never been examined. Ambros., E. 40 sop., and Ravenna, bibl. Classese, 216.
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1215b 17 ἀνδρὸς: ABCP] ἀνθρώπων Μ. 24 ἐχόντων μὲν ΑΕΚΡ] ἐχόντων Μ. 29 μάλλον ΑΕΚΡ] οὐ μάλλον Μ. 31 τῆς τροφῆς: ΑΒΡ] τροφῆς: ΣΜ. 1215b 8 ἀμα μὲν ΑΕΚΡ] ἀμα Μ. 1217b 5 ἄγαθος: ΑΕΚΡ] ἄγαθοι Μ. 9 ἄμεσα: ΑΕΚΡ] διαίρει Μ. 20 ἡμῖν ΑΕΚΡ] ἡμῖν Μ. 33 ἀπαγορευμένον: ABCP] τὸ διαπρόκειτον Μ. 1218a 32 ὅτες: ΑΕΚΡ] ὅτοις Μ. ὅτοις Σ. 1218b 10 τὰς ΑΒΔΡ] τῶν Μ. Here are the principal cases where they agree with Μ: 1215a 24 δαιμόνιον ΑΒΔΡ] δαιμόνιον Ρ. 1215a 15 τῆς ΑΒΔΡ] διὰ τῆς Ρ. 1217b 21 κομίσας ΑΒΔΡ] κομίσας Ρ. 26 ἄγαθον: ABCP] τὸ ἄγαθον Ρ. 1218a 1 σχολὴ: ΑΒΔΡ] (but ἄρκει over an erasure in B)] σχολὴ Ρ. 1218b 4 ποσακχος: ΑΒΔΡ] ποσακχος Ρ. 18 τοῦ αὐτοῦ ΑΒΔΡ] τοῦ Ρ. During the greater part of Book I. the disagreements between the manuscripts may generally be set down to sheer mistake on the part of one of them—but generally Α. Here, however, are a few cases where a reading of A as against BC may be due to a difference of recension: 1215a 2 περὶ ἐν ΑΔΡ] περὶ Β. 1215a 32 πρᾶςις: ABCP] πρᾶςις Ζ. 1215b 23 ὑπερέχει BC. C. 1216b 19 ἄμεσα: ΑΒΔΡ] ἄμεσα Β. Towards the end of the first book the disagreement between the manuscripts assumes a different character, AC agreeing as a rule with Μ while B agrees with Ρ. This disagreement lasts during the greater part of the third book I have not examined Book II. Here are some of the most striking cases: 1218b 11 τοῦτον ΑΧΜ] τοῦτο Β. 14 διὰ ΑΧΜ] γὰρ Β. 15 τοιαύτα: ABCP] τοιαύτα Ρ. 20 ἑγείρην ΑΧΜ] ἑγείρην Ρ. 22 οὐ (οὐδὲ ΣΜ) διέξεσθαι οὖθε διὰ ΑΧΜ] αὐτὸ διέκεισθαι οὔθε διὰ Β. 1219a 33 οὖτος ΑΧΜ] τὸ οὖτος Ρ. 1219a 1 ὑγίης: ΑΧΜ] πληρ. οὐ ΑΧΜ] πληρ. οὐ Β. 19 πρῶτον ΑΧΜ] οὐ Β. 13 εἰσὶ ἐν ΑΧΜ] οὐ Β. 1221a 2 ἀναρίθησαν ΑΧΜ] ἀναρίθησαν: Ρ. 18 φοβερὰ ΑΧΜ] φοβερὰ Β. 20 εὐθείας ΑΧΜ] εὐθείας Ρ. 25 θάρσεις ΑΧΜ] σιές Ρ. 1229a 8 διὰ κολάσεως ΑΧΜ] διὰ κολάσεως Ρ. (here Β is nearer the true reading than Ρ): 12 ἄνθρωποις ΑΧΜ] ἄνθρωποι: Ρ. 16 ἐπιτύλωσον ΑΧΜ] ἐπὶ τύλωσον Ρ. 1229b 31 ἀναγράφει ΑΧΜ] ἀναγράφει: Ρ. 39 κτήμα τοῦ χρήματος ΑΧΜ] χρήμα τοῦ κτήματος (=τοῦ Β) Ρ. Here again are a few cases of disagreement between AC on the one hand and B on the other, where B has a reading peculiar to itself: 1228a 28 ἐν τῇ διαγραφῇ Α. C. οτι.] εἰ τῆς διαγραφῆς Β (=Σ) τε Ρ. 1229a 32 ἀδυνάτους ΑΧΜ] ἀδυνάτους Β (=Σ). 1231a 37 ἃς ΑΧΜ] ἃς Β (=Σ). 1231b 23 αὐτός ΑΧΜ] αὐτός: Ω. 1231b οὐ Β (=Σ). There are a few cases, even during the earlier part of Book III, where B unites with AC as against Ρ: 1233a 36 εἶν ἕν τῇ ἀνθρώπαις ΑΒΔΡ] εἴναι] ἕν τῇ ΑΒΔΡ] 1232b 26 ἐνομοῦν: ΑΒΔΡ] ἐνομοῦν: Ρ. or where AC unites with B as against Μ: 1232b 28 εἰσαγοράστων ΑΒΔΡ] (but in Β εἰσαγοράστων: Μ). but these are few and unimportant. On the whole it is clear that during the earlier part of Book III AC follow the Μ recension, while B follows the Ρ recension. It is to be observed that at 33 of B a new hand takes up the pen with the words (1232a. 3) ὃς ἄγνωστος, and that from this time forward affairs went a different complexity, AC agreeing in general with the Μ recension. Here are some instances: 1232a 26 ἐνομοῦντος: ΑΒΔΡ] ἐνομοῦντος Ρ. 35 τηρ. τη
In Book VIII, ABC agree as a rule with M. Both in the latter part of Book III and in Book VIII, there are a few cases where they agree with P as against M: 1228b 21 καὶ ἄρχαὶ ΑΒÇP, καὶ αἱ ἄρχαὶ Μ:\ 1228b 3 ἀγαθοδομιανιστὰς ΑΒÇP, ἀγαθοδομιανιστὰς Μ:\ 1247b 5 τοῦλοι ΑΒÇP, τοῦλοι Μ:\ 1247b 26 οἱ ΑΒÇP, οἱ Μ:\ 1248b 24 ἄλλα τάγαθα ΑΒÇP, ἄλλα τάγαθα Μ:\ 1234b 30 γὰρ ἄλλοι ΑΒCM, ἄλλοι γὰρ Μ:\ 1234b 10 ἑνακτὶστατον ΑΒCM, ἑνακτὶστερον Μ:\ 1234b 12 τὸ θάρσος πρὸς τὸ θρίαμος ΑΒCM, τὸ θρίαμος πρὸς τὸ θάρσος Μ:\

In Book VII, ABC agree as a rule with M. Although it approaches, especially in the later books, to P, yet it has throughout readings which agree with IP as well as independent readings of its own.

If, then, it is proved—as I venture to think it is proved—that for the
common books ABC are immediately derived from one archetype and that for the exclusively Eudeman books they are also immediately derived from one archetype, nothing remains but the question whether these two archetypes were one and the same. Although the existing evidence does not enable a conclusive answer to be given, it nevertheless affords some assistance towards the formation of a provisional judgment. One point deserving notice is this. In the common books there are few differences between ABC except such as have their origin in the mistakes of John Rhesus. B and C differ very rarely. This close agreement between the scribes in the common books suggests that none of them had any material to go upon but his archetype. On the other hand, in the exclusively Eudeman books, the differences between A, B, and C are more frequent and wider. Moreover, B and C often differ one from another. It is clear that they have both been corrected, and not always from the same source. Now, if they had throughout, as I suggest, an Eudeman archetype which contained the three common books, it is easy to see why they agree so closely in the common books and differ so often in the exclusively Eudeman books. All the known Eudeman manuscripts, except those with which I am dealing, omit the common books. Our manuscripts, in the common books, would have nothing to correct their archetype from. On the other hand, in the exclusively Eudeman books, they would probably have several manuscripts to call in aid where their archetype presented an unsatisfactory reading. If, on the other hand, our manuscripts had derived the common books from a Nicomachean archetype, there were certainly, when these manuscripts were written, plenty of other Nicomachean manuscripts which our scribes might have had recourse to, and we should have expected a much greater diversity of reading than we actually find.

It is also a circumstance worthy of attention that, as has been pointed out, the archetype of A both in the common books and in the exclusively Eudeman books contained about thirty-two letters in the line. I do not lay stress upon the fact that B's archetype in Book II. contained from twenty-eight to thirty-two letters, as B there may have been using a different archetype from AC.

There remains one point of primary importance. According to A, the Eudeman Ethics are in five books—I., II., III., IV., V., of the Eudeman Ethics, the last two of which correspond with Books V., VI. of the Nicomachean Ethics. The remaining three books, according to A, are fragments. Now, if A is here simply transcribing his archetype, no doubt can remain that there was one archetype for the whole work. It becomes necessary, therefore, to consider the general credibility of A as against BC. A is doubtless an extremely careless copy, but, carelessness apart, a faithful one. John Rhesus, although a Cretan, was not a conscious liar. It is evident that B and C have been carefully corrected, whether by Philoebus or by some other scholar. Here are some cases taken from the common books where A and C originally agreed as against B, and where we may reasonably infer that they represented the archetype. In 11296 23 A has
καταγγορέων with M, O ; BC have καταγγορέων (which is no doubt right) with Κ. In C the letters ακ are over an erasure. Evidently the archetype had καταγγορέων. In 11326 26 Bekker's manuscripts have οὖν ἡ δικαιοσύνη. A has οὖν καὶ ἡ δικαιοσύνη. B has οὖν ἡ δικαιοσύνη. C had originally οὖν καὶ ἡ δικαιοσύνη, but καὶ has been struck out. The archetype evidently had καὶ. In 11318 8, where the true reading is ἡ νομή, A has οὖν δ' μή, C has ἡ νομή δ' μή, B has ἡ νομή but ἡ νομή are over an erasure. It is clear that in the archetype the words were misdivided. In 11350 25 A has τοιχωρεῖτε. BC have τοιχωρεῖτε, but in C Χεῖ is over an erasure. The archetype must have agreed with A. In 11450 20 Bekker's manuscripts have μονὴ or μοῖν. A has οὖν ᾧ, BC of ᾧ. A is evidently closer to the archetype.

I pass to some cases in the exclusively Endemian books, where A gives a better reading than B. In 13710 20 the manuscripts (except A) give ζητούοντες γάτι τὸ σαθᾶς εἰρεῖν. A has ζητούοντες as one word. I venture to suggest ζητούομεν. Although the word has only Byzantine authority—see Hase on Leo Diocletianus, p. 2200—it is good enough for Endemius. In 12460 34 ὀρχιστρίδαις is a conjecture of Spengel. A has ὀρχιστρίδαις. BC have ὀρχιστρίδαις with P; the other manuscripts ὀρχιστρίδαις. In 12460 34 νεκρατικοῦ, the true reading, is a conjecture of Bekker, or perhaps of Victorius. A has σώμα κρατικοῦ; BC and apparently the other manuscripts σώμα κρατικοῦ. In 12488 17, the true reading is clearly καθ' αὖτα, a conjecture of Spengel, κατ' αὖτα, which comes nearest is the reading of Aldus and apparently of the old translator. It is also the reading of A. BC have καθ' αὖτα τὰ with M, and P καθ' αὖτα τὰ. In 12488 33 the author says that a sick man would gain nothing by adopting τῆς τοῦ ἐγκαύοντος τραφῆ, not a weak and maimed man by adopting τοῦ τοῦ ἐγκαύοντος καὶ τοῦ τοῦ ἀλληλωροῦ κόσμου. It is clear that the passage would gain by the omission of τοῦ τοῦ ἐγκαύοντος καὶ. Now A reads τῆς for τοῦ, and τῆς τοῦ ἐγκαύοντος καὶ is clearly explainable as a dittography of τῆς τοῦ ἐγκαύοντος in the line above. Note that BC read τῆς and τοῦ and that Aldus omits καὶ τοῦ.

All this evidence that A is careless is excepted, is a more faithful representative of the original than B and C lends colour to the supposition that Rhousas in confining the Endemian Ethics to the first five books is again copying his archetype, and that we have here not the hypothesis of a Renaissance scholar but a survival of the original Endemian tradition. It should not be forgotten in this connexion that the catalogue in Diog. Laert. v. 23 mentions an Ethics in five books. It is true that Q (Mscr. 200) treats the Endemian Ethics as having five books, but that is done (see Bekker's note on 12460 26) by not counting the common books. On the other hand, the titles given to the books in BC are not consistent. First, B numbers Book VI, Ζ while C numbers it Ε. Secondly, B—agreeing here with P and Vat. Pal. 165—gives a separate title to Book VIII, and numbers it θ while C, though leaving a gap, gives no title. It is clear that they were not copying from their archetype, but using their own discretion in numbering the books.

W. ASHRUNER.
APPENDIX A

I have given the collation of A (Laur. 81, 12) and B (Laur. 81, 20) with Susennilis for the three common books. Wherever A and B differ, I have examined C (Laur. 81, 15). Where a reading is ascribed to A only, it is to be understood that B and C agree with the printed text. Where a reading is ascribed to B only, it is to be understood that A and C agree with the printed text. Where it is ascribed to AC, it is to be understood that B agrees with the printed text. Where a reading is given without any letter added, this is the reading of A and B. Where they agree, I have not, except in rare instances, also examined C; and therefore the agreement of C cannot be assumed.

1126α: 1 Title: ἀριστοτέλους ἱθίδων ἱθίδωμα βιβλίον ὀν A. ἀριστοτέλους ἱθίδων ἱθίδωμα δ (8 C) BC 6. ὁ [8. 16 ἡ ἡ ἡ ἡ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τὸ τοῖς 16 δύσις.
I have given the collation of A and B with Susamulii (Lipsius, 1884) for the first, third, and eighth books of the Eudemian Ethics. A reading not followed by a letter is the reading of both A and B. Where the reading of A or B is given, it may be assumed that the other manuscript agrees with the printed text.

Title: Αριστοτέλους ἁγιῶν τοῦ Πλούτος βιβλία πέντε βιβλία σε Α ἢ ἡρακλέως

APPENDIX B

om. 31 εἴδι 34 ἡλίθιον οὐκ ἤπειρον Α 35 εἰσὶν δὲ αἱ ἀθηρείαι ἐν ταῖς ἑπτάλειν ἡνίον: 2 χαράσσεις φάσιν ἢ δὲ χαράσσεις 4 καί οȗ τὶ Α 12 τὴν οȗ 4 καί οȗ.

15 32 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολουθεῖται (2nd) om. 35 εἶναι ηνίον 2 έπει τος τοι τοις 18 καὶ οȗ 22 εἶναι αἱ ἀθηρείαι καὶ 26 ἀθηρείαι 35 καὶ έπει (1st) om. 34 ἀκολο
STUDIES IN THE TEXT OF THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS

...
SOME RECENTLY ACQUIRED RELIEFS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

[PlATE III.]

In the following paper, certain reliefs are described and illustrated, which have been added in comparatively recent years to the collection of the British Museum.

Fig. 1.—Votive Relief of Zeus Stratios.

1 Votive relief of Zeus Stratios. This relief, which was acquired in the summer of 1914 from a private owner, is of exceptional interest.

1 Extracts from a Paper read at a general meeting of the Hellenic Society, Feb. 8, 1916. Pournari, Mon. Péd., xvii, p. 145; also in Assoc. religiosa (1873), p. 106; Roscher, H.S.—VOL. XXXVI.
as an addition to the Museum which contains the remains of the Mausoleum.

The relief is of white marble, and consists of a sculptured panel 35.5 cm. wide, and so far as extant, 21 cm. high. It is surmounted by a pediment, with acroterial ornaments. The whole subject measures 49 × 45 cm.

"In 1868 it was in the court yard of a house at Piala (Tegea) in the neighbourhood of the temple of Athena Alca. It had been found on the spot with some other antiquities." So M. Foucart, who has recently discussed the relief at length in the *Monuments Piot*.

In the middle of the relief, distinguished by the inscription above his head ΙΣΕΥΣ we have the figure of the Zeus Stratos of Labraunda. He carries the double axe over his right shoulder, and has a spear in his left hand. Immediately above his head a small piece of marble, filling the space between the head and the edge of the panel, suggests a eulathos such as is shown on the coin of Mylasa (Fig. 2c), and stephanos. The figure wears a long, sleeved tunic, and a mantle which passes over the left shoulder, round the thighs under the right elbow, and is gathered up in thick folds over the left fore-arm. The god stands stiffly to the front like a temple image. In what is extant there is nothing to suggest that either leg was bent. The general impression conveyed by the figure is that both legs were straight.
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With this exception the figure, so far as we have at present noted, is closely akin to the figure of Zeus on the coins of the Hecatomnids. The coins of the Hecatomnid princes are shown in Fig. 2 α, b, c.

Мausolos. Ρ. Tetradrachm, Rhodian standard.

Ove. Head of Apollo, nearly to front; laurel wreath and chlamys.
Cf. B.M.C. Caria, Pl. 28, No. 2.

Rev. ΜΑΥΣΩΛΑΟΣ. Zeus standing to r. with axe and spear. Under the r. elbow Κ (retrograde).
Fig. 2 α = B.M.C. Caria, p. 181, No. 7.

Idrius. Ρ. Tetradrachm, Rhodian standard.

Ove. Head of Apollo, nearly to front; laurel wreath and chlamys.

Rev. ΔΡΙΕΝΣ. Zeus standing to r. with axe and spear. Between his l. foot and the spear Ε.
Fig. 2 b.
B.M.C. Caria, Pl. 28, No. 5.

Pixodaros. Ρ. Didrachm, Rhodian standard.

Ove. Head of Apollo, nearly to front; laurel wreath and chlamys.

Rev. ΠΙΞΩΔΑΡΟ[Υ]. Zeus standing to r., with axe and spear.
Fig. 2 c.
B.M.C. Caria, Pl. 28, No. 13.

The coins of Hecatomnus himself bear a very similar figure of Zeus Stratos, but with a lion standing, in place of the Apollo. (B.M.C. Caria, Pl. 28, No. 1). Those of Orontobates are similar to the coins of the Hecatomnids, except that Zeus carries a sceptre (ibid. Pl. 43, No. 4).

The distinctive mark of the figure on the relief is the group of six protuberant objects in the middle of the body, suggestive at first sight of the monstrous breasts of the Ephesian Artemis. They have, however, no relation, even of a monstrous kind, to the anatomy of the body; they are clearly on the top of the drapery of the tunic. Above them is an object like a large circular necklace or torc, far more definite in its outline and formal in its shape than the vague edges of drapery on the

---

1 It may be convenient to state the date of the Hecatomnid dynasty. Hecatomnos was made satrap of Caria 337 B.C. Mausolos reigned 377-333 B.C., Artemisia, his wife and sister, 333-351 B.C. The surviving brother and sister, Idrius and Ada, reigned jointly 351-344 B.C. Idrius died, and Ada reigned alone 344-340 B.C. and, after an interruption by her brother Pixodaros 340-334 B.C., again 334-323 B.C.
two human figures. It would seem, therefore, that Menorius is right in interpreting the objects in question as a pectoral ornament, only accidentally suggestive of human breasts.

This view is confirmed on the whole, by the more antiquarian rendering of the statue on the Roman coins.

**Euromus. X.**

*Obv.*

ΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΙ. Heads of Augustus and Livia confronted.

*Rev.*

ΕΥ [ΡΩ]ΜΕΩΝ. Zeus standing to front, with double axe and spear.

Eagle at his feet.

Fig. 2 d. Hogarth, Ephesus, Pl. 52, Fig. 10.

R.M.C. Caria, Pl. 17, No. 8.

**Mylasa. X.**

*Obv.*

ΠΟ ΣΕΠΤΙ ΜΙΟC ΡΕΤΑC. Bust of Geta to r., bareheaded, wearing cuirass and cloak.

*Rev.*

ΜΥΛΑ ΣΕΩΝ. Tetrasyle shrine with shield in pediment. Within, Zeus to front, with calathos, double axe, and spear.

Fig. 2 e. Hogarth, Ephesus, Pl. 52, No. 14; R.M.C. Caria, p. 138, No. 37, Pl. 22, Fig. 5.

The two Roman coins evidently represent archaic temple images. Both are of a stiff columnar form, and hold out axe and spear, but in detail there are considerable differences. That of Euromus (Fig. 2 d) has a broad girdle, and protuberances at regular intervals from the shoulder downwards. That of Mylasa wears a calathos. The body from the waist downwards is swathed in crossed bands. Long knotted fillets, similar to those of the Artemis, hang to the ground from each elbow. In the middle of the breast there seems to be a pectoral ornament similar to those of our relief.

A figure not unlike that of the coin of Mylasa, but beardless and without the fillets, was seen by J. T. Wood, in the garden of a Turk at Mylasa. It is not known what became of it.

We have to deal therefore with three types of figure: (1) the temple image of the coins of Euromus and Mylasa, and Wood's Mylasa relief, (2) the comparatively free standing figure of our relief, with the pectoral ornament, (3) the freely treated figures of the Hee-stomnid coins.

---

  Hogarth, Ephesus, p. 230.
  * An enlarged drawing of the figure is given by Foucart, Mem. Piot, xvi. p. 102, from the Traité de Numismatique, Col. Mythologique.
  * On the 'fillets' of Artemis, see Hogarth, Ephesus, p. 331.
  * Wood, Ephesus, p. 270, reproduced by Foucart, i.e. p. 163.
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The more weight one attaches to the archaeological accuracy of the imperial coins, the more difficult it is to suppose that they are representations of the same figure, although the coins are separated by an interval of some two hundred years, which might account for some changes in the accessory details.

The standing figures of our relief, and the figures of the Hecatomnian coins differ altogether from the Roman coins but have curious resemblances with each other.

These would be explained if we suppose a more advanced type at Halicarnassos, rendered on the relief with its traditional pectoral ornament, and on the coins with greater freedom of movement and without the pectoral. Another alternative would be to suppose that the sculptor was acquainted with the coin types, and possibly had one in his possession, but this would not account for the sculpture being less advanced than the coin.

It is time to turn to the two other figures on the relief, identified by the inscription as ἸΔΡΙΕΥΣ Idreus and Ἀᾶς Ada. These must without doubt stand for Idreus and Ada, son and daughter of Hecatomnos, brother and sister of Mausolus, who were reigning jointly between 351 and 344 B.C., and who are here shown on each side of the chief patron god of their family and of Mylasa. It will be remembered that Hecatomnos was sprung from a family long settled at Mylasa, and there began to rule.

Ada stands to the front with both arms bent at the elbows, and wearing a long tunic and a mantle which passes as a veil over the back of the head, and falls over each shoulder. The part which passes over the right shoulder passes round the legs, and is gathered under the left arm. The similarity to the figure commonly known as Artemisia from the pyramid of the Mausoleum is striking, and seems to furnish good evidence that the figure so named is in fact a human portrait statue and not, as some have held, a deity. I am informed by Mrs. Strong that a very similar figure occurs on a votive relief, believed to be from Halicarnassos, which is now in the Museum of the American Academy at Rome.

The figure of Idreus is a bearded figure, with a mass of hair in loose locks. He wears a long tunic, and a mantle which passes only round the hips and over the left arm. In the left hand he carries a spear. Here also there is some analogy to the Mausolus, though the resemblance is less striking than that of the Artemisia.

The relief, as mentioned above, was found at Tegea. The missing half of it probably contained an inscription which gave a clue to the occasion of the dedication. Scopas, one of the sculptors of the Mausoleum, had been occupied on the pediments of the temple of Athena at Tegea, at some undetermined time between 395 B.C. and the time of his work on the Mausoleum. It does not seem too far-fetched a theory that one of the subordinate craftsmen, one of those men whose modest wages are recorded in the inscriptions, went to Halicarnassos with Scopas, and returned home to dedicate our relief, on which he commemorated the chief deity and the two ruling princes of Halicarnassos.
We know that the Milesians dedicated a portrait group of Idrieus and Ada at Delphi, and that it was the work of Satyros, who may be the artist and author of the description of the Mausoleum cited by Vitruvius (vii. Præf.).

This work is too slight and hasty to represent a dedication made by the personages themselves or by a state. It must therefore be the offering of some third person who felt moved for some reason such as that suggested above to commemorate them.

The remaining sculptures with which I have to deal in this paper are of a sepulchral character.

(2) Grave relief (Fig. 3), with a small pediment. Ht. 100 cm., w. 51 cm. From Attica. Bought 1915. Part of the neck, the right handle, the right extremity of the lip of the vase, the top of the wing and tail of the r. dove and the top r. corner of the relief are restored.

The main part of the relief consists of a slender leonorphos vase, of particularly graceful shape. When acquired the body was covered with

accretions, and no inscriptions were visible. After cleaning two inscribed names were found, a little below the handles.

Left ΜΕΛΑΝΤΗΣ Μελάντης.
Right ΜΕΝΑΛΚΗΣ Μενάλκης.

The clear space below the names may be supposed to have been occupied with painted figures of Melantes and Menalkes.*

The distinguishing feature in this relief, to which I have not been able to find a parallel elsewhere, is the pair of doves, naturalistically treated, which have alighted on the lip of the vase, and seem to be sipping rain water.

The vase in relief is a representation of an actual vase in the round, of which many have been found in the Athenian cemeteries, and it seems to me natural to suppose that the artist who executed the relief had noted and had taken pleasure in two actual doves sipping real rain water from a real sepulchral vase. That birds resorted to the sepulchral vases for water, on occasions, is not only probable in itself, but may be confirmed by an epigram of Bion in the Patalline Anthology (ix. 272).

eis 'Απόλλωνος ἵραν ὑπεν ἐν τῷ βιότῳ τιτημαμένον ἄγγος θεασάμενον
καὶ ἓρμόνετα ἐν αὐτῷ ὕδωρ.

Καρφαλίῳ ἀνεῖν Φοίβου λάτρεις εὔτε γυναικός
εἰδεν ὕπερ τιμήμων κραώσεων οἰματοδοκούν
κλάγην ὑπὲρ χείλους κ. τ. λ.

The poet tells how the raven was inspired by Apollo to fill up the vase with pebbles in order to bring the water into reach. Pliny (H.N. x. 60) also tells the same tale of the raven collecting pebbles in obelisk monumenti, in quo plana aqua duridat, sed quae alti ingenii non possivit. Here, however, we need not assume any such display of animal sagacity. Such a sepulchral vase as that on which the doves are perched would not be hollowed out, but its spreading lip would serve admirably for a bird’s drinking bowl.

* Marshall, B.M., Inv. No. 1153. For the hatched figures compare Coins, Nos. 624, 694-5, 1316, 1317 s, 1455 a, b, c. 1715.

* A more conventional way of two doves occurs on the reliefs, Coins, 1299, 1290.

* The story of the pebbles appears in various forms. The two given above alone connect it with a vase on a tomb, Plutarch, De Sacr. Anim., ix. 8, tells the tale of a crow in Africa, and of a dog that had been seen on shipboard taking advantage of the absence of the sailors to put pebbles into an oil-jar. He couples it with stories of bees in Crete that carry pebbles for ballast in a wind, and of geese in Cilicia that carry large stones in their mouths when they cross the Taurus, that by their self-imposed silence they may escape the notice of the eagles. Athen. (De Nat. Astron., ii. 48) tells the story of Libyan ravens, and jars of water put on the humeetopa. See also Avian, Fab. 277, but he only speaks of an ‘ingenus arma’ without further circumstances.
Some interpreters may be inclined to find a mystic meaning in the pair of doves above the tomb, but to me it seems unnecessary to suppose any deeper intention than is apparent on the surface. It is instructive to compare the intense reserve with which the Greek has treated his subject, with the freedom and abundance of detail which marks the two pillars surmounted by pairs of birds, from the Tomb of the Haterii.

(3) Fragment of a grave relief (Fig. 4). Ht. 80.5 cm., w. 55 cm. Bought in 1905.

![Image of a grave relief with two doves and volutes]

This rather fragmentary work gives parts of a highly symmetrical composition. In the centre is a large vase, not unlike that described above. The lower part of the handle that remains terminates in a small volute. On each side stand smaller vases; of that on the left only the foot and a part of the belly are extant. Below the three vases is a conventional design. A central acanthus springs up, from spreading acanthus leaves. To right (and left) acanthus scrolls fill the angles of the relief. A pair of winged lion-gryphons stand, turned outwards, their fore-paws...
RECENTLY ACQUIRED RELIEFS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

(one only is preserved) resting on the acanthus scrolls, and their tails forming a sort of volute pattern, in front of the foot of the large central vase.

There is a small group of sepulchral vase reliefs, in which the sculptor seems to have felt the need of accessory decorative forms in his foreground. For this purpose he naturally resorted to the fabulous animals, immemorially employed for decorative offices. In some examples the form is treated as if it were a part of the decoration of the vase. In others, the fabulous animals are, if the phrase may be permitted, shown

![Fig. 5.—Relief of Stratos. Boy with Bird.](image)

as alive. Nowhere, however, do they show such vigorous life as here.

Reliefs with the single human figure:

(4) Grave relief of Stratos. (Fig. 5.) Ht. 57 cm., w. 44 cm. Bought in 1907.

---

16 Compare the relief of Archiares and Polemonikos (B.M. Sculptures, No. 603; Marshall, B.M. Inschr. 1132; Conze, No. 1985) and the relief, Conze, No. 1347.

18 Conze, Nos. 1074, 1348, and the present example.

Within a distyle bema, surmounted by the side view of a roof, a boy stands to left, wrapped in a large mantle, and holding out a bird in his right hand.

Inscribed on the architrave ΣΤΡΑΤΙΟΣ Στράτιος. Some part of the foot of the relief is wanting, so there is some uncertainty as to the motive. In a large number of reliefs, where the pet bird is held out like this, the object is to excite the pet dog. There are, however, a few where the dog is not present, and the condition of the present relief leaves the spectator free to choose. It appears to me that the object of interest to which the attention of the figure is directed is farther away than the bird, and that the balance of the composition demands the dog.

(5) Relief of a girl with a mirror. (Fig. 6.) Ht. unrestored, as in figure, 62 cm., w. 36 cm. Bought, 1909.

The relief has now been restored as a distyle shrine, surmounted

---

* See Conze, Nos. 954, 956-7, 959-61, 963, 967-72, 977-81, 982-88, 987, 988.

† Conze, Nos. 938, 940, 962. The matter.
by a pediment. A girl, with a long, sleeved tunic and a large mantle, stands to the front, holding up a mirror in her left hand. The waves of hair occur on some of the fourth century mirror cases, and the relief seems to be of that period.

(6) Fragment of a relief of Hierokleia (Fig. 7). Ht. 37 cm., w. 49 cm. Found before 1888, at the works of G. Gryprios in the street ἦτος Πηγάζων, leading to the Garden of the Piraeus. Bought 1907.

![Relief of Hierokleia](image)

**Fig. 7.—Reliefs of Hierokleia.**

Within a distyle shrine, surmounted by a pediment with small acroterial ornaments, is the head of a girl. The architrave is inscribed

ΙΕΡΟΚΛΕΙΑΝΑΥΣΙΝΙΚΟΥΕΚΚΕΡΑΜΕΩΝ

'Ιερόκλεια Ναυσίνικον ἐκ Κεραμείων.

The figure seems to have been a single standing figure and is so classed by Conze, but this cannot be decided with certainty.

(7) Fragment of the relief of Klarets (Fig. 8). Ht. 47 cm., w. 44 cm. Bought 1910.

---

9 The use of a mirror as a feminine attribute on the reliefs is less frequent than might have been expected. See Conze, No. 157, 310, 360. The mirror in the Villa Albani relief (Müller-Wiss., ii. Pl. 34, No. 257) appears to be modern.


Within a delicately-finished distyle shrine, surmounted by side acroteria, and a central acroterion with a nude Siren, is the head of Klearete. Inscribed on the architrave,

ΚΛΕΑΡΕΤΗ Κλεαρέτη.

Mr. Marshall notes that the feminine form of the name seems to be new.

The figure was no doubt standing. Seated figures are usually less central, and the head is lower in the composition. A near parallel may be found in the head of Aristarte, Conze, No. 863. The Siren, usually with one hand raised to its head, is of course a very frequent addition to the reliefs.\(^2\) The curve of its spreading wings is decoratively treated, to conform to the outline of the acroterion.

The next relief is an example of the group of two figures.

(8) Relief of Melitta\(^3\) (Fig. 9). Ht. 94 cm., w. 41 cm. Presented by Messrs. Cubitt, 1909.

The relief is surmounted by a simple pediment, with acroterial

\[^2\] Conze, Nos. 1635-1679 e, and the scattered examples enumerated ibid. text, iii, p. 336.

\[^3\] Walpole, Memoire, ii, p. 369; No. 27.
ornament. Within a panel, a draped woman, seated to r. on a chair with footstool, holds out a hand to a girl standing before her. The girl holds out some object. Mr. Marshall suggests a flower, but a doll is more usual on the reliefs.

Inscribed on the sunk panel,

**ΜΕΛΙΤΤΑ Μέλιττα.**

presumably the name of the foster-mother, also indicated by the word **ΤΙΤΘ (tithy)** immediately below the seated figure. We learn from the epitaph that the child is Hippestrate. Melitta is further described as

**ΑΡΟΛΟΔΩΡΟΥ Ἀπολλοδώρου**

**ΙΣΟΤΕΛΟΥ ΘΥΓΑΤΗΡ Ἰοστελοῦ θυγάτηρ.**

Below is an epitaph, roughly inscribed, and in very indifferent verse.

The lines seem to be divided as follows, but they cannot be reduced to the due number of feet.

εἴθανε τὴν χρησάθη τίτθην κατὰ γαία καλύττει

[Πποστράτην, καὶ νῦν προχεῖσθε τῷ] καὶ εἰσαὶ δὴ ἐτε τίτθην

οἴσαν καὶ κατὰ τήν γῆν, καὶ τιμησά σε ἀργὲ ἵνα ζώ.

οἷς δὲ σοι ὅτι καὶ κατὰ [τῇ] γῆς, εἰπερ χρησάθοι γέρας ἐστίν,

πρῶτες σοι τοῖς τῷ, τίτθη, παρὰ Φερεσφόνει Πλούτωνι τε κείνται.
For a πίθη of Conze, Pl. xxi. No. 42 (where the word may perhaps be a proper name) and Pl. xxii. No. 43.

This inscription was once in the collection of Lord Guilford, now dispersed. It had found its way to a builder's yard, and was presented by Messrs. Cubitt.

Reliefs with family groups.

(9) Relief of Aristides (Pl. III. Fig. 1). Ht. 110.5 cm., w. 73 cm. From E. Attica. Bought 1910. Restorations: part of r. side of pediment: lower r. corner with part of chair, and base.

Within a daisy-shaped shrine surrounded by a pediment with acroterial ornament, is a group of three persons. A woman seated to left on a chair with a footstool clasps r. hands with a woman standing before her. Both are fully draped, with long tunics, large mantles, and shoes. Between them is seen a bearded man, wearing mantle only, with hands joined in front of his body. His look is directed towards the seated figure.

The relief is inscribed, below the pediment,

ΑΡΙΣΤΕΙΣΕΠΙΧΑΡΟΥΣΘΥΓΑΤΗΡ... ΗΕΠΙΧΑΡΟΥΣΓΥΝΗ
'Aristides' Epichares theratos... η 'Epichares γυνη.

The inscription tells us plainly that the two women are the daughter and wife of Epichares, the daughter being Aristides, and the name of the wife being lost. We may reasonably suppose that the man in the middle is the twice-named Epichares himself.

The work of the relief is rather rough and hasty, but the face of the wife is carefully finished and very pleasing. The group seems to be of the beginning of the fourth century B.C. Though not a work of the first merit, it is a typical Attic composition, and (with the relief described below of Archagoras) it fills a serious gap in the national collection.

(10) Fragment of relief (Fig. 10), with a figure of an old man. Ht. 39 cm., w. 29 cm. Bought 1907.

In this fragment we have the upper part of an old man, with beard and shaggy hair, looking directly to his front. His left hand is under his beard. His mantle passes over the left shoulder, across the body under the breasts, and is wrapped round the left fore-arm. The figure is evidently the upper half of the central person in a sepulchral relief, seen in half-length, like the person whom we have named Epichares in the previous relief. A closer parallel in style is supplied by the fragments Conze, Nos. 1263, 1264, and by the central figure in the group, Fig. 11 undiv.
(11) Group of Archagora (Pl. III. Fig. 2).\textsuperscript{25} Ht. 171 cm., w. 92 cm. From Attica. Bought 1911. Restored: r. side of pediment and part of pilaster; l. lower corner with man’s leg below knee, r. foot of woman, and part of the footstool, part of brow and nose of man, and nose of seated woman.

Within a distyle shrine, surmounted by a pediment, with acroterial ornament of a double Sphinx, is a woman seated on a chair to l., with footstool. A bearded man stands on l., and the pair clasp right hands. Between them is a woman standing; seen in half length. The two women are fully draped with tunics and mantles; the man has only a large mantle which leaves his right shoulder bare.

Inscribed under the pediment, near the centre.

\begin{align*}
\text{ΑΡΧΑΓΟΡΑ} & \quad \text{Ἀρχαγόρα} \\
\text{ΘΥΡΑΘΗ} & \quad \text{Θυράθη(ρ)}.
\end{align*}

There is no inscription on the left, over the man, and there are no traces, so far as the state of the marble allows a judgment, over the woman. One

\textsuperscript{25} Guide to Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities in B.M. (1912), Pl. 7, Fig. 1; Marshall, B.M. Inscription, No. 930.
must suppose that the sculpture was designed for a family group, and that the daughter Archagora died first, and had her name inscribed. For the others, the inscriptions were never completed.

The double Sphinx is a common scheme, where a conventional and strictly symmetrical ornament is required. It is easily understood, where, as in the case of a tripod foot, both sides of the animal are partially in view together; compare the Sphinx under the vase of Archaiades and Polemonikos.28 It is a natural development of the same idea to employ it when the two sides are practically in one plane as here, and in Conze, No. 860.

The pose of the middle figure is strikingly similar to that in the background of the relief of Damasistrate (Conze, No. 410), and there are

other points of resemblance between the two reliefs. In this relief of Archagora, as in that of Aristeis, the work is not of the highest class—but we have a good typical example of a fourth-century relief, with its careful composition and gentle sentiment.

(12) Upper part of a relief of Metagenes and Philoumene (Fig. 11).29 Ht. 41.5 cm., w. 49.5 cm. Bought, 1915.

This relief, if it were only more complete, would make an interesting companion to the two preceding.

28 H.M. Sculpt. i. No. 893; Conze, No. 1000. 29 Marshall, R.M., Inscri. No. 928 n.
Within a distyle shrine, surmounted by a pediment with small acroteria, and a vase in the middle of the field, are three figures. On the left a seated woman is looking to the right. Her veil falls from the back of her head. We see three fingers of the left hand raised to hold the edge of the veil.

Facing her, and looking towards her, is a standing figure of a young woman. She has flowing hair, and a long tunic with a belt, and cross bands meeting in a central boss between the breasts. It is likely that she clasped hands with the seated figure. In the middle of the group is an old man, looking to the front, with drapery over 1 shoulder, and about 1 wrist. His right hand under his chin rests on his left, and the left may be supposed to be supported by his stick.

Inscribed on the architrave.

ΜΕΤΑΓΕΝΗΣΕΠΙΓΕΝΟΥΣ
ΚΥΔΑΘΗΝΑΙΕΥΣ
Μεταγένεις Ἐπιγένους
Κυδαθηναῖος

The man is necessarily Metagenes. It suggests that the standing woman is Philoumena. In that case we may suppose, with Mr. Marshall, that she was daughter of the unnamed sitting woman, and step-daughter of Metagenes.

It is possible, however, that the inscriptions concern the two principal figures in the composition, and that their position in relation to the figures need not be too closely considered. In that case the seated woman is Philoumena, wife of Metagenes.

For a very similar composition see Conze, Pl. 77, No. 332.

In the class of sepulchral reliefs, partaking of a votive character, we have the following example.

(13) Fragment of a relief (Fig. 12). Standing warrior. Ht. 76 cm. w. 35 cm. Found in sinking a well, at Rhodes. Bought 1903.

An armed warrior stands before a lofty cippus, surmounted by a vase, and with a serpent coiled up at its base. The figure is heavily armed with plumed helmet and cuirass. He has a fine tunic and...
beneath the cuirass, and a small scarf over his arm, both scarf and tunic terminating in characteristic folds, treated in the archaistic manner. He also has socks, and sandals treated with minute rendering of the details, consisting of a framework round the heels, laced in front with a thong. In the right hand he holds a spear, carried on the right shoulder. The point is downwards, and although the pose of the figure would suggest that the spear is needed as a support, the point seems to be in air, in front of the serpent.

The relief is an interesting addition to a well-known group, one of which has long been in the Museum and is exhibited in immediate proximity. (See No. 14.)

![Fig. 12.—Liberation Scene. Warrior and Sepulchral Serpent.](image)

(14) Votive relief. (Fig. 13.)⁴⁹ Standing warrior before a trophy (helmet, cuirass, greaves on a tree stem), and a woman pouring a libation to a serpent coiled about the trophy. On the right a groom with a horse.

The whole in a distyle shrine. Ht. 65 cm., w. 113 cm. Brought from Greece by Topham in 1725. Presented by Sir Joseph Banks and the Hon. A. C. Fraser in 1780.

Besides having the relief on its face, the stone is also inscribed on its upper and lower edges with a series of names in the dative, with their ethnies, e.g., Φιλίσσαν Κυνιμίαν Τριώνισσ. The older editors have connected the inscription with the relief, and supposed a list of the fallen in some engagement. Mr. Marshall points out that the list is probably a list of Proxeni, analogous to that from Greece in Euboea:⁴⁹... τούτῳ δὲ ἐκεῖνον ὁ ὅμοιος προσευκαταν αὐτὸν καὶ ἐγὼν κατὰ τὸν νόμον. Ίδεν Δραχιλίου Ἑλιάποδος κ.τ.λ.

⁴⁹ B. M. Sculpt. i. No. 700, and ref. ibid.; ⁴⁹ Dittenberger, Syll. i. ii. 494.

Marshall, B. M. Inscr. No. 11544.
The inscription and the relief are therefore quite independent of each other, which is a satisfactory conclusion, in view of the fact that it is impossible to devise an arrangement which would allow of their use together. It then becomes necessary to examine the evidence to ascertain whether inscription or relief was first on the stone, and the result of such an examination is to leave no doubt that the inscription preceded the relief. The inscription is on the upper and lower edges of the relief, its beginning being towards the right hand side of it. There are two dowel holes (C and D in Fig. 14) on the lower edge of the relief, on which the stone was bedded, when the relief was in use, and there are two dowel holes (A and B) on the left hand edge, serving the same purpose for the inscription.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 14.—Votive Relief.**

One of the dowel holes (D) on the base of the relief is sunk in the inscription, making lacuinae in lines 31–34, and is clearly posterior to the cutting of the inscription. On the other hand the two dowel holes (A, B) at the base of the inscription are clearly anterior to the cutting of the relief. The outer side of the pilaster has a decided lean or batter. The top, immediately below the capital, is 12 mm. inside the base. When the stone was bedded on its end, to suit the inscription, the end must have been square to the inscribed edges, and two approximately equal dowel holes were sunk in it. (See the dotted lines in Fig. 14.) The lower hole is 44 mm. deep. When the relief was carved out of the stone, and the pilaster took shape, a part of the upper hole was cut away, so that it is now only 26 mm. deep (see A' in Fig. 14). Further if we examine the hole, we see that what is left is its bottom only. The lower hole (B) shows smooth sides for half its depth, and beyond that the marks of drilling; the top hole (A') has marks of the drill in nearly all the part that is extant. The reworking of the stone can also
be traced. About 11 cm. of the distance from the bottom has not been reworked; then the side of the pilaster is 'crippled' and the inclination begins. The evidence is therefore clear that the stone was first bedded on its short end, and inscribed on its narrow sides. It was subsequently bedded on its long side, the inscription being mutilated for the purpose, and the previous bed being in considerable part cut away to give the pilaster its desired shape. The pilaster on the right side of the relief would not have been at the top of the inscribed stone, if the inscription has a heading such as that on the inscription of Oros. It is worked uniformly throughout, and with uniform tooling.

The inscription is assigned to the third-second centuries B.C., and the archaisic relief is therefore later—a conclusion which would agree with the supposed date of such archaisic work.

The leading examples of the subject in its various modifications are:

A. Louvre. Relief. Palladion on column, about which the serpent is entwined. Shield at its base. Warrior on right, Victory with aphyastone on left. (Mueller-Wies. II. Pl. 14, No. 43, Arndt, Glyptothek Ny-Carlsberg, text, p. 27, Fig. 10).

B. Dresden. Fragment of relief, with Palladion on a column, about which the serpent is entwined. Remains of the aphyastone held by the Victory (which is wanting), and most of the warrior. Herrmann, Arch. Anzeiger. 1894, p. 171.

C. Our relief. Fig. 13. Trophy instead of Palladion. Woman not Victory, pouring libation for snake. Horse and groom on r.

D. Our relief. Fig. 12. Warrior only. Vase on cippus.

E. Relief at Mantua. Warrior and horse. Warrior holds a cup, a serpent twined round altar, and shaft (supporting a votive tablet). Labus. (Museo di Mantua, iii. Pl. 7. Arndt, i.e. p. 27, Fig. 12).

F. A relief in the Jacobsen collection at Ny-Carlsberg. The warrior alone on one of the three panels of a triangular base. Arndt, i.e. Pl. 18.

To complete the series, reference should be made to (G) a disk at Naples (Mus. Borb. x. Pl. 15), where the Victory with aphyastone and the warrior (helmet in hand) occupy the two sides; and (I) to a relief at Ince (Gerhard, Aktud. Abb. Pl. xxiii. Fig. 6. Victory and Palladion much modified).

The variations of type enumerated above show clearly that a celebrated type became a stock piece of the sculptors, and received very various applications. In its earliest form, the subject would seem to have been a votive relief in honour of an Athenian naval victory. Furtwängler (Meisterwerke, p. 202) suggested that it might be connected with the name
of Callimachus, the master of minute finish, and with the Palladion offered by Nicias on the Acropolis. However this may be, the naval associations occur in A, B, and G. The warrior was dissociated from his naval character, and appears as the heroised soldier in C, D, and E. The horse is introduced in C and E, but in C it has the air of an interpolation. It is feeble and mechanical, and spoils the balance of the original composition. In E the female figure is suppressed, and cippus, man and horse make a new composition. Finally, in the Jacobsen base, the warrior alone is introduced purely as a piece of decoration. The incompleteness of D makes it difficult to place exactly in the series. The vase crowning the cippus is a favourite incident in the late landscape reliefs, and seems later in feeling than the trophy of arms of C.

I conclude with a Roman relief.

(15) Panel of a Roman sarcophagus (Fig. 15). Ht. 24 cm., w. 50 cm. Bought 1911, from a private owner. Formerly in the possession of Seroux d'Agincourt. Restorations: face of Mars, r. arm of bridegroom.

![Fig. 15.—Panel of a Sarcophagus. Marriage Scene.](image)

The subject is plain enough. It is a Roman wedding. In the middle is the dextrarum iunctio, the bride and bridegroom joining their right hands. The promula, seen between them in the usual scheme, with a hand on the shoulder of each, draws them together. Whether she is a mortal promula, or Juno herself we cannot certainly decide. The headdress and costume here as on several other marriage reliefs, suggest Juno.

On the left is the pronomphus or best man, a fully dressed Roman gentleman. Next him, but looking much out of place at a Roman wedding

---

in his heroic stark nudity is Mars. At the other end are Victory with wreath and palm-branch, and Fortune with rudder and cornucopiae. There is an interesting little class of these Roman marriage reliefs, in which gods are present as allegorical symbols. They attended the weddings of Cadmus and Harmonia, and of Pelous and Theitis. But on the Roman sarcophagi they are mere shadows of their former selves.

There is a curious sarcophagus found some years since near Rome, showing the wedding of a man who had made a fortune in the African corn trade. Besides the bride and bridegroom, the promus, and the best man, we have personifications of the island of Pharos carrying a big model of her lighthouse—of the city of Alexandria—of Fortune with all her attributes, and a corn measure—and of Africa with her corn.

Here in the same way we have the attendant figures of the personified qualities of Valour, Victory, and Good Fortune.

I do not think that the wreath of Victory is meant to mark the bridegroom as a successful suitor. Victory may greet the soldier, the athlete, the charioteer, the musician, and she sometimes accompanies Aphrodite, to mark her conquests, but I do not think she would mark out the bridegroom as the brave who has won the fair. It is rather the soldier than the bridegroom, for whose career victory, fortune and valour are indicated as hoped-for accompaniments. A Victory places a wreath in the same way on the head of the elderly bridegroom on the Cuman sarcophagus at Petrograd per mostrarlo come numero insigne per vittorioso imprese. This is brought out still more clearly in some of the sarcophagi, showing other events in combination with the wedding. In those cases, the Victory attends her hero where he is posing as a conquering soldier, and not as a bridegroom.

The subject is in fact nothing else than a war-wedding, celebrated under the most distinguished and fortunate patronage.

A. H. Smith.

---

32 Mem. d. J. iv. Pl. 9; Wien. Vorlchblatter, 1888, Pl. 5; Fig. 3 u.
34 See the Mantua sarcophagus, Wien. Vorlchblitter, i.e. Fig. 19; the Frascati sarcophagus, ibid. Fig. 2 a; and the Uffizi sarcophagus, ibid. Fig. 5 a.
PTOLEMAIC SEAL IMPRESSIONS.

[Plates IV., V.]

The seal impressions here described were obtained in 1906 by Mr. C. T. Currey for the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, from a native dealer in Egypt, who stated that they had been found in a large pot at Edfu. This account of their finding is possibly correct. The impressions are on lumps of clay, which have evidently been used for sealing rolls of papyrus: in most cases the back of the clay shows the traces of the papyrus fibres, and nearly all the lumps have longitudinal holes through them, in which calcined remains of papyrus binding can sometimes be discerned. Presumably these impressions are the remains of a collection of rolls similar to those found at Elephantine, which were bound round and secured by lumps of clay placed on the binding and sealed with signets: the rolls have been burnt, and thereby the clay was baked and the sealings preserved. As regards the find spot being Edfu, this is to some extent corroborated by the internal evidence of the types, more especially those of the Egyptian class, as will be seen below.

There are in all 330 sealings: of these sixty-eight, showing fifty-six different types, bear either hieroglyphic inscriptions or figures of gods or sacred symbols of distinctively Egyptian character. These specimens were described by Miss M. A. Murray in the Zeitschrift für ägyptische Sprache, xlv. (1907), pp. 62 ff.; the remainder, which are of Greek or Graeco-Egyptian style, are catalogued here.

The Egyptian group, though comparatively small, gives valuable evidence with regard to the history of the whole collection. One (No. 11 of Miss Murray's list) bears the cartouches of Ptolemy X., Soter II., and supplies an approximate date as a starting-point for determining the period of origin. Others (Nos. 2—10) have cartouches of a more unusual character: the names appear to be those of human beings, and therefore should be of kings: but the names are not those of any known kings, and the titles by the cartouches, where legible, are of priests of Isis and

---

1 See Rubensohn, Elephantine Papyri, pp. 5 ff. and Pl. I. Perhaps the find of several hundred sealings mentioned by Rubensohn in his note (2) on p. 9 refers to this collection; it was reported to him as discovered at Edfu, in a pot, in the winter of 1905-6; he describes it, however, as belonging to the Roman period, which is a difficulty in identification, unless he had not had an opportunity of examining the sealings.
Hapi. It seems not impossible that in the later Ptolemaic period, when
the Thebaid was in a state of perpetual unrest, and not infrequently in
open rebellion against the central authorities, the heads of some of the
great priestly corporations may have arrogated to themselves the use of
the cartouches allowed by custom to gods and kings, and no body would
be more likely to do this than the priesthood of Isis at Philae. It need
not, however, be argued that the frequency with which mention occurs
of priests of Isis, who is definitely described on two sealings (Nos. 21
and 24) as Isis of Abaton and Philae, is a ground for supposing that
the whole group belongs to Philae rather than to Edfu, since the priests
of Philae had extensive interests far down the river, and would be quite
likely to be concerned in contracts at Edfu. On the other hand, in
support of the reference of the sealings to Edfu, it may be noted that
several (Nos. 43—47) show the distinctive hawk-and-harpoon symbol of
Edfu; and whereas most other types are represented by a single example
each, there are four specimens of 47 and two each of 44, 45, and 46.

The nearest parallel to this find is the group of Elephantine papyri
already mentioned. The five papyri of Rubensohn's 'Fund I,' the latest
of which is dated in 284-3 B.C., are sealed with lumps of clay
each of which bears several impressions; altogether there are thirty-five
examples, nearly all from different signets. In 'Fund II,' dated to
223-2 B.C., there are only three sealings, all single. The other published
finds of clay sealings from Egypt have very little in common with
this collection: they are the Fayum examples, probably of the second
century A.D., which I described in this Journal in 1906 (pp. 32 ff.),
and which seem to have been placed on parcels rather than on papyri,
and the Thuine find of the latter part of the third century A.D., of which
an account is given by C. C. Edgar in Annales du Service des Antiquités,
viii. pp. 154 ff.

In the following list I have grouped the types according to their
subjects: the order is—genre (1-14); Greek mythological (15-35);
Greco-Egyptian mythological (36-60); male portraits (61-187); female
portraits (188-213); grouped portraits (214-224). The sizes of the
impressions are given in millimetres, and the character of the workmanship
of the signets is indicated, so far as possible, by a letter: G. = good,
F. = fair, M. = moderate, P. = poor, C. = coarse; but in some cases the
impressions are too imperfect or damaged for any definite verdict as to
the style of the signets from which they were derived to be reached. A
star before a number signifies that the type is not illustrated: the types
not so marked will be found arranged in numerical order on the two
plates.

1, Horse r. feeding; near foreleg raised. Circular: 011. M.
2. Similar. (Convex die.) Circular: 010. F.
3. Dog with forepaw raised; and tail in air leaping r. on gazelle fallen r.
with head turned back. * Circular: 012. C.
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4. Eagle standing l., wings closed. 018 x 014. M.
5. Similar. 017 x 011. M.
6. Hawk standing r., wings closed. 018 x 014. M.
7. Hawk standing r., with crown of disk and plumes, wavy fillets across field : wings closed. (Convex die.) 010 x 007. F.
8. Owl standing r., head to front, wings closed, on amphora with cover lying r.: below, thunderbolt horizontally. 013 x 011. G.
9. Bee r., wings closed: below, bunch of grapes. 015 x 011. G. 7
10. Griffin seated r., with erect serpent-tail and long wings curled upwards: behind, transversely, cross-headed sceptre. 017 x 012. M.
11. Griffin seated r., with erect tail and short wings curled upwards. 014 x 011. C.
12. Ear of corn upright, with two leaves at each side. 013 x 010. F.
13. Corinthian helmet r. with (horsehair?) crest and cheek pieces. 014 x 011. G.
14. Winged thunderbolt. 015 x 011. G. 7
15. Head of Apollo r., wearing taenia: hair long. 014 x 011. G.
16. Similar: hair in formal curls. 015 x 011. G.
17. Bust of Athene r., wearing crested Corinthian helmet and aegis: hair falling at back of neck. 015 x 011. M.
18. Similar. 015 x 011. M.
19. Head of Athene r., wearing crested Corinthian helmet. 014 x 010. F.
20. Similar. 014 x 011. P.
22. Similar. 013 x 009. C.
23. Bust of Athene r., wearing helmet without crest and aegis. 017 x 013. F. 7
24. Similar. 016 x 011. M.
25. Bust of Athene to front, wearing crested helmet with snakes' heads round rim, chiton, and aegis: hair falling at sides of neck. 012 x 009. M.
26. Head of Aphrodite (?) r., hair rolled over diadem and knotted at back. Circular: 010. F.
27. Hermes (?) standing to front, wearing chlamys buckled over r. shoulder; r. hand resting on staff, l. raised (possibly holding some object). 023 x 021. F. 7
28. Head of Heracles r., bearded, laur. 014 x 010. G.
29. Head of Dionysos r., crowned with ivy: locks of hair falling by neck. 017 x 015. G. 7
30. Similar. 014 x 011. F.
31. Similar (?) [broken]. 017 x 013. G. 7
33. Two masks of bearded and horned Pan conjoined; lower part formed into a third, youthful, mask. 015 x 011. F.
*34. Winged Nike advancing r., wearing long chiton, holding wreath with both hands.  014 × 009. M.?
*35. Similar.  014 × 010. P.?
36. Bust of Ammon to front, with long horns curling outwards, wearing taenia and disk, himation over l. shoulder.  014 × 011. F.
37. Sarapis standing l., wearing himation, r. hand outstretched, l. resting on sceptre.  015 × 012. M.?
38. Busts jugate r. of Sarapis, laureate, with small atef-crown (?), and of Isis with diadem and crown of disk and plumes.  017 × 013. M.
*39. Busts jugate r. of Sarapis, with taenia and disk, and of Isis, with disk, both draped.  015 × 011. P.
40. Busts jugate r. of Sarapis, with taenia and atef-crown, queen (?) with stephane and, above, star of eight rays, and Isis with wreath of corn and crown of horns, disk, and plumes; all draped.  016 × 012. F.
41. Bust of Isis r., draped and crowned with disk; hair in three plaits: below, crescent upwards, with star at each end.  [10 exx.]
  014 × 012. P.
*42. Similar, but with crown of disk and horns.  012 × 010. M.
43. Similar, but without crescent and stars.  014 × 011. P.
*44. Similar.  010 × 008. P.
*45. Similar.  011 × 009. M.
46. Similar.  015 × 012. M.
47. Similar.  015 × 011. P.
*48. Similar.  015 × 011. P.?
*49. Similar.  013 × 010. C.
*50. Similar: hair bound with taenia.  015 × 011. C.
51. Similar: mark behind head.  015 × 011. C.
52. Similar.  014 × 010. P.
53. Isis seated r. on low throne, draped, crowned with disk and horns, suckling infant Harpokrates crowned with skhent; to r. hawk on standard r.  014 × 011. P.
54. Similar, without hawk: Isis seated on modius instead of throne.  015 × 013. M.
55. Isis-Demeter standing r., wearing chiton and peplos, crowned with disk and horns, holding in r. hand two ears of corn and two poppies, in l. sceptre transversely. (Convex die.) Circular: 014. M.
*56. Similar (?), [Head lost.]  019 × 016. M.
57. Bust of Hermanubis r., wearing taenia with lotus-petal in front and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder. [2 exx.]  013 × 010. F.
*58. Bust of Horus r., hawk-headed, crowned with skhent. [Double impression.]  012 × 009. P.
*59. Bust of Horus (?) r., wearing taenia with atef-crown, and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder; long lock of hair (?) falling down back of head.  018 × 012. F.
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*60. Bust of Harpokrates r., wearing taenia, draped: hand to mouth. 

61. Male bust r., wearing narrow diadem and aegis (? horn of Ammon on head). 

62. Male head r., wearing narrow diadem: short curly hair. 

63. Male bust r., wearing kausia and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder. 

64. Similar, with aegis on chest: radiate markings on kausia. 

65. Similar, without radiate markings: traces of beard (?). 

66. Male bust r., wearing radiate diadem with lotus flower in front, chlamys fastened over r. shoulder, and aegis: hair rather long. 

67. Similar. 

68. Youthful male bust r., wearing narrow diadem with lotus petal in front and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder: behind shoulder, caduceus hair in short formal curls. 

69. Similar. 

70. Similar. 

71. Similar. 

72. Similar. 

*73. Similar (?). [Broken.] 

74. Similar (?). 

75. Similar (?). 

76. Youthful male bust r., wearing broad diadem and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder: hair short. 

77. Similar. [3 exx.] 

78. Similar. 

79. Similar: details of diadem shown. [3 exx.] 

80. Similar (?). 

81. Male bust r., wearing broad diadem and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder: slight beard. 

82. Similar. 

83. Similar. 

84. Similar. 

85. Similar (?). 

86. Similar. 

87. Similar (?). 

88. Similar. 

89. Similar bust, but without beard: older type. 

90. Similar. 

91. Similar. 

92. Similar. 

93. Similar.
94. Male bust r., wearing double crown with uraeus in front and pendant behind, and Egyptian cuirass. 016 x 012. F.

95. Male bust to front, head slightly turned r., wearing helmet with high crest, plume at each side, and cheek pieces, and decorated round rim with lotus, and cuirass; in front of l. shoulder, spear obliquely, behind, shield. [4 exx.] Circular: 020. G.

96. Male bust r., wearing broad diadem with lotus-flower in front and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder. 014 x 013. G.

97. Similar, but with star on diadem. 013 x 011. G.

98. Similar, without star; slight beard. [3 exx.] 015 x 012. F.

99. Similar; caduceus behind shoulder. 015 x 012. F.

100. Similar, without caduceus. 014 x 011. F.

101. Similar; beard more marked. [2 exx.] 015 x 012. F.

102. Similar (?). 015 x 012. F. F.

103. Similar; beard indistinct. 014 x 011. F. F.

104. Similar. 015 x 013. F. F.

105. Similar. 015 x 015. F. F.

106. Similar. 018 x 015. F. F.

107. Similar. 018 x 015. F. F.

108. Similar (?). 015 x 012. M. F.

109. Similar (?). 016 x 013. F. F.

110. Similar (?). 015 x 013. F. F.

111. Similar. 015 x 012. G. F.

112. Similar (?). 017 x 013. M. F.

113. Male bust r., wearing broad diadem, cuirass, and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder; short beard; in field, Σ. A 016 x 013. G.

114. Similar, without letters. 016 x 013. F.

115. Similar. [2 exx.] 016 x 013. F.

116. Similar. 015 x 013. F.

117. Similar. 014 x 011. F.

118. Similar. 013 x 011. F.

119. Similar. 012 x 010. F.

120. Similar. 020 x 016. F.

121. Similar. 015 x 013. F.

122. Similar. 015 x 012. F.

123. Similar. 011 x 009. M. F.

124. Similar. 015 x 012. F.

125. Similar. 012 x 010. F. F.

126. Male bust r., wearing double crown with pendant behind, and Egyptian cuirass; slight beard. 018 x 014. F.

127. Male bust r., wearing radiate diadem and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder; short beard. 018 x 015. F. F.

128. Similar (?). 014 x 011. F. F.

129. Male bust r., wearing broad diadem, cuirass, and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder; short beard. 018 x 015. F.

130. Similar. 018 x 014. F. F.
*131. Similar. 013 x 011. M.
*132. Similar. 012 x 010. M.
*133. Similar (?). 012 x 010. P.
134. Male head r., wearing broad diadem and lion's scalp drawn over back of head; short beard. 015 x 013. G.
135. Similar. 020 x 016. F.
136. Male bust r., wearing broad diadem, cuirass, and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder; short beard. 015 x 012. E.
*137. Similar. 015 x 012. M.
138. Similar. 017 x 014. F.
139. Similar. 017 x 014. E.
140. Similar. 014 x 014. M.
*141. Similar. 018 x 015. F.
142. Similar. 015 x 012. M.
143. Similar. 014 x 013. M.
*144. Similar. 014 x 011. E.
*145. Similar. 014 x 012. F.
*146. Similar (?). 015 x 012. F.
*147. Similar (?). 014 x 012. F.
*148. Similar, with laurel-wreath on diadem. 016 x 013. G.
149. Similar, without laurel-wreath. 017 x 012. M.
*150. Similar. 012 x 010. F.
151. Similar (?). 012 x 010. F.
152. Similar (?). 016 x 014. F.
*153. Similar (?). 011 x 009. M.
154. Similar (?). 011 x 009. M.
*155. Similar (?). 013 x 012. M.
156. Similar (?). 014 x 009. M.
157. Similar. 013 x 011. M.
*158. Similar. 010 x 008. M.
*159. Similar (?). 010 x 008. M.
160. Male head r., wearing broad diadem and lion's scalp drawn over back of head; traces of beard. 020 x 016. G.
161. Male bust r., wearing radiate (?), diadem and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder. 017 x 016. G.
162. Male bust r., wearing broad diadem with two ears of corn in front and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder. 017 x 015. E.
163. Male bust r., wearing broad diadem, cuirass (?), and chlamys fastened over r. shoulder. 016 x 013. F.
164. Similar. 017 x 014. G.
165. Similar. 014 x 014. M.
166. Similar (?). 015 x 013. M.
*167. Similar (?); traces of beard. 014 x 012. M.
*168. Male bust r., wearing broad diadem and chlamys (?). 020 x 016. M.
*169. Similar; chlamys fastened over r. shoulder. 018 x 014. M.
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*170. Similar. 014 x 011. M.?
*171. Similar. 012 x 010. F.?
*172. Similar. 018 x 013. F.?
*173. Similar. 010 x 009. M.?
*174. Similar (?). 012 x 010. P.?
*175. Male bust r., wearing narrow diadem and chlamys (?): caduceus behind shoulder. 014 x 011. M.
176. Male bust r., wearing kausia and chlamys. 013 x 010. F.
*177. Male bust r., wearing diadem and chlamys: short beard. 011 x 009. M.
*178. Male bust r., wearing diadem, cuirass, and chlamys (?). 012 x 009. P.
*179. Male bust r., wearing diadem and chlamys (?). [Double impression.] 013 x 010. P.?
*180. Male head r., wearing narrow diadem. [Broken.] 013 x 012. F.?
*181. Male bust r., wearing diadem (?) and chlamys. 013 x 012. M.
182. Male bust to front, head slightly r., laureate, wearing chlamys fastened over r. shoulder: traces of beard. [3 exx.] 019 x 016. G.
183. Male bust r., wearing himation: long straight hair. 012 x 009. F.
184. Male bust r., wearing himation: short curly hair, short beard and moustache. [2 exx.] 015 x 012. G.
185. Male head r., wearing narrow diadem. 017 x 013. G.?
186. Male bust r., wearing chlamys: short beard and moustache. [Broken.] 016 x 012. G.?
187. Male head r. [Broken.] 013 x 011. F.?
188. Female bust r., wearing vulture head-dress and crown of disk and horns; and necklace of three rows of beads. [3 exx.] 018 x 015. F.
189. Similar; (necklace obscure). 011 x 009. M.
190. Similar. 013 x 010. M.
191. Female bust r., wearing chiton; hair in knot behind; crowned with corn; sceptre behind shoulder. 020 x 017. G.?
192. Female bust r., wearing chiton, earring, and necklace; hair bound with narrow diadem and fastened in knot behind. 013 x 011. G.
193. Similar, with broad diadem; (earring and necklace obscure). 012 x 012. F.
194. Similar. 013 x 010. F.?
195. Similar, with narrow diadem. 008 x 007. F.?
196. Similar. 009 x 008. F.?
197. Similar. 009 x 007. M.
198. Similar. 008 x 006. M.
199. Similar. 009 x 007. M.?
200. Female bust r., undraped (?), wearing vulture head-dress and crown of disk and horns. [3 exx.] 015 x 011. F.
*201. Similar. 012 x 011. M.?
202. Similar.
016 x 012. F.
203. Similar: star behind head.
[2 exx.] 016 x 012. F.
204. Female head r., wearing broad diadem and crown of disk and horns flanked by two ears of corn: hair falling at side in three thick curls.
015 x 011. F.
*205. Similar: crown indistinct.
016 x 012. F. ?
*206. Similar (?).
015 x 012. F. ?
*207. Similar (?).
014 x 011. M. ?
208. Female bust r., wearing chiton, hair wreathed with corn (l) and fastened in knot at back.
[2 exx.] 013 x 011. F.
209. Female bust r., wearing chiton, earring, and necklace: behind shoulder, quiver: hair bound with narrow diadem with uraeus in front, and rolled under diadem, with one thick lock at side brought over it.
016 x 012. F.
210. Female bust r., wearing veil and chiton: hair wreathed with corn (?).
018 x 014. F. ?
211. Similar: behind, downwards, ΛΔΙΟΦΑΙ.
015 x 011. G.
*212. Female bust r., wearing chiton: hair in twisted plait at back.
013 x 011. F. ?
*213. Female bust r., draped.
011 x 008. M.
214. Male bust r., wearing cap of elephant skin and chlamys, with slight whiskers shown, and jugate female bust r., wearing chiton and crown of horns, disk, and plumes.
020 x 016. M.
215. Male head r., wearing cap of elephant skin, and jugate female head r., crowned with corn (?).
020 x 017. F. ?
216. Male bust r., wearing lion's skin head-dress knotted round neck and skhent, and jugate female bust r., wearing crown of horns, disk, and plumes.
019 x 016. M.
217. Similar.
020 x 017. F.
218. Male head r., with horn of Ammon, wearing skhent (?), and jugate female head r., wearing crown of horns and disk (?).
[2 exx.] 016 x 012. P.
219. Male bust r., draped, wearing broad diadem, and jugate female bust r., draped, wearing stephane (?).
012 x 012. P.
*220. Similar.
013 x 011. M. ?
221. Similar.
[3 exx.] 013 x 011. M.
*222. Similar.
014 x 011. M.
223. Male head r., wearing narrow diadem, and jugate female head r., wearing stephane: above each head, star.
014 x 011. F.
224. Three busts, jugate r.: male, with horn of Ammon, wearing skhent: female (?), wearing atef-crown (?); and male (?), wearing plumed head-dress.
[3 exx.] 020 x 014. M.

A review of the types described above shows as the outstanding characteristic of the collection, especially in comparison with the other groups of Egyptian sealings mentioned, the very large proportion of portrait
heads or busts, nearly all of which are obviously of royal personages. The Elephantine papyri have no examples of this class of types; there are a few heads, but nothing that suggests a portrait, and certainly no royal ones; all the specimens may be described as mythological or genre. The Fayum sealings are almost all mythological: in the three or four which may be portraits there are no representations of Roman emperors. And the Thmuis group is even more markedly mythological in character: it includes nothing that is not, so far as can be made out, either a figure of a deity or a divine animal or attribute. It is tempting to suppose that the royal portraits were used as the signets of government officials, as was probably the case in Roman times: the Edfu papyri would then have comprised a large proportion of documents executed by or on behalf of the government; and, from the Egyptian types included amongst the sealings, the priests of the local temples would appear also to have been considerably interested.

The few examples of genre types do not afford much material for discussion: for the most part they are of fair or moderate Greek workmanship, such as might be expected about 100 B.C. Some of them might be supposed to have been brought into Egypt at an earlier date: 8, for instance, might well be dated to 200 B.C., and its type suggests an Athenian origin—but the type occurs elsewhere, notably on Seleucid coins approximately contemporary with these sealings. Similarly, 1 and 2 may be connected with the Troad, and 9 looks Ionian. The only markedly Egyptian types are 7, 10, and 11; but it should be remembered that the group catalogued by Miss Murray includes such as are purely Egyptian.

Amongst the mythological types, the Greek and Graeco-Egyptian deities are about equal in popularity. In the former class the most noticeable feature is the preponderance of representations of Athene; but Athene was always one of the most widely worshipped of Greek divinities in Egypt. The signets with Athene types look as if they might be of local Egyptian execution in almost all instances, as they are of a distinctly inferior class of work, while most of the others are good or fair Greek work. The absence of personifications, except for the two figures of Nike, is rather remarkable, in view of the fondness of Alexandria in the Roman period for such types perhaps the fashion had not yet been introduced. The Graeco-Egyptian deities of the Sarapis cycle are mainly represented by busts of Isis: if the assumption made above as to the interests of the priests of Isis at Philae shown by the Egyptian sealings is correct, this, coupled with the general popularity of Isis-worship, may explain the preponderance of her types.

The long series of portraits offers the most interesting problems in connexion with these sealings. Most of them are clearly royal, and the natural presumption is that they represent various members of the Ptolemaic house down at any rate to Solar II. Unfortunately we know hardly anything of the portraiture of any of the Ptolemies after Philometer; the regular series of coins were struck with the head of the founder of the dynasty on the tetradrachms, the same head or a Dionysiac type on the lower denominations of silver, and mythological types on the bronze;
and it is not till the time of Cleopatra VII, that a portrait recurs. Consequently the identification of many of the persons shown on these sealings offers a wide field for conjecture. The different specimens have been grouped, so far as possible, placing together those which bear most resemblance to one another; but it must be remembered that some of the seals are only of moderate workmanship, and in the process of identification it is necessary to allow for a considerable amount of variation in the representations of any individual. The wide range of modification possible in portraits executed by Alexandrian artists at this period can readily be seen from comparison of even a few Ptolemaic tetradrachms bearing the well-known head of Soter I. struck in the first century B.C.

There can be little doubt that 61 represents Soter I; although it is in poor condition, it is fairly clear that it agrees closely with the earlier coin-portraits. At first sight, 62 has little in common with it: the head is much more youthful, and has not the strongly marked lower jaw of Soter I. But it has the narrow diadem which is characteristic of the earlier Ptolemies, and there is no known portrait amongst them to whom it could be referred: on the whole I am inclined to think that it is meant for Soter I. 63 resembles Soter I in the general lines of the profile; and 64, which has a common characteristic with 63 in the unusual type of kausia worn, probably represents him also.

There is a third bust—65—with a similar kausia, but the face is very different, and comes nearer to 66 and 67, which show a portrait with prominent eye, heavy chin, and small nose making a slight angle with the forehead; the diadem is radiate, with a lotus-flower in front. Except for the nose-angle, these correspond fairly closely with the coin-portraits of Philadelphus.

The next group comprises 68—75, and gives a series of youthful portraits, with a round head, rather full cheek and chin, and small nose almost in a line with the forehead: they have a narrow diadem, with a lotus-petal in front, and a caduceus behind the shoulder of the bust. Some of the specimens are in poor condition, and can only be placed with hesitation; but 68 and 72, which are about the best in workmanship and condition, are sufficiently near to the accepted portraits of Philopator to allow of their ascription to him, and they may carry the rest of the group with them.

The five succeeding types—76 to 80—are classed together with some doubt. The portraits are all of a youthful type, with a broad diadem: the head is long, and the nose rather prominent and slightly hooked. 77 and 78 may almost certainly be taken to represent the same individual, and the like may be said of 79 and 80; and each of these pairs has some resemblance to 76, though not to one another, so far as can be asserted in view of the damaged condition of 79 and 80. If they are all intended as portraits of one person, it is difficult to say who this may be; the profile of 76 in particular is more of the Seleucid than of the early Ptolemaic family type, and this suggests that it should belong
to one of the descendants of Epsphanes, whose marriage first introduced a Seleucid strain into the Egyptian royal house.

The following series, from 81 to 93, may probably be taken together. The sealings included in it, if they are all portraits of the same individual, represent him at different ages: the common characteristics are a long head, high forehead, hooked nose, rather deep-set eye, and heavy and prominent chin; in the more youthful ones, such as 82, which show a man in middle life, there are traces of a beard, which are not discernible in older heads, such as 89 or 92. The bust with the Egyptian double crown (94) and the remarkable full-face helmed bust (95) appear to belong to this group. If the whole of the series belong together, the portrait should be of Energetes II. or Soter II., as the older heads show a man of an age which was not attained by any other of the later Ptolemies; as will be seen later, another group may be ascribed to Energetes II., so that this series may be taken with some probability to represent Soter II., of whom no likeness has previously been identified. It is possible that the youthful heads of the preceding group (76—80) should be classed with these; but on the whole I am inclined to think they belong to the group 100—106.

The next four sealings give a head of somewhat similar type, but with a much straighter nose. The workmanship, at any rate of 96 and 97, is too good for them to be taken as portraits representing the same individual as the last group, but spoilt by the want of skill of the engraver; neither can they be connected with any probability with the following group. At present they remain a problem.

The seven examples 100 to 106 have some family likeness to the group 81—95, but can be distinguished by the shorter head, less aquiline nose, and less prominent chin: the beard also is more marked in some instances, notably 101 and 102, though it is entirely absent in 106. The profile is very like that shown on a coin (Svoronos, 1507, Pl. LIII. 7, 8), which is probably of Energetes II.: like 106, the coin, which is of year 38 of the reign, has a beardless face: the bearded heads of 101 and 102 would doubtless be later in date.

The six specimens 107 to 112 are in poor condition and cannot be definitely identified as belonging to any group; they might be connected with any of the last three.

With 113 we come to a series showing a portrait quite distinct from any of the preceding, with a round head, prominent nose at a marked angle to the forehead line, rather deep-set eye, low forehead, and short rather straggly beard: usually the bust is represented with a cuirass. It is fairly clear that 113 to 125 are of the same individual, and 126, which

---

2 The Ny Carlsberg seal (cf. J. H. S. xxxiv. p. 285, Fig. 2) might very well be a portrait of the same person as this group.

3 The battered head from Athisis published by Petrie (Memphis I. Pl. XLV.) as of Energetes II. is too much damaged to be used as a guide for identification of his portrait, even if it were certain that it is actually meant for him.
is in Egyptian dress, has a very similar profile: the poorly preserved examples 127 to 133 are probably of the same group. A number of other specimens show like general characteristics, though some distinction may be found in the sharper nose and hollower cheek; it is not improbable that these give a younger portrait. This series includes two—134 and 135—with the lion’s skin head-dress, and the following numbers down to 139: the last eleven are all of inferior workmanship. The portrait given by this group is not at all of the type of any known Ptolemaic one; but it bears a very close resemblance to that of Antiochus IX. Cyzicenus as shown on his coins (e.g. R.M.C., Pl. XXIV. 7 for the younger and XXV. 5 for the older type). As the reign of Antiochus IX. was partly contemporary with that of Soter II., there would be no difficulty, so far as the date is concerned in accepting the head on these sealings as his; and there might have been a group of Syrians concerned in the transactions to which the documents which originally bore the sealings related who would use the portrait of their king for their signets. But it is very unlikely that Antiochus IX. would be represented in Egyptian royal dress, as on 126: and the Ptolemaic and Seleucid houses had intermarried so much in the second century B.C., that it would not be surprising to find a Ptolemy who closely resembled his Seleucid cousins. If the portrait is that of a Ptolemy, and the identification of the heads of Euergetes II. and Soter II. suggested above is granted, the natural candidate for this group would be Alexander I.; as some of the likenesses of Soter II. must belong to the end of his reign, it is to be expected that types from the interpolated reign of Alexander would be found. The identification with Alexander I. is perhaps supported by the occurrence of the lion’s skin head-dress on 134 and 135, as the Seleucids who bore the name of Alexander appear on their coins with this head-dress which does not appear on those of any other members of their house, so the Ptolemaic Alexander may have been represented with the same lion’s skin which was commonly associated in art with the greatest bearer of the name.

There remain a number of royal heads which cannot be placed with any certainty in the preceding groups. The fine portrait 160, with lion’s skin head-dress, might conceivably be an idealized head of Alexander the Great. 161 is of Ptolemaic type, and has some affinity with the com- portals of Euergetes I., but is heavier in the chin and longer in the head; also it has the broad diadem, which suggests that it is later in date than his reign. The profile of 162 is very distinct; and not at all of the normal Ptolemaic kind, but the head-dress with two ears of corn looks Egyptian. The following specimens down to 181 might be Ptolemaic; but 163 and 164 are the only ones where the portraits are sufficiently marked to give any help in identification, and the last ten are in hopelessly poor condition.

There are also a few sealings which appear to bear non-royal portraits. The laureate head 182 does not look Egyptian in treatment, and may be from abroad. 185 may be royal, as it seems to have a narrow diadem; but
its condition makes this uncertain: it has some resemblance to some of the coin-portraits of Antiochus IV. 183 and 184 presumably belong to the class described in the lists of seals used at Oxyrhynchus as 'philosophers' (e.g. P. Oxy. 492, 21); and the same may apply to the damaged specimens 186 and 187.

Amongst the female portraits, the busts 188 to 190, with the Egyptian royal head-dress and the crown of Isis, seem to belong together, and may represent the same individual as 191 to 199, which are of Greek style. The profile is rather angular, with a straight and prominent nose and sharp chin, and suggests Seleucid rather than Ptolemaic blood; the portrait might well be of one of the earlier Cleopatras.

The next group comprises 200 to 207, all of which have Egyptian attributes: the first four wear the vulture head-dress and crown of Isis, the others the crown of Isis flanked with ears of corn. 208 may be intended for the same person, but is damaged; 209, which presumably represents a queen as Artemis, and the veiled busts 210 and 211, probably also belong to this group. The profile is of Ptolemaic type, with a short nose almost in line with the forehead, heavy chin, and rather deep-set eye. The same portrait appears to recur on 214 and 215, where it is associated with the head of a king who is almost certainly Energetes II.; in view of this it may be accepted as representing Cleopatra II., and 211, which is dated to year 20, would show her as wife of Philometor: this date would suit no other amongst the later Ptolemaic queens except Cleopatra Berenice, wife of Alexander I. If this is the portrait of Cleopatra II., it has a close resemblance in profile to that of her father Epiphanes as given on his coins.4

The two remaining female heads, 212 and 213, are too damaged for identification.

The grouped portraits are unfortunately in most cases of inferior work, and so give little help for identification. As already mentioned, 214 and 215 probably represent Energetes II. and Cleopatra II.; the male head bears an even closer resemblance than the group 106—108 to the coin-portrait of Energetes II., quoted in connexion with that group. The damaged scaling 216 might belong to the next pair; but the female head on 217, which is also in poor condition, is unlike any of the portraits of queens among the foregoing ones; what remains of the male head seems to resemble 134 and 135, and if these are correctly assigned to Alexander I., the jugate heads would be his with that of Cleopatra Berenice. The next five examples are too poor to be worth much attention; but 223, which is slightly better, may perhaps be taken for Philadelphus and Arsinoe II.; the male head has the narrow diadem of the earlier Ptolemies, and the portraits, though

4 The Ptolemaic bronze coin which are sometimes described as having portraits of Cleopatra II. or III. (e.g. Svoronos 1882 and 1891; certainly do not represent any queen; they were probably struck for about a century with identical types, and Svoronos is right in calling the heads on the obverse Isis, and Alexandria.
on a small scale and not well executed, bear some resemblance to those on coins.

The triad on 224 seems to show two male heads and one female: the further male head has not a royal crown, and may therefore be a prince. The king and queen, so far as can be judged from the rather inferior portraits, might be meant for Euergetes II. and Cleopatra II.; but this is very uncertain.

In the discussion of the portraits above I have referred to Ptolemaic and Seleucid types, and for the earlier part of the period covered by the two dynasties there is little risk of confusion between the two. The portraits of the first five Ptolemies are known, and show a fairly strong family likeness in the general shape of the head and profile, though there is sufficient difference between the individuals to make distinction possible: the type is probably Macedonian, as the mothers of the second, third, and fourth kings came from Macedonian houses; and Epiphanes, alone amongst the Ptolemaic kings of Egypt, was the offspring of a marriage of brother and sister. On the other hand, the Seleucid type is equally marked through the first few generations of the family, beginning with Antiochus I., who bears no likeness to his father: Seleucus I. has the shape of head and profile regarded as Macedonian, and it may be suggested that his descendants derived their very different family type from his wife Apama, and that it is really Iranian. With Ptolemy Epiphanes the intermarriage of the Egyptian and Syrian royal houses began; and the cross relationship of the next two generations might be expected to produce some approximation of types. Philometer does show an affinity to the Seleucids in his profile: unfortunately the portraits of his successors are quite uncertain, though, if the identifications suggested above are correct, Euergetes II. and Soter II. had a Seleucid nose with a Ptolemaic jaw, while Alexander I. was quite Seleucid in appearance. The only certain portrait amongst the later members of the Ptolemaic house is that of Cleopatra VII., which is not in the least degree of the early Ptolemaic type, and has very little likeness to the Seleucid: it is rather Semitic in appearance. However, as it is quite unknown who was the mother of Cleopatra, or the mother of her father, her racial affinities may be left as an insoluble problem.

The condition of many of these sealings makes it impossible to secure any satisfactory reproduction, although Mr. R. C. Murray has spared no pains in the endeavour to get the best results from very difficult material in his photographs; consequently, though it might appear desirable to illustrate all the types, only a selection of rather over half is given in the plates. Complete sets of photographs will be deposited with the Hellenic Society for reference.

J. G. MILNE.

---

1 Berenice, the wife of Euergetes I., had some Iranian blood derived from her grandmother; but her portrait shows the regular Ptolemaic type.

2 The marriage of Antiochus II. with Berenice, daughter of Ptolemy Philadelphus, may be disregarded so far as any question of effect on racial types is concerned.
THE IONIAN CONFEDERACY.—ADDENDUM.

In my recent article on the Ionian Confederacy I omitted to mention an important piece of evidence relating to the League in its most critical days. It has been shown by Prof. P. Gardner that during the Ionian Revolt a monetary convention was established among a group of insurgent cities. Several Ionian towns, whose number cannot at present be shown to have exceeded nine or ten, but may be extended by further research, issued a set of electrum coins with an identical reverse pattern on the same standard of weight. The common type would appear to have been derived from Chios; the standard of weight is that of Miletus.

The affinities between these pieces are sufficient to prove some sort of political entente among the Ionian cities. Yet they fall far short of constituting a proper federal coinage. They bear no name or mark of a federal issuing authority, and their obverse types are unmistakably those of the several federating towns. It is evident that the coins were the product of various municipal mints, a fact which goes a long way to disprove the existence of a federal mint.

The coins aptly illustrate the arrested state of development in which the League stood at the time of its first dissolution by the Persians. Compared with the money of the Chalcidian and Astolian, and even that of the Boeotian and Achaean Leagues, they proclaim that the Ionian Confederacy was a merely inchoate union.

M. O. B. CASPARI

1 J.H.S. 1915, pp. 173-188.
2 J.H.S. 1911, pp. 152-156.
3 A priori, it is more than likely that the monetary convention was joined by Miletus, the ring-leader in the Ionian Revolt. The inclusion of Priene in the convention, which Prof. Gardner considered probable on general grounds, has since been proved by a fresh find of coins (J.H.S. 1913, p. 105).
NOTICES OF BOOKS.


In his new book Dr. Leaf continues the work so well begun in his Troy. Starting with the assumption that Homer preserves the faithful picture of a historical society, he proceeds to test that assumption; and finding that with only one notable exception it survives the test, he concludes that on the whole the assumption is justified. What the whole evidence leads him to believe is that “We are within our rights if we say that the foundation of the Greek Epos was contemporaneous with the impulse of the Greek migration; that it dates from the century or so which, according to tradition, passed between the fall of Troy and the full tide of settlement in Asia Minor. The Iliad and Odyssey faithfully represent this period, because it is the period in which they actually came into being—in the germ at least, if not in their present shape” (p. 290 f.).

The notable exception is the Greek Catalogue in B. To this document Dr. Leaf devotes a great part of his book in chapters which are an extraordinary masterpiece of destructive criticism. To the present reviewer (who shares a little of Dr. Leaf’s disappointment at the result) he proves beyond reasonable doubt that the Catalogue not merely contradicts, but grossly misunderstands, the rest of Homer. No doubt some answer will, or rather must, be attempted by unitarians. It will be interesting to see what form it takes.

For a man seeking history in Homer it is disconcerting to find that the chief professionally historical part of the Poems is wildly unhistorical. Yet this would not be a fatal, nor even a very serious, weakness in Dr. Leaf’s case, if the rest of Homer forms a consistent whole answering to an actual state of things at a time which can be determined.

Now it seems to me that Dr. Leaf does succeed in showing that Homer (minus the Catalogue) is consistent with himself; and that the picture we find there broadly agrees with the picture we get of ‘heroic’ society from other sources; while in some points the agreement is very striking. In this reconstructive work Dr. Leaf’s learning, his gift of historical imagination, and his remarkable argumentative power combine to make him extraordinarily peremptory; so that I for one am on the point of believing that Lankas is Homer’s Thales, that Corinth is ‘post-Homer,’ that Taphos is Corfu and Scione Crete. But when I ask myself how much exactly is proved, I can only say that Homer is now definitely thrown back to a great antiquity. I cannot be sure of anything more. For, even if a poet had invented the whole story of Iliad and Odyssey, he must have given it a plausible appearance of historicity for his audience. Take Penelope. Dr. Leaf is disposed to regard her as the creation of some poet’s brain. Yet her setting is as ‘historical’ as that of Odysseus. Even granting that Odysseus was an Achaean chief, how much of what Homer says about him can we accept as fact? The Odyssey may be as grossly unhistorical as Teutonic poetry is about Theodoric or the Chanson de Roland about Hroslavand.

Coming to less general criticisms, one may find something to say at in Dr. Leaf’s use of the word ‘Achaian.’ I gather from his Appendix (p. 334) that he now regards
the Achaian speech as "north-western." Why then speak of the "Achaian Epos"? Homer must be composed (with whatever later modifications) in the language of the pre-Achaian population of the Argolid. Therefore Homer is pre-Achaian. Here the parallel worked out by Dr. Leaf between the Achaians and the Normans has a special aptness. Homer is no more Achaian than the Chansons de Roland is Norman, but he reflects Achaian society as the Chansons reflect the age, not of Charlemagne, but of much later—in fact, Norman—times. My own view (which is that the Rhind and Odessey are Traditional Poems) allows me to believe that the Achaian Conquest had a stimulating and transforming effect on the pre-Achaian Epos; and that this effect is plainly visible in Homer one gladly concedes to Dr. Leaf. But how North-Westerners could have composed or started Homer in a speech they never learned is more than I can understand. Perhaps Dr. Leaf thinks that the Achaian did learn the speech of the conquered race. And forget it again!—In any case a poem is shaped by the language in which it is written. Dr. Leaf would not call The Blessed Damozel an Italian lyric.

For the rest, Homer and History is so moderate in statement, so fair in controversy, and written in such good English, that it is not only scholarship but literature.


The belief in the derivation of the Eleusinian religion from Egypt has so much attraction for M. Fouvart as once for Plutarch. It has already served as his thesis in three brilliant monographs—I. Recherches sur l’origine et la nature des Mystères d’Eleusis (1895); II. Les Grandes Mystères d’Eleusis (1900); III. Le Culte de Déméter en Études (1904). It is pleasant to recognise in the present volume, in what is presumably its final shape and with the addition of much that is new, theories which have long been reckoned epoch-making. M. Fouvart speaks with regret of the ample room for preconceived theory and personal impression which his subject affords; yet now, as before, he argues that Demeter is Isis and Dionysos Osiris, finding fresh support for his view in the abundant traces of Egyptian influence revealed by the Aegyptian civilisation in the second millennium before our era. But in the reassertion of his favourite doctrine does not M. Fouvart underrate once more the fact that not a goddess and her consort but a goddess and her daughter are the central figures of the Eleusinian worship, and that their acknowledged supremacy seems to exclude Osiris-Dionysos as their co-equal and co-eval partner at Eleusis? Though M. Fouvart has not succeeded in convincing us that he has yet discovered the true origin of Eleusinianism, it is his great merit to have disentangled the religion of Demeter from a mass of false and even contradictory analogues, and to have traced in a masterly manner the gradual transformation of an agrarian religion into one of national importance, through the incorporation of Mysteries which promised a Blessed After Life to their initiates whether good or bad. The transformation reached its culminating point in the seventh or perhaps as late as the sixth century B.C., to which date the Homeric Hymn to Demeter is commonly attributed, its object being to present the religion in its final form as a divine institution of its essence immutable (p. 262). This is a most important point, since it follows that Eleusinianism once invested with the authority of a revealed religion preserved intact its body of dogmas, jealously guarding it from every extraneous influence. This, according to M. Fouvart, is what bestows upon the religion of Demeter its unquenchable character and a power of life that enabled it to retain its predominance during the first four centuries of the Empire, long after other Pagan creeds had begun to fail. In denying all Orphic influence at Eleusis (p. 262), M. Fouvart might, I think, have laid greater stress on the widely different doctrines of the Eleusinian and Orphic eschatologies—the former promising after-world felicity to all its initiates without distinction of good and bad; the
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latter, with a profound sense of the consequences of sin, meting out ultramundane punishments and rewards. In his partiality for Eleusis M. Foucart writes of Orphism—surely one of the noblest creeds of antiquity—with an animus that savours of adiuv.


thetisegyris, holding the Orphics guilty not only of changing the ancestor of the Eumolpides into a Thracian and a son of Musaius, so as to forge a link between their own sect and the religion of Demeter, but of inventing the ugly stories of Baobo and of the union of Demeter and Kalos, which, it seems, never gained acceptance in the Eleusinian circle (p. 464 E. f.).

A few more points may be briefly noted. P. 148. 'Eumolpos,' hitherto taken to mean the 'good singer,' is to be interpreted as the man who sings or intones in tune; accuracy of tone being an essential quality in a priest, since a false note, a lowering or raising of the prescribed pitch, might imperil the whole magic of the ritual, in other words, of the incantation: hence (p. 212) the exclusion from the Mysteries, along with unclean persons and criminals, of all whose voice was unintelligible. P. 95 f.; The mild and gracious Eleusinian couple Kora-Plato are not mere euphemistic or honorary epithets given to underworld deities whose name no man might pronounce with impunity, but originate in an independent conception of the underworld destined to supplant the sombre Hades and Persephone of Homer, and gradually to relieve mankind of the haunting terrors of death. P. 110 f.; p. 369. Iaschos, identified by most mythologists with Dionysos, loses his status of god, mainly on the ground that there is no evidence monumental or epigraphic for any cultus statue of him, and returns in the hands of M. Foucart to the humbler rôle of deus ex machina of the procession. (Strabo, x 3, 19).

Rites of initiation, Foucart reminds us, were shrouded in so impenetrable a mystery, that it is in vain to look for illustrations of these on ancient monuments; representations interpreted as illustrations of either μύρισις or έσωτερική should be regarded rather as scenes from preparatory rites of a purificatory nature, like those on the long-famous urn from the Esquiline in the Musco delle Terme (Hdl. 325) and the more splendid rendering of the same scene on the sarcophagus discovered not long since by Rizzo at Turra Nova (recently expanded afresh by Dr. Ettren, Officin., p. 180). P. 373 f. The έσωτερική σεισμός is explained as signifying that the young men had to catch the bulls before these were sacrificed (cf. Cumont in Rev. Arch., 1905, i. p. 28 ν., on the catching of the sacred bulls of Amon). P. 379 f. In the passage of Clement of Alexandria (Pedret., ii. 21, 2) describing the ceremonies of the μύρισις, M. Foucart adheres to Lobech's emendation τέσσερα τάξησις for the τέσσερα τάξεως of the MSS., but is hardly fair in stating that it is accepted by every scholar save Charles Lenormant, since so as a fact none of the more recent authorities favours it; Gruppe keeps to the MSS. reading, so does Disterich (Mitth. Lit. und Arch., p. 120), who is followed by Ettren in his recent Officin. (p. 290), where the word seems rightly translated by handhalten ( bât to handle). P. 432 f. In discussing the central ceremonies of the έσωτερική, revealed in a passage of the Philotheuphoretos of S. Hippolytus, M. Foucart returns to his Egyptian theories, and sees in the ceremony of the 'Elevation of the ear of corn first cut down,' the symbol of Dionysos, of Osiris cut off, like the corn, in his prime. The theory fails to carry conviction, primarily because M. Foucart does not persuade us that Dionysos is Osiris, and in the second place because it is hard to believe that at Eleusis corn could be associated with any but Demeter. The exact meaning of the passage τεσσερα δεκατεμπλογες τεσσερα ταξησσε to μύρισις μεταβατει (που τεσσερα ταξησσας ταξις τους has long been disputed: M. Reinach in his brilliant interpretation of the whole ceremony (Recus des Eudes, 1906, p. 342 E. f.) defended the more grammatical combination τεσσερα ταξησσε, and explained that the cutting of the mystic corn must, from the redoubtable character of the operation, have been accomplished in profound silence. It is satisfactory to find so eminent an Hellenist as M. Foucart inclined to construe, at the risk, as he puts it, of convicting S. Hippolytus of doubtful Greek, to μεταβατει ταξησσε, since it is obviously better sense to speak of an ear of corn exposed or elevated in silence than of an ear of corn cut down in silence. The common belief that the high antiquity of the crowning ceremonial of the έσωτερική is
proved by its august character is by no means, but is noted in passing, borne out by parallel instances where historical evidence may be invoked. The Eleusinian 'Exaltation of the Corn' has been more than once compared, at least by implication, to the 'Elevation of the Christian Mass'; but what has been justly called the ritual centre of the great drama of the altar, when one of the Elements is raised on high in a hushed silence, broken only by the tolling of the bells, was only introduced into the Church in the 12th century (see Herbert Thurston in Catholic Encyclopedia, s.e. 'Elevation,' A. Fortescue, 'The Mass,' p. 330 ff.; S. Reinach, Orpheus, Engl. Ed. p. 289). It might therefore be asked whether, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the 'Exaltation of the ear of corn' at Eleusis may not have been likewise of late introduction, the supreme moment of a ritual long in time in evolution, not the primitive act out of which the later ritual was evolved.

A few points call for correction in a second edition. P. 110: So important a book as Erwin Rohde's Psyche should not be quoted from the first edition of 1884 when a fourth edition appeared as long ago as 1907; nor should (p. 426) Comparetti's Luminette Orfiche (1910) be cited as the latest edition of the Orphic tablets without reference to Diehl's edition of 1912 (Fragments der Forakritiker, 3rd ed., ii. p. 175 ff.).—P. 350: The first identification of the statue of a boy holding a pig preserved in several replicas (see the list given in Hultig, Führer, 3rd ed. No. 908) as a ναός ἀνίφως τερών is due to Dr. Anelung, whose theory appeared as far back as 1907 in the Dissertazioni della Pontificia Accademia Romana (Series II. vol. ix. p. 117 ff.) under the title of ναός ἀνίφως ἄνιφως τερών. In the many passages relative to Osiris we might expect some reference to the late Mr. Scott Moncrieff's paper on Pintarch de Iado et Osride (J.H.S. 1909, p. 79 ff.) and to the same writer's Paganism and Christianity in Egypt, where M. Foucart would have found criticism severe as his own of the Frazerian view of Osiris as a corn god: A more serious fault is the omission of any preface, index or bibliography, and we especially miss a complete conspectus of the epigraphical evidence for the cults of Eleusis, on which M. Foucart is one of the greatest living authorities; the inclusion of these in a second edition would double the debt of European scholarship to the learned author.

In spite of a few blemishes to which it is only right to call attention, M. Foucart has done valuable service in reaffirming the solemn and exalted character of the Eleusinian mysteries. Nearly twenty years ago Sir Samuel Dill wrote that 'the drama of the Eleusinian goddesses, if we could witness it, would probably be a poor and tasteless show, without spiritual content' (Roman Society in the last century of the Western Empire, 1898, p. 71). Those of us who continued to believe the contrary will be grateful for the justification of our faith afforded by Foucart's inspiring book. At a time when the ancient religions are daily being traced back to so many petty magical formulae it is good to find a writer who steadily keeps in view the transcendental nature of all religious experience. In this respect he comes nearer to the view of Dr. Hatch (Hibbert Lectures, 1890, p. 288 ff.) among English scholars than to that of Lang, Frazer or Fornell: indeed he has a profound mistrust which he is at no pains to disguise for folk-lore and anthropology and all that he pleasantly describes as la novelliere episcade de l'imaginaire. Enough has been said to show why the doctrine that myths are born of ritual rarely finds favour with him; in his eyes rites such as the fasting, and the partaking of the contents of the sacred chalice not only commenicated Demeter's wanderings, her fast and the breaking of the fast, but also gave grace to the faithful to do whatever the goddess had done, in token of their union with her. M. Foucart writes of these things (p. 262) as though the Greeks had believed—as they doubtless did—that the Eleusinian religion

---

As this interesting monograph has more than once been misquoted and overlooked, I will add here for the benefit of English students that the Dissertazioni (sometimes referred to as Atti) exist both in the Library of the British Museum (Ar. 3236) and in that of the Victoria and Albert (P.P. 40 A) and, I believe, also at Oxford in the Bodleian and at Cambridge in the University Library.
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rested on an apostolic tradition of its own, which recorded how its first adepts had heard the goddess say *This do in remembrance of me*. In the same spirit, he explains the Eleusinian hierarchy (p. 475 f.) not as a rite of sympathetic or imitative magic to ensure fertility, by exerting a direct influence upon the powers of nature, but rather as a compelling force applied to the divine personages who have these powers at their sovereign disposal. And to the fashionable doctrine of *tokes*—Farnell's theory, for example, that the Eleusinian law of secrecy was imposed because the 'sacred things' were charged with perilous religious currents—he prefers the old explanation of Strabo (x. 3, 9) that *the secret of the Mysteries gives a majestic idea of God, and recalls the nature of the Divinity which otherwise escapes our senses.* It may perhaps be urged that M. Fauvel's wise conservatism seems to desert him when he repudiates all symbolical explanation of the Great Mysteries (p. 443). He rightly insists on the reality which what they saw possessed for the initiated, but when he declines to admit that for man among its Faithful much of the ritual might have a symbolic value, is he not narrowing symbolism, as is too often done, to the mere equivalent of arbitrary or conventional expression? But as a modern writer well puts it: *It is a pity we have, so many of us, forgotten that the proper term for the formula of belief is symbol* (J. N. Figgis, *Fellowship of the Mystery*, p. 63). If we restore to symbolism this wider significance, it will be found to fit the holiest mysteries of all religions.

I have already far exceeded the limits of a notice, and will only allow myself to say in conclusion that the book is written in a style worthy of the best traditions of French scholarship. Student and layman alike may enjoy the author's power of vigorous argument and of trenchant criticism, relieved by an irresistible humour that reminds one of Renan.

E. S.

---


Elaborate as is Dr. Eitrem's work, it deals with comparatively but a restricted field of the Greek and Roman sacrifice, while it includes much that is outside the field of sacrifice proper. It is a careful examination of the employment in Greek ritual, in magic, and in medicine of circumambulation, water, fire, smoke, barley, the throwing of stones and the erection of caeris, the offering-baskets, salt, hair, and blood, and of the substitutes for these things. The author in dealing with these questions shows himself familiar with a wide range of literature, both ancient and modern, and makes in some matters considerable additions to the stock of material already available; but, unfortunately for himself, he has failed to realise the benefit which would have accrued to his subject from the use of the collectanea in Dr. Farnell's *Cults of the Greek States*, a mistake which is the more unhappy in that he makes extended use of English work on anthropology and religion. The use, however, of the material collected is rendered less easy than should be the case by the practical absence of any orderly system of arrangement of topics, by the indiscriminate citation of Greek and Roman sources of the most various age and place, and by the citation in detail of parallels from other religions in cases in which mere reference to the standard and not inaccessable authorities would suffice. Unhappily, writers on specific fields of religion do not yet appear to have appreciated the fact that digressions into general anthropology are not necessary or even appropriate.

Apart from the collection of facts, the most important aspect of the work is the systematic and ingenious effort to elucidate the practices of the ritual from the worship of the dead. The author has accepted the view of the origin of religion suggested by Tyler, and has applied it, under the influence of the views of Stengel, to explain the real significance of the curious ritual of the Greek sacrifice, the consecration of the lustral waters by solemnly carrying them round the altar, the plunging into the water of a lighted brand from the altar-fire, the cutting off of hairs of the victim and hurling them into the flame,
and the casting forward of the barley shreadlings. In every case he finds a reflection of practices once invented to please the dead, dating from a time when the dead were regarded with affection and not with fear. The fire in origin was used to warm and comfort by its heat and light the dead; the blood was spilt to give them a beverage beloved of primitive men, and one which restored to their faint shadows some degree of life and strength; water was their natural drink, while honey and wine, often a substitute for the earlier use of blood, were other forms of nutriment, barley giving them solid food. The case of the hair is slightly different: it is not in any sense a substitution for the life, but is primarily due to the desire to be free from the contagion of death, while at the same time it serves as a gift to the departed. Stoning in the ritual is originally an act of honour and comfort to the dead, which develops into the pillars which mark boundaries. From this primitive root of religion there are diverse developments: on the one hand the dead come to be regarded with fear rather than with affection, hence rites originally "hilarist" become cathartic and apotropastic; on the other hand there are developed chthonic deities, of which the chief is the earth, while, as a result of the adoption of the practice of cremation and the belief that the soul takes flight in the smoke of the pyre, there grows the belief in the Olympian gods, whose worship is necessarily based on the rites paid to the dead. But even when the sacrifice was given to the Olympians much of it was really still directed to appease the spirits of the dead, especially, the preliminaries of the offering. The same principle can be used to explain all the problems of religion. The sacrament in which the god and his worshippers eat together is a relic of the funeral feast at which primitively the dead man was present, though in later times the feast took place after his burial or before it. The golden fleece was a rain spell: as the Indian practice of offering the fringe of a garment to the dead indicates, a fleece was an ideal abode for spirits, and when presented to these spirits which controlled the weather it resulted in rain. Athena bears the aegis, for she is intimately connected with rain.

The author supports his thesis with great ability, readily admitting the interaction of other ideas derived from magic; he directs no systematic criticism against other views, but incidentally he shows disbelief in totemistic explanations, and expressly (p. 482) refuses to believe in Sir James F. Raymond's theory of killing a deity to encourage its resurrection. To Stengel's theory that the earth was the recipient of the fore-offerings he objects that, there is no proof, despite Dönter's researches, of the importance of earth in early religion, while in the ultimate resort the conception of the earth-spirit is that derived from the conception of the innumerable spirits of the dead who people the earth: "nullus locus sine genio." But it is obvious that there is lacking much to make good the contention of the author, and a mere reference to Tylor is not adequate to take the place of reasoned argument. Even if we can show that in many cases behind the Olympian is to be found the figure of a hero, i.e. the spirit of a dead man, the thesis would be far from proved. In the first place, the explanation might be that a religion which was based on the worship of spirits had superimposed on it a worship of another race: the author, though conscious (pp. 437, 478) of the ethnic problem, ignores its bearing on his argument because of its complexity. In the second place, even within the same race we might meet the phenomenon of two perfectly distinct sources of worship, the regard had to the spirits of the dead, and the reverence paid to high gods; the offerings made to the former being improperly transferred to the latter. Andrew Lang's theory of primitive high gods rests on a very respectable array of anthropological evidence, and has not been disproved on that basis, apart from the fact that the question transcends the limits of any science. In the third place, there is no means of proving that the presentation of food to the gods is derived from the presentation of food to the spirits of the dead: the Iranians and the Indians before their separation clearly presented to the gods offerings of all kinds by the mere process of placing them.

1. Hesiod, XII. 230 f.
2. Dr. Maret's animistic theory he ignores presumably because he does not know it.
3. The Making of Religions and Modern Mythology.
on the sacred grass to which the gods came to partake of the essence of the food and drink. Precisely the same essential form was gone through in the case of the dead. Which use was the origin of the other there is nothing whatever to show, and probability suggests, therefore, a common psychological origin for both, not the derivation of one from the other. Similarly, the view that it was burning by fire that created the belief in the Olympians is open to the obvious counter-theory that the practice of burning by fire was due to the belief in Olympians and in the sky as the dwelling of the dead: for this theory can be cited the fact, which the author overlooks, that in Vedic religion the soul in every case, whether the body is exposed, buried, or burned, is deemed to have its abode in the sky. It is perfectly easy to argue that this belief in the sky abode of the spirits arose from Olympian worship—there is no a priori difficulty in seeing why the sun should be a very present duty to primitive man—and that it became usual to burn the dead to facilitate the passage of the spirit to the sun. More generally, the theory does not take any sufficient notice of the facts of sacramental communion in Mediterranean religion. Not only can all the facts of the fore-offerings be explained from the view that the altar is filled with the divine spirit, but this view best accounts for the nature of the entrails of the victim. By casting the barley, after laying it on the altar, upon the victim, the animal is filled with the divine spirit, and the taste of the entrails constitutes a communion between the worshippers and the god. The Attic ritual of the Bouphonia similarly presents elements which the theory cannot effectively deal with. Nor, it may be added, is Dr. Eitrem sufficiently ready to accept explanations based on fertility magic: all archaeologists he treats as apotropaic merely, despite the clear evidence that it serves directly ends of fertility, and he insists that the laconomus; the newly acquired slave must be treated as offerings to the spirits of the dead, and not merely, as Mannhardt thought, as a piece of fertility magic.

Of the many points of interest raised by this work mention may be made of one or two on which Indian religion throws light. The practice recorded by Servius (Aen. xii. 119), conspectum oleosum superaxivere et in sacrificium, is not to be regarded as a record of a grass-offering: it is a precious relic of the Indo-Iranian strewn of grass, which at first served as the altar, and which in India was preserved beside the fire on the altar-ground, while in Iran it became a bundle of twigs. The corona graminum, the sign of gratitude bestowed on a deliverer, can only be explained when it is brought into connexion with the grass carried by the legati of the Roman people (Fast. p. 321) and compared with the early Indian records; which show that the taking up of grass was a regular symbol of a defeated man pleading for mercy. For Pliny's ingenious effort (N.H. xxii. 8) at explanation we must substitute the fact that the Indian animal victim whose life is spared is hidden to eat grass; by taking up grass the conquered signifies his prayer to be placed in a similar position, or the savages manifest their non-resistant condition. The conjecture (p. 433) that the practice of placing vessels of water before the victim to be sacrificed is explained by the fact that the blood is more copious when an animal has drunk water before slaughter (Pliny, N.H. xi. 222) gains greatly in plausibility when it is considered that in the Indian ritual great care is taken to secure that the victim shall be made to drink before the sacrifice.

It is to be regretted that the work is supplied with a most inadequate Index, and that there is no detailed Table of Contents: both defects are inexcusable in a work whose chief value must lie in its presentation of facts.

A. B. K.

---

8 Oldenberg, Religion des Vedic, pp. 341-3.
9 Eyquem, x. 14; Atharavasaka, xviii.
10 Farnell, Hüber Journal, ii. 307-22.
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There is an appropriateness in reviewing these books together beyond the circumstance that both deal with the origin of Drama. Their guiding principles, their methods, and their conclusions are so different that each book serves as a criticism of the other.

Mr. Cornford's method is to analyse the extant plays of Aristophanes so as to reveal in them a curiously limited number of motives or situations. The most significant of these are the Agon, the sacrificial Feast, the Games or 'Marriage' of the victor in the Agon, and the Koma. They are the prototypes of Comedy referred to by Aristotle (Poet. 5), and were inherited from a ritual drama which, when reconstructed, resembles that postulated by Prof. Murray for the development of Greek Tragedy so closely that it must be near akin. Akin, too, must be the Folk Play, of which a form survives in northern Greece. The primitive ritual summation, presupposed by the stereotyped plot-formula of Attic Comedy, represented a conflict between a good and an evil spirit (Summer and Winter, Life and Death). In its hypothetical complete form 'the good spirit is slain, dishonoured, scoffed, and eaten in the communal feast, and yet brought back to life. . . . Finally comes the sacred Marriage of the risen God, restored to life and youth to be the husband of the Mother Goddess.' The Paradosi derives from the contest of the two opposing parties whom we may suppose to have taken part in the old ritual; the play proper (which the Paradosi merely interrupts) derives from the contest between the leaders of the two parties. Mr. Cornford seeks to strengthen this conclusion by showing that the characters in Comedy conform to certain fixed types or 'models', which originally were those of the leading performers in his primitive religious drama.

This hypothesis may be challenged on the ground that too much is made of certain, often very minor and natural-looking, incidents in the Comedies. Somebody eats a sausage on the stage; Mr. Cornford calls this a relic of the ritual Dogo. Somebody else kisses a courteous; he is unconsciously involving himself in a Hieros Gamos. This kind of criticism can be used with considerable effect against any play taken separately. But it does not seem so effective when one remembers that Mr. Cornford's argument (like Prof. Murray's in Thessa) is cumulative. What he thinks he has shown is that Agon, Games, etc., regularly recur and in a definite order, not in one or two, but in all the extant Comedies. This, he says, cannot be accidental; and I feel bound to agree.

But, if we grant Mr. Cornford his traditional plot, we may still object that his evidence is all internal. That, of course, is not his fault, and he is quite right to neglect the kind of critic who 'wants more evidence than there is.' But the lack of historical evidence remains a weakness in his case. The 'phallic songs,' to which Aristotle is evidently referring in his account of the origin of Comedy were not (if we may judge from the Acharnians) dramatic enough to be in themselves the germ of a Drama; and although the ritual-play, which Mr. Cornford regards as the source of Comedy, is analogous to the festivals of Dikaiopolis, it is not identical with it. Still, the analogy is there and real enough; and I am more disposed to regret the absence of a more thorough discussion of such points as the interrelations between Comedy, Tragedy, and the Satyr Play, and the nature of the Koma, which must be the heart of the whole business. We trust Mr. Cornford will resume the subject, as he hopes to do, and that the sequel will be as good as the First Part, which, I may add, is written with a really masterly lucidity.

The title of Prof. Ridgeway's new book sufficiently indicates its contents. His researches extend from China to Peru, from Java to Uganda; and everywhere he believes he finds the germ of Drama in the worship of the dead. If he is right, this confirms, and indeed (by so powerful an argument from analogy) goes very far to prove,
the theory set forth in The Origin of Tragedy. The chief arguments for this theory are recapitulated in a long Introduction, which also contains a great deal of rather turbulent criticism, of which I can find nothing to say except that the polemical instinct in Prof. Ridgeway seems to make it almost impossible for him to understand an opponent. An Appendix is added, stating a new hypothesis concerning the origin and development of Attic Comedy.

Prof. Ridgeway's book contains an invaluable collection of material, much of it new and all of it handled in a way that gives it a new bearing and interest. It is clearly impossible within the limits of a review like the present to do justice to a work of this range and diversity. One's praise is apt to seem disproportionately small compared with one's adverse criticism, because some attempt must be made to justify objections. That unfortunately seems unavoidable; although, in fact, I can put my main difficulty in a sentence. I do not understand how the dramatic dances, from which Prof. Ridgeway derives the Drama, can have originated in the worship of the dead. How could they, on Prof. Ridgeway's own principle, which is obviously right, that 'what a man or a woman loved in life, they loved in death' (p. 6)? The reader can think it out for himself. But, if this objection seems a reasonable one, it is of course fatal to Prof. Ridgeway's whole hypothesis.

Last (I should be thought to ignore Prof. Ridgeway's arguments against the theories which run counter to his own, I may add that the gist of his criticism, as I think he would himself allow, is expressed by saying that Vegetation Spirits, the Eniautos Daimon, and the like are mere abstractions, and that the worship of abstractions cannot be primary. They are, of course, abstractions only in the sense that they are class-names like 'Hero.' But, apart from this, who ever said that the worship of the Eniautos Daimon was primary? Not Miss Harrison, nor Prof. Murray, nor Mr. Cornford. They say the Eniautos Daimon was projected from rites much older than himself. And as for 'abstractions,' what about ghosts?

In the Appendix, Prof. Ridgeway argues that Aristotle did not regard the phallic songs to which he refers the origin of Comedy as in any sense religious, but as lampoons. We used to think that Aristotle had in mind the Rural Dionysia and songs like that of Dikaiopeia, which is, of course, religious. According to Prof. Ridgeway again, it was in Sicily that 'Comedy first took its real shape.' The common view is that Comedy first took its real shape in Athens, and that what Epicharmus wrote were not strictly Comedies at all, but Mimes. Moreover, Prof. Ridgeway admits the existence at Megara and Athens of 'some sort of rude comic mummeries' (p. 409) before the importation of the Sicilian Mimes. But how can mummeries come out of lampoons? Elsewhere (p. 409) he speaks of Comedy developing 'out of ribald abuse, gross buffoonery and pantomime.' Pantomime, however, happens to be a dramatic form, and as such, according to Prof. Ridgeway himself, has its origin in rejspons. All this, I confess, perplexes me exceedingly. It is, of course, almost impossible to state a novel hypothesis for the first time in language no one can misunderstand. We can at least keep our minds open. What is certain is that the Appendix, like all Prof. Ridgeway's work, has the dynamic and stimulating quality which is almost the rarest gift among scholars.
the mound itself and in several cemeteries of the neighbourhood, have rendered it possible to work out provisionally a pottery sequence and a rough system of chronology. But these will undoubtedly be modified as more of the ancient portions of the site are examined. Moreover, it has not yet been possible either to clean the smaller objects recovered, or to arrange and classify them for purposes of study. When war broke out, they were still upon the site under the supervision of the Turkish authorities, and one can only express the hope that since then they have escaped the hands of pillagers.

But it has always been the policy of the Trustees of the British Museum to place their discoveries at the disposal of scholars in general at as early a date as possible, rather than to reserve them until all problems and uncertainties have been cleared up. And fortunately one class of the Carchemish discoveries lent itself readily to immediate publication. The remarkable series of inscribed and sculptured slabs, lining the walls and entrances of the late Hittite palace below the Acropolis mound at its south-eastern end, belongs to a recognized class of monument; and however our views as to their date and origin may eventually be modified when the inscriptions are deciphered, the publication of the monuments themselves will not be affected. The new hieroglyphic inscriptions, here made available for study, should materially hasten that moment, for they afford decipherers a wealth of fresh material on which to test their systems of interpretation. Several of the reliefs themselves, in particular those of the "King's Gateway," representing a local monarch and the Crown Prince followed by the royal family, have revealed an entirely new aspect of this late Syrian art, which we may still provisionally term Hittite-Aramasian.

This first part of the Report was completed before the war, and in it Mr. Hogarth, with the co-operation of his lieutenants, Messrs. Woolley and Lawrence, has issued the opening plates of two series devoted to inscriptions and sculpture. The three pages of commentary relating to the plates are here wisely confined to details as to site and measurements; full discussions will come later. Meanwhile Mr. Hodgkiss gives us, in two very interesting chapters, a description of the mound of Jerabos, an account of earlier examinations of the site, a review of the evidence for its identification with Carchemish, and a sketch of the history of the city so far as it has yet been recovered.

The site of Carchemish has given rise to much discussion, and even now there is no positive proof of its identity with Jerabos. From the time of Benjamin of Tudela till about 1870 it was usually identified with Girassum; Hinsch in 1882 had placed it at Birejik, while others, including Maspero (1872) and Sir Charles Wilson (1884), were in favour of Membrin. Nothde, recognizing the necessity for a site on the river, suggested (1876) Qaṣṣet en-Nejn, some twenty miles east of Membrin. That both Maspero and Nothde should have ignored Jerabos is to be explained by the fact that no early traveller had recognized the site as that of a town earlier than the Seleucid or the Roman period. Hittite remains were first recognized there in 1874 by W. H. Skene, the British Consul at Aleppo, and two years later both he and George Smith, who had been sent out to prospect for sites by the British Museum, agreed that the site must be that of Carchemish. This view is now generally adopted, and has been accepted with reserve by Maspero. For the Assyrian and Egyptian records definitely prove that the city must be sought on the right or Syrian bank of the Euphrates, within about a day's march north or south of the mouth of the Sajur. As Mr. Hogarth points out, this stretch of the right bank has been well explored throughout, and the only site of pre-Christian times sufficiently large and provided with the necessary citadel and fortifications is Jerabos. The point will of course be decided when the hieroglyphic inscriptions are finally deciphered; the fact that, according to more than one system of interpretation, the name has been already read on different local monuments cannot yet be cited in confirmation of the current view.

Another of the problems which Mr. Hogarth discusses is the identity of the Roman-Syrian city, of which some of the streets could still be traced even before the excavations. Here again he gives strong reasons for accepting the current view, which would identify
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the later city with the Syriac Euphrasian. The classical references certainly indicate that this was a strong place on the Syrian bank of the Euphrates, at some point to the south of Birezik and north of Membij. In accepting the identification, Mr. Hogarth points out that it only involves an easy emendation of a figure in the ‘Pentangle Table,’ giving the Roman mileage from Zeugma (Birezik) of an unnamed point which probably marks the station of Euphrasian. Moreover, the name Jerahib (written by some Jerabib) may well be identified with Aherobios or Aherobios, the Syriac name of a town almost certainly identical with the Hellemistic and Roman Euphrasian. The name Jerabib, as Mr. Thompson and Dr. Cowley have both suggested, may perhaps be a degradation of Gorgama, the original form of the name Cecenewah. As for the form Jerabib, which is used locally only as a tribal name, Mr. Hogarth may well be right in thinking it may have been transferred from Membij (Harchapé) with some shift of population, whether Christian or Moslem. It was never a local place-name, but it bids fair to oust the true name Jerahib, since it has been adopted under the form Jerabib by the Baghdad Railway Company for the place of the same name.

The issue of this first part of the Report, with its admirable reproductions of some of the Hittite texts and its series of the bas-reliefs, demonstrates the soundness of Mr. Hogarth’s view as to the productivity of the site. Our thanks are due to the anonymous benefactor whose liberality rendered the excavations possible, and we can only hope that after the war the work, as well begun, will be brought to so successful a conclusion.

L. W. K.


It was at the Star and Garter, on the 17th of May, 1764, that a Committee of the Society of Dilettanti signed the instructions to the members of their First Expedition for the exploration of Ionia. The last part of The Antiquities of Ionia has been issued in the spring of 1916, and it is probable that there are few literary undertakings, except the Acta Societatis, that have been spread over a longer interval of time between their first inception and their conclusion. It must be added, however, that a part of that term was due to pure forgetfulness.

The new issue contains the conclusion of the results of the Second Dilettanti Expedition, of Gell, Gandy, and Bedford, which visited Greece and Asia Minor in 1812-1813. The results of that expedition already issued consist of the Unpublished Antiquities of Africa (1817); certain additional materials introduced in the second edition of Part I. (1821) and Part II. (1829) of the Antiquities of Ionia; and Part III. of the Antiquities issued in 1840. A second volume of Part III. was at that time in active preparation. But William Wilkins, the architectural editor, died in 1839, the attention of the Society was soon turned to Pembroke’s work at Athens, and the conclusion of Part III. was first put aside and then forgotten. Its rediscovery was due to Prof. Lethaby, who was asked to identify certain proofs of engraved plates in the Society’s archives, and who pointed out that the engravings in question were unpublished. Search being made, the metal plates were found in the safe custody of a long-established firm of copper-plate printers, and the present volume, edited, as well as fitting, by Mr. Lethaby, is the result.

Although plates prepared before 1849 to illustrate an expedition of 1812 are necessarily somewhat out of date, in 1916, everyone will be glad that the Society of Dilettanti should have decided to round off the history of their classic expeditions with the issue of the present Part. They will also sympathise with the hope expressed by the editor that the distinguished Society will continue to make contributions to classical archaeology.

U.S.—VOL. XXXVI.
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The first chapter is a narrative of the first and second expeditions. The second chapter is devoted to the temple of Artemis Leukophryne at Magnesia. A curious incident in the history of archaeological method brought about that no ground plan of the temple is supplied among the plates. The observations of the explorers made it pretty clear that the central intercolumniation was some 30-per-cent wider than the rest. This was not in accordance with the fixed ideas of Wilkins, who insisted on altering the plan and elevation to equalize the intercolumniations. The elevation, thus modified, is given in the volume, but the plan is wanting. The editor does not say whether no appropriate plate of the plan was found, or whether he thought it better to suppress it.

Apart from this eccentricity, it is interesting to compare the old elevation with the results obtained in Humann's excavations of 1891-1893, as published by Kohle and Watzinger (1903). The square bases of the columns, which were not recognized by the earlier investigators, materially affect the appearance. It is not surprising that they did not find the large central window and two small windows in the tympanum of the pediment. These, though strange to the eye, serve to relieve the large space of the tympanum, which is a recurring difficulty with the large Ionic temples, such as that of Artemis at Ephesus. The decidedly floral, accretional ornaments are also due to the later researches. The finely engraved plates of architectural detail in the old style are worked out in greater detail than those of Humann. They are not always in agreement, but it is clear that a considerable latitude of variation was permitted in the execution of the different columns.

The expedition of 1812 also visited the coast towns of Lycia, and a chapter is given to the theatre and rock tombs of Myra. This site was not reached by Chandler on the first expedition, but (under the erroneous title of "Patar") two views of the theatre of Myra by L. Meyer, Sir Robert Atkinson's draughtsman in the East, were inserted, without comment, as Plates 36, 37 of Part II. (1797). The rock tombs of Myra are also shown in an interesting series of plates, followed by others of Tlos, Anitipeus, and Phellus. The fourth chapter deals with Limus and Cumas. There is a plate of the large tomb in Limus with Doric inside, and two vignettes are given of archways in the walls of Cumas, originally designed for Part III.

The editor's fifth chapter deals with the Society's Third Ionian Mission, that of Pullin at Pera, Tavc, and the Smyrneum, and gives additional materials gathered from Pullin's note-books and reports. This is quite in place in a volume which sums up the Society's work in Asia Minor. On the other hand, it is difficult to see the relevance of pp. 18-21, which consist of miscellaneous notes on the Xanthian sculptures found by Fellows on ground never reached by the agents of the Society of Dilectants.


This is the second volume of Dr. King's celebrated work A History of Babylonia and Assyria, of which the first volume, called Sumer and Akkad, created such widespread interest. Produced in the same grand style and of no less abiding interest, it takes up the story of Babylonia at the period of the First Dynasty of Babylon, when, under the Assyrian kings, Babylon itself rose to be the metropolis of the empire.

But its chief use is for students of ancient history, and among these specialists like Assyriologists. When the war has died out even Germans will recognize that there are still Englishmen from whom it is possible to learn. It is true that the chief exploration of the ruins of Babylon has been done by Germans, but there is no account of their work to be found at once so intelligible and intelligent as Dr. King's review of Dr. Koldewey's excavations. The dry, bald facts of the German reports are made a living story. The toll expended was enormous, the time spent was long, the maps and plans are exact and painstaking, every detail was recorded and its significance accurately conjectured.
The result, however, was bewildering and even disappointing. Now it is set out in readable form, and if this book gave us nothing else we should owe a great debt to the author, who has seized the important points and given us a well-proportioned picture of the whole.

In the introductory chapter the writer estimates the significance, for the whole world of Searst Asia, of the Babylonian language and literature. Its comprehensive method of writing was adopted or adapted for many countries, from Elam to the Mediterranean, in Cilicia, Armenia, Palestine, even Egypt: by Aryan, Hittites, Medes and Persians. After a chapter on the recovery of the site and its excavation, the author devotes a chapter to the chronology. He there attacks the vexed question of the relation of Rim-Sin and the kings of Babylon to the fall of the Isin Dynasty, and, making use of a new discovery of Dr. A. T. Clay's and the work of Dr. Kugler, he is able with the utmost probability to fix the date of Hammurabi, the great law-giver of Babylon, and thereby to carry accurate chronology back to 2339 B.C. This is a great advance on the conjectural schemes which have hitherto done duty for chronology. It is in no way detracts from the merit of Dr. King's performance that the result is due to the discovery of new facts, for the essays of many scholars show that facts are by no means easy to deal with, especially when they do not fit theory.

The history passes in review all the most prominent events from the First Dynasty of Babylon down to the end of the Neo-Babylonian Empire with the capture of Babylon by Cyrus. It is certain that every statement may be accepted as reliable, and foot-notes everywhere give the latest authority. The penetration of the West Semites into the south of Babylonia even before they rose to supremacy in the north is established with certainty, and may lead to some revision of ideas as to their origin. These hardly came from Palestine into Babylonia; they are as much Amorites as the First Dynasty monarchs, and the claim to rule Amurrum may prove to be based on a conquest of South Babylonia as well as an invasion of Syria. The remarks upon Genesis xiv. deserve pondering.

The proof of a Sumerian occupation of Assyria settles a long-voiced question as to its early civilization. Some Assyrian characteristics may well be due to the Mitannic conquest.

The age of Hammurabi and its impress on the later civilizations are well discussed. What the Amorites forced on the older population is carefully worked out.

The Kassites ruled for nearly 600 years, but made small impression on the life of the people. The rise of the Hittite power and its relations to Babylonia and Egypt receive an ample and well-deserved discussion. The relations with Assyria form a long chapter, filled mostly with wars and a struggle for independence on the part of Babylonia, but the domestic life of the latter seems to have been little disturbed as a whole. Whether Babylonia could have dealt with other invaders after the fall of Assyria seems doubtful, but she received fresh blood and an access of power from the Chaldeans of the Sea-land, and when Nebuchadnezzar II. attained a position of importance which impressed the early historians as unrivalled. After a short discussion of the history of Babylonia under Persian and Greek kings, the book closes with a chapter on the cultural influence of Babylonia on Greece and Palestine.

The work is well written, clear, full, and judicious. It must long remain the standard. It is well illustrated by pictures of the objects referred to. It is enriched by an excellent Index and a valuable map of Babylonia, Assyria, and Mesopotamia, on which one can really find most of the important places.
The History of Miletus down to the Anabasis of Alexander. By Adelaide
Glenn Dunham, M.A. Pp. 14+153, with four Maps. Hodder and Stoughton, for
the University of London Press.

This little book is a revision of a thesis which was approved for the degree of Master of
Arts in the University of London. The writer describes her main object as being to
trace the influence of geographical and economic conditions on the development of
Miletus before Alexander's time; with its later history, and with the literature,
philosophy, and art of the city, since they have been fully treated elsewhere, she does not
attempt to deal. Her work is a compilation to which she has devoted considerable
patience, and it would be idle to deny that, in spite of the crudity which marks the
performance, it will be useful. Miletus could not have owed her importance to being
the port at the end of the great caravan route, since that position belonged rather to
Ephesus and Smyrna; and Miss Dunham shows very clearly—and it is the best thing
in her book—that the city's wealth was due to her favourable situation for sea-borne
commerce. It is curious, by the way, that in discussing the early connexion between
Crete and Caria, she ignores the evidence of the worship of Zeus at Labraunda. Careless
proof-reading is the cause of a remarkable collection of misprints; but 'Gulf of Barqyllisian'
(p. 1 and map 1), as we should say 'Stephanus of Byzantium,' cannot be the
printer's fault. There is no Index. It is a question whether theses approved by a
University should be allowed to pass through the press without some sort of supervision
by the examiners who are responsible for their approval. It is fair to say that London
is not the only English University where such slackness appears to be prevalent; one
remembers a certain Prize Essay on Calais under the English which recently provided
French historians with a fund of justifiable merriment.

Syria as a Roman Province. By E. S. Bocchus, M.A. Pp. viii + 304, with a

Bearing in mind the limited scope of this little volume—its author calls it a "sketch"—
one may fairly describe it as well planned, well written, and generally successful. Its
professed object is to give a brief account of the life and manners, the literature, and
antiquities of central Syria and Phoenicia in Roman times, with occasional references to
more southern districts, such as Palmyra, Commagene, and Roman Arabia. The task
thus outlined is no light one. But Mr. Bocchus's practised hand has the cunning
required for the due selection and arrangement of the salient facts. In the circumstances
the specialist need hardly turn to the book for light on any particular problem in which
he is interested, although he may sometimes find it serviceable as a handy and reliable
compendium. For the ordinary scholar, on the other hand, it should have a distinct
value. This value would have been greatly enhanced if the bibliography had been
constructed on more rational principles. As it stands, it is not easy to see what purpose
it is intended to serve. On what grounds, for instance, is Schiller's "Geschichte der
romischen Kaiserzeit" included, when Mommsen's "Roman Provinces" is omitted? Or
why mention Hay's "Marine Emperor Heligoladis," and yet say nothing of the
excellent English translation now available of "The Life of Porphyry of Gaza"? Truly
one is taken and another left. And who is helped by such a citation as "Many articles
in... Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopädie?"
NOTICES OF BOOKS


The papyri which form the subject of this part of the sumptuous catalogue of MSS. in the John Rylands Library were for the most part bought in Egypt by Prof. Hunt either immediately for Mrs. Rylands or for Lord Crawford, with whom collections they passed later to the Rylands Library. The two volumes here noticed form but a part of the whole catalogue of papyri; the documents of the Byzantine period being reserved for a third volume, which is not likely, however, to appear for several years yet.

The first volume consists entirely of theological and literary texts—or almost entirely, for one text (No. 12) is non-literary, being a vitellus or certificate of Pagan sacrifice, which is placed with the theological texts because of its religious interest. None of its contents is of first-rate importance, but there are many texts of considerable interest. Having been published five years ago, the volume is already familiar to students, and only a brief notice of the most noteworthy texts seems called for.

In the theological section there are early fragments of Hesiod (4th century) and the Epistle to Titus (2nd century), a sixth-century MS., unfortunately very imperfect, of the Nicene Creed, a Hymn to Christ, and two liturgical fragments, as well as other papyri.

In the section of New Classical Texts it may be noted that the first (No. 15), described as an Epic fragment, has been identified by Wilamowitz so from the Actia of Callimachus (see Hermes, xlvii. p. 471). A text of some interest, which would be of yet more were it complete, is a lament for a lover (No. 15), of the same type as the well-known “Maiden’s Lament” in P. Gren. i. 1; a conjectural restoration by Prof. Gilbert Murray is added. There are, among other works, two very small but interesting historical fragments (Nos. 18, 19) and a treatise on physiology forming part of a papyrus of which another portion is at Berlin, some texts relating to Homer (glossaries, etc.), an astronomical treatise, and a treatise ἡ ἐλες ἐν ἔνασμα παρείτε, which has an analogy in a very similar papyrus at Florence.

Among the extant classical authors there are of course the usual Homer fragments, the longest of them, which is also the longest in the volume, being a vellum codex of the Odyssey xii.-xxviii. xxi.-xxviii., dating from the third or fourth century. Of the others a comparatively large fragment of Demosthenes De fereone with an indifferent text, fragments containing an excellent text of part of Polybius XI from the same papyrus as some fragments at Berlin, and an interesting fragment of Cicero In Catilinam II with a word-for-word Greek translation, are the most noteworthy. Excellent facsimiles are given, and the name of the editor is sufficient guarantee of the quality of the editorial work.

The second volume, published towards the end of last year, consists of documents of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, with the exception of five texts of a literary or semi-literary character, none of them of much importance, which were presumably not recognized as such in the volume I. In this volume Prof. Hunt has been assisted by Mr. J. de M. Johnson of the Egypt Exploration Fund and by M. Victor Martin, a General scholar, who has done excellent research work in subjects connected with the administration of Graeco-Roman Egypt. He explains in the preface that the bulk of the work has fallen on Johnson and Martin, his own task being mainly that of supervision and revision. The volume may thus be regarded as the production, as far as the editing of a collection of texts is concerned, of these two scholars; and it is difficult to imagine a more satisfactory performance of the kind. The commentaries, which are very full, are a model of what editorial work should be, and the texts (most of which have translations attached) conform to the high standard set by the annual volumes of the
NOTICES OF BOOKS

Exploration Fund. Many of the documents are of considerable, some of unusual, interest; but the value of all is greatly increased by the commentary. A case in point is the commentary on 192 (b), relating to taxes on garden-land, which may without exaggeration be described as epoch-making, since these taxes have hitherto been very obscure and have frequently been misunderstood. The present commentary, which includes revised texts of several previously published papyri, among others a valuable Ghent papyrus re-edited in Appendix II, and an edict princeps of a British Museum document, not only clears up many obscure points but, by elucidating the principle on which the taxes were reckoned, gives the means of filling up lacunae in tax registers or receipts relating to these taxes which may hereafter be found. Several other taxation documents are also furnished with valuable commentaries; among them the commentary on No. 213, one of the carbonized papyri of Tanis, may be specially referred to. Several of these Tanis papyri, of which others are found in several other collections, and which are often peculiarly difficult to decipher owing to their charred condition, are included in the volume.

Speaking generally, the texts in this volume are of the usual kind; but it would be surprising if in so large a collection there were not much which gave new and valuable information. This is in fact the case. The most novel single text is perhaps the very interesting No. 57, relating to the election of a eschatol, who seeks to evade the burdensome office by offering himself as exarches. Several of the texts fall into groups; a noteworthy example is Nos. 124–132, a compact group of petitions written at Eunomia in the first half of the first century, and interesting therefore palaeographically as well as for their contents. The Ptolemaic documents are not intrinsically of special interest, but two or three of them are valuable palaeographically, notably Nos. 69 and 73, which date from the reign of the last Cleopatra.

The volume concludes with descriptions, often with full texts, of less important or less complete papyri, appendices, good indices, and 23 plates of excellent facsimiles, which, in view of the dates of many of the papyri included, are particularly valuable. The editors deserve the congratulations and thanks of all students of papyri on the completion of their task; and it is only matter for regret that the work should have been delayed to appear at a time so inauspicious as the present for such studies.


Criticism of this useful volume is difficult. When the class of reader for whom it is intended is kept steadily in view, for it would appear from the Preface that that class is extremely limited. The book forms one of a series the aim of which is to furnish a guide to the original documents and to recent criticism of the history of Egypt. The material is given in English translation in order that it may be readily accessible to students and readers who do not have that knowledge of classical and other languages which is essential for specialised research. We cannot help thinking that, if the editors look for large sales among that class of students whom they profess a wish to reach, they are likely to be disappointed. On the other hand, the disappointment of the non-classical historians searching these pages for 'sources of the history of Greece which are of prime importance for the understanding of Western civilization' (Preface, p. 1) will be immense. An anthology should surely preserve some of the fragrance of the flowers from which it has been chosen, and the reader without first-hand knowledge of Greek literature will find this volume rather puzzling.

If, for example, the student of civilization should wish to learn anything about the dress of the ordinary Greek he will not find the subject treated save as illustrative of luxury (p. 203); and although such subjects as 'Shaving' and the 'Make-up of Hetaerae' find a place, there seems to be no attempt made to collect passages which would give
some idea of the furniture and arrangements of a Greek house. These are subjects for which we might legitimately look; but we have failed to find them treated, and they are not referred to in the Index, which, with its six hundred odd entries, is palpably inadequate for a book of this nature and size. In the interesting account of the estate of a wealthy man like Demosthenes it would have been of advantage to give in terms of modern currency the annual income which the orator derived from his patrimony. Again, what sort of medical service did the Athenians enjoy? We have paragraphs on the progress of medical science, but the far more interesting question of practical application seems to have escaped notice, though it might have been illustrated from Sophocles, Thucydides, Plato, and Demosthenes, to give only the more obvious names that rise to the recollection. While writing of medicine, the note on hallucinosis as a cure for insanity (p. 623) catches our eye. Surely the case of Anticyrus in uncertain.

Once more, when we turn to the section on sculpture we may ask of what use a string of names from Pliny will be to the reader for whom this volume is professedly written. As the notes in this section are very scanty, the reader, unless he has expert knowledge, will get quite a wrong impression on several important points. That he should suppose from the order of Pliny's narrative that Pythagoras of Rhegium was a later artist than Polykleitos is not, perhaps, of material importance; but the well-known crux that Myron was "more diligent observer of symmetry" than Polykleitos surely demanded a note. The editors have rightly kept the text of Pliny as it stands, but they should have pointed out that he is recording a post-Ionian criticism antagonistic to the earlier Argive artist. "Numerosis" in the same sentence is translated by them as "more productive." Do they mean by this "creating more positions"—an amplification of "veritatem exploseris"? This seems to us not impossible as a translation and very good in sense. On this phrase the editors quote an explanation from Brunn. It would have been more to the point to have given references to the later work of Wickhoff and Lowery and to have shown how Myron was the first to break down the old law of frontality and show a body bending sideways. It is the failure to do this which makes us suspect that they do not understand "numerosis" in the sense indicated above.

Lastly, Calamis, in the absence of a note, will only be known to the readers of Pliny as a contemporary of Pyxiteles. Similarly, in the earlier part of the book, the non-classical reader would suppose that the narrative of Ephorus on p. 72 referred to Cretan customs in the Minoan age.

The fact is, a book of this nature is only useful to the expert, not to the student of other countries who wishes to get some idea of the debt which Western civilization owes to Hellenic ideals. For the latter purpose the spirit, not the dry bones, is the essential need. A combination of this book of extracts with such a volume as that written a few years ago by Mr. Stuart Jones to illustrate the History of Rome, or Mr. Zimmer's Greek Commonwealh, is what is required. If a choice has to be made, let the authorities go unheeded for this particular purpose.

At the same time we believe that, although bound to miss its intended mark, the book will be of unbounded value to the professional student or teacher of Greek history. The literary notes seem to us unequal, but political institutions, law, international relations, and certain aspects of finance are well illustrated, and liberal extracts are made from Thucydides and Aristotle. Especially meritorious is the inclusion of the whole of the pseudo-Xenophonian Constitution of Athens, that valuable document dating from the early years of the Peloponnesian war.

[The reviewer wishes to state that, in consequence of the war, the above has been written out of reach of books of reference. He has therefore felt obliged to omit many small points of interest which needed verification, but trusts that no injustice has been done to the authors by a broad rather than a detailed criticism of their work.]

Of this little book nearly 40 pages are occupied by the Greek Minister's Introduction, which we imagine must of our readers will find the most interesting part. There is a good reason for this, apart from the personality and good scholarship of the writer, for the Greek Theodore who became Archbishop of Canterbury in the seventh century, and of whom Stabius wrote: 'It is difficult, if not impossible to overstate the debt which England, Europe and Christian civilization owe to the work of Theodore,' is by far the most important figure in the whole history; and he is dealt with at length in the Introduction and not in the body of the book. So that the tail—if such a metaphor be allowed to apply to what comes first—appears to wag the dog. The book describes itself in its sub-title as a 'Short History of the Greek People in this Country from the Earliest Times to the Present Day.' Apart from the Introduction, however, four pages only are devoted to the period preceding the seventeenth century. It was doubtless difficult to collect the scattered information about the earlier period. To the crop of details which the authors will doubtless reap from reviews, we may contribute two.

The great scholar Mauus Chrysoloras visited England about 1405. And Namsor Naums of Coreys wrote a most entertaining work, the second book of which is concerned entirely with the British Isles. He came here in the suite of Gerald Vegetwixc of Havret on towards the end of the reign of Henry VIII, and accompanied the English army which invaded Scotland. That army, he says, included a number of Argives from Pelasgicama, under Thomas of Argos. The same Thomas was employed by Henry in his French war, about the same time. The Travels have been published, though not completely, by Caxner (1841) and Kydennardt (1885). It may be possible to discover from the records more details of this Argive embaditioner.
The Greek Tradition: Essays in the Reconstruction of Ancient Thought.
Svo. 1915.

The ten essays making up this volume range from particular authors, as Herodotus and Thucydides, to general discussions on such topics as Greek country life, Greek simplicity, Aeschylus and his hero. Mr. Thomson is well read, he has chosen interesting subjects, and he approaches them, as Prof. Murray claims for him, in the spirit of the new and vital Hellenism. Unfortunately, his work is unequal and imperfectly fused, alike in thought and in style, so that the general impression left on the reader is unsatisfactory. It may be suspected that though Mr. Thomson has done his best with the history of primitive cults and other branches of modern research he is at heart much more interested in pure literature as such. The most original study in the book is that entitled 'Mother and Daughter,' a dialogue attempting, in Mr. Thomson's words, 'to give form to the spirit of the Demeter myth without the use of unauthentic details...keeping constantly in mind the results of modern scholarship.' The idea is a good one, though the manner of its execution is somewhat anemic. Other interesting essays are those on Lucianus and 'Some thoughts on translation,' and many readers will be very grateful to Mr. Thomson for putting in their way the delightful prose idyll of Dion Chrysostom which forms the conclusion of 'Greek country life.'


These latest additions to the Loeb Classical Library, well produced and edited like their predecessors, are of very varied interest. While three out of the five English renderings are the work of contemporary scholars, the other two continue the excellent practice, previously begun with Watt's seventeenth-century version of Augustine, of offering the reader an earlier standard translation, revised and corrected where necessary by the editor's hand. Adlington's Apuleius first appeared in 1866, and its redundant periods and rich, unusual diction have been reproduced in a quite remarkable degree in reproducing the suggestions of its fantastic original, the genius of which, as Mr. Gasche justly points out in his Introduction, no age of our literature save the Elizabethan could have attempted to represent. As for Melmoth's version of Pliny's letters, which was written in 1746, it is beyond doubt one of the most wholly satisfactory translations in existence. No translator has ever had a more skilful, spiritual kinship to his original than Melmoth. Like Pliny, he made for himself a reputation as a polite letter-writer in an age which abounds in cultivated formal and courteous prose in general and the epistolary art. in particular. His rendering thus catches, by instinct almost more than by deliberation, the exact mentality and style of Pliny, and in its minor way remains as much a classic as its original.

It must be confessed that, save as regards literal accuracy, the three modern translators are no match for either Melmoth or Adlington, and as they have all three undertaken Greek authors, the J.H.S. reviewer feels that this constitutes a legitimate grievance. It is only fair to add that, of course, Pindar and the Homeric Hymns present quite exceptional difficulties, while a first-rate verse translation of Hesiod, though less impossible, would be by no means easy. Sir John Sandys and Mr. Evelyn-White have been content to render their respective authors into competent working prose, without attempting any special grace. The second volume of Mr. Harmon's readable
Lucian seems to be an improvement on the first, and he introduces his Americanism with happier effect, but his gem is at best sadly lacking in polish. Perhaps, however, full justice cannot really be done in English to Lucian, who should be reserved to occupy the leisure of M. Anatole France’s latter day.


Sir John Sandys has gone the right way about reducing the 1,629 pages and three volumes of his original work to their present compass, in that he deals almost as fully as before with the achievement of the more important scholars, but has omitted the lesser men altogether, as well as a large quantity of minor detail in the notes. The result is a readable survey of classical scholarship from Pausanias to Jebb and Mommsen, enlivened by twenty-six portraits and other illustrations. The chronological list of editions principalis has been taken over from the larger work, but it is rather a pity that room has not also been found for the useful date-tables of Greek and Latin authors.


Mr. Douer is an excavator of proved competence and experience, and his little book deserves the careful attention of all who are likely to follow in his footsteps. It is full of common-sense, and some of his general maxims cannot be too often repeated. His insistence on the supreme value of a knowledge of soils and on the necessity of constant supervision, and his warning against being misled by single objects—a specially dangerous snare—are cases in point. His practical hints, too, such as those on cleaning pottery and on matters photographic, will be helpful to many. More systematic and equally successful are his appendices on the use of the dumpy level and on triangulation. But why has he not dealt with the plane-table on similar lines? He does not even refer to this excellent method of carrying out a simple survey of an excavated site. And he might have mentioned the advantages which diagonal trenching presents, when time and money are limited; or the possibility of marking the objects themselves as an alternative to labelling them. In short, as is but natural, he writes with his eye on those happy Oriental lands where labour is cheap and funds reasonably ample, rather than on homely British ground where men are scarce and where little more than a pittance is available. His Index is excellent. But the undoubted brightness of his style is marred by occasional lapses into flippant irrelevancies, which should have been removed by the blue pencil of his editor.
TWO VASES IN HARROW.

[Plates VI., VII.]

By the kindness of Mr. B. P. Lascelles, I am able to publish two red-figured vases in the Harrow School Museum. The drawings are by Mr. F. W. Lambers. I must also thank Miss G. M. A. Richter, Mr. L. D. Caskey and Dr. Waldhauer for permission to reproduce vases in New York, Boston and Petrograd.

Plate VI. and Fig. 2 give the pictures on a neck-amphora with twisted handles (Fig. 1), one of those big black vases with a single figure on each side, which are characteristic of the ripe archaic period. It is No. 55 in Torr's Catalogue of the Harrow vases; a small, bad photograph of the obverse is given in the Burlington Club Catalogue, 1904, Pl. 95, No. H 54; rather better photographs in J.H.S. 30, Pl. 7. It is such a fine piece that I make no apology for returning to it.

Two Silens, one holding greaves and helmet, the other spear and shield: the armour may be their own, but it is more likely their master's; in either case they are going to follow Dionysus, as his squires, into the battle of Gods and Giants.

As I pointed out in J.H.S. 30, p. 50, the Harrow vase was by the Kleophrades painter, one of the leading artists of the ripe archaic age; I grouped two others with it: one in Munich (2316), Jahn 55: Lützow, Münchener Antiken, Pl. 29: J.H.S. 30, Pl. 8: A. Herakles; B. Centaur), one in the British Museum (E 270: Mon. 5, Pl. 10: A. rhapsode; B. flute-player). These two vases are not by pupils of the Kleophrades painter, as I was inclined to think, but by the master himself.

A fourth vase of the same shape and by the same hand came to light a
few years ago, the vase with the Struggle for the Tripod, New York 13. 233, published by Miss Richter in Bull. Metr. Mus. 9, p. 233, and after the same photographs, in our Fig. 3.

A fifth was at one time in the Roman market, but is now lost (Gerhard, A.V. Pl. 208: A, soldier with a helmet; B, soldier with a wrap). All five vases have the same mouth, and the same kind of pattern below the figures, one of the painter's favourite patterns. Four of them have the same uncommon kind of foot: the New York vase has the more ordinary foot of two degrees.

A sixth neck-amphora with twisted handles, also by the Kleophronides painter, is published in Fig. 4, Petersburg 412. The foot is lost; the mouth the same as before; the patterns different; below A, and on the neck of the vase just below the mouth, a hand of simple key pattern; below B, a variety of the egg and dot pattern, both favourites with our painter. The workmanship is more summary than in the rest of the series; for instance, there is very little relief-line in the heads.

A seventh neck-amphora with twisted handles, Würzburg 322 (Gerhard, A.V. Pl. 11: A, Poseidon; B, man) has the same mouth as the six already cited; the same foot as the Harrow, Munich, London and Bassuggio vases, the same key pattern on the neck as the Petrograd vase, and a key pattern below each figure, but it is by a different artist.

Parallel with the five vases first mentioned rains a group of three "Panathenaic" amphorae by the same hand, one in Berlin (2164: Gerhard, Tr. u. Gef. Pl. 21: A, Herakles; B, Poseidon); another in Leyden (J.H.S. 30, Pl. 6: A, Silen with a lyre; B, Youth with a harp); the third in Boston. In 1910, I doubted whether the Leyden and Boston vases were actually from the hand of the Kleophronides painter (J.H.S. 30, pp. 49-50): I see now that they are. The Leyden vase is somewhat roughly executed; the Boston vase is altogether finer. Fig. 5 gives a new drawing of it to supersede the old drawing in Gerhard, A.V. Pl. 275: the winner in the games is receiving the congratulations of his friend: his arm and leg are bound with fillets; he has been presented with a dead hare, a new oil-flask and a leather strap to hang it up by, and an excellent walking-stick; and his friend is bringing him a wreath.  

5 Owing to an unhappy accident, Figs. 8 A and 5 B are on a slightly smaller scale than Figs. 4 A and 5 A.
TWO VASSES IN HARROW

This is an appropriate place to make certain additions to the list of vases by the Kleophrades painter given in J.H.S. 30, pp. 28-48. I must say first that the vases which I then counted as school-pieces I now consider to be by the painter himself, with the exception of the vase signed by Epiktetos, No. 26b; and the pelike No. 26c, which I said might possibly be by our painter, but which I now see is not. That gives 42 vases by the Kleophrades painter and three more have already been added: the others are as follows. A total of 59.

(a) Neck-amphora with triple handles in Petrograd (609): A, two athletes with aconia; B, two Silens.

(b) Nolan amphora with triple handles in Oxford (273): B (the middle modern). Gardner, Asklepieon Vases, p. 24; A, discobolos and trainer; B, Artemis.

(3) Fragment, perhaps from an amphora of Panathenaic shape, in the Louvre (G 198 bis): head of a youth.

* I should like to make a few corrections of my article in J.H.S. 30, p. 28, note 5 (2): the four vases added are by one hand, but not the hand of the Tyszkiewicz painter. On the Tyszkiewicz painter, and on the painter of these four vases, see my article in A.J.A. 1916, pp. 147-152.

P. 46, No. 10. The contour of the hair is moused.

P. 30, No. 23 is part of a calyx-krater.

P. 31, No. 28a. Part of B is preserved, with a similar scene.

P. 35. on the Brygos cup. Correct from Miss Herford’s article, J.H.S. 34, pp. 106-113.

P. 40. No. 34. The foot does not belong.
(8) Vase formerly in the Canino collection: drawings in the Berlin apparatus. 16, 17, 1. A, youth in himation leaning on his stick r., with tablet and stylus; B, youth in himation, head frontal. The vase is described on the drawing as an 'antéram, nai(ara)', in the register as a pelike: it may have been an amphora of Panatheniac shape.

(a) Pelike in Copenhagen: A, woman with oinochoe and flower; and seated youth with phiale and stick; \(\kappa\alpha\lambda\nu\sigma\varepsilon\nu\): B, athlete embracing a pillar, and athlete folding his cloak.

(Q) Pelike in Girgenti (341): A, Jahrbuch 8, p. 183. A, seated youth; on the ground, a pelike.

(o) Stamnos in the Memorial Hall at Philadelphia (99, 204). A, Bull. Pennsylvania Museum, October, 1906, p. 55 = A.J.A. 1907, p. 119. A, Herakles and the Lion; B, Theseus and the Bull: on each side, \(\kappa\alpha\lambda\nu\sigma\varepsilon\nu\): Bold and good.

(\(\theta\)) Hydria-Kalpis, with the picture on the shoulder, in Rosen (25). Two Silens assaulting a sleeping Menad: \(\kappa\alpha\lambda\nu\sigma\varepsilon\nu\). No. 27 in the Bengnot sale catalogue. A very fine piece.

(i) Hydra-Kalpis, with the picture on the shoulder, in the Castellani collection at Rome. Herakles and the Lion: \(\kappa\alpha\lambda\nu\sigma\varepsilon\nu\). Mentioned in J.H.S. 31, p. 280, note 1. Grand drawing.

(x) Hydra-Kalpis, with the picture on the body, in the Castellani collection at Rome. Youth offering a hare to a boy.

(X) Fragment of a calyx-krater in the Cabinet des Médailles (459). Arming.

(\(\mu\)) Fragments of a calyx-krater in Baron Giudice's collection at Girgenti: made up, with large modern additions, into a complete vase. A, (1) male in himation leaning on stick r.; (2) woman r.; (3) woman leaning r. (led by?) (4) male in himation standing frontal, in L. stick; (5) woman r.: \(\kappa\alpha\lambda\nu\sigma\varepsilon\nu\). B, there remain a figure in chiton and himation moving r., and a woman moving r., looking round.

(e) Fragment of a volute-krater in the Cabinet des Médailles (863): on the neck, youth arming.


Drawings of a, \(\beta\), \(\gamma\), \(\theta\), \(\lambda\), \(\xi\), and a photograph of \(\epsilon\) (B only) will be found in the new Oxford Apparatus.

II

Pl. VII. 2 is taken from the oinochoe Harrow 56. The shape (Fig. 6), a development from an earlier type, is common in the ripe archaic and earlier free periods, rare later. The subject is a boy holding a hoop, with the inscription \(\lambda\varepsilon\kappa\gamma\alpha\lambda\varepsilon\iota\): part of his right breast and part of his penis are missing. The lowest section of the left shin-line is marked as brown in the plate, but it ought to be black like the other sections.
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There are two other oinochoae of the same shape and by the same hand. One is Cambridge 104 (Ernest Gardner, Fitzwilliam Vases, p. 67), which has a woman on it, holding an oinochoe and phiale, with the inscription ΑΠΕΙΣΒΙ; the other, No. 97 in the Thorvaldsen Museum at Copenhagen, bears a figure of Athena, holding spear and helmet, with the inscriptions retouched but I think authentic, ΑΛΕΓΕΙΑΣ and ΑΛΕΓΗ.

The figures on these two vases are two clothed women: the naked boy on the Harrow vase will compare more easily with the naked Silen in Pl. VII. 1, which comes from an oinochoe in New York (12. 229. 13). The New York vase is fragmentary, but nothing is missing of the picture: the shape was the same as that of the Vienna vase figured in Masner's Catalogue, p. 48, a shape rarely used by potters: only ten examples are known to me. The subject is also a rare one, for the Silen is holding a pair of harters, and beside him are a pick and a discus with an owl painted on it: and it is seldom that Silens come into the palaestra.

The painter of these four vases is one of the minor artists of the ripe archaic period. His small vases are his best. I suppose the Harrow vase is his most pleasant work. A favourite shape of his is the column-krater, but only one of his column-kraters deserves praise, a vase in Berlin (Arch. Anz. 1890, p. 89) with a nicely-composed group of a sylph boy, perhaps Achilles, and a winged lady, perhaps Thetis, coming up behind him to pet him. He made a specialty of cheap neck-amporae with two figures on the front and one on the back, a reserved line below each picture, and sometimes tongue pattern above them, the rest of the vase black: they are dull things if you except the Schwerm vase for its pretty motive, a Silen playing with a fawn. That he painted a calyx-krater from time to time is shown by a fragment in Athens, and there is a small Panathenaeic amphora by him in Berlin. I should call him the painter of the Harrow oinochoe. His works are the following:

1. Column-Kraters.
   (a) the pictures not framed.
   2. Girgenti, Baron Gindice. A, youth in baton, leading a calf.
   B, man.
      A, Symposium: man with phiale: B, youth.
      B, Small.
   (b) the pictures framed.
7. Rome, Villa Giulia (Helsig: 1797 b). A, youth offering a purse to a woman, with two Erotes; B, two komasts.

8. Grgenti, Baron Giudice. A, youth grasping and soldier guiding his sword on, with a man an old man, and a woman; B, two youths and two men.


(c) Fragments.

10. Athens, Acropolis G 198. Man with kerykeion, woman, old man, youth and another figure; B, parts of four figures.
11. Athens, Acropolis G 171 (head of youth).

The column-krater with Theseus and Poseidon, in the collection of Princess Tricase, (Röm. Mitt. 9. Pl 8) seems to be by this painter: but I have not seen the original.

II. Calyx-krater.

13. Athens, Acropolis G 10, fragment. (Lyre: youth)

III. Neck-amphorae.

(a) With twisted handles.

16. Corneto. A, youth leaning on stick, touching the breast of a woman who holds a flower; B, youth.
17. Vatican. A, man and boy; B, youth.
19. Louvre G 222. A, man standing on a platform, and man; B, youth.

(b) with triple handles.
23. Petrograd 605 (Stephanii 1640). A, youth with purse, and woman; B, woman.
25. Louvre G 208. A, Silen and Menad; B, Dionysos and Menad.
26. Louvre G 207 bis. A, Silen and Dionysos; B, Menad.

(c) With ridged handles.
29. Schwerin 1293. A, Silen shaking hands with a fawn; B, Silen.
(d) the handles lost.
31. Louvre G 207. A, Dionysos and Silen; B, man.

IV. Amphora of Panathenaic shape.

V. Fragment of a large vase.
33. Leipzig, from Cervetri. Man (in himation, leaning on stick r, r. hand on hip) and youth.

VI. Oinochoai.

VII. Shape unknown (column-krater ?).
Drawings of 23 (B only), 32 (A only) and a photograph of 36, in the Oxford Apparatus.

J. D. Beazley.
APOLLO AND ST. MICHAEL: SOME ANALOGIES.

1.—THE FOUNDATION LEGEND OF THE SHRINE OF APOLLO SMINTHEUS.

On the coins of Alexandria Troas of Roman date we find certain types, which are evidently related to the story of the foundation of the Smintheion; as well as another which may refer to the foundation of the city itself. They have been discussed at length by Wroth. The most remarkable (Fig. 1, a) shows on the left a grotto, surmounted by a cultus-statue of

![Image of coins]

**Fig. 1.—Coins of Alexandria Troas.**

Apollo Smintheus; within the grotto is another statue, precisely similar, but lying on the ground. Before the grotto stands a herdsman, holding a pedum in his left hand, and raising his right in a gesture which, as Wroth says, may be interpreted as expressing either adoration or surprise. On the right, a bull is seen running away, as if terror-stricken; with its head turned back

---

1 E.M.C. Troas, etc., pp. 86 ff.; cp. Jahn and Blomer, Griechische Münzen, p. 834. To avoid possible misconception, it may be observed that, though the statue of Apollo Smintheus represented on the coins was the work of Scopas, the legends must first have grown up round an earlier cultus-figure. The coin-engraver of Roman date, however, in illustrating the legend, has naturally represented, not the primitive figure, long disappeared, but the one which he knew.
towards the cavern. It would seem that some local legend connected with the discovery of the statue of the god is here portrayed. The engraver appears to have variously blended two incidents of the legend—first, the chance finding in a cavern of the statue of Apollo Smintheus by a herdsman—next, the setting up of a statue for worship in a place of honour over the cavern. On other coins of Alexandria Troas a herdsman—who is evidently the same herdsman—is represented in the presence of a divinity who appears to be Apollo—and he often appears standing beside the feeding horse that occurs frequently as a coin-type of Alexandria Troas (Fig. 1, d).

Wroth continues: "The type of an eagle holding a bull's head in its talons" (Fig. 1, b) "has been explained by Leake...as referring to some foundation-legend of the same character as the legends told of the Syrian Antioch and Nicomedea, according to which, when a founder (i.e. Seleucus I or Nicomedes I), undetermined as to the site of his intended city was sacrificing to some deity, an eagle carried away the head of the victim and deposited it on the future site. From the appearance of this type as a symbol in the "field" of certain coins (Fig. 1, e) representing the Emperor sacrificing to Apollo Smintheus, it may be inferred that the foundation-legend of Alexandria Troas was in some way connected with that divinity."

The "same way" presumably means that the eagle was said to have carried off the bull's head from a sacrifice which Antigonus was offering to Apollo Smintheus, and deposited it on the site of the future city of Alexandria. The inference is plausible enough. But this by way of digression, for we are concerned with the foundation not of Alexandria but of the Smintheion, at Chryss near Hamaxites.

Most of the literary references are concerned with explaining the appearance of the mouse or rat as the attribute of Apollo. As they have all been conveniently collected by Dr. Farnell, I need not recite them here. Nor do I intend to make more than a passing reference to the explanation of the rodent as the plague-rat. Whether the attribute of

---

* Cults of the Greek States, vol. 1v, p. 448.

I may mention here J. Y. Grubenmann's monograph *Apollo Smintheus u. die Bedeutung der Mone in der Myth. der Indogermanen* (Preg. 1882), which proceeds on the theory that mice are "Gewitterwesen," and Apollo a storm-god like Thunder and Water. Mr. A. E. Cook calls my attention to a curious instance of the mouse (or rat) as a foundation-animal. Harrach's "Pompeii," fig. 32 (P.E.P., ii. 214) "Apollor Vih in Pompei. Epistulae de usu muris, alioquin graphic loci... in urbem Apollonem: opus Steph. Byz. n. n. "Apollo...Socundit...aut Apollin...talis...ut summa...in..."...summa..."...in..."...summa...in..."...summa..."...summa..."

* "Apollo connected with Aspis": The mouse or rat kept below the altar in the Smintheion were white. I take this opportunity of gratefully acknowledging the many helpful suggestions which have been made to me by Mr. Cook in the course of this investigation.

* The whole question will, I hope, be thrashed out by Mr. P. X. Uss, who very kindly placed his notes at my disposal. I may refer also to Dr. Louis Samuel's articles in the Times for Jan. 31 and Feb. 4, 1911 for the description of rats; and, for a very full treatment of the archaeology of plague to Dr. Raymond Crawford's *Plague and Pestilence in Literature and Art* (Oxford, 1914).
Apollo was a rat, or a field mole, I have no hesitation in saying that it is as the instrument of plague that the animal is associated with Smintheus. As Dr. Crawford points out, even mice that destroy crops cause famine, and the association of typhus (which the ancients would class as plague) with famine is historically notorious. There is a striking passage in Strabo which illustrates this:\footnote{a} "οἱ οὖν τὸν μῦνον πλῆθος λαοῦ (τῶν Ἱβηρίων), ἐφ' οὗ καὶ λοιμοὶ καὶ νόσοι πολλακεῖς ἐκελεύθησαν. συνόει β' ἐν τῷ Κανταβρά τούτῳ τοῦ Ῥωμαίων, ὡστε καὶ μοῦθος ἄρνοθαί μοιθροῦντας πρὸς μέτρον ἀποτελέσαν, καὶ ἄρνοθαί μοιλίς προστελμέθη, καὶ καὶ ἄλλοι σπάνοι καὶ σίποι. In the same way, pestilence might follow on the famine caused by a visitation of locusts, and it would be probably owing to his intervention as plague god on the occasion of such visitations that Apollo earned his title of Παραστής. At Taranto near Sangessa in 1421 it was St. Michael who delivered the people from a plague of locusts.\footnote{b} The special connexion of Smintheus with the plague is further indicated, as Mr. Ure reminds me, by the coincidence that in Rhodes we find a cult of Apollo Λάμβνος and a festival Sminthia and a month Sminthios. On the evidence of the fragment of Aeschylus' *Sycylus* (235) \footnote{c} ΛΑΛ' ἀρνοθάι τις ἐκεῖ σμινθός, ὡς ἔργον, it has been maintained that the σμινθός was a μῦς ἀρνοθάς, although the very use of the epithet suggests that σμινθός by itself does not mean field mouse. Finally, there is, I believe, considerable dispute amongst naturalists as to the period when the rat first made its appearance in the West.\footnote{d} But there has not, I believe, been any serious discussion by them of the Egyptian evidence, from which it would appear that rats were well known and distinguished from mice in antiquity.\footnote{e} If so, it is incredible that they should not have found their way on shipboard to Greek lands.

For my present purpose the important passage among the authorities on the Sminthion is the Scholiast on *Iliad* I. 39: ἐν Χριστῳ, πόλει τῆς Μυσίν, Κρινος τοις ἱερεῖς δρ τού θείων Ἀπόλλωνος. τούτῳ ἐργαιθεὶς ὁ θεὸς ἔπρεπον αὐτῷ τοῖς ἄγροις μίας, αἰτὼν τοῖς καρπῶι κλυμαμαυτός. Βουλθεὶς δὲ ποτὲ οὗτος αὐτῷ καταλαμβάνει, πρὸς Ὀρδήν τοῦ ἀρχινοθάοντος αὐτοῦ παρεγένοτο, παρ' ἐκεῖθεν, ὁ θεὸς ἐπέπέμπη τοῖς κακῶι ἀπαλλαξεὶς, καὶ δὴ παραμείνῃ τοῖς τῶν μισθοῖς ἀπελπισμένοις ὑπὲρ ἐκείνου τῶν ἐπιφανείων αὐτῶν ἀλλάζει τὸ Κρινίδ. oὐ γενομένους ὁ Κρινος ἱερεῖς ἑροῦσα τῷ θεῷ, Σμινθία αὐτῶν προσαγορεύεται, ἕπειδη κατὰ τὴν ἐχθροῦν

\footnote{a} ii. 4, 18 (U. 165).
\footnote{b} A. A. 28 Sept. 29, p. 86.
\footnote{c} W. Scottish, in *Journ. Soc. Ecom. dad*, 1888, vol. in. p. 81, says that, according to Heln H. Rider, the rats of Rome passed into Europe at the time of the Punic Wars, and I do not doubt the authenticity of the migrating Asiatic fleas on their journey westward. The brown rat is a much later comer. O. Keller, *Asiatic Voyage*, 1869, p. 294 f., finds no evidence for the rat in civilized Europe before the twelfth century, though he feels sure that it was known long before that time throughout the Eastern Roman Empire, including the Exarchate of Ravenna, under the name of *vottin*. Its home was Middle Asia; and I find it difficult to believe that it cannot have been known at an early period in Asia Minor.
\footnote{d} Cf. for instance, Andrew Lang, *Cats* and *Men*, p. 133. Keller, loc. cit., says that the alleged rats in ancient Egyptian sculpture are neither *vottins* nor *c稗senius*, nor even *s. aegyptiaca*; but he does not say what the rants are.
\footnote{e} Umore (1888), i. p. 11.
Apollo and St. Michael: Some Analogies

It seems to me, as to Dr. Leaf, who first called my attention to the subject, that there can be no shadow of doubt that the hersman of the coins described above is Ordes, the ἀρχιβασιλέας of Kritos. The difficulty, if it is a difficulty, that the priest Kritos seems to have been a large owner of cattle, disappears when we realise that the herd very probably belonged not to him but to the god. In him and in his chief hersman we see the mythical type of the sacred officials known as Βουκίλαι. It should be noted in this connexion that Imhoof-Blumer in describing the coins that illustrate the discovery of the Smintheion took the animal for a horse. Wroth pointed out that on the specimens known to him it was clearly a bull. But a grazing horse is so constantly associated on Troad coins with Apollo that there would be nothing surprising if it did take the place of the bull in some versions of the story.

Fig. 2.—Coins of Gargara.

The Troad Apollo may well have bred horses as well as bulls. That the hersman, in any case, was a hersman of horses as well as bulls, is clear from the coins on which he is represented grazing a horse. The coins of Gargara in the Troad (Fig. 2) seem to throw some light on this point. The chief god of Gargara was certainly Apollo; his head furnishes the type for the obverse of all the coins from the fifth to the third century B.C. The reverse types in this period are a grazing bull, a galloping horse, a ram's head or a wheel. It is only in the period after 133 B.C. that other types come in, such as the lion of Kybele. The wheel is probably solar; the connexion of the ram with Apollo is well-known; it is therefore highly probable that the two remaining types are also Apolline.

That the Apollo of the Troad was a god of hers and also of the plague, we are reminded by the story that he served Laomedon as his hersman, and

* Cfp. Ker, in Pauly-Wissowa, iii. 1097, who speaks without qualification of an ἀρχιβασιλέας of Apollo Smintheus.
that when, after Apollo and Poseidon had built the walls of Pergamon and their treacherous master refused the reward they had earned, they punished him, Poseidon by sending a monster out of the sea, and Apollo by sending a pestilence.

However this may be, it looks as if the coins of Alexandria represent a slightly different version from the Scholiast, or supply an episode which he has omitted; for it would seem that Ordos was guided (perhaps by the runaway bull) to the cavern where he found the statue of the god ready for worship, and only requiring to be set upright.

Another scene from the foundation-legend seems to me to be recorded on the coins (Fig. 1c, f) which represent Apollo seated in conversation with another person, with a three-legged table (not a Delphic tripod) between them, and the herdsman in the background. On one specimen Apollo holds an uncertain object (possibly a bundle of arrows), on another his bow is clearly seen. The second figure is accompanied by a dog. I cannot help thinking that this represents Apollo being entertained in the house of the herdsman. But the figure seated opposite to him is unexplained, unless we suppose that some version of the myth represented Krinis as being brought face to face with Apollo in the herdsman’s house.

2.—CATTLE IN FOUNDATION-MYTHS.

If the bull, as I have suggested, was the guide of Ordos to the cave of Apollo, we have here only one more instance of that type of foundation-myth in which an animal serves as a means of communication between the prince-founder, in search of a site, and the god. The use of bulls or cows for this purpose has been dealt with by Mr. A. B. Cook, and it is interesting to note that, in most of the instances collected by him, the bull or cow is connected with Helios or Apollo. Thus the Cretans are said to have called the sun the “Adrionian bull” on the ground that, when he changed the site of his city he led the way in likeness of a bull. One of the stories of the foundation of Ithum was that Ias was told by an oracle of Apollo to find a city wherever he saw one of his cows fall; and it was likewise a Delphic oracle that

---

18 The turns that the bull is running in the opposite direction, and that the cavern has already been discovered by Ordos, need afford no ground for hesitation, if we remember the way in which the earlier stages of a story were constantly combined in our composition in ancient art.


20 A Delphic tripod is almost invariably shown in profile, but in this case there is an attempt to give a view of the flat top of the piece of furniture. It is evidently a light table of the sort illustrated in Schreiber-Anderson, Atlas, Pl. 86, Figs. 2, 8. On one of the coins there is an attempt to show objects lying on the table-top.

commanded the foundation of Thebes on the spot where a cow should lie down. The use of kine by the Philistines in sending home the Ark is adduced by Hopf as an instance of the deliberate use of such animals as guides.

The same writer gives the following instances from Northern legend of cattle as divine guides: kine in a Swedish legend indicate the place where a church is to be built; cows suckling calves indicate the site for a church; a black bull the site for a castle. Oxen point out the place where a wooden cross, which has floated thither on water, is to be set up, and an ox the site on which the monastery of Oechsenhausen is to be built.

English mythology provides two or three legends of the same type. One is concerned with Ramsey Abbey, another with Durham Cathedral. The founder of Ramsey was Ailwin, an alderman of East Anglia, who had long suffered from gout. His fisherman Wulfget had a vision of St. Benedict, who told him to cast his net and take the biggest of the fish called hakelol to Ailwin, and tell him to accept it as a gift from the Saint, and found a monastery on the Isle of Ramsey in honour of Mary the Mother of Mercy and St. Benedict and all Holy Virgins. He is to choose the site by seeing where his cattle lie down at night, and where the bull when he rises strikes the earth with his right foot, there he is to erect his altar. As a token, St. Benedict makes Wulfget's finger crooked, and tells him that Ailwin will make it straight again. Ailwin, on receiving the message, straightens the finger, and goes to the island. On reaching it, he is at once cured of the gout, and finds his cattle lying in the form of a cross with the bull in the middle, and the bull indicates the altar-site with his right foot in the predicted way.

Ailwin, like Krimis, was an owner of cattle, and the vision appeared not to him, but to his fisherman, as Apollo manifested himself not to Krimis but to his chief herdsman.

As to Durham, the tradition is well-known that, as the carriage bearing the coffin of St. Cuthbert was approaching the present site of Durham, it was suddenly arrested. After prayer and fasting, it was revealed to Eadmer that the saint should find his last resting-place at Dunholme. The place, by this name, was unknown to the bishop and his attendants, who wandered about for some time in search of it. The discovery was accidentally made by hearing a woman who was seeking her cow, say that it had strayed in Dunholme.

15 I owe the first two references to Mr. C. R. Peters.
17 W. Hutchison, Hist. of Durham, i. p. 285. He says the story is not vouched for by any monastic writer, though it is in a sense confirmed by the representation of the cow and her attendants on one of the towers of the Cathedral. It is briefly mentioned in the Rites of Durham (1693, Surtees Society, vol. 197, p. 57): 'Revolution had they to carry him to Dunholm. And as they were going, they had intelligence by a woman seeking her kewe, whereat that Dunholm was.'

S.T.—Vol. XXXVI.
It was a white cow, again, that guided Willfrid, archbishop of Canterbury, to the spot where

In Clint, in Cowbage, Kenelm, king born,
Lieth under a thorn,
His head off shorn;

so that the body of the martyred king was dug up. The healing well of St. Kenelm afterwards sprang up in the same spot.19

Guadalupe in Spain has a wonder-working image of Our Lady which was discovered in the following manner.20 About 1317—1322 a cow-herd of Cáceres lost a cow. Going in search of it for three days he at last reached the site of the present monastery, where he found the animal dead. Thinking to save the skin, he began by making the usual cruciform incision on the breast of the carcass, whereupon it suddenly started up alive. To the man in his confusion Our Lady appeared, and bade him take his cow back to the herd, and go home and tell the priests that they should come and dig in that spot, and they would find in an ancient grave an image of Her. Which accordingly came to pass.

Analogies to the yoke of kine employed by the Philistines are found in various mediaeval legends. The site of a chapel of Sainte Noyale of the Morbihan was indicated by two young bulls fresh to the yoke; the grave and site of the shrine of St. Jugon, in the same district, by two oxen, similarly unbroken; and two unbroken young heifers carried the statue of St. Catherine, which had been discovered under a great stone, to the site of her chapel, two oxen having refused the task.21

3.—THE LEGEND OF MTE. GARGANO.

Most pertinent to the present question, however, are two legends, concerned with shrines of the Archangel Michael. It is not necessary for our purpose to go into the question of the date of the alleged apparition of St. Michael which led to the foundation of the famous shrine in the grotto on Mt. Gargano. For a tedious discussion of that question reference may be made to the work of the Bollandists,22 where the earliest versions of the legend are also discussed. It does not matter, from the present point of view, whether the events are supposed to have

---

19 See the story in Carter's Golden Legend, July 17.
21 All these are given by P. Sibillot, Le Pellegrino de France, 1887, (cf. p. 116. They remind us of the wild bulls of the wicked queen Lupe of Galicia, which, turned by the sign of the cross, brought the body of St. James the Greater to her palace; so that she was converted and turned her palace into a church of St. James and finished her life in good works (Jacoba de Voragines, Leg. Aur. ed. Gnesen, p. 425).
22 AA. SS., Sept. 29, pp. 60 ff. Gothelin's criticism on the futility of the discussion (Culturwissenschaft Sud-Italiens, p. 69-79) is not undervalued. What is important in such matters is the date when the legend took shape, and that, Gothelin maintains, must have been in the second half of the seventh century.
happened in the late-fifth or early sixth century, and whether it was a Gelosius or a Pelagius who was Pope at the time. For the same reason I quote the legend not from the text given by the Bollandists, but from the Golden Legend of Jacobus de Voragine, which had such an enormous vogue that it is a better indication of popular belief than anything else of the kind. He writes: Apparitio ipsius angelorum multiplex est. Prima, qua in monte Gargano apparuit. In Apulia namque est quidam mons nomine Garganus juxta civitatem, quae dicitur Syrponus. Anno autem domini CCCC in praedicta urbe Syrpono erat quidam vir nomine Garganus, qui secludam libris a monte illo nomen accipserat, vel a quo mons ille nomen accepserat, qui ovium et bovinum infinita multitudo pollebat. Cum autem circa praedicti montis latera pascuntur, contigit quendam taurum alio relieque at verticem montis conscendere. Cum domum alias redemptibus non redisset, collecta dominus multitudo famulorum per devia quaecumque requiresse ipsum tandem in vertice montis juxta ostium eopusnum speluncae invenit. Permutatus itaque, cur solivagus insuleret, mox in ipsum sagittam exsticam dixit, sed statim voluit a vinto retorta ipsum, qui jecerat, reparassit. Turbari super hoc eives episcopum aduent et super re; tam stupenda ipsum requirant. Qui triduum ejusmundum iis indixit et a Deo quareendum esse admonuisset. Quo peracto sanctus Michael episcopus apparuit dicens: sciatis, hominem illum voluistite ma supulo esse perassum; ego eum sed Michael archangelus, qui locum hunc in terris incolere tuitumque servare statuens hoc voluit prehabe inducito, ipsum me loci inspectorem esse atque custodem. Statimque episcopus atque eives cum processione locum aduent et ingredi non praesumentes orationem praes foribus insanum.

For the time nothing more seems to have been done, but the subsequent intervention of St. Michael on behalf of the Sipontines and Beneventans in a battle with the heathen Neapolitans raised the question whether a regular cult should not be established on the sacred spot. The bishop had a vision of the Saint, who revealed to him that he himself had built and dedicated the church there; and in fact, when the bishop and people entered the cave next day, they found a large underground church with three altars and a spring of sweet and healing water.

The place became a famous resort of pilgrims, the cures wrought by its waters being many and famous.

Garganus Mons appears to be identical with the λόφος β. ὄνωμα

---

22 Ed. Grasses, pp. 643 sqq. The representation of the legend of Mt. Garganus is not very common in art. There are of course the three apparitions of the saint represented on the bronze doors of the church itself (see below, p. 138). The scene where Garganus shoots the bull is given in a fine fourteenth-century illumination of the Tuscan school (Bréa, Mus. Add. Ms. 33, 255 B). The same arrow is represented in flight three times, towards the bull, turning in the air, and returning.

* I take this to be a reminiscence of the function of St. Michael as high-priest, which has its roots in a Jewish conception. See W. Lachen, Michael, pp. 91-100.
Δαιος of Strabo (VI. 3. 9. C. 284), and it is significant that on the summit was a shrine of Calchas; those who consulted the oracle there sacrificed a black ram and slept on the fleece thereof. This oracle of the seer, whose gift of prophecy, as Homer tells us, was due to Apollo, may very possibly have been in the same cavern, which afterwards served for St. Michael. Strabo it is true does not mention any healing spring in connection with the shrine of Calchas; and the shrine of Podaleirios which he describes in the next sentence, as having a ποτάμιον πύακες προς τας τού θερματων ρύσιν can not be brought into connexion with it, since this second shrine was low down near the foot of the mountain.

However this may be, the essential elements in the foundation-legend are the guiding of the owner of a herd to the sacred spot by one of his cattle, and the discovery of a sacred cavern, ready installed for worship. For the episode of the arrow which returns and smites the man who loosed it or ordered it to be loosed is common to too many mediaeval stories of the Saints to be significant; and we may regard the intervention of the Bishop and the Pope as intended merely to add official weight to the narrative.

That there is some analogy between this legend and that of the Smintheion, if it be admitted that the running bull on the coins of Alexander has been rightly interpreted, it seems to me impossible to deny. Of course it is easy to submit it to destructive criticism, and whistle

---

23 Both at the shrine of St. Michael on Mt. Gargano and at Monte St. Michel there are stories of 'persecution,' but I doubt, from the nature of them, whether they can be regarded as cases of incursion. In 1022 the Emperor-Saint Henry II visited Mt. Gargano and obtained permission to remain in the church during the night, which Mass was celebrated by angelic ministrants. One of these approached him to give him the Bible to kiss and trembled him as a sign, with the result that his thigh was permanently withered. (Gretser, Opere, vol. x. pp. 529-521; cp. J. A. Hesbert, Brit. Mus. Catel of Romanes, vol. li. pp. 390, 398). At Mont St. Michel a man who spent the night in the church suffered the penalty of death; see Huygens, Hist. ps. de l'Abbaye de Mont St. Michel, 1872), i. p. 40. There is also a story of the leader of the Saracens who, on an expedition against Comana, spent the night in a church of St. Michael, and saw in a vision an old aunt who announced his imminent death and asked him on the top with his staff. The Saracen had previously uttered threats against the city of St. Peter; and on making inquiries desired that it was that Saint who had appeared to him. E. Grubin (Die Culturgeschichte Ost-Italiens, 1886, p. 84) treats the evidence cavalierly, though the narrator says the apparition was St. Peter, the place and the blow with the lance, he maintains, show that originally Michael was intended. The word used for the weapon by John the Deacon (Prefatio, S. Severus, in Walz, Serv. Hieron Lampebold, 1878, p. 425) is oeculamos. But it was not necessary for Gotham so to corrupt his translation in order to prove a corruption of the legend; for after all, Michael, as he himself remarks (p. 66), in early art and literature wields normally not a lance but a staff or sceptre. For instance it is with a πασμα that he works his miracle at Chama, and it is a sceptre that he carries in the splendid ivory of the British Museum.

34 Wenz in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, s.v. Garganos moos, speaks misleadingly of 'die Orakelheiligtum des Kalchas und Podaleirios,' and others have also run the two shrines into one. In Strabo they are quite distinct; and the Solstitial to Lycephon, Alex. 1047, only says: γαρ δυτικα τησ μεθαρατος του Ποδαλείρου συ τραπει ανεπτυχος της κοιμησιας του Καλχαίς. E. G. St. Christopher and St. Savinien. Cp. the legend from Upper-Savoy, F. Schüll, Folklore de France, 1897, iv. p. 126. The statement that the arrow was poisoned, however, is peculiar. Has it any reference to plague? If so, it is significant in this story, after all, as we shall see.
it away. The man Garganus does not find the shrine, as Krimis does; in fact he disappears from the story altogether after the cave is found. No image of St. Michael is found in the cave, but only altars dedicated by the saint himself. There are no mice or rats as at the Smintheion; there is a healing spring, which is lacking at the Smintheion. One could find other discrepancies with little difficulty. But an exact correspondence in comparisons of this sort is not to be expected; indeed it would be highly suspicious if it occurred.

4.—Mont St. Michel.

Another equally famous shrine of St. Michael, at Mont St. Michel, boasts a legend in which a bull also plays a large part. I need not go into the whole story, but will merely mention that St. Michael appeared to Aubert, bishop of Avranches, and told him to found a church in his honour. The bishop was so difficult to persuade that the vision had to be repeated a third time; even then he was only convinced by means of a kind of surgical operation, which would have pleased Sydne Smith; the Archangel pressed Aubert's head with his finger in such a way as to leave a hole in it, through which the brain could be seen. The bishop got off less easily than Wulfgar of Ramsey. The site of the church in this case, was indicated as the spot where a thief had tethered a bull which he had stolen and was holding to ransom; and the area of the church was marked out by the space which the bull had trodden down.

It is hardly necessary, in connexion with this story, to recall the subject of the Homeric Hymn to Hermes. The chief of the Mont St. Michel legend corresponds to the Greek Hermes, or the Roman Mercury, who is the patron god of all thieves; the bull to the cattle of Apollo or the Sun-god,

and although in the mediaeval legend St. Michael does not say that the bull belongs to him, I think it is a legitimate assumption that he himself corresponds to Apollo.

It has been maintained that the Mont St. Michel legend is an artificial
adaptation, with embroidery, of the legend of Mt. Gargano. But it is not 
icient to say that one legend is an artificial development from another 
less you can give reasons for the variations which are introduced. I 
confess that the differences between the two legends seem to me more 
striking than the resemblances, if we except the fact that a bull serves as 
guide in both. But that use of an animal as guide, as we have seen, is 
an element essential to the type of foundation myth with which we are 

concerned.

If St. Michael has taken over, as we shall see there is some ground to 
suppose he has done, the paraphernalia of Apollo or the Sun-God, we can 
understand the employment of the bull; it is the leader of his herd, whether 
we look upon the herd as the divine beasts of the Sun-God, or as the cattle 
which are under the tutelage of the pastoral god, Apollo Nomios. And it is 
worth noticing in this connexion that the worship on Mt. Gargano may have 
been originally a local cult of the Apulian herdsmen, before it became a 
national cult. It has been observed that the two great festivals of St. 
Michael, early in May and late in September, coincide with the seasons of 
the great pastoral movements in these regions, when the herds go up to and 
down from the highlands. Of course it must be admitted that no saint 
whose cult was localised in so remote a part would have much chance of 
celebrity unless his festival was arranged for some such season.

5.—GENERAL ANALOGIES AND APPROACHES BETWEEN APOLLO AND 
ST. MICHAEL.

The hint which these stories give us of a connexion between the 
medieval idea of St. Michael and the ancient idea of Apollo is one which 
might be worth following up in detail by any one who has the necessary 
time and erudition. Neither being at my disposal, I am only able to put 
together a few slight suggestions.

Such statements of the connexion between the two as I have come 
across in modern writers seem to be confined to generalities. I 
suppose these generalities to be based on the feeling that between the Angel of Light, 
the conqueror of the Evil One who takes the shape of a dragon, and the 
bright god whose arrows destroyed the Python, the analogy is very close. 
That the Python may have been originally the spirit of the shrine which 
Apollo took over, makes no difference to the fact that to the popular mind it 
eventually represented the demon of evil. It was doubtless this feeling that 
inspired the modern sculptor, who, asked to replace the figure of St. Michael 

It is true that at both places the Saint manifests himself in natural marbles, but the 
chaos of Chimaera down which he makes the rivers disappear, and the grotto of Mt. 
Gargano are no more 'unverkennbar ahnlich' than Messalas and Memnonium. 
* Goethe, op. cit. p. 43.

** E.g. "On vit Jupiter en Thoe transformé en saint Pierre, Apollon en saint Michel!" 
P. Saintyves, Les Saints Sauveurs des Dieux (1887), pp. 11-12. But later on pp. 230 ff: 
this writer instances only the correspondence of St. Michael with Jupiter.
in the church at Solofra, that had been damaged by fire, took as his model the Apollo Belvedere. Trede, who reports this as having happened in the eighties of last century, observes: 'the artist had in fact hit the mark, for that Apollo is in the act of slaying the Python. The artist saw in St. Michael a successor of Apollo, and it cannot be said that he was wrong.' It is only fair to say that the same writer in the course of his book, though he is able to connect St. Michael (sometimes rather vaguely, it is true) with Mithras, Mars, Hercules, Jupiter, Bacchus and Mercury, can find but little evidence of his succeeding to the privileges of Apollo.

If we confine ourselves to generalities, there is also the fact that Michael has a great predilection for mountain-tops, so that he would very naturally inherit any cult connected with such places, as in many places in Greece St. Elias (helped doubtless by his name, but also by his history) has inherited the cult of Helios.

It may be mentioned that in his manifestations Michael constantly uses the vehicles proper to a sky-god; sometimes he appears in thunder and lightning, often as a column, sometimes as a globe of light. But the accepted view is that, in Greek lands especially, Michael succeeded Hermes in his capacity of psychopompos. Both are divine heralds, so that this connexion between the two is very natural. Nevertheless the functions of herald and of messenger of death by no means exhaust St. Michael’s sphere of action.

I do not wish to lay any particular stress on the identification of Apollo with St. Michael, ‘the foremost angel of great Zeus Iao.—ἄγγελος προτέως Ζεὺς Ἰαο— in a Berlin papyrus, simply because the document is a magical one, in which all sorts of identifications are made, which are inadmissible in ordinary circumstances. Nor is much to be made of the name of a church near Constantinople, which was known as the church τοῦ ἄρχατραγος Μιχαήλ τοῦ ἀνατέλλοντος, εἰκονίου Οριστικός Αρχανάγαλος. For though it is tempting to connect the title with the sun-god, it is

---

38 Th. Trede, Die Heiligtümer im der von Cirocei, 1801, p. 331.
40 a praedato cresci glabrum ignem frequentus
41 Non autem circa nocte medium... numine... numine columnae: videre e solo aspectus noctem descendentes, namque flammas corona, aere servos, inutum circumlumina.
42 With reference to St. Michael as a storm-god, Mr. Hasluck remarks: ‘of the curious belief that the equilibrium prevails at C. Malei (C. S. Angelo) is caused by S. Michael flapping his wings’ (B.S.I. xxvii. 1907-8, p. 174). I have already referred above (note 2) to Grawsum’s theory that Apollo Smirnensis is a storm-god.
43 See for instance, J. C. Lawson, Modern Greek Folklore, p. 43.
45 The theology of such a document may be accepted as that of Origenes; whose notion that Michael is the angel of prayer, Gabriel that of war and Raphael that of pestilence, is rightly quoted by Oiktheim (p. 50, note) as running diametrically counter to popular belief. See however, below, p. 120, n. 34 for an instance of Raphael in connexion with pestilence.
46 A. A. 58. loc. cit. 30, p. 31.
47 Origen: Ang. is the usual legend on Roman coins of the third century with the type of Sol.
maintained that the word may mean 'appearing in a vision.' Another quite uncertain point of contact is at Epidaurus, where St. Michael and St. Damian are worshipped. It has occurred to me that St. Damian, primarily a physician saint, may represent Asklepios, and St. Michael stand for Apollo Maleatas, whose cult at Epidaurus was of considerable importance. But this is a mere guess.

A clear case of contact, however, seems to me to be given by the fact that at the Pythian Bath (Ἅρμα Πυθία) in Bithynia, obviously from their name healing baths under the patronage of the Delphic God, the church which Justinian enlarged was dedicated to Michael. A very curious problem is raised by the equation, which we find in inscriptions at Isauria in Cyprus, between Apollo Ἄμυλαῖος and the Phoenician god Resef-Mikal, of whom there was, for instance, a temple at Kition. It might be supposed that Mikal—whatever that meant—having by its sound suggested Ἄμυλαῖος, the identification with Apollo followed, without any substantial ground. But there is other evidence for the equation of Resef with Apollo. The place Arsum between Joppa and Caesarea, which represents the same name (for it must be remembered that the vocalization of R as F as Resef is purely conventional) is on the site of the ancient Apollonia. Now there is no reason for supposing that the ancient Phoenician god Mikal was identical with the Jewish archangel Michael. But there seems to be no doubt that in Syrian legend Reseph is represented by two Christian saints, St. George and—St. Michael. A curious incident in early Christian history has been brought into connexion with this Phoenician god Mikal. There was at Alexandria a great temple, which was built by queen Cleopatra, dedicated to Saturn (Zuhaul), in which there was a great brazen idol called 'Michael' (Mikal). In its honour the inhabitants of Alexandria and Egypt celebrated a great festival on the 12th Hebr, corresponding to the second month of Tishri, with sacrifices of many beasts. When Alexander became patriarch of Alexandria and the Christian faith obtained there, he desired to break this idol in pieces and abolish the sacrifices. But the Alexandrians withstood him, so he used cunning and said to the people: 'Your idol is worthless, but if you celebrate that festival in honour of the angel Michael, and sacrifice your victims to him, he himself and use bow and arrows and lance (like the Apollo of Amyclae), and also a war-mace. He is sometimes identified with Persus (see Clermont-Ganneau, op. cit. pp. 363 ff.; Mr. H. St. J. Thackeray tells me that he has discovered fresh proof of this identification).

He is sometimes identified with Persus (see Clermont-Ganneau, etc. cit. pp. 363 ff.; Mr. H. St. J. Thackeray tells me that he has discovered fresh proof of this identification).
will be your intercessor before God and bring you more good than your idol. They consented; the idol was broken up and made into a cross, and the temple he called the church of Michael (that is the church which is called Cassarea, and was burned when the Westerners [Maghāribeh, i.e. the Moors] entered Alexandria and laid it waste); and the festival and victims were consecrated to the Angel Michael; whence even now the Copts in Egypt and Alexandria celebrate the feast of the Angel Michael on that day, and stay a great number of victims.

This is the story as given by Eutychios. The 12th Hathor, is November 8th, which is the great Coptic festival of the Archangel. But in the Synaxarium (ed. Guizi, in Patrologia Orientalis L. p. 587) the story appears under the date of the other great feast of St. Michael, 12th Sanê = June 6th. Here the idol is Zohal (Saturn) himself; Cleopatra is described as the daughter of Ptolemy; and the destruction of the Church Kaisariyeh is ascribed to the *Muslims*. Of the various Egyptian deities who might be intended by 'Saturn,' Mr. Griffith mentions the male Egyptian Nemesis, with whom Kronos is identified in a curious Coptic text of Shemtòl, confirmed by a statement of Achilles Tatius. The avenging angel and Nemesis are clearly akin in character.

It is possible that the god whom Eutychios calls Mikal was Resef-Mikal, for Resef or Reshuf or Reshum, as the Egyptians called him, had long been well-known in Egypt. But it is fairly obvious from the story, taking it for what it is worth, that there was not necessarily any resemblance in functions between this Mikal and the Archangel Michael. The austere patriarch merely took advantage of a resemblance in names. Doubtless the same kind of game was played in other places in order to supersede the cult of Helios by that of St. Elias. The chain Apollo = Resef-Mikal = Michael cannot, therefore, be regarded as very strong. It is even possible, as Sir Arthur Evans suggests to me, that Mikal is a more Phoenician adaptation of the word Ἀμαζλόν, and that there was never any independent Phoenician god of that name.

6.—THE WEAPONS OF THE PLAGUE-GOD.

It is however in their capacity of healers that we shall find some of the most interesting analogies between Michael and Apollo. Apollo shared his healing functions with many other deities or demigods; but one of his peculiar functions was the sending of plague; and, as we have seen, he who sends can also stay it. Michael also is a stayer of plague, and he seems to act also as God's agent in sending plague, being indeed practically indistinguishable from the Destroying Angel.

If Michael were conceived as an archer, the parallel would be complete.

---


---

*On the whole question, I have had the advantage of consulting Mr. Llewellyn Griffith, who has gone into it very fully and provided the material for most of the remarks that follow.*
but his usual weapons are sword or lance, whereas Apollo's are bow and arrow. Nor does Michael make use of cats or mice, as the Sminthian Apollo did. I may digress for a moment on Apollo's weapons in this connexion. Dr. Crawfurd has brought together a great deal of evidence about the use of the arrow as symbolizing pestilence. It was, I suppose, the nearest image that the popular mind could find for the deadly, sudden, and invisible impact of the sickness. Perhaps too the health-giving rays of the sun, dispersing malarial mists, may have been thought of as shafts from Apollo's bow; but this idea seems to me to be more suitable to a northern climate. It is true that it has inspired the current interpretation of certain very interesting coins of Selinus in Sicily (Fig. 3). It will be remembered that

Fig. 3.—Coins of Selinus.
when that city suffered from pestilence owing to the stagnation of the waters of its rivers in the neighbouring marshes, Empedochles was called in to advise a remedy. By cutting a new channel he drained off the foul waters, and the rivers Selinos and Hyspas were converted into health-giving streams. On the coins we find represented the river-gods offering sacrifices at altars, which serpent-and-cock indicate as altars of health; also, Hercules clubbing the Cretan bull, the symbolism of which is clear enough in this connexion, and Apollo losing an arrow from his bow as he stands in a chariot driven by Artemis. The current explanation of this type is that Apollo is here represented as ᾳκτίσας, slaying the pestilence as he slew the Python. But it seems to me to be more in keeping with the Greek idea to regard him as sending out the arrows of death, even as we are told he did by Homer, or as we may see him destroying the children of Niobe.

I have said that Michael is not represented as an archer; and the supposed instance of the representation of the angel of pestilence, in a fifteenth-century fresco in S. Pietro in Vincoli, as hovering in the sky, bow in hand, turns out on examination to be mis-described.

But the representation of pestilence by arrows is by no means uncommon in art of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Starting from the words of the Psalm (Vulg. xcv. 5–8; nor timelis a timore nocturno, a sagitta volatil in die, a negatio permutable in tenesbris: A.V. xci.5–8: thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness), the art of the Renaissance represents the Almighty, or Christ as His agent, hurling plague-darts upon the heads of the plague of 680, in which, according to Paul the Deacon, a good and a bad angel passed through the city (of Peoria) by night, and when the bad angel, at the bidding of the good one, smote so many times with his lance on the door of a house, so many would die in that house on the next day. The two angels are represented at work, so that the archer in the sky would be superfluous.
mankind, while the victims are interceded for or even actually defended by the darts being caught in the outspread cloak of the Virgin—of some saint. Dr. Crawfurd has illustrated several of the pictures or banners with this subject. Another instance, unpretending but beautiful, is a picture by Giov. Boccati (Fig. 4), in which the Virgin Mater Misericordiae stands alone, sheltering kneeling folk under her outspread cloak, on which the darts hurled by the Almighty are caught harmlessly.

Others, chiefly of the Umbrian School, are mentioned or illustrated by Dr. Crawfurd, but perhaps the most remarkable of all that he gives is the fresco painted by Benoazon Gonnoli in Sant Agostino at San Gimignano in 1464. St. Sebastian—whose function as an averter of plague seems simply to have grown out of the association of arrows with his story—protects the kneeling people; his cloak, held out by angels, catches and breaks the darts which are hurled from heaven by the Almighty with the assistance of angels. Christ and the Virgin appear as mediators, Christ showing His wounds, the Virgin her breast.

Less imposing, but hardly less interesting, are the popular German

---


23 My attention was called to this, and a photograph sent to me, by Baron de Coman, Dr. Tanser-Berrotom (whom I have to thank for various information in this connection) refers me to this picture in Romagnol d'Arte, xii. pp. 169 ff. It is now in the collection of Mr. D. F. Platt of Englewood, New Jersey.

24 In Benoit's banner in S. Francesco del Prato at Perugia it is the Archangel Raphael who attacks Death with a spear; in the sky above, beside the arrow-hurling Christ, are two angels, one of destruction, wounding his head, one of mercy sheathing it.

25 The same thing did not, as might have been expected, happen to St. Edmund; for though he was a great healer, his only association with plague seems to have been when the pestilence at Taunton in 1063 was stayed by his influence (J. B. Mackinlay, Saint Edmund, 1895, pp. 240 f.)

26 The bearing of the Virgin's breast is a development of the much more common gesture of laying her hand on her bosom (cf. Yejo Hin, The Sacred Shrine, 1912, p. 380). One of the most interesting instances is to be found in the last Judgment at the top of the Hexamord Mappamundi, where the kneeling figure of the Virgin is accompanied by the legend: Veni ben fu mia la quale share presenti E le mani de te don de Virgin quender. Ever more de t Pressi: i. e., Sex, faire sex, my body, wherein thou becamest flesh, and the paps from which thou didst suck a Virgin's milk, have puy, as thou thyself didst promise, on all them that have served me, for thou hast made me their Saviour (K. Miller, Mappamundi, Hof. iv, 1890). Hin refers to similar scenes in French miracle plays; esp. Miracles de Notre Dame, ed. Paris et Robert, t. 1876, p. 49. Doux chier fis, veu va la maniere! Don je te mercy hemment, etc. A picture in Mr. B. Bonnet's collection (Catalogue, p. 39, No. 21) shows the same symbolism. Mr. Montgomery Cornish has kindly referred me to the very appropriate passage in Arnaldus Carontesi, de Judiis: B.M.V. (Migne, Patr. Lat. t. 139, ed. 1726) securum accessum ten habet homin ad Deum, uti mediatores causae suae Filium habet ante Patrem, et ante Filium Matrum, Christum, mulato latere, Patri ostendit iuxta et vulnera, Maria Christi pecus et abierit; nov potest ullo modo esse repuls, etc. For the same gesture used in intercession by ordinary human beings, see C. Stahl, Die Gebärden der Grieichen und Römer, 1890, p. 173. I do not think that it is represented in ancient art.
woodcuts connected with the plague. One type represents the Almighty shooting three arrows at once from a bow (Heitz and Schreiber 3 and 4). In another (H. and S. 5) the people take refuge beneath the cloak of the Virgin which is held out by two angels; above, the Almighty holds two darts in one hand, one in the other. In yet another (H. and S. 6, here Fig. 5) the Virgin and SS. Dominic and Francis kneel and intercede, while above the Almighty holds three darts, called Pestilenz, Teuerung and Krieg. This design is obviously inspired by the vision of the Franciscan friar described by Jacobus de Voragine in his Life of St. Dominic (Graesse, p. 470). But the differentiation of the arrows evidently refers to the passage in 2 Sam. xxiv. 13 ff., according to which King David was given the choice between seven years of famine, or three months of flight before his enemies, or three days of pestilence. There is a group of fifteenth-century illuminations which are found in connection with the Penitential Psalms, and which are generally called the 'Choice of David' or the 'Penitenz of David.' It will be remembered that the King chose to fall into the hands of God rather than of man, and the pestilence accordingly came upon Israel, and the angel stretched out his hand upon Jerusalem to destroy it. So far as I know, the prophet God, through whom the choice was offered to David, does not figure in these pictures. In one MS. (British Museum, Royal 2 A xvi. f. 79) an angel appears from heaven, holding a sword, a skull and a birch-scorp in the Heures d’Amice de Breteque (Fig. 6) on the other hand, an angel offers the king three arrows. Now this might well be taken to represent the choice of David, each affliction being symbolized by an arrow—the Bible furnishes plenty of instances of this metaphor. But in a late fifteenth-century Flemish Breviary, the Almighty Himself appears in the Heavens holding two darts. Obviously...
here there can be no possibility of the choice between three affictions, and I infer that sometimes, if not always, in this group of illustrations, all the arrows represent the pestilence. If they were always three in number, it might be argued that they indicated the three days during which the pestilence raged. In some of the illuminations we find the plague indicated in the more usual way by the Archangel Michael, flying with drawn sword above the head of the king.

But perhaps the most striking instance of the belief is to be found in literature much earlier than the fifteenth century, in one of the Dialogues of St. Gregory. He speaks of the pestilence of 590 as "that mortality which lamentably wasted this city (and in which, as you know, men with their corporal eyes did behold arrows that came from heaven, which did strike divers). Of course the question may be put: was this an invention (unconscious, no doubt) on St. Gregory's part, based on knowledge of the beginning of the Biax? I am inclined to think not; had it been so, we should probably have had the arrows attributed to some particular agency.

'Mahometans,' says Dr. Crawfurd, "believed that spirits were sent by God armed with bows and arrows to disseminate plague as a punishment for sin." We have a description by Gabriele de' Musii of Piacenza of the plague which attacked the Tartars who in 1346 were besieging the Christians in Caffa. And lo! a sickness came upon the Tartars, and the whole army was thrown into confusion, and languished, and every day infinite thousands perished. It seemed to them that arrows flew from heaven, and smote and beat down the pride of the Tartars. The symptoms of plague which followed are described in a single sentence.

7.—St. Michael and the Plague.

These arrows are, so to speak, anonymous, just as in St. Gregory's story. But it is natural that when a plague-compelling action could be associated with a saint, the opportunity would not be lost; and associated with that very same occasion of the plague of 590 we have the impressive legend of the vision of St. Gregory. It will be remembered that the saint, in order to stay

---

* It is clear, however, from the Protatian which I have mentioned above that sometimes at least the three arrows were meant to indicate the three errors of St. Ignatius of Loyola in which a skeleton holding three arrows and a coffin, with the legend: Hoc quid gestis? ut hie tu mortui exsilis (p. 36).

* "P.W."

* The passage relating to Caffa is printed by N. Jorge, "Histoire des Croisades au Xe siècle, IVe Série" (Bucharest, Acad. României, 1915), p. 8.

* "Stalin, signat corporibus in juncture humore coagulato, in ignominias felix patris subsequeato, expirant."

* "It is clear, however, from the Protatian which I have mentioned above that sometimes at least the three arrows were meant to indicate the three forms of temptation to which David was called upon to choose. I do not know whether pestilence or some other form of destruction is indicated in the fates figured by Van Maris ("Histoire des Néerlandais Vorster, I, p. 300) under the year 1886, in which is a skeleton holding three arrows and a coffin, with the legend: Hoc quid gestis? ut hie tu mortui exsilis (p. 36).

* "P.W."

* Out of the statement of Gregory, Chalais, presumably to show that the mytho
the plague, ordained processions round the city, at which the Major Litanyes were sung; and on the third day, as the procession came opposite the Mansoelum of Hadrian, he was vouchsafed the vision of Michael, the angel of death, alighting on the summit of the monument and sheathing his bloody sword in token that the mortality was at an end; so that from that day the building was known as Castellum Sancti Angeli. When exactly the legend arose we cannot say; it is not mentioned by St. Gregory himself, or in the old lives of him, and he could hardly have failed to mention it in the passage already quoted had he known and believed it.

The question of course arises: what was the exact significance of this vision? Did it mean that Michael had slain the dragon of poisonous breath, who may have been conceived as the agent of the pestilence; or had Michael himself, as the angel of destruction, been the agent of the pestilence? I do see how it is possible to decide; indeed it is perhaps reasonable to assume that there may have been a confusion of the two ideas in the minds of those among whom the legend grew up.

This is the most remarkable and impressive of all the cases of the association of Michael with the plague, whether as sender or stayer thereof. He is not normally one of the saints most popularly invoked for protection in times of pestilence, like St. Sebastian, St. Roch or St. Antony. Any saint, of course, not to speak of the Virgin, may be invoked for protection against this evil as against any other. Nevertheless Michael’s undoubted importance as a healing saint caused frequent interpositions on his part in crises of this kind. The most famous was in the pestilence of 1656. Michael appeared in a vision to the Archbishop of Siponto, Giovanni Alfonso Pucciensi, and told him that he had obtained from the Holy Trinity the grace that whoever would use, with due devotion, in houses, cities or other places, stones from his church in Mte. Gargano, should escape from the plague. Many bits were accordingly cut out of the walls of the Church, inscribed with a cross between the letters S M and let into buildings as a protection against the plague.

In the plague of 1631 all the inhabitants of the Rue St. Michel at Pontorson are said to have escaped infection. 27

In 1529 the Archangel delivered Antwerp from an epidemic which was known as the English Sweat.

The plagues which ravaged Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were frequently commemorated by medals. One type, found at Milan in 1576 and at Breslau in 1631, gives a view of the city with the angel of death passing over it, a flaming sword in his hand. A medal struck at Erfurt commemorates the cessation of the plague of 1683; the Archangel, standing on a skeleton, returns his sword into his sheath, with the motto Mors ingulans cedit vita salutique reedit. Finally I may mention the jetons which were struck at Brussels in 1667 and 1668 with the figure of St.
Michael, one of them with the inscription Divus Michael in Pote Patrons. If it is objected that St. Michael was a special patron of Brussels, since he shares the dedication of the Cathedral with St. Gudule, it may be replied that, since there is no invocation of the latter saint on those jetons in connexion with the plague, it is clear that St. Michael was considered as specially qualified to protect the people from this affliction.

As we are dealing with jetons, it may be mentioned that, in accordance with the widely prevalent practice of wearing certain kinds of coins or medals as charms against sickness, people used to wear medallion charms against plague. On none of these does St. Michael appear. I believe, however, that his importance as a healer assisted in the adoption of the English gold coin known as an ‘angel’ (from its type of Michael and the Dragon) as a touch-piece, given to those people who had been touched by the King for scrofula or the King’s Evil. As I do not wish to press any of my evidence unduly, I must in fairness say that this was practically the only English coin, available in the days when the practice of touching for the King’s Evil prevailed, on which any saint at all was represented; nevertheless it cannot be denied that there was a certain appropriateness in the type. It seems highly probable that the ‘angel,’ as soon as it was issued in or soon after 1463, became popular as a charm, thanks to its type; and it was this popularity and suitability that dictated its adoption as the touch-piece. All angels that are pierced for suspension are not necessarily, as sometimes supposed, touch-pieces, but even if they are not, we may be sure that they were worn as amulets against sickness or some other kind of peril. After this denomination had disappeared from the currency, pieces with the same types continued to be made for the sole purpose of giving to those who had been touched by the King. Had it not been felt that St. Michael was in place in this matter, any coin with a cross or with a religious motto might have been used.

Whatever may be the truth about the touch-pieces, there can, I think, be no doubt about the connexion of St. Michael with the pestilence in the popular mind. It is just as with Apollo, because of his power as a healer, that he is the most efficient agent of pestilence, and vice versa. Where he is merely the blind agent of destruction, he would be as intimately connected with other disasters, such as famine, earthquake and war. But, though the Germans who invaded Italy took him for their champion in war, he has no such intimate association with other disasters.

12 Van Loon, Hist. Métall. des Pays Bas, iii. p. 24. The inscription is incorrect grammatically and gives the date 1688. Another, in the British Museum, without the words ‘in poste,’ works out at 1667. A third, also in the British Museum, has a quite different inscription and the date 1668. St. Michael also occurs on a jeton of 1673; there may have been a recurrence of plague in that year, although I could find any record of it in Simpson’s work.


14 It is to Dr. Crawford, again, that we owe the authoritative account of this subject; see his book The King’s Evil (Oxford, 1911).

15 That he interfered in battle on behalf of the Siponites with thunder and lightning, is hardly to the point, nor is his mention in the chansons; for in both cases his action is beneficial to the faithful. The former apperition, by the way, has been used as an argument for making him the successor of the Dionysian; it will hardly bear such pressure, but it is worth noting that in the apparition
8.—St. Michael as Healer in Phrygia.

It must be remembered that Michael began his career as a Christian Saint less as the leader of the heavenly host in battle, in spite of the Scriptural importance of this function of his, than as a healer of the sick. The story of the troubling of the water of the pool of Bethesda by an angel (S. John 5: 4), though omitted by recent editors, is an early indication of the recognition of an angelic agency in healing waters, and may have been the germ of the cult of Michael as the patron of such sources.

Undoubtedly his most famous shrine in Eastern Christendom, and the scene where, so to speak, he first entered on his rôle as a great Christian Saint, was that at Colosse. The strength of the Jewish population in this part of Phrygia may have assisted in the foundation of the cult. The legend in its extant form cannot be older than the ninth century, and it has been contaminated with strange elements. The redactor does not know the name Colosse, which had in his time been supplanted by Chonae, 4 km. to the south. He confuses the apparition of Michael at Chonae with that at Chairetops, as he calls the city of Ceretapa; indeed he supposes the latter place, which is many miles distant, to be in the immediate neighbourhood of Chonae. However this may be, he tells us [I abbreviate considerably] that the Apostle John, having overthrown the image of Artemis at Ephesus, came with Philip to Hierapolis, on a campaign against the power of Artemis, which extended to Hierapolis and Colosse. At Hierapolis the Apostles contended with a demon in the shape of a viper goddess (Echidna), whose power was vanquished by their prayers. At Chairetops they produced a healing-fountain sacred to St. Michael. A small chapel, built by a pagan whose daughter was miraculously cured, preceded the great church of St. Michael of Chonae or Colosse; it was served by a hermit of great sanctity, Archippos. The heathen plotted to destroy the sacred shrine, which wrought such wonders by turning the streams of two rivers on to it; but Archippos’ faith was rewarded by the saint who, appearing in glory, with his staff caused the waters to stand and disappear down a mighty chasm, which he opened with earthquake and thunder. The water of this place wrought many wonders of healing, for Michael had promised: 'Whosoever shall take refuge in this place in faith and fear calling upon the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost and Michael the leader of the Host, by the name of God and by my name, he shall not go forth again suffering.'

on Mt. Tauris, which St. Silvester is said to have seen all the way from Rome, two angels appear, with celestial fire, and drive the pestilent dragon away, just as according to the Athos prescription for the name of the battle with the dragon in Revelation, v. 12, instead of Michael two angels are recommended (Wiegebrand, Der Kreuzzug Michael, p. 14). For the legend of Mt. Tauris, see Ponsel's Arch. della R. Soc. Romana di Storia patria, xliii. (1883), pp. 345 ff.

H.S.—VOL. XXXVI.

This is well brought out by Lanzin, Aufsage der Heiligenkult in der christlichen Kirche, 1904, pp. 367 f.

A.A. SS. Sept. 29, pp. 34-43; Buxtorf, Narratio de Miraculis Chonae patriae, Paris, 1890; tirafon et Narr, Petreologia Grécoue, t. 4 (1889); See W. Ramsey, Church in the Roman Empire, 1893, pp. 460-489; W. Lueken, Michael, 1889, p. 78; E. Lanzin, Aufsage der Heiligenkult in der christlichen Kirche, 1894, pp. 67 ff.
It is generally admitted that this cult of St. Michael was grafted on to local cults. Its establishment was part of the triumph over the most powerful of the cults of Western Asia Minor at the time. It is noteworthy that the cult of Artemis seems, judging from the coinage, to have been particularly strong at Colossae.17 But Hierapolis also figures largely in the story, and at this place, famous for its warm baths, by far the most important cult seems to have been that of Apollo,18 who was associated with other healing deities such as Asklepios and Hygieia—the coins again bear witness to this—and certain chthonic powers. Under one of the temples of Apollo there was a Plutonium, and, as the legend betrays, there was a cult of Echidna. Is it going too far to say, with Lueken, 19 that Michael, the dragon-fighter, takes the place of Echidna, who is driven out by the Apostles Philip and John, just in the same way as Apollo in Delphi takes the place of the Python? It may be objected that the function of Michael as a dragon-queller was not so important at this time as other of his functions; nevertheless the battle in heaven as described in the Book of Revelation can never have been unfamiliar. A more serious objection is that the episode concerning the Echidna does not really belong, in origin, to the Michael legend; it is borrowed by the redactor from the apocryphal Acts of Philip.20 But there can be little doubt that in the minds of those who believed the legend—and for us that is the important matter—the vanishing of the Echidna was the prologue to the establishment of the cult of Michael in this district. Certainly we seem to have as much justification for accepting this explanation of the genesis of the Christian cult, as the one which is given by K. J. Neumann, 21 to wit, that Michael took over the functions of the native Anatolian god Men Kares.

9.—The Michaelion near Constantinople.

Another instance of the establishment of Michael in the place of an old healing-god is connected with the Michaelion, on the shores of the Bosporus, near Constantinople. Lactantius 22 thinks that he succeeded Sarapis, but this is little more than a conjecture. This shrine was one of those where incubation was practised, and it is clear from all accounts that it was originally a pagan sanctuary; for the legend said that the figure of a man of terrible aspect, winged like an eagle, had appeared there to the Argonauts, proposing that there was an important medical school near Constantinople, prophesied by the Argonauts. But neither in Scyllaeus II. 3 nor in Ctesias, I. p. 210 (Born ed.), to which he refers, do I find any reference to Zeus.

17 (Out of sixteen coins catalogued, by Head (B.M.C. Pergam., pp. 154 ff.) six have types connected with Artemis (including the Ephesian eagle-figure).
19 Novi. Chron. 1913, pp. 11-12, 122-126.
20 W. Lueken, Michael, p. 78.
21 K. J. Neumann, Die apokryphen Apostelgeschichte, ii. 2, pp. 7-8, 24 ff.
phrasing to them victory, and that they had built there, on their return with
the Fleece, a shrine known as the Sosthenion. Malalas says that, in the
statue which the Argonauts made of the heavenly being that had appeared to
them, the Emperor Constantine recognized an angel in monk's clothing, and
it was revealed to him that the angel was Michael. No one has yet succeeded
in explaining what kind of Greek statue can have been mistaken by anybody
for an angel in monk's clothing. Since, however, there was a temple of
Sarapis, on the European shore of the Bosphorus near the Black Sea end, and
since the Argonaut story seems to imply the fulfilment of a vow for a safe
return from the perils of the sea, (Sosthenion being explained by Byzantine
writers as 'place of rescue'), Lucius thinks that Sarapis, who rescued men
from peril by sea as well as from disease, was Michael's predecessor here. We
are thus reminded of Michael's function in Brittany, where his great shrine
is known as Mont St. Michel au péril de la Mer. But we are still faced with
the difficulty about the statue. Lucius makes the sapiant observation that
a winged goddess in monkish dress was unknown to ancient mythology and
art, and adds that, if indeed this statue actually existed there in pagan times,
it need not really have been the cultus-statue of the place, but may have been
a votive figure of some kind. I fear I must leave it at that.

The place where this Michaelion stood had, according to one account,
originally been called Hestionion. It is not unreasonable therefore to assume,
with Goethe, that it had once been sacred to Hestia, though we need not
accept his reason for this dedication, to wit, that the temple stood on a spot
where the seafarer, leaving the inhospitable Black Sea, saw it as a sign
that he was nearing home. His further conjecture that the place was also
sacred to Asklepios is drawn merely from the fact that healing powers were
shown by the later occupant of the shrine, namely Michael.

Dr. Rendel Harris claims the Michael of this Michaelion—or rather
the Michaels of the two churches, one on each side of the Bosphorus, which
seem to have existed and to have been confused—as representing the
Dioscuri. 'The story is late folk-lore for the legends which we read in the
Argonautika.' Michael has taken the place of Polydeuces, 'and so has
to descend into the arena from a superior region and in celestial array.'
The weak point in this explanation, which is certainly otherwise more
plausible than those mentioned above, is that the vision merely foretells
their victory, does not actually fight for them, and is not by means of such natural
phenomena as Michael meet when he fought for the Sipontines against the
heathen of Naples.

There are numerous other cases, than those already mentioned, of the
association of the cult of St. Michael with healing springs.**

---

10.—St. Michael as Dragon-queller and the German Influence.

It may be asked: if Michael was thus pre-eminently a healer, how was it that the conception of him as the Warrior, although, in spite of its Scriptural foundation, it was in abeyance so long, came into prominence? The answer is generally supposed to be found in northern influence. There can be no doubt that in northern lands Michael, at a comparatively early date, inherited the functions of Wotan. Going straight to Scripture, and unhampered by local connections with earlier healing cults, the Northerners found in Michael the analogue to their dragon-slaying gods. It was Michael who led the Lombards to victory in Italy, and his name or figure appears on Lombard-Issalian coins from the seventh to the ninth century. Wiegand accordingly maintains that the rise of the artistic conception of Michael as a dragon-queller in Italy was due to Lombard influence. No one will be inclined to dispute the German right to the special patronage of the angel of destruction. But, as regards the art-type, it is unfortunate that Wiegand spoils his case by a most perverse use of the evidence.

It is in the bronze doors of the church on Mt. Gargano (Fig. 7), made in 1076 in Constantinople, that the spirit of Pantaleon of Amalfi strikes at the turning-point in the iconography of Michael in the south. Although the fight with the dragon had been represented before, the instances had remained isolated; but from the appearance of Michael on these gates onwards the idea was to develop and bear fruit. In order to prove his point, he takes the representation of Michael in the first panel of these doors, and insists that in artistic content it goes far beyond anything that Greek or Italian art was capable of producing at the time. I confess that, so far as design goes, it seems to me that it would be difficult to find anything more purely Byzantine in arrangement and conception than this scene, in which the Archangel, holding his scythe, stands majestically on a mount, clad in priestly vestments, with the Devil (in human shape) crouching below. Bertaux, indeed, is careful to point out that this subject in Greek lands are given by Harnack, (G. S. A. xiii. 1906-7, p. 228).: From here, in Myra, where he succeeded Asklepios, and overwhelmed shrines at Tyre, Libya and Thuba on the Rhymur, and also at Nemrut in China. For the shrine at Syme see Reese, Greek Images Offerings, p. 237.


Most conveniently illustrated in G. Sabbon, Repertorium generali delle Monete contate in Italia, I, 1912, p. 53 ff.

The best illustration, and a poor one at that, is in H. W. Schulte, Denkmaler der Kunst der Mittelalter in Osterreich (1889), Tit. 29, from which Fig. 7 is taken.

L'Art danois d'Italie méridionale, i. p. 104.
like many others in the same series, is quite within the ordinary lines of Byzantine art, and to distinguish it from subjects strange to that art, such as St. Cecilia and St. Valerian; subjects which, nevertheless—so thoroughly Byzantine were the men who cast these doors—are treated just as if they were Byzantine subjects.

It may be that the fact that Michael was a champion of the Lombard warriors induced them to give prominence to this side of his activity. But on the gates of the church this representation is only one of the ten scenes connected with Michael, out of the twenty-four which make the decoration of the whole. Of the others thirteen are concerned with other angels, and one contains an inscription. It is clear that the aim of the artist was to give a sort of complete pictorial account of angels and their performances in general. How possibly could the struggle between Michael and the Dragon be omitted? Though placed first, in accordance with its importance in the scriptural account, as well as for chronological reasons, it has no other sort of prominence over the remaining scenes, as it would have had if its introduction had the significance which the modern German critic would give it.84

Wiegand is better advised when he comes85 to the representation of St. Michael, this time really transfixing the dragon, in a relief by a local artist on the marble throne in the same church. Bertaux86 has noticed the strange style of this figure, quite foreign to Byzantine iconography; Michael holds not sceptre and orb, but lance, and below his feet writhes the dragon: the artist seems to be conceiving the mysterious power of which the Lombards of Pavia and Beneventum had made a sort of national divinity, and which recalled to these Germans, living as converts on Italian soil, the exploits of their old northern dragon-slaying gods.

The difficulty in the way of accepting the theory of Northern influence in the matter is this:—Why was the rise of this conception delayed in Italy until nearly two centuries after the disappearance of the Duchy of Beneventum as a political entity? Why, if it is due to Lombard artistic origination, does it not appear, either in Beneventum or in Pavia, when the Lombards were still in the most flourishing period of their existence, instead of at a time when they had almost become absorbed by the race among whom they had settled? The coins, as I have said, show the importance of Michael as a Lombard Saint, but in all the representations that we find of him he is still without the dragon. Although on the coins of the Lombard kings of Northern Italy he appears to be more militant than elsewhere—for he does carry a shield, even though his weapon is not a

84 The triumph of Michael over the devil appears in the left hand top panel of the left wing. The remainder of the left wing is composed with scenes from the O.T., at the top, of the right wing begin the scenes from the N.T. The three scenes from the local legend: (1) Michael appearing to the bishop and praising him for requiring of God that which was hidden from men, (2) Michael promising the Romans victory over the Neapolienses, (3) Michael explaining to the bishop that his church is already dedicated—appear at the bottom of the right wing. This arrangement thus seems to be more or less chronological.

85 P. 44. 86 P. 459.
spear but a long-shafted cross—still it is significant that on Beneventan coins, where, if Wiegand were right, we should look to find him fully armed and transfixing the dragon, he has no military character whatever. And, as I have said, in any case all this evidence about the specifically Lombard

![Image of an artifact]

Fig. 8.—(From an Anglo-Saxon Herbarium.)

Michael belongs to a period long anterior to the time when the work in Monte Sant'Angelo was produced. Accordingly we must regard the relief of the dragon-slayer on the marble throne, if it is Lombard in character, as a survival, rather than as a sign of an active artistic influence. It would be,
in any case, a precarious basis on which to construct a theory of the superiority of German over Italian culture in the eleventh century.

I must finally discuss, if only to negative its direct connexion with the subject, a remarkable illustration (Fig. 8) which occurs in an Anglo-Saxon MS. of the Herbarium of Apuleius Platonicius. The subject has been explained as Apulius holding a volume which he has received from the deity of healing, who is supposed to be Apollo; on the other side of the deity in question is a soldier, with one hand resting on a shield. The supposed Apollo is clad in ecclesiastical vestments, apparently alb, chasuble, and stole or manipule. His head having been damaged in the fire from which the Cotton Library suffered, it is not possible to say whether he is tonsured, but apparently not. I can see no trace of the laurel-wreath which is shown in the coloured reproduction in the Burroughs-Welchome publication, and which has probably helped him to the name Apollo. He stands on a lion, which grasps in its jaws the shaft of the spear which he holds. I call it a spear, although I am doubtful whether what we see below the body of the lion (note that it does not transfuse the animal) is not rather the butt-end than the point. If this be so, the point of the spear, if it is a spear, and not a cross or a labarum, is lost at the top of the picture; but there hardly seems to be room for any sort of head to the object. To more than one person the figure has at first sight suggested St. Michael. The dress is not improper to the priest-Archangel. But he is not winged; and though a wingless Archangel is no impossibility at an early date, as we have the wingless angel of the Annunciation in the Catacomb frescoes, we are here dealing with the eleventh century. Analogous to St. Michael, as apparently symbolizing the conquest of the evil by the good principle, are the Frankish sandstone reliefs at Xanten; the figures are in mail, with shields, and stand on monsters into whose jaws they thrust the butt-ends of their spears, recalling, as St. Michael is said to have done to the Germans, the deeds of the primitive Germanic Dragon-slayers. Next, the animal below the feet of the figure in the Apuleius is not a dragon but a lion. It may be argued that the lion may stand for Satan well enough; but the only instance I find of this connexion with St. Michael is on a fifteenth century German silver relief. It is however interesting to note that in the splendid

---

88 Dr. Max, MS. Cotton, Vitellius C. III., fol. 11 b. The MS. is of the first half of the eleventh century. My attention was called to it by Dr. Louis Sander, and I have to thank the Curator of the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum for a copy of the little work on Anglo-Saxon hercubract published by Burroughs, Welchome and Co. (1912), in which a full, illustrated description of the Herbarium will be found, and for the loan of the negative of this particular illustration.

89 There is a distinct ring round the point, which would prevent its penetrating far, but is quite natural with a painted butt.

90 Wilpert, p. 187. The figure of a warrior on the Coptic-Hellenistic ivory relief of the pulpit at Aachen (Strzygowski, Der Dom zu Aachen, 1904, p. 8; other references in Dalman, Byg. Art und Arch. p. 212) used to be called St. Michael, without any good ground.


92 See F. Piper, Mythologie und Symbolik der chr. Kunst, i. p. 407.

93 K. Ausm Weerth, op. cit. 1. p. 18, Taf. VII. 7. It is curious that the author has taken this figure for St. George. He is winged, and drives the butt-end of a long cross into the jaws of a supine lion, while in his other hand he wields a sword.
illustration to an English eleventh century Psalter in the British Museum the dragon not only has a lion's head, but suggests a lion by its pose.197

A symbolic representation of Christ, with a reference to the text (Ps. xc. 13 Vulg.) : super aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis : et conculcabis leonem et draconem, seems just possible,198 and at any rate it would appear that, whoever the figure is, he represents the triumph of the good principle over the evil, that is—in the narrower interest of the Herbarium—of medicine over disease.199

It is time to bring these somewhat disjointed remarks to a close. I cannot claim to have shown more than that St. Michael and Apollo correspond to each other in some of their functions. One more expert in the handling of such subjects might have made a better case out of the materials. I have not attempted to prove, as a friend told me he hoped I should, that the swan of Apollo and the Michaelius goose are one and the same; but my mind is open on the subject. Apollo did not fulfil all the functions of St. Michael nor St. Michael all those of Apollo. But there is, it would seem, a parallelism in their functions as destroyers of an evil principle, as light destroying darkness, as the controlling agency of nature and we have observed more parallels than one between their myths which seem to point to a common, possibly solar, origin. In so far as they show a resemblance to each other not only in some functions, but also in their essential character, they may be regarded, if I may be allowed to use biological terms, as not merely analogous but to some extent homologous. It would be absurd to look for any exact correspondence, since the human mind does not work logically in such matters. But given like circumstances, the mythopoetic faculty will produce something of the same sort in different ages and climates.

I should like to protest, in closing, against the theory that the worship of saints is always a mere relic of paganism—an assumption which has been largely exploited with a view to discrediting the worship. To suppose that the worshippers of saints will be discouraged by archaeological dissertations of this kind betrays singularly little knowledge of human nature. The people whose minds are open to such evidence are already free of the superstition in question. There is no doubt that the mediæval or modern worship is often engrafted on an old pagan stock, and the choice of the stock may have been assisted by some likeness of function or name or other association. But the fact that we must not lose sight of is that, even had the pagan worship never existed, mediæval Christianity was perfectly capable of inventing its own cults and legends.

G. F. HILL.

197 Br. Miss. Tbd. C. VI.; Herbert, Iliaus, Manuscripts, Pl. XIV.

198 As Mr. Madigan suggests. On this piece of symbolism, see E. Mola, L'Art religieux du XIIIe siècle, p. 61, but in the most famous instance, the Beatus of Anvers, all four creatures are represented under the feet of Christ, and there is no-spear.

199 The passage from the psalm is also supposed to inspire the common representation of bishops on their tombs, as trampling on a lion or a dragon: a sign, as Calvin, Observations des Saints, p. 334, says, not of saintliness but of greatness. St. Leo, archbishop of Rome, is represented on a lion, but his name may have assisted him to this attribute.
LORD ELGIN AND HIS COLLECTION.

INTRODUCTION.

The present year, 1916 A.D., is the centenary of the acquisition by the public of the Elgin Collection of ancient sculptures, inscriptions, casts and drawings. It has therefore seemed a suitable moment to print a fuller account than has hitherto been attempted of the formation and purchase of that collection.

I should state that I have been engaged on this subject for some time past, by desire of the Earl of Elgin, who has put all his papers bearing on the subject into my hands. It was the wish of Lord Elgin that the episode of the marbles should appear in its due proportion in a full biography of his distinguished grandfather. The other aspects of that career are being studied by Sir Harry Wilson, K.C.M.G. But the call of other duties and the distractions of the time have made it doubtful whether the biography can be completed at an early date. The present narrative is therefore offered now, by way of a centennial commemoration.

THOMAS BRUCE, seventh Earl of Elgin, and eleventh Earl of Kincardine, was born on July 20, 1766, being the second son of Charles, fifth Earl of Elgin, who married Martha, the only child of Thomas White, a London banker. The fifth Earl died in May, 1771, and was succeeded by his eldest son, William Robert, an infant who was born in 1764, held the title for two months, and died in 1771 at the age of seven. He was succeeded by his brother Thomas, a few days under the age of five.

His mother, Martha, Countess of Elgin, who is mentioned occasionally in the course of the narrative, survived her husband till the year 1810.

Lord Elgin, the subject of this paper, was educated at Harrow (where he stayed for a short time only) and at Westminster. He also studied at St. Andrew's, and at Paris, where he acquired an excellent command of French. He entered the army in 1785, and without any active military service reached the rank of major-general in 1835. He was elected a Representative Peer of Scotland in 1790 and continued in that position till

[Note: The papers at Brussels include many that must have been handed over by Leicester's representatives, by Hamilton or his representatives and by others. For extracts from the papers at Bœl I have to thank Mrs. Nisbet Hamilton Ogilvy and Sir Harry Wilson.]
1807. He was again elected in 1820, and held the post till his death (November 14, 1841). [A peerage of the United Kingdom was first conferred on his son in 1849.]

His portrait (Fig. I) is reproduced from a drawing by George Perfect Harding (d. 1853), preserved in the Department of Prints and Drawings, British Museum. It is a study after the painting by Anton Graff at Broomhall.

He entered on his diplomatic career in 1790, when he was sent on a special mission to the Emperor Leopold. He was made Envoy at Brussels in 1792; Envoy Extraordinary at Berlin in 1795; and Ambassador at the Ports in 1799.

In the spring of that year, March 11, 1799, he married Mary, only child and heiress of William Hamilton Nisbet of Dirlton and Belhaven, Co. Haddington. Many extracts from her lively letters from the East are given below.

The eldest child of the marriage, George Charles Constantine (Lord) Bruce, was born at Pera, April 5, 1800. His name frequently occurs in these records. He never married, and died in 1840. The second child, Mary, appears here as an infant. She married Mr. Robert Dundas, who took the name of Nisbet Hamilton. Their daughter, Mary Georgiana Constance Nisbet Hamilton, married Mr. H. T. Ogilvy, who also assumed the name of Nisbet Hamilton. Hence it comes about that 'Mr. Nisbet's throne,' which often occurs in the letters, is now at Bield, East Lothian, in the possession of Mrs. Nisbet Hamilton Ogilvy, by whose kind permission and assistance it is given below (Fig. 5).

The first marriage of Lord Elgin was dissolved by Act of Parliament in 1808. Lady Elgin married Robert Ferguson of Raith and died in 1855.

In September, 1810, Lord Elgin made a second marriage with Elizabeth, daughter of James Townsend Oswald of Dumfries. The letters at the time of the purchase negotiations are addressed to her. She died in 1860.

The eldest son of the second marriage, James, was born in July, 1811, at the house in Park Lane, which was for a time the resting-place of the marbles. He succeeded to the title of Lord Bruce on the death of his half-brother in 1840, and to the Earldom in 1841. He attained high distinction in Jamaica, Canada, China and India. He was made Governor-General of India in 1862, but died suddenly at Darmsala in the following year, and was succeeded in the title and estate by his son, the present Earl of Elgin.

PART I.

The Organization of the Expedition.

By his appointment to the Constantinople Embassy and his tenure of that post during the Egyptian Expedition of Napoleon, the seventh Lord Elgin was made a leading actor in many great events. More particularly, however, his mind was turned from the outset towards those pursuits with
which his name and reputation are associated. The source of the suggestion that he should connect his term of office with the study of antiquity was explained by himself in his evidence before the Select Committee.\footnote{Report from the Select Committee of the House of Commons on the Earl of Elgin's Collection of Sculptured Marbles, etc. (London, J. Murray), p. 31. I refer throughout to Murray's reprint of the Report of the Committee.}

Fig. 1.—Lord Elgin (c. 1795). (By G. P. Harding, after Anton Graff.)
sidered the purchase of his collection. He stated that it was in the year 1789, and on the occasion of his nomination to the Embassy at Constantinople, that the idea first occurred to him of making his term of office of service to the arts. Mr. Thomas Harrison, an architect (1744-1829); who was working for him in Scotland, and who had passed much of his life in Rome, represented that, though the public had a general knowledge of the remains of Athens, there was nothing that would serve as well as casts from the actual objects.

Upon that suggestion, I communicated very fully with my acquaintances in London. I mentioned it to Lord Grenville, Mr. Pitt, and Mr. Dundas, upon the idea that it was of such national importance as to the Government might be induced to take it up, not only to obtain the object, but also to obtain it by the means of the most able artists at that time in England. The answer of Government, which was entirely negative, was, that the Government would not have been justified in undertaking any expense of an indefinite nature, particularly under the little probability that then existed of the success of the undertaking. Upon that understanding I applied to such artists here as were recommended to me as likely to answer the purpose, in particular to Mr. Turner, to go upon my own account. Mr. Turner's objection to my plan was, that as the object was of a general nature, and that the condition I insisted upon was, that the whole results of all the artists should be collected together and left with me: he objected, because he wished to retain a certain portion of his own labour for his own use; he moreover asked between seven and eight hundred pounds of salary, independently of his expenses being paid, which of course was out of my reach altogether; therefore nothing was done here preparatory to the undertaking at all.

J. M. W. Turner was twenty-four years old at the time in question. He was already well known as a topographical draughtsman, whose work was engraved by the topographical publishers. He had not yet visited the Continent, but in his tour to the North of England he had made many friends of influence. It was therefore quite natural that Lord Elgin, when in need of an artist, should think of Turner. Had he engaged him in place of Fuseli, it is probable that more drawings would have been completed, but it is certain that the Elgin collection of marbles would never have been made.

One of the friends who was consulted on the question of a draughtsman was a predecessor at the Constantinople Embassy, Sir Robert Ainslie, who during the years 1776-92 had employed an artist, Ludwig Mayer, for a very similar purpose. Mayer's Views in Egypt, Palestine, and other parts of the Ottoman Empire (1804), being a series of pleasing, coloured aquatint sketches in Egypt, Palestine, and Asia Minor, is still a frequent item in the lists of the second-hand booksellers.

Sir Robert Ainslie wrote to Lord Elgin to explain the terms of Mayer's engagement—namely, a salary of fifty guineas per annum, together with board and travelling expenses.

It was clearly understood that the whole of his works, drawings, pictures and sketches were to remain with me, as being my sole property. . . . . . I entirely agree with your Lordship in objecting to the conditions proposed by the artists who wish

---

1. The collection of original drawings was recently offered at forty guineas, in the Catalogue of Mr. T. Thorp, Bookseller.

2. Ainslie to Elgin, 'Sunday night.'
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To accompany your Lordship to Turkey. To me it appears that the permission of engraving any of the sketches, either in Turkey or elsewhere, ought to depend upon your Lordship’s pleasure and ulterior determination.

Encouraged by such advice, Lord Elgin postponed the choice of a draughtsman until he had started from England.

If we put aside the more ambitious scheme of moulding antiquities, there was a long line of precedents for attaching a draughtsman to the suite of a man of wealth and station in the East. The painter Jacques Carrey (if that was his name, for doubts have been thrown upon his identity), was in the suite of the Marquis de Noütel, French Ambassador at the Porte, and produced in 1674 the invaluable drawings of the Parthenon sculptures, and other Athenian remains, which are now preserved in the Bibliothèque Nationale.

Nor was the activity of Carrey limited to the sculptures of the Parthenon (on which he worked for a fortnight only) and such few sketches of Athenian subjects as still survive. When Dr. Jacob Spon and Sir George Wheler visited Constantinople, de Noütel was able to show them a collection of four hundred drawings of bas-reliefs, buildings, and landscapes which he had caused to be made in the course of his journeyings in Greece and Turkey. ‘There are few persons,’ Spon remarks, ‘who could have done so much in a country so hostile to painting. There were always two Janissaries beside his painter when he was drawing anything.’

In the eighteenth century it was still more the mode for a travelling nobleman or man of station to be accompanied by his draughtsman. In 1749 the young Lord Charlemont took Richard Dalton as his companion on the grand tour. The result was a folio volume of views, published in 1752, of Greece, Turkey, and Egypt. Among them is one of the most important documents that survives for the history of the West pediment of the Parthenon.

The professional expedition of Stewart and Revett (1751–3) and that of the Dilatanti Society, led by Richard Chandler, were on a different footing. But that of Sir Richard Worsley in 1785 was again on the old lines. A draughtsman, one Reveley, was employed, whose grotesque efforts at landscapes are preserved in a splendid setting, which they cannot be said to deserve, in the second volume of the Museum Worsleianum. At the same time the Count de Choiseul-Gouffier, French Ambassador at the Porte in the pre-revolution years, was employing artists making views for his sumptuous Voyage de la Grèce. Finally, in the years immediately preceding Lord Elgin’s appointment, Sir Robert Almico, as we have already seen, had employed Mayer.

It was therefore in accordance with precedents that Lord Elgin sought to engage a painter as one of his suite. His originality consisted in the idea of attaching other artists to the undertaking, and of making his painter head of an artistic commission which was to include both an architect to take notes of buildings, and formateurs to mould such sculptures as were found to be accessible.

* Spon, Voyage, ied. 1679, i., p. 200.
Lord Elgin started on his mission in 1799.
He had appointed William Richard Hamilton as his private secretary and, as will be seen hereafter, much of the success of his enterprise was to turn on Hamilton's zeal for the objects in view and his loyal friendship for his chief. W. R. Hamilton (1777–1859) was of a good Scottish family, the Hamiltons of Wishaw, and was son of the Rev. Anthony Hamilton, Vicar of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields and Rector of Hadham. He had been educated at Harrow, where an accident made him permanently lame. He was entered both at Oxford and Cambridge, and now at the age of twenty-two was appointed private secretary to the Ambassador. His subsequent career must be briefly indicated. In 1809 he became Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and held that office through the latter part of the Napoleonic period. From 1822 to 1825 he was British Minister at Naples. In 1830 he was elected Secretary of the Society of Dilettanti. For twenty years of his later life (1838–1858) he was a Trustee of the British Museum. For his portrait in advanced life, see Fig. 19.

Arrived in Sicily, Lord Elgin opened communications, upon the recommendation of the then British Minister, Sir William Hamilton, with Giovanni Battista Lusieri, who was destined to be the agent to whose exertions the formation of the collection was, as we shall see, principally due. On October 14, 1799, Lusieri, then at Taormina, wrote to Lord Elgin explaining his position. He had found himself compelled, by the losses that he had suffered in the wars then in progress, to accept the position of King's Printer for the antiquities of Sicily, and was at present performing the duties of that post. It was therefore necessary that he should obtain superior permission, which, however, he thought would be granted, without difficulty. He undertook to take steps to that end, and to go as quickly as possible to Messina to confer with Lord Elgin. The offer was cordially accepted by Lord Elgin, writing from Messina on the 15th. On October 18, the meeting took place, and an agreement was speedily reached. The following are the actual terms of the arrangement. The spelling shows that Lusieri's mine was still unfamiliar.

Il est convenu entre My Lord Elgin et Mons. Lusieri que le dernier doit l'accompagner dans son Ambassade en Turquie en qualité de Peintre et même pour employer son Temps et son Art sous la direction de son Excellence, bien entendu que les ouvrages que Mons. Lusieri fera dans ce Voyage seront à la disposition de son Excellence en considération du quoi il recevra a raison de deux Cent Livres Sterling par an vivants toujours aux dépens de son Excellence.

En sou que Mons. Lusieri désirer faire des copies de quelques-uns des ouvrages faits dans ce Voyage pour son usage, il est convenu que le Choix en sera fait de l'accord des deux Parties.

Mons. Lusieri sera ainsi en liberté de retourner chez lui avant l'expiration du Termes si des circonstances imprévues lui obligeant.

Fait à Messine, ce 18 Octobre 1799.

Geo. WALTERS LUSIERI.

*He was a distant cousin of the then Lord Elgin and was the grandfather of the present holder of that barony.
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The contract thus signed was highly satisfactory to Lord Elgin, who wrote next day to his mother:

MY DEAR MOTHER,

The news we are under weigh, yet you will need no apologies for another hurried line. I have, I trust, been remarkably fortunate in getting the first painter in Italy to accompany me; and having thought very fully of the whole case, I have resolved on sending him with Mr. Hamilton to Rome, and Naples, for the purpose of getting a person to assist him in his paintings, and another capable of taking casts of the specimens of Ancient Architecture to be met with in Greece and Asia Minor.

The plan will be not a very low priced one. But really the object is superior to any ever attempted, and in the present state of Rome and Italy, I have reason to think, indeed, that what I have already seen in Sicily, will not be met with to be equal to the undertaking, at a reasonable rate. Of course this is no secret, still I would not wish it to be carelessly mentioned.

But among your acquaintances, Mr. Udny especially, you may hear opinions and hints, that I should be happy to have on this undertaking.

When it is on foot you shall hear more fully. At present it is only in train. If you see Sir Robert Amabile he might probably have some suggestions to offer. I will write him when the attempt takes any consistency, meanwhile, I should be glad to hear from him if anything does occur to him.

Giovanni Battista Lusieri (known among his friends as Don Titia), whose services were henceforth at the disposal of Lord Elgin, was a topographical draughtsman, working with infinite pains to reproduce a faithful rendering of the scene before him, stone by stone, but with little regard for atmosphere or light. His Athenian drawings, as we shall see hereafter, were almost all lost at sea. One coloured drawing alone—a view of the Monument of Philopappus at Athens—is at Broomhall in the collection of Lord Elgin, by whose permission it is here reproduced (Fig. 8) to give an idea of Lusieri's style. A considerable number, however, of his views near Naples are preserved at Broomhall, having been acquired by agreement with his representatives after his death (see p. 290). Alike in the coloured and the uncoloured drawings the main peculiarity of his art was that minute observation of detail which has now been superseded by the yet more microscopic accuracy of the photographer's lens.

The following appreciation of Lusieri's style by an eminent qualified critic, H. W. Williams of Grecian Williams, is of interest. In a letter from Athens, of about May, 1817, Williams discussed the drawings of three representative strangers long settled in Athens, namely, Baron Haller, Lusieri, and Fauvel. Of Lusieri's designs he observes:

They are upon a considerable scale in length, not less than seven or eight feet, and generally they embrace the eighth of a circle; he has even one, a View of Constantinople, eighteen feet by three or four feet high, comprehending the fourth of a panorama.
These drawings are merely careful outlines, done with a hard pencil or crow- pen, and no attempt is made at light and shade. He takes an incredible time in doing them; the outline of Constantinople alone was a study of three months: and the rest in proportion. He generally has several outlines in a progressive state, from various quarters of Athens, so that, let the wind blow as it may, he can always assure to himself a comfortable situation to proceed in colouring. As he finishes his drawings chiefly upon the spot, this precaution saves him from many interruptions. The atmosphere of Greece being very clear and liminal (except when the saltpyt are[s] invades the country in an opaque and whitish mist,) the sun seeming to throw his rays un mixed from heaven to earth, the details of nature are seen even in objects removed to a great distance, and claim a convergence, in which, if worn through a British atmosphere, they would have to pretensions, and, therefore, require an accuracy of delineation suitable to the appearance which they exhibit. This Signor Lasari has minutely attended to, but I have more than once presumed to think that he carried these details a little too far. Further, indeed, that nature seems to authorize, and without that peculiar character which is referable to her, existing by the influence on reflecting on the weariness tell and trouble such outlines must have cost him. On examining the subjects from which several of his outlines have been made, I confess I could not perceive the mixture described in them, which has led me to suppose he must have used a telescope... I saw only one colored drawing by Lasari, and that consists of a few columns of the Temple of Minerva. It is a meticulous work of art, as far as relates to breadth of effect, and truth of light and shade, without emphasis or fascinating touching. The coloring, however, is rather heavy, and seems to be shaded with Indian ink, which loses its clearness, where there is any depth of shadow. A partiality to any sort of colors often leads the eye astray, and is much against the discrimination of these delicate and tender hues which require the most care. In nature the subject of Signor Lasari’s drawings abound in clear and fascinating dyes, and I regretted that no eye, which has been so highly cultivated in all that relates to form, should be so defective in perceiving justly the distinctive qualities of delightful colour.

Signor Lasari... makes his outlines with the intention of finishing the subject in colours on the spot. It is, however, to be regretted that Signor Lasari, in all probability, will leave the most of these extensive outlines unfinished, and therefore the want of that peculiar expression which is to be found in Bacon Hall’s drawings, will take much from the warmth of interest, with which we should otherwise contemplate such pleasing delineations.

Lasari’s letters, from which large extracts are given below, are written in Italian to Hamilton, and in rather illiterate French to Lord Elgin. In both cases I have thought it better to give them in translation. I have also translated Lord Elgin’s letters to Lasari, which are in French. Examples of his French style will be found on pp. 334, 362.

The contract with Lasari once signed, Lord Elgin, as shown by the letter to his mother already quoted, lost no time in making further arrangements for the expedition. Hamilton was sent at once from Sicily to Naples and Rome with instructions to engage the staff and procure materials.

A memorandum was drawn up for his guidance by Lord Elgin.

Constantinople (in Lord Elgin’s time), and there it was sold and spilt. Turner, Turner, in the Louvre, etc., p. 368; cf. Lasari to Lord Elgin, March 24, 1818: “They have sent me recently the drawings that I began of the general view of Constantinople, but they are in a pitiful state. Heaven knows when I may finish them as I wish.”

H. W. Williams, Travels in Italy, Greece, etc. (1820), vol. iii. pp. 331–334.
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1. A man for sails. A painter of figures.

2. To be under Lunschi. Their work to be entirely my property, and their labor at my disposal—to be if possible, at the second table—a fixed salary—say about £50 per annum.

2. To procure materials for the Painters and casts.

Instructions were also given to Hamilton with respect to the engagement of musicians for Constantinople.

3. At Naples, to get a Musician capable of perfectly teaching and accompanying the Pianoforte—immaterial whether he plays on the Violin, or Clarinet. The latter of these instruments much preferred. This man to be at the second table; and at a fixed salary, £40 or £50. It would be wished that he occasionally appeared as a guest of the Chamber—And even somewhat more given on that condition.

N.B. If a second, or even a third good musician could be got, very reasonably, also at the second table, it would be very desirable. The instruments to be wind-instruments. No doubt about getting these additional men if they would wear Livery—and be as servants—and even a high wage on that condition.

Particularly wished to get as much good and new music as possible set for Harpsicon—and for a concert, if musicians are to be met with. Also some new music for the voice. N.B. Neapolitan, Venetian and other native airs.

At the same time Hamilton was instructed to make inquiries about works of art for sale in Italy, as it was possible that both pictures and sculptures of good quality might be obtained at moderate prices in the special circumstances of the time.

Hamilton left Messina for Naples and Rome on October 30, and on November 14 he wrote from Rome reporting progress in the execution of his commissions. The engagement of the musicians was being arranged at Naples, and that of the artists at Rome.

Mr. Lusieri's acquaintance here, particularly Mazzoni, Day and Walls, English Artists, have been very active in looking out for the three Characters which are the object of our journey. Many have offered, but as yet very essential objections have presented themselves either as to Character, Age, Country, line of life, or ability—but to-morrow I hope we shall make a decision.

As regards the prospects of purchasing works of art at low prices in the general confusion of the time the report was less encouraging. It was to Hamilton that the restitution of the works of art gathered by Napoleon was chiefly due in the settlement after Waterloo. It is interesting to find him writing sixteen years earlier—

The French have taken away from Rome almost all the valuable Statues—Sixty-two choice pieces from the Vatican alone—among which are the Torso, Apollo of Belvedere, Laocoon, Meleager, etc.—besides the best from the other Museums. Most of the best pictures are also at Paris—During the Republique Chef-d'oeuvres of the first Masters were selling for nothing—and all the Galeries but that of Doris, have lost their best oil-paintings. Luckily the works in France were immovable.

The heavy and constant contributions of the French were the cause of this distress—which among the poorer class nearly approached to a famine. Meanwhile the Artists, who had some money have made their fortunes, which is the case with the two I have mentioned, but all they have bought will be sold very high or sent to England.

H.S.—VOL. XXXVI.

A fortnight later, Hamilton was able to report by letter that he had completed arrangements with the artists.

**ROME.**

Saturday, November 30th, 1799.

**My Lord,**

The whole of your Lordship's Commission, as far as it regarded this place is at last completed and I trust as much as possible, that the several objects of our Choice will be to your Satisfaction, and meet with your Approbation—although in certain circumstances we have found it absolutely necessary to deviate considerably from your Lordship's Instructions, and particularly in the Article of the several Salaries.

During the late Revolution the greater part of the Artists had taken an active part as Abettors of the French. Consequently many have found it necessary to quit Rome with their friends, or shortly after—and many who remain are very suspicious Characters. We had therefore toinform ourselves of the political principles, as well as of the professional Ability of those we were to fix upon.

The first artist to be engaged was the draughtsman for figures and sculpture. The artist engaged (Theodor or Fedor Iwanevitich) was an excellent draughtsman, whose chief works are preserved in the Elgin portfolios in the British Museum, and who is commonly spoken of as 'Lord Elgin's Calmuck.' He was born in 1765, and had been trained at Carlsruhe. A criticism of his abilities, attributed by Michaelis, on what evidence I do not know, to Goethe, is given in the notes of W. K. F. (i.e. Weimarsche Kunst-Fremde) annexed to C. A. Boettiger's German edition of the Memorandum. 'The Calmuck Fedor (so we used always to hear him called) is a man gifted with a great deal of talent, whose clear drawings nearly always indicate taste and mind. But, I think, he has hardly sufficient knowledge and accuracy to let one look for the highest standard of accuracy and truthfulness of style.' Hamilton writes:—

It was singular that all Rome could not afford a single dessinateur de figures among its Natives, that was even of ordinary Ability. We have selected one who is on all hands acknowledged to be the best in this line, of excellent character and good Manners. Perhaps he is the only man of taste his Nation ever produced; he is a Tartar and Native of Astracca, educated in Germany, and having studied eight years in Rome. His salary £100 per annum.

A specimen of his work is given in Fig. 2. For his later career, see p. 255.

The second person to be engaged was the architect of the expedition, but in the event it was found necessary to secure the services of two.

With regard to the Architect we have also a Roman, who has universally the character of being the most scientific, and of drawing with the greatest Elegance and taste of any of his profession in Rome—If the countenance of our Tartar is extraordinary from the characteristic features of his Nation, our Architect is not less a singular Object, being an extremely deformed Humpback: the head however and hand were the objects of our Search. As we talking over the Subject with him and others we found it impossible that one man could engage in the Undertaking, we have agreed that he shall take with him a young Man accustomed to study under him as a Scholar, and we have fixed his salary at 500 Roman Piastras, or £125 per annum.

The two architects were Vincenzo Balestra and Sebastian Ittar. There are various indications that Balestra was the first described by Hamilton.
have not identified any of his drawings. The finished work of Ittar is of extraordinary minuteness and elegance. There is however more character in the specimen (Fig. 3) from his working drawings of the Monument of Lysicrates. (Brit. Mus. Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiqu.)

The engagement of a Formatore to make moulds of the sculptures was also a primary part of the scheme of the undertaking, and here also Hamilton was advised that two would be able to work more effectively than one.

It has also been necessary to agree with [Bernardino Ledus and Vincenzo Rousci] two Formatori or Moulders of Casts on account of the extreme slowness with

![Fig. 2.—A PAIR OF THE PRIESTE OF THE TEMPLE OF WINDLESS VICTORY. (From a drawing by Fedor.)](image-url)

which one alone must of necessity carry on the operation. Their Salary is 50 Punti per Month. There being but four others of their profession in Rome was the occasion of their absolute demands being so high.

It was, however, by no means easy to put such a body of artists in motion in the disturbed state of affairs.

I have been detained here these last six days by the difficulty of getting a passport for these persons to go to Naples. The General Suspicion thrown on the whole body of Artists prevented the General from giving the passport till this morning, when I at last obtained it by dint of constant application, and finally by representing in a Memoir the national Importance of the Object in Question. It is however procured contrary to the express orders of the Court at Palermo. On Monday morning (Dec. 2nd) we set out for Naples. Yesterday the General had given me so direct a refusal that I began seriously to think of being obliged to go round by Vienna, as there seemed less difficulty in allowing them to go to Florence than to Naples.
At the end of the week the party had reached Naples, and on Thursday, December 12, Hamilton sent a further report as to arrangements for the passage to Messina.

We have fortunately found an armed English Merchantman that is going in a few days to Messina. In this we shall take our passage, and there I hope to meet with the English convoy which is not yet come into the Sicilian or Italian Ports. The weather is now too unsettled to venture to cross to Sicily in the small Vessels of the country which indeed are all laid up for the Season.

Arrangements had also been made at Naples with the musicians who were required to complete the Ambassador's train, but not exactly on the terms that Lord Elgin had previously proposed.

I have also procured at Naples a Maitre de Chapelle, with all the Qualities your Lordship had desired to find in him except the inclination to appear occasionally as Groom of the Chamber, and as he is a very well-mannered young Man I did not think it proper to press it on him, particularly as I learned from every Quarter, that Persons of his Profession would with the natural Vanity of this people rather starve thro' Want, than stoop to such an Imaginary Degradation. With regard to the two French-horns, the Clarinet, and the Violoncello, it will I believe be feasible tho' difficult to prevail on them to wear a Livery, or at least a separate Uniform, which would, I suppose, answer fully as well.

I am surprised not to have already heard of your Lordship's Arrival at Constantinople—but in this Corner of Europe we are almost completely excluded from communication with the rest, and what little we have is extremely slow and uncertain.

We may dismiss the musicians from the stage, with an account of them written long afterwards by Lord Elgin to Hamilton (October 15, 1820):

At Naples, I found the leader of our little Band, in that capacity and giving great satisfaction at St. Carlo—I also saw Interludi busy as a teacher, Danio taking his fortunes with good humor—and the Violoncello looking as like a fiddle-stick as ever. His wife, who seems to have the charge of the Des de Songes's House, also under very little softening down of her features, or solemnity, told me however in his presence, that (a confidence she had long labored under the impossibility of disclosing to me) she had married, exclusively for the purpose of escaping from the persecutions of the upper maid—and expressed great regret at having been driven to so painful a step.

Through the whole course of the correspondence the modern reader is continually struck by the extraordinary difficulty of communication over comparatively short distances, though recent events have brought back something of the old conditions. March, 1809, had arrived before Hamilton in Sicily had heard of Lord Elgin's arrival in Constantinople, and he was still unable to sail with the company from Sicily.

Palermo,
Sat., March 1st, 1809.

My Lord,

My long Anxiety to hear from your Lordship at Constantinople has at last been relieved by the Sight of your letter to Sir William Hamilton, dated January 15th, but I wish that the Pleasure I received from reading it had not been lessened by the impossibly Account you give of your own and Lady Elgin's health, and the bad Weather we have long had in these Parts gives me but little Reason to hope that it has been more
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I was greatly astonished at your Lordship's saying that you had received none of my letters written to you from Messina, Naples and Rome. I trust that that which I wrote the first of January from Messina will have been more fortunate. I am sure however that you will have attributed your not hearing from me rather to a failure of the Post than to my neglect.

Since I arrived at Messina, the 30th of December I have been continually prevented proceeding on my Voyage by the most provoking Circumstances of dilatory Merchants and Captains, contrary Winds, and bad Weather. At that Port the only Ship in which I could hope to proceed to Constantinople was a Greek Polaco belonging to Messrs. Birch and Braddell, and then loading corn for Malta. To accommodate me these Merchants offered to direct this ship after leaving her cargo at Malta, to go to Genoa, there to take in a cargo of Sulphur, and carry it to Constantinople, but this on the

Condition that I would consent to advance Money for half the lading, as they would not embark on a new Speculation to a higher Amount. For the Object of dispatch I consented to this offer, and have advanced on my own account the necessary Sum. Instead however of leaving Messina in four days, we were detained there 3 Weeks by contrary Winds, which still prevented us in a voyage to Malta of 9 days, and in another from Malta to Genoa of 8 days. Hence this weather would have permitted us to load and sail in four days; but Winds still contrary and violent, and the intervening of three idle Holidays, on which no Sicilian would work even to procure his bread, again assured us another considerable delay. I therefore determined to come over to Palermo for a few days, where I shall procure from Mr. Jongh your Collection of Marbles, which I hope to present to you safe at Constantinople; and the continual bad weather assures me that my Absence has occasioned no delay whatever in the sailing of our Polaco. In the mean time the Architects, Sculptors and Painters, I have left employed among the

Fig. 3.—Working Drawings from the Monument of Lusinari, by Sebastian Ittar.
temples, and sarcophagi of Girgenti, and I trust that their works will in some degree supply the Inconvenience your Lordship cannot but feel in their Absence from Constantinople.

This unexpected detention of the company at Girgenti left a permanent mark in the contents of the Elgin collection. The British Museum possesses a cast of a part of a well-known antique sarcophagus which is preserved in the Cathedral of Girgenti, with scenes from the story of Phaedra, and the Elgin portfolios contain plans and drawings executed during the time of waiting.

Hamilton’s statement of account for the whole of the transactions above described (October 19—April 5) is extant, and from it we learn that seven members of the company, for some reason not stated, made a journey by land from Girgenti to Syracuse, where they joined the ship. And so, at length, about April 9, 1800, after nearly six months of preparatory work in Italy and Sicily, Hamilton, Lassell, and the other members of the expedition were able to set sail from Syracuse, for Constantinople, or for Athens. Careful instructions in twenty-two paragraphs were drawn up by Hamilton for the guidance of the Signori Artisti who were going direct to Athens. They were to start as arranged from Sicily for the Dardanelles; to proceed from the Dardanelles to Zea, and from Zea as soon as possible to Athens, where they would put themselves under the guidance of the British Consul, Logotheti. After visiting the antiquities, all would begin to work at their respective occupations. Balestra and Ittar would take measurements of the best preserved buildings, and would work out their drawings in case of bad weather; when the chief drawings were finished they would search for the ground-plan of buried ruins. They would also make careful drawings of all sorts of architectural details, and would write a description of what they had observed. If in their searches they found any pieces of ancient sculpture, they would consign them to Logotheti. Feodor meanwhile would make drawings on the scale that he thought most appropriate of all the better sculpture, and special drawings on a larger scale of the very best—also sketches of mediocre sculpture, to illustrate the progress or decadence of the art. Occasionally in bad weather the artists would draw costumes. The formatori would mould the sculpture that Feodor and Bernardino thought the best. Rosati, the second formatore, would be under the orders of Bernardino. All the company would give their best attention to the acquisition of sculpture deserving transportation. The formatori would also mould small details chosen by Balestra; the moulds, carefully packed, would be put in the charge of the Consul, and no casts would be taken from them. Necessary money would be obtained from the Consul, who should also be consulted, if they were obliged to move on account of malaria. It is impossible to conclude these instructions without adding that all anxiously expect the worthy fruit of the expedition of such a company of chosen artiste, who have already given such great proofs of their respective talents.
The voyage was delayed by contrary winds; and it was not till May 9 that Hamilton wrote from Myconos, reporting that he hoped in a few days to be able to present himself and his companions to Lord Elgin at Constantinople. Apparently the arrangements recited in the foregoing instructions had to be changed, and the company reached Constantinople about the middle of May, 1800, and were sent on to Athens as soon as opportunity offered. Lasieri remained for a time at Constantinople, the rest of the company of artists going to Athens in advance. Their interests at Athens were watched over after their first arrival by Spiridion Logotheti. They reached Athens on July 22 with letters of commendation from Lord Elgin. Ten horses brought their baggage from the Piræus. They were introduced by Logotheti to the Voïvode (paying the customary 12 piastres to the Voïvode’s cafetier and servants) and to the Diasor of the Acropolis, where their gratuities amounted to 14 piastres. Three more horses brought up the supply of plaster which the fomatorios had brought with them, and preparations were begun to erect a scaffold for moulding the sculptures of the Theseum. It was necessary, however, to obtain a part of the timber from the island of Hydra. The fomatorios were able to begin work on August 7, and the scaffolding was completed two days later.10

We learn from a letter of Lasieri to his friend Piale, a printseller at Rome, that he was still at Piræus on August 20. Not long after he also must have left for Athens.

The Athens of 1800, the destined scene of Lasieri’s activities, was a small and squalid town. It occupied an area immediately to the north and east of the Acropolis, whose boundaries can still be distinguished by the pedestrian tourist, or on inspection of a modern map, by the narrowness and intricacy of its streets and lanes. It was not yet pierced by the two chief thoroughfares, known by the names of Hermes and Aiolos respectively, which were among the earliest works of the Bavarian engineers of the new kingdom. The present Constitution Square and the Palace Garden were an accidental clear space on the borders of the town. A Turkish wall, some ten feet high and having six gates, enclosed the whole of the town, the Temple of Theseus and the Acropolis. In its then form it dated from 1780, and its principal purpose had been to protect the inhabitants from the incursion of pirates and robbers. Between the houses and the town walls a wide pomerium, described by Horace as an open space between the walls and the city, one hundred and fifty or two hundred yards in breadth, laid out in corn grounds, while other parts served as gardens, attached to some of the principal houses. In Fig. 4 a part of the careful plan of Athens, made by Lasieri’s chief rival, Fauvel, is reproduced.11

The number of houses in Athens was supposed to be between twelve

---

12 Lord Elgin’s evidence, Report, p. 32.
13 Logotheti to Elgin, Aug. 13, Sept. 16, 1800.
14 Hobhouse, Travels, i. 253. Walpole’s Memoirs, i. p. 481. The plan in Walpole, here reproduced, is taken from that in Olivier’s Voyage, Atlas Pl. 49. Olivier received it from Fauvel in June, 1768. (Voyages, III. p. 517.)
and thirteen hundred; of these about four hundred were inhabited by Turks; the remainder by Greeks and Albanians; the latter of whom occupied about three hundred houses. There were also seven or eight Frank families, under the protection of the French Consul. None of the houses were well built or commodious, and the streets were all narrow and irregular. Hotels, of course, were as yet undreamt of. Even in 1810 Holhouse 10 writes of a scheme to provide Athens with a tavern, 'a novelty surely never before witnessed at Athens,' as if it were a daring venture. The Frank traveller either hired a

10 Holhouse, i. p. 392.
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EXPEDITION

house, or enjoyed (for a consideration) the hospitality of some resident, such as Logothetii, the British Agent, described as "ο μεγαλοπρεπότερος σκεύος καὶ πολιτευτέρως μεταξὺ τῶν προκρίμων τῶν Αθηνῶν" (H/notification, xxvi, p. 688), or Theodora Macri, the daughter of his predecessor in office. Rooms could also be hired at the Carmelitii Monastery which stood for western civilisation. It possessed a pleasant garden, and incorporated in its buildings the change Monument of Lysicrates, the interior of which served the superior as a book case and library.17

The Turkish inhabitants of the town—so at least the traveller liked to fancy—were of a more amiable disposition than elsewhere. At Athens, writes Hobhouse,18 you "perceive an agreeable change in the aspect of all around you: the Turk, subdued either by the superior spirit of his subjects, or by the happy influence of a more genial climate, appears to have lost his ferocity, to have conformed to the soil, and to have put on a new character, ornamented by the virtues of humanity, kindness, and an easy amiability, to which he attains in no other quarter of the Mahometan world." Of the Greeks, less favourable reports are given. 'The character of the modern [Greek] inhabitants of this town does not rank high amongst their countrymen, and the proverb which is to be seen in Gibbon I heard quoted against them in their own city.' As bad as the Turks of Negroponte, the Jews of Salonica, and the Greeks of Athens.18

As regards its government, Athens had enjoyed since the middle of the 17th century the ignominious but powerful patronage of the Kishl Aga, or chief of the Sultan's black eunuchs, and its chief officer, the Voivode, was his nominee. The chief military officer was the Disdar, or commandant of the citadel, who in that capacity regulated the access of strangers to the Acropolis, and lived within its walls.

'The only houses,' says Dodwell,19 speaking of the buildings on the Acropolis, which may rank above cottages, are those of the Disdar and of his lieutenant, the Asap Aga. The others are miserable huts for the few soldiers of the garrison, and as the stones are united only with mud and earth, instead of mortar, the walls are constantly falling; and a heavy rain makes nearly as much havoc amongst the Athenian cottages as fire or an earthquake in other countries.

'The fortress is only calculated to keep the town in awe, which however is never necessary; there are but few enemies, most of which are dismounted. There are few trees within the citadel, and those are of small size, consisting of some cypruss, two or three palms and some fig trees. The Disdar has a garden of very moderate dimensions containing some flowers and vines.'

By a tradition of long standing the Disdar was in a position to exact an exorbitant toll from the curious traveller and artist. The Marquis de Nointel, one hundred and thirty years before, had bought admission for his draughtsman with six ells of scarlet cloth and a gift of coffee—a donation very similar to that made by Sir Richard Worsley in 1785, a present of a few yards of broadcloth to the wife of the Disdar.20 Hobhouse obtained his admission

17 Hobhouse, i, p. 391; Dodwell, Tour, i, p. 299.
18 Hobhouse, i, p. 298.
19 Dodwell, Tour, i, p. 358.
for the usual present of tea and sugar. Dodwell speaks of fees amounting in all to eighty or a hundred Turkish piastres. He was, however, greatly troubled by the bad faith of the Dicdar, until he succeeded in stopping the importunities of that official by threatening him with the magic powers of his camera obscura.

He looked into the camera obscura with a kind of cautious diffidence, and at that moment some of his soldiers happening to pass before the reflecting glass, were beheld by the astonished Dicdar walking upon the paper; he now became outrageous; and after calling me pig, devil, and Buonarotti, he told me that, if I chose, I might take away the temple and all the stones in the citadel; but that he would never permit me to conjure his soldiers into my box. When I found that it was in vain to reason with his ignorance, I changed my tone, and told him that if he did not leave me unmolested, I would put him into my box; and that he should find it a very difficult matter to get out again. His alarm was now visible; he immediately retired, and never afterwards gave me any further molestation.

No doubt the fee varied with the supposed ability of the travellers. Lord Elgin's draughtsmen were obliged to pay the monstrous sum of five guineas per day, and Lord Elgin speaks of it in his evidence before the Committee as a not unusual charge.

The chief buildings at Athens, about which Laslett's operations turned, were not many in number.

On the Acropolis or citadel, the principal monument was the Parthenon, or temple of the Virgin Goddess Athena. It had been built at the crowning period of the glory of Athens (between 447 and 431 B.C.) during the administration of Pericles, and under the direction of Ictinos, the architect, and Phidias, the sculptor. Its sculpture consisted firstly of groups in the round in the gables or pediments. In each case only a sorry remnant was left at the end of the eighteenth century in comparison with the original composition, yet such as they are they form the noblest group of ancient sculptures that time has left. Secondly, there were the square panels sculptured in high relief, the metopes, on the external order. Finally, there was the incomparable frieze, with the scene of the Panathenaic procession, which surrounded the central chamber. From the fall of Paganism to the Turkish conquest, the Parthenon had served as a church of the Virgin Mary. From the Turkish conquest onwards it had been a mosque. Its chief catastrophe had taken place in 1687 at the time of a Venetian siege, when the centre of the building was destroyed by powder explosion. In Lord Elgin's time a small makeshift mosque was irregularly built on a part of the temple floor.

The other chief building on the Acropolis was the Erechtheum. This is a curiously complex group of sanctuaries incorporated in a single building of about 400 B.C. of great refinement and beauty. In the 18th century it served as the house of the Dicdar.

The Propylaea were the famous gateways and approaches to the Acropolis. On a projecting bastion of the Propylaea the temple of Wingless
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26 Dodwell, i. 294.
Victory (Athena Nike, or Nike Apteros) had once stood. It had been pulled down and its foundations had been incorporated in the Turkish works in the course of the preparations to resist the Venetian attack in 1687. Some of the slabs of its frieze were built into the walls of the Propylaea. The temple was reconstructed in its original position in 1835.

In the lower town the Theseum was a Doric temple, which had survived in excellent state as a church. Its sculptures consisted of metopes on and adjoining to the eastern end, and a frieze in high relief at each end of the temple.

The little monument dedicated by Lyseus in honour of a musical victory has been already mentioned as incorporated with the buildings of the Capuchin Monastery. This list of course does not exhaust the monuments of Athens, but it includes those which appear most frequently in the course of the correspondence.

PART II.

Lord Elgin in the East.

No letters survive from Insieru describing the opening of the campaign at Athens, but some details may be gleaned from the letters of Logotheti.

In September he wrote to Lord Elgin: "With reference to the Temple of Minerva, your Excellency must be aware that, inasmuch as Turkish families live round it, when the scaffoldings are made all the Turkish houses and courts will be in view, and since they are very particular on that point we shall meet with difficulties." A letter was therefore needed, addressed to the Voivode, and commending the artists and Logotheti. This letter, accompanied by 100 piastres to the Dislar, and another hundred to the neighbouring Turks would serve. In February he reported that he had arranged without the aid of the firman for the artists to get admission to the fortress. There had, however, just been a change of Voivode, and it would therefore still be desirable to have the firman. In March work was still going on, but a powerful letter of recommendation was much to be desired.

With this we may compare the account given by Lord Elgin to the Select Committee.

For several months [my artists] had no access to the Acropolis, except for the purpose of drawing, and that at an expense of five guineas a day; that lasted from August 1800 till the month of April 1801.

That limited access lasted about nine months? Yes. The fee of five guineas was threatened, because he overlooked their houses; obliging them to uninstall or remove the women, to prevent their being seen from that elevated station." Chandler, Travels in Greece, 2nd ed., ii. p. 58.

Logotheti to Elgin, Sept. 10, 1800.

This had been the experience of Chandler's Dilapidated expedition of 1785. Mr. Pace (the artist) generally had his post on the architrave of the colonnade, many feet from the ground, where he was exposed to gusts of wind, and to accidents in passing to and fro. Several of the Turks murmured, and some threatened, because he overlooked their houses; obliging them to uninstall or remove the women, to prevent their being seen from that elevated station." Chandler, Travels in Greece, 2nd ed., ii. p. 58.

Logotheti to Elgin, Feb. 7, 1801.

Logotheti to Elgin, March 15, 1801.

Report, p. 35.
one usually demanded from strangers? There were so few strangers there I do not know, but in the instances which came to my knowledge, it was so. During that period my artists were employed in the buildings in the low town of Athens.

The Scorpioni were doubtless employed during this first period on the casts of the two friezes and three metopes of the Temple of Theseus, and the frieze of the Monument of Lysicrates, now in the British Museum. They would be able to make arrangements with the authorities of the Capuchin Monastery and of the Church of St. George (for the Theseum had been dedicated to the service of the saint) without being exposed to the exactions of the Diolar.

In the spring of 1801 Lascheri paid a visit to Constantinople, presumably to report progress and to consult with Lord Elgin.

On that visit he would have become aware of the beginnings of the collection of marbles. At some date between Lord Elgin's arrival and Hunt's tour in March, 1801, Lord Elgin had become possessed, by the favour of the Sultan and the Capitán Pasha, of two noted monuments from the Church of St. George at Cape Sigeum.

On the left of the door of the village-church was the base with a relief of mothers and babies placed as a seat, on the right was a low seat, consisting of the famous *boustrophedon* inscription. The relief had been seen and coveted by many travellers. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu could have had it for a trifling sum in 1718, but the captain assured her he had neither gear nor a longboat, so her only acquisition was the important Sigean inscription (C.I.G. 3595) relating to Antiochus, now in the collection of Trinity College, Cambridge. Pars drew the relief in 1764, and Sir Richard Worsley visited it in April, 1786. I give an extract from his MS. diary (destroyed by fire at Brocklesby Park).

It has been much injured by the inhabitants of the place to prevent its being taken away, as I was informed by Signor Sabatini, the British Vice-Consul at the Dardanelles, who acquainted me that he had accompanied an English gentleman to the spot, who had bid 400 Venetian scudi for this beautiful fragment. The Governor of the castle had given his consent to the sale and had sent some Turks to assist the gentleman in getting it away, but they met with a violent opposition from the inhabitants, who immediately began to beat off the heads of four of the figures out of the five, and defacing the inscription (presumably the *boustrophedon* inscription) alleging that the reason why they would not be prevailed with to part with the fragment was that upon a former occasion they had sold a fragment, and soon after their village was infested with a dreadful plague.

The archaic *boustrophedon* inscription (B.M. Insce. No. 1002) had been first found by Sherard at the beginning of the eighteenth century. It was seen by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu (whose husband, as might be expected, found the reading too difficult for him) and discussed by Bentley. During the century the inscription was fast becoming illegible; and when Chandler saw it in 1764, he
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22 *B.M. Sceplt., No. 739.*  
23 *Letter of July 31, 1718.*  
24 *Chandler, Travels in Asia Minor, p. 28.*  
copied these inscriptions very carefully, and not without deep regret, that a stone so singularly curious, which has preserved to us a specimen of writing anterior to above two thousand years ago, should be suffered to be so neglected and exposed. Above half a century has elapsed since it was first discovered, and it still remains in the open air, a seat for the Greeks, destined of a patriot to rescue it from barbarism, and obtain its removal into the safer custody of some private museum, or, which is rather to be desired, some public repository.

These two important pieces were now in safe custody and formed the nucleus of the Elgin Collection. When Dr. Hunt visited the church at Sigeun in the course of the tour described below, a Greek priest lamented that the stones had been removed by English soldiers [then employed on the improvement of the Dardanelles defences] by the authority of the governor and the Sultan as a gift to the Ambassador.

The sighs and tears with which the Greek Priest accompanied his story did not, however, arise from any resentment he bore to the antiquity of these marbles, from any knowledge of their remote history, or any supposed relation they bore to the tale of Troy divine, but because, as he told us, his flock had thus lost an infallible remedy for many obstinate maladies. To explain this, it may be necessary to mention, that during the winter and spring, a considerable part of the neighbouring plain is overflowed, thus afflicting the inhabitants with agues; and such is the state of superstition at present among the Greek Christians, that when any disease becomes chronic, or beyond the reach of common remedies, it is attributed to demoniacal possession. The Pope or priest is then called in to exorcise the patient, which he generally does in the porch of the church, by reading long portions of Scripture over the sufferer; sometimes, indeed, the whole of the four gospels. In addition to this, at Yenicher, the custom was to roll the patient on the marble stone which contained the Sigeun inscription, the characters of which never having been deciphered by any of their Ἀρχαιολόγοι, were supposed to contain a powerful charm. This practice had, however, nearly obliterated the inscription.20

That the last statement is no exaggeration will be admitted by anyone who compares the stone as it is to-day with the early readings.21

No records survive as to what passed at Constantinople, but Lusieri can hardly fail to have been made acquainted with these striking acquisitions, and to have become aware of Lord Elgin's enthusiasm as a collector. He left Constantinople for Athens early in March, taking passage in a Turkish cruiser. He was accompanied by the two Cambridge travellers, E. D. Clarke, and J. M. Cripps, his pupil and companion, and also by the artist, M. F. Preaux. A firman of some sort seems to have been obtained and forwarded to Logotheti,22 but it failed to reach him for a long time, and turned out to be an illusory document.23 Lusieri also carried with him a circular letter, dated February 26, from the Ambassador, addressed to the 'Consuls, Vice-Consuls and Britannic agents in the Levant,' asking for their good offices. Dr. Philip Hunt and Dr. Carlyle also left Constantinople on March 3, 1801, which was about the same date as that of Lusieri's departure. Hunt was the Embassy Chaplain, and, as will be seen later, an active supporter of Lord Elgin's undertakings. Dr. Carlyle was Professor of Arabic in the University

20 Hunt in Walpole's Memoirs, i. p. 97.
21 Lusieri to Elgin, May 16, 1804.
22 See B.M. Jour. No. 1002.
23 Hunt in Report, p. 149.
of Cambridge. He had been attached to Lord Elgin's Mission by the Government in order to investigate the supposed existence of unexplored literary treasures in Turkey. The manuscripts purchased during Carlyle's stay in Constantinople are now in the Lambeth Library. His own Journal at Athis is in the British Museum (Add. MSS. 27, 604; cf. Hasluck, B.S.A. xii. p. 207). His health had suffered much during his residence in Turkey, and he felt himself unable to venture alone upon a journey to Macedonia to examine the libraries of Mount Athos, and he therefore applied to Lord Elgin for Hunt's company.

They were going, Carlyle wrote (Feb. 29th [sic], 1801), to 'Mount Athos, in order to examine the libraries in the different Greek convents there; and as we go with every recommendation that we could wish, perhaps we may be less successful in the acquisition of MSS. at the holy mountain than in other places of the same description. From Athis, we mean to go to Salonice; and from thence, if possible, to the monasteries on the Peneus. We shall then proceed, by the most celebrated spots of Thessaly, Doris, Phocis, and Boeotia, to Attica and Athens; from thence I shall cross the Isthmus to Patras; and we get home, either by Malta or Trieste, by sea or by land, as circumstances may admit.'

The two travellers elected to go by sea, in order to have an opportunity of visiting the Plain of Troy, Tenedos, and Lemnos. On March 3 they left Constantinople for the Dardanelles. Meeting unfavourable winds at the mouth of the Hellespont, they determined to land at Camaris or Kanim (Parium) and make for the Dardanelles by road. Hunt wrote reports of the journey to Lord Elgin, but as his journals have been printed (Walpole, Memoirs, i. p. 84) it is not necessary to dwell on the incidents of the tour.

They went on together to Mount Athos and both have printed their impressions. They proceeded by way of Tenedos and Lemnos. Between Lemnos and Athos they were exposed to a very severe storm which they had reason to believe proved fatal to several vessels that had quitted Lemnos in their company. Most of April was spent in Mount Athos, and on the 27th the travellers were at Salonica, intending to start the next day for Athens. The unsettled state of the country made it advisable to take a sea route, but that also, Hunt wrote, 'was not over secure, as most of the bays swarm with pirates, from whom we have already had two very narrow escapes, but as our vessel is of a pretty large size I trust we shall not be exposed to any real danger.' They appear to have been buffeted by further storms off Athos, after which they stopped for rest at Andros. After an unsuccessful attempt to reach Delos, they landed at Sounion only on their voyage to Athens.

To return to Lascelles, of whose departure from Constantinople we have heard above, he had made good use of his time in the Troad. On March 11 he wrote to Lord Elgin from Cos describing the course of the voyage to that point.

On the second day the cruiser reached the Dardanelles and there cast
anchor to enable the party to visit the Troas. They viewed the accepted landmarks such as the tombs of Achilles and Ajax, but Lasieri was recalled on the morning of the fourth day to the cruiser. Clarke and Cripps continued their explorations for another ten days.

There seems to have been some friction and jealousy between the two parties of travellers, going over the same ground at the same time. Hunt wrote to Lord Elgin (March 22, 1801)—Clarke and Cripps seem to have done very little, and to have omitted many interesting spots in the tour. Clarke, on the other hand, wrote to Hamilton (March 24, 1801) in bitter terms—Thus you see how evident is the effect of that jealousy, which marked all their conduct to us, and which every family in Pera noticed. It is the more remarkable as we thought they had too high an opinion of their own talents to harbour jealousy for the pursuits of any other traveller, and so on.

The Elgin portfolios at the British Museum contain some characteristic views of the scenery of the Troas, which were made on the occasion of this tour by Michel François Preaux, to whom they have already been conjecturally attributed by Mr. F. W. Hasluck. Clarke wrote in the letter quoted above, has made no less than forty drawings.

Owing to contrary winds the cruiser in which Lasieri was making his passage was delayed, and on March 11 the party were at Scio. The unfavourable winds here caused a month's delay, and it was not till April that Lasieri could write to Lord Elgin and to Hamilton that he was on the point of starting for Athens. To the latter he wrote—

Hence I am at Myconus, after running the risk of drowning, crossing here from Patmos, in my hurry to get quickly to Athens. My bed, myself, and all my effects were entirely immersed, but the paper which was packed up with every possible precaution has not suffered at all. . . . A few sailors, from the region of Jaffa, who died just lately of plague, have not only put the inhabitants into a state of panic, but have hindered all business, even to the point of going out of doors.

The wind having suddenly become favourable he was starting to Athens that day. Athens was duly reached on April 15, and Lasieri reported to Lord Elgin that he had found the company in good health, and was well satisfied with the quality of their work. The architects had finished measuring all that was on the Acropolis and the best of what was in the town. He proposed to set them to measure all that remained in the town after they had finished their elevations of the most remarkable monuments. There had, however, been a change for the worse.

The Formatori were ready to begin work on the Temple of Minerva, in the citadel, when the commandant prevented their going on. The same cause prevents Fedor from drawing the bas-reliefs of the same temple, the architects from making new observations, and myself from taking views. That is because they lack the necessary firmness for that purpose, which your Excellency sent to Signor Logotheti before my departure, and which he has never received. Everything that has been done up till
some in the citadel has been by means of presents to the Dinar, who is the commandant. He, however, has been threatened by the Cali and Voivode if he should continue to admit us to the fortress, and has just told us that henceforth it was impossible for us to work there without a frarun. I therefore beg your Excellency to have one sent to us as soon as possible, drawn up, in such terms as to prevent us meeting with new difficulties in remaining and peacefully continuing our work. I also require one of the same effect in case I shall go elsewhere. In the mean time I am setting the formatori to work again at the Temple of Theseus, where they had suspended operations in order to go to the Acropolis. The necessity of watching over these gentlemen, who when they were left to themselves have not worked as they might have done, obliges me to stay here until they shall have finished. So many monuments and points of view equally interesting for their history and for their beauty will take all my attention, and I have made a beginning to colour them after nature. Good example has already begun to produce its effect, which gives me the greatest pleasure, and emulation will soon do still more.

Lusieri further reported the arrival of Mr. Nisbet, Lord Elgin's father-in-law, with Mrs. Nisbet. His letter is dated from the French Capuchin Monastery, already mentioned. He remarks that the Monastery contained a quantity of ancient sculptures hidden underground and in a chamber, these being French property.

Such was the position of affairs when Hunt and Carlyle reached Athens from Mount Athos, their arrival being briefly reported in Lusieri's letter of May 16.

A few days later Hunt wrote his impressions to Lord Elgin. In the company of the Nisbets he had been able to visit the sights of Athens under favourable conditions.

They were so kind as to include Mr. Carlyle and myself in all their parties, and I am convinced that no Travellers have spent a short period on this classic soil, with more external advantages. Mr. Nisbet's connexion with your Lordship opened to us the gates of the Acropolis and every recess of the superb buildings it contains; and guided by so able a Gourou as Lusieri, as well as by the local knowledge which your Lordship's Architects and Modellers now possess, the Athens of Pericles seemed to rise before me in all its primitive beauty.

The usual excursions were also made in the neighbourhood. Hunt and Carlyle had visited the Plain of Marathon, and had compared the site with the accounts of Herodotus and Pausanias. They had also visited the cave of Pan, Cephissus, Eleusis and Megara. Mr. Nisbet had meanwhile been engaged in procuring some porphyry from the citadel and a marble seat.

The Archbishop of Athens has given Mr. Nisbet out of the Metropolitan Church, elsewhere from the Metropolitan Palace here, an ancient Marble Throne, on which the Gymnarches sat at the Public Games. It has bas-reliefs of the Sacred Olive the Oil of Minerva, the Victor's Garland, the Vine of consecrated oil, a Tripod &c. The weight of it will make its transportation to the Piraeus difficult.

The throne in question is well known to archaeologists from the old illustrations, although the original has been lost sight of. It is, however, as explained above, p. 164, at Bieil, East Lothian, in the possession of Mrs. Nisbet Hamilton Ogilvy, the great-granddaughter of the Mr. Nisbet, to whom

46 Hunt to Elgin, May 22, 1861.
the gift was made by the Archbishop. By her kind permission an illustration of the chair is given below (Fig. 3).

It is a spacious seat, with voluted arms, each supported by an owl. The outer side, to the spectator’s right, is plain. On the left, there is a relief of a four-legged agonistic table, designed to hold the prizes of victory in the games. This must be Hunt’s ‘Tripod.’ We see the front sides of the two near legs, and the back sides of the two far legs, that on the left being very indistinct in the illustration. The edge of the table is decorated with overlapping leaves or scales. Beside the table is an olive tree, and upon it are three wreaths, and the amphora of oil, with a spray of olive (?). Below are three palm leaves in sunk relief.

Fig. 3.—Marble Chair at Bihl.

This is no doubt one of the chairs engraved in Stuart and Revett iii. chap. iii. (beginning) or chap. iv. (end). The editors speak of three different chairs. From the illustrations it would not be easy to determine whether we have three different chairs, or one chair, carelessly drawn, seen from the front and the two sides. It is stated, however, by Revett, as quoted by Reveley (Stuart, 2nd ed. iii. p. 92).

that one of the chairs mentioned in this page from its form, sides at the back, than in front, shows that it was the outer chair of a circular exedra; one side is as here represented, but the opposite one is plain, and it was evidently joined by others, which from their situation must have had both their sides the same, that is, plain.

* Compares also Michaelis, Purchases, p. 29. Dec Stat. ii. p. 370. It is also given, to the first of the above, taken from Semper. Drenberg, Fig. 1334.

B.S.—Vol. XXXVI.
Our chair, being carved only on the left side, seems to correspond best with the first example, Stuart and Revett iii. chap. iii. leading vignette, left. Cf. text ibid., two ancient chairs, one of which is in the Metoik of St. Cyprian near the Vescovato, or residence of the bishop.

The breaking away of the upper volutes would account for the loose treatment of the arms in the vignette. It should, however, be remarked that the spreading bases on which the owls stand correspond better with the engraving ibid., chap. iv. end.

The agonistic table was an elaborate piece of ceremonial furniture. At Athens, Michaelis identifies it with the ivory table, τράπεζα τὰς ἀκανθώμενης of the Parthenon treasure-lists (IG. i. 173, l. 9). At Olympia it was a piece of gold and ivory work by Kolotes (Paus. v. 20. 1). It became a favourite subject for representation on imperial coins of Athens, Corinth, Delphi, and many towns of Asia Minor. Our chair seems also to be a work of the early empire.

Carlyle. Hunt reported, had left on that day with the Nisbets for Malta, and he himself was about to start on the following day in a small steamer for Teneriffe, whence he hoped to find an immediate opportunity of going on to Constantinople.

Having thus described the movements of the party, Hunt turns to the prospects of the expedition.

Of the Temples of Minerva, Theseus and Neptune, I can say nothing that would convey an idea of the effect they produce. They must be seen to know what the union of simplicity and beauty is capable of; and after having feasted the eyes with those exquisite specimens of Athenian Architecture, every deviation from them, even the edifices of Rome itself will almost disgust. Lusieri, who, born on the banks of the Tiber, and attached as he was to the proud remains of the Mistress of the World, is now an Enthusiastic Admireur of the Doric Buildings here, and turns with disgust from the works of Hadrian or Hercules Atticus, and everything on the Roman model.

He is employing his pencil on two general views of Athens, one from the Pnyx, the other from Mount Anoiksema, [i.e. Lycabettus] which will embrace all the monuments and classic spots of the Citadel and the Town. He has also commenced near views of the Temples of Theseus, Minerva and Pandraon. Positive Firms must, however, be obtained from the Porte, to enable the Architects and Modellers to proceed in their most interesting labours. Unfortunately the Temple of Minerva, called the Parthenon, and those of Neptune Erechtheum of Minerva Polias, and Pandraon, as well as the famous Propylae, are all within the walls of the Acropolis, now a Turkish fortress, garrisoned by mercenary and insatiable Janissaries, so that every obstacle which National jealousy and Mohammedan bigotry, seconded by French intrigue, could produce, have been too successfully used to interrupt their labours. Till these Firms are obtained, the bas-reliefs on the frieze, and the Groups on the Metopes can neither be modelled nor drawn. The architects, therefore, in the mean time, are proceeding to make the elevations and ground plans, from the measures they have taken, and the Calum-Thodore employs his almost magic pencil in copying such remains of Sculpture as are beyond the walls of the citadel.

Logotheti, not less than Lusieri and Hunt, was active in urging the need for a firman. We have already seen that he was asking for it during
the winter. In May, however, the difficulties he had clearly foreseen began to be felt, and Logotheti explained more in detail what Hunt had only described in general terms. The artistes had finished their plans, and had erected their scaffolding for moulding and drawing, and had just begun a few days before when a firman arrived here which advised the governor to keep good watch, and to guard the citadel, because a French fleet has gone out of Brest, and has reached Toulon. He has put new difficulties in the way of the progress of the work on the ruins of the citadel. Logotheti had endeavoured to meet the difficulty by a formal call, in company with Mr. Nisbet as the Ambassador’s kinsman, on the commandant. The latter had promised that such facilities as had been previously granted should be renewed after a few days, but Logotheti still urged the advisability of the firman.

Hunt, as we have seen, proposed to leave Athens to return to Constantinople on May 23, and he would have returned with a conviction, shared by Lusieri and by Logotheti, that a strong firman must be obtained.48

Up to this point, no ambitious designs of collecting the marbles had taken shape. Only proposals to draw and mould the sculptures were discussed, and the transport of Mr. Nisbet’s marble chair was spoken of by Hunt as a serious undertaking.

"My whole plan," Lord Elgin said before the Committee,49 "was to measure and to draw every thing that remained and could be traced of architecture, to model the peculiar features of architecture; I brought home a piece of such description of column for instance, and capitals and decorations of every description; friezes and moulds, and, in some instances, original specimens; and the architects not only went over the measurements that had been before traced, but by removing the foundations were enabled to extend them and to open the way to further enquiries, which have been attended since with considerable success."

A nearer acquaintances, however, with the actual conditions soon began to influence Lord Elgin’s mind.50

From the period of Stuart’s visit to Athens till the time I went to Turkey, a very great destruction had taken place. There was an old temple on the Ilissus had disappeared; every traveller coming, added to the general defacement of the statuary in his reach; there are now in London pieces broken off within our day. And the Turks have been continually defacing the heads; and in some instances they have actually acknowledged to me, that they have pounded down the statues to convert them into mortar. It was upon these suggestions and with these feelings, that I proceeded to remove as much of the sculpture as I conveniently could; it was no part of my original plan to bring away anything but my models.

No doubt this change of plan was largely due to Hunt’s report of the position of affairs at Athens. In part it took definite shape, as the new firman made its execution possible.

Hunt must have reached Constantinople early in June, and there he could urge by word of mouth the case for an extended firman. 51

---

written memorandum is of interest showing the points which Hunt considered of importance.

Pera, July 1, 1801. Mr. Hunt recommends that a firman should be procured from the Porte, addressed to the Voivode and Coll of Athens, as well as to the Dilar, or Governor of the Citadel, stating that the Artists are in the service of the British Ambassador Extraordinary, and that they are to have not only permission, but protection in the following objects:

1. To enter freely within the walls of the Citadel, and to draw and model with plaster the Ancient Temples there.

2. To erect scaffolding, and to dig where they may wish to discover the ancient foundations.

3. Liberty to take away any sculptures or inscriptions which do not interfere with the works or walls of the Citadel.

Philip Hunt.

The exception suggested in the last clause was obviously directed towards possible military scruples of the Turkish authorities rather than to any question as to the artistic propriety of the operations.

No records exist as to any negotiations with the Porte. Such affairs, according to Lord Elgin's evidence, were entirely verbal. "There was nothing in writing till an order was issued." 44 Hunt, according to his evidence before the Committee, 45 advised Lord Elgin to apply to the Porte for a firman, "embracing the particular objects I pointed out to him; and as I had been before deceived with respect to the pretended contents of a firman, I begged that this might be accompanied by a literal translation; the firman was sent with a translation, and that translation I now possess."

The terms of the new firman are published in the report of the Select Committee and elsewhere. It is in two parts, firstly restating the prayer of the petitioner, and secondly granting it point by point. The purport of the whole is sufficiently summarised in the evidence of Dr. Hunt.

It began by stating that it was well known to the Sublime Porte that foreigners of rank, particularly English noblemen and gentlemen, were very anxious to visit and examine the works of ancient art in Greece; particularly the Temples of the Idols; that the Porte had always gladly gratified that wish; and that in order to show their particular respect to the Ambassador of Great Britain, the august ally of the Porte, with whom they were now and had long been in the strictest alliance, they gave to his Excellency, and to his Secretary and the artists employed by him, the most extensive permission to view, draw and model the ancient temples of the idols and the sculptures upon them, and to make excavations, and to take away any stones that might appear interesting to them.

The last clause of the prayer runs: "when they wish to take away any pieces of stone with old inscriptions or figures therein, that no opposition be made thereof."

The final words of the operative part of the firman, 46 as translated from the Italian version, are:

It is our desire that on the arrival of this Letter you use your diligence to act conformably to the instances of the said Ambassador, as long as the said five Artists

dwellings at Athens shall be employed in going in and out of the said citadel of Athens, which is the place of their occupations; or in fixing scaffolding around the ancient Temple of the Idols, or in moulding with chalk or gypsum the said ornaments and visible figures therein; or in measuring the fragments and vestiges of other ruined edifices; or in excavating, when they find it necessary, the foundations, in search of inscriptions among the rubbish; that they be not molested by the said Dahur (or commandant of the citadel) nor by any other persons, nor even by you (to whom this Letter is addressed); and that no one meddling with their scaffolding or implements, nor hinder them from taking away any piece of stone (quale che pensi di piastre) with inscriptions or figures. In the above-mentioned manner, see that ye deamen and comport yourselves.

(Signed with a seal.)

SHERF-ABDULLAH KADHACAN.

Such was the tenor of the fateful firmus. We have it on the authority of Lord Elgin* that the general state of political relations was an important consideration attending its issue.

In proportion with the change of affairs in our relations towards Turkey, the facilities of access were increased to me and to all English travellers; and about the middle of the summer of 1801 all difficulties were removed; we then had access for general purposes. . . . The objection disappeared from the moment of the decided success of our arms in Egypt! Yes; the whole system of Turkish feeling met with a revolution, in the first place, from the invasion by the French, and afterwards by our conquest.*

Lord Elgin's views at this stage are fully set forth in a letter to Lusieri of instructions which are of sufficient interest to be printed at length.**

Sir,

Your letter of May 16th and the news which Mr. Hunt has brought us from Athens, have received my most serious attention. I have indeed felt how precious the moment is, what advantages there are to be gained or lost.

Mr. Hunt will tell you how much we have thought about the means of coming to your help, and will show you better than I can describe the proofs of the efficacious measures that we have taken—I refer to him for all the details.

When you have heard about the matter, you will feel the importance of taking all possible advantages from it. The first aim is to finish the great work well, the ensemble with which you are all busy, and I dare to frame myself that by the means which we now have, there will be nothing that will not be brought to a satisfactory conclusion.

The progress already effected makes observations from me unnecessary to the course to be followed. Perhaps there will be some doubt about the number of objects that you ought to undertake personally—but that will depend partly upon what others undertake and the different considerations that Mr. Hunt's journey will suggest to you.

Besides the general work (by which I mean that which had been begun at the departure of Mr. Hunt) it would be very essential that the Formatori should be able to take away exact models of the little ornaments, or detached pieces if any are found, which would be interesting for the Arts. The very great variety in our manufactures, in objects either of elegance or luxury, offers a thousand applications for such details. A chair, a footstool, designs or shapes for porcelain, ornaments for cornices, nothing is indifferent, and whether it be in painting or a model, exact representations of such things would be much to be desired.

Besides, you have now the permission to dig, and there a great field is opened for sculpture, and for the remains both of sculpture and architecture. Your zeal will be kindled, I am sure, at this occasion of doing me such essential a service, as the making use of this opportunity affords; and the permission being as extraordinary as the circumstances which procured it are precarious. I charge you to take every care, and to make them work well, and carry on our undertaking in every way that you shall think useful.

The journey that Mr. Hunt is undertaking offers a field for your talent and taste that has never before been offered to any artist. The places he is going to visit, the subjects he will have everywhere, his zeal, his intelligence, and his knowledge being all equally favourable, promise a most happy end to this excursion. I hope that in going through these classic scenes in this manner you will see exactly what there is; and everywhere where you have not leisure for what you think interesting, you will be able easily to take measures for going back, either alone, or with some of the artists to finish the work.

Belatra has with him several drawings of my house in Scotland, and some plans of the site on which it is intended to build here. As regards the latter, it would be necessary to me to have them by the first opportunity. The plan for my house in Scotland should be known to you. This building is a subject that occupies me greatly, and offers me the means of placing, in a useful, distinguished and agreeable way, the various things that you may perhaps be able to procure for me.

The Hall is intended to be adorned with columns—the cellars underneath are vaulted expressly for this.

Would it then be better to get some white columns worked in this country, in order to send them by sea to my house? Or to look out for some different kinds of marble that could be collected together in course of time, and decorate the hall (in the manner of the great Church at Paleone) with columns all different one from another, and all of fine marble—supplementing them with gates and other rare marbles which are found in Sicily, and which are worked in small pieces?

I am inclined towards the latter plan. If each column was different, and each beautiful, I should think that the effect would be admirable, but perhaps better if there were two of each kind.

In either case I should wish to collect as much marble as possible. I have other places in my house which need it, and besides, one can easily multiply ornaments of beautiful marble without overlooking it; and nothing, truly, is so beautiful and also independent of changes of fashion.

These reflections only apply to unworked marble. You do not need any prompting from me to know the value that is attached to a sculptured marble, or historic piece.

Farewell, Sir; keep well, and be assured of my esteem and respect.

ELGIN.

14th July.

P.S. I have just received your letter from Mycenae. It has not hurried.

The letters which Mr. Hunt brings, and the advantages that he expects to have, are such that I beg you very urgently to make the trip with him, in the way that I have proposed in this letter. Everything makes me set great store by this expedition.

The firman had to be conveyed to Athens, and in the ordinary course would no doubt have been entrusted to some courier or ship-captain. It chanced, however, that the political position made it desirable that Hunt should return once more to Athens as mentioned above. The nature of his mission is explained in a letter from him to Hamilton 2 who was at that moment on a special errand in Egypt. After giving general news, he notes

2 Hunt to Hamilton, July 8, 1801.
that the appointment of Mr. Stratton to be Secretary of Embassy at Constantinople may enable Lord Elgin to visit Greece and elsewhere; that the Nisbets and Carlyle were detained in the Lazaretto at Malta (we have not yet any letters from them, tho' they sent us a most agreeable souvenir of N. Wiltshire cheeses); that a characteristic quarrel had disturbed the diplomatic atmosphere of Peru—

D'Arrest, the French Secretary in his Calcinet with Lagno, happened the other evening to meet your friend Frotte in a narrow lane and on horseback, near the Aqueduct between here and Beyukdere. Obstinate in one of the parties, or perhaps both, brought the wheel in contact with the young Frenchman's horse; this led to an altercation and insulting language on the Quay, where the grand Monde was coming out of the Intermezzo;—this was followed by a challenge from Frotte—a refusal to accept it from D'Arrest—appeals to Lord Elgin, and M. Knobelsdorff, etc. etc. At last the Russian Minister presented a Memorial to the Porte, requesting them to punish Frotte, as an officer in their service, who had the audacity to disturb the peace of the Diplomatic Circle of Peru. To prevent any further continuation of this unpleasant business Frotte goes with letters to England from Lord Elgin. The quarrel I suspect originates in some old jealousy about our English Heiress, whose Clarke is coming to take from both those combatants, etc. etc.

Hunt then proceeds to inform his correspondent as to the essential matter.

I have now no news, either foreign or domestic, to add to this letter, except what you must open all your eyes and ears to attend to—it is that my Reverend Sulm is about to set out from home as a kind of Diplomatist, to the Morea, Albania, and such other parts of European Turkey as we have certain information are encumbered by Bonaparte. .. Chabert was to have accompanied me—his manners, his knowledge of the Turks, and his acquaintance with the Ambassador's views, made me anticipate much from him as a colleague. Unfortunately the prospect of meeting French Invaders—approaches of the bad air of the Morea—or the idea of separation from the comforts and the intrigues of Pera, made him renounce the voyage, after the Ship was hired; the Firmans obtained, and every arrangement made.

After enumerating the staff in attendance (a dragoon, the Greek servant who had accompanied John Hawkins, of Bignor Park, through Greece and the Morea, his own servant, one of Lord Elgin's Janissaries, and a Mou Beiser from the Porte, who has been assigned me as a kind of ad hoc man, to see that the contents of the firmans are obeyed) Hunt describes the letters which he was provided, and goes on to explain the nature of his mission.

With such means I feel I ought to do a great deal; but it is too late for me to begin the study of Machavel, had I even the wish. However, as my mission is not of an intriguing nature, I trust a plain tale may be told, and fair business executed without need of finesse. The object of my Mission is, to create an impression in favour of our views, and of our power, to state to the different Agents of Government in the Morea, Albania, &c. what we have done, and what we are capable of doing, to protect Turkey

---

30 In the Wilmsham papers a letter of Lord Elgin's (Sept. 3, 1801) refers to Frotte as 'a young man who had served with distinction on board the Tyger' and whose 'departure had been hastened by an incident in which he behaved very handsomely' (Br. Misc. Add. MSS. 35, 829, fol. 145). 31 Muhacirin, a government commissary or agent.
against Foreign Invasion, to repress the rebellions, and encourage the faithful and Loyal subjects of the Porte—to put them on their guard against the intrigues and misrepresentations, both of French Envoys, and of those Republicans who have been so insidiously allowed to reside amongst them—to prepare them for affording effectual aid in provisioning our Squadrons that may go into those Seas.

On such Classic ground investigations into the remains of Antiquity, and an attempt to procure such as are interesting and portable will naturally come in as a secondary object; and as I shall carry a Forman to enable our Artists to prosecute without interruption their researches in the Acropolis of Athens, I will take care to see it put properly into execution. When as many of these objects political and classical are attained, as I find practicable, I hope to be able to proceed to Rhodes, and if your Egyptian Mission be finished about the same time, it is not easy to say what delight I should have in meeting you, that we might compare notes, and return hither together; philosophizing, as we sailed along, from island to island in the Aegean.

'Kutchbrook Mylord, [i.e. 'The little Mylord,' Bruce then fifteen months old] is just recovered from a very sharp attack of fever and Dysentery, and is now doing well. The Duke of York's impatience in publishing Lord Elgin's private letter on the Landing in Egypt &c in the Gazette has much vexed his Lordship.... Lady Elgin in sending her best wishes, bids you not forget to procure her a quantity of the finest Ostrich Plumes.'

Hunt started from Constantinople on the mission described above about the middle of July. On the 17th he wrote from the Dardanelles to acquaint Lord Elgin with his progress. At Gallipoli he had seen, but had not been able to acquire, an inscribed column which stood in a bye street, and was used as a mortar for bruising wheat. 'It contains a long Greek Inscription which I could not with prudence stop to copy in a Crowd where the plague was suspected. The Turkish Mon Bashir applied to the Imam of the mosque near which it is, and also to the Aga of the Janissaries. They both assured us that the governor alone could permit its removal, and he was too far distant for us to apply to him.' He had, however, been more successful in the purchase of a draped torso, and a small votive tablet dedicated by certain fellow sailors to Apollo of Tarsus as a thank offering. This tablet is now in the Elgin collection. The vessel was being detained for want of gunpowder, an article which our captain had unaccountably omitted; and which it was found to be difficult to extract from the Turkish governor.

From the Dardanelles the voyage to Athens was not altogether without incident.** All went well at first.

The nights were so calm, and the moon so bright that we conversed by turn with all the Ships of our little fleet. Belloli, the two Swedes, and a Neapolitan Priest, made a concert of the French Horn, Clarinets and flutes, as they sailed close alongside. On Tuesday (July 21st) we parted company, the rest of the fleet proceeding to the Adriatic, while we steered towards the Paroos. Here the wind entirely failed us, and at night it was so dead a calm that there was not even a Steersman at the helm; nor a Sailor on the look out. M. Marcello, happening luckily to go on deck about Midnight saw a late-masted vessel moving towards us. In hopes, I make no doubt, of finding us asleep or at least unprepared. In a moment all was bustle, we cleared for action, distributed Muskets, and concealed ourselves till the vessel came within hail. Our Crew including passengers, amounted to Twenty. The speaking Trumpet was given to me, as English is supposed to have more effect on the nerves of a Manoio than Langua franc.
receiving no answer we fired a shot at them, and about two minutes afterwards a cannon charged with grape. This, rattling about them, produced a reply that they were Hydriotes, and on telling them we suffered neither friend nor foe to come near us at night, they rowed away.

On Wednesday evening, July 22, Hunt reached Athens, and anchored in the outer harbour of the Piraeus. About midnight a ship sailed past us on its way to Constantinople. I did not know till the following morning that all the French who had lately been arrested at Athens were on board this vessel, and were going to the Capital, in consequence of a firman from the Porte. The French residents at Athens, including Fauvel, who would have been a formidable opponent of Lusieri, had been arrested in the spring of this year by a firman from Constantinople.28

Hunt and his party on landing were received by Logotheti, who made room for the visitors in his own house, since the only other available quarters in the town happened to be occupied by Dodwell and his companions. He found that Lusieri had begun work on the Acropolis about a month previously, but that the artists were paying for the permission, and exposed to continual insult and interruption. Dodwell’s party were in the like case. Sixty Piastres had been demanded by the Diadar for admitting the English travellers to the Temple of Minerva, and they had suffered some other indignities which had irritated them extremely. These circumstances moved Hunt to make immediate use of the powers with which he was provided. He had complete authority, granted by the Turkish Government, in gratitude for the military and political aid of Great Britain, but as Lord Elgin stated in his evidence (Report, p. 35) ‘in point of fact, permission issuing from the Porte for any of the distant provinces, is little better than an authority to make the best bargain you can with the local authorities.’ There was, therefore, nothing unusual in the fact that the bearer of a firman was obliged to put pressure of various kinds on the local official.

It must be noted also that the firman was addressed to the Voivode and the Cadi. The Diadar, whose treatment is described below, was their subordinate.

After instructing Raschid Aga, the Mubashir of the Porte (whom we have seen defined above as ‘a kind of ad hoc man, to see that the contents of the firman are obeyed’), Hunt went with all his train to wait on the Voivode.

Raschid behaved on this occasion with uncommon energy and propriety; he entered completely into your Lordship’s views, and the whole of his conduct entitles him to your warmest patronage. When the Voivode had read the letters, and perceived the determined tone with which we spoke, he became submissive in the extreme degree, and assured us he was highly mortified to find that the Diadar had presumed to treat any Englishman with disrespect, or demand money on any pretext. On wishing to see the Diadar’s Son, difficulties were started about his being absent; but on declining my resolution to know really where the blame attached, the page mucamet came in barefooted and trembling, attempted to deny the fact complained of by Mr. Dodwell’s party; but on my repeating what had happened both to Mr. Nadair and myself, the
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Voivode and Mon Basbee told him he was exiled; I then interceded for him on promise of his future good conduct, and he was pardoned. The Mon Basbee however hinted to him that as he was young and strong he might find employment in the Galleries of the Sultan on a second complaint. The Conference ended with repeated assurances that henceforward the gates of the Citadel are open to all Englishmen, from Sun-rise to Sun-set, and to draw or measure any of the old buildings they please, and that your Lordship's Artists are to consider themselves at full liberty to model, dig, or carry away whatever does not interfere with the works. Hitherto all this has been most faithfully performed. The Citadel is now as open and free to us as the streets of Athens.

It may be supposed, that this eventful interview with the Voivode took place on July 23. The next few days must have been days of feverish activity, judging from the reports sent to Lord Elgin by Hunt, on July 31, in continuation of the letter already quoted, and by Lasceri in a letter of August 6. The inscriptions on the Acropolis were collected, including the treasure lists and other important Athenian documents now in the Elgin collection. The Caryatid porch of the Erechtheum was cleared of disfiguring accretions." The Caryatides that support it, and the rich ornaments of its cornice and ceiling, are now open to the day. If your Lordship, Hunt continues, would come here in a large Man of War— that beautiful little model of ancient art might be transported wholly to England. Nothing can exceed the exquisite beauty and delicacy of all its details. A block of the Erechtheum cornice was taken down. On July 31 the Parthenon was first approached.

Today the Ship-Carpenter and five of the Crew mounted the walls of the Temple of Minerva, and by the aid of Windlasses, Cordage and twenty Greeks, they succeeded in detaching and lowering down, without the slightest accident, one of the Statues or Groups in the Metopes representing a combat between a youth (probably Theseus) and a Centaur; it has long been the admiration of the world: indeed nothing can equal it for beauty and grace. A second which adjoins it, on the same subject, is to follow it to-morrow. He [the son of the Dider] tells me Choiseul gave his Father Eight Hundred Piastras for the Metope which adjoins these, but that it was taken down with so little skill, that the rope broke, and it was dashed into a thousand fragments.

On this latter point, tradition was already seriously at fault. The only broken metope connected with the name of Choiseul-Gouffier was one which was secured by Fauvel in 1788 on his behalf. It had been blown down by a storm, and been broken into three fragments. By a curious chain of circumstances it is now in the Elgin Collection (No. 309). See below, p. 357.

"The second Alto Rehove," Hunt continues, after a pause, presumably on the next day, "is now lowered, and with equal success; they are to be brought as soon as possible to the Comité, where the Calumny is to design them, and then they are to be put on board. When I saw those beautiful statues hanging in the air, and depending on Raginus Cordage, I was seized with a trembling and palpitation, which only ceased when they arrived safe to the Ground."

— Dedwell, 1 p. 324. "During my first visit to Athens, the Caryatides were nearly concealed by a modern wall, the removal of which has very much improved the appearance of the monument, and was done by the dilapidators, not with any intention of preserving this singular edifice, but merely to examine which was the most entire of the statues, and to facilitate its removal."
Lusieri, also, in his report referred briefly but enthusiastically to the two Metopes. 'If I said all I could, I should not say anything in comparison with their merit. I am sure that there is nothing so perfect of this kind in all the universe.'

Excavations of great importance were also begun without delay at the West end of the Temple.

On the Western front of the Parthenon, Hunt's report continues, 'was the celebrated group of Jupiter, presenting Minerva as his Daughter to the Council of the Gods. The whole has disappeared except a few fragments, but being convinced that the body of such a massive statue could not have been transported far, we therefore proceed to pull down an old house that has been built beneath, hiring another for the occupier. On digging to a considerable depth we found certain sculptures.'

The question of what was found in the excavations is of vital importance to the study of the pediments, since the question of the position of the torso known as J, called Victory or Iris, turns on this evidence. The letters of Lusieri and Hunt to Lord Elgin, Hunt's report to Lord Upper Ossory (see p. 296), and the abstract in the printed Memoranum on the Pursuits of the Earl of Elgin in Greece, may be arranged in parallel columns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lusieri</th>
<th>Hunt's Letter</th>
<th>Hunt's Report</th>
<th>Printed Memorandum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>En faisant des excavations dans la façade du Parthénon du côté de l'ouest, nous avons trouvé plusieurs morceaux de statues, dont les quilles</td>
<td>We found</td>
<td>By purchasing the house of a Turk, built immediately under it, and then demolishing the house in order to excavate, Lord Elgin had the satisfaction of recovering the torso of Jupiter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le buste de Jupiter, mais malheureusement sans tête, et avec la poitrine nue. Une grande partie de cette figure est, et d'une manière qui pourrait être celle de la Victoire, ou du Minerve même, ont des draperies d'une délicatesse qu'on ne peut pas assez admirer.</td>
<td>the Shoulders and Bust of a Naked Jupiter, and a number of mutilated female statues, with drapery so light and elegant, as to resemble the finest muslin, and to show all the contours of the form beneath. One of these Lusieri thinks superior to the celebrated Flora at Rome.</td>
<td>the greatest part of the statue of Victory, in a drapery which discovers all the fine forms beneath, with exquisite delicacy and taste as that of the Favorite Flora.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Je lord place enfin, un beau morce d'humus tout neuf, et un grand quantité des autres fragments dans un magasin.</td>
<td>We also found there part of the Vulcan and many valuable fragments.</td>
<td>drapery which discovers all the fine forms beneath, with exquisite delicacy and taste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part of Vulcan and other fragments
It is evident that the figure which made most impression on the explorers was a Victory. (Lasier’s suggestion of ‘Minerva’ was only thrown out on the first discovery, and does not occur again.) All the female draperies they found admirable, for the skill with which they indicated the underlying forms. One in particular, the Victory, recalled to the mind of Lasier, the Farnese Flora. Among the available statues there can be no question that the torso of Nike or Iris is the one best calculated to suggest the Farnese Flora, since both have the peculiarity of a clinging drapery, indicating the underlying forms to a remarkable degree. It is also the one which would immediately be identified as Victory, by its wing sockets. Hunt’s account of the general composition of the pediment is evidently based on Spon’s verbal description, without knowledge of Carrey’s drawing. Spon saw on the right side of Jupiter a statue with head and hands broken, draped half way down the leg, which might be supposed to be a Victory preceding the chariot of Minerva, whose horses she guides. . . . Minerva is seated in the car etc. Hence the identification was ready to hand of the torso of Victory. This figure, the J of Adolf Michaelis, was assigned at a subsequent date to the East pediment, through error of P. Q. Visconti, and was only removed back to the West pediment in 1909.65

The torso of Vulcan is of course that of Hermes.

Hunt’s letter of July 31. closed with a triumphant postscript: “The most beautiful of the statues is now in the Consul’s yard. We have been forced to get a gun carriage and a train of thirty men to bring it down. The other will follow to-night.” At the same time that he reported these successes, Lasier added that the garrison, and even the Diezor, were continually destroying some part of the Parthenon, in order to extract the lead with which its cramps were fastened. I am sure that in half a century there will not remain one stone on another. It would be well, my Lord, to ask for all that is left, or else to do all that is possible to prevent their going on in this fashion.”66 The letter continues with plans for Broomhall. The details of the Ionic order are to be copied from moulds of the Erechtheum, of which also we now hopes to secure a considerable piece of the cornice; the columns of the vestibule are, if possible, to be of Pentelic marble. The writer adds that he hears from Rome of difficulties about payment of wages to the artists’ families, and

65 See the Guide to the Sculptures of the Parthenon, 1906, p. 26, for the controversy as to this figure.

66 In justice to the Diezor, Dodwell’s associate should be quoted: ‘During my residence at Athens, the work of devastation having been begun by the Christians, was imitated in a humble manner by the Turks, and a large block of the epistyle of the Erechtheum, at the south-west angle, contiguou to the Pterocomen, was thrown down by order of the Diezor, and plased over one of the doors of the fortress. As I suggested that he intended to demolish other parts of this elegant edifice, which seemed doomed to destruction, I took the liberty of remonstrating on the impropriety of his proceedings. He pointed to the Parthenon, to the Caryatid portion, and to the Erechtheum, and answered, with a strangely enigmatical air, ‘What right have you to complain? Where are now the marbles which were taken by your countrymen from the temples?’” (Dodwell, p. 392).
concludes with enquiries for Lady Elgin and the expression of a hope that he may soon learn 'qu'elle ait donné au jour un autre petit ange.'

By the same messenger, Logotheti sent congratulations and protested his zeal in the cause. The arrival of Hunt, armed with such powerful documents as the firman and the rest had united every difficulty in the way of progress. Even previously, he asserts, he had arranged for access to mould and draw. The two metopes, now in Logotheti's courtyard, were being drawn by the Calmuck; 'I offered besides to your Excellency, four other pieces of marble, with bas-reliefs. One of them was in my house from the time of Atheman Stuart, and I beg you to receive the offering, as a sign of my devotion.' The relief last-mentioned was the archaic Bacchalian relief (Brit. Mus. No. 2154. See Cockerell's drawing, Fig. 10) found by Stuart in the theatre of Herodes Atticus, and removed by him to the house of Logotheti, where it served as part of a fountain. Further, another of the four can be identified as the relief with Victory driving a chariot (Brit. Mus. No. 814).

During this period, matters had not been going well with the company of artists. Not only had there been difficulties about the advances to the families left in Rome, but the men themselves had not been giving satisfaction. Lusieri had not as yet reported his difficulties to Lord Elgin, but to his friend Fiale at Rome, he writes:—

I have been here since the 15th of May [sic, for April], with instructions to go on to Olympia, but the reports that had previously reached me of Messrs. my companions turning out only too true, I have been obliged to do otherwise. No education, no religion, very great pretension, especially on the part of the Maltese. In spite of my Lord's intentions I have put off their dismissal, expecting that my example would have some effect, but I have been mistaken. Vincento, the formatore and Lusieri work better than the rest. I have doubled the wages of the former, in consideration of his activity.

He adds, 'In ten days I shall start for the Morea and get as far as Olympia. The season is unfavourable, but I cannot hold out against the pressure of My Lord, whom I hope to see here on my return.'

Meanwhile, Hunt had left Athens on August 2, in pursuance of his mission. He first visited the Negropont, and then went by way of Thessal to Livadha, whence he sent a report to Lord Elgin, on August 8. The heat had been so intense that foot-passengers had expired in the roads, and had made it necessary to travel by night and rest by day. He was able, however, to give a detailed report as to the position of the Negropont, as a possible source of supply of corn and other provisions. As to antiquities he added: 'At a village near Thessal, I saw an exquisite cameo of a female Centaur suckling her infant, but the peasant to whom it belongs refused 500 Piastras which I offered. Indeed I believe 2,000 would not tempt him, as he supposes the welfare of his family and flocks depends upon keeping it.'
This cameo was the subject of much subsequent correspondence, and the influence of the Bishop was solicited to no purpose, but the cameo was ultimately secured (Memoir, p. 22).

At Athens, Hunt and Lusieri had arranged for the immediate shipping of a part of the collection, and particularly of the two metopes, but the work took longer than had been anticipated, and Hunt was thus able to prolong his tour. He learnt by letter that so many difficulties had occurred in casing the marbles, and transporting them to the Piraeus, that it would be useless to return to Athens for some days. He employed the interval in excursions to Chalcis, Thermopylae and Delphi.

On the 22nd of August, Lusieri was able to leave Athens in company with Hunt on his further tour. After having placed in a store all that I have found in the excavation below the pediment of the temple of Minerva, sent on board the two metopes and other sculptures and inscriptions, and several boxes filled with moulds, and having given the necessary orders, I embarked on the 22nd of last month with Mr. Hunt. They visited the temple at Aegina, Corinth, Sicyon, Nemea, Mycenae, Argos, and other places. From Tripolitsa, Hunt wrote a full report of their travels to Lord Elgin. He began with a summing-up of his impressions at Athens:

During the whole of my residence at Athens, I am happy to inform Your Lordship, that there was not an individual, either among the Officers of the Porte, or the Greeks of the City, who did not seem to vie with each other in gratifying your wishes, particularly the Vezir, the Archbishop, and our Agent Logotheti, who conscientiously possesses all the power of the place. On taking my final leave, I recommended Your Lordship's Artists to the Vezir's protection, and he assured me that you might rely on his hearty compliance with the spirit of the Caimakian's instructions, both as to their pursuit, and with respect to the removal of any of the ancient sculptures that interest you. He sent me continual presents of provisions and fruit, and gave me Government Post-horses for all my excursions.

Hunt's account, in the same letter of the then condition of Mycenae is interesting:

We made a short excursion to the left to the famous city of Mycenae. No description can convey an adequate idea of the massive stones which compose its walls. The Ancient Greeks supposed them to have been the work of the Cyclops, as well as two Colonial Lions in bas-relief over the Gate Way; and which still remain in their original situation. The block on which they are sculptured is too gigantic, and too distant from the Sea to give any hopes of being able to obtain so renowned a monument of the Fabulous age. Near this gate is a most stupendous conical subterraneous building, quite entire, called by some antiquaries the Tomb of Agamemnon, by others the Royal Treasury of Mycenae. The door has been opened; and unfortunately floods of rain have carried in so much soil, that the entrance is now difficult, and the whole dimensions of the building cannot be ascertained. 33 courses of masonry are apparent above the soil, there is a triangular niche within over a second Door Way, which being closed up with rubbish, we could not penetrate.

* Hunt to Elgin, Aug. 21, 1801.
* Lusieri to Elgin, Sept. 4, 1801.
* Hunt to Elgin, Sept. 3, 1801.
During the month of September the two travellers continued their tour in the Morea, reaching Patras on September 19.

Lasieri wrote thence \(^{71}\) that the fort at the Narrows of the Gulf had no military value. Hunt was proceeding to Corfu, Lasieri to Corinth, Nauplia and Tripolitza, and so back to Athens.

I hope that no further difficulties will be raised, as to continuing the diggings at the Temple of Minerva, and I shall be able to get possession of all the fragments I find. Mr. Hunt wrote to your Excellency on my behalf to send a dozen marble slabs of different sizes to Athens, as quickly as possible. I should require three or four, twenty feet in length, to saw a great bas-relief [the central slab of the East doors] that we could not transport unless we reduce its weight. I await your Lordship’s instructions, with reference to the departure of the artists from Athens. I have found nothing so far that needs a formatore, still less a figure painter. The remains of the temple at Aegina and of that of the Pheidian Apollo at Andritsena like the others, do not require an architect to be sent. They are all of the Doric order and it is well known that the true models and all the refinements of this order are met with in the temple of Minerva at Athens.

He had found much beauty in Arcadia and Elis, and several points where excavation ought to be undertaken—more particularly Olympia.

Ten days later \(^{72}\) Lasieri reported the further progress of his tour from Tripolitza. He had reached Corinth, had visited the citadel of Acrocorinth, and had made note of its military resources and deficiencies. He had done the same at Nauplia, and had made representations on the subject to the local authorities. At Nauplia he had been dissatisfied with the zeal shown in preparation of quarters for troops. The Greeks were all ill-disposed, and the French allowed to remain at Nauplia and Corin were a hostile influence. He was starting next day for Athens. He adds a postscript that the Pasha has sent for him, and has given him a complimentary present of a fine pelisse. With the letter was enclosed a memorandum as to the military condition of the Morean fortresses. The troops were five years in arrear with their pay, and there was a general lack of artillerymen and of competent instructors.

The report sent to Constantinople in the beginning of August had given great satisfaction to Lord Elgin, who wrote in reply, from Constantinople \(^{74}\):

You are sufficiently acquainted with my zeal, and with the interest I take in your occupations, not to doubt the infinite pleasure that I have felt on the receipt of your letter and of that of Mr. Hunt, of the beginning of August. The object that I had in view, and that seemed to meet with so many difficulties, now seems to promise a success beyond our most ardent hopes. I venture to flatter myself that my purpose will be attained in a fashion to put the names of my artists on an elevation that no one has approached since the time of the originals whose perfection you are about to revive.

After stating that he has taken steps through his banker at Vienna to continue the allowances to the families of the artists at Rome, he continues:

I do not go into details as to what you have obtained. I cannot express all the satisfaction I feel. On my part, I am trying in every way to help your work, and I hope

\(^{71}\) Lasieri to Elgin, Sept. 30, 1801.  
\(^{72}\) Elgin to Lasieri, Oct. 8, 1801.  
\(^{73}\) Lasieri to Elgin, Sept. 20, 1801.
that some English ships will soon be at Athens with orders to take on board what you will have got. Like you, I am very sorry for your departure from Athens, but the object was assuredly worth while; and if you have been able to take measures so that the time was not lost, and your acquisitions were not taken or diverted, I am sure that the result will have been so satisfactory that you do not regret the step you have taken. I await further news of you with great impatience.

P.S. Nov. 31st. This letter has had to be delayed, and during this time all my plans have had reference to Athens. I refer you to Mr. Hunt for the details. I have the saws. Dr. Scott sends you a fresh supply of medicines.

Lusieri returned to Athens on October 3, travelling by way of Megara and Eleusis. At the latter place he had examined the well-known colossal bust of Demeter (now in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge) and reported it as deserving of consideration for Lord Elgin's collection although considerably injured.

On October 5, excavations were begun on the South side of the Parthenon in the hope of finding some of the fallen metopes, but on the 26th, Lusieri reported that he had only found some tolerably fine fragments of the frieze, which awaited the saws. With a single saw that I have got from the convent, they have saved a precious fragment of the cornice of the Temple of Neptune Erechtheum (the Erechtheum) and with the same saw they are now sawing a bas-relief, a part of the frieze of the Parthenon. It must of course be understood that the sawing here spoken of was the operation of cutting off the backs of the architectural sculptures, if their thickness made them inconveniently heavy for any methods of transport then available.

He was also on the point of securing two more of the metopes of the same merit as the others, though not so well preserved.

Meanwhile the artists were not giving satisfaction.

I have no reason to be pleased with the conduct and works of the architects, and not at all with Fergus who has not worked, and does not want to do what he ought. He is a man who does not care to stop long in one place, and has long been anxious to go off. I am afraid I may have to dismiss him, after having employed all possible means to bring him to reason. But I see I must send him away as soon as possible as his example will make the others still worse. I will draw all that he has not done. . . . I hope that in three months at most the most necessary work will be finished. I must send them to do their quarantines at Malta, and thence to Rome.

The former, on the other hand, had been working well during his absence. Hunt's report a little earlier (July 31) had run:—

Of Lusieri's indefatigable zeal I cannot speak in terms of sufficient praise. His conduct ought to make some of his Colleagues blush. The first modeller is a very decent man, but his subaltern has uniformly worked with such unremitting assiduity, that the labouring one may be said to have fallen on him. In consequence of Lusieri's repeated requests, I have ventured to double this man's little stipend. Of the Architects and the Calmuc, I cannot speak in terms of approbation, except as to the execution of their works—they proceed extremely slowly, and have associated so much with Faüyd, that they are even required of intentions of removing Copins and measures with an intention to carry them to Paris. They are strictly watched, and if they have not yet found means to smuggle any packets, it will now be difficult to accomplish it. Before they depart from hence they will be strictly searched in presence of Janissaries.
Lusieri also observed in the letter of October 26, quoted above that for the full enjoyment of the fragments of sculpture they must be restored at Rome. The work might be done by one of the formatori, Ledus, but he would have to work under the direction of Mr. Canova, the most famous sculptor of our age.

It is probable that Lord Elgin felt the need of a responsible English agent on the spot at Athens to make the necessary arrangements for the shipment of the marbles and so forth, and during this autumn and the following spring a certain Captain Thomas Lacy (an officer of Engineers who had been attached to the staff of General Koehler for the purpose of modernizing the Turkish army) makes a rather ineffective appearance on the stage. We first hear of him at the Camp before Alexandria whence he writes stating that he is about to embark on board the Cynthia, sloop of war, Captain Dick, bound to Athens, where he hoped to meet with detailed instructions. Hamilton, who was at that time on an Egyptian mission, to which we must return later, had already explained the general nature of his duties, and had given him the necessary introductions. 'In fact, My Lord,' Captain Lacy exclaims, 'I am so slated with my new office of Antiquarian, which Mr. Hamilton has contrived for me, that prudence urges me to wait a more composed moment for communicating further.' The Cynthia left Alexandria on October 10, and put in to Smyrna to refit on the 23rd. This operation was a cause of nearly a fortnight's delay, and Captain Lacy wrote from Smyrna that he would willingly have proceeded thence in a boat of the country, but that the Consul had deterred him from so doing on account of pirates. It had been intended that the Cynthia should remove a portion at least of the marbles; but even before she left Smyrna it became clear that her commander was disinclined to undertake the duty. Captain Lacy wrote that in the opinion of Captain Dick the vessel was unable to take on board any heavy sculptures. This was confirmed when the Cynthia had reached the scene, and Lacy had to write from Athens with evident vexation: 'Captain Dick declares that his ship is too small, and that his orders but allow him to remain here two or three days; a space in which it is not possible to embark all that is required; it is his opinion moreover, that without taking all, it is better to take none. He sails immediately, after anchoring about six and thirty hours.' Three weeks later Lacy wrote enthusiastically of the merits of the collection of drawings (which he had just been allowed to study, through the instance of Hunt), and of the marbles. He was eager that the Caryatid porch should be secured entire for the collection. He adds that he is starting for Olympia, and that Clarke [E. D. Clarke, the Cambridge traveller, whom we have already met in the Troad] has secured the Ceres at Eleusis and a ' bust of Euclid with an inscription ' for the University of Cambridge. The last item is
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86 Lacy to Elgin, Oct. 6, 1801. 88 Lacy to Elgin, Nov. 17, 1801.
90 Lacy to Elgin, Oct. 25, 1801. 92 Lacy to Elgin, Dec. 3, 1801.
94 Lacy to Elgin, Oct. 30, 1801.
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appropriate to the University of Cambridge than might appear. It is merely a sepulchral cippus, with a figure carved in a niche, and the inscription Εὐκλήδης Εὐκλήδου Ἐρμονεύς (C.I.G. 839; Michaelis, Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, No. 21).

That Lacy's relations with Lusieri at this moment were not cordial may be inferred from a paragraph in a letter from the latter to Lord Elgin of the previous day: * * I have not thought it fair to the company to take advantage of the accomplishments of Captain Lacy, because all our operations have succeeded well, and we can transport the heaviest weights without the aid of anyone whatever. He too speaks of the Pandroseum, but with less enthusiasm. The five Caryatids are like each other, and not of such fine sculpture as the metopes and relief.

To trace briefly the further movements of Captain Lacy, he spent some time in the Morea, but not to much purpose. He wrote from Zante * * that he rejoiced to be on the point of leaving the Turkish dominions, of which he was thoroughly weary.

Mr. Hunt, a few of whose footsteps I have been tracing, collected for your Lordship the harvest of all that was interesting; and in truth I have been too idle for a gleaner. This object to which I aspired was a draught of Letha. I neither measured columns, nor sought to fill a journal-book. My observations, merely superficial, amount only to the unpleasing speculations of corruption and abuse. My journey too has been uneventful and ill-requited. Under these circumstances, therefore, I simply illustrate my travels by the following list of hallowed names: Thbes, Paros, Marathon, Athens, Eleusis, Megara, Corinth, Nemea, Argos, Tyrins, Mycenae, Mycon, Sicily, Ilia, Olympia, presuming that it will be excused me any comment on them when I declare they sound not half so well in my present temper, as Dover, Canterbury, Chatham, London.

At Athens it was impossible to interfere in your concerns, without creating jealousies that would have been injurious to them. Mr. Lusieri, offended at the most distant notion of it, seemed to fear a competition, his idea of which, though it did not flatter me, it was necessary to obliterate by every mode of tenderness and forbearance. Gentlemen of his class, I find, are extremely delicate, and will only be excused to exact themselves by the kindest encouragements: they must be treated in some manner like sick children or capricious women; for when once they admit the smallest disgust, there is nothing but mischief to be expected from them.

At Olympia he had not been more successful, and he was satisfied that nothing could be usefully attempted without much leisure and no ordinary means.

The small stream there, which flows into the Alpheus, has succeeded upon an ancient streamlet, from whence in times of heavy rains, relics of antique armour are frequently washed down the current, and afterwards discovered on the sands when the waters subside. I made large offerings for a specimen of these, but could not procure one.

In compliance with an urgent letter from Lord Elgin Captain Lacy paid a second visit to Olympia, but again reported * * that the conditions were altogether unfavourable, and that what masonry remained was being
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* Lusieri to Elgin, Dec. 7, 1801.
* Lacy to Elgin, Mar. 18, 1802.
* Lacy to Elgin, Feb. 15, 1802.
rapidly demolished, and that any campaign of excavation would need to be supported by ample resources. In a final letter\textsuperscript{32} from Zante, Captain Lacy quits the scene. 'Your Lordship is already informed of the issue of my researches... and I have no inclination to renew so sad an account. After calling attention to certain inscriptions, mentioning the cost of his journeys and other expenses, Captain Lacy concludes that he is careful to reimburse himself by drawing a bill on Consul Strane, 'lest the omitting it be ascribed to a motive of pride or something worse.' Captain Lacy thus disappears from the enterprise to which his contribution would seem to have been very small.

It is time to return to the movements of Hunt, whom we last saw at Patras. He embarked on September 21 in a trabaculo (small coasting vessel) bound for Trieste in order to reach Corfu, but found his progress so slow against contrary winds, that he changed vessels at Cephalonia and reached Corfu on October 2. While there he learnt the news of the birth of a daughter to Lord Elgin, and wrote in the style of a famous contemporary divine:

'I beg to assure Lady Elgin that my fervent prayers are offered for her safety and that of her little girl. It will give me heart-felt pleasure to admit into the Church the offspring of two families so highly respectable for the attention they show to their Religious duties, and where the women, under whom her mind will be formed, are so remarkable for all that is virous, and all that is amiable.'

He reached Janina on October 21, and was received with high honour by Ali Pasha, with whom he had two long conversations on the politics of the time. Nor were Lord Elgin's special pursuits forgotten.

Ali Pasha has promised me that whatever statues, busts etc he finds hereafter shall be sent to Your Lordship, and had he sooner known your taste for such objects he could frequently have gratified it. Particularly when he repaired the fortress of Prevesa, some statues were found which he says only seemed in want of breath. Ignorance and barbarism destroyed them.

Hunt left Janina on October 24 for Corfu, where he heard of the opening of the negotiations which resulted in the Peace of Amiens in the following March.

On reaching Corfu I heard of no news being established between Great Britain and France, but on such vague authority, that I ventured to open the letters addressed to Your Lordship from Malta, in order to ascertain so interesting a fact. I hope the terms are not so bad as Lord Keith has been induced to believe from French reports. At all events I congratulate Your Lordship on an event so interesting to the whole world.

At Corfu Hunt was struck with a violent attack of fever\textsuperscript{34} and while in that state received messages that Lord Elgin was very anxious to meet him at Athens that they might go together to Alexandria. He travelled with much distress to Patras (being kept thirteen days at sea by adverse winds) and thence by land to Athens. At Athens, however, he learnt that Lord Elgin's plans were changed, and he decided to sail alone to Alexandria.

\textsuperscript{32} Lacy to Elgin, Mar. 26, 1802. \textsuperscript{34} Hunt to Plessis, Dec. 8, 1801.
On December 9 he left Athens "much recovered, with good spirits and favourable wind" by the Ragnesian brig *Costanza*, for Egypt. All went well as far as Cos. There the wind became unfavourable.

We were therefore forced to put into a port of Asia near the ancient Halicarnassus; from whence I carried off a votive altar, with sculptured teesons and an inscription. After Twenty days' stay in that miserable deserted Port (during which time my Fever and Ague &c. perpetually tormented me,) we reached (Cape Chiro) the ancient Cnidus. There contrary winds gave us an opportunity to carry off some beautiful fragments of Ionic and Corinthian Cornices, Frescoes &c but others which I was forced to leave from their bulk may be had on my return, particularly an inscription relative to Artemidorus, who would have saved Caesar's life if his letter had been read.

I sincerely trust your Ip. has not experienced the terrible weather we have had. I have been in plague frights for the Antiquities on board.

The vessel reached Alexandria on February 3, 1802, and unloaded the cargo, which was taken in charge by Major Bruce of the Royal Engineers, and placed in the ordnance stores to be sent towards England on the first convenient man-of-war. The consignment included eighteen cases of moulds, two metopes of the Parthenon, two cases of reliefs, a marble chair, a marble sundial, and seven inscriptions.

Another small brig, the Mentor (whose untimely fate must be recorded a few months later), commanded by Captain Eglen, had been purchased by Lord Elgin, with a view to a voyage which he was himself contemplating to Athens. This, however, as we have seen, he was obliged to postpone. The vessel was sent from Constantinople in the middle of December, reached the Piraeus on the evening of December 27, and sailed on January 5 with ten boxes of moulds and sculptures. Six of the boxes contained moulds from the Parthenon, while the other four contained three marble torsos from the excavations under the West end of the Parthenon, and a piece of the frieze. The Mentor reached Alexandria on February 13, her orders being to take Hamilton (then on a detached mission to Egypt and Syria) on board, for Cyprus, Greece and Constantinople.

Finding himself obliged to postpone his proposed voyage, Lord Elgin wrote to Lusieri on December 23, in full detail, with reference to the new embassy buildings at Constantinople. In a letter of December 26, he returned to the affairs of the Greek mission. After congratulating Lusieri on his successes, he adds that he is sending a very good telescope for the Voivode, by the best maker in London—Makes good use of it. I still hope that you will find the means to procure for me the colossal bust of Ceres at Eleusis already, as we have seen above, the capture of Dr. Clarke. He was sending a marble saw as requested, and a supply of drawing paper. As regards the collection of antiquities which Lusieri had reported to be in the Capuchin monastery, it was no longer possible to think of a seizure, but he
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* Hunt to Elgin, Jan. 3, 1802.
* This is probably the altar of Cales Caracoures in the Elgin Collection. B.M. Sculpt. No. 2987. Gr. Journ. in B.M. 1123a.
* There are two inscriptions connected with Artemidorus of Cnidus in the Brit. Mus. (Nos. 787, 792). One of them may be the inscription seen by Hunt.
* Elgin to Lusieri, Dec. 26, 1801.
authorizes him to proceed by way of purchase, if Fauvel or anyone else should appear who was able to treat. On the understanding that the mission of the artists was nearly completed, he proposed to send a Ragusan vessel in a few days to receive the artists on board, for Malta and Italy, together with much of the collections as could conveniently be sent by that route. Balestra would be needed at Constantinople for the new embassy building. The other architect would only be required at Constantinople, failing Balestra. The Calsmick should return to Italy. Nothing was to be done either as regards the restoration of the metopes at Rome, or the making of casts in England, before he was himself on the spot. It would therefore be best for the formatori to be dismissed, and for the moulds to be sent to England by some ship of war. The metopes might be sent either to Constantinople, Malta, or some safe place beyond Italy. As to the movements of Luteri himself, it would be a subject of regret if he should quit Greece a day sooner than he could do it on the conscience of an artist, of a man of taste, or in friendship to the writer. After suggesting various subjects, such as the fortress of Phyle, the latter proceeds:

In particular you have, I fancy, to excavate at Olympia. It is one of the most interesting and curious pieces of work—a place that has never been touched—where revolutions and devastations have left us to completely free a place where the arts of Greece had been advanced to the highest degree of perfection. In the same way at Athens itself the diggings ought still to be continued. So much so that if it was necessary to have somebody to watch over them and conduct them, without interrupting you, it would be worth while to keep one of the formatori for that special purpose. I mention them because they are culpable and you would have confidence in them. I name very specially the temple of Pandrosos. I flatter myself that you have already thought of ways of transporting it. If Captain Lacy is with you, with the means that Mr. Hamilton will have supplied, such as levers and so forth, perhaps you could get down the statues one after another, and put them on my brig, and by degrees transport the whole to Zaa.

After urging Luteri to follow up his previous successes, since each part of the collection gains importance from its neighbours, Lord Elgin continues:

I should wish to have, of the Acropolis, examples in the actual object, of each thing, and architectural ornament—of each cornice, each frieze, each capital—of the decorated ceilings, of the fluted columns—specimens of the different architectural orders, and of the variant forms of the orders—of metopes and the like, as much as possible. Finally everything in the way of sculpture, medall and various marbles that can be discovered by means ofassium and indestructible excavation. This excavation ought to be pushed on as much as possible, by its success what it may. At Olympia, assuredly excavation is of the greatest consequence. You would be the first; and history assures us that there are statues, riches, monuments of all sorts in such abundance, that this dig is deserving of any effort that can be made there.

Possibly Captain Lacy, with the aid of one of the formatori, and of the Voivoce and Consul at Patras, might ascertain whether Olympia is really worth while. (But as we have seen, Captain Lacy's report on Olympia was of very little service.)

A list of the presents which were sent with this letter is interesting.
The list is annotated by Lusieri with the names of the recipients. Those marked "to Milord" were presumably returned when Lord Elgin visited Athens in person.

Three silver telescopes. [One to the Volosco, another to Cadi, another to Milord.] Three telescopes in yellow mounting. [Two to Milord.]
One with a foot to rest on a table. [This one also to Milord.]
A green morhälle [to Milord] with a yellow foot, and also with a foot of green crystal, which are exchanged.
One ditto, white—with a yellow foot, and also one of white crystal.
A small green ditto.
A gold watch. [Given to the Volosco of Athens.]
A compass. [To Milord.]
Two crystal bottles, to hold ice and cool the water.
Two crystal covered glasses.
Four yellow cups and porcelain. [To Mr. Logotheti of Egina.]
Three covered cups.
Two covered Wedgwood cups.
Three little pieces of Wedgwood, together forming an inkstand.
A box of instruments with one handle which serves for all the pieces.
A gun, that you must have examined.
I beg you to be careful as to the distribution of these articles. I shall regret nothing that arrests my acquisitions in Greece.

The proposed ship was not sent, and Lord Elgin writes a few days later (January 3, 1802) with further directions as to the voyage of the artists by way of Malta. Lusieri is instructed to urge the Royal Commissary at Malta to send a King's ship to embark the marbles. Another letter (January 9, 1802) was to the effect that in addition to the King's ship, asked for from Malta, Lord Elgin was sending orders thither for a bigger vessel than the Mentor to be purchased. The new ship might come either direct from Malta to Constantinople, or might call, if Lusieri thought well, at Athens on the way. The brig, meanwhile, would proceed on the course prescribed in previous letters, and the new suggestion is thrown out that one of the artists, preferably Ittar, might sail with it, to make a selection of objects for the collection, and to make sketches of things seen. The letter again concludes with urgent injunctions to dig at Athens, and to organize diggings at Olympia.

Such were the views and plans of Lord Elgin at the beginning of the New Year. Lusieri's next report of progress (January 5, 1802) was written before either of Lord Elgin's last two letters can have reached him. Immediately after the expiration of Baimum he would keenly continue the excavations at the Parthenon, and would proceed with the saving of the bas-reliefs.

If I cannot get the Parnassian entire, I do not despair of one of the Caryatids. The monument of Philopappus is of poor architecture, it is very big and the sculpture is not of the best kind, nor well preserved. The artists, my colleagues, continue their work. The unfavorable season partly stops them, but they do what they can. We must go on, getting everything moulded that we assume here in the real thing. Lusieri is still needed here. ... Vincenzo, the fornicatores, who works in the open air, is often unable to continue his work, being prevented by bad weather and cold. The Calumet can stay here.
another two months, with constant employment. I have seen him over by the hope of being engaged on the new building at Constantinople, or of receiving a present. As for the young architect I think it is best for him to go. So I will seize some opportunity to put him on board, as soon as he shall have finished another drawing of two.

According to what Captain Lacy writes from Patras, where he has been for more than a month, he is starting for Malta. Before he left, I gave him the plan of Olympia, urging him to make excavations there. But such matters are the province of an artist.

A few days later Lasieri again urged the desirability of having the metopes restored at Rome, and proposed to take them thither, and to obtain thence at the same time some good master-masons for the embassy buildings.

The restoration are engaged on the temple of Neptune Erechtheum, of Minerva Polias, and the Pausilipon [i.e., on all parts of the Erechtheum]. The details of these various little monuments are masterpieces. Without a special firman it is impossible to take away the last. The Turks and the Greeks are extremely attached to it, and there were many who when Mr. Hunt asked for it. Also I do not think it would be worth while, on account of its bad condition. The five Caryatids are exactly similar, and the base, the cornice, and the upper part are in a pitiful state. It will not be difficult, by means with which I am acquainted, to get the best of these Caryatids, to have it restored at Rome, and afterwards to have it moulded. In this way your Excellency might have this little monument quite complete. In pursuance of this idea I am having moulded the few details that remain.

The bust of Cerere, which was at Elmsley, has been taken by Messrs. Clarke and Cripps for the University of Cambridge. This fragment, which is very much injured, is more interesting to antiquaries than to artists.

Two more consignments of antiquities were despatched during the spring. The frigate La Diable (Captain Stephenson) left Athens for Malta on March 16, having on board the objects which the Costanza and the Mentor had taken to Alexandria, and five cases in addition, including two Parthenon metopes; a case of fragments, and two cases of moulds. At the end of May, as we shall see more fully below, the sleep of war Mentor left for Malta, with nine cases, including three metopes, three slabs of the frieze, the horse's head from the east pediment, and a part of the Erechtheum cornice. The dispersion of the collection was already beginning to make difficulty, and a notice was issued. "If any of the articles require being cased, it would much oblige Lord Elgin to make cases for them similar to the others; and if any of the cases etc. are without direction, it will be esteemed a great favour to mark them in strong letters with the Name of His Excellency The Earl of Elgin, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at the Porte, Downing Street, London."

It was in the spring of this year (1802) that Lord Elgin was at length able to carry out his plan of visiting the scene of operations in person, and helping on the work by his influence and authority. The letters which passed between Lord Elgin and Lasieri in the intervals which separated their meetings during the Greek visit, are somewhat irregular and are apt to be undated. They do not in themselves supply a connected story of the tour. This, however, is fortunately furnished by some lively letters written

*Lasieri to Elgin, Jan. 11, 1802.*
by Lady Elgin to her mother, Mrs. Hamilton Nisbet, and now in the possession of Mrs. Hamilton Ogilvy at Bief.

From Lady Elgin’s letters we learn that the party left Constantinople on Sunday evening, March 28. It consisted of Lord and Lady Elgin, the children, and the doctor (Dr. Scott) in a Ragusan vessel; Colonel Murray and Hunt in the English brig which was to give protection from pirates; and there was also a ‘little ship filled with the Maltese that Elgin is sending to Malta.’ The passage was rough—I believe Bruce was almost the only person on board who was neither sick nor frightened. The Dardanelles were passed on the 31st. On April 1 it was still blowing hard, and Lady Elgin insisted on going ashore in the Bay of Mandria [i.e., Porto Mandri, or Thorina, in the south-east of Attica]. The children were left in the ship, and the night was passed in a tent, pitched in a cave.

Some peasants told us that there were an amazing number of Pirates, and that the night before, 18 of them had landed at our cave and carried away a Woman. However the Woman returned that morning, and said that if she had had another woman like herself, they two could have driven away the Robbers. We had plenty of Janissaries and lighted two large Fires close to our Tent to drive away the damps. We passed the night unmolested.

But the brig, which had stopped at Tenedos to take in wine, had been quite lost sight of, and it was therefore determined that the children should not remain in the Ragusan ship, unprotected from the pirates. With considerable difficulty, owing to the roughness of the sea, they also were brought ashore.

We had got from a neighbouring Village some Horses and Asses. You would have laughed had you seen the party. I was mounted upon an ass, Masterman upon another, Mary’s Parasams [i.e., wet-nurse] upon a third, and [there was also] a great fat washerwoman of mine who preferred walking to the horror of riding. Thomas rode, and took Bruce up before him; Elgin and the Doctor walked. After six most tedious hours, scampering over mountains, we arrived at the much wished for Village, where I expected to sleep like a Queen! But in vain. Alas! I was sadly disappointed. We got to a Hut, the people lighted a large fire in the middle, but not a crumb was left for the smoke to escape. I took possession of that Hut for myself, Brutta, and Damas; Elgin and the Doctor went into another. We expected to pass a most delightful night and arranged our Bads with great glee, but no sooner had we flung our weary limbs upon them than we were assailed in such a manner by flies not one of us could shut our eyes, it was quite dreadful for the poor Children. They were danced out of their beds every two minutes in order to catch the Flies. The next morning we all mounted as before, only we contrived two baskets into which we put our Bads well bolstered up. The people told us we were nine hours’ ride from Athens. We came to a Village where we stopped and dined. Then we deposited our little treasures in the baskets and off we set. Lassari and Mounmou Logothetis came to meet us, we were all sadly tired with this day’s journey. I really thought of getting off my horses and laying down; for I never was

---

Lady Elgin to Mrs. Hamilton Nisbet, April 10, 1802.

Elsewhere Lady Elgin speaks of “Both the Parasams, Calitza and Fatty,” whose real name seems to have been Helena (p. 375). One may conjecture that Bruce’s Parasams was no longer needed in that capacity. There is a picture at Bief of the children with their Greek nurse. The latter were sent home by way of Malfa and Smyrna, in the spring of 1807.
as faged. It was between 8 and 9 o'clock when we arrived at Athens, and perfectly dark. Besides there was a great dew falling which made me very uncomfortable about Elgin. As for the children we wrapped them quite up and they arrived as fresh and lively as possible, I never saw them look so well as they do here.

On the 15th Lady Elgin wrote again. She had paid a sort of state visit to the Bath.

This morning I made myself as smart as possible, and having given some days notice that I intended honoring the Bath with my presence, I am sure there were three or four hundred Womcn, Greeks and Turks. Altho' I had formed a very pretty idea of the amusement, I must say it very far surpassed my expectation. Had you dancers, singers, and Tambourine players in the Bath? The dancing was too indecent beyond anything. Mary shall not go to a Turkish Bath! We had a Ball here the other night. We have all this house to ourselves. The Logothetis have gone into another, which makes it much more comfortable to us: I have made Hamilton's room the Nursery. Did you ever go up the outside flight of stairs? We have repaired the long room and put my Piano-forti into it, and we breakfast and sit reading, writing or arranging Medals in the Gallery. I have put a gate upon the top of the stairs, so there is a fine airy run for Bruce. We dine at two o'clock, and drive out in the Carriage every day after dinner. Tonight we drove to the Monastery of Daphne, where you rode, (and) went all over it. I feel to know everything you thought and did here. But I have almost filled four pages without saying what I think of the Artist. I think the few things that remain, almost all having been sent to England, far more beautiful than ever I dared imagine. But with lauters I own I am disappointed, not one single view finished—nothing but innumerable Sketches, but too much of a sketch for me. We expect Hamilton every day from Egypt, he has been away many months. I shall be happy when he returns.

The letter continues with plans for the contemplated tour in the Morea, and concludes with a postscript by Lord Elgin:

It was agreed that I was to have written Mr. Nisbet by this opportunity. But I have had so much to do, in seeing and settling, that I am too late to attempt a regular letter. I therefore take advantage of Mary's leaving to say That She and the Baba are, thank God, well. We have a very hard work to get Logothetis's house in order for so numerous a Company; and Mary, finding herself at last tolerably comfortable, can't be spurred up with any hurry for Those and Plates, where Mr. Hunt and I go tomorrow. I don't name Athens and my artists. It would be sacrilege to speak hastily of such wonders, and the Jades done them. All I can say is, to express a belief, That the object has been attained, and that when all arrives safe in England, I shall be able to show a complex representation of Athens. Lord Keith has been very obliging, by sending the Diana Frigate here: Capt. Stevenson has carried to Malta most of my acquisitions. In case this should reach you in London, I anxiously hope that Mr. N will assist me in having notice given and attended to at the Sea Ports for receiving and landing safely, what may be brought home for me.

A further letter from Lady Elgin, dated from Tripoli, describes the beginning of the tour in the Morea. The party had taken leave of the children, who were left at Athens on May 3, and made their start in

---

48 Lady Elgin to Mrs. Hamilton Nisbet, April 15, 1802.
49 A view of the courtyard of the house of Nicolas Logothetis, the Council of Stuart's time, is given in Stuart and Revett, i. chap. v. pl. 1. We know that the house was the same, since Spedilion Logothetis gave Lord Elgin the Remnant relief, placed in it by Stuart in the time of Nicolas.
50 Lady Elgin to Lady Roberts (Manners) for Mrs. Hamilton Nisbet, May 11, 1802.
a ten-oared barge, lent for the purpose by Captain Donnelly of the Nereus, who had arrived for survey work.

We embarked about 12 o'clock an extremely hot day, passed close to the Island of Salamis and Mount Argalas, where Xerxes' Throne was placed, and dined at Elenus, walked all about, and saw the ruins of the Temple of Ceres. The statue of Ceres which was in the town was sent to England last year by Mr. Clarke. We landed at Port Nese, proceeded by torch light, accompanied by a strong Guard of Albanians, who kept singing with Bells and singing their National Songs all the way to Megara, and slept in a most miserable Albanian Cottage. Could you have been going from the Boat to Megara amongst the Troops firing all different ways, the wonderful noise of their songs, the darkness of the night and the glare of the Torches, you would have thought we were taken Prisoners by a Banditti.

On the 4th the party re-embarked, and coasted along the shore to the Isthmus, * (We) sailed by the Scironian Rocks where Sciron used to kick down the Passengers! and dined at Cromion where Theesos killed the sow, landed at Port Cenchra, and stayed in the house of Nouri Bey, the governor. On the 5th a visit was paid to the foot of Acro-Corinthus and the site of Corinth. On returning to Nouri Bey's house—

I found the Ladies of Basset Bey's and Nouri Bey's Harem. They had arrived from their Country House on purpose to see me. They came in a kind of covered Boza, two of which are slung across a Mule-like Gipsy painted in blue with a Lady in each. Over them are curtains of Scarlet Cloth to prevent the people seeing them. The women got hold of Masterman, took her into the Harem, and begged of her to persuade us to go to them. I did not feel much inclined to go there being with me, however I went and was most graciously received by them. I was drenched with rose water, then perfumed, afterwards presented by a woman upon her knees with sweetsmeats, water and coffee. With my three or four Turkish words, assisted with hands and eyes, I contrived to stay about twenty minutes with them. When I got up to take my leave, Nouri Bey's Great Wife as they called her escorted me to the head of the stairs, whilst two women took hold of me by the arms and led me to the door.

In the course of this day Lord Elgin also wrote to Lusieri, describing his progress. He was sending back by a boat some vases and an inscription presented to him at Corinth; some small vases found at Megara, and an Ionic capital which he had seen in a little Greek Church on the coast, where we dined. He begged Lusieri to have some work done at Elenus and to trace the temples especially that of Ceres.

The monuments never seem to have been taken, nor the site determined. It would be necessary to take a couple of saws for the finds. There is already a monument lying on the surface, with two bocci crowned with an inscription, pretty much as follows, ΧΑΙΡΟΛ. A little further is an enormous triglyph, good to measure or to take. Undoubtedly sculptures etc. will be found.

After mentioning other antiquities he proceeds:

The whole therefore would give materials for measuring, for sitting and for digging, and I should like you to be there as soon as possible. If you started early in the morning, on Sunday, for instance, taking lists with you, and the necessary permissions of the Vizier and of the Archbishop of Athens, you could easily examine everything and return the same evening. Perhaps Don Bernardini would be good for the excavations.

---

18 Elgin to Lusieri, May 9, 1802 19 See Unofficial Antics of Athens, chap. ix. pl. 7.
always supposing that you are not obliged to employ him in the citadel—which is always the greater object.

It would also be necessary to have the Dafne Columns (Br. Mus. Nos. 2564, 5) or at least the capitals. When you see them you will make up your mind. In either case have them ready at the Piraeus.

I recommend the Acropolis to you; 

(P.S.) Embrace the children for me, and take good care of them.

From Corinth a rough ride brought the party, on May 6, to Nemea. After dining and resting,

We pursued our road and passed tremendous high Mountains, the valleys and sides of the Hills covered with Myrtles and other Ever Greens. On entering the great plain of Argos we made about half an hour's deviation to the left to see the ruins of the City of Mycenae. Great Masses of the Walls of the ancient Citadel still remain. They are said to be the work of the Cyclops. At a short distance from these Ruins is a stupendous Vault which is supposed by some to be the tomb of Agamemnon, and by others the Treasury of the Kings of Mycenae. Two long walls of massive masonry lead to the doorway of this subterraneous building; but so much snow has been washed into it by the mountain torrents, that it required no common courage to crawl through the Hole by which alone it could be entered. I went in after some hesitation on all fours, and was fully justified by the scene. The Stone which forms the threshold of the door is of a dimension that exceeds everything in magnitude that I had seen at Athens. We measured it and found it twenty-four feet long, seventeen feet thick, and nine feet high. The form of the Vault is that of an immense hollowed Sugar loaf, and composed of Horn stones. We lighted a large fire in it, and crept through a subterraneous passage into another Dome of much smaller size. I must tell you that young Logotheti, the hopeful son and heir of the Athenian Logotheti's who had strict charge to take care of himself, but his Musa did allow him to go whenever he went, but he refused to follow me into the second vault. I saw the bristles on his back were erect as crawling into the first Vault, in which undertaking he knocked off his Calash, and sadly soiled his flowing robes. We were told that the Aga of the adjoining Village of Caravali was the first who discovered the vault, and that he had found in it a Sepulchral Lamp of Bronze suspended by a chain from the stone which crowns the building. Finding it neither gold nor silver he made a present of it to some Gipsies. We then rode along the plain of Argos, which is the most cultivated part of Greece. The Voivode sent a number of horses, superbly equipped, for Elgin and the party to ride into the city. The concourse of spectators was very great; the pompous entrance was extremely disagreeable to me, for what with the people bringing all different directions, and the fine horses kicking, I thought myself exceedingly fortunate when I found myself at the house of our protected Barry, Vlassopoilo, where we found every possible sort of accommodation. He is rich and had entirely new furnished his house for our reception.

On the 8th the party left Argos for Tripolitza, leaving instructions with Vlassopoilo (as he should be spelled) to carry out excavations at the Treasury

1 Lady Elgin to Mrs. Hamilton Nisbet (continued).
2 Young Logotheti is one of the chief Gipsies in the town of the Bamara, in Bifeloff's Travels in Greece.
3 Schliemann, writing in 1877, says that, by local tradition it is agreed 'that the excavation took place in 1810, and that the sole objects found in the Treasury were some half-columns and friezes, a marble table, and a long bronze chain suspended from the top of the dome; at the end of which was hanging a bronze candelabrum. I have heard this account repeated so many hundred times by the old people of the Argolid that I believe it to be perfectly correct, except of course, as to the candelabrum.' Mycenae, p. 291. The Elgin's letter of 1802 shows that tradition confused Lord Stigli's excavation of 1810 with some older enterprise.
The night was passed at Akhtradokampos, of which Lady Elgin writes with enthusiasm. On the 9th a deputation of the villagers entreated Lord Elgin's influence with the Pasha to give them leave to repair their church. An escort sent by the Pasha here met the party, bringing a covered litter (Turkish takht-i-ravan) for Lady Elgin, which she describes as follows, under the name of 'Tartar-a-van':—It was carried between two Mules and guarded by six Men, in the manner of a Sedan Chair. In some of the very bad places the men actually took the mules up in their arms and lifted them over. I was in it once at this manoeuvre, which I did not at all admire, and begged to be let out the next time.' A brilliant entry was made into Tripolitza.

We were met by all the officers of the Pasha's court, on chargers richly caparisoned, and accompanied by Pages and Guards, who played at the Djerit [throwing the lances], and other equestrian feats. I saw many of them who after they had flung the Djerit rode and picked it up when it was lying flat upon the ground, without getting off their Horses; others had sticks with hooks at the end with which they pulled up their Djerits in the quickest manner. Their dexterity was wonderful and the exhibition of this proceeding on the Plain of Mantinea was one of the finest Corps d'Armées in the world. Three Parade Horses were sent for Elgin, Mr. Hunt and Dr. Scott, besides a great many led Horses, all with the most brilliant furniture, the Lieutenant-Governor and first Chamberlain riding by their side, the Dragoman of the Mores proceeding and a train of at least six or seven hundred on Horseback, following. All the Inhabitants of the Town in their best dresses and well armed lined the Avenue to the Gate, and as we approached the Great Cannon were fired from every Fort round the Walls of the City. One man out of a large embroidered box kept flinging money to the Children and poor People on the road. There was something extremely grand in that. In the Evening we dined at the house of the Dragoman of the Mores, which was assigned for our residence, and were waited on by the officers of the Pasha and Bey to congratulate us on our arrival, and an immense Supper of 30 or 40 Dishes dressed in the Turkish style was sent from the Pasha's seraglio.

A ceremonial audience took place on the 10th, and presents were given—ermine pelisses for Hunt and Scott, and saddle fur and a horse with rich trappings for Lord Elgin, a shawl, an embroidered handkerchief, and two pieces of Indian stuffs for Lady Elgin. On the day following the Pasha returned the Ambassador's visit.

He was uncannily polite, and gave letters of permission for our artists to make excavations at Corinth, Olympia, Ellis, etc., in search of antiquities, and also to examine the Fortress on the Aero-Counts which has been uniformly refused to every person.

The return journey was begun on the 12th, the travellers having been warned against proceeding any further on account of bands of robbers. Argos was reached at 8 o'clock the same evening.

In our absence the Voivode of Napoli di Romania had cleared the doorway into the subterranean building at Myrmone. We found many fragments of Vases, and some ornamental Marble which had covered the outside. There were also some pieces of a marble fluted vase of very good workmanship. [No doubt fragments of the pillars from the doorway, afterwards removed by Lord Elgin, and now in the British Museum. Two small fragments from the south are in the Elgin collection, and presumably they were obtained on this occasion.] The whole of the inside of this subterranean building
has been covered with brouse Nails, many of which remain. I fear that looks like a Treasury, and I wish to imagine it Agamemnon's Tomb.\(^{100}\)

The tour was continued by way of Tyrins and Epidaurus.

We reached the village of Ligurio at dinner time. About an hour farther we saw the Sacred Grove of Assulapaus, and the Theatre which is described as having been the most perfect Model in Greece.\(^{101}\) Some few of the marble seats have been taken away, and shrubs of the most beautiful foliage have grown in the place. It is a delightful situation, many other Ruins are near it, such as Batha, Castors and Temples.

Our ride from thence was along the Bed of a Torrent, between very steep Mountains and Cliffs, covered with Myrtles, Arbutus, Gladiers, Olives, Locust Trees, Brooms, and other extremely beautiful Shrubs which grow there with the utmost luxuriance. I should certainly have been raised could Money have bribed the Shrubs to leave the searching Sun of Greece for the cooling breezes of the Firth. It undoubtedly was without any exception the most perfectly exhilarating ride I ever took; quite in my State; the road very dangerous and the Mountains perpendicular. It was a sad hot day, and we were eleven hours on horseback. I do not think I was ever more completely fatigued. The Guides lost the road, so it was quite dark before we reached the village of Epidaurus. From the account even the Janitors give of the dirt and Vermin of the Cottages I preferred sleeping in our Tent, which I must say is by no means an agreeable expedient, for the heat was very oppressive and the damp penetrated quite through the Canvas. After seeing the ruins the next morning, the 15th of May, we embarked in a Speziata Fishing-Boat. The wind being contrary we were prevented landing on the Island of Aegina, but we saw the ruins of Temple of Neptune and those of the Pan-hellenian Jupiter. Of the first only two columns remain, and of the other which is said to be oldest in Greece about 25 are standing. They are of the Doric Order, of common stone, and of heavy proportions. At night, we reached the Piranes, and were fortunate enough to find Horses at the Quay, which brought us to Athens about eight o'clock.

Communication had been maintained meanwhile between Athens and the party on tour. From Argos\(^{102}\) Lord Egin had written to Lusieri, making inquiries about the rumoured arrival of a man-of-war, and continuing

I would like you to buy the statue at the jeweller's house, which came from Thebes.\(^{103}\) Ships and travellers coming to Athens will raise the price, and perhaps will carry it off—but you will find a way of securing it at a reasonable price. I hear that French frigates will soon be coming into the archipelago. Every moment is therefore very precious in securing our acquisitions. Adieu—Keep well, and take good care of my dear little children.

On the same day Lusieri wrote from Athens\(^{104}\) as to the children and the operations:

Your children, My Lord, are quite well. They are taking walks, they are always playful, and I am delighted to receive their letters. I hope this evening to get the 3rd base relief of the Temple of Victory into the store, and the 4th to-morrow. Preparations are going forward for the pediment of the Parthenon.

Three days later Lusieri wrote again.\(^{105}\) The children continued in

---

\(^{100}\) For drawings of the sails see Gell's Archilo, II. 7.

\(^{101}\) Lusieri to Elgin, May 7, 1802.

\(^{102}\) Lusieri to Elgin, May 10, 1802.

\(^{103}\) Perhaps the term of a Muse, B. M. No. 1688.

\(^{104}\) Lusieri to Elgin, May 7, 1802.

\(^{105}\) Lusieri to Elgin, May 10, 1802.
excellent health. The supposed frigate was only a small Hydriot vessel taking on board a cargo of oil.

Since Saturday evening we have the four reliefs belonging to the Temple of Victory in the store. To-day I have also brought in the vase and the little relief, which were at the school, and the horse's head which was on the Parthenon pediment, and which is a real chef d'œuvre. I hope to be able to lower the figures in the course of the week, and will not fail to advise your Excellency. The excavation in the house of the old Turk has so far yielded nothing.

The house of the old Turk is no doubt the one referred to in Lord Elgin's evidence before the Committee (Report, p. 42).

There was a special permission solicited for the house; when I did excavate in consequence of getting possession of that house, there was not a single fragment found. I excavated down to the rock, and found nothing; when the Turk, to whom the house belonged, came to me and laughingly told me that they were made into the mortar with which he built his house.

The Memorandum states the same story, and continues, 'And Lord Elgin afterwards ascertained, on incontrovertible evidence, that those statues had been reduced into powder, and so used. Then, and then only, did he employ means to rescue what still remained from a similar fate.'

On May 15, as we have seen, the party returned to Athens from the Muses, and on Wednesday, May 19, Lord Elgin left Athens for a tour to Boeotia in the first instance, but with the intention of continuing for three weeks, and perhaps visiting Ali Pasha at Janina. Lady Elgin remained at Athens, and messengers passed at frequent intervals between Athens and Thebes. For some reason, not on record, the longer tour was given up, and Lord Elgin returned to Athens on May 26, after a week's absence.

Immediately after he had started the Mutnus (Capt. Hoste) arrived with dispatches, and the letters from Lady Elgin to her husband are largely filled with the comings and goings of naval officers:

After dinner, as the Doctor, Latieri and I were musing over the vicissitudes of human life, who should dash in at the door but Dicky Johnstone! dear fellow. How do [you] do? My Lady, How is my Lord?—I saw by his face there was no answer necessary to those questions, so says I, have you dined Mr. Johnstone? No My Lady says he mapping a most profound quantity of human Nature off his real face and still redder hair—but I have brought Mr. Thime and Mr. Bunter with me, I thought my Lady you dined at three o'clock, but a bit of Bread & Cheese is all we want!—My Lady I am sorry Sir, you have asked for the only thing I cannot give you etc. Cheese (a notorious Lye by the bye for to Day we made the first incision into the last of the Cows's cheese) but I can give you soup, fish, Beef steak, Veal, Mutton, Lamb, Ducks, Turkeys &c &c &c. Upon which I got tarts, Marmalade, & really produced dinner enough to fill the beasts. The Doctor you may be sure did not fail to do ye honors! I had to Overtake him once or twice, or may matter p'on honor!

Lady Elgin reported with glee how she was using feminine arts to secure the shipment of cases too large for the ship.
In the morning I sent a very civil message to Capt. Hoste saying I was sorry to hear he was so ill, & if there was anything I c* c* send him if 0 give me great pleasure. I then coaxed over the Lieut. to prevail upon the Captain to take the Three large Cases you saw in the Magazine. I told him they were seven feet long, he gave me little hope, as it was impossible to put any thing above three feet long in the hold. I then found it necessary to use my persuasive powers, so I began by saying the Capt. was going straight to Malta & there being no Enemy to encounter, I ventured to propose his taking them. It would be doing me a very great favor as you were extremely anxious to get them off, & I shd feel so proud to tell you how well I had succeeded during your absence.—Famile eloquence as usual succeeded, the Capt. sent me a very polite answer, & by poon of Day I send down the 3 Cases.

On the following day Captain Hoste who was seriously unwell was fetched by the carriage.

The Capt. is reading his Novel on the Sofa & the Doctor is reading Herodotus. Nothing can be more obdliging than he (the Capt.) is, he saw the 3 cases at y's water-side when he came up, having got them safely off my hands. I next set to work to see if I could not contrive to get away something more. What say you to Dot l [her pet-name] This is a holiday nobody will work, but I have offered Buckstone, Lusieri is all assentment at me, he says he never saw anybody so keen as me.

I have made him set to work to pack up the Horse's head, the Urn & the stone that is in this house a head, & the Capt. will take that also for me, he says he will stay to-morrow if it is any use—This is my grand Dinner day, the Count & his friend, the two Consuls, the Captain & Doctor, Lusieri & I—Dicky & three other others came in this morning, but I took no notice of them & they are gone.

I have ordered the dinner & told Marco only to give two Bottles of Port, all the rest Zes, he told me with a long face that yesterday Dicky & his two friends drank three bottles of wine. They shall have as much Zes as they like, but no White wine, two Bottles of Port, no Porter, and not a bit of Cheese—Thomas, Pierce & Marco wait at Table, three Boys run in & run fro with the Dishes to the Kitchen, but are not to put their noses in at the Door. I hear Dicky & his three Companions are above stairs, it is odd if they stay unmasked by me. I have dinner enough—Have I not arranged all my affairs famously? Capt. H. says he will take the packages he has got on board the Malus with him. He did not know he was really appointed till I sent him word—[He was not.]

11 o'clock at night—

Now for some news that will please you. I have got another large case packed up this Day, a long piece of the Base Relief from 7 Temple of Minerva, I forget the proper term, so I have by my management got on board 4 immens long heavy packages, & to-morrow the Horse's head &c. &c. is to be carefully packed up & sent on board; this is all that is ready for going. If there were 20 ships here nothing more could be sent for some time. The last last Case is entirely my doing, & I feel proud, Elgin!

The Anson (Captain Cracraft) arrived next day, but could not enter the Piraeus. Captain Cracraft was willing, if required, to take either the Ambassador or his cases.

By the bye I must tell you one thing: you knew in my last; I told you I supposed Captain Cracraft was about 45? After he was gone I asked Capt. H. who burst out a laughing & said he was 35—but three days ago he took it into his head to shave and put on a Wig [sic] which has made him look so old even H. hardly recognised
his old friend, & Capt. C. says he has got a cold and headache ever since—He was constantly looking in the Glass to see if his Wig was cracked!—Beware—

Tuesday 25th of May,

But in hopes that I shall be the first to tell you what I have done for you—Know that besides the 3 cases I have already told you of I have prevailed on Capt. Hoste to take Three more, two are already on board, & the third will be taken when he returns from Corinth. How I have fudged to get all this done, do you love me better for it, Elgin ! .

And now I have pushed Lusieri to get Cases made for these last three large packages.

I beg you will show delight (lay aside the Diplomatic Character) to Capt. Hoste for taking so much on board. I am now satisfied of what I always thought; which is how much more Women can do if they set about it, than Men. I will lay any bet had you been here you would not have got half so much on board as I have.

As for getting the other things you wished for down from the Acropolis it is quite impossible before you return. Lusieri says Capt. Lacy was upon his first coming here against the things being taken down, but at last he was keener than any body & absolutely wished you to have the whole Temple of the Carr something, where the Statues of the Women are. Mind Elgin you do not drop this letter out of your pocket. I wonder whether you will be at the trouble of reading it all when you have two English people to talk to! You will like Capt. Cracraft, at least I do.

Lord Elgin returned to Athens from the Isthmus of Corinth on board Captain Hoste's vessel, the Muthina, and a few days were spent at Athens.

The Muthina left for Zante and Malta, whence Captain Hoste wrote (June 12) that it was uncertain by what ship the cases on the Muthina could be forwarded; that he had ascertained that the Scruposia (Lord Elgin's store ship) had plenty of cheeses on board—and that he owed his life to Lady Elgin's milk diet.

The Birthday of King George the Third was, as Etonians have reason to remember, on June 4, and a note dated "ce jeudi soir" was no doubt written on Thursday, June 3, 1802. * Do me the pleasure of inviting all your company to come to dinner to-morrow, on the occasion of the King's Birthday—the Consul—All the artists—and Father Urban.* We will dine at three o'clock.

As an immediate result of the tour in the Morea, arrangements were made for Ittar to go on much the same route, to draw the monuments. Careful instructions were drawn up (June 6, 1802) for his guidance. He was to go by way of Eleusis, the Isthmus of Corinth, and Corinth, to Acrocorinth. He was to pay special attention to the vases found near Corinth. Thence he would go to Sicyon and Argos. * In the plain of Argos, at a short distance from the little village of Carvati, he will examine the subterranean buildings in which it is supposed that the ancient kings of Mycenae kept their treasures. His Excellency has had the largest excavated. This building, on account of its irregularity, deserves both plan and detailed drawings. The enormous architrave of the door, the triangular
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226 Father Urban, of Genoa, head of the sent in disgrace to Constantinople. Legrand, Capuchin Monastery, detected in 1806 in an in Rev. Arch. 3rd ser. xxx. p. 387. intrigues with the wife of a Greek servant, and
window, and the stone that covers the summit of the monument, are extraordinary. It is necessary to give an idea of the bronze nails fixed in the interior, of their distance one from another, and of the size of the holes, where were the hinges to support the doors—and it is also necessary to make a plan of the citadel, and a sketch of the door of the same, where are two Lions. The journey was to be continued by way of Argos, Tyrins, Mantinea, Epidaurus, and Aegina.

Iltar's progress on this tour can be traced in the Elgin portfolios, and in his statement of expenditure. He left Athens for Eleusis on July 10, 1802, doubtless in company with Hamilton and Leake [see below p. 228]. He spent four days at Eleusis, fifteen days at Corinth. He remained several days at Argos, making excursions to Mycenae and Tyrins. He remained two days at Mantinea, and went thence to Mistra (where he made a present to the Bishop of sugar and coffee). From Mistra he made expeditions to Sparta. He returned by way of Tripolitza, where he was attacked by fever, and was detained twenty-two days. Thence he went to Argos; and was again attacked by fever, and detained twelve days. He stayed a day at Nemea, and ten days at Corinth. An expedition to Sicyon took fifteen days. At Sicyon he employed two diggers for six days, "for diggings made round the gymnasium, stadium, theatre, and other investigations" returning to Nemea for three days and then to Corinth, where another twelve days were spent. He then went to Liguora (four days), Epidaurus (three days), and Bida or Pida (four days). He crossed to Aegina, and remained there eight days, and thence returned to Athens, which according to the statement of days given above he would have reached in the middle of November. The time actually taken was longer. On December 22 Hunt wrote: "Bitar, I fear, is really a mountain sujet. He has now been absent six months, and only set out a few days ago from Corinth to Epidaurus and Aegina. He acquired in the course of his tour some minor antiquities, some silver and copper coins, some gold leaf, two engraved gems, two small vases, and a bas-relief at Corinth. But none of these objects can be identified, and the tour is only memorable for the fine series of measured drawings of sites in the Morea, which (together with the rough working drawings) are now in the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities in the British Museum.

The middle part of the month of June was spent in preparations for embarkation and departure. It is worth noting that the only examples earlier than the following of the word Doniky (as it was formerly spelt), given in Murray's English Dictionary are dialectal.

1 On Tuesday the 15th of June 1802—to resume our extracts from Lady Elgin's letters—"we left Athens between 11 and 12 o'clock at night, drove in the carriage by Moonlight to the Parosos. The boats of the "Nerissa" frigate were waiting for us, and a couple of hours after, we had been on board a breeze sprang up, and we sailed." Samia was visited on the next day, and Zea on the 17th. "In the afternoon we anchored in the Harbour of Zea and immediately went on Shore, but we only found a few Huts and were told that the English Consul lived about an hour's distance in the City, and not in sight of the Port. A Greek whom we met on the beach joined us and gave us his..."
own family history, showed us a well of fine water and some gardens where we walked an hour or two. 18th. We mounted Donkeys and rode to the town of Zara, the road almost impracticable for the city is built on the summit of an almost perpendicular Mountain; and in many places we rode up a regular stair cut out in the Rock, and hanging over a precipice, where there was hardly room enough for a Man to walk on the side of the Donkey.

After arrival, and a musical fête and ball at the English Consulate, the party slept at the house of the Neapolitan Consul, being the best in the place.

There we heard the history of the Greek who accosted us upon our landing on the Island. He was brought to prison that very night for the most atrocious act that ever was committed. Only a couple of hours before he joined our Party he had murdered a Woman who lived with him. . . . His conduct seems to have been watched by the people of Zara and on missing the Alexandrian Woman and finding her Veil on the shore, suspicions were formed of his having murdered her. On being questioned, he refused giving the Greek Priests any answer, but went to the Russian Consul’s and claimed protection, as a Subject of the Emperor. He then assumed his Consul that from the jealousy of his first Wife he had been forced to send this woman away, and that she had sailed the morning before in a boat bound for Samos. On investigating the fact it was found that no such boat had sailed; he then confessed that she had requested him to accompany her to the Sea in order to be free, and that while he remained on the shore to protect her, she fell dead in the water, and that his fear of the suspicious appearance of such an event, had induced him to bury her in the Sand. Upon being asked where the spot was he pointed it out; and the body was found stabbed in four places. He was then delivered up to the Turkish Officers to be sent to Constantinople. He offered the Consul a Watch set with diamonds and a box of Pearls, but the Russian Consul refused to implicate himself in so villainous a business. Perhaps he will find the Turks not so proof against a tribune.

After enjoying the energetic hospitality of the Neapolitan Consul’s nine daughters (they sang Greek, Italian, and French songs, danced minuets and all sorts of dances, in short, they did everything they thought could amuse us).

On Sunday the 20th we went to the beach in order to embark, but the wind was so contrary we remained in a most beautiful Garden full of Oranges, Lemons, Pomegranates, Almonds etc. and slept in the Garden House. On the 22nd we embarked and sailed towards Marathon. The 24th we came in sight of Marathon, and saw the Barrow on the shore under which it is supposed the Athenians fell in the battle against the Persians were buried, and the next day Capt. Donnelly had a Tent pitched for us on the plain. The sailors had surrounded it with pillars which they found scattered over the ground. After dinner we visited the mound of earth which Fauviel had partly opened, our Ship’s Crew dug in another direction and discovered a few fragments of pottery and some silver.
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188 The legend soon sprang up that these were the pillars mentioned by Pausanias in memory of the fallen in the battle of Marathon.
189 We now rode to the war and saw the small columns (about three feet high) which were placed in the memory of the heroes who fell in the battle. Of these there are six, standing, and six thrown down; one of the former has the appearance of an altar; near them are some stones which look as if they had belonged to some edifice. It is necessary to remark that those are not in their proper place, having beeniously moved to make a tent for Lord and Lady Elgin by the capm of the frigate which brought that noblesse from Constantinople to Athens. (W. Turner, Tour to the Levant, l. p. 347.) The writer was at Marathon in May, 1814.
189 For Fauviel’s excavation in Oct. 1788, see Rev. Arch. 3rd ser. xxx. p. 55
cruelly mutilated into a small mass. Elgin examined the plain with great attention and in every direction he found the marbles, in which so many Persians perished in their flight and the temple of Nemesis where the Athenians had placed her statue made of the Marble of Paros which the Persians craving of victory had brought with them to erect a Trophy of their conquest over the Athenians.

We were joined at Marathon by Mr. Hamilton, Cape, Leake 114 and Capt. Squire who came over from Athens having just arrived there from Egypt. On the 25th we sailed from Marathon, landed Mr. Hamilton etc. at Port Racphi on the 30th, and made for the Island of Tenea.

The reappearance of Hamilton on the scene at Marathon makes a suitable opportunity for tracing his progress on his detached mission to Egypt and Syria. In the previous summer he had been sent on a mission to the British Headquarters in Egypt, where he had acted as Lord Elgin's correspondent and representative. He had gained distinction by the part he took in the negotiations for the capitulation of Alexandria, 115 which secured the Rosetta stone and other monuments for the British Crown. 116 The winter of 1801–2 was devoted to a voyage up the Nile, with William Martin Leake, and Charles Hayes, and in the early spring he returned to the coast. 117

We have already seen that the Mentor left the Piranes on January 5 with the intention of embarking Hamilton at Alexandria, and visiting the East Mediterranean ports. The vessel must have left Egypt in April, 1802, having on board Hamilton, Leake, and John Squire. The latter was an officer in the corps of Royal Engineers of some distinction, who died in Spain in 1812. The movements and adventures of the party in Syria are vividly described in the published journals of Squire (Walpole's Memoirs, II. pp. 293–352), and therefore only need be briefly mentioned. On April 15 the Mentor anchored in the Bay of Tripoli. From thence the travellers went by way of Djebel, Baalbec, and Damascus to Aleppo, which was reached on May 12, and quitting on June 3 for Scanderon. On the 8th, "After supping with the Imperial Agent, we went on board the brig Mentor, lying about a mile distant from the town. We were happy to find ourselves independent, and in our own

114 This eminent topographer, perhaps with designed obscurity, mentions a rising ground to which I found several insipid sepulchral columns standing in a certain regular order, together with the remains of a sarcophagus, the fragments of a bowld altar seated in a chair, some shafts of columns and a Cretanish Architrave. Leake, Journ of Asia, 2nd ed., p. 88. Cf. Squire in Walpole, i. p. 396.
115 Aug. 31, 1801.
116 Hamilton's obituary notice in the Annual Register, 1829, p. 430, contains a statement adopted in the last of National Geography, doubting any set on an inaccurate family tradition, that he rowed out with a small crew to recover the stone from a severely broken French ship, where it was concealed. A contemporary account is given by E. D. Clarke, The Tomb of Alexander, 1809, pp. 38.
117 The Rosetta stone was surrendered to Hamilton atCape. Gripps and Clarke by a Member of the Institute, from the warehouse in which they had concealed it covered with moss. The famous sarcophagus of Nectah-hor-ka-ho (formerly called the Tomb of Alexander) the same persons found "in the hold of a hospital ship, in the inner harbour." half filled with mud, and covered with the rage of the sick people on board."Compare Hamilton's less detailed account of the affair in Egyptian, see note 119), p. 402.
118 Hamilton's account of the journey (with an obituary notice of Hayter) is published in his Remarks on several Ports of Turkey, I. Aegyptica, 1829 (with etchings from Hayter's drawings). Leake's papers were lost in the Mentor.
ship, relieved from the impositions and villainy of Syria; we had been exposed to dangers arising from the plague, earthquakes, plunderers, and suspicious Ages; and it may be readily concluded, that we rejoiced not a little at our emancipation.  

Hamilton's special object at Aleppo, to which no reference is made in Squire's journals, was a commission from Lord Elgin to purchase horses, and he found five which he thought would be satisfactory.

We shall have a little trouble in keeping them in good order, on board Ship, but I hear all is ready for their Reception, by way of Bars &c, and we have here prepared Ropes wth which to cover the horses, and whatever else is necessary. The Great Consumption of Water makes Captain Eglin say we must go to Cyprus, but as this would delay us very much, and the Season is already far advanced, I hope we shall be able to provide ourselves with sufficient to carry us on to Rhodes. Indeed My Lord I never had an idea of the nature of Delays, Expence, &c, to which travelling in Syria was subject. I really wonder if any Man in his Senses ever ventured to encounter them a second time. I hardly think it possible.

The Mentor with the horses must have reached the Piraeus about June 22. The horses were evidently sent ashore to recover from their voyage, and Hamilton went, as we have seen, with Leake and Squire to join Lord Elgin, and meet him at Marathon.

The return of the brig now made it necessary to arrange her further service, in connexion with the transport of the marbles, and Lord Elgin wrote to Laskeri proposing to ship marbles, grooms and horses to Smyrna, special preference being given to the boxes from Athens.

From Marathon the frigate (as related by Lady Elgin) made for Port Raphit, on the east coast of Attica, where Hamilton and the others were landed. Temes was reached on July 1, and the party made a stay at the house of Vitali the English Consul.

The Russian Consul, M. Vincinza, gave us a Ball. He illuminated his house and made a transparency of my Cypher. I was quite surprised to see so many smart and fine dressed ladies with Manners very superior to what one could have expected in such an out of the way place. In point of manner and dancing they certainly beat the Constantinople Belles, perhaps you don't think that is saying much for them. We were detained at Temes a considerable time longer than we intended on account of the contrary winds, which made it impossible to sail in an open boat. We therefore took a Martignac (I = Martingaine, a Sicilian craft) which was in Port, commanded by a Frenchman who had emigrated from Toulon, when Lord Hood evacuated it. We were in a great deal of danger even in this ship; and Capt. Donnelly said he would not have had his life at risk such a thing on any account.

At Myrina we were received by our Vice Consul, M. Cabani on the 8th of July, but as the poor man had lately lost a favourite Daughter of about 17 years of age we found all his Family in the deepest dejection; it was quite shocking to see them. I there learned some very curious ceremonies belonging to the Greek Church, one in particular which struck me as horrible. When any person dies, three or four times during the remaining the Relations get a number of Priests into the house. They have some composition which they set fire to, and all the friends form a ring round it, and bewail and cry over it, as if it were the body. They also get crying Women into the House, who cry and scream. When the stuff is consumed the ashes are carefully collected and carried to the Church.
I think for any Person in real affliction, that sort of ceremony is enough to turn their heads. The youngest daughter of Cihan's, a girl about twelve years old seemed more deeply affected than the rest. She refused all kinds of nourishment, tho' her Mother said to entreat her upon her knees to swallow something. By their account she did not take three or four spoonsful of food in a day. They consulted Doctor Scott but the Girl declared she would take nothing more for she was determined to die. I own I could not help suspecting it was the Priests who had told her she would become a Saint, were she to die, a victim to grief.

The wind obliged us to remain in this melancholy abode and most barren and wretched of islands till the — of July, when we sailed in the Frigate for Delos at day-break, and reached Great Delos about 8 o'clock in the morning. On turning the first point of the island we perceived a Latine Sailing-Boat giving chase to a large English Ship, and on being fired upon by our Frigate she ran off, and putting out twenty two swamps got safe to shore. Captain Donnelly then got as near as the heavy gale of Wind would allow him, and249 hauling out about 300 shot at her; the Pirates returning the salutation by firing musquetry at the Frigate, but without killing or wounding any of our Crew, though many Bullets struck the Deck, Guns, &c. At length the Pirate Galley was so severely shattered that she sunk. We then sent a party of Marines and Sailors on shore who brought her off. A boat full of Myconian sailors came to us on hearing of the Engagement and offered to send us next morning any assistance we might want. Accordingly the following day they joined us and the party secured the Island in different directions, and took prisoner the Captain of the Pirates, Zachary, and twenty three of the crew which consisted originally of thirty four. The Chief was a young man of about twenty six of an open countenance, and bold but by no means impudent, manner. The others however gave one a complete idea of a horrid set of Banditti. On being interrogated they confessed themselves Mainiot Pirates but asserted that their only object was plunder and that they had never wantonly killed or wounded any of the Prisoners they had taken. 400 Piastres were found by a Diver belonging to the Frigate when the Pirate had run his Galley on shore. This prize was given up by the Officers and Crew to the Widow of a sailor who had unfortunately been killed by the blowing up of a Cartridge during the firing.

From thence Elgin and his party visited the ruins of ancient Delos and the opposite island of Rhenea. All the temples and other public buildings are totally demolished and covered over the ground. ... That island is full of beautiful marble altars and sarcophagi. Elgin brought an altar on board. It is round and ornamented with festoons of fruit and flowers pendant from bulla-heads. [...]

From Delos we sailed to Paros and anchored at the only spot I have yet seen in the Archipelago which has any claim to picturesque beauty. To me it afforded great delight, for we had been in a storm and I had suffered much from the motion of the ship so you may easily conceive my joy in getting to Orange Groves, Myrtles, fountains and Cascades, the Quarries of Paros are still open and their sides in some places ornamented with very rude sculpture of tymphs and Bacchanales dancing. ... From Paros Elgin went to the famous groto of Antiparos. ... it was too great an undertaking for me, I regretted extremely not seeing it, for from all accounts it was most beautiful. They said the whole interior is as white as Alabaster and the Pillars which nature has formed for its support are in most fantastic shapes, but the descent into the Grotto was most extremely difficult and dangerous. They took a great number of Torches with them, and some Bengal lights which the guides said threw a much finer light than any they had seen
upon former occasions. The description they gave me of the Grotto was that it was rather a suite of Grottis, than a single Grotto. Some looked like Churches with Organ and altars, and others like gardens with Trees and Shrubs covered with snow.

From Antipatros the party reached Smyrna, where a stay of some length was made. No sea passage could be obtained in a Man-of-war, and on August 10 Lady Elgin wrote to her mother that it had been necessary to decide on the land route, by means of the Tartar-a-vans.

As soon as ever they come we shall set off, Masterman and I in one, and the Children and their Paramas in the other. What an undertaking it will be. We are to carry tents with us and must travel as soon as it is daylight and lay by in the middle of the day. Captain Cruicksh and other Officers say they never felt heat in India more oppressive than this.

The return over-land was not accomplished till September 4.

BOYVOUR DÉRÉ, 8th Septr., 1802. 118

I am sure you will be very anxious for the arrival of this letter. I assure you I am extremely thankful the journey is over. I am now quite well settled in the old house you were in when you were here. I left Smyrna the 28th of August, and what will amuse you, I left Elgin at Smyrna! The case was that he had written to General Stewart to say he would wait for him at Smyrna. As they had some business of very great importance for Elgin to settle I would not let him go with me. But I took such an antipathy to Smyrna I could not make my mind to being confined there. The heat would have killed us all, and the number of Children that were dying every day [of the plague] made me determine to set off, with my Brittle wish, the good people did all they could to dissuade me from thinking of such a journey. My party consisted of Doctor Scott, Hunt, Capt. Hemiker, Antoniak Pisan, another Dingman, and a large escort, for some of the Days' journey they said was dangerous on account of Robbers. However we met with none, and Masterman travelled in one Tartar-a-van, 119 the Children in another. The Asiaties do not drive them as well as any friends in the Mores, for they contrived to overturn us two or three times. I was not the least hurt, but I was most annoyingly disappointed in the beauty of the views &c which you know we used to hear admired prodigiously. Pray tell my Father I manoeuvred the troops consisting of 50 people for 5 days. The fifth day Elgin joined our party, having seen the General. I used to be up at 4 o'clock in the morning and ordered every earthly thing myself. Hunt will tell you I am the last General ever was seen. 120 On the 27th we arrived at Bourns. We left it on the 29th and were caught in a violent storm of wind rain thunder and lightning. The wind remained so high and contrary that we were obliged to stay at Moudania four days. I was taken very ill there. Luckily we got to the Greek Bishop's house and had a room without scorching. On the 1st of Sep we embarked, and at 2 o'clock in the morning we arrived at the Island of Prinkipo (one of the Pyrenia's Islands). Antoniak Pisan took us to his Father-in-law's house, and on Saturday the 4th of Sep we arrived at Boyvour Dére. We had not been in the house two minutes before it was full of visitors.

Having followed the movements of the travellers as far as Constantinople, and the end of their tour, we must now turn to events in Greece.

Before he left Marathon, Lord Elgin sent a last letter of instructions to Athens. 121

118 Lady Elgin to Mrs. Hamilton Nisbet. 119 See p. 214. 120 Elgin to Lamiri, June, 1802.
It only remains for me to repeat my urgent desire for the departure of the brig. I have explained to Mr. Hamilton a plan which would give a horse to the Voivode, instead of the cloth. The groom will decide on the choice, if this arrangement seems to you desirable. Having had so little means of giving details to Mr. Hamilton as to his course, I put him entirely into your hands for all his ideas, and I particularly request you to show and explain to him your sketches in Greece, as well as the works of the artists. I hope to have your news by the brig.

Early in July the storeship, the Scamperia, put in at the Piraeus, but too heavily laden to take on board either antiquities or horses.

ATHENS, July 6th, 1802.

My Lord—

Three days ago the Scamperia arrived with Mr. Riley, and as he tells me she is already loaded with a great supply of Wine, Rum, Cheese &c. for your Lordship, it has been impossible to put on board any of the cases or Horses. But Francois has sent almost all the Servants, and I have directed Riley to touch at Tiro in his way, and on not finding your Lordship there, to proceed to Smyrna. Don Bernardino must, as Lascari says, wait for the Mentor, as his assistance is necessary to complete the Packages and transport of the Statues and cases to the Piraeus, which I hope will be all embarked in three or four Days—together with the Horses.

I send by Mr. Riley my report on Egypt which would probably have been more complete, had I written it to any other place than Athens. In order to avoid continual visits &c. which threatened to interrupt me, I pitched my tent on the hill of Philopappus, where I remained till the wind drove us on the Ground.

I have not yet called on the Voivode, as I wished to get everything off, before I began to make any Arrangements for my Journey, in which I shall follow the route pointed out to me by your Lordship.

Next day (July 7) Hamilton reported further progress.

I called this Morning on the Voivode who received me with great civility, and expressed himself desirous of cultivating your Lordship’s Friendship. The Horse has been also presented to him in your Name, and Baschi Aga [the Mahasir] will this Afternoon carry to him the Green Benaches [Turkish, Baishe, a scape], and mention our intention of carrying off the statue of Bacchus over the Monument of Thrasylus.

The three cases containing the two Basreliefs of the Temple of Victory and one other were to be embarked on board the Mentor this Morning, and all the Horses are now gone down to take up their Berths there in Stalls which have been fitted up for them. I trust they will suffer as little in their voyage from hence to Smyrna, as they did in that from Scamander to Athens.

It is impossible to put on board the Mentor the large cases; which must therefore be left on some large Ship of war, which may sail here in her way from Constantinople or from Smyrna.

I have had little time as yet to run over the Antiquities of this place but have been here long enough to feel in them the most lively Interest. The Situation is delightful, The Air Excellent, and I look forward with pleasure to visiting every remarkable Spot more than once before I quit this country. Immediately on the departure of the Brig I shall set out for Thebes and Plataea—on which Scenes something new may be done by the assistance of Mr. Pink’s Instrument, all of which he has delivered over to Mr. Squire; he is himself going to Patras by the first Occasion but is still weak and complaining.

Ittar writes word from Corinth that he is unwell, and has not been well received by your Agent Mr. Notara. The one Lascari intends to remedy by directing him to remove
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131 Hamilton to Elgin
132 A topographical draughtsman, who had been attached to General Kochler.
to Argos—and the other must be guarded against in future by a Gentleman from Me.

Your plans of Athens and the Acropolis seem very exact for the general situation of the Buildings, but the Names attached to them seem to me to be put down a little too hastily: perhaps with the assistance of Pausanias and Herodotus on the Spot we may be able to make some correction.

I took the liberty to take from the Provisions on board of The Scampernic 3 lbs. of Tea—and four Gallons of Rum.

On board the Mentor, Port of Piraeus—July 7th.

All is now on board and the brig will be under weigh about midnight—I cannot close this, My Lord, without repeating in the strongest terms the conviction I have of the exertions made by Mr. Eglen Master of the Mentor to forward to his utmost your Lordship’s interest and Service. He has had to contend with Seamen who have frequently shown a discontent with the Service they are employed on, and he has got through all most successfully.

Lusieri had also written on the same day that work was in active progress on the Acropolis, in spite of the great heat. Several of the marbles brought from Egypt had been disembarked at the Piraeus to make room on the brig, and for these he proposed to make cases.

The horses were re-embarked and despatched on the Mentor with the omission of the one which had been presented to the Voivode. The Armenian groom in charge carried with him a letter of commendation from Hamilton.

This will be given to Your Lordship by Gheradit, the chief of the two Armenian Ostlers, who have had the charge of your Horses from Aleppo.

I have had every reason to be perfectly satisfied with their conduct throughout.

As they differed with Thomas about the treatment of the horses, he wishing to manage them a T. Angleris, and they a T. Aruba, I took upon myself to advise that until you had seen the horses, they alone might be considered as having the Charge of them. Without some strong lessons of Dr. Scott to Thomas as to a little less liberal use of the Brandy or wine Bottle, I do not think he is a safe man to whom to trust horses on a long journey.

With the departure of the Mentor Hamilton could begin to think of his tour in Greece. On the 9th, forwarding a mail to Lord Elgin by way of Smyrna, he reported:—

I have nothing to add to my last by the Mentor than that the Voivode has given us liberty to take down the Bacchus, for whose removal the Machines are now fitting—and that tomorrow I set out with the Sun to Eleusis, Platea, Thebes, and perhaps Livadia, Thermopylae &c. The Voivode is exceedingly civil, and says we may take away anything we please, but Lusieri says there is nothing worth the trouble.

Hamilton, Leake and Squire quitted Athens on July 10 and spent the remainder of the month visiting Eleusis, Platea, Livadia, Thermopylae. Thence their route took them to Delphi, Salona and Livadia again, and so by Oropes and Marathon to Athens.

Squire, the officer of Engineers, had as we have seen taken over the instruments of Mr. Pink, whose health did not allow him to make use of
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128 Lusieri to Elgin, July 7, 1802.
129 A list of the marbles disembarked is extant.
130 Hamilton to Elgin, Aug. 1, 1802.
them, and had been busy with them at Plataea, Leucta, Thermopylae, the
fortresses in Phoci, Delphi, and Marathon. His surveys were made with a
chain-measured base, and theodolite observations of the angles. An example
of his work, a plan and memoir on the site of Marathon, has been published
in Walpole's Memoirs (I. page 329).

From Marathon the party returned by way of the quarries of Pentelicus
to Athens, which they reached on August 7. Lusieri was still full of his
plan for sending the marbles to Rome to be restored, but Hamilton's clear
discernment was opposed to any such scheme.\textsuperscript{189}

I congratulate you on the late Discovery of a very valuable Groupe, which formed
part of the Procession on the North Frieze of the cell of the Parthenon. Lusieri speaks
to me frequently of his Expectation that you intend to send the mutilated originals which
are carried away from Athens, to Rome to be restored—I cannot think it will ever be worth
while to risk such valuable monuments in a place where all that is precious is every
moment in danger of falling into other hands; besides the Expense—the time such an
operation would take and many other considerations, among which it may be said that
few would be found who would set a higher value on a work of Phidias or of one of his
Scholars, with a modern head and modern arms than they would in their present state.

Tomorrow we go to Phyle, and I shall reassume the foot of Mount Parnes from
thence to Acharnae; and in three or four days we shall set out for Aegina, Corinth,
Argos, Tripolis, and Patras. Capttn. Leake will quit me there; but it is at present
Mr. Sempe's intention and mine to pass over from thence to Lepanto, and come upon the
Troad by way of Salona, Zitouni, Larissa and Saloniki, and probably along the coast of
Macedon and Thrace—but the season is so far advanced that I cannot yet say anything
positive on this last plan—I trust however we shall be able to execute it.

On the same day Lusieri wrote\textsuperscript{197} that Ittar was now arrived at Argos,
and that soon eight very heavy cases would be ready to embark. I would
remind you, My Lord, of the Monument of Lysicrates. Possibly with money
your Excellency will find means of getting it from that French Capuchin
who resides at Constantinople, and is head of the monastery.

Lord Elgin was now at Smyrna, and had time to review his whole
position:—\textsuperscript{198}

After having carefully considered all the circumstances that can affect my operations
in Greece, I have determined to send my brig again to Athens, to take thence absolutely
every thing that the captain can put on board his ship. He will transport them to Malta
whence he will go to Egypt, if the objects that Mr. Hunt took to Alexandria are not yet
shipped for England.

It seems dear to me, according to many ideas that I have collected here, and on the
way, that the French have in their minds to occupy themselves immensely with Greece,
both in the matter of the arts and in politics. I do not know if any public steps have
yet been taken in this respect. But I have reason to believe that from the reminiscence
that the Ambassador and the Consulls go to their posts in these countries, artists will be sent
into Greece, not without the hope of preventing the completion of my work, and of my
collections, and not even without the hope of presenting the same subjects to the public
before my works can appear. These ideas are so positive, that for that reason I am

\textsuperscript{189} Hamilton to Elgin, Aug. 8, 1802.
\textsuperscript{189} Elgin to Lusieri, Aug. 8, 1802.

\textsuperscript{197} Lusieri to Elgin, Aug. 8, 1802.
sending off my brig before I leave Smyrna—the more I have been very much tempted to
use it for the voyage to Constantinople. I beg you to weigh these considerations care-
fully. You know only too well the jealousy that my acquisitions have occasioned, and
the jealousy that many artists have felt, because they are not in your place, and occu-
pled with these objects, whose importance has never been appreciated, on account of the
impossibility hitherto of studying them. You know too well, I say, how much it concerns
us to transport the property, and to pursue our arranged plan with energy, for it to be
necessary for me to insist upon it. It is enough for me to assure you seriously that I
attach the greatest importance to the transport of these effects, and I beg you to put
everything in train to finish all that is specially interesting as soon as possible, in order
to be independent of anything that may follow.

I apprehend that the brig will reach Malta in time to allow these objects to go on by the
warships. The evacuation is bound to follow without delay. [By the terms of the
Treaty of Amiens, Malta should have been evacuated in the summer of 1802.] I think,
therefore, that it is desirable, that besides the statues & other things in the store, you
should also ship the drawings, so far as they are finished. I send some waxed linen for
this purpose, begging that you will pack them with the greatest care, and that after
fastening the box with paper and sealing it with your seal, you will put an envelope of
waxed linen, sealed, fastened, and sealed in the most careful manner possible.

It will remain for you to number each article, to give the captain in writing a descrip-
tion of each box—and to mark the drawings separately, in order that he may put the parcel
into the hands of the Admiral himself, to whom I am writing, to take special charge of
them.

I have just heard that M. de Choiseul is at Paris, busy with the publication of the
second volume of the Voyage Pittoresque, which should contain the part relating to Greece.

I recommend the inscriptions to you, both in the store, and at the quarters of the guard,
at the entrance to the castle. My observations in the islands incline me to attach a quite
special importance to the acquisition of a capital of the Temple of Minerva. Amongst so
many examples of the Doric Order, we have seen nothing that can compare with the
capitals of the Parthenon. I should like to have one, complete.

I also recommend to you in the same degree the Ionic columns & capitals of the
monastery of Taphoni as well as the capitals of the churches near the Stadium.

In short, convinced as I am that this opportunity will be the last for making secure
my property from Greece, and certainly the last for getting it transported to England by
ships of war, I expect from our friendship that every thing that can be transported will
be put on board my brig on this occasion, and with the utmost expedition.

Mibahs bids me send her regards. She suffers much, unfortunately, from the heat,
and from the necessity in which we are of going by land to Constantinople. The frigate
has left for Alexandria, and the north wind makes the passage of the Dardanelles very
uncertain.

I see with the greatest satisfaction that you have the statue from the Monument of
Thrasea. Continue your acquisitions, and add to my obligations—the lantern of
Demosthenes [The monument of Lycurges.]

Continue the labours of Vincenc and Theodore. They can always be transported.
My best compliments to them. I do not dispair of seeing you at Athens in the autumn,
but it is quite uncertain. You shall know as soon as I can.

If Siaa has finished, and wants to go by my brig to Malta, it is at his disposal. I am
curious to know whether he has succeeded in his tour.

A word from you, to be sent to Thamus, to be given to the consuls who pass from the
Morea would let me know your news, especially after the arrival of the brig—and what
you have embarked.

If it is absolutely necessary, or if you think it advisable, it is at your discretion to
tell Captain Elgin to come back by Athens, if, that is, he does not go from Malta to Egypt.
That would be in the event of your expecting to have more things about that
time ready to be shipped, which he might bring to Constantinople.
The letter of instructions to Captain Eglen is dated from Smyrna, August 11, 1802.

1. I wish you to proceed with all expedition to Athens, and there to take on board all the cases and marbles which Mr. Lusieri can get ready for you, and which you are to carry to Malta.

2. You will deliver the letter to Mr. Lusieri, and in case of Mr. Hamilton not being at Athens, you will remit Mr. Lusieri to send those for Mr. Hamilton by an Express, in hopes of an answer from him before you sail. The you ought not to delay your departure for anything except what Mr. Lusieri may have to put on board.

3. On your arrival at Malta you will have the letters immediately delivered to Sir Richard Bickerton and to Capt. Haste. Should the latter not be there, Capt. Briggs of the Mentor will open Capt. Haste's letter. I hope Sir Richard Bickerton will receive under his care what you take to Malta, and in particular a box containing drawings, which Mr. Lusieri will point out to you, to be kept, while on board the Mentor in the dryest part of the ship.

4. You will use all diligence in disembarking your cargo, wherever you may be directed to land them—whether they are to go to England along with the publick property, or to be kept at Malta, till I can send for them.

5. I have requested Sir Rd. B, to decide whether it will be necessary for the brig to proceed to Alexandria, for the purpose of bringing off any cases and marbles, which Major Bryce has under his charge—and in case the Admiral should direct you will act accordingly, and secure them without loss of time to Malta.

6. Should Sir Rd. Bickerton not direct you to go to Alexandria, you will then ask Mr. Cameron's advice on the propriety of your returning immediately to Constantinople with or without a cargo of Malta stones, or returning by the way of Alexandria, where there may be some porphyry columns and other objects, which are not to go home in the King's ships—At all events you would do well to balance the brig with Malta stones.

(7. Letters enclosed.)

Hamilton as we have seen, had reached Athens on August 7, and after ten days at Athens prepared to start on a second tour, intending after a visit to Aegina and the Morea to make for the Dardanelles by land, and visit Troy—but his plans were interrupted by an attack of fever, and he did not leave Athens for the Morea till the 26th.

Meanwhile things were not going smoothly at Athens during the month of August, to judge from Lusieri's report. A Prince Dolgorouki had arrived, the Calmuck had been constantly in his company, was doing no work, and seemed to have ambitious schemes of his own in his head. Lusieri judged that it might be well to send him to Rome, to execute his proposed engravings there, where he would have all facilities, and might if necessary get assistance in his work, if he abandoned it, could be continued by others.

Hamilton and his friends, after their fever, seemed to be thinking of going in the brig to Malta and so to England. This might be a good opportunity for sending the drawings to Piale at Rome, and the Calmuck with them.

Princes Dolgorouki, Lusieri continues, had a firman to enable him to enter the Acropolis, but as he wanted to draw within it, and as that was not stated in the firman,
the Dieder refuse. He obtained permission, however, by means of the Voiyode. The refusal greatly annoyed the Prince, his compatriot, and Pagnol, and the latter believed that it was a sure thing, that through their reports the Dieder would have his head cut off. As, very unjustly, this device might be carried into effect, it would be desirable that your Excellency should put him under your protection in advance.

The Mentor had arrived on the 22nd, but Captain Eglen had examined the cases and found that his ship would not take them, since the hatchways were not large enough, a breadth of at least seven feet being needed. Attempts had been made to charter a Hydriot vessel, but the amount asked was excessive.

There were also difficulties of a more domestic kind.

The insolent conduct of that French M. Mertrout, a doctor and merchant, who enjoys Danish protection, stopping and cutting the water which should come to our store, to wash continually the different cases, and for the convenience of those who work there, and of ourselves, and allowing even the servants to speak impertinences, obliges me at length to have recourse to your Excellency, to get satisfaction. I have done all I could with Logothet, but it is his relation and friend and family doctor, and so he has not been able, or been willing to do the least thing. I have even been to see the Voiyode several times on this business, but he, after having tried to arrange it, has told me finally that he cannot act on a house that enjoys such protection. This man lives beside the store, he is one of the Frenchmen who were expelled. It is he who has made and continues to make efforts to stop our acquisitions by sowing foolish ideas in the weak minds of the Turks.

I hope that the brig will be able to set sail at the end of this week.

Ten days later Lusieri wrote again. The Mentor could not take the large cases, and the demands of the Hydriot vessels were excessive. He had also failed at Zea. He therefore proposed to embark ten or twelve of the smallest cases, containing fragments of the frieze, and so far as he was concerned the brig might start. He thought Captain Eglen seemed to be waiting for the return of Hamilton from the Morea.

The French had received news of the imminent return of Gaspari, the expelled Vice-Consul, as Commissary, and of Fauvel as Under Commissary, which did not promise to make matters easy.

As the Calmuck has not been doing much for a long time past, and as he would be entirely spoilt when these gentlemen arrive, I have proposed to him that he should go to Rome to engrave everything that he has drawn here. He readily approves of any scheme that is proposed to him, he is in a state of indecision, and his head has been quite turned since the arrival of Prince Dolgorouki. He would like to fix a price for the work as a whole. I know him too well to be able to make up my mind to speak of it to your Excellency. I have told him that the best plan would be to fix so much for each plate, and I am quite sure that it is the only arrangement to be made with a man of his kind. If Mr. Hamilton is about to start for Italy, I will give him all the Calmuck's drawings, to put into Piale's hands. In any event, they might be engraved at Rome under the direction of Mr. Canucci and of Piale himself, and the work would gain further merit. I will keep the drawings of the architects by me, to send with those that Balestra will have finished. I have had no news of Ittar for a long time.

---

that he has been at Sparta. The conduct of that M. Merimout (who enjoys the protection of Denmark), of which I have written in my previous letter, is still the same. It is a shame to protect such people. He ought at least to get a smith (mortification).

Lassier's last two letters would have prepared Lord Elgin for a complete change in Hamilton's intentions. On September 12 he wrote himself from Athens, explaining the position. Although considerably improved in health, he did not feel fit to carry out his plan of returning by way of Troy to Constantinople, and had therefore determined to embark on the Mentor for Malta.

Mr. Lassier will have informed your Lordship of our fruitless attempts to hire a Hydriote vessel to take the large cases which cannot be put on board the Mentor. There will however only be four left of this size, that is, the Bacchus, The Two Graces from the Froumont, and one of the long Bees-reliefs. Mr. L. however has been so successful in his researches at the Acropolis, that he will probably have several other valuable pieces ready for the next vessel which arrives. He proposes to give me the Calmuck's drawings to carry to Rome, and put them into Camuccini's hands to be engraved; if he does so, I shall take all possible care of them, and of course recommend them to be executed in the best manner, and to be as little shewn as possible.

I should have been happy before I quitted Greece to have known of your Lordship's and Lady Elgin's safe arrival at Constantinople, and it would have given me still greater pleasure to have been able to rejoin you there. But a Voyage thither by Sea is so uncertain, and I am so perfectly unable to attempt it by land, that I must give up the idea, and look forward to meeting you either in Italy or England: the sooner this happens the better—that I may relieve myself from the load of obligations that I owe to your Lordship for your uninterrupted kindness and friendship towards me.

The ladling of the Mentor was completed. The larger sculpturcs were fortunately left behind, since Captain Eglen would not enlarge his hatches. The following is the list of cases embarked, which it is worth while to print in full, since the legend of Lord Elgin's sunken treasures is curiously persistent. The enumeration of the boxes is continued from previous shipments.

Sept. 14, 1802.

List of Cases Embarked on the Mentor, Capt. Eglen for Malta.

33. Two reliefs, Temple of Victory.
35. Part of Parthenian frieze.
36. Two other reliefs, Temple of Victory.
43. Part of statue, and piece of column.
44. Part of Parth. frieze.

45. ... ... and fragment of Persian column.
46. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... & of porphyry column.
48. ... ... ... ... ... & 3 small inscriptions.
49. ... ... ... & part of a small male torso found in Parthenon.
50. ... ... ... & part of an arm found in digging beneath the Parth. pediment.
51. ... ... ... & 2 other pieces of frieze.
52. Angle piece of frieze, 2 inscriptions, part of a shoulder belonging to one of the pediment groups.
53. Part of Parthenian frieze.
54. Part of the great relief taken from the modern wall of the Acropolis.
55. The other part of ditto.
56. Box with marble chair taken from the Archbishop's palace, and belonging to Mr. Nasbet.
The vessel stood out of harbour on September 15, and sailed on September 16. On the same day Lasieri reported to Lord Elgin: 123

Yesterday morning I gave Captain Egen the note of 17 cases which I have shipped on board his brig, and which he is taking on this voyage to Malta. He takes a letter for Sir (A) Ball, to whom I have recommended, on behalf of your Excellency, that he should take all possible care of them, as works that cannot be replaced in all the world. This morning early, with a favourable wind the brig set sail, and disappeared in a moment. Mr. Hamilton, Captain Lich [Leake] and Mr. Squayer [Squire] have gone with him. I have sent a message to Captain Egen, that if he was not obliged to go to Egypt to take the other boxes, he should return here to take on board others, and then go up to Constantinople. He has not found on board the waxed linen, that your Excellency sent me from Smyrna. There now remain at the Piraeus only seven big cases that are waiting for a vessel able to take them; some inscriptions taken from the Acropolis, and some Egyptian figures, that Mr. Hamilton brought from Egypt, are there still for want of time to pack them—which is being done at this moment.

I have, my Lord, the pleasure of announcing to you the possession of the 8th metope, that one where there is the Centaur carrying off the woman. This piece has caused much trouble in all respects, and I have even been obliged to be a little barbarous. 124

Mr. Lopotheli of Livadia has just written to me that I should send someone able to take the inscriptions at Orchomenos. I will send him a master marble working, and a master mason, the latter to diminish their thickness. At the same time I will instruct him to bind another marble with inscriptions, that is at Thasus [Thasos]. Mr. Hamilton says that they are very well preserved and interesting. I hope that they will be able to bring them, by means of horses, to be packed properly and sent with the rest. 125

The Calmuck, seeing me determined to send the drawings to Rome with Mr. Hamilton, and making threats that the engravings would be executed by other artists, if he did not make a proper resolution to engrave them himself, was so shaken that after a few minutes he promised to begin as soon as he should receive the plates, and other things necessary for this purpose. However, I have been obliged to promise to take him with me, in the event of my making any interesting tour.

The Distler would like to have the same bit, that the horse which your Excellency has given him, had before. He has tried several others, but cannot hold the horse in with them as he would like.

When the Commissary and Fauvel arrive they will claim the big curt which has been of such assistance, and steps ought to be taken at Naples.

123 [Letter to Elgin, Sept. 16, 1802.
124 This probably refers to the incident described by Clarke, who was at Athens at the time. After a short time spent in examining the several parts of the temple, one of the workmen came to inform Don Battista that they were going to lower one of the Metopes. We see this fine piece of sculpture raised from its station between the tripod, but the workman endeavouring to give it a position adapted to the projected line of descent, a part of the adjoining masonry was down by the machinery, and down came the fine masses of Pentelic marble, scattering their white fragments with hammering noise among the ruins. Clarke, Travels, il. 2, p. 483.] Clarke supplements this with the additional detail. "The Distler, who behold the mischief done to the building, took his pipe out of his mouth, dropped a tear, and in a supplicating tone of voice told to Lusieri: Témar. I was present at the time." Letter of K. D. Chicheley Byron, in Protektor's ed. of Byron's Letters and Journals, ii. p. 130. Quoted by Byron in a note to Chicheley Byron's ill. xii.
125 The Elgin Collection contains two important inscriptions from Orchomenos (B.M. Inv. 188, 190). They were shipped in November by Count Strozzi from Patras. For others, less fortunate, cf. p. 238. The inscription from Delphi is not doubt the long inscription (Bocchi, C.G. 1732) which was copied by Leake, but was not acquired.
Lasier would be very glad of an English saddle, the Calmuck would like another, and the Cadi would like a telescope.

Among the boxes that Captain Eglen has taken there is the great bas-relief that was on the Acropolis walls. Not being well seen, for want of sufficiently fine saws, and being a little weak in the middle it parted in two in course of transport, in spite of all the precautions taken. Happily it broke in the middle, in a straight line, at a place where there was no work, so that the accident has helped us to transport it quickly and put it on board.

The relief in question was the great central slab of the East frieze, which had been removed from its place many years before, and was at this time built into a wall of the Acropolis. It is 14 feet 8 inches long, and the line of fracture is, as Lasier states, very near its centre. We shall see shortly that the accident of the fracture was an aid to salvage.

Before we turn to the Mentor, bound on her luckless voyage, we may mark Lasier's further progress at Athens. On October 4 he reports permission to take one of the Doric capitals from the Propylæa.  

I will also take one from the Parthenon, but it is necessary to saw it in two. The Propylæan one is fairly large, but this is enormous. The gates of the citadel are not wide enough to let it pass. The three capitals, one Doric of early style, and two Corinthian, of a different date, and very early, which were in the old chapel near the Stadium, are in the store.

Other inscriptions, capitals, and bases had been obtained. Another metope (making the ninth) had been obtained. It was not yet returned from the Morea. He had had an attack of fever at Sparta.

That Mons. Mertraud, under Danish protection, and said to be going to pass immediately under French protection, still continues taking all the water that belongs to us. He always allows those rascals to cut it, and even to speak the greatest impertinencies. Since the beginning of the summer, Lagothiri has spoken to him several times about this affair, but as a kinsman, as a friend, and as with his physicians. The Voskole himself, to whom I have made my complaint three times, has promised much, but has never done anything. The state of humiliation in which I find myself does not encourage me. All the town knows about it, everybody knows the man's bad character, and that I have been unable to do anything.

I advise you, my Lord, to procure a firman for the Disdar, in which everything that he has done for your Excellency is approved. It is a paper that you promised him before you left Athens.

A long despatch from Lord Elgin, of October 8, crossed that of Lasier, with the information that he was making application to Captain Maling of the *Diaso* frigate, to assist with the transport of the heavy pieces. If that officer found any difficulty in complying, the Captain's authority will suffice for Captain Eglen to open the brig sufficiently to receive all the boxes. His conduct in that respect has been unpardonable. The officers of the frigates at Smyrna assured him that this opening might be made without injury to the vessel. It is troublesome, it is true, but nothing in comparison with the object. It is only his obstinacy that would have found the difficulties that he raised, at Athens. My brig is come from England for my acquisitions. That is its purpose.

[120] Lasier to Elgin Oct. 4, 1862.
I do not discuss the political intentions that France may have against the Mores. They are causing infinite uneasiness to the Porte, at a moment at which considerable armaments are preparing at Toulon, without avowed object, and very similar to those which preceded the invasion of Egypt. I can only repeat to you, therefore, the observations that I wrote from Smyrna. The moment is precious. Rivalry is ready to show itself in all shapes. The annoyance that you experience from your neighbour, M. Merroud is but a prelude to an infinity of similar stops preparing both by individuals, and by the Powers.

Your commissions are partly completed, and partly in progress.

These included timber, passports, and firmans—a letter to dispose of M. Merroud’s obstructions, two saddles, waxed cloth, a telescope for the Cudi, an orange shawl and bit for the Disdar. Materials for the Calmuck were en route by way of Vienna and Salonica.

I am much vexed to have such annoying news about the Calmuck. I feel the greatest interest in seeing him finish everything. But the essential part being done, I don’t want you to trouble yourself about him. The engravings can be finished by plenty of people, and there is no hurry about it. Only I would not by any means have him take them from Athens to finish elsewhere, nor would I have you trust them to any artiste away from Athens, without my being able to take them, and superintend the work myself.

The Disdar has nothing to fear on the part of P[rince] Dollgounski. I have had some conversation with the ministers on these subjects since my return, and if the least threat is made (which I altogether doubt) be sure that the result will be favourable to him. The new ministers have spoken to me with much interest about my occupations and paralysis at Athens. I have the means of watching over his interests. So long as he is my friend he will have solid proofs of my friendship.

As to my general ideas and plans—in the first place you know too well the objects that I desire to make it necessary to repeat them here. But our reflection that I am left to make from my observations in the islands and in Asia is that the least little things from Athens are invaluable. If I had still three years, and all the resources I have had, I would employ them all at Athens. I beg you to convince yourself fully of this impression—especially in relation to objects that can be transported. The first on the list are the metopes, the bas-reliefs, and the remains of the statues that can still be found. In particular I mention the figures on the pediment of the Parthenon, on the side towards the Propylaea—or at least the figure of the man—as many metopes as you can obtain—to pursue as far as you can the digging all round the temple, to find some further fragments of frieze, and some ornaments. Would it be permissible to speak of a Caryatid? I leave the decision to you, if you have the possibility. Do not forget some capitals on the Acropolis. Nowhere in the world, where we have seen Doric capitals, have we felt the impression that these fine shapes do not fail to produce. I beg you therefore to put some on board ship. To sum up, the slightest object from the Acropolis is a jewel—all the details of the different orders of architecture. Further, some fragments of Minerva, Polias—a capital from these if possible.

He goes on to urge the like zeal in collecting in the neighbourhood of Athens, and also for medals and ancient jewellery.

As for what may happen later, my plans are as follows—Majesty having, thank God, been happily delivered of a daughter, a fortnight ago, I see nothing to prevent our going from here by sea, to reach Italy. I do not know when we shall be able to leave, nor whether I shall be allowed to make this journey now that tranquility is established in Wallachia and Rumelia. Be my destiny (which depends more or less upon others) what it may, my principal object is to make the Greek work as perfect as possible—and
to give you all my ideas; either personally or in writing; while you are upon the spot. This desire has greatly increased in my mind, since I have been able to examine and compare other ruins on my journey, and since I have reflected, at leisure, on the operations at Athens—and also on the works which the French have published on Egypt, where the details are wanting that exactness and precision on special points, which only would make them useful to the arts.

The first thing then that I should like, is to have here all the measurements and all the drawings of the architects, and everything that the Calmuck no longer needs. I also want Stuart on Athens. As to the other books and the things that the Calmuck requires, I would be so good as to mark them for me on a list. My intention is to study all the architectural books with Balsura, and also the various authors whose works are all here, with the exception of that of Stuart. I also beg you to send me a detailed note of all that has been moulded.

I should also like to have the plans and drawings of my own house in England, which may be at Athens. A whole set of these drawings, and especially of those relating to the internal details of the rooms, and of the hall in particular, are wanting.

Would it be best for Don Bernardino, after finishing his work here, to go to Athens, to revise the ornaments of the temple of Erechtheus, under your supervision, to the scale of my hall? Should we have them executed in stucco? or in marble at Rome?

Lastly, and this is the point that interests me most, what is the plan that you yourself reckon on following? I hope that the weather will have been favourable, in order to let you occupy yourself with the big views of Athens, and of the temples, as you had meant to do this summer. I still fancy that those subjects will scarcely be finished in time for the Vale of Tempe, and Delphi this autumn. Let me know in detail your ideas as to your own drawings. The French Government has published the work on Egypt with such display, and its views are turning in so marked a fashion towards Greece, that it becomes of the first importance both for the facilities that you may need, and in order not to be anticipated, that the chief objects should be finished as soon as possible.

In the rest, pray believe that everything of Athens is of the highest interest, no less for its fame, than for its perfection. Stay therefore, as long as you feel inclined to do so at Athens. Moreover you would oblige me infinitely, if in bad weather, and when you have leisure, you would execute some of the sketches that you have in wash; and if you would send me a few of these pieces this very winter. I am without one drawing of Greece and of Athens.'

After explaining that the Neapolitan Minstrel has, so far as it lies with him, approved of Lussier's further stay, Lord Elgin adds that a delay in sending the letter enables him to send documents for the protection of the Disdar and the Voivode. These included letters from the Vizier for each official, and other documents: 'You will make what use of them you like—you will be able either to shew them, or to present them—and to do either one thing or the other when you think suitable.'

To this despatch, one of equal length was sent in reply by Lussier from Athens on October 28 in addition to a letter of October 24. He sent thanks for the firmans and other documents, and would give the shawl and telescope at the first suitable opportunity. The Calmuck was doing fairly well, but still working slowly. He had finished drawing the frieze of the Parthenon, and would make experiments in engraving as soon as the copper plates arrived. Ittar was still away, making four months of absence. A ninth metope had been acquired. All the architectural drawings were being sent except two of the largest—namely, that of the West pediment, where the Calmuck had not yet finished the Birth
of Minerva [the subjects were still assigned to the wrong pediments], and the other long drawing of the side of the temple, where he had not finished the metopes. The ornaments of the Erechtheum had all been moulded, and the casts might be sent to Rome with Balsestra's drawings, and so a beginning might be made in working the marbles for Broomhall. As for the future:

Here My Lord is my plan! It is to execute here the best works of my life, and to devote myself to them with all my strength, in order to succeed. I must do more still, and I much want to try it, so that some barbarisms that I have been obliged to commit in your service may be forgotten. I must work quietly. When the work of collecting is going on so furiously, how can I find the time to draw, or have the head for it?

The Voivode and the Pislar have been much pleased with the letters that your Excellency has procured and sent to them, and I have thought it necessary to give them to them today, in order to encourage them.

All that remains for me to wish, My Lord, is to see the drawings of the figures in the hands of an artist of delicate taste, and engraved under his direction, and to be able to employ myself as I ought and as I wish. Too many objects and preoccupations have made it impossible to manage without my continual presence everywhere—or else, with people of the utmost indolence who never stir themselves, we should still be at the beginning.

During October, Lasier reported, he had leave to take two 'heads of philosophers,' much damaged, but capable of restoration, from the high walls of the citadel. These may be supposed to be the hitherto unidentified Elgin heads, Nos. 1956, 1957, in the British Museum. He had also obtained an Ionic capital and pilaster capital, both belonging to 'the little temple of Aglauros.' These no doubt are the two fragments of the temple of Wingless Victory now in the Museum.

A note dated Oct. 28, gives the complete list of objects moulded to this date:

The entire frieze of the Monument of Lysicrates. [In B.M. One figure could not be reached.]

The whole of the West side of the Parthenon Frieze. [In B.M., except two slabs in original marble.]

Other portions of the best preserved parts of the North side. [Lost.]

Two metopes of the Parthenon. [In B.M.]

Bust of a Chariot. [Lost.]

All the different ornaments of the parvus [of the Erechtheum] and of the temple of Erechtheus, and of the Pandroseum. [Lost.]

The whole frieze of the Theseum on the East side. [In Brit. Mus., but portions are lost.]

The West frieze will soon be finished. [In Brit. Mus.]

Four metopes, the best preserved on the South side. [In Brit. Mus.]

This formidable list of sculptures moulded represents the two years' work of the formatori and their assistants, and proves the zeal and liberality with which Lord Elgin pursued a part of his enterprise which critics are apt to overlook.

Hunt, who was now at Constantinople, was sent to Greece on a special mission to watch and report upon the movements of Colonel Sebastiani, an emissary from Napoleon to the Levant. At the same time
he was able to report progress at Athens, and to give what help he could towards the salvage of the Mentor.

He left Constantinople on the 15th of November, and reached the Piraeus in the Victoriæ (Captain Richards) on November 21. To that part of his proceedings that concerned the Mentor we return later. As regards progress at Athens, he wrote:

There are twelve or fifteen cases of Sculpture at the Piraeus, ready for embarkation, but many of them are too large for the hatchway or Stowage of such a Ship as the Victoriæ: but Capt. Richards observed that if his decks had not been so encumbered by the spars he has on board for weighing the Mentor, he could have taken some of the Smaller ones. It is not easy to describe how much our Commander required being humoured. His Hobby horse seems to be, that every action of his life shall appear to originate from himself: and he is more jealous than can be conceived, of the most trifling request or even suggestion coming from anyone but such as the strict rules of service authorize a Superior Officer to give him. On my first hinting to him the danger your acquisitions here were in on any change of Intcrest in Turkey; he mentioned a number of difficulties, and concluded by saying he had been unable even to take Lady Elgin's chest on board at Constantinople, but after a walk with me among the ruins of Athens, he melted into good humour, and has taken two cases on board, containing parts of the Frieze of the Parthenon in good preservation, and which Lusieri ranks with the most valuable in your Lordship's possession. The Consul Logotheti, Mr. Lusieri and I are to dine on board the Victoriæ today; Capt. Richards is to sail tonight with the Land breeze, which generally begins about Eleven or Twelve O'clock.

Vincenzo is finishing his labours at the Temple of Theseus. The workmen are sawing the last bas-reliefs that are transportable from the Parthenon. Lusieri is as usual superintending the operations at the Magazine &c.—and is to set out tomorrow for the Monastery at Daphne, in order to get the three beautiful Ionic Capitals formerly belonging to the Temple of Venus. The Calum is to begin his excavation of a Tumulus near Ye Piræus tomorrow.

I never experienced a more delightful transition than from the gloomy, physical and moral, which hing about Pera at the moment of my departure, to the mild and May-like climate of this place. I hope your Lordship's family is equally happy in the climate of Belgrade.

Nov 24th Seven O'clock in the morning.

P.S. After dining with Capt. Richards yesterday I found him in so good a disposition as to prevail on him to hasten his embarkation, and give a birth to a third case of Sculpture which had just come down from Athens, and was very valuable. He then immediately weighed—and this morning is out of sight.

Capt Richards has also taken the marble ornaments found in Agamemnon's Treasury at Mycenae, and I believe makes room for the third case he has taken in his own Cabin.

Towards the end of November Hunt reported that the Turks were seriously considering the question of renewing the fortifications of the Acropolis, and had sent an Engineer and a Mubashir to report and send estimates.

It is supposed how by the Turks that the English and French have lately shown so much interest about the Antiquities of Athens, as if it were like Mecca to the Mahometans, or Jerusalem to the Crusaders; this will be the first place of Attack in

180 Hunt to Elgin, Nov. 28, 1802. 182 Hunt to Elgin, Nov. 28, 1802.
case of a War with either the French or us.—The Greeks, on the contrary, think, that as so many Franks visit Athens, who go to no other part of the Turkish Empire, it is intended to repair this Fortress to strike Travellers with a grand Idea of their Military Establishments.

Lusieri\textsuperscript{128} reported during November the acquisition of a continuous run of six slabs of the Parthenon frieze. The two large Parthenon drawings were ready to be sent off, together with one of the Monument of Thrasyllos.

The Calmuck has drawn on that of the pediment, the dispute between Minerva, and Neptune, making use of the position of the figures that were extant, and which are now in your possession. The figures in the drawing are a little heavy, and though well understood, they are wanting in that delicacy that always marks the works of the ancients.

Hunt gave a less satisfactory account\textsuperscript{129}—

...The Calmuck Theodore is employed in doing nothing—his silence seems invincible; the sooner Your Lordship gives Passports to him and Co with the exception of Lusieri, the sooner you will be freed from an useless embarrassment.

There were also signs of a coming change in the political situation. A firman had come from the Porte to restore to the protected French subjects their sequestrated property, and 'the Chief of the Capuchin Monastery, Père Hubert, has written very threatening letters to his Friar-here, for having suffered Your Artists to use the Carriage, &c., and model the Choragic Monument in his Monastery.'

Mr. Leghetti of Levadas has made himself very unpopular amongst the Bosnian peasantry, by procuring the Bhar of protection of Muktar Pasha, the Heri Apparent of Ali Pasha of Yannina, for which he pays 500 Piastres per annum: In consequence of this they have broken into mutiny, some Inscriptions at Orkoomos which Leghetti had wished to procure for Your Lordship. When a Tartar presented himself lately before this Muktar Pasha with the news of the death of a Brother, he shot the bearer of the news, the moment he had told him.\textsuperscript{130}

An opportune accident, immediately after the dispatch of this latter, brought a ship of war to the Piraenus, well disposed to assist as required.

No. 8. \textit{(Interpolated)} The Breushl is safe in the Piraenus.

My Lord,

A few hours after I had dispatched a Postillion to Levadas ..., and my No. 7 of Dec 22\textsuperscript{d} to be forwarded by the first opportunity; a large Ship of War was discovered under Egina, apparently making for Athens; but as it was so different in its form from all the English men of war I had seen on this station; and as its flag was formed of the peculiar Turkish Red, and some other colours I could not ascertain; I left the Purser at Sun-set, under an impression that it was the Cornall's French Frigate, which had sailed from Zante on the 4th Inst. with M. Sebastiani on board. In that state of suspense I went to bed, but was waked before Dawn, by an Officer who informed me that the Breushl Man of War, in making for Port Piraenus, had run into the rocks, on the promontory that separates the Piraenus from Port Phalerum; that she was in imminent danger of being lost, and that he had been sent up hither to procure such aid as men, boats, &c as the country could furnish, adding that the Breushl (being a Troop Ship) had but a small Complement of men on board.

\textsuperscript{128} Lusieri to Elgin, Nov. 16, 24, 28, 1802. \textsuperscript{129} Hunt to Elgin, Dec. 22, 1802. \textsuperscript{130} Hunt to Elgin, Dec. 11, 1802.
I immediately repaired to the Vaivode; and on observing the piteous almsness with which he was going to execute my request of sending down a hundred men, I spoke in the name of His Majesty, and insisted on the gates of His residence being instantly closed by the Armeut Guards, and the requisite number pressed for the service out of the paying multitude of Greeks and Albanians who were in the courtyard.

This demand was completely succeeded, and I left the Consul, and my Interpreter M. Diadati, to conduct them to the Broaikel with a guard of the Vaivode's Tartars, to keep them from deserting, and to superintend their working. I then galloped down to the Sea, and beheld a most distressing scene—The Broaikel with her Bow-sprit almost touching the land, and her hull on a hard rock. Captain Clarke's exertions during the night, and his mental agitation, had reduced him to a most pitiable state. Above a hundred Greeks, independent of the guard, soon came on board; and they were followed by the Vaivode and his Cortege; but all the efforts that were used during that day proved ineffectual. In this dilemma, I repaired to a Palace [judacra] Ship in the Piraeus, belonging to our Pantleons of Santa Maria (well known to M. Pisanu) and under Russian Colours; but he refused assisting, without a formal contract signed by the Captain of the Broaikel, by the Consul, and myself, stipulating that he was to be paid that hundred and (d) five Piastras (220,000 Piastras) in case of losing his Ship &c, the Logotheti estimated her at 25 Piastras only. To this shameful condition we were going to accede, taking care to keep attentive persons on board him, to see he did not scuttle his ship for an exorbitant an indemnification; when he added, that, independent of this guarantee, he must have 1,500 Spanish Dollars advanced for the price of his services, which was merely to repair along side and take the Broaikel's provisions, and stores, &c on board; we therefore declined his assistance, after in vain tempting him with 1,500 Piastras, sending the provisions &c on board, and sinking the Cannon with ballast, to show how to sink them up again. She still remained fixed.—The men therefore worn out with fatigue were sent to repose a few hours. About midnight the wind shifted a little; broke her cable, and she swung off; but the wind, the night was so dark, and the rocks surrounding us so numerous, and so close, that we could only attempt to secure her where she was till dawn. At half past one, the wind changed eight points, and blew a gale; she parted again from her Anchor, and run close on Shore amidst the rocks, in a worse situation than before. Here the swell of the Sea became very great, and she began to thump and rock very violently on many parts of her bottom. In this awful state we were forced to remain till dawn, (6 o'clock a.m.) the rain pouring, and the gale threatening to increase, and to come more on shore, in which case she must go to pieces. Our presence was so useful in interpreting, and in animating the Greeks, &c, that we resolved to stay by the Ship to the last. The Consul was terribly alarmed, but I must do him, and M. Diadati the justice to say that they behaved with uncommon zeal and activity. At length the washed-for dawn came, the wind fell, and the swell increased; she was warped off by the exertions of the Crew; and the very essential aid of the Athenians. She is now in the inner harbour of the Piraeus, close to the Magazine, Monastery, &c with no injury to her hull or rigging, and the comparatively small loss of some Anchors and Cables. The Stores are safe, and the guns can be weighed by Country Craft.

The Vaivode became very active, offering more men &c, and actually drew the Ship's horoscope, or some magical or astrological diagram, from the result of which, he assured us, there was no doubt she would be saved. Among the Greeks who were pressed, there were some Albanian Priests, who on applying to me were suffered to go on shore, as they had to celebrate mass today in honour of the great Saint Spiridion, whose festival is kept with great devotion at the adjoining Convent of the Piraeus. These good Priests assured me with great Fervency, that their Patron Saint would not suffer the Ship to be wrecked on his own territory, particularly on so auspicious a day, and with so many Christians on board. At one great thump of the Ship on the Rock, Logotheti vowed fifty Piastras to his Patron Saint, his own Christian name is Spiridion. The poor Greeks really did wonders.

Captain Clarke seems disposed to take on board everything that is ready for him,
and the stay he must now necessarily make, to recover his guns, &c., will give Lascheri time to get not only the Ionian column from the Temple of Venus at Daphne, but every other marble in the Magazine.

Your Lordship has been fortunate in thus getting so soon a Ship, and a Captain so disposed to serve you. He desires me to say that if any difficulties should arise about your Lordship's being accommodated with a passage in the Diana, he would be more happy to resign to you his Cabin, which are handsome and commodious. He seems a worthy creature, and unless I have formed a wrong judgment from having seen him under peculiar distress, he will leave you more a freeman on board his Ship, than I have hitherto seen your Lordship. A Naval person can hardly believe, that the Broadsal ran smack on a boldish shore, with a wind off the land—in a clear night, and fine weather. It is attributed to a terrible obstinacy on the part of the Master, who had the Midnight watch when it happened. [Interpolation] Capt. Clarke begins taking the cases on board today the 23d, Xmas Day.

I have the honour to be,

With the utmost respect and de[ere]

etc

PHILIP HUNT.

But we must leave the Broadsal, safely moored in the inner harbour of the Piraeus, and beginning to take in her cargo, and return to the Mentor. She had started on her voyage, as we have seen, on September 13, and Lord Elgin, on October 12, in confident expectation of her safe return to Athens, was preparing fresh instructions for Captain Eglen.

On your return to Athens, you must positively receive on board everything which M. Lascheri wishes to embark and bring any marbles etc. which are not already packed to be packed at Constantinople. I am very much disappointed that you did not take on the Deck, or open the Hatchway to receive the large cases which M. Lascheri had ready for you, when at Athens in September. Captain Gracraft informed you in my presence that the opening could be made without materially damaging the vessel, and certainly without danger. I therefore expressly direct that (in case M. Lascheri wishes it) you have the Hatchway opened sufficiently to receive on board all the cases.

Any Maltese stone or the like was to be put ashore at Athens to make room for the marbles.

But had news been more quick in transmission, the Ambassador would have known that the Mentor had long previously been wrecked. No account of the voyage and shipwreck seems to have survived among the Elgin papers. The deposition, however, which was made by Captain Eglen before the British Vice-Counsel Emmanuel Calucci of Corfu, has become accessible, with other papers relating to the wreck and salvage. They were presented by a descendant of Calucci to the Greek Historical and Ethnological Society, and have been printed for the most part by A. Myliarakis in the Greek periodical Περιοδική τῆς Ελλής xxvi. (1888), pp. 681-709, in the course of a general study of the history of the Elgin Collection.144 The story as told here is constructed from the Elgin and Calucci papers in combination. References in the following pages to Calucci’s Letterbook, refer to an abstract of his letter-book for several years, which is among the Elgin papers.

144 Svoronos, Athenei National Museum, p. 83, where also in Μπελα, No. 1223 (Feb. 18, 1901). Apart from the Calucci papers the materials used by Myliarakis are for the most part already accessible to Western readers.
On September 18, 1802, William Eglen, son of James Eglen of Wigtoun, Scotland, aged 42, made deposition in Aulemono Harbour, before the British Vice-Consul. The ship's company of the Mentor consisted of twelve persons, including the captain, Peter Macpherson, the purser, and Manole Malis of Melos, a pilot. At Athens he had taken on board seventeen cases of antiquities, three passengers with three servants, and a Gibraltar seaman. He started on September 15, and reached Cape Taormina at 6 p.m. on the 16th. A strong West wind blew during the night, which changed in the morning to West-North-West. Tacking, the vessel was driven 40 miles to the South. Much water was being made at the bows, and two men were continually employed to keep it down. For this reason, and because the wind increased during the morning of the 17th it was necessary to make for some harbour. On the advice of the pilot, it was determined to make for Cerigo. They reached Aulemono or S. Nikolao Bay at 2 p.m. and cast two anchors. As the anchors did not hold, they cut the cables, and hoisted sail. The ship, however, drifted, struck on the rocks and sank. For a wonder all were able to jump ashore, though somewhat hurt by the rough rocks. In the first instance they were hospitably received on board an Austrian ship that happened to be in the bay, and were given clothing, etc. Nothing had been saved, not even the passports, log-books, and bill of health. Nothing had since been recovered so far except some oars and sails. Eglen hoped to recover the anchors.

This deposition was confirmed by Hamilton, Macpherson (i.e. Macfarlane), and the pilot.

Immediately after the wreck, on September 17, Calunci sent out a circular to the leading inhabitants, asking them to appoint persons "according to the laws" for purposes of salvage—δια το μυκουπερο, αν εινε δυνατον τον μπαστιματου. The notables replied, on the following day, with a high-flown resolution of willingness to help.

In order to understand the exact situation of the wreck it is sufficient to compare the annexed Fig. 6, from a sketch plan in Hamilton's hand of the position of the wreck, with Fig. 7, taken by permission of the Hydrographer from the Admiralty Chart No. 1685. In order that the orientations may agree, Hamilton's sketch is inverted. His note '12 & 13 fathom where the Mentor lies' shows that the position must have been between the figure 13 and the dotted 5-fathom line on the chart, between Port S. Nikolao and Mothoni Point.

Hamilton's statement of expenses opens 'Cloathing of Captain Leake and Mr. Squire 300 Turkish Piasters. Do. of myself and Captain Eglen 200 do.' That when the vessel foundered the Englishmen had no time to save their personal effects, is also stated by Leake, in the preface to his Researches in Greece (1814), p. x. In his passage by sea from Athens to Malta, the ship in which they were embarked was cast ashore on the coast of Cerigo, where, the passengers having hardly had time to gain a footing upon the

---

1802: So Myiharakis (p. 714), but perhaps by error, as one of the seamen was called Wigtoun.
rocks, before the extremity of the masts was the only part of the vessel visible above the water, he lost the greater part of the memoranda of his former journeys—a misfortune little to be regretted in regard to his travels in Egypt and Syria, as he had the advantage of accompanying Mr. Hamilton, whose papers upon those countries have since been recovered and in part published.

Among the effects lost were several hieroglyphic papyri.\footnote{Hamilton, \textit{Egyptiaca}, p. 467.}

A testimonial by Leake and Squire dated September 29, 1803, appears in the \textit{Letterbook} of Emmanuel Caldec, and runs to the effect that he treated us with the utmost kindness and hospitality during our stay in this Island since the 17, and has showed the greatest activity in rendering us the assistance our unpleasant situation required. On leaving Cerigo, Leake travelled home by way of Trieste, Venice and Mont Cenis, reaching London in January, 1803.\footnote{Marshall, \textit{Memoir}, p. 12.}

An entry of Captain Eggle in the \textit{Letterbook} shows that the crew were dispersed—some left on September 28 for Spezzia, others on October 5 for Constantinople, and on October 6 for Melos—John Wigton alone was left with the captain.

On September 20 Hamilton made an agreement with the Austrian, and a Spezzian vessel to raise the \textit{Mentor}, and tow her into harbour, for 15,000 piastres each, but nothing came of this attempt. On October 3, he made an agreement with Calyminote divers to save the cargo for 7,000 piastres. So writes Myliarakis, \textit{Hestia}, \textit{i.e.}, p. 716. Hamilton, \textit{infra}, speaks of 2125 piastres as a quarter of the total, which implies 8500 piastres. The next day they recovered one box belonging to Leake, and in November they recovered the four boxes with the slabs of the frieze of Wingless Victory. These were sent to Smyrna.

Lusieri, at Athens, apparently did not receive the news till after October 4, since the packet sent to Nauplia had for some unexplained reason remained there with the Vice-Consul, and had not been forwarded. He did not think it would be of any use to go to the scene himself, or to interrupt the operations at Athens, then at a critical stage, for that purpose.

The news reached Lord Elgin at Constantinople about October 25, and he immediately took active measures in all directions. One Peter Cavello,\footnote{The name is variously spelled, but the owner signs thus.} Hamilton's servant, was instructed to proceed to the Dardanelles, with a letter now barely legible, asking the help of Captain Richards of the \textit{Victorine}. In the event of Captain Richards being able to go to Cerigo he was to beg a passage on the \textit{Victorine}. That failing, he was to ascertain the best way of reaching Cerigo independently, and go on at once. If he went by way of Melos, he might, if possible, also secure the help of the British Agent, Michels. Having carefully ascertained the position as to the salvaging of the \textit{Mentor}, he was to consult with Straile.
Consul at Patras, and Foresti, Consul-General at Corfu and Zante, as to further steps. If he had authentic information at any point on his journey that the Mentor was saved, from any person actually belonging to the brig, and in that case alone, he might return to Constantinople. On arrival at Cerigo, if the brig was recovered, or if further stay at the island would be useless, he might return. In any case he was to write, by all possible routes, The letter to Captain Richards was delivered to the care of Israel Taragano, the British Consul at the Dardanelles, and reached its address on October 29. Taragano reported that Captain Richards found some difficulties in the way of immediate action as to which he had written to Lord Elgin in a letter which does not seem to have survived. Taragano had also communicated with Captain Riley of the Saisaperra, then in reach, but had found that that craft was unprovided with the necessary tackle for salvage service. Gavallo had continued his voyage on board the ship in which he had come from Constantinople. He had also been entrusted with a memorandum of instructions for Captain Eglen in the following terms:

Memorandum for Captain Eglen or the person left in charge at Cerigo.
1. I am informed that the Mentor foundered in the entrance of the harbor of Cerigo about the 29th Sept. and that Mr. Hamilton took measures to endeavour to get her up.
2. I trust that you as well as Mr. Hamilton will make every exertion to recover the Brig and the cargo. I set the highest value on every article she has on board.
3. I now send Mr. Hamilton's servant to make inquiry into the misfortune and assist in procuring all aid that may be further wanting.
4. If the Brig is recovered and requires much repair, before she can put to sea again, I desire you may consult with Mr. Strane, British Consul at Patras and follow his advice.
5. If she can proceed with her cargo to Malta, that should be done, and she should afterwards return to Constantinople.
6. If she cannot be again put into repair you must let me know every particular, and not dispose of her till my orders come.
7. If you cannot proceed with her cargo you must have every article that can be saved put into a place of safety, under charge of Mr. Strane or Mr. Consul Foresti. If any King's Ship comes to Cerigo, you must apply for assistance in my name to the Commander and follow his directions.

This letter was sent to Werry at Smyrna, who replied (November 1) that Captain Maling of La Diane had arrived at Smyrna, and confirmed the news of the loss. It was his intention to send the Victoireuse to Cerigo as soon as she returned to Smyrna. In the meantime there was every reason to hope that the cargo would be saved, but the recovery of the ship was hardly possible.

Three days later Werry could send more detailed news, but to the like effect. The Mentor was said to be sunk in ten fathoms of water.

Gavallo also carried a letter from Lord Elgin to Calucu, stating that the salvage was very important. 'The cases contain stones of no great value in themselves, but it is of great consequence to me to save them.' (Hestia, l.c. p. 717, retranslated.)

Taragano to Elgin, Oct. 29, 1802. Werry to Elgin, Nov. 1, 1802.
Meanwhile, an elaborate contract was drawn up and signed at Constantinople (November 3) between Basilio Menachini of Spezzia (or Spetses), and Lord Elgin in which a Vice-Counsel’s nomination was made dependent on Menachini’s zeal in the work of salvage. The contract recites that Basilio having represented “that being able from his experience in naval affairs, and the quantity of vessels at his disposal to render service in the neighbourhood of Greece to any British vessels or British Subjects, who may stand in need of such aid,” he solicited nomination as Vice-Counsel, with liberty to transfer the firman of British protection which he had previously enjoyed to one Demetrio, who was to become his assistant for the purposes specified. The Ambassador assents to the nomination of Menachini as Vice-Counsel at Spezzia. It was further agreed that, if on arrival at Spezzia he should find the brig had not been raised, Menachini should proceed to Cerigo to give such help as might be required. He was subsequently to proceed to Athens to consult with Lusieri as to further transport, and to send suitable vessels to Porto Leone (Piraeus) for such service. Any expenses incurred by direction of Hamilton, or of a naval officer, or which were otherwise reasonable would be reimbursed; thirty piastres per ton would be paid for all effects taken to Malta, sixty to Gibraltar.

It is therefore stipulated that the conduct of Mr. Basilio for the recovery of the Brig Mentor and her cargo, and for transporting the effects of the Ambassador from Greece, shall be the test of his ability and willingness to render those services to the British Nation, for which the ambassador grants to him the appointment of Vice-Counsel, and the disposal of his Firman of protection—and that if in these instances he does not give satisfaction within the space of two or three months from this date, the whole of the arrangement now made for the Vice-Councilship and his Firman shall be null and void.

All these steps had been taken by Lord Elgin upon very insufficient information. On November 11 he wrote to Lusieri:

It would be needless for me to express my profound sorrow for the misfortune that has occurred to the Brig Mentor. It is only in the last three days that I have had certain information, and that from the sailors themselves who have arrived here. Previously the rumour had been spread, but having no news, either from you, or from Mr. Hamilton, or from anybody, I could not believe that which is only too true. However, my news only go as far as the 4th of October. Mr. Hamilton was then remaining alone with the Captain at Cerigo, not having received any answers to the applications which, as they assure me, had been made to Napoli di Romagna, nor to those which Captains Leake and Squire would not have failed to make at Zante, and at Patras, they having started from Zante at the end of September. Finally, I know nothing except the verbal report of the sailors, as I have had no letters either from Hamilton, or from you.

He goes on to state that Peter Cavalleo, Hamilton’s servant, had been despatched with such instructions as his lack of accurate information allowed him to give, and he also explains the arrangement with Basilio, of Spezzia, already recited above. He adds that Basilio had been strongly recommended by Lord Nelson and other English admirals, and owned a considerable amount of shipping. Turning to affairs at Athens, he congratulates Lusieri on the successes reported in his letter of October 28.
I hope in no long time to testify my gratitude. In token of it, seeing that your watch is a bad one, and wishing to assure you how valuable your time is to me, I beg you to accept a Breguet watch, that I have used for some years, and to whose merit I can evertify. It being a repeater, you will judge that I want you to repeat as much as you have done for me, and as much as you can—I will send the money for the Calmuck to Rome.

Hunt, as we saw above, reached Athens on November 22. At the Piraeus he heard a circumstantial report that the Mentor had been raised at a cost of 80 purses, and was now on the way to Malta, but I am sorry we have not been able to authenticate the rumour further than that it came either from Hydra, Damari of Nauplia [Nauplin] had sent an express to Pangall, which reached the Courant here this morning; but he did not accompany it with a single line to Lusieri or Logotheti respecting the Situation of the Mentor. His conduct appears to have been uniformly most culpable; as well in not forwarding Mr. Hamilton's letters, as by thwarting every service in which he has been concerned for the recovery of Your Lordship's Brig.

Bonutto, the new Count of Spezia, sailed at Daybreak this morning in a country-boat for his own Island; from whence he is to proceed in a large Ship of his own to Cergio. He seemed inclined to think that a Slogavian Ship (which is said to be still waiting at Cergio, to take on board any of the cases that may be saved) would be sufficient for weighing the Mentor, with the Victorieuse's aid; but I insist on his fulfilling literally his contract, and he set out with much apparent zeal and promptitude on the service. Nobody here has yet had any information respecting Mr. Hamilton's Servant Pierre.

ATHENS Nov. 24th 1802

An Express has reached me from Hamilton at Cergio, an extract of which I send. It gives me much satisfaction to think how great the probability now is, of recovering both the Cargo and the Brig herself, and that most of our unfortunate friend Hamilton's difficulties and sufferings will cease by Capt. R's arrival.

Pierre reached Cergio on the 18th inst—and has set out for Spezia to procure additional ropes and cables. The Maniac Pirates threaten an attack on Cergio. Egen has sailed in the Slogavian (with four cases recovered from the Mentor) to Smyrna. The approach of winter had begun to alarm Hamilton, for that she had hold out against two Gales from the S. yet a repetition of them, might break her up, and the Divers cannot bear the cold under water after ye middle of December—Hamilton has recovered his Travelling notes on Egypt and Syria, and his Arabic MSS. but they are much injured by the wet—his notes on Greece and his few Greek medals have not yet been got up. He has however rough sketches of Marathon, Platea and Thermopylae. Leake and Squire had reached Corfu on their route to Trieste and Venice home.

The full history of the rumours of a Pirate attack is told in Hestia, p. 745.

Peter Gavallo turned out to be a mischief-maker, whose head was swelled by the importance of his mission. At Spezia he took upon himself to try to dissuade Bonutto from carrying out his contract, on the ground that the Mentor was altogether destroyed, a total loss. Nor was he happy in his dealings with Captain Richards, who, as we know, needed to be handled with tact.

I am sorry to add that Pierre Gavallo seems to have disgusted every person to whom he has addressed himself in his new commission—Capt. Richards has been offended.
LORD ELGIN AND HIS COLLECTION

beyond conception by his seating himself at his side, and speaking in a tone of more than familiarity, and his conduct has been similar throughout.

On December 9 Hamilton reported direct to Lord Elgin as to the results of the visit of the Victoriene. 148

I had indeed My Lord hoped before this to have given you a more satisfactory Account of the Mentor and her Marbles, as the Arrival of Captain Richards of the Victoriene in particular promised such good Success. He anchored at St. Nicolo the 28th ulto, and remained till the 8th instant. The weather during his Stay was very favorable and if he had had the Assistance of another Vessel of equal force, I cannot doubt but he would have succeeded: And it was in this persuasion that, after I had heard from Pierre on his return from Spezia [Spezia] where I had sent for some Ropes, I again sent to Captain Baslio 149 to lose no time in coming hither in order to perform his Engagements with Your Lordship. He answered that he would be here immediately, and I prevailed on Captain Richards to remain a few days for his Arrival. He accordingly continued here long enough to allow the Spezial time to come; but after 13 days he could no longer delay his Voyage to Malta, and accordingly set sail in the morning of the 8th 150 inst. A had only been gone about two hours when the Spezial ship arrived according to his promise—but without the V. Consul, who writes me that he remains behind in order to bring one or more larger ships for the same purpose. This indeed was very provoking; however to make the best of it, I have engaged the Captain of the Spezial, who is Brother in Law to the V. Consul, to do his utmost to start the timbers of The Mentor's deck, that so the main-hatches being enlarged, The Divens may be able to get out in a few days the remaining Cases. This same Service I had frequently pressed upon Captain Richards, but he would do all or none, that is he would raise The Mentor entirely out of water, or leave her as she was. The Hawkers induced which he brought from Constantinople, being Turkish, were unequal to the attempt, and he was unwilling to risk his own Anchors and Cables. The reason that the Divers are not at a stand, as to getting out any more cases, till they are assisted in this Manner, is, I believe, that the case which is now nearest to the Hatches and of course the first to come out, is a very long one, containing I suppose one half of the Bas-relief taken from the South wall of the Acropolis, and which broke in two, as they were carrying (it) down. The Spezial captain seems very well disposed, and I hope he will succeed the first fine day, tho' indeed his Ship is but small, only carrying 4000 kiles. The Season is very much against us, and particularly the cold, which will soon prevent The Sinjotes diving any

148 Hamilton to Elgin, Dec 9, 1862.

149 I have been anxiously waiting for some satisfactory information relative to the Mentor: but I have hitherto only received a letter from Vice-Consul Baslio of Spezia, repeating the reason of his not having sent the two large Ships to Cerigo, according to his Instructions. He then informs me that he has since had a letter from Mr. Hamilton dated on board the Victoriene in Avenina Roads, expressing his surprise that an Ship had yet come to him from Spezia and requesting Mr. Baslio to send him one instantly with fifteen or twenty men, to aid Captain Richards in weighing the Mentor. Mr. Baslio informs me that he sent a Ship immediately to Cerigo with Sixteen men, and that he waits the result with anxiety; promising to write to me as soon as he hears from thence.

149 His account increases my surprise at Pierre's having told Baslio, and having written to me that the wreck of the Mentor had gone to pieces etc. I have since written to Mr. Baslio a strong Philippick, telling him how improperly he had acted in following any other person's advice when he had Your Excellency's written instructions for his guidance; and warning him against similar conduct with regard to his mode of fulfilling the other part of his contract about taking the cases of Marbles from home to Christosand. I have also written to Hamilton a statement of Pierre's conduct.

150 Hunt to Elgin, Dec 22, 1862.

148 On this date Captain Richards wrote in Caldec's Letterbook a certificate that the Consul had been very attentive and assiduous during his stay, and that he commanded and highly approved his zeal and activity for his Majesty's Service.
longer, and they tell me they must give it up entirely the 18th. of this month: however if the weather continues fine, & there is any prospect of finishing the whole shortly, I shall probably prevail on them to break thro' their general rule of leaving off on the Holiday of St. Nicolas.

Captain Richards has given me the pleasing hope of seeing your Lordship and Lady Elgin on your return: Home towards the close of this Month—Never did an unfortunate Prisoner look with more anxiety for the happy moment of his Release, than I for that Day, on which I may escape from this wretched Island. I may have the pleasure of seeing you and yours and my friends with you in good health, and when the frigate in which you will come cannot fail of doing all that may then be requisite towards recovering the Marbles and will be able to carry away them, & what else may be of Value. But I am always in fear lest the Critical Situation of public affairs, which notwithstanding the general peace still appears to exist with regard to Turkey, may oblige you to remain another winter amidst the plagues of Constantinople.

Decr. 13th.

It has not been possible to break up the Decks and the Divers almost despair of getting the Cases up by the Hatchway—we shall therefore on the first fine day, try to widen the hole in the Monitor's Starboard Bow, which was made when she struck, that the cases may be dragged out of the hold, and easily brought up.

A further letter from Hamilton, or December 28, continues the story of events at Cerigo. Between 1800 and the Treaty of Tilsit (1807) the Ionian Isles were a Republic under Russian protection.

It is now forty-two days since I dispatched Giacomo my servant with the Schwartzon to deliver to your Lordship my letters of the Date of 13th November. Those I have since written to your Lordship by way of Athens will I trust soon inform you of my further proceedings towards the Recovery of the Monitor's Cargo, and by the same opportunity you will learn that the small Patrons dispatched by the Vice-Consul at Smyrna, has also left Cerigo without having effected any Service. I was sorry that the Departure of the Captain was so sudden that I was neither able to write to him either to Your Lordship or Mr. Hunt, nor give him a Certificate of the time he remained here, the Exertions he made, or the Damages he has suffered. He did indeed all he was able, with the small means he was Master of, but his Ship had not force to break up the Decks, so as to free the Cases of Marbles, and these are so large that without this operation they will not come out. Therefore the only hopes that remain, are that some large Corvette or frigate will do this Business for us or that the winter storms will entirely destroy the Barge—though the great depth of water in which she lies, makes this very uncertain. On the 19th. instant the Delegato (Count Metaxa) and the Russian Garrison arrived and there is every appearance of perfect tranquillity and Safety being restored to Cerigo in a short time. The Delegato has received Mr. Metaxa's letter to the popular Government and would, if possible, give me every possible assistance. He has himself, (and I and my friends here have seconded him) earnestly recommended the affair to the Captain of the Russian frigate which brought the troops. His Name is Lewandoff and he is well known to your Lordship at Constable. He has however constantly answered that without express orders from his Superior he cannot consider himself authorized to risk his Ship on the Service, particularly in this advanced Season of the Year, and at a Port, whose entrance is frequented by the greates Dangers of which are frequent and attended with Danger: It is a Service also which cannot be attempted but on a Calm Day or with a light-bend Breeze: the Days are Short, his frigate is large and not easily manageable—weather uncertain &c. &c. these are his Difficulties and nothing, I believe will induce him to overlook them, but an order from Moeunigo at Corfu, in consequence of Mr. Tanara's letter to the same, but this order should it be given, cannot reach Serigo in less than a Fortnight, and the frigate will put to sea in five or six days from hence.

Together with the above frigate, a Turkish Corvette left Corfu, destined for Cerigo. This vessel, I am confident from what Mr. Forester has written me, had orders to assist
in every possible way for the Recovery of the Mentor, or her Cargo: but in consequence of bad weather the two Ships parted Company, and nothing has been heard of the Corvette since she was at Parno, and the Delegate is of opinion that she has returned to Corfu. Our hopes therefore from this are, as it were, destroyed, or at least deferred to an indefinite time.

My SHEET-ANCHOR, My Lord, on which I rest my last and best hopes, is the Arrival of your Lordship in an English Frigate which I look for also with the greater certainty, as it is reported by a vessel 6 days now from Constantinople, that the Diana has gone to Buyukdere to take in your Lordship's Baggage. Should you come, and if Captain Maling undertakes the Service, the best and shortest means, unless he be quite certain of being able to raise the brig at once, is to attempt nothing but to break up the Deck so as to make the Divers able to recover the Cases which they certainly will do in two or three Days.

After mentioning this, you will, I fear be the more surprised at what I am going to add, which is that, if the Russian Captain will not consent to attempt the above Service, or if he does not succeed in it, I have resolved to leave Serigo with him and I shall do this with the less reluctance, as I feel that by remaining here I can no longer be of use to your Lordship whether the Turkish Corvette or English Frigate arrive, the Service will be done equally well and with equal ease, whether I am here or no; and whatever is recovered from the Mentor, will remain in perfect Security. As long as there was no established Government in the Island, I felt that my presence here was necessary to secure this Security, and for the free adoption of those Measures, which I had hoped, would long ago have fully succeeded. This necessity now no longer exists, and I cannot yet pass so good an opportunity of going to Zante. Should I there hear that your Lordship is at Athens and intends to make any stay there, I will come. Otherwise I shall proceed homewards as Circumstances tempt me.

I had hoped, My Lord, by remaining here, to have served you more effectually, and should have looked upon this as a full Reward for my long Banishment in this Island. But I have now been here for nearly 3 months and I am no longer useful. You will therefore allow me to think of another Duty to my Father, my friends, and to Myself, which is, as long as I remain out of England, to spend my time so profitably as I can: and I am afraid there are many who will think that that which I have passed here does not merit this name: I must therefore make up for it.

Before I close this letter I shall state to your Lordship the full account of my expenses here and also my further Engagements with the Divers.

I cannot omit this opportunity of recommending to Your Lordship in the strongest terms, Mr. Emmanuel Caluli, British Vice-Counsel here. I have already mentioned his zeal, fidelity, and activity in our Service, and I have since only had occasion to experience further proofs of the same in the worthiest best-informed, and most liberal of the inhabitants of this Island. He merits every Attention from your Lordship, should it be your fortune to touch here, where I should have found my Residence insupportable, without his Conversation and his Assistance: and I am confident he will afford Your Lordship the same assistance, if wanted, on your arrival, and in the progress of your attempts to recover the Mentor's cargo.

For your Lordship's Information I must acquaint you that under the Venetian Government when a Bello was returning from Constantinople and touched at any of these Islands he was never subject to the laws of Quarantine but was freely admitted to Prátiq, and the island in which he landed was put, as they called it, in Reserve for 14 Days.

Nov. 30th. I have this Morning dissolved my contract with the Divers I had hitherto employed in Your Lordship's Service, on their Declaration that it was no longer possible for them to diver on account of the cold: and that it was in vain to make any further attempt to get out the remaining Cases until the Decks are opened; Judging therefore that from what they have already recovered, they were fully entitled to receive one fourth part of the Sum, agreed for on the Extraction of the whole,
I have had to pay them 3255 Piastras. As they have already received of this 500 Piastras for the remaining 1575 (sic) Piastras I have given them a bill on Signor Logotheti at Athens, for which place they will set out in a day or two, together with Pierre, to receive that sum, and to offer themselves to your Lordship or to Mr. Hunt, to renew any Contract you may think proper, by which they are to be employed in the same Service the ensuing Spring, on the Supposition that they will then be able to recover the above Cases, or to accompany your Lordship in the frigate, in case you intend to touch at Serigo, on your passage, and the Captains will make the attempt.—

I leave with the Vice-Consul a Commission to act in my absence, for your Lordship's Service; with Directions how to make the best use of the Turkish Corvette should it come to take every care of your property on shore of every kind to assist the Divers should they return from Athens, with a new Contract for the Recovery of the Cases to dispose of in the most advantageous manner, all the effects recovered which cannot be used; in recovering the rest with the reserve of the Brig's Boat, and setting the price of 1400 Piastras on the four (4) Guns to communicate with Your Lordship or with me, on the Expenses he incurs and all the measures he may take &c.

I have also recommended, by letter to the Delegate, to afford every protection and assistance hereafter wanted, in whatever may be done in Your Lordship's name in this Service, and I doubt not but the Consul will find no difficulty in obtaining the same.

Dec. 31st.

The enclosed Papers A & B contain the statement (of) all (of my) Expenses here chiefly regarding my attempts to recover the Mentor's cargo; and also a List of the Drafts I have drawn since the 17th. of September for Sums to answer these Expenses. I am confident your Lordship must declare them very excessive and perhaps you may conceive them useless and impudent, but I hope that you will do me the Justice to believe that I should not have incurred them had I not had at all periods till this present moment, the most reasonable hope that these exertions would have proved wholly successful; in which case I believe no one would have called it money ill-spent—Unfortunately I have been thwarted by untoward accidents in every measure I have undertaken; & at last the weather and other circumstances oblige me entirely to abandon the attempt.

P.S. I must beg leave, My Lord, to add that in case you wholly disapprove of what I have done, I shall be ready in England to repay to your Lordship the sums I have expended relying on your goodness to give orders for the acceptance of my bills for the present.

(Signed) William Hamilton.

(A Copy) Philip Hunt.

A few items, selected from Hamilton's accounts, are interesting:

- Maintenance of Sailors, Captain, Pilot and Servant till they left Corfu... 650.0
- Given to divers on recovering the first case of marble... 150.0
- Do. to the Scavonian Sailors for assisting with their boats... 150.0
- One quarter of the whole sum agreed by me with Divers on the extraction of all the Cases... 3125.0
- 120 miles for making up the four cases after clearing the Marbles... 3.0
- Tobacco given to Divers... 0.0
- A Rope bought for the Extraction of the marble... 40.0
- Labour of Peasants on Shore at the Request of Capt. Richards... 151.30
- Do. at the request of the Spanish Captain... 15.0
- Wine given to the sailors of the Victorious... 60.30
- Or given to Do... 34.0
- Wine given to Divers while they worked with the Victorious... 5.0
- Fire knives for divers to cut away ropes... 4.8

The total cost in Turkish piastres amounted to 13,986,31.
Hamilton's testimonial (December 29) in Calne's Letterbook is unwontedly oriental in style. After acknowledging the many acts of kindness received, he proceeds: 'My heart will be ever penetrated for the many benevolent and friendly attentions received from your amiable Family and nearest Relations. I shall esteem it a happiness to dye with such sentiments, and glory in declaring them to the World.' On leaving Cerigo, after this prolonged detention, Hamilton went to Zante, and while there received Lord Elgin's acknowledgments of his exertions. In reply, he wrote:

I know not how to return your Lordship my grateful Acknowledgments for the kind terms in which you have been pleased to express your Satisfaction with what my wishes to serve your Lordship to the utmost had prompted me to attempt towards the Recovery of your Brig and her valuable Cargo; not indeed that it was this idea alone which encouraged me to begin and persevere as long as there were hopes: I felt also that I was labouring for Posterity, and that I might recover for my country, the Works of Phidias, under the Direction of a Pericles, and which once formed the boast and Glory of the most polished Nation of Greeks. But for the loss of my time and labour Two Lines of your Lordship's letter were simply sufficient.

I wish that it was in my power to accept Mr. Hunt's Invitation to meet Your Lordship at Athens; I need not say what pleasure it would give me, but as I have told him, Being without my Saddle, I am absolutely unable to ride—particularly long Journeys. The late constant Rainy Weather has rendered the Roads and Rivers nearly impassable, and I should have very little hopes of finding your Lordship there when I arrived, as I cannot suppose that any thing but Bad Weather and contrary Winds would detain you there above eight or ten Days. My plan is therefore to pass the Remainder of the winter among the Islands, and in the Spring to pass into the Morra for a few Months, and thence homewards.

As to his further movements, we know that he was at the Court of Ali Pasha at Janina, on May 6, 1803. He had an important secret interview with Ali as to what part that Prince would take in the approaching war with France, and wrote to Lord Hawkesbury, Lord Nelson, and to Sir Arthur Paget at Vienna. On May 28 he was in Thessaly, in July he was at Athens, in September he visited Cerigo again, and in March, 1804, he was at Vienna, on the road home (see below, pp. 253, 296).

Lord Elgin's departure from Constantinople was now at hand. On December 18 he wrote to Lasier, welcoming the new series of the friezes, and adding that to all appearance he would embark for Athens on January 1, 1803. There must, however, have been delays in starting, and it was not till the 25th that the Diomé, in which the Ambassador was taking his passage, was lying outside the Piræus, and he could send a hasty note to Lasier of his arrival. A series of short notes survives written during the visit, but, as before, they are imperfectly dated. The Brockel must, by this time, have completed her repairs and recovered her jettisoned guns, and both vessels were to proceed as soon as possible. A note (probably written on Thursday, January 28) urges the immediate embarkation of all that could be put on board, for a departure on the 29th or the 30th. But there was still a delay of a few days, and on Sunday Lord Elgin writes:

May tomorrow be memorable in the annals of Athens! The people of the Brakel, under the orders of the 1st Lieutenant, start at four o'clock in the morning for the Column of Daphne. Endeavour, I beg of you to have it set in motion at daybreak, and that the people who go from here [Athens] should be there in good time.

The people of the Diana ought to be at the Piraeus at dawn, for the excavation of the temple. Theodore will show them the place.

For you there remain the boxes in the store, the Parthenon marble, and any other work that you think feasible. Put your hand to it, I implore you, that I may be able to start on Tuesday, and not lose the moon, which is so essential for the attempt that is to be made to recover the Mentor. Adieu and good night.

Next day, Monday, further instructions followed as to the embarkation of the artists.

As we embark, tomorrow after dinner, it is necessary that the artists and the baggage should be on board in good time. The plan is that they shall have a little cabin to themselves, where they will dine and sleep. They must take as little baggage as possible—such as their own bed. I beg you to see that everything is done towards midday, I also beg you to remember the list of what is shipped on the Brakel, and of what has gone off today, or is ready to go tomorrow. I should also like to have a note of the drawings, measures, sketches, etc., etc., that you are busy packing. Please give me the medals that you have got, without packing them, so that I may add them to my collection, before I begin to starch in Sicily. I am sending Molvitz [a courier] to explain to the artists what they will want for the ship. Good night.

The start could not be made on the Tuesday as proposed, and a further note followed on Wednesday—

We shall start without fail, so that if the column does not arrive soon it will be too late. If the Salamis boat cannot come, would it not be possible to find another? Hurry with the box that yet remains. And if you can devise the means, you would oblige me infinitely, by transporting the Captain's marble [not otherwise mentioned]. If you made a sledge with some bits of wood, I should hope that some artist could draw it with the help of a few men, and if I knew that they were on the road, I would get the captain to go to your aid, although all his people are very busy with the Brakel.

But these latter arrangements presumably could not be carried out. A hastily scribbled note of farewell runs—

M. Lusieri,

Come le vostre cure, je ne peux que vous faire mes adieux par écrit et vous assurer de mon amitié, de ma confiance, et des vœux sincères que j'offre pour votre bonheur. Adieu. Etc.

Ce mesmo di. [Feb. 3, 1803]

Lusieri, the 3rd day, had written to his friend Piale at Rome, no doubt with a sigh of relief—

The Ambassador leaves this today, for Malta, on board an English frigate, on which I have at last succeeded in getting all these gentlemen embarked, to do their quarantine there, and then to return to their own country. My stay in these regions ought to continue for some time yet, in order that I may employ myself with the pencil.

As you will hear from the aforesaid gentlemen, my health is excellent, and if it continues so, I have a field where I can gain credit. Be so good as to give the enclosed to my sister. I should like a box of anti-pestilential powder.

Lusieri to Piale, Feb. 3, 1803.
Various other commissions follow, the goods to be sent to the care of Lord Elgin at Malta.

I cannot say on what day the Breaksea sailed. She carried a heavy cargo of the marbles, including the principal statues of the East Pediment, viz., the Theseus, the Demeter and Kore, the Iris, the single Fates, and the pair of Fates; and from the West Pediment the Hermes and the Ilissus. There were also two metopes, seventeen cases of Parthenon frieze, seventeen inscriptions, the Dionysos from the monument of Thrasyllos, seven Egyptian pieces, parts of the cornice and architrave of the Erechtheum, the soliflits of the Theseus, the four slabs from the frieze of Nike Apterous, which were the first objects saved from the Museo, the two fragments (B.M. Sculpture, 5, 6) supposed to be from Mycenae, the sundial of Phaidros, and many minor fragments. There were also moulds of the South-West Parthenon metopes and of parts of the friezes of the Parthenon and Theseum.

Lusieri’s list of the cases shipped (forty-four in all) has long been in the British Museum, to which it was sent by Hamilton with the comment: "I send you a paper which I have just found amongst a parcel of old letters. It can be but of little value, but it may as well be preserved under the same roof with the marbles themselves, and amongst the documents relating to them."

Little was accomplished at Cergo. More than a month later, Lord Elgin wrote to Lusieri from Naples: "We took more than four weeks reaching Malta, after spending one day only at Cergo, whence we were driven by bad weather. This same weather took us to Candia. At a second attempt we failed altogether to reach it."

An entry in Vice-Consul Calucci’s Letterbook states that on February 4, on board the Diana at Aulonos, the Ambassador expressed to Calucci his sense of that officer’s zeal and hospitable aid to the shipwrecked company. In a letter (Hestia, i.e. p. 717) he said that he would try to make arrangements at Malta, and urged Calucci to take good care of the wreck in the meantime. On the same day he wrote to the Governor of Cergo, regretting that he could not call, on account of the shortness of his stay, and begging the Governor’s good offices towards further attempts at salvage.

Sebastian Ittar was left behind at Malta, under the terms of an engagement signed at Malta on March 11 by Lord Elgin and Ittar with Hunt as witness. He undertook to finish the fair copies of his work. His admirable drawings were forwarded in due course by Captain Dickens, Commandant of Royal Engineers at Malta, to the care of the Dowager Lady Elgin at Shooter’s Hill. They were dispatched in November, 1803, and July, 1804, and appear to have travelled without misadventure. They were included in the purchase, and are now together with the rough working drawings (cf. fig. 3) in the British Museum (Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities).

180 Dept. of Antiquities, Letters on Antiquities.
180 Hamilton to Hawkins, July 23, 1834.
180 Elgin to Lusieri, March 10, 1803.
Here we part with Ittar, except for one subsequent glimpse. In 1821
Lord Elgin met him at Catania and discussed the possibility of engraving
the Athenian drawings, only to put the idea on one side. He suggested,
however, to Hamilton (at that date Minister at Naples) that Ittar might
be commissioned to pick up Sicilian vases. 128

It was Lord Elgin's intention to spend the Holy Week of 1803 at Rome
(Easter fell that year on April 10), and he appears to have done so. On
April 11, an agreement was executed with Feodor, binding him to come to
England to finish and engrave his drawings, on terms of a salary of
£150 per annum, £50 for the expenses of each journey and free board and
lodging in England. The agreement was duly signed, and in Lord Elgin's
statement of expenses in 1811 he says that his draughtsmen was two years in
England, but we seem to have no further information on the subject.

Of Feodor, as of Ittar, we here take leave, with one later mention.
In a letter of October 15, 1820, written to Hamilton from Munich,
Lord Elgin says: 'Here the Dowager Margravine of Baden (mother of
the Queen) has given me accounts of the Calmuck who is still with her
at Baden, and after a long struggle seems to have sufficiently
conquered his propensity for drink to be usefully nonemployed.' From the Dictionary
(Mueller-Singer, Allgen. Kunsterlexikon) we learn further that he was
Court-painter at Carlsruhe, that he executed a series of bible-scenes in the
Evangelical Church of that city, that he engraved a series of 12 plates after
the Ghiberti gates at Florence, and a plate after a Deposition of Michelangelo.
He died at Carlsruhe, 27 January, 1832.

While at Rome Lord Elgin discussed the question of restoration
with Canova. 129

The decision of that eminent artist was conclusive: ... He declared that however
greatly it was to be lamented that these statues should have suffered so much from time
and barbarism, yet it was undeniable that they had never been restored; that they
were the work of the ablest artists the world had ever seen ... that he should have
had the greatest delight, and derived the greatest benefit, from the opportunity Lord
Elgin offered him of having in his possession, and contemplating, these most beautiful
marbles, but (his expression was) "it would be sacrilege in him, or any man, to presume
to touch them with a chisel."

From Rome Lord Elgin proceeded homewards by way of Genoa and
Marseilles. It was his misfortune to be in Paris at the time of the
notorious decree of the First Consul (2 Prairial, an 11 de la République)
making all Englishmen between the ages of 18 and 60 prisoners of war.
He was arrested on or about May 29, 1803. He remained at Paris until
July, when he was allowed to proceed to Baréges in the Pyrenees, and
subsequently to Pau, where he took a house near the town in October.
From November 28 to December 13 he was confined in the Château Fort
at Lourdes by way of reprisal for severities said to have been exercised
on General Boyer in England. Word had reached France that that officer

was a prisoner in Newcastle-under-Lyme. The name suggested such alarming ideas to the French mind, that Lord Elgin's arrest was the consequence. After his release he was allowed to return to Paris. He remained in France as a prisoner of war until 1806, when M. de Talleyrand, in person, forced him to sign a declaration engaging him to return to Paris whenever summoned by Napoleon. This parole was never rescinded, and Lord Elgin continued under the restraint of it till the Emperor's abdication in 1814.

The period of the French imprisonment makes a break between the earlier and the later stages of our story. During the period of his Embassy (1800-1803) Lord Elgin was not far from Greece, and though communications were slow and irregular, he was able to exercise a general control of the operations. During the period of his imprisonment (1803-1806) communication almost ceased, and Lasjери was carrying on his work almost single-handed and unsupported. During the third period, after Lord Elgin's release in 1806, his main preoccupation was to bring home what remained of the collection, and to effect their transfer to the public. The narrative of Lasjери's later years at Athens can be told briefly in the following section before we turn to the story of the Marbles in England.

PART III.

Later Years in Greece.

The Company of Artists, as we have seen, left Athens in the spring of 1803, and Lasjери was thenceforth relieved of the duty of supervising their operations. The work of collection, however, was carried on with vigour. On April 27 he made a report to Lord Elgin.

Mr. Drummond [Lord Elgin's successor in the Constantinople Embassy] had arrived on board the frigate Medusa (Captain Gore) and had received the assiduous attentions of Lasjери both at Athens and Eileusia. A change had taken place in the Voivode, and Lasjери had not failed to make use of Mr. Drummond's presence to impress him. The new acquisitions included one of the Caryatids, the column from the Eastern Portico of the Erechtheum, various inscriptions, small reliefs, marble vases and fragments. Captain Gore had taken seven cases on board the Medusa, namely, the Caryatid, two metopes, three cases of moulds, and one case with the porphyry column. Three days later, a Ragonas brigantine, the Drivida, 320 tons, which had been chartered on Lord Elgin's behalf by Mr. Alexander Macaulay, of Malta, reached the Piraneus. The vessel had called at Cerigo, where apparently it had expected to find Hamilton, but had not found him, and all work was suspended. This must have been a chance cessation, since the divers

Sir William Drummond (1770-1828).
Lasjери to Macaulay, May 11, 1803. Lasjери to Elgin, May 12, 1803.
had returned to Cerigo in February. The vessel was laden with one

piece of moulds and 29 cases of marbles, 'not things of the first class,

but still of value and service,' making up to the present a total of

128 cases shipped. It was arranged that the vessel should call again

at Cerigo on the return voyage to Malta (cf. Hestia, t.c. p. 732.)
The captain was doubtful whether his resources would enable him to be

of service, and was unwilling to visit such a dangerous port as S.

Nikolo without a new bargain, but he was given authority to take on board the
cannon which were in the hands of Vice-Consul Calunci, in order to defend
himself from the pirates who infested the neighbouring waters. Lusieri
would have gone himself to Cerigo, but judged the moment favourable for
work on the Acropolis. 'Logotheti has shown some zeal, but for fear of
the pirates has stayed at home.'

Two letters written by Lusieri during the summer failed to arrive,
or have been lost, and the next account that survives is dated September 26.
The acquisitions to be reported were 10 consecutive slabs of the South
Frieze, the three metopes at the South-East corner of the Parthenon, and
the two horses' heads from the South angle of the East pediment, which
were now in the store and for the most part packed.

There were, however, difficulties arising. No letter had been received
from Lord Elgin since he had left Naples. Mr. Drummond had not sent
a new firman, and Mr. Tooke had not sent the watch and gold snuff-box
which the new Voivode had been led to expect.

Owing to the delay in sending me the presents and the new letters, I have run a
very great risk, in these last days. Two very rich English gentlemen were on the point of
offering as much as 50,000 piastres, to obtain the frieze. Happily I was told of it, and I
made them see that it was impossible, that it was necessary to have firman, but that in
any case I would not have let Your Excellency be second to anybody. In consequence
they did nothing, and will do nothing. I will work at this new acquisition with all the
necessary vigour, and I hope, My Lord, that the frieze will be yours. Lord Aberdeen
who has been here since the beginning of this month, starts tomorrow for Con-
stantinople, and it is with him that I send this letter to Mr. Tooke.

The Lord Aberdeen here mentioned was the fourth Earl of Aberdeen
(1784-1860), who was now travelling at the age of twenty, and who, on
his return home, founded the Athenian Society (confined to those who
had travelled in Greece) and acquired the name of Athenian Aberdeen.

There is again a long pause in the letters, and the next which is
preserved from Lusieri (February 6, 1804) is full of complaints and
discouragement. He cannot hear from Lord Elgin, from whom he had
last received a letter of June 3 previous,** Mr. Drummond is evidently
opposed to the enterprise and gives no support. Fauvel (who had returned
to Athens in January, 1803, with the rank of Sous-Commissaire—see

** In this letter, which is extant, Lord

Elgin wrote: 'Au milieu de toutes les chansons
de cet époque memorable, yale de souffrir le
caractère d'Amiraumeur et la situation de

prisonnier de guerre, s'avoir guerre entre

dans une calme. Me viens cependant arrêté
à Paris, en qualité de Prisonnier de Guerre.'
Rev. Arch. 3rd ser. xxx, p. 201) was taking a hostile attitude. One new piece of the frieze; that adjoining the North-West angle, had been secured.

but at present I must stop. Saar mak has frightened all the Turks. After a number of extravagant halfpromises, he told the Dastar that he had received an order from his Ambassador to take a note of all the marbles that your Excellency has taken, and to send it to him. Let him do whatever he likes, though he may get Brumais empowering him to take, I very much doubt his succeeding without his paying. Then, we shall see.

The position of affairs was not materially altered during the following months. On May 18, 1804, Lusiari wrote again. A letter from Lord Elgin of September 11 had reached him on April 2. From other nearer correspondents at Constantinople and Malta he was unable to get replies to his letters. The conditions were still unfavourable, and work on the Acropolis was suspended.

In the meantime the workpeople were being employed in excavations elsewhere not without success, especially at the so-called 'Tomb of Aspasia.'

In the excavation of the great tomb in the vineyards, on the way to the Piraeus, which had been very badly begun, I have found, at ten feet below the general level, a big vase of white marble, quite plain, seven feet in circumference and two feet three inches in height. It contains another bronze vase of good execution, 4 ft. 4 in. in circumference and 1 ft. 1 in. in height. And in the interior of this latter, there were some burnt bones, upon them a branch of myrtle, of gold, with flowers and buds. The exterior vase, pressed down by the enormous weight of the tomb, was broken; and the complete preservation of the interior vase was thus prevented. On the cut-side, and beside the vase, there was another, very fine indeed, of alabaster, much bigger than anything I have seen in that style with a length of 1 ft. 7 inches, and 1 ft. in circumference. The tomb, which has a height of about 80 feet, and a circumference of 280, and the form of a mound, was made with sand brought from different streams which cross the plain of Athens. I did not think there was any interest in keeping the bones. I collected them, placed them in an antique terracotta vase, closely shut, put them back in the same place, and restored the tomb to its former state.

The vases of marble (Brit. Mus. No. 2415) and bronze stam, one within the other, in a corner of the Elgin Room. They are brought into the centre of Archer's picture (Fig. 16). The myrtle wreath is at Broomhall.

The writer adds, that the collection of coins was making progress, though Lord Aberdeen was buying freely.

At the Piraeus and in store there were 38 boxes, containing slabs of the North and South frieze, two pieces of the West frieze, the three best preserved metopes from the South-East angle, two horses' heads from the East pediment (the horses of Helios already mentioned), and other objects. The letter closes with a request for several books and some quinine.

We must now return to the protracted negotiations for the salvage of the Mentor. The divers had returned to Cerigo in February, 1803, and seem to have worked during the summer without a fresh contract. In July, Hamilton was again at Athens, and in communication with Calcri. We learn from Calcri's Letterbook that on July 20 he wrote to Calcri that he had received his letters of April 22, saying that no instructions had been
received, as promised, from Malta. He therefore thought he was acting in
the best interests of Lord Elgin in authorising Calvert to take the best means
of salvage in his power within a limit of 6,600 piastres. Hamilton left
Athena on July 23. In September he visited Cerigo, and an elaborate
contract, dated 20 September, was drawn up between Calvert and the divers.
The objects to be saved in the first instance were 16 cases, and the throne,
which had lost its case. The four cases with the slabs of the frieze of
Nike Apteros had been recovered at an early stage and sent away, and there
were therefore 13 objects to be dealt with. Five of these had been saved
during the summer of 1803, and eight remained in September 1803. The
contract provided that the divers should continue their work to recover the
remaining eight objects, and should receive 400 piastres for each saved,
together with their board and an allowance of 150 piastres for their boats
and expenses. (For the contract in full, see Mnostia, l.c. p. 729.) Six of the
remaining cases were recovered before work was broken off on 29 December,
1803. The divers were sent to Logotheti at Athens for their money, and on
7 January, 1804, Cahon wrote to Lord Elgin that he had bound the divers to
return in April. He added that he had endured much from the barbarous
conduct of the divers, who were men of unstable character, and mostly drunk.
(Mnostia, l.c. p. 730.) The twelfth case was recovered on 9 June, and finally
the marble throne, which had given special trouble, for want of a case, was
recovered in the later summer.

At length, on October 24, 1804, more than two years after the wreck of
the Mentor, Lusieri reported the complete success of the salvage
operations:

I have the satisfaction to inform you that at last all the marbles of Cerigo have been
recovered, and we have good reason to rejoice, for they all deserve to be jealously
guarded. I confess however that I live in a state of uneasiness seeing that both those
and those here that are even better, and ready for shipment, are still in these barbarous
shores. I have not failed or my part to write several times to all those who ought to
have interested themselves both on account of Milord Elgin, and still more on account of
the national advantages. But unfortunately I see plainly that in these regions there are
no true friends of Milord, and still less are those lovers of the fine arts.

My diggings continue to increase the collection of cases but so far I have not had the
good fortune to find any of such a kind as was promised long ago by several fragments of
big cases of the greatest perfection, from these same diggings. I always have a pencil in
hand at the same time. I have had no direct news from His Lordship since September
of last year.

Before the actual completion of the salvage Lord Elgin had managed to
get into communication through Sir Alexander Ball, with Lord Nelson, who
wrote as follows to Captain Schomberg, of H.M.S. Medusa:

Victory, at Sea, 23rd September, 1804

Sir,

Lord Elgin having requested through Sir Alexander Ball that I would allow a ship to
call at Cerigo, to bring from thence to Malta some marble antiquities, and as I am

Lusieri to Hamilton (7), Oct. 24, 1804.

The letter is printed in Marden's Memoir of William Martin Leake, p. 12.
perfectly disposed to meet his Lordship's wishes on this occasion. I am to desire you will send a small transport to Cerigo, with the first convoy going up the Levant, and leave her there, for the purpose of receiving the antiquities before-mentioned on board—provided it is a safe place for her to remain at—till the return of the convoy. You will then direct the officer in charge thereof to call at Cerigo, and bring the transport with his Lordship's antiquities on board safe under his protection to Malta, where Sir Alexander Ball will direct the disposal of them. And if it is intended to send them to England, you will give the necessary orders accordingly.

I am &c &c
NELSON & BROUGHT.

For the better protection of the boxes from pirates and weather, they were buried by Calunci under seaweed and brushwood, covered with big stones, and remained thus on the Antemono beach. The only incident that occurred was the abstraction of the stones by peasants at work on a garden wall near by. Calunci reported the matter to the Governor (or 'Prytanius') who required the village authorities to replace the stones at their own expense.

The shipment ordered by Nelson took place on February 16, 1805, by means of the British transport, The Lady Shaw Stewart, Capt. George Parry, under convoy of the schooner Requard. The consignment consisted of the marble throne, twelve boxes of marbles, numbered 1—12, and A.M., and various guns and ships' stores. Hamilton, on hearing the good news, sent cordial congratulations to Calunci.\(^{122}\) I do not find any record of the date of the further transport of the rescued marbles to London. The big relief is shown in Cockerell's sketch of 1810 (Fig. 10).

Difficulties of finance suddenly made themselves felt during the autumn of 1804.\(^{123}\) Mr. Tooke, of Constantinople, upon whom Laszéri had been drawing, gave notice that no more bills must be drawn upon him on Lord Elgin's account. The funds left with him were exhausted, and the London bankers had refused to send more. Tooke is quoted as writing: 'I fear that Mr. Hamilton has very imprudently encouraged the disbursement of more money on the business you have been employed in than Lord Elgin proposed, and it does not suit me to make any advance.' He speaks, Laszéri goes on, 'as if important sums had been spent here, whereas since His Lordship's departure to this moment, not more than 20,550 Turkish piastres have passed through my hands, for the acquisition of about twenty pieces of Parthenon frieze, of three metopes, and for diggings, transport, cases, etc.' Bills were coming in (including one of 651 piastres for digging in the tomb of Agamemnon), and Laszéri had been obliged to represent to Tooke that he could have drawn on Hamilton (?) for a certain sum while waiting for further instructions, and so not have brought the operations to a sudden and ignominious conclusion. He must, therefore, beg for support and assistance. Lord Elgin, at Pau (January 12, 1805), wrote lamenting that he had only just received the first letter that had come to hand since he left Greece. He promised all such help as it was in his power to give, and urged excavation in Attica, and at Eleusis, Megara, Corinth, Argos, Epidauros, Salamis, and Aegina, but the

\(^{122}\) Calunci's Letterbook. His letter to Hamilton and the answer are printed in Biddell, i.e. p. 734-2.

\(^{123}\) Laszéri to Hamilton (?), Nov. 7, 1804.
letter was long in arriving. On July 4, 1805, Lasséri was again writing to 
Lord Elgin.

No more from your Excellency. I understand however from the French who are 
here that you are well, and also M. d'André and her family. My last letter (of May 30) 
informed you that Mr. T. had determined not to allow me to draw money as usual. 
This strange and wretched decision which he formed, of sending me an express message 
dated the 15th Oct. with orders not to draw any more either for continuing your 
Excellency's operations, or for my own salary, was based on a refusal of your 
Excellency's London bankers to supply further money. But this reason is insufficient, 
since he could not have risked more than two or three thousand piastres while waiting 
for fresh orders. Unable to borrow money at 10 p.c., I should have had to suspend my 
operations altogether, or else to borrow money at 20 p.c., for which M. Logotheti 
obtained offers, since he had more himself. I communicated all that to Mr. Morier, who was 
at 3rd time at Corfu, and begged him to send me two or three thousand piastres, 
but after various letters that I sent him, he wrote at length that he could not lend me 
money, since he had none, with any of the Constantinople bankers. Captain Lekeu 
however, having heard of my need, wrote to me from Tripolitsa generously offering me 
money and sent 2000 piastres, at my request. That sum I returned to him at once, 
having heard of new arrangements on the part of Mr. T. at that moment. Mr. T. 
died on the 1st day of the month of April, and I have not yet received any letter 
from his successor, of whom I do not even know the name. The first thing that I did 
when I received the money was to pay 2000 piastres to Mr. Vivespale of Argos, for the 
cost of the excavations that he made at the tomb of Agamemnon by your Excellency's 
orders.

Some time since M. Pisanu wrote again to Mr. Logotheti, that thenceforward I was 
not to take any more statues, or columns etc. The various diggings continue to yield 
very fine vases but not big statues.

For the last two months there have been several English here—the Chev. Monk, 
with his Ladyship (who has just given him a boy), Mr. Dodwell, Mr. Gill, who 
were of descent from Aulus Gelius, Mr. Boken (Bacon), and Mr. Makencin. The 
letter is a very amiable man. As for the others, they conduct themselves in such a 
way as to disgust everybody, and I think that those who come after will not find the 
same Civility either here or at Argos. These gentlemen have wanted to undertake 
diggings without permits, without asking permission of the Virovo, or of the land- 
owner, and without making any return. The Virovo has been so much disgusted that 
he has stopped them from going on, letting all know that he would not allow anyone 
whatever to dig except me.

On August 30, Lasséri wrote that his excavations had been successful. 
He had been finding six marble urns, with vases and alabaster, beyond the 
Museum hill and near the Ilissos. He was hoping for a ship from Malta, for 
which forty cases were ready and waiting. "I have just finished, entirely 
after nature, a coloured drawing of three feet of the very picturesque 
monument of Philopappos, and am working at present on another, still 
larger. Presumably this drawing of the Philopappos monument is the one 
which is extant at Broomhall (see below, p. 289) and which is here published 
(Fig. 8) by Lord Elgin's permission as an example of the artist's finished 
work. Lasséri adds that the vases which he had been finding require mending 
and cleaning, and that they have designs which will come out after cleaning. 
This work was not undertaken until a century had passed, and the vases

* * *

This letter is missing.
thus cleaned were shewn at the Burlington Fine Arts Club Exhibition of ancient Greek art in 1863. The particular vases described in this letter were probably a part of the collection confiscated by Ali Pasha.

The enemies of the Voivode were charging him with having received 150 purses for the license to remove marbles and were asking him to account for the money, but nothing had been taken from the Acropolis since the arrival of the Voivode in question.

On October 4 Lusieri wrote to an unnamed correspondent—probably Hamilton:

Your letter of April 15 only reached me on the 22nd of last month... I was much concerned at Milord’s recent loss, and at the state of grief in which he lay on account of the death of his child [a boy, William, who died in infancy]. I have not failed to write to Milord every two months at least, and am very sorry that nothing has reached him except my letter of August last year, as he is without all details of my work and operations. My letters have always been addressed to London, for the most part, by way of Mr. Tooke.

He adds that he cannot leave till all the collection is shipped, and would be grateful for French translations of classical authors—Herodotus, Thucydides, Pausanias, Plutarch, Homer, and others, as well as a book on Greek coins. The present Voivode is causing him much vexation by forbidding all excavations, and he attributes this to Gell, who has not by any means English manners. Four days later Lusieri wrote to Lord Elgin, attributing his difficulties to Gell, who had been saying freely among the French that the operations were discredited by the present Ambassador. These utterances had reached the Voivode, who had in consequence forbidden all excavations. Lusieri was therefore writing to the Ambassador, to Pisani (the chief Dragoman), and to Tooke’s successor, begging the latter to urge the Ambassador to obtain what was necessary for the continuance of the work and for shipping the collections. The month of October is an unfortunate one for me, for in this month last year I was prevented from drawing money, and in this I am stopped from excavating, which is worse. I am full of bitterness, but I hope in God, that this unfortunate moment will soon pass. This phase of discouragement was not, however, so brief as Lusieri had hoped. In the spring he was still asking for further support. Writing to an unnamed “Excellency,” apparently the Dowager Lady Elgin, from references in a subsequent letter, he says:

The reason why I take the liberty of writing to Your Excellency is the general uneasiness about an object which is the passion of Milord Elgin, and which will charm the whole nation. I have not failed to write at various times, according to Milord’s instructions to all the persons who had ought to be interested, but without the least profit. For the last two years there has been here a very considerable cargo, which is steadily increasing, and amounts to 40 cases, ready to be put on board. Twenty-five of these contain masterpieces of ancient sculpture, and of a preservation superior to every thing that has been sent an yet. They ought to be exported from here. I have advised it many times to the ministers, so the British Ambassadors at the Porte, I have written
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28 Lusieri to Elgin, Oct. 4, 1863.
288 Lusieri to the Dowager Lady Elgin (?), Feb. 24, 1866.
Fig. 8.—The Monument of Philopappus at Athens.
(From the drawing by G. R. Luscel.)
about it often to Mr. Ball at Malta, to Mr. Hamilton, but so far nobody takes any interest. It seems to me that all these gentlemen who ought to favour this acquisition, do not want to take part in it, without some special instruction or recommendation.

Letters were therefore urgently needed for Constantinople, and for Ball at Malta, that he should send a ship.

The same condition of affairs lasted through the summer, and on August 30 Lusieri was still writing in the same mood. After expressing his satisfaction at hearing of Lord Elgin's good health, and his hopes that he was now happy in the middle of his family, he continued that in spite of the absence of letters to the Voivode, and want of money, the operations were going on daily, but that without the one and the other it was impossible to work on the scale desired by Lord Elgin in the Morea and the islands, as well as Attica.

Captain Brown [!] has not yet appeared. It will not be superfluous to find some other means also, for it seems to me rather difficult for a single vessel (unless it is a ship of the line) to take on board 40 cases and more, full of marbles.

Seeing neither ship, nor letters, and short of money, I took the resolve in the month of January to write the state of things to the Countess of Elgin, Milord's mother, but so far unfortunately I do not see any help from that quarter: either, and what is still worse, I am surrounded by people of the most unapproachable ill-temper.

Lord Elgin, meanwhile, had written a cordial letter of encouragement (July 22, 1806) immediately after his return, urging the shipment of the sculptures, and adding that he was sending 'everything that had been asked for, and everything that he had imagined might be agreeable.' The letter is endorsed as received through Walpole, on November 3, 1806. Another letter followed (November 3, 1806) urging that as public interest in Greece was increasing, the drawings of the tour with Hunt should be sent home at once, in wash. A suggestion, forwarded by Lusieri, that a clock should be presented to the town, was cordially accepted, and information was asked as to whether the face should be European or Turkish.

Before the first of Lord Elgin's two letters had been received, Lusieri had heard a report of his liberation, and wrote to him on the whole situation.

I have the satisfaction of learning by public rumour that your Excellency is in England, and I have many causes for rejoicing exceedingly thereof. The unfortunate position of your Excellency had cast its shadow over all your friends, for none has ever stirred himself for the least trifle, though I have not failed, and that very frequently to let them know all that I needed. They have not even deigned to answer. How often have I not written about it to Pisani! He does not answer me. It is almost a year since he wrote to Logotheti that there was nobody at Constantinople who wanted to provide money on your Excellency's account. Then I, not knowing what to do, took the resolution of writing to H. E. the Dowager Countess of Elgin; but although several months have gone by since then, I do not yet see any satisfaction to my demands. This wretched state of things, and the rumour which circulated from time to time that I would be prevented from shipping the boxes, put me into a condition of inexpressible bitterness. The letter that Your Excellency sent me, dated Jan. 12, 1805, only reached
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120 Lusieri to Lady Elgin (?), Aug. 30, 1806.
121 Lusieri to Elgin, Oct. 10, 1806.
me on March 13 of the present year. I answered it in the manner indicated, but for want of means I have not been able to undertake the excavations as I ought, and as I should like.

I cannot dig in the Isles without a permit from the Captain Pasha, nor in the Morea without letters for the Pasha of that region. Among the vases found in the diggings, there are some which ought to be cleaned, and others which ought to be restored. It is at Naples that skilled persons are to be found, who were employed by Sir [William] Hamilton to put the vases in order that he sent to England. If circumstances allow, I should like to land in Sicily, to get my drawings; by the first ship that comes to load the marbles. Then I will bring the vases as well to put them into proper condition, and send them quite complete to your Excellency. . . If political affairs are settled, could I not take in the same voyage all those fragments of the friezes, and the three metopes, to have them restored at Rome? I await your Excellency’s decision on this point. As I have never received either the leave of the king or of Sir [John] Acton, for which I begged you so earnestly, I need a letter for the English Minister, and another for General Acton, to enable me to land safely in that island. It is necessary to send me a very strong cart to use here and elsewhere. Those that I had have been reduced to a pitiful condition. I am utterly disgusted with the indolence and procrastination of old Lagotheli. He has always had the same faults, but at present he is at the limit. He prolongs business to infinity, and in that way favourable moments are often lost. He is ill regarded and has not the least influence on account of the bad conduct of all his children, and the folly of Nicolaci (his son). Several English, have even threatened to make him lose his vice-consulate, and sooner or later he will lose it. As your Excellency’s affairs will be much better in my hands, I intend from henceforth to have nothing to do with the Greeks. I don’t need them. I talk the language sufficiently, and I shall begin directly to learn Turkish, to dispense with them.

These two poor men who have been working from the beginning for your Excellency, and for whom you gave me patents, will be turned immediately. I leave this country, because Pisani has never sent thearium for them. If they have the patents alone, without being supported as they ought, they will have to pay, after all, what they have not paid so far, or else they will be ruined by Lagotheli. I commend them to your Excellency’s recollection. Each day I am busy drawing from nature, my drawings are on large paper, they take me a great deal of time, because I study as much as I can, to make them resemble nature. I am convinced that it is not by the great number of drawings that an Artist makes his reputation, because quantity in such a difficult art only indicates imperfection. Unfortunately people have a craze nowadays for filling their cabinets with pictures that are only looked at once. I wait with the greatest impatience to undertake the execution of your plans, and for the arrival of a vessel to ship all the boxes. Without that, I cannot leave the town for a moment.

At length in the following spring (February, 1807) 178 Latieri had the satisfaction of receiving the two boxes of stores. Some he had asked for; others he said were unexpected, but all of great utility. The excavations were continuing successfully. With regard to the architecture, he urged that it was necessary to measure the monuments with the utmost nicety. Such a request at this stage of the proceedings must, one would suppose, have rather dismayed Lord Elgin, who no doubt thought that this had been provided for seven long years before. The Parthenon must be measured carefully.

Balastro was very capable of this operation, but on account of his physique (It will be remembered he was a hunchback) he was often obliged to trust this matter

---

178 Sir John Francis Edward Acton (1739-1811), Prime Minister of Naples.
179 Latieri to Elgin, Feb. 3, 1807.
to his pupil, who was nothing great in the matter of accuracy—and they were both unable to wash in a drawing well.

I think therefore, that while I am here, it would be a good thing to have all these monumants measured drawn and washed in over again, and under my eyes.

For this purpose he would need a copy of Stuart, or at least of his plates, and would also take moulds of all the mouldings. He had already been making enquiries in Italy for a competent architect.

The boxes are still here. May he ben ditum grant that they be embarked without opposition.

But political movements in a wider area cut suddenly athwart all these schemes. In 1802, Russia had received a pledge from the Porte that the appointment of the Hospodars of the Danubian Principalities should be for a term of seven years, and that they should not be dismissed without the concurrence of the Russian Ambassador at the Porte. In 1806 the Hospodars of Wallachia and Moldavia, who had engaged in intrigues in favour of Greek and other revolutionary movements, were dismissed by the Porte, contrary to the arrangement of 1802. War was declared by Russia, supported by England in February, 1807, and the British Fleet made a demonstration opposite Constantinople. A confused period of revolution and massacre ensued at Constantinople, but an armistice was arranged between Turkey and Russia in August.

The change in the position quickly made itself felt at Athens. Rumours began to circulate that the further export of marbles in the collection of Lord Elgin would be stopped, and Lusieri made up his mind to withdraw from Athens, with the best of the painted vases. Arrangements to that effect were made with the Voivode, and the desired permission was obtained. But two days later, on February 20, at the very moment when the cases of vases were about to be embarked, a Turkish notable, the Kehaya of the Voivode, Logotheti, and a Greek of Janina presented themselves at Lusieri's house, saying that by the orders of the Pasha Ali all the antiquities found in the excavations were to be sequestered. The objects were put in two rooms and sealed up, at Athens, but samples of the vases were to be sent express for Ali Pasha's inspection, and it was made a condition that Lusieri should find sureties and remain at Athens. He determined instead to fly, especially as the Russian fleet was close at hand. Leaving at night for Salamis, he went thence to Zee, and failing any opportunity of reaching Tenedos (the station of the British fleet) or Malta, he made for Cerigo, which he reached on April 9. He writes to Morier,\(^{114}\) the Consul-General at Zante, that he is there, without money, in poor health, and in debt, without clothes or drawing materials.

*My chief desire*, he adds, *would be to know whether the order to sequester the vases really came from Ali Pasha, and I hope that you will easily be able to satisfy yourself of this. The conduct of Logotheti has seemed to me suspect for a long time past, especially on account of his familiarity with the French, and chiefly

\(^{114}\) Lusieri to Morier, April 14, 1807. Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. John Philip Morier (1778-1823), afterwards and Envoy Extraordinary to Saxony.
with those who have been most conspicuous since my departure in taking part in the searches made in my house and store, and in opening the boxes at the Pireaus.

P.S. The day after my flight the Voivode sent his guards to my house, and when they failed to find me there, they searched all the city with extreme urgency: I ought therefore to thank God that he has delivered me from their barbarities."

The papers of Lusieri's chief rival, Fauvel, which are in the Bibliothèque Nationale, throw some light on the incident.

The seizure was probably suggested to Ali Pasha by Ponquerville, the traveller in Greece, at one time French Consul-General at Janina. In June he wrote to Fauvel: "J'ai envoyé à Paris tous les vases saisis chez Lusieri, et le Vizier a donné des ordres pour que tous les objets d'antiquité fussent sequestrés. Il les enverra à notre empereur. Ainsi voila les projets d'Elgin à van-loo. Si les Anglais ou leurs partisans levent la tête, dites leur que le vieux pacha de Janina les vera rentrer dans la coquille."

Presumably the cases in question were those which had been sent as samples to Ali. So far as the sculptures were concerned, those schemes came to nothing. Ali's messengers satisfied themselves that the marbles could not be carried across Greece on mule back, and no ships were available.\(^{177}\)

On April 14, Lusieri,\(^{178}\) still at Cerigo, wrote to describe the difficulties of his position to Lord Elgin. He had employed his time at Cerigo drawing up a protest addressed to the Voivode, claiming that he would be responsible for any loss or damage to the sealed effects at Athens and the Pireaus. He had also made up his mind to address General Sebastiani (then French Ambassador at the Porte) with a request to obtain the withdrawal of the sequestration, a firman for excavations, and an order on a banker for 3,000 piastres. By this request the Generals' disposition was to be tested. The attitude of Logotheti had throughout been indifferent or hostile, and it would be necessary to return to Athens with the means to overpower his opposition.

The latter closes with requests for further drawing materials and for a cart.

I have made use of a strong cart to transport the big boxes. This cart belongs to the French. I do not know if on my return I should be able to go on using it. Besides it is not in the best condition, in spite of continual repairs.

Many thanks for all the articles that your Excellency has had the goodness to send me, and especially for the medicines. But as I don't know how to use them, and the doctors here know no more about it than I do, Dr. Scott must take the trouble to instruct me. There are pills and liquids of which the uses are unknown here.

During May and June the position remained unchanged, and in July Lusieri was still writing\(^ {177}\) from Cerigo in the same strain. His health was recovered, but he was in need of assistance both pecuniary and political. He

\(^{177}\) Fauvel's papers, quoted by Legrand, in Rev. Archéologique, 3rd series, xxx. p. 399.

\(^{178}\) In 1814 Ponquerville informed Foresti that the vases had been sent to Napoleon by Ali, in July 1807, in the care of a renegade monk named Mahomet, one Mahmet Effendi, who left them behind him at Spalato, where he learnt that he must seek Napoleon at Vilna.

\(^{179}\) Lusieri to Elgin, April 14, 1807.

\(^{180}\) Lusieri to Elgin, July 4, 1807.
had had some communication with Athens, and had learnt that one of the party who had descended on his house had been the Voivode himself in disguise. But the difficulty of communication to and from Cerigo was extreme, and he was unable to get money or news, and an occupation of the island by a French garrison was reported to be imminent. He therefore determined to leave Cerigo for Malta, and arranged for a special passage. Malta would seem to have been reached on September 14, since we hear of Lusieri's release from the Lazaretto on October 4, after 20 days' quarantine. At Malta, while still in quarantine, he was able with some trouble to obtain an advance of money from Mr. Edward Hayes, a Smyrna merchant whom Lord Elgin had invited in the previous spring, as well as at an earlier stage, to assist in the enterprise.

The outbreak of war had compelled flight to Malta, and had thereby lessened his power to give effective help. 'Situated as we are now,' Hayes had written on June 29, 'for your Lordship must have heard of the precipitate manner in which all British subjects were forced away from Smyrna, we do not see what means we can pursue in order to accomplish your wishes, and particularly as we have heard that Mr. Lusieri was obliged to abandon Athens and return to Cerigo.'

Lusieri, safely arrived at Malta, began to make his plans for an expedition to Taormina to recover his drawings (presumably they had been left there eight years before) with the intention of occupying himself with their completion. But at the same time he was making other schemes, for finishing the Levantine drawings, for shipping the remainder of the antiquities (if only he could get his strong cart) and for a visit to England. No substantial progress could be made, and at the end of October, Lusieri wrote that he had received no instructions since the previous November, but was still planning a visit to Taormina to secure the Sicilian drawings.

In the late autumn he carried out his plan of visiting Sicily and reached Messina. In February, 1808, he was at Taormina, whence he wrote that he had found all the drawings, but much the worse for wear, as they had had to be shown too often to English travellers. He was still waiting for Lord Elgin's instructions, and watching for a favourable moment to return to Athens.

Lord Elgin meantime (January 5, 1808) wrote making application to Hayes for help. At the present juncture he saw little hope of naval assistance or of support from the Admiralty, and he was obliged to rely on the help of personal friends at Malta, and, in the event of peace, at Constantinople. 'In the latter event there will be no difficulty in obtaining for Mr. Lusieri the passports and firmans he applied for. And as Ali Pasha is represented as having occupied the territory of Attica with a military force, his co-operation and consent will at all times be necessary. For this object I must rely on the exertions of Mr. David Morier; in case the public service should lead him to the coast of Albania.' In the meantime something might be done more privately, and Hayes was therefore begged to pay Lusieri £500, in the event of his returning to Athens, and also to arrange for chartering
a vessel, should Lasieri think it advisable to attempt embarkation, and furnish it with the extra tackle it might require, and on that occasion, use my name in the most earnest manner with Sir Alexander Ball, or the commanding Naval Officer at Malta, requesting them to order a frigate or brig of war to convoy the vessel to her destination, if necessary, and assist in the embarkation of the marbles, and to make at least a demonstration of force, by which it might be protected.

Further steps were taken by Lord Elgin as the spring advanced. On February 16 he appealed to Lord Mulgrave (First Lord of the Admiralty, 1807-1810) to interest Admiral Martin and other naval authorities in the matter, to arrange for a naval demonstration, possibly in concert with the Voivode. At the same time also he wrote to Sir John Stuart (the victor of Maida in 1806), who was then in London, but about to start to take up military command in the Mediterranean.

If you are likely to sail soon I should wish you to let Mr. Hamilton (a young man who was abroad with me) call upon you and explain a matter in which it is possible you may have opportunities of being of service to me. The case is this. A considerable quantity of marbles and other acquisitions of mine are still at Athens. Why no exertion was made during my detention in France to remove them to Malta I cannot comprehend. Be that as it may, they are still there, and if they continue, must fall into the hands of the French.

Don Tita Lasieri, the painter who collected them came lately to Malta and went I believe to Taormina, where he had been long employed before going to Greece with me in 1799. By my last accounts he had a prospect of returning to Turkey in company with M. Italiński, the Russian Ambassador, and had some vague hopes from his influence. I can point out no line of action for recovery, and removing these effects. I spoke to Admiral Martin, and have often written to Sir Alex. Ball, and have sent a credit to Messrs. Hayes, Smyrna merchants, now at Malta. M. Lasieri may probably be within your reach, and will immediately attend your summons. He is all zeal but whether he has formed any tender connection at Athens which might render him cautious in any attempt to be made I know not. I make the hint only as it has been made to me, the fact will easily be ascertained if you meet.

Situated as Athens is, in case the articles were at the Port of Piraeus I conceive they might be removable, if any ship of war took them under her convoy, in one or two short country vessels which her appearance and her guns would amply protect, while they were embarking the cases. If as I fear, much of the property be still in the town of Athens, which is between four or five miles from the port, then the operation becomes far more difficult. There are indeed no troops whatever in that part of the country, no artillery, no thoughts of defence. Still the population of the town is sufficient to set aside all idea of military proceedings, which God knows I am sensible could be no case whatever be employed with a view to force. The only combination which occurs to my mind from hence is, supposing it possible that a secret communication could be made to the authorities at Athens, I mean the Voivode, making it worth his while to permit, or connive at, the removal of such of the effects as were easily transported to the Port—Perhaps then a demonstration of disembarking a few marines, especially if there were more than one ship of war in the offing, might justify his compliance, and could easily be done, while there was not a possibility of any resistance being made. M. Lasieri is anxious I believe by the King of Naples whose leave he always had to be with me. I shall be obliged to you for having this letter extended. At all events, whether you can enable him to do anything in the present business or not, I earnestly recommend him to you, as a man of intrinsic worth, of very great taste and knowledge, and of first-rate ability and zeal for the arts. A little peculiarity of manner, which is mistaken for pride,
has; I have observed, made him enemies and in fact he does not conceal his own dislikes, but I never saw anything in him that did not fully justify and claim admiration.

I spoke to Lord Mulgrave on this subject, before I left London, begging him to encourage Adj. Martin to do it whatever he could. And the grounds of my application were that as I undertook the extensive plan, on which I have proceeded so long, and at such expense, for the purpose of rendering my collection of publick utility and publick property, I could say that what should be further saved by any such exertions should belong to the country, and not remain in my private possession. At the same time aware that were this to be known, or even suspected, the enemy might and would instantly seize them, it was agreed that no allusion whatever should be made to their destination, and in this communication Lord Mulgrave offered his radical assistance.

Sir John Stuart's reply (February 24) promised assistance if possible, in general terms. Hamilton's proposed call was duly paid, and he could send a favourable report to Broomhall (March 5) of Sir John Stuart's disposition.

Three weeks later Hamilton wrote to Lord Elgin with new and important proposals. He had become aware through a friend that one Stephen Maltass, 'your old cancellier' (and an official of the Levant Company), would be very willing to go out to Athens on a special mission, and was anxious to know how such a scheme would be regarded by Lord Elgin.

The suggestion was favourably received. Early in April Hamilton reported 187 that Maltass was 'so ready and to all appearance so well able' to do what was required, that he was not only introducing Maltass to Sir John Stuart, but also was sending him to Broomhall 'if he can get a place in the mail' to talk the matter over. The visit was duly paid, Maltass leaving for Scotland on April 7, and a week later matters had so far advanced that his instructions were drawn up in a letter of 26 paragraphs, headed 'most secret' and dated Broomhall, April 13, 1808. It recited that Maltass had undertaken to go without delay to Malta, Sicily, and the Archipelago for the purpose of removing the collections from Athens to Malta. Lusieri would supply the necessary information as to details. If possible, the assistance of the Voivode was to be secured, and it might be also, that of Ali Pasha, who might perhaps order the shipping of the marbles ostensibly for his own purposes. The local conditions would admit of the assistance of a man-of-war and a military demonstration might be effective. Possibly, it was suggested, 'French agents residing at Athens and some of the Magistrates might be captured by a ruse, and then held to ransom. It would be necessary to have transports or country vessels able to enter the harbour. Strong carriages, harness and, if possible, four stout horses, tackle and a burge should be sent. Maltass was to receive £200 per annum while on this business, travelling expenses and board. Failing a passage on a man-of-war before the end of the month he was to sail in the Malta packet of the beginning of May, and would receive a credit for £1,000 on Messrs. John Ross, of Malta.

---

187 Hamilton to Elgin, April 5, 1808.
Maltass had left Broomhall on April 14, taking with him a cordial letter of introduction to Sir John Stuart. His perfect acquaintance with the languages, habits, and interests in Turkey, an extremely good comprehension and a great zeal of character, are qualifications which you would have had great difficulty in finding on the spot, the indispensable if anything is to be attempted in my business.

To Hamilton at the same date the draft instructions were forwarded for submission to Sir John Stuart, with a covering letter.

Your first impression will, I am confident, agree with mine, that such instructions ought not to be entrusted to any man out of the country. I therefore told him, what I now say, that I propose he should take such eligible men of these instructions as satisfy himself but should leave them under his own seal, if he will, in your custody. After Morris’s pocket book [I find no other reference to this incident] I cannot be too cautious. In a word, I would not on any consideration, they should ever for a moment go out of your hands. You will easily combine with him some safe aid to his memory for their contents.

Maltass was soon back in London, making his last arrangements and anxious to leave by the Falmouth packet. On April 19 Hamilton wrote as to the necessary money arrangements, the letter of credit on Ross, and a draft of £200 for immediate expenses. ‘The purchase of presents would not exceed £20 or £30 of that sum: and I can procure from Hammond the proper cover for the pistols, or other presents if it be necessary.’ On April 28 the fair copy of the instructions was signed by Hamilton, who wrote: ‘As the above instructions are not signed by Lord Elgin, I undertake the responsibility of their being punctually fulfilled by his Lordship, or his Executors, Assigns, etc. William Hamilton, April 28, 1808.’ Maltass at the same time wrote at the foot ‘I agree to observe the above instructions on the implied conditions, to the best of my abilities, and as far as circumstances will allow me.’ London, April 28, 1808. Stephen Maltass.

Maltass left for Falmouth on April 29, furnished with the memoranda of the instructions, the letter to Sir John Stuart, and an open one from Lord Mulgrave to Lord Collingwood about the business, containing a statement that as the works of art were destined for the British Museum, he therefore recommended the recovery of them to his favourable attention. Together with these papers, he took ‘a double barreled gun from Mortimer’s, a brace of silver mounted pistols, and four of Price’s watches made for the Turkish market,’ as also ‘a Dirk (quasi raidaghan).’ He was ‘to go in a swift sailing armed merchantman (the Snake) which he expected to find at Falmouth, ready to sail for the Mediterranean.’

We must leave Maltass facing a gale at the mouth of the Channel, and return to the Mediterranean. We left Lasier at Taormina in the beginning of February. He was recalled thence to Malta by Hayes, who had conceived a scheme of taking advantage of a ship which was about to visit Patras, and of writing to Ali Pasha for his permission to remove the effects from Athens. ‘I must confess,’ Morier wrote to Lord Elgin, 1808. 1808.
that the business in the very outset appears difficult, because nothing has been done on our part (I mean on the part of government) to assure the Pasha of our friendly dispositions. But I am persuaded that if we do ever enter into confidential communications with him, it will be no difficult matter to get everything away.

Three weeks later Lusieri wrote 301 from Malta that he was ready to go to Athens at any opportune moment, but that his advisers Foresti and Morier both thought that matters were not sufficiently advanced with Ali. But if these fortunate moments that they are expecting do not arrive as quickly as they think, I shall make a great effort to attain our purpose by the ordinary means.

Maltass, who had left Falmouth early in May, was not able to report his arrival for nearly two months. On June 30 he wrote 302 to Lord Elgin, 'I only reached Malta on the 24th instant after a passage of fifty days from Falmouth, attended with imminent danger, having twice carried away our masts and being forced to bear away for Ireland in a gale of wind, the vessel nothing able to keep the sea.' Although the state of his health made it necessary to rest at Malta, he was seeking the first opportunity of going to Messina to join Sir John Stuart. In the meantime he had had a whole day's conversation with Lusieri, and had obtained much useful information.

To state here the substance of our conversation would not only be superficial but for the reasons you know, very improper. Suffice it to say that Mr. Le Marchant approves of the plan, and I flatter myself is pleased with my treatment of him. I am sorry to say that his health is very much impaired, and that the climate of Malta does not agree with him. He talks of going to Tripoli.

A similar account of the meeting was sent by Lusieri, 303 who added that he had advised Maltass to go at once to Ali. In a postscript (July 20) he wrote:

'I have just had the satisfaction of receiving a letter of your Excellency of April 25, the only one in the space of nearly two years. My state of bitterness need not be aggravated by the annoyance of such a long delay. Mr. Maltass writes to me from Messina that he must await an answer from Admiral Collingwood. He tells me he will not go to Athens without me. I will follow him if necessary.'

In the meantime he was busy with a large drawing from a point called Il Boschetto, now a public garden to the south of Città Vecchia.

Maltass duly reached Messina, and presented Lord Elgin's letter to Sir John Stuart. The latter wrote 304 in most cordial terms, but regretting his inability to take any immediate step.

Your Lordship will feel how small my means must be at this moment, when I tell you that we have not a single vessel of war of any description here at this moment, that at no period since my arrival have we had any thing but a Brig, and that it is only by casual opportunities of once or twice in the course of two months that I have the means of communication with the Admiral commanding in the Mediterranean Station.

301 Lusieri to Elgin, March 24, 1808.
302 Maltass to Elgin, June 30, 1808.
303 Lusieri to Elgin, July 7, 1808.
304 Stuart to Elgin, July 14, 1808.
He could, therefore, only advise Maltass to send his letters to the naval commanders and await their answers. The remainder of a long letter is devoted to the military situation. 'I begin to hope that the tide of iniquity has begun to turn, and I really feel some satisfaction that my own humble efforts have contributed to render this Island an obstacle to the career of the Usurper.' The impossibility of obtaining naval assistance (confirmed not long after by a letter from Lord Collingwood at Cadiz) became clear to Maltass at Messina, and he wrote (July 29) to Hamilton in a tone of discouragement, that he saw no prospect of accomplishing anything until peace should be made with Turkey. He was also anxious to make sure that the Levant Company would overlook his continued absence from his post, and begged Hamilton to make the necessary inquiries at headquarters. As to the nature of the appointment in question the papers seem to furnish no information.

Meanwhile some news as to the position at Athens reached Lasieri, and on August 4 he reported to Lord Elgin that he had heard that the collection of marbles was still intact, but that several visits had been made to his house, at the instigation of the French agent, and the vases had been carried off for Ali. He had promised to accompany Maltass if an understanding could be reached with Ali, but if a coup de main was to be attempted, it would be better for him not to appear, as his future would be compromised.

Perhaps in their absence they might break or burn everything in the stoves and at my house, and that is the less there is. Three marble statues were still intact, and the best pieces of the frieze, of the most picturesque part of the procession, making a sequence of several slabs are in the town. . . . One of these reliefs, which they cannot find, though they have made holes in all the corners of my house, is the despair of the Vice-Commissary (Favre). They have opened all the other boxes on purpose to find it. It is finer and better preserved than all the rest.

A fortnight later he supplemented his account by adding that a part of the case collection had been stolen by Turks, who were selling it secretly in the town. David Merier at the same time was writing to Lord Elgin that the plunder was by order of Vely Pasha, the Governor of the Morea, who justifies it by the plea of a cruiser of ours having stopped some horses which were sent to him as a present from the Pasha of Egypt. As the summer of 1808 went on, the possibility that peace might soon be concluded began to modify the plans of procedure. Sensational ruses de guerre, such as had been contemplated, became inadmissible and inexpedient. Mr. (afterwards Sir) Robert Adair (1763-1855), who had occupied for a time the embassy at Vienna, happened to be returning by way of Malta in the spring of the year, when an urgent invitation to negotiate (intended for Sir A. Paget) was received from the Turks. Adair had in his possession the home Government's terms of peace, and conceived that, though he had no

180 Lasieri to Elgin, Aug. 4, 1808.
181 Lasieri to Elgin, Aug. 10, 1808.
182 David Richard Merier (1784-1877).
commission, he might attach himself to Lord Collingwood, naval commander-in-chief, and so arrange an armistice on terms to be afterwards converted into a treaty. The plan could not be carried out, and Adair reached London in May, to be sent out again immediately with full powers. He travelled by way of Gibraltar, Palermo and Malta, and reached Palermo on August 3, and Malta on September 7. He reached Temesos on September 26, on board the *Seahorse*, and found that the Serraskier of the Dardanelles claimed to have full powers to negotiate a peace. The *Seahorse* was admitted to anchorage at Barbieri Bay (near Abydos, and therefore within the gate of the Dardanelles), and dilatory negotiations were carried on till the end of the year. At the last moment, when the *Seahorse* was actually making preparations to sail, the terms were accepted. The peace of the Dardanelles was agreed on January 5, 1809, and on January 26 Adair was at Pera. On August 17, 1808, Maltass wrote to Hamilton from Malta that Sir John Stuart had advised him that Collingwood would certainly not be willing at this juncture to send a frigate to Athens, and that his best plan would be to see Adair at Palermo. He had had a satisfactory interview, and had received promises of help. In the event of peace it would be clear that a firman and other orders would be necessary. He had therefore determined to go at once to the Archipelago, to be ready to proceed to Constantinople if peace were signed, and had arranged that Lasieri should go to Athens as soon as the firman, etc., had been procured. In a postscript he adds: "Lasieri has begun to build the cart for the carriage of the*Miles*.

Lasieri was also busy with other objects more difficult of attainment, and on August 29 he presented Adair with a memorandum of the documents he required. These were an English patent of protection; a firman allowing him to embark the whole of the collection at Athens; a firman directing that all the vases and everything else taken from the house and the stores, should be returned to him, and also the house itself and the stores, with compensation for all loss; a new English patent of protection; and firman in favour of two Greeks who had been employed from the beginning; an order to the Voivode to protect Lasieri in all his new enterprises, to give him all necessary aid, and to cash his bills; a firman giving free entry to the Acropolis and elsewhere to draw, and freedom to excavate wherever he should think appropriate, on condition of making good the soil afterwards. He also desired the aid of a ship of war.

How Adair received the list of Lasieri's requirements is not on record, Lasieri wrote from Malta, while Adair was still at Palermo, sanguine that all would be granted. He added: "I know now for certain that Vely Pasha of Tripolitza, son of Ali Pasha of Janina, sent some of his people to take all that was specially choice at my house, in the stores, and at Fort Piraeus. They opened all the boxes, but not being able to transport them, as being too
heavy, they chose the best vases for the French Chancellor and took them to him. His intention was to make a present of them to the Emperor Bonaparte.

But Constantinople was in the throes of revolution, and Adair was detained, as we have stated, by Turkish manœuvres at the Dardanelles, and the months went by. In the late autumn a characteristic letter was received by Lord Elgin from Ali Pasha himself, drawn up in rather illiterate Italian. After compliments he proceeds: 'With reference to the antiquities, left by your Excellency at Athens, if my Sei Aga were still there as governor, I would have served you promptly. At present however, as there is a foreign person there, we must be patient, until I meet with a good opportunity to serve you as I ought and as you wish, and be assured that I shall be careful and zealous to please you.' After further compliments, he begs leave to trouble his correspondent with a commission. He wants two pistols worked with diamonds and enamels. He sends a memorandum and a wooden pattern, and begs that they be ordered at once from the best professors, to be worked in the most perfect style. The price should not exceed 60,000 Turkish piastres, and he would like delivery if possible by May. He will repay the money at once, when informed in what way payment should be made. After further compliments and apologies, 'I only beg that you do not fail to attend to them, in order that they may turn out in the best taste, and of perfect workmanship, without the smallest defect.' Signed Wisir Aly Pascia.

Peace was signed, as we have mentioned above, on January 5, 1809. Before the end of the month the news had reached Malta. Hayes sent congratulations on the improved prospects, and Lusieri wrote letters full of schemes for the future. He was hoping soon to have the firman from Constantinople through Malta.

Now that peace was made he hoped his friend Calucci at Cercio, would be replaced in his Vice-Consulate. Gropini, the protégé of Aberdeen and Gell, was pressing for the Vice-Consulate at Athens, but if Lusieri could obtain it, it would certainly facilitate his operations. Foresti had just received the letters and model pistol from Ali Pasha to forward to Lord Elgin. It was possible the letter contained important messages about the marbles, but they had not ventured to break the seal. The mere fact, however, of the correspondence was an encouragement.

But events continued to move very slowly. At Constantinople, Adair was occupied counteracting the moves of the French agent, and on March 4, Malta, newly arrived at Constantinople, could only report that he meant to apply for the necessary assistance to Adair when he should have had his audience. 'The enclosed,' he adds, 'is a letter from Eleni, Lord Bruce's Nurse [i.e. the Paramana] whom I left well at Tino in the full enjoyment of your Lordship's pension.

Early in the spring of 1809 Captain Leake had been sent on a special

---
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mission as resident at the Court of Ali Pasha, together with a vessel laden with military stores, to be presented to that potentate. As soon as the peace had made the way open, Lasieri had planned to go to Prevesa, and there to take Leake’s advice as to whether he should go on to Janina or return to Athens. On April 12 he wrote from Malta that he had received from Maltass on the previous day firmans which would allow him to return to Athens, and he was therefore starting to join Leake at Prevesa. Two days before he had sent news of a famous piece of sculpture in the hands of Notara at Corinth, which would, he thought, be a valuable addition to the Elgin collection. This was the ‘Guilford putris,’ a piece of archaic art work which subsequently came to London, and was lost to view in comparatively modern times (J.H.& vi. p. 46). He also reported:

The archons of Athens have just written to me, begging me to provide them with a clock for public use. This request calls to my memory the promise that I made to them, on behalf of your Excellency, so I think it would be very apropos if you would send it, and I would make use of it, if things go as they should, to encourage the people of Athens to favour my operations.

It was not till May 19 that Lasieri could start on a brig of war for Prevesa. To have started sooner would have been unsafe on account of the French privateers, who he reports to Lord Elgin, abound in these waters. He added that the Notara (or Guilford) marble had been taken over by Ali or his son Vely, who were holding it till he could secure it.

When this letter reached Lord Elgin, it called forth an impassioned remonstrance.

It is with the most lively feelings of regret and vexation that I have just learnt by yours of the 17th May, that you were only then on the point of leaving Malta—that you were going thence to Prevesa, notwithstanding that you had already our firmans for Athens—and that Sir A. Ball was only to give you a ship when you should have told him from Athens that all was ready for shipment. Heaven! why the delay? How, at a time like the present, can you believe in the possibility of a lasting peace? What is the use of the cruel experience we have had already? For the love of God, don’t lose another instant, at whatever cost. Take any ship that you can possibly get, either from Smyrna or Malta, to get the things into a place of safety. When you have once made them secure, then we will go forward with more confidence and calmness. But remember all I have suffered for the last six years. Think of all the opposition you have met with, and that you still have to bear. Think of all the delays inseparable from one’s object in these countries. Recall the entire trust that I place in you! that I send you all the means that you can desire, so that I can procure for you. Think of all that we have done; of the marvellous work at which we labour. Give yourself up entirely to the impetuousity of your character, in the object itself, over past success, and in short everything unite in requiring.

If my zeal in this pursuit gives you pleasure, know that these very last days I was busy with a journey, the object of which would be to see you at Athens in the course of the autumn; if affairs allow, or when they shall allow, it is decidedly my intention.

The dispatch of a courier gives me this opportunity of writing these few words. As to the clock, it is in train. It will be worthy of the place it is to occupy.

Lasieri to Elgin, April 12, 1809.
Lasieri to Elgin, May 17, 1809.
Elgin to Lasieri, July 28, 1809.
Preveza was reached after a voyage of fourteen days 'made pleasant by good company,' and thence Lusieri made his way to Janina, and presented himself to Ali Pasha. Ali was ready to promise that if no firman arrived from Constantinople, he would send one of his own men to arrange matters at Athens, and Lusieri in sanguine mood lost no time about writing to Sir A. Ball at Malta, saying that a suitable vessel should be sent at once to Athens. But, as usual, matters did not move quickly, and on July 21 Lusieri was still writing from Janina. He had preferred to wait for firmans from Constantinople rather than trust to Ali's emissary, and, meanwhile, at Captain Leake's instigation he was occupying himself with a view of Janina. 'Ali Pasha stated quite frankly that the vases had been seized as spoils of war and sent to Napoleon, and that he had received his thanks. The residue, which had been refused by everybody, he gave as a present to Captain Leake. In my presence he begged him to surrender them and to let them reach your Excellency.'

M. Etienne Michon has been good enough to send an extract from Fauvel's papers relating to this collection. It would seem that the 129 vases in question failed to reach the Emperor (cf. note 175 ante) ; but in Fauvel's opinion the loss was not important, as for the most part the vases were small, and only decorated with leaves of ivy. Some, however, had 'chariots finishing their race, an emblem of life finished,' but these being meant only for use in the tombs were of the worst execution.

Ali Pasha's thoughts, Lusieri said, were turned towards the pair of pistols that he had commissioned, and it was eminently desirable to have his support for any further operations.

Lusieri was also exercised with reference to the safety of the pair of Greeks who had done such good service, and were now at Malta. He would be glad to have them with him again at Athens for the final campaign. He had written to Maltass as to a patent of protection; but Maltass had advised him to give up the idea on the ground that the Greeks had previously attracted the notice of the government, and there could be no doubt that if they were discovered the governor would have them cut to pieces. 'I do not understand,' is Lusieri's plaintive comment, 'why these poor Greeks should be cut to pieces. I beg your Excellency to write on this subject to the Ambassador.'

The desired letter from Constantinople did not arrive, and late in August Lusieri started from Janina for Athens, accompanied by a Tartar or courier, and fortified with letters from Ali Pasha. After a laborious journey through the mountains, in which Lusieri suffered much from rheumatism, Athens was reached on August 31. Ali's letter was duly presented to the Voivode and received with respect, but after a night's reflection that official decided that nothing could be done with reference to the marbles without a general authority from Constantinople. Lusieri
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was therefore obliged to send messages to Pisani and others at Constantinople pressing for such a letter. In so doing he was going contrary to the advice of Leake, who had advised that in case of a hitch the matter should be referred back to Janina, and who seems to have been somewhat offended at the course adopted.

Soon after Lasieri’s arrival at Athens his house was solemnly opened in the presence of the Voïvode, the Cadi, and the Greek and Turkish Primates. But the formality was somewhat futile, for the back doors were all found open, with a ladder against the garden wall, by which anyone could descend to rob, with all convenience. Everything of any use or value had been stolen, including the collection of vases, a box full of English goods intended for presents, a specially fine Etruscan vase, which Lasieri had bought on his own account, together with a quantity of timber, rope, stores and provisions. Common rumour laid the blame on the Agla at the time when the war broke out. He had, it was said, taken goods for himself, had sent many of his adherents, with Fanvel, to do the same, and finally had left the doors open.

Relations had previously been very strained between Lasieri and Logotheti, and the former had been anxious to supersede the latter in the British Vice-Consulate, but he was now able to write magnanimously of the poor old man that ‘all he did, it seems, he had to do to save his family, so I have forgotten everything.’

Meanwhile, at Constantinople no progress was being made. Adair wrote to Lord Elgin that difficulties were being caused by the want of a firman issued before the war, by uncertainty as to Lasieri’s wishes in the matter of the Vice-Consulate, and by the fact that Lasieri was still asking authority for further researches. ‘By a dispatch which I have received from the Foreign Office, I am now enabled to ask in a more pressing tone for permission to embark these cases. I have accordingly done so although by an understanding with the Reis Efendi I have not presented an official note about it.’ In October, Lasieri wrote to Leake, that Strane had warned him that he might expect the early arrival of two respectable personages, Lord Byron and Otho (Hobhouse). Meanwhile the autumn wore away, and without authority from Constantinople or a ship from Malta, Lasieri turned his mind elsewhere, and in December he was attempting negotiations with a vessel of Hydra. At this stage, however, a ship of war made its appearance, but all to no purpose, since the authority from Constantinople had not yet been obtained, or it would seem only applied for.

‘It is a matter of great regret to me,’ Maltais wrote to Hamilton, ‘that so far from having any good tidings to give you … I have to say that it now appears too evident that no success can be expected, for it is now ten months since my arrival here, and my endeavours in stimulating Pisani who is, I must say, unfortunately the instrument we

---

must necessarily make use of (as chief dragoman) have I assure you been unattended, but all to no purpose. To enumerate to you the great variety of impediments which Pisani alleges to have lain in the way of his obtaining a simple letter to the Voivode of Athens for the purpose of his suffering the antiquities to be shipped, would take up more time than I have to spare or you to read. Suffice it to inform you that to this day he has not found an opportunity of asking for this letter and of getting a decisive yes or no; and what adds to our misfortune is the arrival of an armed vessel at Athens, which is come for the express purpose of taking the things away, a circumstance which has occasioned at that place great alteration between Lusieri and the Voivode, who opposes the shipment on the plea of want of orders, and who has despatched a Tartar with the intelligence to the Reis Effendi, through whose channel only we know of the arrival of this vessel at Athens.

The writer adds that Pisani has written to Lusieri that the ship should be ordered away to a neighbouring port until the desired opportunity of asking should arrive.

In London, Lord Elgin was not idle, and Lord Wellesley, then Foreign Minister, was induced to send an official letter to the Admiralty, asking that a transport should be sent on special duty to Athens. The assent of the Admiralty was given on the next day. While this was passing, Lusieri's difficulties were greater than ever. Despairing of the arrival of a transport, he had chartered a Hydriote polace in the month of December, and had obtained the permission of the Voivode to embark the marbles. But at the moment that the vessel was ready to set sail, a message arrived from the Kaimakan that the embarkation could not be allowed without a firman from the Porte, and everything was unloaded again "in such fashion as to cause the greatest possible pleasure to our enemies," and to make matters worse at the crisis of these transactions, a letter arrived from Hayes at Malta, saying that a bill drawn on London had not been accepted, and that no further advances were possible. Lusieri was obliged to address himself to all the friends within reach, such as General Oswald, Leake, Strane, and Foresti, to make fresh appeals to Hayes, and in the meantime was unable to discharge his obligations to the Voivode or for the hire of the vessel.

Further urgent representations were also sent to Adair, and at length the course of events became more favourable. On February 27, the Ambassador could write to Lord Wellesley, "I have at length succeeded in obtaining an order from the Kaimakan to the Voivode of Athens, for the embarkation without further detention of the antiquities collected by Lord Elgin and now lying at Athens." Morier wrote to congratulate Lord Elgin, and Maltese sent the news to Hamilton. A little later, Morier wrote that the...
order had been sent to Lasier on March 3. The presents made on this occasion to Turkish officials amounted to 1480 piastres, and Adair had also found it necessary to make a present to the Kaimakan.

Efforts had been made through Consul Werry at Smyrna for a cruiser to visit Athens to protect the embarkation, and to furnish a convoy. The Pylades sloop of war left Smyrna on this service on March 11. The authority for the exportation reached Athens on March 20, and no time was lost about replacing the boxes on the polacca. By the evening of the 21st they were on board. The delays had caused demurrage charges of 3000 piastres, and all vacant parts of the polacca were filled with wood for sale at Malta, to redeem the costs. Among the cases was one filled with votive reliefs, excavated by Lord Aberdeen at the Pnyx, and still in his property. It somehow happened that they remained in the Elgin collection, and passed to the British Museum, where they were joined fifty years later by two examples which had been retained by Lord Aberdeen. There were 48 cases in all. Five of the largest were still left behind. They contained the cap and the drum of the Parthenon, the cap of the Propylaea, and a colossal sepulchral cippus. The Daphne column was also waiting, as it was waiting on the beach at Eleusis. On the 26th Lasier wrote. 258

Covering up all my past woes with eternal oblivion, I wholly give myself up to joy, when I see the antiquities on board the polacca, ready to set her sails for Malta. I regret that I cannot follow them, as I am obliged to stay here as a surety for paying what I owe, and carrying on my promises to the Voivode, and I should be delighted if I saw the clock make its appearance for the public.

The vessel at length left the Piraeus for Hydra on the evening of March 28. 259 It was to wait there two or three days for a convoy, but with the favourable North wind that is now blowing I think that the impatience of the Captain and crew went be held in, and that they will set sail unaccompanied for Malta. There is more reason to fear some sudden change, than Cossiers, as the Captain of the Pylades has assured us that there were none in the Archipelago. Besides the polacca is a good size, and has forty men on board ready to fight.

However, the vessel did in fact wait eleven days at Hydra, 260 and started for Malta in company with two other Hydriot vessels (but without naval convoy) on April 5. In the course of the same month letters were received from Hayes, putting Lasier once more in funds. Only the arrival of the clock and a certain compensation due to Logotheti were now wanting, but excavations had again been started, and there were already three more boxes with vases and other finds waiting an opportunity, together with the five heavy cases which the polacca had been unable to take. The polacca's happy arrival at Malta was duly reported by Hayes. 261

By a most singular coincidence these effects arrived here on the very same day that an order reached this place from the Earl of Liverpool directing that a transport should be sent to Athens for their removal. Had this order been obtained and sent out long ago it would have saved your Lordship much anxiety and expense.

258 Lasier to Elgin, March 26 and 26, 1810. 259 Lasier to Elgin, April 20, 1810. 260 Lasier to Elgin, March 28, 1810. 261 Hayes to Elgin, April 17, 1810.
The boxes were landed and put into a store before the end of the month, and Hayes wrote\(^{117}\) to urge that arrangements should be made for them to go home with a convoy or, better still, on board a transport. But there were still the remaining cases to be fetched from Athens, and as a result of the official instructions of Lord Liverpool, the senior naval officer made arrangements for a transport to call at Athens on her return from Constantinople.

But nearly a year was to elapse without further progress. During the summer of 1810 Lusieri was engaged on various minor excavations\(^{118}\) and on a great general view of Athens from the foot of Anchemes (i.e. Lycabettos). He also reported the visits of various Englishmen, Lord Sligo, Lord Byron, and Messrs. Fred North (Lord Guilford), (Gally) Knight and Fazakerly. 'Vely Pasha of the Morea has had digging done at Argos and Mycenae. He has found various fragments of sculpture which he has sold to Messrs. Knight and Fazakerly and some columns which he has given to Lord Sligo.' It will be remembered that the columns in question from the Treasury of Atreus (briefly referred to in Laurent's Classical Tour, page 145) passed out of general view and remained nearly a hundred years at Westport, in Ireland. They were again identified in 1904 by the then Lord Altamont, and were presented by Lord Sligo to the British Museum.

The English visitors were not too well disposed towards Lord Elgin, and were spreading rumours as to the ruinous state of his fortunes. Lusieri in consequence wrote anxiously to correspondents (such as Clarke and Walpole,\(^{114}\) and a little later to Hamilton) for information as to the state of affairs. Clarke and Walpole forwarded their letters to Hamilton, with a joint covering letter, with the comment, 'As there seems to be some unfair play going on at Athens, or that the English are gulling poor Don Baptista for their fun, we think it right to make the matter known to his Lordship.' In November Lusieri wrote again to Lord Elgin that he could get no news and no answers to his letters and no money, for Hayes had stopped all supplies till a protested bill should be discharged. The promised transport did not arrive to take the marbles, and the clock was still awaited with impatience by the public of Athens.

The winter went by. Only in the following spring Hayes\(^{115}\) wrote from Malta that, after constant efforts to obtain a transport to bring away the remaining effects, he was at length able to report that the Hydra transport had sailed a few days before for Athens. Ropes, blocks, and other stores had been purchased to the amount of £200, but it might be hoped that most of the values would be recovered on resale. Lusieri had written that he had been very successful in his researches and acquisitions for the collection. The Hydra, with Lusieri and the marbles and Lord Byron\(^{116}\) on board, sailed from the Piraeus, after some days' delay, on April 22.

---

\(^{117}\) Hayes to Elgin, May 4, 1810.

\(^{118}\) Lusieri to Elgin, Sept. 2, 1810.

\(^{114}\) Lusieri to Clarke and to Walpole, Sept. 20, 1810.

\(^{115}\) Hayes to Elgin, April 2, 1811.

\(^{116}\) Byron had written The Curse of Minerva a few days earlier. It is dated 'Athena, Capoulin Current, March 17, 1811.' It was not published till 1828. CL note 287.
It chanced that Charles Robert Cockerell and his party were leaving the Pireaus at the same time for the visit to the temple at Aegina, which resulted in the historic discovery of the Aeginetan marbles, and in Cockerell’s diary we have a glimpse of the Hydra at sea.

April 11th Lord Byron embarked to day on the transport (which is carrying Lord Elgin’s marbles for Malta). The whole affair (of a drunken jaunty) delayed us so long that we did not walk down to the Pireaus till night. As we were sailing out of the port in our open boat we overtook the ship with Lord Byron on board. Passing under her stern we sang a favourite song of his, on which he looked out of the windows and invited us in. There we drank a glass of port with him, Colonel Travers and two of the English officers, and talked of the three English frigates that had attacked five Turkish ones and a sloop of war off Corfu, and had taken and burnt three of them. We did not stay long, but bade them ‘bon voyage’ and stepped over the side. We slept very well in the boat and next morning reached Aegina—Journal of C. R. Cockerell, p. 30.

The Hydra reached Malta on the 30th of that month, and the question of what should be done next with the marbles thus far on their journey was the subject of conference between Lusieri and Hayes. Both finding that they had no directions as to the further steps to be taken after Malta, it was agreed that the marbles should remain at Malta till fresh orders arrived from home. It was not, however, altogether easy to effect this, as the senior naval officer, having got the property on board a transport, was very reluctant to part with it. It was pointed out to him that there were no instructions as to what should be done after reaching Malta, and he at length agreed that the boxes should be landed and stored pending the receipt of orders.

No such orders were, however, forthcoming. Not only were the agents at Malta somewhat mortified at receiving no congratulations, but what was more serious, news reached them that a bill of exchange for £1,200 drawn in April had been protested. Mr. Hayes sent a dignified remonstrance:—

I can no longer refrain from representing to your Lordship that such conduct on the part of your agent is not only highly unpleasant, but calculated also to be very prejudicial to me as a merchant. Your Lordship must be well aware that the respectability and credit of a mercantile house entirely depends on the due fulfillment of its engagements, and none of its engagements are more sacred than those it contracts in bills of exchange. Your Lordship therefore will confer a particular favour on me by making timely arrangements to prevent anything of the kind occurring again, should I have occasion to draw further sums on your Lordship’s account.

Unfortunately, this was not the last occasion of such difficulties, for two years later the mishap occurred again.

During his stay at Malta Lusieri ‘reconditioned’ the boxes in which the marbles had so long been stored, and wrote what an impression a fresh sight of the fragments had made on his mind. On June 2 he sent a letter by the hand of Lord Byron (who sailed by the Volage on June 3, though the Farewell to Malta is dated May 26) announcing his immediate

124 Hayes to Elgin, May 15, 1811.  125 Hayes to Elgin, July 20, 1811.
return next Wednesday [i.e., June 5] to Athens. His journey was, however, somewhat delayed by the necessity of finding an escort. He reached Athens on July 4 and continued his great panoramic view of Athens from the foot of Lycabettos.

We have seen above that Cockerell and his company left Athens for Aegina at the moment that Lusieri and the Hydra were leaving for Malta. The excavations were now complete, and it is interesting to note Lusieri’s first impressions of a collection of sculptures so new in style, and so different from those with which he had been dealing.\[233\]

All that has been found of good quality recently is the very ancient sculptures belonging to the two pediments of the temple of Jupiter Pandionium (sic) at Aegina. They are respectable for their antiquity, there are some fragments that are very fine and some that are very curious. They want the perfection and elegance of the age of Phidias.

In the same letter Lusieri reported that the collection had been recently increased by several fragments, and ‘by a big sarcophagus of Pentelic marble, sculptured all round and even on the top cover.’ I presume that this is the ornate Graeco-Roman sarcophagus of Asinus Epictates, now at Brookmhall.\[234\] I do not know of any other to which the description would apply. He also mentioned that the bronze vase from the big tumulus was at Malta. ‘I have the little gold sprig of myrtle that was in it here. The person who had stolen it was so kind as to sell it to me.’

Cockerell had sent home sketches and descriptions of the Aegianetan marbles to his father, a well-known architect, who obtained access to the Prince Regent, and got authority to send out an offer of £6,000. The Pauline brig of war, Captain Percival, was also ordered to Athens to bring away the marbles. Hamilton (see below, p. 298) had introduced young Cockerell to Lusieri as his ‘particular friend’ when he left London, and this no doubt heightened his interest in the discoveries. A memorandum on the marbles was drawn up by Hamilton, on behalf of the Society of Dilettanti (to whom Gell had sent drawings and commendations of the sculpture) to be submitted to the Trustees of the British Museum.\[235\]

The Pauline arrived at the Piraeus about November 26, expecting to take the Aegianetan collection, and learned that it was at Zante. She proceeded to Zante, and took the sculptures on board on January 13, 1812, for Malta. With the subsequent unfortunate misunderstandings which took the collection to Munich instead of to London we are not concerned. We only have to note that the call of the Pauline at the Piraeus enabled Lusieri to ship two more cases of minor antiquities of marble and terracotta, the latter consisting of two antefixal tiles. These reached Malta in the latter part of January, but too late to be forwarded with the main collection.

On January 18, 1812, Hayes wrote to Lord Elgin that by request

---

\[233\] Lusieri to Elgin, Sept. 4, 1811.

\[234\] Michaelis, J. H. S. v. p. 134, No. 22.

\[235\] Papers on the Aegian Marbles (Brit. Mus. Dept. of G. and R. Antiq.).

H.S.—VOL. XXXVI.
we have forwarded to you the remainder of your property under our care, consisting in sixty-eight cases no. 1 to 68 shipped in the transport Navigator, Captain Robert Forster. This vessel sailed from here the 1st instant under convoy of H.M. ships Leyden and Haleson.

The receipt of the master of December 31, 1811, for sixty-eight cases containing marble antiquities, condition unknown, was enclosed.

The two boxes brought by the Pontine were taken in March by the Malabar and were landed at Deptford. The adventures of the main consignment by the Navigator were not yet at an end, but may be reserved for the English side of this narrative. A rough list of the objects forming this supplementary collection was supplied by Hamilton to the Select Committee. It included the upper part of the torse of Poseidon and the horses of Helius from the pediments, three of the best metopes, twenty slabs of the frieze (eight or ten among the least mutilated, six very much mutilated), ten or twelve heads of statues, most of the marble vases, and all the grave reliefs; the exvotos from the Phyx, a cedarwood lyre, and two cedar flutes, the bronze urn with enclosing marble urn, and a variety of inscriptions. The above list represents the cargo of the Hydriote palace. We must add the massive objects which were left over for the Hydra, namely, a Daphne column, the capital from the Propylæa, the capital and drum of the Parthenon, the big cippus (B.M. Inscr. 87), and other objects. It will be seen that the supplementary collection, in the number and importance of its contents, was fully deserving of the prolonged exertions which were necessary to secure it.

When matters at Athens had been practically wound up, Lusieri began to turn his mind to the question of excavations at Olympia and to the town clock. 298

Perhaps the Ambassador who is coming, could get me a Firman for this purpose [digging in the Morea] and especially for digging at Olympia. I hope that your Excellency will have spoken to him, in favour of your operations, and it would be well to press him on this point. Next to Athens, there is no place like that for finding masterpieces.

I am delighted to hear of the clock. People thought I was laughing at them—and I shall not say anything about it, until I know it is arrived in this country.

He continued to press for the Olympia excavations during the autumn of 1811, and returned to the subject at the end of 1812. He had been trying to get permission from Ali Pasha, or failing that, from Vely. Intricate negotiations of the usual kind followed. 299 Vely was recalled from the Morea, and in 1812 with some difficulty a bargain was made with his successor, Said Ahmet, that permission to dig at Olympia would be granted for a cash payment of 500 sequins and a gold repeater. But Hayes declined to advance the required sum and no news arrived from Scotland. In September, 1813, Lusieri was writing that he had had no news for two years and two months, and still needed the money and the gold repeater.

298 Lusieri to Elgin, Sept. 4, 1811.
299 Lusieri to Elgin, Dec. 11, 1812; April 10, June 3, Sept. 3, 1813.
to make a start at Olympia. Another Dispatch from Don Titus—I do not imagine that you are disposed to encourage his extensive and expensive projects, was Hamilton's comment, forwarding this as well as an earlier letter to Lord Elgin.

The town clock at last arrived. Everybody, Lasierri reported (September 3, 1813) was enchanted, but the clock was still in the boxes in which it had travelled, and Mr. North (afterwards Lord Guilford) had left 1,500 piastras with Logotheti to build a clock tower, and inscribe his name. 'I objected,' Lasierri adds, affirming that your Excellency, after incurring the cost of the clock, would be ready very cheerfully to build the tower, without the aid of anybody, be he who he may. But I had other reasons for not allowing it.' It would seem that the question of the clock tower had become a party matter, and a definite offer to build the tower on a lofty site at Lord Elgin's cost was unsuccessful. Two months later a position was chosen for the tower, but in the lower town, against Lasierri's protests. The inscription indicates that the tower was built by the town. The clock is said to have been replaced by one of German make in 1850. Clock and tower were destroyed on the evening of August 8, 1884, when a fire took place in the Bazar. (Hestia, Lc. p. 779.)

Before the end of the year Lasierri received a long delayed letter from Lord Elgin, saying that for reasons of economy excavations must be suspended, and the scheme of digging at Olympia, which again seemed to be approaching maturity, was abandoned.

The year following, 1814, was uneventful. Lasierri was writing at intervals that excavations were suspended, that he was in urgent need of money, and of large sheets of paper for his drawings, and adding to every letter that Edward Hayes at Malta deemed himself to have a lien on the drawings deposited with him till certain sums were repaid. Nor was the position very different in 1815, except that a letter received from Lord Elgin authorising drafts on Morier had restored Lasierri's finances, and he began again to discuss the possibility of an excavation at Olympia. The old Logotheti had died of apoplexy in January, and his place as British Vice-Consul was not filled up. Lasierri would gladly have received the appointment as a help in his further plans. A few boxes of objects had again accumulated, and were awaiting the chance of a transport.

A long silence follows, since two letters never arrived. In June, 1817, Lasierri again wrote to Lord Elgin. The news had reached him of the success of the negotiations for the sale of the collections, and he had also heard that Lord Elgin was contemplating another visit to Greece. Both pieces of intelligence gave him equal pleasure, but on the other hand the
supply of money had again failed, and he was suffering from rheumatism and anxiety. All excavations were at a standstill, since the Pasha’s terms were too high. He was entirely devoting himself to his drawings, but was badly in want of large rolls of paper. Perhaps [C. R.] Cockerell or [Greek] Williams would undertake the purchase.

In July, a chance call of H.M.S. Tigris at the Piraeus enabled him to send three cases containing in all 610 vases, and another with two fragments of sepulchral relief, not specially identified, but bien jolies et intéressantes. They are doubtless part of the collection at Broomhall. There remained yet another large box too heavy to be taken down to the Piraeus in the short time available. Captain Dundas, of the Tigris, wrote from Malta (August 30, 1817), 'I fear your agent is on his last legs. He was too unwell to see me, and I heard from others he was in a sad state.'

The rheumatism continued with great severity during the summer, and a visit to Ischia began to be contemplated. Happily his health improved during the following winter without the need of such a step, which the want of funds made impossible; and in the spring of 1818 he reported himself again fit for work. He added that he had been able to ship two more boxes on the brig of war, H.M.S. Satellite (Capt. J. Murray). One contained the largest vases of bronze and clay. The other a marble chair, on the two sides of which is represented the celebrated deed of Harmodios and Aristogeiton. This chair is now at Broomhall, having arrived at a date altogether posterior to the date of the public purchase.

The year 1818 passed without incident. Lusieri was working at his drawings, but in great difficulty for want of paper, money, and letters, which continued into the spring of 1819. In May he reported the visit of Lord and Lady Ruthven to Athens. Milord and Milady Ruthwen with her brother have been here for several months. The Lady draws like an artist. Lady Ruthven lived to a great age, dying in 1883. A very charming relief of a girl Aristomache was excavated during the year she spent in Greece, near Cape Zoster. This sculpture, long at Winton Castle, was bequeathed by her to the Museum of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

As year after year passed with little visible fruit, Lord Elgin naturally became anxious to bring the engagement to a close. In January, 1819, he wrote to Lusieri, desiring him to put the accounts in order, as well as the drawings and acquisitions.

---

Lusieri to Elgin, July 31, 1817.
Lusieri to Hamilton, Sept. 9, 1817.
Lusieri to Rigby, April 18 and 12, 1818.

Captain Murray was himself a collector. In June, 1818, he removed the toes of the Naxian Apollo (B.M. Sculp. No. 139) and the Triton from (B.M. Sculp. No. 2298) from Delos, and presented them to the British Museum. W. Kinard, in Stuart and Revett, 2nd ed. iv. Antics at Athens and Delos, p. 24, claims that the fragments were brought on his suggestion. This does not appear in Captain Murray's letter of presentation, Aug. 3, 1818, written from Malta.

The reliefs are published by Michaelis, J.H.S. v. Pl. 48, p. 146. For a general view of the chair, see Stackelberg, Grascher u. Helleson, p. 33.
Lusieri to Elgin, May 7, 1819.
G. Baldwin Brown, J.H.S. vi. p. 16.
Quoted in Lusieri's letter to Hamilton, Aug. 16, 1819.
LATER YEARS IN GREECE.

If it were possible, I should have nothing so much at heart as to continue to employ your talents on a theatre so worthy of them. But the injustice I have suffered with respect to this collection, many misfortunes that have come on me, and a numerous family have so curtailed my means, that with real regret I submit to the necessity of bringing everything to a close that can cause expense.

The decision was received with some mortification by Lasieri, but in truth his drawings were making no progress, and he had probably lost the power of finishing them. Even now, making the best of the position in his letter to Hamilton, he could only say that there were two finished drawings, one of the Parthenon, and the other of the monument of Philopappos. To finish the remainder a long time would be required. Hamilton's comments in forwarding the letter were: 'I enclose a packet from Lasieri, which you should only read on a very fine day. It shows him an arrant Jew. His excuses for his idleness are abominable, and he evidently has finished nothing—nor indeed done anything to the purpose, in any way whatever, for the last four or five years.'

The statement of accounts was sent off on August 30, but again the difficulties of communication made themselves felt, and in March, 1820, Lasieri wrote that he had had no answer and had no money. Lord Elgin had not been idle, but was considerably perplexed as to his best course. In October he wrote from Munich to Hamilton (then British Minister at Naples):—

In the event of your finding any occasion of seeing Lasieri, I wish to mention how matters stand with regard to him. Immediately on my return to Italy, I consulted Sir H. Lushington, and some eminent merchants of Naples, in the hope of getting some one to go to Athens, for the purpose of a full discussion with Lasieri, on the ideas conveyed to him in my letter of Jan'y 1819. This being unavailing, I had it in view, in going down to Sicily in July to have proceeded to Greece. But the Season, plague, war with Algiers, and quarantine rendered that excursion wholly impracticable. I then wrote to him from Naples, referring to that letter of Jan'y, 1819; fixing the termination of our engagement to the end of this year: and begging him to communicate fully his sentiments on the very difficult predicament in which we are placed by the having no one drawing in a state to be delivered over after several years in which He has done nothing else—a consideration which indeed bears, upon the whole period of our connexion, tho' in a small (comparative) degree, during the exertions to form the Collection.—I have seen a number of travellers of late, well acquainted with the state of his labors: and from none have I collected any hope. That his lifetime will suffice to make any effectual progress towards the finishing even a small share of what He has on hand. The drawings, if terminated, it appears on all hands, would be most valuable. But the difficulty is to know how, that can be accomplished. Taking them off his hands now would, on every account, be out of the question. It would be destructive of all the benefit to be expected from his exertions and the possession of such sketches would be a poor compensation for my expense. On the other hand, it is quite out of the question, That I abd. continue to pay his time for a series of years, only to finish what I might have hoped to have had some time ago.

A further source of discussion arises from the nature of many of his charges. As long as he had on hand the collecting the Sculpture, and making extensive

---

Hamilton to Elgin, Nov. 9, 1819. Elgin to Hamilton, Oct. 15, 1820.
excavations, extra-charges came to be necessary, both for his personal aid, and for the countenance of the Turkish authorities. But for many years, these occasions have ceased—and I know from recent travellers, that no bouches are now as formerly required. Ed. Ruthven who was long at Athens, and in many other parts of Greece, never gave any except for lodging—Whereas Lusieri charges me for Horses etc.—Bouches etc., etc., down to the period of this last account—which, of course, it is not incumbent upon me to pay. The settlement of these two difficulties, and the obtaining from Lusieri what he may have collected for me, especially the golden wreath of myrtle, found in the vase, in Asopis's Tumulus, are points to which it is impossible not to attach the most anxious interest: one which I can have no hesitation in saying I would rather see undertaken by you than by any other individual whatever. How far, your plans and residence in Italy may admit of your sending for Lusieri to meet you at Rome or Naples, or whether the state of affairs in Greece may have induced him already to come over to Italy, are points upon which I have no conjecture. But I do not foresee how matters are to be arranged otherwise than by verbal discussion: Because I confess, I am unable, much as it has been in my mind, to devise any plan of settlement, which may be just to all parties, applicable to the peculiar objects of my Athenian enterprise, and suiting to the feelings of a man of whose sentiments I have so high an opinion, as I have of Lusieri's. I think him much too blame, in having commenced so much more, than he has terminated, or can finish at present. His conduct in all this is unaccountable. But of his principles I entertain the impressions expressed to him in my letter of the 19. Jly 1819 and I shall be extremely sorry, that in this closing transaction, I did allow of an idea as if these impressions were not perfectly sincere.

I am sure you will enter into all my anxieties on this delicate series of dilemmas—I repeat it, I know of nothing effectual to be done without verbal discussion. If you think otherwise, I need not say, how welcome you are to write to Him on the subject. But in the event of there being no chance of your meeting, there is still the alternative of sending any person to Him, on whose qualification for such a mission you can rely. The sooner the business is settled, of course, the better.

The long file of Lusieri's letters terminates with one dated February 19, 1821, again dwelling on the want of funds: and of news. A passing visitor (Mr. Bond, an architect) had undertaken to send him some paper, which would be very useful when he returned to Sicily.

Ma santé est en très bon état, et je m'occupe tant que ma présente situation et mon âge le permettent.

J'ai l'honneur d'être avec un profond respect,
De Votre Excellence,

Très humble serviteur,

JEAN BAPTISTE LUSIERI.

The end was close at hand. Lusieri died suddenly (no further details are given) at Athens on March 1, 1821. The British Consul, Alexander Logotheti, placed his effects under seal, and sent an intimation of the death to Lady Ruthven, at Rome, to be communicated by her to the next of kin.

He was buried in the precincts of the Capuchin Monastery—whether in the little chapel, or in the pleasant garden, in which Stuart (I. chap. iv., Pl. 1) shows us a monk, contemplating a skull and a crucifix, I do not know. The

235 Probably John Lunnell Bond, who was in Greece and Italy in the years 1818-1821.

240 I cannot reconcile the date given here with that of the epitaph, Jan. 30.
monastery was burnt and ruined in the course of the Revolution. When the
tsie was re-excavated by the French Government, as owners of the soil, some
of the tablets of French citizens were left lying in the square. But the stone
which English residents had contributed to the memory of Lusieri was
placed appropriately at the entrance of the English Church at Athens. The
inscription run:

\[
\text{JOANNI BAPTISTAE LUSIERI}
\begin{align*}
\text{ANGLI IN ATHENIS} \\
\text{QUOD IN MONUMENTIS ATTIVS ILLUSTRANDIS} \\
\text{VIRUM BENE MERITUM} \\
\text{ET IN TERRA PEROGRINA}
\end{align*}
\text{AMICUM}
\text{PERDIERUNT}
\begin{align*}
\text{PICTOR INSIGNIS ANNOS XXV [?]} \\
\text{HIS LOUIS ARTEM EXEQUIT} \\
\text{ET INTER OPUS MORTI INOPINA SUBLATUS EST} \\
\text{NOCTE III KAL. FEB. A.D. MDCCXXII} \\
\text{AETATIS SUAE LXX.}
\end{align*}
\]

Twenty-one years had passed since the fateful contract had been signed
with Lord Elgin at Messina, and during all that time Lusieri had been
nominally Lord Elgin's agent. The first twelve years had been spent in
strenuous and devoted service, in the collection of the marbles, and it is
impossible to overstate the extent to which the success of Lord Elgin's enter-
prise was due to the skill and pertinacity of his principal agent. During the
last eight years it seemed as if all power of finishing work had ceased, and
the delivery of the drawings was at a standstill.

The drawings and other effects in which Lord Elgin might be supposed
to be interested were partly at Malta and partly in Greece. Unsuccessful
attempts had already been made on Lord Elgin's behalf in 1819 and 1820 to
gain possession of the former. Two boxes and a tin case containing drawings
and antiquities had been deposited by Lusieri in the care of one Robert
Corner, the harbour master of Valetta. Corner had died, and his executor,
one Hunter, had declined to surrender the drawings, which he had placed in
the custody of a Mr. Locker, except to the order of Lusieri himself, on the
ground that Lusieri had never indicated that any other than himself was the
owner.

Hamilton was still British Minister at Naples, and after the receipt
of the news of Lusieri's death, he was in communication with Mr. Locker at
Malta, who had also received a claim drawn up by Lusieri's deceased sister's
husband, Rosati, on behalf of his two sons as next of kin.

The boxes were sent, by the Cambrian Man-of-War, to Naples, and
deposited with Hamilton. They contained drawings, a few models and vases,
and miscellaneous artistic property, such as palettes, drawing implements, etc.
Discussion followed between Hamilton and the heirs, and Hamilton and Lord
Elgin, and resulted in an elaborate agreement between Hamilton and the
representatives of the heirs, dated February 10, 1824. The finished drawing
of the monument of Philopappos, the myrtle-wreath from "the tomb of
Aspasia, and a few vases were recognised to be the property of Lord Elgin. The Italian drawings, made before Lusieri's engagement, were given over to the heirs, and bought back from them for 2,000 ducats (£340). The remainder of the contents of the Maltese boxes was taken by the heirs, and it was agreed that Hamilton should make efforts to recover the Athenian effects to be dealt with on the same lines.

The Philopappos drawing and the Italian collection are now at Broomhall. Of the Italian collection Hamilton wrote: 232

The more I see the drawings, (Italian I mean,) the more I feel convinced you will be satisfied with taking them. To give you an idea of the extent of the collection, I can tell you there are ten large coloured drawings—finished views near Naples, Roma, etc. Eleven others not quite finished—but very beautiful, Baiae, Temple of Serapis at Poseidoni, Caserta, Ischia etc. Paestum, 4 drawings—eight pencil drawings of Taormina—some large but not finished—nine or ten studies, a sketch book of coloured drawings, besides various others, in all nearly 140 drawings of different sizes and different degrees of finishing, counting the sketch book as one.

The arrangement was cordially approved by Lord Elgin 233: 'Once more, my warmest thanks, for your aid in Lusieri's business, converting that puzzle and perplexity into so much satisfaction.'

So much for the Maltese part of the estate, which reached the Thames on board the Evrytânus in April, 1825.

The history of the Athenian portion has a less happy ending. We have seen that the effects were sealed by the British Consul in March, 1821. In April the Greek revolt was opened, and soon after the Turks were blockaded in the Acropolis. A box of drawings was sent by Logotheti to Cerigo for greater safety. From Cerigo it was taken by (the sixth) Viscount Strangford, then Ambassador at the Porte, to Constantinople, whence its withdrawal seemed to present difficulties. Lord Strangford wrote (October 13, 1825):

I have had no further concern with Lusieri's effects than to remove from Cerigo the box which contains them, and to lodge it sealed up in the palace at Constantinople. I am quite incompetent to form any opinion as to the legal and proper mode of withdrawing them from there, but I should presume that the presentation to Mr. S. Canning of a receipt for them, from Lusieri's representatives, will be sufficient.

Arrangements were made accordingly by Lord Elgin with Stratford Canning, who was leaving to take up the Constantinople Embassy, for the dispatch of the box to Hamilton, and with Sir John Phillimore (who was to give Canning a passage from Naples to Constantinople) for its conveyance by a Man-of-War. But further delays followed for reasons that do not appear. The box was sent first from Constantinople to Smyrna, and on September 19, 1828, Stratford Canning forwarded, without comment, the following despatch from Werry, the Consul at Smyrna:

Smyrna, Sept. 6th, 1828.

Sir,

In answer to the note Your Excellency did me the honour to address me, dated Corfu 12th August, requesting to be informed if the large case, delivered by a Dutch vessel, addressed to the Foreign Office, had been forwarded to England.

232 Hamilton to Elgin, Feb. 10, 1824. 233 Elgin to Hamilton, March 20, 1824.
Under the (date of) the 7th November 1857, I informed Your Excellency that Mr. Williams had delivered the case directed to the Foreign Office into my charge. In conformity to Your Excellency's directions dated the 29th October, I was solicitous to ship it on board some of the Men-of-War to be afterwards at the disposal of the
Admiral, but the size of it was too large to put it in a safe place on board the Rose. It was, I regret to say, put on board H.M.S. Cambrian, Captain G. H. Hamilton, with an extract of Your Excellency’s letter to me, by which Captain Hamilton was to let the Vice Admiral know that it was on board the ship he commanded; the same day the Cambrian left this for Vouti agh it was embarked.

I have the honour to be etc. etc.

FRANCIS WERRY.

The regret expressed by Mr. Werry in the foregoing dispatch is explained by the subsequent history of the Cambrian, a 48-gun frigate, commanded by Captain Hamilton, which was lost on January 31, 1828.

In his written statement laid before the Court Martial, held to investigate the loss, on March 6, 1828, Captain Hamilton (an officer who did conspicuous service at the capitulation of Nauplia) says:

I had been detached by Sir Thomas Staines from Smyrna for the purpose of going to Egina, [the then seat of the Greek Government] (accompanied by one of the Secretaries of the British Embassy to the Sublime Porte) where I was to remain a few days and then proceed to Cervi [Elephoniou], and Milo in search of the Isos. I was detained at the seat of the Greek Government much longer than had been expected, to effect the liberation of several detained British vessels.

Learning that the Isos was not at Aegina, he proceeded instead to Karabusa (Grabusa) Island at the extreme north-west of Crete. In the course of an attack upon pirates who had taken refuge there the frigate was wrecked on the rocks, and had to be abandoned so soon after striking, that even the dog and master book were not saved. Evidently there could have been no time to rescue the very large case which contained the drawings.

The wreck of the Cambrian is shown in Fig. 9, from a drawing executed by J. Schranz, of Malta, to the instructions of the 1st Lieutenant of the Cambrian, afterwards Admiral Sir Robert Smart, K.C.B. It is now in the possession of that officer’s daughter, Lady Wilson.

The fruits of Lusieri’s many years of work were thus sunk in the Mediterranean. The drawing of the monument of Philopappus (Fig. 8), which had found its way to Malta, was therefore the only finished work produced by Lusieri during his twenty-one years at Athens which found a permanent place in Lord Elgin’s collections.

APPENDIX TO PARTS II. AND III.

LIST OF TRANSPORTS.

The Transport arrangements during the years 1800-1828 were naturally complicated, and the records respecting them are fragmentary. For the most part the cases shipped in the Levant were transshipped at Malta, and sent on after varying delays in such government ships as might happen. The principal cargoes were on the Precioante (No. 28) and the Navigator (No. 30). I have endeavoured to summarise such information as I could collect in the following lists.

---

1st I am indebted to Mr. G. W. Perria, the Admiralty Librarian, for these details.
2nd The fortress of Karabusa crowned the high cliffs on the left. The view by Schranz is based on a sketch by Admiral Spratt, which also formed the basis for the lithograph (after Schranz) in Spratt’s Travels in Crete, II., pl. facing p. 222.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Dated</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Ported</th>
<th>Grunted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1800†</td>
<td>Phoenic</td>
<td>Constantinople to Deiotropos</td>
<td>Sigean inscription, statue, pieces of marble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Oct. 5, 1800</td>
<td>Lord Dundurn</td>
<td>Constantinople</td>
<td>Various parcels for Mr. Pelletier (Twistlegh'sxo, Roman, p. 362)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1801</td>
<td>New Adventures (Capt. Boyd)</td>
<td>Constantinople</td>
<td>Molds from Gigoult. The ship was obliged to refit at Port Mahon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1801†</td>
<td>Salamin (Capt. Briggs)</td>
<td>Constantinople</td>
<td>Capt. Briggs and the marbles were transferred to the Medusa (No. 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1801†</td>
<td>Nere (Capt. Hillyard)</td>
<td>Constantinople</td>
<td>Sarcofagos lid, porphyry columns, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dec. 3, 1801</td>
<td>Othoamis of Ragusa (Capt. Gogli)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Alexandria</td>
<td>Antiquities as stated above (p. 296)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>Medusa</td>
<td>Alexandria to England</td>
<td>Objects from the Salamin (No. 4) and antiquities from the Captainure of Alexandria. See Edwards, Founders of Brit. Mus. p. 360.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jan. 3, 1802</td>
<td>Mentor (Capt. Eglen)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Alexandria, coasts of Syria and Piranesi</td>
<td>Antiquities as stated above (p. 296)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>March 16, 1802</td>
<td>La Diaea frigate (Capt. Stephenson) (also known as the Diaea)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Plymouth</td>
<td>Objects from Alexandria; 2 Parth. metopes; 2 cases of mounds; 1 of Parth. fragments. Reached Plymouth Aug. 12, 1802.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>May, 1802</td>
<td>Murtina (Capt. Horne)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta</td>
<td>1 case mounds; 3 Parth. metopes; 3 cases Parth. frisoe; head of horse; part of Eroscheum cornices, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>June 17, 1802</td>
<td>Ann transport</td>
<td>Alexandria to England</td>
<td>25 cases of marbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>July 7, 1802</td>
<td>Mentor (Capt. Eglen)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Smyrna</td>
<td>Horses from Syria; 3 cases, not disembarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sept. 15, 1802</td>
<td>Mentor (Capt. Eglen)</td>
<td>Piranesi for Malta</td>
<td>Wrecked off Cercigo, with Hamilton, Leake, and Squire, and antiquities as stated, p. 231.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Nov. 21, 1802</td>
<td>Sprighty of Scarboro (Capt. John Dove)</td>
<td>Patras to England</td>
<td>Orchomenus inscriptions and vases shipped by Comol Strane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 1802</td>
<td>Victorius (Capt. Richards)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta</td>
<td>3 cases Parth. frisoe; fragments of Tomb of Agamemnon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Feb. 1803</td>
<td>Broadal (Capt. Clarke)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta (1)</td>
<td>44 cases, including chief pedimental figures (see p. 254)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Apr. 27, 1803</td>
<td>Medusa (Capt. Gore)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta (2)</td>
<td>Carystia; 2 Parth. metopes; 3 cases of mounds; Mr. Nielsen's porphyry column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Dorinda brigantium of Ragusa (Capt. Andrea Campanelli)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta</td>
<td>1 case of mounds; 20 cases of marbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Feb. 16, 1803</td>
<td>The Lady Shoe Stewart (Government transport, No. 99, Capt. G. Parry)</td>
<td>Cercigo to Malta</td>
<td>Shipped at Cercigo, by order of Sir A. Ball, for transport to Malta under convoy of the schooner Regnald, the marbles removed from the Mentor, with guns and other gear from the wreck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>March 26, 1810</td>
<td>Hydrite polusma</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta</td>
<td>48 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>April 22, 1811</td>
<td>Hydros, Government transport (Capt. Waygood)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta</td>
<td>The heavy objects Left behind by the polusma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Nov. 20, 1811</td>
<td>Pontus [not Pessina, as sometimes stated by error]</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta</td>
<td>1 case, stone vase; 1 case minor fragments and 2 terra-cotta tiles (see below, No. 31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Aug. 1, 1817</td>
<td>Tegus (Capt. Dandie)</td>
<td>Piranesi to Malta</td>
<td>3 cases, vases; 1 case with 2 reliefs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Part IV.

**The Marbles in London.**

We now turn to the other half of our narrative, and deal with the receipt of the marbles in England, the gradual conversion of public opinion, and the final incorporation of the collection in that of the British Museum. As we have already seen, the difficulties of communication and other causes made Athens and London so remote from each other, that the two aspects of the subject remain distinct for months and years at a time. Lucasius at Athens, Lord Elgin and Hamilton in Britain, are each only half informed of what is passing in the other field.

While Lord Elgin remained at Constantinople, the public at home had only scanty knowledge of what was going on, and that more by report from Athens than by sight of the collections as they began to arrive.

The first newspaper notice that I have seen is of the date August 15, 1802, from a Sunday paper. I have failed to find it in the Observer.

Thursday forenoon were landed at the Pier-Head, Plymouth, and lodged in Mr. Locker's cellars, on the Barbican, 15 Large Cases &c from Egypt, shipped in La Diane, of 44 Guns, Capt. Stephenson at Alexandria, by order of the Rt. Hon. Lord Elgin, Ambassador at the Ottoman Porte. These cases of curiosities are to remain under the Custom House Locks, till orders are received from the Commissioners of the Customs in London, as to their future disposal. If the Duties are to be at Plymouth, the tide waiters will open the Boxes to fix the Duties, ad valorem, which will afford a Gratifying Sight to the Virtuous.
The local virtuosi were only partially gratified. The Observer of
August 22 reported that three boxes had been opened for the inspection
of the curious. They contained a brass cannon on wheels from Cairo;
'a most beautiful specimen of Grecian Sculpture, the figure of a Centaur';
and two shafts of Egyptian granite.

In February, 1803, Thomas Harrison, the architect who had originally
inspired the operations, communicated a letter from Lord Elgin to the
veteran collector, Charles Townley (1737-1805). Townley’s reply was
cordial.

I have lost no opportunity of informing persons of taste and judgment in the Fine
Arts, of the interesting operations which Lord Elgin is now so eagerly carrying on.
His Lordship’s zeal is most highly approved and admired, and every hope and wish
is entertained for his final success. But our Government is universally blamed for
not contributing their political influence, as well as pecuniary aid towards these
operations, for the advancement of the Fine Arts in this country.

Townley went on to say that the Dilettanti Society was about to meet
and to be moved by some of its members to send a ‘handsome remittance’
to Lusier, and to engage him in further researches. The matter was
accordingly laid before the Society on Sunday, February 13, and the
minute thereon runs:

Read a letter from Ld. Elgin to Thos. Harrison, architect, and from him to
Mr. Townley, on the subject of his collection from Athens, and other parts of Greece.

Ordered that the said Lett. be referred to the Com. of Publication for them
to report their opinion on the said papers.

There the record stops, but it may be conjectured that the hostile
influence of Richard Payne Knight, which was dominant in the society, was
already making itself felt.

A few months later, a correspondent of The Gentleman’s Magazine, writing from Rome on August 16, gave a substantially correct account
of the enterprise, derived from conversation with the company of Artists
who had reached Rome not long before.

Lord Elgin, as we have seen, was arrested in France in May, 1803,
and when the main cargo of sculptures arrived, he was unable to take
direction of their disposal. One can imagine that the Dowager Lady Elgin
received with some embarrassment a notification from the Bankers:

His Majesty’s ship the Precoyante, lately arrived from Malta has on board about
50 cases, directed to Lord Elgin. Some of them are very large and very heavy, the
Captain says he thinks the whole may weigh about one hundred and twenty tons,
and as they must be taken out of the ship the beginning of next week, he wishes
to have your Ladyship’s direction where to send them.

The marbles thus arriving were assembled first at the Duchess of Portland’s
in Privy Gardens, Westminster, and were removed thence to the Duke

---

228 Townley to Harrison, Feb. 8, 1803; 244 Gentleman's Magazine, lxxiii. p. 723.
Report, Appendix, p. xxii. 246 E. Ancrene (of Messrs. Coutts) to
229 Cust, Hist. of the Soc. of Dilettanti, p. 245 Dowager Lady Elgin, Jan. 6, 1804.
120.
of Richmond's house, but the cases were not unpacked. On his return from France, Lord Elgin found 'none of the packages were yet opened, though some were partially broken.' 226

While still a prisoner in France, Lord Elgin was able to a certain limited extent to discuss the arrangements and destination of his collection. Letters on non-political subjects were allowed to pass, but communication was difficult. From Orleans (March 20, 1804) he wrote: 'I have just had the comfort of a letter from Hamilton, on his way from Vienna home, dated March 3. He has been in Greece. Most of the things are recovered from the brig.'

At the end of that year there seems to have been some question of a public exhibition of the marbles. 'I believe,' Hunt wrote, 247 Mr. Cosway and some other English artists have engaged Lord Elgin to form them into a public Exhibition at London, to be opened in the course of the ensuing summer.' Philip Hunt had left Athens with Lord Elgin in January, 1803, and had been in his company at Malta. They had separated, and Hunt was travelling in Savoy when he was arrested under Napoleon's decree. He was afterwards allowed to join Lord Elgin at Pau, and employed himself drawing up a Memorandum on the operations in Greece. A copy was forwarded by Lord Elgin 248 to his mother. 'His (Hunt's) detention in France (tho' thank God, I was not the occasion of it, we were not then travelling together) has been of the greatest disadvantage to him. But he is endeavouring to make of it what use he can, by great application; and I am sure this letter will be considered as a very classical as well as able paper.' The Memorandum or letter in question was a statement drawn up for the information of Hunt's patron, Lord Upper Ossory, 249 and consisted of an account, drawn up from memory, of the operations at Athens. Later on it formed the basis of the Memorandum on the Earl of Elgin's Pursuits in Greece, which was drawn up by Lord Elgin, and played a considerable part in the purchase negotiations.

There were, however, serious difficulties in carrying on the direction of affairs as a prisoner of war. In Lord Elgin's evidence before the Committee he said 250:—

When I was in Paris a prisoner, in the year 1805, living in Paris, perfectly tranquilly with my family, I received a letter from an English traveller, complaining of Lasjes't taking down part of the frieze of the Parthenon. The next morning a common gene d'arme came and took me out of bed, and sent me into close confinement, away from my family. Such was the influence exercised by the French to prevent this operation. The French sent me in that way down to Mulin.

In the summer of 1806, Lord Elgin at length recovered his liberty. A letter to Sir Alexander Ball, at Malta, expresses his pleasure. 251 "I

226 Elgin to Bancker, March 13, 1818: Memorandum of Feb. 1816 in Report, appendix.
247 Hunt to Lord Upper Ossory, Jan. 9, 1905.
248 Elgin to Dowager Lady Elgin, Jan. 13, 1905.
249 A third copy was sent to Mrs. Hamilton.
250 Report, p. 43.
251 Elgin to Ball, Aug. 5, 1806.
need not say with how much satisfaction I feel myself at liberty to write to you, from England. No one can know what that irksome situation was, in which I have pass't three long years since I had the pleasure of seeing you. After a discussion of the political situation, the writer begs Sir Alexander to do what he can for the marbles, to obtain one or even two young ass and send them home. (You know the fate of the remarkable fine ass you were so kind as to give me. He eat yew tree wood—and died.) also one or two young buls of the very fine breed, that is in the neighbourhood of Rome, and northward towards Florence.' and to forward some letters, and two cases destined for Lasieri.

One of Lord Elgin's early tasks was naturally to find a house, with ground attached, where the marbles could be both sheltered and seen. The house that he chose was at the corner of Park Lane and Piccadilly, and is described by both those names. It had been previously the property of Lord Cholmondeley. It was afterwards bought by William Frederick, Duke of Gloucester, nephew and son-in-law of George III, and obtained the name of Gloucester House. It passed to the late Duke of Cambridge, and has recently been rebuilt, in unsightly modern style. It retains the name of Gloucester House. The dates of the purchase are furnished by letters which passed at a much later date between Lord Elgin and B. R. Haydon. 228

Many thanks for your kindness. I get most satisfactory answer as to all my questions. A sort of doubt has been started by some good natural critic as to my right to be considered as the first who draw from the Elgin Marbles, because he says Mr. West drew from them 1806. In October 8, 1806 the deal was signed making over the house to Your Lordship; from (Oct.) 25 to Nov. 8 the marbles were moved from Privy Garden—from that time (Nov. 8) to 25 Feb. 1807 the place was building to cover them in, and then till June 30 the men under Hurrah were unpacking and arranging them. How is it possible Mr. West could draw them 1806?

The arrangement of the marbles at Park Lane was superintended by Hamilton. The operations naturally involved the question how far restoration would be advisable, and Flaxman was consulted. Hamilton wrote:—

Saville Row, June 23rd, 1807.

MY DEAR LORD.

Your letter of the twelfth instant found me in Hertfordshire at my father's house. I had been absent for a week with him in Essex, on particular business, but had had the satisfaction before I left London to see the arrangement of Your Lordship's marbles completed.

I came to Town yesterday, and today Flaxman called upon me by appointment. We went together to your Museum, which he has no hesitation in pronouncing now very far superior in the value of its contents to what Paris can boast. I had little or nothing to show him that he had not already seen, except the Neptune which he admired exceedingly. When I reminded him of your wish that he should direct and superintend the Restorations, he said it would be a most difficult and laborious Undertaking, that if attempted to any extent, it must be done in toto, and that he feared it would be a Work of very great length of time and enormous expense, he

228 Haydon to Elgin, March 10, 1819.
Lord Elgin and His Collection

mentioned even, above 20000L. That when done the execution must be far inferior to the original parts, in many instances, where conjecture must be indulged, it would be a source of dispute among Artists, whether the restored attitudes were correct, or otherwise, and that on the whole he could not but be of opinion that the operation would lower rather than raise the intrinsic value of the collection. Under these impressions I could not (press) but to begin, at all events, against his own inclination, and I thought, too, that perhaps you may on your return incline to his opinion, so for the present his labours are to be confined to the fitting and replacing of the several arms and other fragments, which were in the stable, and which appear to belong, that is some of them, to the large Statues. I am to meet him again on Thursday for this purpose.

The arrangement of 1807 may be supposed to have continued till the removal of the marbles to Old Burlington House in 1811, as no important additions were made to the collection during the interval.

We have a particularly interesting record in Fig. 10 of the appearance of the collection at Park Lane. On April 14, 1810, the young and brilliant Charles Robert Cockerell, then just under twenty-two, left London for the East on the seven years' tour which made him famous for life. The reader has met him already (p. 282) sailing to Aegina. Hamilton was by this time Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and was also an intimate friend of the Cockerell family. He was thus able to arrange that Cockerell should have a passage to Constantinople as a bearer of despatches to Adair. By way of a letter of introduction to Lusieri, Cockerell made a sketch of the Elgin Museum at Park Lane, and Hamilton wrote on the back:

London April 12, 1810

My Dear Friend
Take this in remembrance of one who often thinks of you and wishes to see you here, and in recommendation of the Bearer my particular Friend Mr. B. C. Cockerell, who has made the Drawing to show you how we prize in London the Relics of the Parthenon.

W. Hamilton

Don Tita Lusieri

Athena

The sketch may have been shown to Lusieri, but it remained in Cockerell's possession. It indicates that the Park Lane Museum consisted of a sort of central nave and two side aisles. The nave was 25 feet broad, being nearly the width of the four slabs of the frieze of Nike Apteros. The aisles were a little more than 12 feet, the width of two slabs of the frieze and a metope. The depth of the building from back to front is doubtful, but it was certainly more than 25 feet.

On the left wall is the Parthenon frieze in two tiers—above slabs xxx and xxi of the South frieze; below the great central slab of the East frieze. On the facing wall are the four slabs of the frieze of Wingless Victory (424, 423, 422, 421), slabs xxxvi, xxxvii of the North frieze and the metope No. 305.

---

I am indebted to Mrs. Frederick P Yale Cockerell for leave to reproduce this interesting sketch.

It was shown in the loan collection of Greek Art at the Burlington Fine Arts Club in 1904. It is described by error in the Catalogue (p. 250, No. 19) as a view of the marbles at Old Burlington House.
Below is another slab of the frieze which can hardly be recognised, perhaps slab xv: West [a cast]. On the right wall is a row of metopes 316, 307, 310 and another, just indicated. In Haydon’s drawing (Fig. 11) No. 310 is followed by 318, 319, and another. The chief statues were arranged in a kind of semi-circle. Demeter and Persephone, Ilios (with the Dionysus of Therapides behind it), and a sepulchral lekythos No. 690, half seen, one of the Fates on an Ionic base (prob. 2561 from Daphne), the sepulchral vase 687; the Caryatid; the Iris; the Theseus; a sepulchral vase, No. 691; the two remaining Fates; the torso of Amphitrite, and the torso of Poseidon seen from the back. In the far corner on the left are two Ionic caps on shafts, probably 2564 and 2565, and a small Doric capital. [The capital 2561 in the British Museum is the only one that seems to suit, and that is not known to be an Elgin piece; cf. p. 233.]

On right and left of the entrance are two picturesque compositions.

On the left the architrave of the Erechtheum forms a base supporting the inscriptions B.M. 5, 2, 24, 29. In front are the archaic relief from Lycophoros’s house (2154) and the vase of Timotheus (684). Immediately behind is the torso of Hermes from the West pediment, placed on the cippus of Aristeades, son of Lycimachus (No. 85).

On the right we have the sculptured band crowning the walls of the Erechtheum (the slabs seem incorrectly pieced together) and the head of the horse of Selene on the shaft of the Erechtheum column. The long horizontal shaft seems to be one of the pieces of porphyry. The numbers given above are those by which the objects are distinguished in the Catalogues of the British Museum.

From 1807 onwards the collection was thus set out so that it could be seen and enjoyed, and began to be a place of pilgrimage.

Certain porphyry columns from Alexandria had found their way home in the Medusa, which was employed to take the marbles surrendered at the capitulation of Alexandria, and had so passed to the forecourt of the British Museum. Correspondence on the subject passed with Mr. Planta, the Principal Librarian, who added to a letter of February 1, 1808, ‘If not disagreeable, I would fain request Your Lordship’s permission to take a view of your Collection of Marbles, which I hear so highly spoken of, by those who have had the satisfaction of seeing it.’ This may be assumed to be the earliest passage that bears in any way on the preliminaries for the acquisition of the marbles for the British Museum.

Among the select visitors was Wilkie, and he was the means of introducing Benjamin Robert Haydon. The latter had received a commission from Lord Mulgrave to paint an historical picture of the Death of L. Scipio, Dacentius, ambushed in a rocky gorge, from the account in Hooke’s Roman History (i. p. 509, after Livy iii. 43). He had a struggle with his subject:

Just 24 in this critical agony of anxiety how to do what I felt I wanted, and when I had been rubbing out and painting in again all the morning, Wilkie called. My here

24 Life of B. R. Haydon, i. pp. 82-86.
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was done, though anything but well done, and Wilkie proposed that we should go and see the Elgin Marbles, as he had an order. I agreed, dressed, and away we went to Park Lane. I had no more notion of what I was to see, than of any thing I had never heard of and walked in with the utmost nonchalance.

To Park Lane then we went, and after passing through the hall and thence into an open yard, entered a damp dirty penthouse, where lay the marbles, ranged within sight and reach. The first thing I fixed my eyes on, was the wrist of a figure in one of the female groups, in which were visible, though in a feminine form, the radius and ulna. I was astonished, for I had never seen them hinted at in any female wrist in the antique, I darted my eyes to the elbow, and saw the outer condyle visibly affecting the shape as in nature. I saw that the arm was in repose and the soft parts in relaxation. That combination of nature and idea which I had felt was so much wanting for high art was here displayed to midday conviction. My heart beat! If I had seen nothing else, I had beheld sufficient to keep me to nature for the rest of my life. But when I turned to the Theseus, and saw that every form was altered by action or repose,—when I saw that the two sides of his back varied, one side stretched from the shoulder blade being pulled forward, and the other side compressed from the shoulder blade being pushed close to the spine, as he rested on his elbow, with the belly flat, because the bowels fell into the pelvis as he sat, —and when, turning to the Hyacinth, I saw the belly protruded, from the figure lying on its side,—and again, when in the figure of the fighting metope I saw the muscle shown under the one armpit in that instantaneous action of darting out, and left out in the other armpit because not wanted,—when I saw, in fact, the most heroic style of art, combined with all the essential detail of actual life, the thing was done at once and for ever.

Here were principles which the common sense of the English people would understand; here were principles which the great Greeks in their finest time established, and here was I, the most prominent historical student, perfectly qualified to appreciate all this by my own determined mode of study under the influence of my idol friend the watchmaker,—here was the hint at the skin perfectly comprehended by knowing well what was underneath it.

Oh, how I inwardly thanked God that I was prepared to understand all this! I felt the future, I foretold that they would prove themselves the finest things on earth, that they would overturn the false beau-ideal, where nature was nothing, and would establish the true beau-ideal, of which Nature alone is the basis.

I shall never forget the horses' heads, the foot in the metope; I felt as if a divine truth had blazed inwardly upon my mind, and I knew they would at last raise the art of Europe from its slumber in the darkness.

I do not say this now, when all the world acknowledges it, but I said it then, when no one would believe me. I went home in perfect excitement, Wilkie trying to moderate my enthusiasm with his national cantum.

I passed the evening in a mixture of torture and hope; all night I dozed and dreamed of the marbles; I rose at five in a fever of excitement, tried to sketch the Theseus from memory, did so, and saw that I comprehended it. I worked that day, and another, and another, fearing that I was deluded. At last I got an order for myself; I rushed away to Park Lane; the impression was more vivid than before. I drove off to Fuseli, and fired him to such a degree, that he ran upstairs, put on his coat, and away we sailed. At last we came to Park Lane. Never shall I forget his uncompromising enthusiasm. He strode about saying: 'De Greeks were Gods! De Greeks were Gods!'

Haydon adds \(^{368}\) that through the good offices of Lord Mulgrave (after 1812 Viscount Normanby), his patron, he obtained with some difficulty leave

\(^{368}\) Ibid. p. 87.
to draw regularly from the marbles. Lord Mulgrave's letter⁵⁸⁰ is extant. Its frigid terms are in contrast with the student's enthusiasm.

The Request which I made to Mr. Hamilton was not one on which I rest the least importance, it was made at the request of a young Artist of great Talent, who is painting an historical Picture for me, and who thought he could add grace and dignity to his work by selecting a figure or two from your fine Grecian Sculpture. But I was not, even in making the application convinced that he would improve his picture by such an attempt to mix Grecian Statuary with the living models that he found in London; but if my opinion was different, I should not deem any benefit his picture could derive, equivalent to the inconvenience to you of establishing a precedent of copying from anything in your collection.

The picture of the Death of Dintatus, which won a prize of one hundred guineas from the Directors of the Royal Institution, is said to be still in the Normanby collection. It was cut on wood by W. Harvey in 1821. The head, neck and shoulders of a figure in the immediate foreground are evidently copied from the Thessalians. But the picture as a whole is a turbulent scene of combat, with no trace of beneficial Parthenonian influences.

However, Haydon worked hard through the summer.

I drew at the marbles ten, fourteen, and fifteen hours a day, staying often till twelve at night, holding a candle and my board in one hand, and drawing with the other; and so I should have stood till morning, had not the sleepy porter come yawning in, to tell me it was twelve o'clock, and then often have I gone home, cold, benumbed, and damp, my clothes steaming up as I dried them; and so, spreading my drawings on the floor, and putting a candle on the ground, I have drank my tea at one in the morning with sestasc, as its warmth trickled through my frame, and looked at my picture, and dwelt on my drawings, and pondered on the change of empires, and thought that I had been contemplating what Socrates looked at, and Plato saw, and then, lifted up with my own high argings of soul, I have prayed to God to enlighten my mind to discover the principles of those divine things, and then I have had inward assurances of future glory, and almost fancying divine influence in my room, have lingered in my mattress bed, and soon dozed into a rich, balmy slumber.

A large album with many of Haydon's studies made in the conditions described was acquired in 1881 by the Department of Prints and Drawings of the British Museum. An example is reproduced in Fig. 24 with the two recumbent Fates, and the metopes and a piece of frieze beyond. It is dated 1809, and a note of Haydon's is written beneath: 'This is the way the metopes came in, when in the Shed, Park Lane.'

During the summer of 1808 admission to the collection begun to be granted more freely. A correspondent (G. Cumberland) of the Monthly Magazine for July, 1808, speaks of 'that noble collection, now happily deposited near Hyde Park Corner, in a building erected purposely for their security, and, on Saturdays and Sundays most liberally opened to the inspection of the public, as such things ought to be, without fee or reward, or even the necessity of previous application.'

The writer concludes by expressing his desire, which no doubt was becoming common, that Parliament should purchase, if possible, the entire collection, and build a well lighted museum to contain it.

⁵⁸⁰ Mulgrave to Elgin, May 21, 1808.
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We have seen above (p. 297) that the question of the priority of West and Haydon was a subject of discussion, but Haydon obtained his permission to draw in May, while Lord Elgin's invitation to West (which is in the British Museum) is dated September 1, but has reference to some previous conversation. It runs:

BROOMHALL,
Sept. 1, 1806.

My Dear Sir,

I am extremely mortified to find that the letter which was to have been written to you in consequence of our last conversation has by accident not reached its destination. But I hope this circumstance has not prevented your proceeding as agreed on. The more so, as I had that very day an opportunity of communicating with Mr. Hamilton on the subject.

My request to you is That you would have the goodness of making any sketches from the subjects in my museum, in the view of pointing out how far, either individually or in groups they may be worthy of being imitated in painting. For this purpose, the Museum will be open to you at all times.

In compliance with this invitation West joined Haydon at the Museum.

While I was drawing there, West came in and seeing me, said with surprise, "Hah, hah, Mr. Haydon, you are admitted, are you? I hope you and I can keep a secret." The very day after, he came down with large cavities and without at all entering into the principles of these divine things, hastily made compositions from

Greek History, putting in the Thessaeus, the Hysan, and others of the figures and restoring the defective parts—that is, he did that which he could do easily, and which he did not need to learn how to do, and avoided doing that which he could only do with difficulty, and which he was in great need of learning how to do.

Haydon's criticism was no doubt just, but West was then seventy years old, and he was doing what he had been invited to do. His report on the results is dated February 6, 1800, and is printed at length in the *Memorandum*.

He explains that he has made compositions of a Battle of the Centaurs; Theseus and Hercules triumphing over the Amazons; the Marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta; Theseus, Ariadne, and the Minotaur; Neptune and Amphitrite, Triton, etc.; Alexander and Bucephalus.

In order to render the subjects which I selected with propriety, and the effect, which arises from combined parts and the order of arrangement, comprehensive; I have ventured to unite figures of my own invention with those of Phidias, but as I have endeavoured to preserve, with the best force of my abilities, the style of Phidias, I flatter myself, the union will not be deemed incongruous or presumptuous. Your Lordship may perhaps be inclined to think with me at a point, and if I may so express it, a kind of climax, is thus given to those works, by the union of these detached figures, with the incorporation of the parts of individual grandeur, and abstracted excellence of Phidias. For what I have done, my Lord, I had the example of Raphael, and most of the Italian masters of the greatest celebrity.

While Haydon's studies were in progress he tells us that on September 9, having 'finished the best drawing' he had yet done, a 'marble fell down and cut my leg.' This caused inconvenience for some days, as he was unable to walk, and his leg was 'very painful.'

In the autumn of 1808, Sir Thomas Lawrence also obtained permission to draw the marbles. At this period the collection was further increased by casts taken from moulds that had been made by the formatori at Athens. Hamilton reported that the cases of moulds were found to contain 'various legs and arms and trunks belonging to the figures on the Pediment.'

I visited in Piccadilly, and saw Papira's work. He has had a most troublesome Job of it owing to the confused manner in which the moulds etc. were packed up, but has succeeded extremely well, and has made some admirable casts, superior many of them in preservation, and equal all in sculpture to the best of the originals.

The letter concludes with a petition for the packing cases.

I have a plan of obligating of taking a large farm (a dairy farm) our family property, into my own hands, and should like to convert the Athenian planks, that is those which are not quite rotten, to some use as paling or some other such purpose, by way of being able to introduce the subject of Athens to my country neighbours and cause them to pray, and ask in what country it is.

On the completion of a set of the casts from the West frieze of the Parthenon, the friezes of the Theseum, of the monument of Lysicrates, and of the Dirgenti sarcophagus, the moulds would seem to have been destroyed. I find no further mention of them.

---


329 Hamilton to Elgin, Sept. 25 and Oct. 9.

330 Lawrence to Elgin, Oct. 4, 1808.
The number of visitors to the museum made it necessary to appoint a responsible representative to be in charge during the open days. Hamilton had performed this duty with great zeal and devotion. Later on, when the question again came up, he wrote: "I have no kind of objection to taking upon myself the same office as last year of preserving the Marbles from injury, and of preserving due order and decorum." Early in the year 1809 the duty was offered to Haydon. He replied gratefully, but stating that it was entirely out of his power to accept the position, and added that in the endeavour to procure a gentleman worthy of being entrusted with such exquisite productions, he had called (unsuccessfully, for he was not in town) "on Mr. Day, the Gentleman who attends the marbles at the Museum, and who fortunately would be at liberty on Saturdays and Sundays, the Museum being then shut." Haydon took the opportunity of applying for leave to study "the figure grapping the Centaur, the character of whose limbs I wish to imitate in the grooms in Macbeth for Sir George Beaumont," and the "drapery of the two sitting women, as a model for Lady Macbeth." In a further letter 308 on the same subject he gave the reminiscence of his enthusiasm.

I can see in these exquisite productions every great principle of Art, all that is grand, necessary and beautiful. You have immortalized yourself, My Lord, by bringing them, and if you would but erect a building worthy of them, and admit students, your immortality would be on firmer ground. Michel Angelo was produced from Lorenzo's di Medini's gardens. I should have no fear for the art of my country, were they once studied as they ought—they will create excellence wherever they drop—and I prophesy that from their landing in this country posterity will date the commencement of real art—they are so pure, so uncontaminated,—nothing superfluous. That Horse's head is the highest effort of human conception and execution. If the greatest Artist the world ever saw, did not execute this, I know not who did—look at the eye, the nostril and the mouth;—it is enough to make fire, into the marble around it—enough to create a soul, under the rise of death.

I have intrusted my own notions of their excellence, which I hope you, My Lord, will excuse. I am yet inexperienced, and diffident of all my opinions, but what &c are relative to the marbles—here I would stand and contend, till the World was in ruts about me, that I should have been permitted to study those very marbles appears to me when I reflect like a vision—for ever believe me my dear Lord,

yours gratefully,

B. R. HAYDON.

The Horse's head, the reclining figure, and the Theseus with the two sitting, the two lying women, the Bacchanal and the Metope of the figure grapping with the Centaur, are quite enough to reform art, or create it, wherever they appear. The fifty other things are all equally capable of doing that, in the collection. I again beg pardon my Lord for intruding my opinions.

To return again to the question of a curator, nothing seems to have come of the suggestion that Mr. Day should be employed, and in the spring of 1809 the collection was closed to the public. Lord Elgin was anxious to effect a sale of the Park Lane house and not to alarm possible purchasers by a confluence of visitors to it. It was clear, however, that if a purchaser was

---

308 Hamilton to Elgin, March 29, 1809. 309 Hayden to Elgin, Sept. 23, 1809.
found, the marbles would have to be moved, and the question was definitely raised by Hamilton. 335

Then however comes another consideration. What is to be done with the Marbles? I have often mentioned to you the applications made to me to know, when & if Govt. is to buy them—and certainly the prejudice in their favour is now become so general that I have no doubt that Govt. would pay for them liberally, and certainly the house would sell much better, if known that they were to be removed within a certain time, than if any arrangement of that kind were to remain over this Session undetermined, at least as far as a private understanding with Govt. would go. If you resolve to part with them, could you not make the offer through Mr. West, and if accepted, desire that a certain no. of respectable men, Artists, Amateur, and Members of H. of C. be appointed to settle the price, you perhaps fixing the maximum, and giving in round and handsome sums a statement of the Expenses immediate and accidental. I cannot but think that when they were disposed of, you would feel yourself relieved of a great deal of trouble and embarrassment. Of course Malma’s Expedition and those Expenses attendant on the conclusion of Laslier’s engagement would have to be included. The drawings and measurements I should be inclined to postpone for any future arrangement. If you disapprove of what I have said, you have only to excuse my freedom. At all events I shall take Mr. Christie to the house and will either on Monday or Tuesday let you know his opinion about it.

Appended to the letter is a list of names for the suggested committee:

Mr. West  Marquis of Stafford  Mr. Rose  Ed. Aberdeen  Flaxman
Sir G. Beaumont  or  Mr. Long  Mr. Lock  Nollekens

Ld. Cawdor
Mr. Knight

The question of selling the Park Lane house was a subject of discussion during the summer with Hamilton and Christie (of the famous firm), and the question of the disposal of the marbles was naturally involved, but no real progress was made.

It was at this time in contemplation that West, as President of the Academy, should prepare a memorial on the subject of the marbles, which he seemed quite ready to do, especially having regard to the fact that English artists were cut off by the war from opportunities of study abroad. Occasional visitors were being admitted to the house. An interesting meeting was planned by Lord Elgin, who invited Thomas Lawrence and West to meet Mrs. Siddons. West was able to attend. Lawrence excused himself but added, Mrs. Siddons can nowhere be seen with so just accompaniments as the works of Phidias, nor can they receive nobler homage than from her praise. She is of his age, a kindred genius, though living in our times. This, presumably, was the occasion when the group of the Fates so rivetted and agitated the feelings of Mrs. Siddons, the pride of theatrical representation, as actually to draw tears from her eyes. The house remained unsold, and in the autumn of the year Lord Elgin was considering the possibility of altering it so as to form a permanent museum, to which the public might be admitted by payment. The scheme was submitted to the professional criticism of Mr. W. Porden, whose reply was by no means encouraging.

335 Hamilton to Elgin, May 13, 1809.
336 Lawrence to Elgin, Sept. 26, 1809.
337 Memorandum (1811), p. 42.
338 Porden to Elgin, Jan. 16, 1810.
It was architecturally practicable, at a cost of £1,500–£2,000. But there would be the expense of reinstatement at the end of the lease. The remainder of the house would be greatly depreciated as a property, and there was no probability that the admission fees would meet the expenses of maintenance. It was therefore much to be preferred that the marbles should pass to the keeping of the Government. Sourke was also consulted, and was equally unfavourable to the exhibition project, which was promptly abandoned so far as the Park Lane house was concerned.

PART V.

Purchase Negotiations.

Not long after the abandonment of the scheme for a private Museum the first overtures on the part of the British Museum began. Hamilton writes:

Mr. Planta, of the British Museum called on me yesterday to sound me as to your Lordship's intentions to part with your marbles for the British Museum. I of course gave him a diplomatic answer, and recommended him an application to you in the name of the Trustees, in order that a negotiation might be set on foot during the ensuing summer, preparatory to the next Session of Parliament. He said he would talk it over with His Brother and make me an official communication upon the subject—for which you may send me what instructions you please, or desire me only to take them at reference.

The next step in the proceedings of which a record remains was a call on Mr. Planta at the Museum by Lord Elgin, about the middle of July. As a result Planta wrote to the Speaker, Charles Abbot (afterwards Lord Colchester), as one of the three Principal Trustees. In reply, after expressing regret that other engagements made an interview impossible, and that the lateness of the season prevented a meeting of the Trustees on the subject, Abbot wrote:

The only step now to be taken, is for Lord Elgin to make His formal communication to you as Principal Librarian, and our Principal Officer to whom all our concerns are confided during the recess. And most certainly as soon as it can be laid before the Board, if it should be their pleasure, as it has been upon former occasions, to employ us to communicate with His Majesty's Government upon the subject, I shall most cordially enter upon that service, and doubt not but we shall bring the negotiations to bear in a mode equally just by the public and honourable as well as satisfactory to Lord Elgin.

The letter was forwarded by Planta, who observed.

---

221 Hamilton to Elgin, Jan. 22, 1810.
222 Hamilton to Elgin, May 10, 1810.
223 On Feb. 10, 1810, Lord Elgin again wrote to Colledge, as to selling or letting the house, and as to the employment of a competent packer, that the wines and books might be sent by Leith packet to Broomhall, Bev. Misc. Add. MSS. 32, 667, fo. 91.
224 Abbot to Planta, July 21, 1810.
225 Planta to Elgin, July 21, 1810.
By the same post Planta wrote to General Ramsay, as a friend of Lord Elgin's. "Since we met last in Piccadilly, I have had the honor of seeing Lord Elgin, who unequivocally declared his wish that his Collection of Marbles should become the property of the Public. Terms however he would not so much as hint at, and he seems determined that those should be proposed by others. A tender, however, would be essential, and perhaps Ramsay, as an old friend, could urge this with success. Ramsay therefore wrote:"

My dear Elgin,

I enclose you a letter which I have just received from Planta—Now pray read it attentively and do something immediately as desired. Strike while the iron is hot. I am certain from the conversation which I had with Planta that it may be settled now, if you will do as they wish, and I was left in the complete conviction by that same conversation that unless you make the tender the business will remain as it is. You might, I should think, if you did not more, state the sum which you consider the estimate of the expenses incurred by you, and leave to them (with those data to go by) to fix the sum, but at any rate do something about it before you leave Town, and dont allow it to go to sleep again. If I can be of any use as a go-between between Planta and yourself you will employ me

Yours...

Pray excuse my sending you this most illegible scrawl. Our second dinner bell had rung before I sat down to write it, and you will readily believe that under these circumstances one is not likely to write or do anything else with the same composure as at other times.

With a view to facilitate the negotiations, by supplying an authentic account of the operations, a document was prepared entitled 'A Memorandum on the subject of the Earl of Elgin's pursuits in Greece.' This was drawn up by Lord Elgin, being largely based on the paper written during the French imprisonment by Hunt for Lord Upper Ossory and Mrs. Hamilton Nisbet. It has hitherto been assigned by cataloguers to Hamilton, but, it is evident, incorrectly. The first edition was printed in Edinburgh, and when issued was subject to some criticism on the part of Hamilton.

My dear Lord,

When I ventured to speak to Admiral Dumont of a few Expressions in your Memorandum which I did not think would be generally approved of, I simply affidit the words ibidos, et vos etcles and a few other Expressions wherein I thought I traced some of Hunt's fanciful flights of eloquence in which he indulged, in his letters to Mrs. Neshitt,

---
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Planta to Ramsay, July 21, 1810.
Ramsay to Elgin, Aug. 10, 1810.
Three issues of the Memorandum were printed in all.
1. Memorandum on the subject of the Earl of Elgin's Pursuits in Greece, 4to. Edinburgh, Balfour, Kirkwood and Co. 1810. This consists of the Memorandum, with West's letter of Feb. 6, 1809, annexed.
2. The same, 8vo edition, London, 1811, printed for William Miller, Albemarie Street. by James Moyes, Grevelle Street, Hatton Garden. A few corrections are made in the text. Amended are West's letter of Feb. 6, 1809; another letter of March 20, 1811; Notes on Philias and his School, collected from ancient authors, and Millin's Description d'un bas-relief du Parthenon actuellement au Musée Napoléon (i.e. the slab from the East side, now in the Louvre).
3. The same, 8vo edition, 'Second edition corrected.' London printed for John Murray, Albemarie Street, by W. Bulmer and Co., Cleveland Row. 1815. This contains the same matter as No. 2, together with 'Lettre de K. Q. Vincent à un Anglais' (Hamilton), Nov. 25, 1814, and the anonymous letter (cf. p. 320) on purchase considerations.

---

Hamilton to Elgin, Dec. 13, 1810.
and which it struck me that you had adopted as the basis of your printed Mem", (but perhaps in this too I am wrong).\(^6\) However on receiving your letter I set to with my pen and I understood most unmannerly and you will perhaps say most absurdly. It is not however my fault, and I have only to beg you to burn what you do not choose to adopt in case you have occasion to print any more copies.

I must tell you that those which I have (most of which are distributed) are very much approved of, and sought after with the greatest avidity.

Further letters passed on the details of the Memorandum, and Hamilton undertook to select two subjects from the drawings (then at Park Lane) for a vignette and tail piece for the 2nd edition. The text of this issue is carefully revised. *Concerto* and *bijou* disappear. The head and tail pieces are copper plate engravings by Moses, giving restorations of two of the smaller reliefs (Brit. Mus. Sculpt., 600, 814.)

The spring and summer of 1811 were spent in active negotiations for the sale. On January 8, Hamilton (who had been elected a member of the Society of Dilettanti on January 6, after two rejections)\(^7\) reported that a Mr. William Smith had called on behalf of the Speaker to start the question of purchase, and soon afterwards the drawings were deposited with the Speaker for his examination.

On April 29\(^8\) an interview took place between Lord Elgin and the Speaker, and a week later Lord Elgin approached the Government with a formal letter to the Right Hon. Charles Long, then Paymaster-General, and afterwards 1st Lord Farnborough, after an interview which took place on May 3.\(^9\)

The letter\(^10\) is dated from 6, Park Lane. It opens by pointing out that the Memorandum and an inspection of the collection will have shown Mr. Long that the object of the undertaking was to obtain a full and accurate knowledge of the school of Phidias, and that it had been carried through with an unlooked-for measure of success. An article in the *Moniteur* showed how the collection was regarded in France, and afforded evidence that the marbles might have been advantageously disposed of in that country. In London every facility and encouragement had been given for the inspection of the collection, and enthusiastic testimonies of admiration were continually received from artists and men of taste.

They look to the establishment of such a school as this assemblage would furnish, for the study of art and the formation of taste, as the means of giving to this Country these rational advantages, the importance of which has been so much brought into evidence, by the many valuable Collections of ancient art so studiously concentrated in Paris. Such impressions, I have the strongest reason for believing, would have been found to be the sentiments of the persons of the description I allude to, who might have been called upon to report on the value of this Collection as a national acquisition. And while they would have awarded a fair reimbursement of my expenses, which the state of my family and my affairs would not justify me in foregoing; they would at the same time

---

\(^6\) Hamilton's answer was not at fault. Both the terms to which he objected were due to Hunt.

\(^7\) Hist. of the Soc. of Dilettanti, p. 133. 

\(^8\) Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. p. 326.

\(^9\) Ibid. p. 326.

have stamped the transaction as wholly differing from a pecuniary bargain, and would have pronounced on the service I had been the means of conferring on the Country, in a way to have presented a powerful recommendation and claim in my favour, for some mark of Royal approbation.

In discussion with the Speaker, he had found the Speaker decidedly of opinion, that a statement of expenses, with interest, should form the basis of the transaction, and that 'beyond this, Parliament would take under consideration, as a separate subject of remuneration, the merit attending the procuring and offering these objects to the Public.'

A delay had arisen, through an idea being entertained, that Lord Elgin's diplomatic appointment prejudiced his full and uncontrolled right over his acquisitions. This had been met by a consideration of general practice and precedents, and because it was the British Government's refusal to take part that had brought about the whole enterprise.

When this difficulty appeared to be removed, and the Speaker still adhered to the opinion he had before recommended as to the mode of proceeding, I could no longer hesitate in acquiescing in his advice; and I herewith transmit to you accordingly a copy of my outlay as the materials still in my possession enable me to furnish, of a transaction so peculiar in itself, and differing entirely from the circumstances attending every other Collection. Here the objects were not purchased, or got for fixed prices. They were not selected by the taste of an individual; nor were they, generally speaking, the results of accidental discovery from excavation. But, in the face of difficulties till then found insurmountable, a plan was undertaken for securing one great series, the success of which depended upon unwearied patience, abundance of means, and the most prompt and uncalculating decision in the use of them.

The collection consisted of:

1. The Drawings and Casts.
   For this purpose the artists at £400 per annum for 2½ years cost.
   One came to England to engrave the drawings and remained 2 years.
   Travelling expenses
   
   £8,400
   800
   1,500
   
   £10,700

2. The Sculptures, Inscriptions, and Vases.
   After explaining that all privileges in Turkey have to be paid for on a scale proportioned to the rank of the parties, the sacrifice to be made, and the eagerness shown for the acquisition,' Lord Elgin estimated for presents and wages to workmen
   Expenses at Malta, Commission, Agency and minor charges not estimated
   The Men and operations on the wreck
   Interest for 14 years at 5 per cent.
   Expenses in London
   
   £15,000
   2,500
   5,000
   23,240
   6,000
   
   £62,240

The total therefore exceeded considerably

These calculations, as we shall see, were amplified and corrected later on. At this stage no attempt was made on behalf of the Government to discuss
the items of the account. "Mr. Spencer Perceval [the then Prime Minister] asked me," said Long, in his evidence before the Committee, "whether I was satisfied that the collection was worth £30,000; I told him I had no doubt it was worth that and more from the testimony of those whom I had consulted upon which he authorized me to state to Lord Elgin that he was willing to propose that sum to Parliament for the purchase of the Collection, provided he made out, to the satisfaction of a Committee of the House of Commons, that he had expended a sum equal to that amount in obtaining the Collection and transporting it to this country." The decision was received by Lord Elgin with deep mortification. He wrote to the Speaker: 32

PARK LANE, May 10, 1811.

Sir,
I have had the mortification of learning from Mr. Long the result of his communication with Mr. Perceval on the subject of transferring my Athenian collection to the public. The terms offered for my consideration are so wholly inadequate either to the expenses incurred, or to the acknowledged value of the Collection, that I cannot hesitate in declining them. I had previously prepared the enclosed paper for Mr. Long's information both in regard to the outlay and to the proceedings prior to my application to him. In that view it is no longer necessary. Yet as Mr. Long mentioned that you had not foreseen the amount of that outlay I attach I confess too strong a feeling to the opinion you may form on this business, not earnestly to request you to peruse the paper, and to observe the nature of the charges in which my enterprise unavoidably involved me.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
with great respect,
Your obedient humble servant
ELGIN.

The Speaker answered,

PALACE YARD, Tuesday 14 May 1811

MY DEAR LORD,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Lordship's Letter, enclosing another addressed to Mr. Long; and after such Communication as I have thought it my Duty to hold upon this Subject, I am sorry to say that I am not enabled to encourage any expectation whatever that a proposition to the extent stated in your Lordship's letter will receive the support of Government if it should be submitted to the House of Commons. My Situation in truth has given me the opportunity of knowing also the sentiments of some other Leading Persons, unconnected with Government; and from them I have received a very distinct intimation that no grant to that extent could be proposed with any reasonable expectation of success. And I think that I should not act with the frankness due to the unreserved manner in which your Lordship has conversed with me upon the business, if I forbore to mention to you this coincidence of opinion between Persons of opposite Political Habits and Connections. Under such circumstances I fear that my service cannot be of any further avail, towards bringing this negociation to a favourable issue; but should you conceive otherwise I should be very happy to obey any further commands which you may think proper to lay upon me.

33 Lord Colchester's Diary, II. p. 330. A somewhat different draft is in the Elgin papers.
To this letter Lord Elgin replied (May 15) that he was really quite ignorant of there being any limits so far below the value of my collection, beyond which Parliament would not go for a similar purpose; but at the same time he conceded that the terms offered viewed simply in the light of an encouragement to the arts, and without definite reference to the value of the collection were in the highest degree liberal.

The same day Charles Long wrote to the Speaker though he has taken this line, I think we shall hear from him again. I wish he would talk more liberally upon the subject; but at present we are so far off that without a strong disposition on his part to approximate, I almost fear we shall not meet soon.

A certain amount of rearrangement of the collection seems to have taken place in the spring of this year. Lord Elgin wrote to Flaxman in April, proposing an appointment to meet at the museum. My object, that of obtaining your opinion on several of the articles there, would be more satisfactorily obtained if you could do me the favour of coming on Wednesday at 12 o'clock, because in the course of tomorrow I shall have finished the arrangement both of the marbles and the casts.

On the failure of the negotiations no time was lost by Lord Elgin in offering the collection to the British Institution for exhibition, but on May 17 the Directors and Visitors at their meeting decided that they were unable to find space suited to the purpose.

The matter of purchase was now set aside for the present. But the discussions that had taken place in relation to it had shown that there were misapprehensions current which it was desirable to correct, and on July 31 Lord Elgin addressed a letter on the subject to Spencer Perceval.

Insimations have been thrown out, tending to create an impression as if I had obtained a considerable share of these marbles in presents from the Porte and without expense; that the allowance of £10,000 granted to me in 1808 bore in some way on the cost of my collection; and that during my Embassy I received presents beyond the usual practice in other European Courts, and out of proportion with the various persons concerned in the operations for the recovery of Egypt.

The letter proceeded to beg the Prime Minister to examine the facts. In Greece the operations were begun on a scheme settled in England, and the Ambassador enjoyed no special privileges.

The only direct aid I ever obtained, was in regard to the Boustrophedon Inscription, and a small bas relief near it, at Cape Sisenna, which the Captain Pasha whom I met accidentally at the spot, gave me his sanction to remove, at my own expense.

The grant of £10,000 was purely in relation to the expenses of the Embassy at Constantinople.

In more immediate reference to the occasion of this letter, I have only to add, that in no one instance during my whole life passed in the Foreign Service, did I ever receive any extra allowance from Government for Debts, losses, or on any other
account whatever; that the full pension to which my progression thro' all the Ranks in the career, and my length of service entitle me, has not been granted to me, as to my Colleagues of similar standing; and that after disposing of my House in London, I still remain Burdened with a Debt of not less than £90,000.

Peccavil’s answer, written the next day, was fairly cordial. After stating that he had read the enclosures, and would consult the documents to which he had been referred at the Foreign Office, he adds:

I shall feel myself acting only according to Your Lordship’s wishes when I avail myself of Your Lordship’s Letter and its enclosures to remove the impressions to which Your Lordship alludes, in any quarter, where I may happen to find that they in any degree exist. If in so doing I shall at all exceed your Lordship’s wishes and intentions, I shall be glad to hear from you to that effect.

While the discussion was going on, it had become urgent to remove the marbles from Park Lane. The proposal to exhibit them under the management of the British Institution was, as we have seen, unsuccessful. After some discussion, ‘the walled enclosure at Burlington House’ was placed at Lord Elgin’s disposal by the 5th Duke of Devonshire, thought the permission was accompanied by a warning that the concession might be for a brief period only, as it was likely that the whole of the land would be let or sold before the end of the current year. The walled enclosure was a considerable space at the back and sides of Burlington House.

Work seems to have begun in July. Hamilton writing on the 30th says: ‘I think I shall be in town again before much is done at Burlington House.’ The Duke of Devonshire had, however, died the previous day, and Hamilton’s next letter expressed some anxiety as to whether this would cause a change of plans for the infant museum. But there was no immediate urgency, and the arrangement of the museum continued. On October 14, Planta, the Principal Librarian of the British Museum, wrote to Abbot that the collection was in Burlington House, and in November more fully:

I am just returned from a visit to the Elgin Collection. It is in a shed in a back yard at Burlington House, with top lights very unfavourable to artists who may wish to copy any of the marbles. Hamilton met me there; I learnt from him that it was not at present intended to tax the admission, but he intimated that, if not otherwise disposed of, he should advise Lord Elgin to stand the first brisk of the abuse, and derive a profit from the exhibition.

---

33 Duke of Devonshire to Lord Elgin, no date.
34 Hamilton to Lord Elgin, Aug. 2, 1811. In this letter Hamilton remarks, ‘I return you many thanks for the permal of Lord Byron’s letters [apparently lost] which are here with enclosed. I do not consider him a very formidable enemy; in his meditated attack, and I shall be much surprized if his attack on what you have done do not turn out one of the most friendly acts he could have done. It will create an interest in the public, excite curiosity, and the real advantage to the country, and the merit of your exertions will become more known, and felt as they are more known.’ Byron (cf. p. 282) had reached England in the middle of July. The ‘Cursel Museo’ was kept back from publication in consequence, Moore suggests, of ‘a friendly remonstrance from Lord Elgin, or some of his connections’ (Moore, t. p. 382). Castlereagh’s ‘Childe Harold’ appeared in the following March.
35 Lord C coldstream’s Diary, ii. p. 349.
Three drawings, showing the outside of the building at Burlington House and the larger marbles lying outside it, were formerly in the collection of the late E. T. Gardner. They were exhibited in 1904 at the Burlington Fine Arts Club.\(^{396}\)

When the move had been made, Haydon continued his drawings in the new quarters.\(^{397}\)

I used to go down in the evenings with a little portfolio and bribe the porter at Burlington House to which the Elgin Marbles were now removed, to lend me a lantern, and then locking myself in, take the candle out and make different sketches till the cold would almost put the candle out.

In November, schemes were under discussion with Hamilton for a direct approach to the Prince Regent, and for an attempt to obtain the consent of the new Duke of Devonshire for building a better exhibition building on the Burlington House site, but in each instance without result. But financial considerations were urgent, and on December 11 Hamilton wrote:

The result of an interview I had this morning with Lady Charlotte (Durham)\(^{398}\) after hers with Mr. Goutte, has been that I have engaged to write to you for the purpose of pressing you to make an immediate offer of your marbles to Govt. for such a sum as your communications last year with Messrs. Long and Percival gave you reason to think they would accede to.

He urged an offer for £40,000 'at the same time stating your conviction not only of their greater value, but that they have cost you so much more, and indeed have been the original and principal cause of your present difficulties, which you might add, would tempt you for the present to sell them for a smaller sum, if they thought that £40,000 was more than they could venture to propose to Parliament, under the present pecuniary difficulties of the country.'

Steps should be taken to interest the Regent, and, if possible, the sale should be complete before the arrival of the Malta consignment, which would not be regarded as adding to the value of the collection.

The growing interest felt in the marbles was shown in the following spring by an application received (February 19, 1812), on behalf of John Flaxman, for the loan of casts for an Academy lecture on sculpture, but no progress could be made with the sale negotiations. On March 28, Hamilton wrote to say that 'in the course of conversations with the superior powers' he had met with no encouragement, and thought that a further application at that moment, unless very warmly pressed and supported, would not succeed, and would be likely to do harm. The tragic assassination of Mr. Spencer Perceval followed soon after (May 11, 1812), and made another reason for postponement.

We have already seen (p. 284) that the Navigator with 68 cases on board had left Malta on January 1, 1812, but her passage was singularly slow. Rumours arrived from Malta that she had been captured by the French, and by May she was anxiously looked for. 'I am still without any intelligence of your marbles—though I certainly shall learn as soon as any thing is known,' wrote Hamilton (May 18) in a letter mainly
devoted to a discussion of the comparative merits of Harrow and Eton as a school for Bruce, and ending "Perceval's murder is but too true. His assassin was executed this morning. The world now only talks of his successor. Yesterday Wellesley had it for sure. Liverpool is the favourite today. I know nothing." (Lord Liverpool was the successful competitor.)

At length, on May 25, as Hamilton reported on the following day, the Navigator arrived at Deptford. Charles Betton, Lord Elgin's agent at Burlington House, paid a visit to the Navigator at Deptford and found 86 cases, some very large. He was informed that they would be sent in a lighter to the King's custom house, but was also informed, to his surprise, that they were believed to be the property of the Prince Regent. The Aegina marbles were confidently expected, and it was assumed that they were the cargo of the Navigator, a misunderstanding that caused considerable delay. Betton's further report runs as follows:

Burlington House,
July 8, 1812

My Lord,

There has been a very extraordinary delay about the marbles. They were detained on board three lighters lying off the Custom House near three weeks, when I heard of them by accident by the Lighterman going to your Lordship's former House in Park Lane, and by chance meeting with Mr. Henderson the Smith. He directed me to the Lighterman's House, Horsedown, and requested that they may go with the next tide to a Wharf at Millbank where there were proper Cranes etc. etc. to take them out.

Mr. Hamilton procured an order from the Treasury for them to be landed which order was not obey'd. Thus I was directed to the Inspector's Office, Water Lane, Tower Hill, and received for answer that Mr. Wyatt had laid a Restraint on them in behalf of the Prince. The next morning they were sent to Burlington House saying all was right. By the time the Carriage had delivered two loads they were stop'd again. On Tuesday after ten Cases were carted the men were stop'd again. Wednesday, the moment of my writing all pursuits are stop'd. I must see Mr. Hamilton to get information what occasions the delay.

These vexations delays naturally caused heavy charges (amounting in all to £135 17s.) for lighterage and demurrage. But at length on July 22 Hamilton could report that all the cases were in the Burlington Grounds, and would there be visited pro forma by the Customs. For their immediate accommodation Hamilton (July 6) had suggested that Porden should put a roof over the large coal hole in Burlington Grounds, which I believe we may have for the asking. A sketch plan shows a rectangular space with one entrance marked 'Coal hole. This space is complete, only wanting a roof with Skylights.' The precarious tenure of the ground at Burlington House, and representations by Henning (the sculptor who was then at work on his reduced copies), that it was possible to place the new arrivals in the existing building, combined to make Lord Elgin unwilling to start on any fresh building operations, and the

---

284 Sic, error for 68.
285 Elgin to Hamilton, Sept. 7, 1812.
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arrangement in the building as it stood was put in hand during the autumn. The lack of room made it necessary, however, for many of the larger pieces to stand out in the courtyard (see above, p. 314).

Meanwhile, a limited access was given to selected students of the Academy School. Benjamin West, who had been asked to send the drawings of the Theseus to Edinburgh, with a view to the designs for the Observatory, took advantage of the occasion to write:

I cannot close this letter without noticing to your Lordship how happy you have made some of our ingenious Students of the Royal Academy, in giving me the permission for their seeing and drawing from your Marbles at Burlington House. That this indulgence might be done with decorum, I have permitted only those who have gained Medals at the Academy to draw after them. This permission has created a point of elevation in their means of studying, of the greatest importance and will be productive of more real advantage to the Art's improvement than has ever been attained in this country—and for which the country and the Art are indebted to your Lordship.

The unpacking and arrangement were somewhat delayed. On Tuesday, October 6, Hamilton wrote from Hadham reporting the death of his father, Archdeacon Anthony Hamilton, on the previous Sunday, adding:

This sad event will of course make me delay still longer what I ought to have done some time ago—the further arrangement of your new marbles. I had been too much occupied while in London to attend to it; and deferred it from week to week. However all the cases are there, corresponding exactly in number to Lusieri's list. If you will send me the proper size, I shall have the satisfaction of forwarding to you a mourning ring.

The work of arrangement occupied the remainder of the year, and on December 17 Hamilton wrote his impressions. I cannot explain the exact bearing of the opening sentence.

Porden is a blackhead; but in that he is not singular, and its not his fault, therefore you must forgive him.

The metopes lately arrived, as well as several pieces of the frieze are much less injured and more perfect and of equally good workmanship as the former collection. The architectural blocks are certainly in the highest degree valuable from their immense size and curiosity. The collection of vases is very numerous, and few of them are injured; and if nothing had preceded them the cargo now arrived would in itself have formed a magnificent collection. Of course those who judge by comparison will depreciate it. The greatest part is now unpacked, and in the museum.

The two years that followed were uneventful in the life of the marbles. Occasional visitors (such as Repton, the writer on landscape gardening) wrote

---

233 West to Elgin, Sept. 13, 1812. Compare J. T. Smith's Notitia, p. 293. "They (the marbles) were shortly afterwards moved to the side premises of Burlington house, where they remained until a temporary gallery could be prepared for them in the British Museum by Government, which had purchased them for the use of the public, and the advancement of Art. During the time these marbles were Lord Elgin's property, Mr. Nollekens, accompanied by his constant companion, Joseph Bonomi, a truly amiable youth to whom from his birth he had intended to be a benefactor—paid them many visits, and indeed at that time, not only all the great artists, but every lover of the Arts, were readily admitted. The students of the Royal Academy, and even Picton, the Phidias of our times, and the venerable President West, drew from them for weeks together."

234 Hamilton to Elgin, Dec. 17, 1812.
to express their enthusiasm. The growing vogue of the marbles is indicated by such an advertisement as this in *The Times* of January 8, 1814:

To the Nobility, Gentry, and Fashionable World,—Ross's newly-invented GRECIAN VOLUTE HEAD-DRESS, formed from the true marble models, brought into this country from the Acropolis of Athens by Lord Elgin, rivals any other hitherto invented. The elegance of taste, and simplicity of nature which it displays, together with the facility of dressing, have caused its universal admiration and adoption.

In the spring of 1814 an incident took place that obtained some little notoriety. The great folio publication of Stuart's *Antiquities of Athens* had long been in course of completion. Vol. I. was issued in 1762, Vol. II. in 1767, Vol. III. in 1794. Vol. IV. was edited by the architect, Joseph Woods, and was in course of preparation for publication by Taylor, in Holborn, during the period now in question, though not issued till 1816. Woods was engaged with the arrangement and publication of drawings made long before by Stuart (1752) and William Pars (1765). The latter had drawn 196 feet of friezes for the Society of Dilettanti. These materials had been engraved for Vol. IV. of Stuart and Revett in 1810, and it was only natural and legitimate that Woods should wish to collate his plates with the originals at Burlington House. Unfortunately, his application was not sufficiently explanatory of the sources from which his engravings were derived.

Being engaged in preparing for the press, a fourth volume of Stuart’s *Antiquities of Athens*, I venture to apply to your Lordship for permission to notice therein the specimens of Greek art you have collected. My object is to correct and explain my author by means of the light which Your Lordship's researches have thrown upon the subject, and to be able to appeal to my authorities. The engravings of the Sculpture are all done, or nearly so, and I am persuaded Your Lordship will be pleased with the Spirit and animation which Mr. Scotstoun in particular has given to his etchings of the Horses.

Had Woods been a little more explicit as to his work, he would not have caused Lord Elgin to be both surprised and annoyed. He wrote from Bissonhall:

**DEAR HAMILTON,**

I have just received the enclosed singular application, first asking the use of the marbles and in the same breath saying they are *already engraved*. I should think you might be able to have this work of Mr. Woods enquired into, before any reply be given in my name. Perhaps it is the same that Taylor in Holborn, and Flaxman spoke to me about three years ago as being to be carried on jointly by them.

My own impression (ignorant as I am of any permission having been granted for those etchings and engravings) would be to make use of the circumstances of my drawings being in a state of readiness for publication, and by holding out this, as affecting the sale of his work, to obtain any concessions that might be wished. But you possibly may know more on the business than I do.

As a result of this misunderstanding, permission to collate the drawings or to add to their number was withheld. The affair was closed by a dignified expression of regret by Woods. Of the number [of metopes] now published,

---

218 Woods to Elgin, Feb. 16, 1814.  
219 Elgin to Hamilton, March 7, 1814.

**Y 2**
that collection [of Lord Elgin] contains fifteen. It would have been extremely desirable to make use of the advantages it afforded to continue still further the series of this interesting sculpture, but this was not permitted.  

Michaelis conjectured that the affair was connected with the feud with the Dilettanti Society as represented by Payne Knight, but it will be seen that this was an error.  

The chief event of the late summer of the year 1814 was the visit of the great Visconti to London.

Ennio Quirino Visconti (1758-1818) began life as an infant prodigy. At the age of two he could identify and name all the Caesars from Julius to Gallienus. The son of the pontifical Director of Antiquities, he became known to fame by his description of the Museo Pio-Clementino and other works, and was appointed Director of the Capitoline Museum. When the Revolutionary army under Napoleon took the chief masterpieces of Rome to Paris, Visconti followed them thither in 1799, and was appointed Conservator of the Museum. At Paris he produced his Greek and Roman Iconographies, in sumptuous style, at the public expense, and was universally regarded as the first connoisseur of his time in the field of classical sculpture. As such he was invited by Lord Elgin (who paid a flying visit to Paris for the purpose) to visit London.

"My object," Lord Elgin explained to Hamilton, "was to obtain from the best judge in Europe (one who having been guardian of the Museum of the Vatican, has since had the charge of Bonaparte's) an appreciation of my collection, advice as to what parts of it are susceptible of restoration, how to arrange it in regard to the various distributions it may be capable of etc. A strong feeling, you must recollect, with me is that the idea of transferring my Collection to the Publick, should come forward, under the impression that the collection is highly desirable, and considered so by such authorities, as are conversant with Bonaparte's Collections, and his combinations connected with them."

Visconti's first answer was a refusal. In a second letter he defined his terms. He would come to London for a fortnight for a fee of £120. On his return to Paris he would draw up a memoir, to be paid for at such a rate as Lord Elgin should think proper.

After consultations between Lord Elgin and Hamilton, the matter was arranged and the visit was duly paid, at the end of October.

On returning to Paris, Visconti addressed a formal letter to Hamilton (November 25, 1814) expressing his sense of the merit of the collection, and of its value for the arts, and promising the fuller memoir in due course. The letter was privately printed, in April, 1815, for use in the purchase negotiations, under the title of Lettre de E. Q. Visconti à un Anglais (4to, R. and A. Taylor), and was inserted in the 3rd issue of the Memorandum.

It will be observed that Visconti's visit was from beginning to end a private enterprise, and it was by an amiable misapprehension that his

---

298 Stuart and Revett, iv. p. 25; Michaelis, p. 82.  
299 See biographical notice by Labus in vol. 1. of Visconti's collected works, Milan.

1818.

300 Elgin to Hamilton, Aug. 24, 1814.  
301 Visconti to Elgin, Aug. 17, 1814.
biographer, Labus, represented it as the crowning glory of his career. When opinion in England was divided, the members of the House of Lords, and those of the Commons could not agree and determine the proper sum to be paid. The Parliament at length took the step of summoning Visconti who was at Paris, to London, of putting in his hands the duty of appreciating the fragments, and deciding on their price. . . . He thought they could not be worth less than 35,000 guineas. Confidence in him had no limits, and the sum that Visconti had named was promptly paid. 202

While Visconti was engaged at Paris in the preparation of his memoir steps were again being taken in London to interest the Government, and Hamilton reported (February 3, 1815). Mr. V's only observation— was that if he had £60,000 to spare he should not hesitate to recommend the purchase immediately. I should recommend all the materials to be got ready at present, but no direct offer to be made until the memoir has been read—and then to send the Memoir as a catalogue raisonné. 203

The necessity, however, of prompt action suddenly arose. On March 4 Lord Elgin 204 wrote to Hamilton from Broomhall, A report in the papers of Burlington House being sold, alarms me not a little. Still your silence, and that of all my friends, as well as of the D. of Devonshire's people somewhat encourages a hope that no such sale has taken place. In the meantime he was 'in some forwardness' with materials to be used with the Government, and in particular a 'very able friend' had drawn up a memorandum as to the considerations relating to the real value of the collection.

The rumours were true. On March 13 Hamilton forwarded a notification of the sale, adding that he understood that the purchaser (Lord George Cavendish) desired to begin building in a fortnight.

Napoleon had landed at Antibes on March 1, and it was at once recognised that negotiations with the Government must stand over till he was disposed of. But the matter of Burlington House was urgent, and Lord Elgin 205 wrote to Hamilton proposing to offer a temporary deposit of the marbles at the British Museum, to be withdrawn if the purchase fell through.

If this arrangement were approved of, then nothing would be required but the mechanical operation of removing them. Pasto the marble cutter in the New Road near Fitzroy Square, brought them in safety from Piccadilly (Park Lane) to Burlington House; and is much employed by Flaxman, on such occasions. Besides this Flaxman, or Smirke, would not doubt take a direction of the removal. Mr. West, and the British Museum would also appoint proper persons to assist. In the Museum they could easily be placed in such a way (probably in the Garden) that a temporary covering would secure

202 Labus, Oeuvres de Visconti, Milan, 1818, i. p. 50. 203 Elgin to Hamilton, March 4, 1815. 204 Same such paragraph as the following must have caught Lord Elgin's eye. Burlington House came to the hammer a few days ago, and was knocked down for £75,200. The purchaser is supposed to be a 'Naldemian, who means to make this princely mansion his own residence, without any alteration in its present magnificent order or structure,—N. y. "Nes, March 5, 1815. The papers of the same day contain the announcement of Grey Munnery. 205 Elgin to Hamilton, March 16, 1815.
them from the air and from Damp. Damp is destruction. The corridor on each side of the Entrance door might answer, if precautions were taken against Damp—which, at all events, a small stove would do.

The next day, Lord Elgin sent to London his coal-agent, Mr. William Thomson, to be at Hamilton's disposal, and under his direction to supervise every detail of the move. 'He is a man of capacity, trustworthy, and will accurately obey any instructions he may receive. You have only to say what is to be done, and allow him to report to you.'

On March 21, Hamilton reported Thomson's arrival, adding that he had sent him in search of Pistol, the marble worker. The imminent crisis had also obliged him to take other measures. It was his intention to call on Lord George Cavendish, the new owner of Burlington House, and put it to him whether for such a national object he ought not to take upon himself to direct his Agents to hold back, even though it may be attended with some personal sacrifice to himself.

On the same day Hamilton called on the Speaker and explained the position, and undertook to send in a Memorial which, the Speaker promised, should be submitted to an extraordinary meeting of the Trustees.

He wrote accordingly, on the Speaker's advice, to Planta, the Principal Librarian, proposing the deposit of the marbles at the Museum, on the following conditions: The Trustees should determine and indicate such place in the main building of the Museum, the Garden, the Court or corridor, as they might deem best; the Trustees should choose whether the transport should be effected by their agents or those of Lord Elgin, the expenses to be defrayed accordingly; the Trustees should pay for any shelter required to be erected; in the event of a sale the Trustees should have the refusal, at a price to be named before the deposit; in the event of a sale to the Museum 'Lord Elgin's family should be entitled to the same honour and privileges as have been granted to the Townley family' (i.e. a family Trusteeship); that, failing a sale, the collection might be removed at Lord Elgin's expense at six months' notice; that arrangements for the admission of the public etc. should be at the discretion of the Trustees.

While sending on the draft of his proposal, Hamilton pressed on Lord Elgin that he would soon be called on to name a definite price. Mr. Vansittart (the Chancellor of the Exchequer) had said that this would be a sine qua non. 'The Speaker, Hamilton reported, 'who is fond of the subject, and loves to talk of it, confessed he did not think Govt could have courage enough, in these or any other times to propose any higher sum than £30,000 which was Percival's Idea long ago,—and both he and Vansittart still hang to the same notion.' On the same day, Lord Elgin wrote from Broomehall with respect to various details. The drawings should be sent, but not the vases or medals. An experiment in cleaning a fragment might be made. Failing the Museum plan, Thomson should search for a

---

206 Elgin to Hamilton, March 17, 1815.  
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place of deposit, such as the 'warehouses belonging to Mr. Trotter in Soho Square' or 'A piece of ground, such as the Statuaries have, near town.'—or even Hamilton's own garden. 'Some corner of your domain at Stanley House might perhaps be occupied without inconvenience to you, though the carriage thither would be monstrous.'

Stanley House (otherwise Stanley Grove), which had been lately acquired by Hamilton, still exists, and is said to be the oldest house now standing in Chelsea. In the eighteenth century it had enjoyed notoriety as the property of the Countess of Strathmore,211 made known to fame by the brutality of her second husband, A. R. Bowes.

The house and grounds of eleven acres, were sold by Hamilton to the National Society in 1840. St. Mark's College, Chelsea, was built in the grounds, and Stanley House is now the Principal's residence. The name survives in Stanley Bridge, the bridge over the adjoining railway.

The terms of Hamilton's letter to Planta were warmly approved by Lord Elgin.212 'I cannot conceive anything more proper and dignified than the terms you have offer'd to the British Museum.' The delicate question of whether the grant of a Peerage of the United Kingdom could be arranged as a part of the whole transaction was also discussed in the correspondence, but nothing came of this idea, and the grant of the Barony of Elgin in the United Kingdom was reserved for the next holder of the title in 1849.

As a step towards clearing the collection, Thomson was instructed to send down all the porphyry, verd antique, and other bits of coloured marble by sea to Broomhall.213 The number of such pieces, which had been acquired with a view to operations at Broomhall, was considerable. Some have only served their ultimate purpose in quite recent years.

While Hamilton was spending the latter part of March in bed 'from the effects of a Tumble out of my Gig,' his letter to Planta was under consideration, and on April 3 Planta wrote that he had consulted the Archbishop of Canterbury and other Trustees, and that a General Meeting had been summoned for the afternoon of the 8th to consider the whole matter. The meeting was held accordingly, the Archbishop in the chair, and it was resolved 'that a Committee be appointed to communicate with Mr. Hamilton, and his Majesty's Government respecting the Purchase of Lord Elgin's collection.' It was also resolved:

'That the said Committee consist of the Earl of Aberdeen, Mr. Long, and Mr. Knight.'

A copy of the minute was transmitted by Mr. (afterwards Sir) Henry Ellis as Secretary to the Board.

---

211 She had purchased a fine old mansion with extent of ground well walled in, and there she had brought exotics from the Cape. —Foot, Lives of A. R. Bowes and the Countess of Strathmore, p. 13. The house is serving at this moment as the Officers' mess of a General Military Hospital. It has attached to it a large hall or library built by Hamilton, which I have been permitted to visit by Col. Ennace M. Callender, R.A.M.C. It measures some 42 x 26 feet. Casts from the frieze run round three sides of the room, below the ceiling, and casts of metopes surmount the doors and fireplace.

212 Elgin to Hamilton, March 24, 1815.

213 Elgin to Hamilton, March 28, 1815.
On the day following the meeting Lord Aberdeen called on Hamilton, who was still suffering from the tumble out of the gig. The result of the visit was the subject of a long despatch to Broomhall, transcribed by Hamilton’s sister from his rough notes. Lord Aberdeen had begun the conversation by observing that a purchase was probable, and that it might save much trouble if Lord Elgin would name a definite price. The Trustees, he said, would agree to all the proposed conditions of the deposit except that they had no power to spend money on erecting a shelter. He observed they could not take upon themselves, inasmuch as they had no authority for appropriating the Funds at their disposal for keeping in security the property of others. Objections had also been raised to the principle of receiving anything on deposit, but these had been overruled.

As to price, Lord Aberdeen had stated that in the discussion of the previous day Mr. Long had thought £35,000 the outside sum that could be offered, and this had been the view of those who had taken part in the discussion. Long had taken the line that this was the greatest sum that could be proposed to the House of Commons, with any chance of success, without reference to the intrinsic value of the collection. Payne Knight, on the other hand, advanced roundly, that with reference to the prices obtained for objects of antiquity at Rome, those of the Townley and Lansdowne marbles, and with reference to the comparative value of your collection and others, he could not set a higher value on yours than £15,000 or £20,000 at the utmost. Payne Knight at the same time suggested that the marbles might be kept in England, if necessary by Act of Parliament. The general effect of the interview was that the Trustees would assent to the deposit of the marbles at Lord Elgin’s expense:

Aberdeen rather pressed me to authorize him to say to his Colleagues of the Committee that on these terms you would immediately proceed to order the removal; moreover he observed that it would not be considered necessary that you should name your price previous to the admission. This engagement, considering the tone in which the proposal had been received, I did not give, but merely said I would report to you the result, and in the hope that Lord George Cavendish will not be in a violent hurry, I promise to let him know as soon as I get your answer.

Hamilton went on to point out that the alternatives seemed to be to get £35,000 without more ado, or to incur an expense of at least £1,000 in moving the marbles to the Museum. Visconti’s letter had been printed, but not circulated:

and I am rather glad, I did not get it from the Printers in time; for when I mentioned the turn of it to Aberdeen, he observed there could be no doubt that Visconti was the best practical Antiquary in the world, and that his independent unbiased opinion would be of great weight everywhere, but that it was equally well known that he would write anything he was asked, for £50. Such an opinion as this, it was useless for me to combat in the quarter where it was entertained, and I am convinced from the whole tone of Aberdeen’s conversation that it would be worse than useless to make any direct or indirect attempt to state arguments in that quarter, for enhancing the value of the marbles, with a view to increase the offer.

Another alternative would be to accept £35,000 as applying to the
marbles in England at the date of the offer to Perceval, and to add £10,000 for the new arrivals, vases, etc.

In short, I could write on for ever but fear it would only be puzzling you—I have just seen Lady Charlotte Durham, who tells me Thomson states, the Builders are very anxious to begin, but that they only want a few feet of the west end of the gallery, and that this might easily be cleared. I thought it best to say that this might be done without further delay, and that he would do well in the meantime to shut up the Museum—I am much better but still tied to my couch, or gold-headed cane.

The Architect, Samuel Ware (1781–1860; designer of the Burlington Arcade, and of other alterations for Lord George Cavendish), wrote on the same day to Hamilton that the immediate removal of the marbles was necessary, and received assurances from Hamilton that negotiations were in progress with the British Museum, and that he had instructed Thomson to remove as many as necessary from the west end. Matters were not so easily arranged. Thomson wrote on April 12 that a change of plan on the part of Lord George Cavendish made it necessary to clear the middle of the building, and he was engaged in clearing the yard and packing the small objects in boxes, to be ready to be taken away at a moment's notice.

In reply to Hamilton's long despatch, Lord Elgin wrote 344 that he must take two days to think over the many embarrassing questions raised, but that he took a more favourable view of the service that Visconti's letter would do, and advised its circulation. The Memoir, if it could be hastened, would be still better. 'I don't trust my reflections further tonight, except it be to say, how extremely thankful I am to you, on this, as on every occasion.' Four days later, Lord Elgin 344 sent his considered reply, in which he took exception to Payne Knight's presence on the Committee, but assented nevertheless to the deposit.

Lord Elgin's presence was evidently urgently needed in London, and Hamilton was sending messages to him through Lady Charlotte Durham urging this step. He replied 345 that he was most reluctant to come, feeling that he negotiated at a disadvantage while the Payne Knight view was dominant. 'I sacrifice both the indemnification to which I may lay claim, and the credit of having undertaken and succeeded in an object of great difficulty and great national interest. I neither get reimbursement of my expenses, nor the value which competent Judges would affix to the Collection.' Still, a reluctant promise was given to travel on the 22nd, and to reach town towards the 26th of the month.

The month of June, the month of Waterloo, was a busy month in the negotiations. In addition to the more formal records, a file of letters survives in which Lord Elgin sent more intimate accounts of the events of each day to Lady Elgin, left in Scotland. The series opens with a letter of May 30. Though his course was still undetermined he felt that his presence in London

344 Elgin to Hamilton, April 14, 1815.
345 Elgin to Hamilton, May 13, 1815.
346 Elgin to Hamilton, April 18, 1815.
was indispensable. The main result of Hamilton's "communings" has been that Payne Knight, whose influence is the preponderating one, is not now so savage against the concern as he was, and that in estimating the price talked of, he had so little had in view the last importation, made in 1812, that he actually had never seen them.

He had reached London to find himself engaged to a dinner, such a feast as would have filled all the chinks which travelling all the way without tasting wine, or stopping but for tea, had prepared, and a ball, at Lady Breadalbane's. In a postscript he adds, 'William Thomson is in high feather, talking virtu and withal, in his appearance belying every unfavourable aspersion.'

June I was devoted to an expedition to the Harrow Speeches with Hamilton, both being old Harrovians.

'Bruce, you may well believe,' Lord Elgin wrote to the boy's stepmother, 'was in no small degree astonished and delighted at my apparition. But judge of my own satisfaction, when on going into Dr. Butler's room, he asked on seeing me if I had met Bruce, and on my answering in the affirmative, His expression was 'and have you observed all the Laurels that are blowing round his head!''

The excursion gave opportunity for a full tête-à-tête conversation with Hamilton, and Lord Elgin wrote that it had almost entirely determined him in the next step to be taken, namely an application to Government for a Committee of the H. of Commons, to investigate the value of my Collection. The plan was adhered to, and in consultation with Hamilton a document was drawn up to be submitted at a personal interview to Mr. Vansittart. It ran as follows:

LONDON, June 8th, 1815

Sir,

You are, I believe, fully acquainted with the reasons which induced me in the month of April last, to apply for permission to deposit my collection of Athenian Sculpture in the British Museum. And I presume that it has been intimated to you, that this application, for reasons which it is unnecessary for me to detail, was not accepted by the Trustees.

This circumstance, however, has, I am informed, induced the Trustees to express their desire that the collection should be constituted national property; and I have accordingly come to London for the purpose of assuring His Majesty's Government of my readiness to make over my Collection to the Publick whenever it may be convenient to receive it—and to enter on the consideration of the transfer in the way that may be the best adapted to appreciate the value of it, in a satisfactory manner, to all parties.

When in the year 1811, the Speaker of the House of Commons made a similar suggestion to me, he desired me to point out what had been my expenditure in procuring these marbles, his idea being as he stated to me, that such expenditure, together with interest upon it from the time of the outlay, ought to be reimbursed to me, in addition to any further acknowledgements of the merit which might be attached to the service I had rendered to my country, in securing to her the possession of the best remains of Grecian Sculpture.

I certainly at first felt a good deal of reluctance to produce the details of my expenditure, many particulars of which (however necessary in my own apprehension at the time) might be but little intelligible to others, without more knowledge of local circumstances, than could be entertained by the generality of persons in this Country.
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And I conceived it to be more eligible for all parties, to endeavour to fix a value on the collection, by aid of the most eminent artists and connoisseurs.

Still however I did prepare as accurate a view as the materials I had, could furnish, of my actual disbursements. This paper is still in my possession, and I shall be happy to submit it to examination whenever called for.

But whilst I was engaged with this object, Mr. C. Long, having learnt from the late Mr. Perceval that the sum of £20,000 was the amount beyond which he could not then recommend any appropriation of public money for similar subjects, desired my immediate determination, on the supposition of such offer being proposed.

Mr. Perceval at the same time, did not hesitate to profess that this limit was in no ways calculated in any reference either to the real value of the marbles, or to the expense I had incurred. He acknowledged the matter to be one on which he had personally no opinion; or judgement whatever—and he admitted that he was actuated in regulating the amount, by the consideration of a grant at that moment in agitation in aid of the sufferers in Portugal.

I am besides given to understand that Mr. Perceval did not think the House of Commons would, under any circumstances grant for any one Collection of Objects of Art or Curiosity (whatever might be its intrinsic value) a larger sum than £20,000. I could not therefore but decline to continue the negotiation on those terms, the sum proposed by Mr. Long being wholly inadequate.

Since that time, a very considerable and valuable addition has been made to my Collection. And further opportunity having been afforded both to persons in England, and to foreigners to become acquainted with this series of Athenian sculpture, and to compare it with other collections in Europe, I may venture to assert, on the testimony of the Highest Authorities here and abroad that the Collection which I now offer to the Publick, contains better materials in point of originality, variety, and intrinsic merit for forming a national school for the improvement of the fine arts (towards which the liberality of Parliament has already of late years afforded great advantages) and as a general standard of taste, than is known to exist elsewhere.

I take the liberty of stating thus much, in explanation of the request which I have now the honor of communicating to you, that a Committee of the House of Commons may be appointed to enquire into the value of this collection.

I solicit this tribunal as offering the most unexceptionable, and the most honorable mode of ascertaining, by an impartial examination of persons, the best qualified to give an opinion on the subject, the real value of what I offer: the difficulties of all kinds which I had to encounter; and the true character of the service I have endeavored to render to my country. I have no hesitation in declaring to you that I shall cheerfully abide by whatever decision the House of Commons may please to come to, (on the report to be made by their Committee on the evidence adduced,) with regard to the extent of the indemnification I am entitled to receive.

Meanwhile, as I may be expected even in this stage of the business to name to His Majesty's Government, a sum, which would satisfy what I conceive to be my just expectations, I have only to premise, that I feel the most sincere regret and concern, that the circumstances of my private fortune, which has been far from being improved by a life spent in His Majesty's foreign service, do not enable me in justice to my family, to indulge the very high gratification of presenting my Collection gratuitously to the Publick. As it is, the only scale of value, which I individually can give to the Collection, is, the amount of my Expenditure. This, including the preparations made for the undertaking: the artists employed: the obtaining and removing the marbles &c; the loss by sea, and expenses in England: in short the expenses incurred during sixteen years that these operations have been in progress, I may safely state not to have been less than £46,000, on which twelve years interest, on the best average, I can form, has already accrued, making the amount of the whole £73,000 St.

Supposing therefore, no specific enquiry to be made into the value of the collection, which (with very few individual exceptions) I am authorized by the voice of the publick,
and by the declared opinion of competent Judges to set at a much higher sum, I profess myself ready, at the present moment, to dispose of my marbles, drawings, vases, casts, etc., etc., being the result of my pursuits in Greece, for the reimbursement of my expenses as above stated.

But if His Majesty's Government think proper to accept of my proposal for an examination into the merits and value of this collection, before a committee of the House of Commons, I shall be equally ready to abide by their decision. I have only further to assure you, for the information of His Majesty's Ministers that I shall be at all times willing and anxious to offer them any further explanation, which may be required from me, on any of the subjects touched upon in this letter.

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect,

Sir, Your very obedient humble servant,

ELGIN.

Note.—It is well known that larger sums have been given, even in this country, by private individuals for other collections of art. £42,000 was given for the Orleans Collection many years ago, £55,000 for the Agar Collection, and as far as £8,000 has been given for a single picture. The entire Orleans Collection was sold at Paris for £60,000. What was sold in England was exclusive of the Flemish School.

As to the interview, Lord Elgin wrote to his wife on the same day (June 8).

MY DEAREST ELEEN,

I have been with Mr. Vansittart, to whom I have made the offer of submitting my claims for indemnification for my Collection to a Committee of the House of Commons. I fully explained all my views to him, which he as candidly, and fully discussed, and upon the whole, received at length the letter in which I had put down the whole of the case, in a way, that I must consider extremely comfortable, and encouraging. Of course, I asked for no immediate decision from him. But the prospects I have, from all that passed, is, that the matter may now be arranged upon this Session. But the answer will be given me in a few days.

Mr. Vansittart's formal answer was written without delay. On June 9 he consulted the Prime Minister, Lord Liverpool, and wrote on June 10. 411

DOWNSING STREET.

10th June 1815

MY LORD

I have taken an early opportunity of communicating with Lord Liverpool upon the subject of the letter which I have had the honor of receiving from your Lordship respecting the transfer of your Collection of Marbles to the public, and I beg leave to acquaint you that we both coincide in opinion that the most eligible course of proceeding will be that the Subject should be fully enquired into before a Committee of the House of Commons, to whose report Government would feel disposed to give the greatest weight, and, under whose recommendation a Proposition for the Purchase might be made to Parliament with the greatest advantage. If this should meet your Lordship's views, as I should infer from the sentiments expressed in your letter, I take the Liberty of suggesting that there are two modes by which this subject might be regularly brought under the consideration of the House of Commons, either that a Proposal should be made by your Lordship to the Trustees of the British Museum, from whom an application might be made upon the subject to Parliament, or that your Lordship should yourself petition Parliament, offering to dispose of your collection to the public. The former of these courses was adopted in respect to the Townley Collection, and the latter in respect to Mr. Hargrave's Manuscripts, and it will be for your Lordship to decide which of the two it

411 Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. p. 546.
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will be most advisable to adopt in the present instance. I will only take the liberty of
adding that in the present advanced Period of the Session, it is very desirable that no
delay should arise in bringing the Subject under Consideration.
I have the honor to be
My Lord
Your Lordship's very obedient Servant

N. VANSITTART.

Another interview took place on the same day (Saturday, June 10),
and Lord Elgin wrote to his wife on June 12:

On Saturday night, Mr. Vansittart whom I met at Hamilton’s Office, expressed his
own and Lord Liverpool’s entire coincidence in opinion with me, on my proposal—and a
Committee of the H. of Commons is immediately to be appointed to bring the matter at
once to an issue. From the preparations already made, the discussion should not, I con-
ceive, require above 3 or 4 days. Hitherto the proposal has met with much approbation—
and even from Mr. Payne Knight, who has here interrupted me to have a very long
discussion, in the course of which he exposed all his plan of Hostility, but at the same
time, ended with much expression of approval of my proceeding, as a very judicious and
very honorable one.

The method of petition being selected, it only remained to draw it up,
and this was done in consultation with Vansittart. It was presented by
Mr. Robert Ward on Thursday, June 15, and is printed in Hansard XXXI,
p. 828. It sets forth in formal style, that when the Petitioner was appointed
to the Embassy in Turkey in 1799, eminent architects and patrons of the
fine arts had directed his attention to the remains of sculpture and architec-
ture in Greece. Having done what he could during and after his
Embassy

the petitioner now begs leave to transfer to the public what he humbly conceives to
be a full attainment of an object of high importance to the progress of the Fine Arts,
namely, a complete series of the sculptures which formed the principal ornament of the
ancient temples in Athens, and other parts of Greece; and that, as the circumstances
attending his endeavours in the attainment of this object bear no resemblance to those
under which any other collection was ever presented to the public, and as it is presumed
that the series of Sculpture in itself has no parallel in objects ever before purchased, the
petitioner hopes he may be pardoned for soliciting that the House would institute an
inquiry, upon such evidence as may be procured into the merits and value of what he
now offers, and take into its consideration how far, and upon what conditions, it may be
advisable that the property of the said collection should be transferred to the public.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he thought the marbles
would be a great acquisition to the public, and that if the petition was
received, it should be referred to a Committee. Francis Horner, the well-
known economist, agreed as to the desirability of the purchase, but thought
that the question should lie over to the next session in order that the
manner of the acquisition might be investigated, as the amount to be
paid would be materially affected if Lord Elgin had got the collection in
his public character. Mr. Bankes and Sir John Newport concurred, and
the latter spoke strongly. He was afraid that the noble Lord had availed
himself of most unwarrantable measures, and had committed the most
flagrant acts of spoliation. It seemed to have been reserved for an ambassador
of this country to take away what Turks and other barbarians had always held sacred.' The Chancellor of the Exchequer explained that he had conceived that it would be more satisfactory for the price to be settled by the House than in a private bargain between the Treasury and the noble Lord. A Committee of Members best qualified to judge might make a report and adjourn to next session. Mr. Rose said there had been some difficulty as to receiving the marbles at the Museum on account of want of space, but the Trustees were now determined to receive them, if the noble Lord could agree with the public as to the price. The Chancellor of the Exchequer then observed that the noble Lord threw himself entirely on the justice of Parliament. Lord G. Cavendish, the new owner of the Burlington House site, said he believed he could state that there would be no necessity to remove the marbles from their present situation till the next session of Parliament.

The petition was ordered to lie on the table. The Speaker's note of the discussion runs, 'Lord Elgin's petition presented. The collection praised. Lord Elgin's conduct, and right to the collection, as his private property much questioned. Petition to lie on the table.'

Lord Elgin's own account of the position to his wife (June 19) ran:

My business is extremely but curiously perplexing. . . . You will have observed from the newspaper, that Horner, Sr. J. Newport, and Mr. Bankes all were unfriendly. Horner by bringing forward a claim on the part of Government, Sir J. Newport in a way that the general line of conduct imports, he being, it's said, a second Sr. T. Burnet, and Mr. Bankes, by showing his watchfulness on all matters of public expenditure.

Fortunately for me, the words of my Petition to Parliament had challenged an enquiry into the circumstances attending the collecting as well as the collection, and Horner on my calling his attention to this, has answered handsomely. As to Sir J. Newport I leave that alone. But I accidentally met Mr. Bankes, the day after the assurances had been made in Parliament on my Petition, and to my extreme delight, found in him, a stiff stickler to be sure for public money, but also, an extraordinary admirer of the marbles.

In the letters which had passed between Lord Elgin and Horner, the former had called Horner's attention to the fact that the Petition asked that every circumstance attending the formation of the collection should be investigated by a Committee of the House of Commons, and Horner had replied declining to enter into a correspondence with regard to anything he had said in Parliament:

But as your Lordship has done me the honor of sending a communication to me, that it is your Lordship's wish to have every circumstance inquiried into, that attended your collecting of the Athenian marbles, I have no difficulty in saying that every one must admit that to be fair and proper conduct on your Lordship's part, and such as ought to ensure a candid hearing from all those who like myself are not yet possessed of any direct information upon the subject.

Meanwhile, Lord Elgin was in further communication with the Chancellor of the Exchequer. On June 15 he wrote, urging that the Committee should be as large as possible, in order to outweigh the vagaries of individual tastes
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and preferences. On the 21st he had a conversation with the Chancellor, and wrote afterwards stating in view of the short time that remained, and of the fear which was felt that if no limit was fixed, the Committee might report a higher sum than the country could afford, and the collection so be lost, 'I cannot hesitate in authorising you to say that I should consent under these circumstances to receive for it [the collection] Fifty thousand pounds, supposing that the Committee shall report themselves to be convinced, on the testimony of the best artists and other competent judges that such sum is (as I am confident it is very far) below their real value.' This offer, however, was accompanied by a curious stipulation that if experience showed the advantages resulting from the purchase to be all that was hoped, 'it will be open to myself and my heirs at some future period, and under circumstances of less public pressure, to apply to the liberality of Parliament, for a further consideration of the subject with reference to the real value of what I may in this way have ceded.' To his wife on the same day he wrote:

There is, as yet, no positive news from Lord Wellington. You'll exercise your own prudence, or deference as to the quantum of belief to be given to the various statements in the papers. My own suspicion is that Bonaparte has made a desperate attempt to pierce between us and the Prussians—that Lord Wellington has made great resistance, but has fallen back (as it was his preconcerted plan to do) to a situation where he will have advantages in respect to his Cavalry, etc. and be in conjunction with the Prussians. Everybody is extremely anxious more in respect to individual friends, than as to the general issue.

I went yesterday to Lord Grenville's in the Country, to consult him on the observations which had been made, on my proposal about my marbles and we concerted a further overture, which with some trifling alterations, I have given to Mr. Vansittart today. It is, to take £50,000 now, and have open a claim in case the value of the collection to the public shd correspond with the expectations of its present admirers. I am to have his answer tomorrow. Hitherto I can say nothing as to its tenor. Lord Grenville did not recommend my naming having seen him, but wrote out the paper for me.

On the next day: 'I send you the Gazette least the papers shd by accident fall. There never was so much desperate fighting. There is as yet no more intelligence than the Gazette contains. This arrival has put my business off, so, at least, I suppose from hearing nothing from Mr. Vansittart, as he had promised me.' It is not surprising that the proposal to leave the ultimate price uncertain did not commend itself to Vansittart, whose answer ran as follows:

Downing Street.
22nd June 1816

My Lord

I have had the honor of receiving your Lordship's letter of the 21st instant, and have since had an opportunity of communicating upon the subject with Lord Liverpool and some others, who all concur with me in thinking that no proceedings which could be adopted in a Committee subject to the reservation of some indefinite Right to be settled at a future period, would be likely to lead to any Result satisfactory either to your Lordship or the public.

Under this Impression, and considering the very advanced Period of the Session, I beg to submit to your Lordship whether it would not under all the circumstances be more
advisable to postpone the consideration of the subject until the next Session of Parliament, (more especially as it is understood that no inconvenience will arise from the collection remaining until that time in its present situation), unless your Lordship should prefer making any other proposition in a more direct form.

I have the honor to be

My Lord

Your Lordship's faithful Servant

N. VANSITTART.

In the letters to Braemar Hall, the news coming through from the field of Waterloo (which but a short time since seemed to belong to a past world) takes the first place. On June 24 Lord Elgin writes:

Poor Charlotte is very much overcome with the accounts: Willm. Hay who is with the army writes about his Brother Alexr., the fine boy we saw at Deal. He had charged at the End of the day with his Squirrel, But his horse came back into the lines without him. Willm. had searched the whole field of battle but no traces could be discover'd of him among the dead and wounded, and he writes quite distracted to James, advising him however not to let this be known to his family.—We hope he had been taken prisoner. The defeat however was such that the fact could not be ascertained for some days.

I am still somewhat in doubt as to my marbles. These news have so occupied all persons, that, added to the advanced state of the Session, nothing could be settled, I fear, at present. If it proves so, and I shall probably know today, The correspondence which has passed and the communications I have had, leave the transaction in a very favourable state for the examination to be enter'd on next Session, under all the benefit of a full investigation. Meanwhile, the offer in Parliament gives me as much advantage nearly, in a pecuniary point of view, as an actual settlement could have had, as no money could have been paid me this year... The past bell.

(On June 25.) This day brings the wonderful effects of Lord Wellington's victory. Bonaparte has been forced to abdicate, and the Telegraph from Deal says He is arrested. Our army were on the 23rd at Cateau Cambresis. The Prussians at Aixames. Hamilton is to see Mr. Vansittart once more, today, if possible, on my business. So that all is conjecture, and most painful suspense—My own impression is, that matters will be settled but I can't speak with any certainty.

Hamilton had various communications with Vansittart, and on the 28th Lord Elgin wrote a formal acknowledgment, stating that he understood it was the wish of Government to postponed the question of the marbles till the following session. To his wife on the same day he wrote:

Hamilton has had some communication yesterday and today with Ministers. The result of which is, that Gov. would recommend £30,000 and a salvo to myself to have a further revision of the subject, in case their value shd, be enhanced on more general acquaintance. But as there is no time for anything in Parliament now, they beg me to put it off till the opening of next session when a Committee, and full discussion is to take place. Nothing in our view of the matter can be better.

It is not clear what the 'salvo' can have been exactly, as the Chancellor of the Exchequer had already rejected a proposal apparently the same. Perhaps this meant that the Committee was to be free to make their own valuation.

Englishmen of all classes flocked to Paris in the train of the allied armies, and among them Hamilton. On August 15 he wrote: 'I have come here for

This was of course untrue.
a fortnight, partly on business, partly for dissipation. I took an opportunity on the 12th August, at a grand dinner given by Lord C. to be introduced to Fouche [Minister of Police during Lord Elgin's imprisonment], and to make him your compliments for want of a better topic. He was expecting to hear Visconti's first memoir on the marbles read at the Institute on the following Friday (August 18). Charles Long, then in Paris, was still the great opponent. 'He says he never will go beyond 30 m and that Rankes is of the same opinion.'

The business that brought Hamilton to Paris was the great question of how Napoleon's collections of works of art, exacted as trophies from all parts of Europe, should be dealt with. Lord Liverpool wrote 209 (August 3) to Lord Castlereagh, then British Plenipotentiary in Paris:

Hamilton will go with the messenger from London who carries the despatches of this day. He will explain to you the strong sensation in this country on the subject of the spoliation of statues and pictures. The Prince Regent is desirous of getting some of them for a museum or a gallery here. The men of taste and curiosity encourage this idea. The reasonable part of the world are for general restoration to the original possessors; but they say, with truth, that we have a better title to them than the French, if legitimate war gives a title to such objects; and they blame the policy of leaving the trophies of the French victories at Paris, and making that capital in future the centre of the arts.

The subject was actively debated during the following months.

Lord Castlereagh, in a despatch of September 11, 212 wrote that the Prussians had removed by force all the works of art taken either from Prussia or from other German states; that it was inevitable that the Belgian pictures should be restored in the same way, and that

Mr. Hamilton who is intimate with Canova, the celebrated artist, expressly sent here by the Pope, with a letter to the King, to reclaim what was taken from Rome, distinctly ascertained from him that the Pope, if successful, neither could nor would sell any of the chefs-d'oeuvres that belonged to the See, and in which he lies, in fact, only a life interest.

During September the Belgian and Austrian objects of art were removed from the Louvre, and on October 1 Lord Castlereagh wrote: 'Canova was made happy last night by Austria, Prussia and England agreeing to support him in removing the Pope's property. The joint order is issued, and he begins tomorrow.'

The Pope's gratitude for the part taken by Lord Castlereagh in the matter found expression in a gift of four figures of Victory in rosso antico. Hamilton's part in the business was less conspicuous, but it was gratefully remembered at the Vatican, and enabled him ten years later to obtain a valuable concession in connection with the publication of British records.

I availed myself of the opportunity of the very gracious reception I met with from the Pope (who was pleased to refer to the circumstances of 1815) to ask as a private favour to myself that His would allow His Archivist Monsignor

---

209 Memoirs and Correspondence of Viscount Castlereagh, v. p. 453.
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Marini to communicate to me the correspondence between the Crown of
England during the Middle Ages, and the Papal See. 

Hamilton returned from Paris in the beginning of October, and wrote to
Lord Elgin: 232

I flatter myself that the events of the last six weeks there must contribute materially
to enhance the value of your collection; and I hope, to soften the obscurity of some
of the vales——I have little time to say more than that the opinion I stated on the
other side is founded on the following considerations.
1. The fact that all the Sovereigns in Europe have thought it worth their while to
consider seriously on the propriety of leaving Paris in possession of the chefs-d’œuvres of
antient art.
2. That they have risked a fresh war to remove them from Paris.
3. That these events have made Works of Art, as matter of possession, of property,
not merely of taste, subjects of conversation over the whole of Europe.
4. That everyone is making comparisons between what Paris was two mouths ago and
what it is now.
5. That these works are considered so sacred a property, that no direct or indirect
means are to be allowed for their being conveyed elsewhere than where they came from.
6. That England is to get none for herself—and this cuts two ways. It is an act of
Generosity (public) It renders it the more indispensable that we should purchase
(private.)
7. That the Exclamation of Every Englishman in the Louvre was, it is indeed
wonderfully fine—but not equal in my judgement to the Thesou of Lord Elgin.
8. That in the same Louvre, Visconti told Canova in my hearing that until he had
been to London he had seen nothing.
9. That Canova is coming here in a week or ten days—and is prepossessed with a
most favourable idea of what he is to see. Indeed he professed to be coming chiefly to
see your collection.
10. That Canova and I are on the most intimate footing.

This account of feeling at Paris was naturally gratifying to Lord Elgin. 234

It is impossible for me, My Dear Hamilton, to say, how very sincerely I feel obliged
to you, or how very much gratified I am by the intelligence you were so kind as write me
on your arrival—I had indeed, been somewhat anxious from not hearing from you,
because I really knew nothing of the proceedings at Paris, relatively to the museum; and
I could not but be sensible, that they must deeply affect my interests, nor could you
imagine, my imagination capable of figuring results such as you now communicate.
At the same time, you must judge whether the ignorance which I conclude from my own
case, is general on the discussions that have taken place among the Sovereigns—the
importance they attach to the possession of objects of art—the effect on Paris from the
removal of that Collection, and if this ignorance ought to be removed, by any means
perfectly unobjectionable in themselves.

You will have heard that in consequence of embarrassments in Broughton’s affairs, a
debt I owe him of £18000 came to be claimed by Govt. on which occasion I was impelled
to apply to Mr. Vansittart, soliciting that I might be allowed indulgence till the
discussion took place in Paris about my collection. He has complied in the most kind,
and obliging manner, contenting himself with a security upon the marble, which I have
accordingly authorised. I had in the meanwhile, made out an English catalogue from
Visconti’s merely for the purpose of Thomson numbering each article distinctively. And I
have now recommended this to be proceeded on, after which an inspection of the whole
may be made, and verified copies of the catalogues be exchanged.

Cana"s promised visit to London took place in November. Lord Elgin was detained at Broomhall by the prospect of an addition to his family, and Hamilton did the honours of the collection. Summing up his experiences after it was over, he wrote 226 to Lord Elgin:

I have in general avoided the subject in public not to appear too eager with him upon it. Connected as I was with Canova, during his residence in England (he never ventured to engage himself out to anyone, house or person, without first asking me) I did not like to risk the appearance of forcing him to pungurify your collection—but I know that he frequently volunteered it—and was also frequently questioned upon it—and particularly, by almost all the Ministers at Carlton House. That he remained fixed for several minutes, on entering the Museum without saying a word, evidently lost in surprise and admiration—that he went round every piece admiring with avidity each detail, particularly of the colossal figures and the frieze—that he spoke of the \textit{creation} as opening his eyes, and those of all artists and connoisseurs, with respect to the \textit{real} principles on which the antients executed their imitations of the nude, and drapery—before the formal lines and doctrines of the Schools had taught them to substitute conventional and mathematical symmetry for the essential beauties of nature—that he begged me not to forget to send him any the least bit of a cast of the Neptune or the Theseus, that he might shew his friends in Rome, what Greek Sculpture was—that they in short realized all his own \textit{ideas of Eminence in the Art}. That the collection was equal to any other in Europe—always with a Salvo for the Apollo, Venus, Torsos, and Laocoon—and that it ought to create new era in sculpture among the Students, this of course it could benefit but little those whose tastes and hands were already formed.

At a much later date Hamilton wrote: 227 ‘Cana" indeed had the modesty to say, when I first introduced him to your Lordship's collection: "Oh that I had but to begin again! to unlearn all that I have learned—I now at last see what ought to form the real school of sculpture."'

B. R. Haydon also wrote 228 to Thomson (Lord Elgin's agent, already mentioned), to give an account of Canova's boundless enthusiasm:

I asked him if he did not think the Elgin marbles superior in style to any other productions in Sculpture the World had ever seen. He replied ‘Certainly, that the beauty of the forms and the union of Nature and Idea, were superior to any thing he had seen; that they were worthy a journey from Rome on purpose, and that if he returned directly he should consider himself repaid.’ . . . A few days afterwards I met him at the Museum, and again saw his feeling for their beauties burst forth. He said to me ‘How they will be astonished at Rome when they see these things.’ There was a young Italian with him, and he told my friend Wilkie at the Academy dinner that Canova, before taking him to see the marbles, had bid him prepare himself for something he had no conception of. He continued that he was quite astonished when he saw the Marbles and they appeared to him executed on a principle of which the World had no notion before.

Planta, the Principal Librarian, wrote to the Speaker 229 (December 30): ‘Cana" admired the Phigalian marbles. He allows that the designs and composition are excellent, but he does not think the execution is of equal

\footnotesize{226 Hamilton to Elgin, Dec. 14, 1815. 227 Haydon to Thomson, Dec. 12, 1815. 228 Lord Rolleston's Diary, ii. p. 564.}
merit. He has said (I am told) that if these are worth £15,000, the Elgin marbles are worth £100,000.

Canova gave expression to his own feelings in a letter of which a translation is printed in the Report of the Select Committee.229

London, 10th Nov. 1815

MY LORD,

Permit me to express the sense of the great gratification which I have received from having seen in London the valuable antique Marbles which you have brought hither from Greece. I think that I can never see them often enough; and although my stay in this great capital must be extremely short, I dedicate every moment that I can spare to the contemplation of these celebrated remains of ancient art. I admire in them the truth of nature united to the choice of the finest forms. Everything here breathes life; with a versatility, with an exquisite knowledge of art, but without the least estimation or parade of it, which is concealed by consummate and masterly skill. The naked is perfect flesh, and most beautiful in its kind.—I think myself happy in having been able to see with my own eyes these distinguished works: and I should feel perfectly satisfied if I had come to London, only to view them. Upon which account the admirers of art, and the artists, will owe to your Lordship a lasting debt of gratitude, for having brought among us these noble and magnificent pieces of sculpture; and for my own part I beg leave to return you my most cordial acknowledgments; and I have the honour to be etc. etc. etc.

CANOVA.

The success of the visit naturally gave great satisfaction to Lord Elgin, who replied:

A Broomehall le 13 Nov. 1815

Monsieur,

Je vois de recevoir avec la plus vive satisfaction la lettre que vous avez bien voulu m'écrire du 10 de ce mois. Il me serait bien difficile de vous exprimer tout le chagrin que j'ai éprouvé, en croyant à l'impossibilité ou je me suis trouvé, de me rendre à Londres au moment de votre voyage. Dès que mon entreprise en Grèce a commencé, Don Tita Lusieri se rapportait toujours à votre part, et à votre autorité comme devant déterminer de l'opinion de l'Europe: aussi fut-ce mon premier soin en quittant ces pays de vous soumettre tous les détails, et toutes les notions que j'étais à même alors de produire à Rome en 1803. Les sentiments que ces moyens si imperfects vous ont fait naître, me donnent l'espoir de recevoir un jour le témoignage que la vue de mon œuvre riant de vous inspirer. C'est l'accomplissement d'un vœu que j'avais formé et que j'avais entretenu avec le désir le plus ardent, depuis seize ans. Mon ambition est satisfaite. C'est une récompense qui me fait oublier tous les soins, toutes les peines, toutes les inquiétudes que cette entreprise m'avait si souvent fait éprouver.

To Hamilton he wrote on the same day:

'The letter from Canova is in the highest degree gratifying. It comprehends in a very few words, his sanction on the points I could wish his authority upon. . . I'm ashamed to have written him in French: but could not, in Italian.'

Visconti forwarded the concluding sections of the memoirs on the sculptures and inscriptions on December 26, 1815, and January 13, 1816. In doing so, he gave Hamilton full discretion to make any corrections or alterations that seemed advisable. The arrival of the memoir was opportune, for
arrangements were soon to be begun for approaching Parliament once more. A petition in the same terms as that of the preceding summer was drawn up, and dated February 14, 1816. It prayed for the appointment of a Committee to form an estimate of the value of the collection. Lord Elgin sent the petition to Mr. Vansittart with a covering letter (printed in the Report).

The petition was presented to the House by the Chancellor of the Exchequer on February 15. The Chancellor acquainted the House that his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, having been informed of the contents of the said petition, recommended it to the consideration of the House. The petition was brought up and read, and ordered to lie on the table. On February 23 the debate on the petition took place. Mr. Vansittart represented the necessity of seizing the present opportunity, and moved that the Petition of the Earl of Elgin which was presented to the House on the 15th of February last, be referred to a Select Committee, and that they do enquire whether it be expedient that the collection therein-mentioned should be purchased on behalf of the public, and if so, what price it may be reasonable to allow for the same.

Doubts were expressed by Lord Ossulston, who questioned the propriety of an Ambassador using his official position to form a collection. Mr. Bankes supported the motion, though he would have preferred that Lord Elgin should have named his price. The motion was supported by Mr. Abercrombie and Charles Long, and opposed on economical grounds by Messrs. Gordon, Tierney, Preston, Brougham, and Sir John Newport. The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied: The Committee to be appointed would of course consider the question of the expenses of the noble Lord carefully, and see also whether they had been properly applied or not. He saw no good ground for taking up the subject at some other time. If the business could be adjourned, with a fair and full security for our retaining possession of this most useful and valuable collection, it would certainly be preferable, but it would be very burthensome to Lord Elgin to be debarred from selling it to anybody else, while Parliament thought fit to refuse to purchase it.

Mr. Thomas Babington, of Rothley Temple, the well-known anti-slavery member for Leicester, thought it of the greatest importance to ascertain whether this collection had been procured by such means as were honourable to this country. We were at present looked at with much attention, and perhaps jealousy, by other nations; and many in a neighbouring country might rejoice to find us tripping. He hoped the Committee would be careful in seeing that the whole transaction was consonant with national honour.

Mr. Croker agreed that the Committee should enquire into the points raised by the last speaker. The previous question was put and negatived; after which the main question was agreed to, and a Committee appointed.

The members of the Committee as given in the Votes of the House of Commons were: Mr. Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. [Henry] Bankes, Sir George Clerk, Mr. Frederick Douglas, Mr. [John Nicholas] Fazakerley,
Mr. [William] Fitzhugh, Mr. [Francis] Horner, Mr. [William] Huskisson, Mr. [Richard] Wellesley, Mr. [Charles] Long, Mr. [Henry] Dawkins, Mr. [John Wilson] Croker, Mr. William Smith, Mr. Vesey Fitzgerald, Sir Thomas Acland, Mr. Williams Wynn, Mr. [Thomas] Wallace, Mr. Hart Davis. Five were to be a quorum.

The Chairman of the Committee was Mr. Henry Bankes; and its sittings began on February 29.

The Report of the Committee was reprinted by John Murray, and is also abstracted by Michaelis, and need not therefore be dealt with at great length. Lord Elgin was the first witness to be called. He explained the origin of his campaign and its organisation, and stated that the artists were sent to Athens, where for several months they had no access to the Acropolis except for the purpose of drawing, and that at an expense of five guineas a day. With a change in the political position all difficulties were removed. A permission to draw, model and remove was given in writing addressed by the Porte to the local authorities. No copies of these papers were in his possession.

Did your Lordship, for your own satisfaction, keep any copy of the terms of these permissions?—No, I never did; and it never occurred to me that the question would arise; the thing was done publicly before the whole world. I employed three or four hundred people a day; and all the local authorities were concerned in it, as well as the Turkish Government.

—Did you mean to convey to the Committee, that permission to remove Marbles and carry them away had been granted to other individuals?—No, what I meant to say was this, the same facilities were granted in all cases. I did not receive more as ambassador than they received as travellers; but as I employed artists, these permissions were added to my leave.

In the Letter to Mr. Long, you speak as having obtained these permissions after much trouble. What was the nature of the objections on the part of the Turkish Government?—Their general jealousy and enmity to every Christian of every denomination, and every interference on their part. I believe that from the period of the reign of Louis the Fourteenth the French government have been endeavouring to obtain similar advantages, and particularly the Sigean Marble.

They rested it upon that general objection. Upon the general enmity to what they called Christian Dogs.

The objection disappeared from the moment of the decided success of our army in Egypt?—Yes; the whole system of Turkish feeling met with a revolution, in the first place from the invasion of the French, and afterwards by our conquest.

Your Lordship has stated in your Petition, that you directed your attention in an especial manner to the benefit of rescuing from danger the remains of Sculpture and Architecture; what steps did you take for that purpose?

My whole plan was to measure and to draw everything that remained and could be traced of architecture, to model the peculiar features of architecture. You state, that you have rescued the remains from danger. From the period of Stuart's visit to Athens till the time I went to Turkey, a very great destruction had taken place. There was an old Temple on the Iliusas had disappeared. Every traveller coming, added to the general defacement of the statuary in his reach. And the Turks have been continually defacing the heads. It was upon these suggestions, and with these feelings, that I proceeded to remove so much of the sculpture as I conveniently could; it was no part of my original plan to bring away any thing but my models.
Then your Lordship did not do any thing to rescue them, in any other way than to bring away such as you found?—No; it was impossible for me to do more than that; the Turkish government attached no importance to them in the world; and in all the modern walls, these things are built up promiscuously with common stones.

Did the Turkish government know that your Lordship was removing these statues under the permission your Lordship had obtained from them?—No doubt was ever expressed to me of their knowledge of it.

Questioned as to whether he received the permits in his character of Ambassador, Lord Elgin was emphatic in saying that he had obtained no concession in his official capacity, but in point of fact, I did stand indebted to the general good-will we had ensured by our conduct towards the Porte, most distinctly I was indebted to that.

On the following day Lord Elgin was examined as to the negotiations with Mr. Perceval, and explained, by reference to a Memorandum (printed as Appendix No. 4, attached to the Report) that on the appearance of Payne Knight's attack he had thought the moment inopportune for the fixing of a lump sum, not based on any detailed examination of the merits and value of the Collection. He also explained that about eighty additional cases of Architecture and Sculpture had been added to the Collection, since the negotiations with Mr. Perceval, as well as a collection of medals. Mr. Charles Long (a member of the Committee) confirmed Lord Elgin's account of the transactions of 1811.

Hamilton was the next witness. As Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs he was asked what references he could find in the official despatches as to the Collections, and he produced an extract of a despatch of January 13, 1803, from Lord Elgin to Lord Hawkesbury, alluding to 'the private expense which I have incurred, to the extent of many thousand pounds, in improving the advantages before me, towards procuring a knowledge of the Arts of Greece, and rescuing some of their remains from ruin and the loss of a valuable vessel of mine, solely employed on that service.'

Hamilton was further examined as to the transactions in which he was personally concerned, and testified as to the private nature of the enterprise, as to the state of public opinion at Athens, and as to the deterioration to which the monuments at Athens were exposed. He was also examined at some length as to the purchase of the Phigaleian marbles, in which he had a conspicuous share, and as to the failure to secure the Aegina marbles. He supplied the Committee with a detailed list of the supplementary collection, and a valuation of the whole collection at £60,800.

The sitting of March 4 was devoted to the evidence of the chief sculptors of the day. Joseph Nollekens stated that he considered the marbles 'very fine; the finest things that ever came to this country,' but declined to make a valuation.

John Flaxman considered the marbles, more especially the frieze and the Theseus, as works of the highest merit, though he was not prepared to place the Theseus above the Apollo Belvedere. He was not prepared to give an opinion as to value.

Richard Westmacott who followed, ranked the Illissos and the Theseus
with anything we know in art. He differed from Flaxman, in regarding the Thessens as infinitely superior to the Apollo. He also was unable to suggest a value.

Francis Chantrey and Charles Rossi gave similar evidence.

The sitting on the following day began with the evidence of Sir Thomas Lawrence, in confirmation of that of the sculptors. He was followed by the arch opponent, Richard Payne Knight.

His evidence showed the perverse attitude that he consistently adopted in relation to the marbles. Asked, 'In what class of art do you place the finest works in this Collection?' He answered, 'I think of things extant, I should put them in the second rank—some of them, they are very unequal; the finest I should put in the second rank.' Of the pedimental figures he still maintained that many were of the time of Hadrian—a view which in cross-examination he allowed was based on Spon's dictum, in the 17th century. The metopes he commended with qualifications. The metopes of the first class of reliefs: I think there is nothing finer; but they are very much corroded; there are some of them very poor; but the best of them I consider as the best works of high relief. He could not but admire the frieze, but he thought it deficient in quantity and condition. 'I think it is of the first class of low relief: I know nothing finer than what remains of it; there is very little of it . . . . all of it I think has been executed at the first building of the Temple, as far as I can judge; they are very much mutilated.'

Examined as to the value, Payne Knight produced a list of figures giving a total of £25,000. The Thessens and Ilissos are valued at £1,500 each, and the whole of the remaining pedimental sculptures at £2,450. The metopes stood at £500 apiece. The frieze at £5,000. The Caryatid was only £200. On the other hand, the plaster casts were placed as high as £2,500—or more than twelve times the Caryatid. In the course of his further examination he was asked if he had considered the value of the marbles wholly unconnected with their value as furniture, and merely in the view of forming a national school for art.

The value I have stated, has been entirely upon that consideration of a school of art; they would not sell as furniture; they would produce nothing at all. I think, my Lord Elgin, in bringing them away, is entitled to the gratitude of the Country; because, otherwise, they would have been all broken by the Turks, or carried away by individuals, and dispersed in piecemeal.

William Wilkins, the architect, testified to the importance and value of the architectural part of the collection. Examined as to the merit of the sculptures he was not enthusiastic. Some were extremely fine, while others were 'very middling'; some parts of the frieze were 'extremely indifferent,' and marked by 'mediocrity in style.' There were 'certainly very many things in the collection of the Louvre (i.e. no doubt before its dispersal) very far superior to the generality of the Elgin Marbles; and some much finer statues in this Kingdom (e.g. the Townley Venus, and the Lansdowne Herakles).
PURCHASE NEGOCIATIONS

On Thursday, March 7, Taylor Combe, Keeper of Antiquities in the British Museum, valued the medals at 1,000 guineas, and stated that they would form a very valuable addition to the Museum Collection. Lord Aberdeen attending by permission of the House of Lords, was examined on the following day. He had visited Athens in 1803, while the removal was in progress. Mischief was continually being done to the marbles, mainly from the desire of the natives to sell fragments to travellers. He regarded the Parthenon marbles, the inscriptions and the architectural fragments as specially important, and was inclined to value the whole, the medals being omitted, at £35,000. He did not think that a private individual could have accomplished the removal of the remains which Lord Elgin obtained, but the action of the Turkish government seemed entirely capricious. He had himself easily obtained leave to excavate.

John Bacon Sawrey Morriss (Morriss of Rokeby, at that time Member for Northallerton) stated that he had stayed at Athens nearly three months in the spring of 1795. The so-called Hadrian of the West Pediment still had a head. But there was no reason to give any weight to the identification. He had himself found it impossible to remove some neglected fragments of the frieze. In his opinion the Greeks were decidedly and strongly desirous that the marbles should not be removed from Athens, and he conceived that nothing but the influence of a public character could obtain that permission. He regarded many of the marbles as the purest specimens of the first age of Greece.

After John Nicholas Fazakerly, who was also a member of the Committee, and Alexander Day, a dealer, had given evidence, Philip Hunt was called on March 13, and told the story of the two firmans. The first had been insufficient, and the second amply sufficient. In the first instance he had used it to obtain permission to detach from the Parthenon the most perfect of the metopes. 'The facility with which this had been obtained, induced Lord Elgin to apply for permission to lower other groups of sculpture from the Parthenon, which he did to a considerable extent, not only on the Parthenon, but on other edifices in the Acropolis.' Dr. Hunt was decidedly of opinion that such extensive powers would only have been granted to an Ambassador of a highly favoured ally at an opportune moment, but he always thought that the objects so to be obtained were to be the property of Lord Elgin.

The evidence concluded with the answers sent by Benjamin West in reply to questions of the Committee. He was then 78 years old, and his health had not allowed him to attend. He was unable to estimate the money value of the collection, but spoke of all its parts in the highest terms.

Immediately the evidence was concluded the position was summed up by Hamilton in a 'Memorandum on the present state of the negociation respecting the purchase of the Elgin Marbles,' dated March 17, 1816, and printed for John Murray [on the back is an advertisement of Emma; a novel lately published].

The Committee quickly compiled their report, which is dated March 25,
1816. They reported that they considered the subject referred to them "as divided into Four Principal Heads;"

The First of which relates to the Authority by which this Collection was acquired:

The Second to the circumstances under which that Authority was granted:

The Third to the Merit of the Marbles as works of Sculpture, and the importance of making them Public Property, for the purpose of promoting the study of the Fine Arts in Great Britain:—and

The Fourth to their Value as objects of sale; which includes the consideration of the Expense which has attended the removing, transporting, and bringing them to England."

On the first head they briefly recited the history of the enterprise, stating that, according to evidence, no displeasure was shown by the Turkish Government, or the local population, and that no attempt was made to conserve the remains, which were exposed to frequent injury.

On the second head they reported that undoubtedly Lord Elgin had looked on the enterprise from the first refusal of the Government to support him as his own; and that "he looked upon himself in this respect as acting in a character entirely distinct from his official situation." It would be doubtful if the Turkish Ministers, if asked, would be able to form any very distinct discrimination as to the character in consideration of which they acceded to Lord Elgin's request. The occasion made the Turks "beyond all precedent propitious to whatever was desired in behalf of the English Nation," and Lord Elgin was an Ambassador. The Committee agreed with Lord Aberdeen and Dr. Hunt that only an Ambassador would have obtained such extensive powers.

On the third head the Committee reported that several of the most eminent Artists in the Kingdom spoke of the marbles "with admiration and enthusiasm," and considered them in spite of injuries and mutilations as among "the finest models, and the most exquisite monuments of antiquity." They were recommended, therefore, by the same authorities as highly fit and admirably adapted to form a school for study, to improve our national taste for the Fine Arts, and to diffuse a more perfect knowledge of them throughout this Kingdom.

On the fourth head the Committee expressed their difficulty in forming an estimate of value. If sold in lots by auction, the collection would probably fetch little. If sold, as it ought to be, in one lot, the buyers would necessarily be few. It would not, however, be reasonable or "becoming the liberality of Parliament to withhold upon this account, whatever, under all the circumstances, may be deemed a just and adequate price." They pointed out that the cost of acquisition was not necessarily a fair measure of value, and that such expenses as the salaries of the artists could not be taken into account. Lord Elgin's account showed a total expenditure of £74,000, including £23,240 for interest. The Committee had seen the accounts and reported that there would "be no doubt that the disbursements were very considerable; but supposing them to reach the full sum at which they are calculated, your Committee do not hesitate to express their opinion that
they afford no just criterion of the value of the collection, and therefore must not be taken as a just basis for estimating it." The valuations submitted to the Committee were Payne-Knight £25,000, Hamilton £60,800, and Lord Aberdeen £35,000. The Committee discussed the prices paid for the Townley collection, the Aegina marbles and the Phigaleian marbles, without obtaining much guidance from them. They pointed out that Mr. Percival had offered £30,000, that eighty additional cases and the medals had since been added, but, on the other hand, that there had been the not inconsiderable rise in the value of money, 'a cause or consequence of which is the depreciation of every commodity, either of necessity, or fancy which is brought to sale.' On the whole, the conclusion of the Committee was that £35,000 (the price suggested by Lord Aberdeen) was a reasonable and sufficient price.

They added that on the Townley precedent they considered that the Earl of Elgin, and his heirs being Earls of Elgin, were entitled to be added to the Trustees of the British Museum, and recommended the insertion of a clause to that effect, if an Act was necessary for transferring the collection to the public.

The Committee added to their report a short discussion of the authorship of the Sculptures, and explained but did not accept the theory of Hadrian's additions to the pediment of the Parthenon. The Report concludes with a peroration appropriate to the occasion and the date.

Your Committee cannot dismiss this interesting subject, without submitting to the attentive reflection of the House, how highly the cultivation of the Fine Arts has contributed to the reputation, character, and dignity of every Government by which they have been encouraged, and how intimately they are connected with the advancement of everything valuable in science, literature, and philosophy. In contemplating the importance and splendor to which so small a republic as Athens rose, by the genius and energy of her citizens, exerted in the path of such studies, it is impossible to overlook how transient the memory and fame of extended empires, and of mighty conquerors are, in comparison of those who have rendered inconsiderable states eminent, and immortalized their own names by these pursuits. But if it be true, as we learn from history and experience, that free governments afford a soil most suitable to the production of native talent, to the maturing of the powers of the human mind, and to the growth of every species of excellence, by opening to merit the prospect of reward and distinction, no country can be better adapted than our own to afford an honourable asylum to these monuments of the school of Pheidias, and of the administration of Pericles; where secure from further injury and degradation, they may receive that admiration and homage to which they are entitled, and serve in return as models and examples to those, who by knowing how to reverence and appreciate them, may learn first to imitate, and ultimately to rival them.

March 25, 1816.

The Committee had no doubt done their best. They had accepted the view that the collection was of extraordinary interest, and that new standards of merit were set up by it. But on the difficult question of value, they had not attempted to arrive at any considered amount. They had in effect merely taken the sum of £30,000 which had been suggested by Mr. Percival on various grounds, but not on a valuation of the marbles, and had added an
equally random £5,000, which happened to bring the total to the figure thrown out by Lord Aberdeen, this being the amount which the Trustees at their meeting of April 8, 1815, had thought the limit (see above, p. 322). This branch of the Report was deeply disappointing to Lord Elgin. Owing to postal difficulties the Report was slow in reaching him. He wrote to Hamilton on April 20:

On considering the manifest coldness and ill-will which pervades the Report, I have felt desires of drawing out, here, something of a counter-statement in the hopes of placing the subject on as favourable a footing as the Evidence will fairly admit. Supposing the paper I may prepare, to contain presentable matter, the question then comes to be whether to publish it—to whom to address it etc. etc. what part to insert in the Times etc. etc.

The next point is, what proposition I could make on the occasion. Could I ask that the collection be taken for the public on the faith of the Evidence: and the concluding paragraph of the Report—on the payment of £25,000 now—and the ultimate decision be taken on further Experience, say 5 years hence; or simply state the inadequacy of the £35,000 in relation to the Evidence. Or does any other proposal occur to you?

The memorandum here contemplated was forwarded to Hamilton on April 25. It is a document of 22 foolscap pages, in the form of a letter to the Speaker, with observations on the Committee’s Report. It was intended to be circulated to members, if possible officially, but if that was not possible, by unofficial means. The memorandum deals with the four divisions of the Report in turn, and especially with the question of the valuation, but does not suggest any definite figure in place of that named by the Committee. It concludes, after quoting the ‘strain of eloquent eulogium’ with which the Committee’s report ends,

To this animating prospect I have ever looked steadfastly forward; and though I have felt myself called on by a powerful sense of justice to myself and family, as well as to the honour of the Nation, to submit the above reflections to the consideration of the House of Commons, while it is proceeding to the decision on my Petition; I deprecate all idea of thereby intending to throw any obstacle in the way of the preferred transfer of my collection, which I once more solicit the House of Commons to accept, upon whatever conditions, under the acknowledged disinterest of the country, the evidence before them may suggest; confident as I am that it will arbitrate fairly and satisfactorily between the public and me.

The opinion of Hamilton and other friends was unfavourable to the publication of the memorandum, and it seems to have remained in draft.

The debate on the Committee’s Report opened at length on June 7. The Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Bankes, moved ‘That a sum not exceeding £35,000 be granted to His Majesty for the purchase of the Elgin Marbles, and that the said sum be issued and paid without any fee or deduction whatever’. The last clause was by no means an empty formula. Lord Elgin had received a timely hint from a solicitor versed in such matters, Mr. Chalmers, that the fees might represent 15 per cent. of the grant, and Hamilton had been deputed to arrange with Mr. Vansittart that the vote should be for the nett sum to be received.
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Mr. Bancks began by pointing out that, notwithstanding the pressure of the times, money had been voted from time to time for the purchase of works of art.

By declining to purchase the Elgin Marbles, the public must renounce all right in the thing, and leave Lord Elgin at liberty to deal with any person who offers to purchase. The sort of mixed claim which the public had on Lord Elgin was, he conceived, of this description—they had not a right to take his collection from him by force; but they had a right of pre-emption at a fair price, and to say that it should not be taken out of this country.......

With respect to the manner in which the Elgin Marbles had been acquired, the object certainly could not have been attained had Lord Elgin not been a British Ambassador, but it was not solely as an Ambassador that he obtained them. No objection had ever been made to the operations of Lord Elgin, either by the government at Constantinople, or by the local authorities.

Not only the local authorities of Athens were favourable, but the natives both Turks and Greeks, assisted as labourers. ... He could therefore say, that there was nothing like extortion in the case, and that it bore no resemblance to those undue and tyrannical means by which the French had obtained possession of so many treasures of art, which he rejoiced to see again in the possession of their rightful owners. A notion prevailed among some gentlemen, that these treasures also should be restored to their original owners. ... Did they mean that they should be purchased from Lord Elgin, for the purpose of being shipped back to those who set no value on them? Were not these works in a state of constant disipation and danger before their removal? ... They were then making rapid strides towards decay, and the natives displayed such wanton indifference as to fire at them as marks. They had also been continually suffering, from the parts carried off by enlightened travellers. The greatest desire, too, had been evinced by the government of France to become possessed of them ...

The public had a right to bargain for them. ... With respect to the price in all works of art, the value might be said to depend on caprices. ... There was at least one foreign prince extremely desirous of purchasing this collection. The opportunity would not again recur. In no time had so large, so magnificent, and so well authenticated a collection of works of art of the best time, been produced, either in this or in any other country. ... He therefore moved the resolution given above.

Mr. J. C. Curwen opposed the grant on economical grounds—

A statement had been made the other night that the expenses of the country exceeded the revenue by nearly £17,000,000. ... In such a state was it fit to make purchases of this description, however gratifying to a few individuals, at the expense of the nation? He was afraid that we were fast approaching to that course of extravagance with respect to the public money, which had brought to decay the countries where these works of art had been produced ...

Mr. J. W. Ward was as averse to idle expenditure as the hon. gentleman himself could be, and thought we should not seek occasions for it; yet he considered the present an opportunity of benefiting the public that could not occur again; and it was precisely because it was not against the principle of economy that he voted for the measure.

Mr. Hugh Hammersley said he should oppose the resolution on the ground of the dishonesty of the transaction by which the collection was obtained. As to the value of the statues, he was inclined to go as far as
the hon. mover, but he was not so enamoured of those headless ladies as to forget another lady, which was justice. He should propose as an amendment a resolution, which stated:

That this Committee having taken into consideration the manner in which the Earl of Elgin became possessed of certain ancient sculptured marbles from Athens, laments that this Ambassador did not keep in remembrance that the high and dignified station of representing his sovereign should have made him forbear from availing himself of that character in order to obtain valuable possessions belonging to the government to which he was accredited; and that such forbearance was peculiarly necessary at a moment when that government was expressing high obligations to Great Britain. This Committee, however, judges to the noble Earl no real motive whatever of pecuniary advantage to himself, but on the contrary, believes that he was actuated by a desire to benefit his country, by acquiring for it, at great risk and labour to himself, some of the most valuable specimens in existence of ancient sculpture. This Committee, therefore, feels justified, under the particular circumstances of the case, in recommending that £55,000 be offered to the Earl of Elgin for the collection in order to recover and keep it together for that government from which it has been improperly taken, and that to which this Committee is of opinion that a communication should immediately be made, stating that Great Britain holds these marbles only in trust till they are demanded by the present, or any future, possessor of the city of Athens; and upon such demand, engages, without question or negotiation, to restore them, as far as can be effected, to the places from whence they were taken, and that they shall be in the mean time carefully preserved in the British Museum.

Mr. Croker, commenting on Mr. Hammersley's arguments, had never heard a speech filled with so much tragical pomp and circumstance, concluded with so farcical a resolution.

After speaking of the glories of Athens, after haranguing us on the injustice of spoliations, it was rather too much to expect to interest our feelings for the future conqueror of those classic regions, and to contemplate his rights to treasures which we reckoned it frightful to retain.

Considerations of economy had been much mixed up with the question of the purchase; and the House had been warned in the present circumstances of the country, not to incur a heavy expense merely to acquire the possession of works of ornament. But who was to pay this expense? and for whose use was it intended? The bargain was for the benefit of the public, for the honour of the nation, for the promotion of national arts, for the use of the national artists, and even for the advantage of our manufactures, the excellence of which depended on the progress of the arts in the country. It was singular that when 2500 years ago, Pericles was adorning Athens with those very works, some of which are now about to acquire; the same cry of economy was raised against him, and the same answer that he then gave might be repeated now, that it was money spent for the use of the people.... But he would go to the length of saying that the possession of these precious remains of ancient genius and taste would condone not only to the perfection of the arts, but to the elevation of our national character, to our opulence, to our substantial greatness.

But if the charges of improper conduct on Lord Elgin's part were groundless, the idea of sending them back to the Turks was chimeraical and ridiculous. This would be awarding those admirable works the doom of destruction.... They would, however, remain to animate the genius and improve the arts of this country, and to constitute in after times a sufficient answer to the speech of the hon. member, or of any one else who should use his arguments, if indeed such arguments could be supposed to be repeated, or to be heard beyond the bottle hour in which they were made.

The debate was continued by Serjeant Best, Sir J. Newport, Lord
PURCHASE NEGOTIATIONS

Milton, and Messrs. Moore and Brougham, who opposed the purchase, Messrs. Wynn, Charles Long, and J. P. Grant supported it.

The House divided: For the original motion, 82; against it, 30.

Apparently Mr. Hammersley's portentous amendment was not put.

No time was lost by the Trustees of the British Museum in obtaining authority for the consequential expenditure. On June 17 Mr. Ellis (afterwards Sir Henry Ellis, long Principal Librarian) attended the House, and at the bar presented to the House, pursuant to their orders, estimates of the expense of a temporary building, and of the removal of the marbles. The estimates were referred to the Committee of the House, which on the day following voted £800 for the expenses of removal and £1,700 for the temporary building.

The Act of Parliament necessary to complete the purchase passed apparently without further discussion.

It is Cap. XCIX. of the 50th year of George the Third. The statute recites, at what seems unnecessary length, that certain Trustees exist called "The Trustees of the British Museum," in whom are vested the Capital Messuage or Mansion House, heretofore called Montagu House, situate in Great Russell Street, in the Parish of St. George Bloomsbury, in the county of Middlesex, and the Outhouses, Buildings and Gardens belonging to the same, and that the Right Honourable Thomas Earl of Elgin hath with great Knowledge, Judgment and Care, and at a great Expence, made a most valuable Collection of ancient Marbles and Sculpture, and is willing that the same should be possessed by the Public: and the said Earl hath agreed to sell the same for the sum of Thirty five thousand Pounds, on Condition that the whole of the said Collection should be kept together in the British Museum, and open to Inspection, and called by the Name of "The Elgin Marbles" and that the said Earl and every Person who shall attain the Rank of Earl of Elgin should be added to the Trustees of the British Museum.

The enacting clauses which follow arrange (1) that the Treasury should issue £35,000 to the Trustees, who should require delivery of the Collection before September 1, and on delivery should satisfy themselves that the several Statues and other Articles forming the said Collection are then conformable to the Catalogue thereof delivered to a Committee of the House of Commons, after which they should pay over the money. (2) That the Collection shall be vested in perpetuity in the Trustees of the British Museum. (3) That the said Collection shall be preserved and kept together in the said British Museum whole and entire, and distinguished by the Name or Appellation of "The Elgin Collection." (4) That the said Earl of Elgin during his life, and after his Decease, each and every Person who shall successively attain to the Rank and Dignity of Earl of Elgin shall, when of full age, be added to the trust, with powers equal to those of the other Trustees.

The great Elgin controversy had now been settled by two of the most authoritative tribunals known to the constitution of this country. A Select
Committee of the House of Commons had heard witnesses and had pronounced its opinion. Parliament, after full debate, had adopted the conclusions of the Committee. Some voices were raised in opposition at the time, and have made themselves audible at intervals ever since, but on the whole the great body of responsible and informed opinion has endorsed the verdict of the Committee and of Parliament.

The new details, given in the foregoing pages, add colour and circumstance to what was already on public record, but they do not modify the main facts that were known, or the inferences to be based upon them. Lord Elgin, a man of great mental activity, liberality, and zeal, was appointed to the Embassy at Constantinople. He realised, as none of his predecessors had done, his opportunities for useful service in the cause of art and learning, and endeavoured to interest his Government, without the least success. Thereupon he organised a mission of research, on a scale hitherto unequalled in Europe, to prepare drawings, plans and casts of the remains of ancient Greece.

When he and his agents came to grapple with their work at close quarters, the disastrous rate at which the remains were deteriorating was forced upon their notice. The West pediment of the Parthenon had contained twenty human figures and two colossal horses before 1687. There were twelve figures left in 1749, and it would seem four figures in 1800 (of which three remain in position to-day).

A careful study would show a corresponding deterioration of the frieze and the metopes.

The frieze was substantially complete before the great explosion of 1687. Fifty-eight feet of what we know by evidence was then in existence has perished altogether, while much more only survives in pitiful fragments. Lord Elgin had not the means of measuring what had happened since the time of Carrey; but if he limited his view to what had happened within recent memory, before 1800, he would find that at least seven fine slabs had perished or disappeared. Such of the metopes as survived were also suffering frequent injuries. Outside the Acropolis, a remarkable temple, the Ionic temple on the Ilissae, had altogether disappeared a few years before. There was abundant evidence that the deterioration was a continuing process. The local authorities were reluctant to allow the removal of antiquities for fear of...
giving a handle to hostile informers, but they took no intelligent interest in their preservation.\[237\]

The fact that Athens was and is an inhabited city, with a continuous historic life, made the removal of parts of its monuments a subject for regret, but it was this very fact that Athens was inhabited and a place of resort that created the special danger. No question was raised as to the legitimacy and desirability of excavating and securing the buried marbles of Aegina and Phigaleia. But it was not these that were in imminent danger and needed to be removed that they might be preserved.

Nor was there any reasonable prospect, so far as could be foreseen at that time, of a change for the better. Hobhouse, the friend of Byron, writing about 1810, summed up the controversy impartially, and added: \[239\]

I have said nothing of the possibility of the ruins of Athens being, in the event of a revolution in favour of the Greeks, restored and put into a condition capable of
decently housing the scenes of their activity. There is nothing in that nature. To me, that strikes me, have even entered into the head of anyone who has seen Athens and the modern Athenians.

The story told by Hobhouse\[309\] as to the feelings of the Athenians of the day is not irrelevant in this context.

Some Greeks, in our time, conveying a chest from Athens to Piraeus, containing part of the Elgin marbles, threw it down, and could not for some time be prevailed upon to touch it, again affirming, they heard the Arabian (i.e. the enchanted spirit within the sculpture) crying out, and groaning for his fellow-spirits detained in bondage in the Acropolis. The Athenians suppose that the condition of these enchanted marbles will be bettered by a removal from the country of the tyrant Turks.

The process of continuous deterioration, as a matter of fact, did not cease after the time of Lord Elgin. This is instructively shown by a comparison of the Elgin casts of the West side of the frieze which is still in position on the building with modern photographs, or casts, as in Figs. 12 and 13.

The conditions: at Athens, therefore, furnished good justification for removing the sculptures for preservation; and it is not the case that the operations of Lord Elgin's agents were carried on, as is sometimes alleged, with ruthless disregard for the architecture. In the course of the corre-
spondence suggestions are thrown out as to removing the monument of
Lysicrates, the entire Caryatid porch, or the West frieze of the Parthenon, but
none of these more extreme measures were taken. The greater part of the
West frieze was left in position, together with the last metope on the South
side. These sculptures and two other metopes were moulded and not
removed, in order that disproportionate injury to the architecture should not
be done for the preservation of the sculptures. The only serious injury done
to the architecture of the Parthenon, other than the removal of its sculpt-
tural decorations, was the incidental destruction of a part of the cornice
above the South metopes, and of a part of the South angle of the East
pediment, as to which we saw that Lusieri felt some pricks of conscience.
Here, as Michaelis\(^\text{340}\) expresses it, was the heel of Achilles, for here the rescue
of Phidias involved an abandonment of Ictines.

Censure has also been passed on Lord Elgin for the collection of isolated
fragments, such as the Doric capital from the Propylaea and the column
from the East portico of the Erechtheum. But, as we have seen above (pp.
191, 207) this was done on a considered principle that it was necessary to
have actual examples of the different parts of the architectural orders for real
knowledge of them.

Lastly, as regards the methods employed in dealing with subordinate
local officials, it must be remembered that these were necessitated by the
inherent vices of Turkish methods of administration. It was the political
circumstances of the time, in which British sea-power was saving the life of
the Turkish empire, that enabled the Ambassador to extend the scope of his
scheme. The powers were given to him by the central government, but the
application of them necessarily involved an alternation of pressure and
presents to the minor local officials.

The operations we have described were carried on with a single-minded
enthusiasm for the promotion of knowledge and art, and it is beyond question
that in this direction their influence was profound. The effect of the
marbles upon the minds of the artists has been sufficiently indicated in the
foregoing narrative. In archaeology it is unquestionable that by the oppor-
tunities of study opened out to Western Europe new standards were set up,
and that the whole view of ancient art was permanently modified and
corrected.

---

\(^{340}\) Michaelis, Parthenon, p. 79. This incident seems to be the only foundation for the
charge made in the German Apology for the
destruction of French churches: "Die Engli-
änder brauchen nicht weit zu gehen, um sich
derüber: Rechenschaft zu geben, wie ihre
Karozen die schöne Heiligtum mensch-
licher Kunst zerstört: sie brauchen nur ins
britische Museum zu gehen, und sich die
berühmten "Elgin Marbles" anschauen, diese
verschwommener Ruhmen der Parthenon in
Alten, die sie nicht nur stahlen, sondern
auch vernichteten." Laag, in Kritikerwüchsig-
in Frankreich und Deutschland (1845), p. 41.
Fig. 12.—Cast of Parthenon Frieze, West Side, Slab XIII., in 1861.

Fig. 15.—Cast of Parthenon Frieze, West Side, Slab XIII., in 1872.
PART VI.

The Marches at the British Museum.

The delivery of the marbles to the care of the Trustees of the British Museum was duly accomplished. On August 2 a small number of sepulchral reliefs and other fragments, which were no part of the catalogued collection, were separated from the remainder, and sent for temporary housing to Hamilton. Included with them was also "half a head which belongs to Mr. Hamilton" according to the inventory. This collection, which presumably consists of small subjects that had remained come to hand after Vis-
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**Fig. 14.—View of the Temporary Elgin Room (by W. H. Prior).**

corn's visit, is now at Broomhall, and has been described by A. Michaelis, *Journal of Hellenic Studies*, v. p. 143. The main collection was transferred a week later on Thursday, August 8.\(^{341}\)

Thursday last week, the British Museum took possession of the collection in so far as transferring the key from Mr. Thomson to a man of their own. On Monday an Extra meeting of the Trustees was held, when they sanctioned the above proceeding.

\(^{341}\) Elgin to Hamilton, Aug. 17, 1819.
and have since begun to remove the smaller objects. They have in the meanwhile hermetically shut up the place, literally admitting nobody. Today, I believe, the money will be paid—everything was right, excepting a head, [no doubt that referred to above] which you in the catalogue was not in the collection. Thomson says it is yours—others were found to make up the number.

The marbles were in due course removed to the British Museum at a cost of £1798. One fragment of the frieze, slab XI, of the North side, somehow was separated from the remainder, and did not rejoin them till April, 1818. Two of the votive reliefs from the Pnyx (and, according to Ellis, "several other articles") were however missing, and "were believed to have been stolen at the time when the Elgin Collection was deposited in the courtyard of Burlington House" (Ellis, *Elgin and Phigaleian Marbles*, ii, p. 107.)

![Figure 12—View of the Temporary Elgin Room (by Mackenzie)](image)

At the British Museum no time was lost in the erection of a temporary building for the marbles. In January, 1817, the *Gentleman's Magazine* (page 80) announces that the public would very shortly have access to the "spacious rooms" built to contain them, adding its comment, "They are a proud trophy, because their display in the British Metropolis is the result of public taste, and also a pleasing one, because they are not the price of blood shed in wanton or ambitious wars."

The new rooms were placed to the west of the isolated building, which then contained the Townley and Egyptian sculptures. They consisted of a large room with a wooden roof, secured with iron ties, and lighted by skylights, and a second and smaller room at one end of it. At one end
the principal room terminated in a sort of alcove or apse, at the other with a
door into the smaller room. The metopes rested on corbels about eleven
fast from the ground. The frieze ran round the room at the eye level, as
now in the Elgin room. The remaining sculptures were arranged along the
wall or at intervals on the floor in picturesque fashion, without any attempt
to observe the relative positions of the pedimental sculptures. The apse, for
example, is occupied by the Dionysos of Thrasyllus, on the Doric capital of the
Parthenon, flanked by two smaller figures, the Asclepios (?) and the Muse
(B.M. Sculpt. 554, 1688), and by the Theseus and Theseus on low pedestals
with turntable tops.

The view towards the smaller room is shown in a drawing by William
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**Fig. 17.—Key to Archer’s Painting of the Elgin Room.**

Henry Prior, which was reproduced in a portfolio prepared for the Trustees
on the occasion of the opening of the King Edward VII galleries in 1914
(Fig. 14). The view towards the apse is given in an engraving by Heath
from a drawing by Mackenzie (Fig. 15), and is also shown in the interesting
painting by A. Archer, which hangs in the Committee Room of the Museum,
and is here reproduced (Fig. 16) by permission of the Trustees. The drawing
by Prior and the painting by Archer both terminate in the torso of Victory
on the shaft of a column, so that between them they include the whole room,
as shown in Heath’s engraving. The Elgin Erôs, the metope on the end wall.
the bronze vase, and the horse's head have been put at this end of the room by Archer, to enrich his composition. Their true places were in the middle of the room.

Archer's painting (formerly in the collection of Mr. Edward Hawkins) was presented by Dr. J. E. Gray (one of the persons portrayed) in 1872, and the names given to the figures rest on his authority. The picture is signed by the artist on the portfolio, and is dated 1819. Benjamin West died in 1820.

West and Planta are seated in dignity in front of a group which includes the chief members of the Museum staff of that date, R. G. Haydon, and four unknown visitors. On the right are the artist in the foreground, an attendant, John Conrath (who must have joined late in life, as his service began in 1816), Charles Konig the naturalist, and three nameless visitors. 281

The new arrangement, though elementary, was an improvement on what had preceded it. On January 27, 1817, Haydon wrote to Lord Elgin to inform him that the Grand Duke Nicholas (afterwards the Emperor Nicholas) had visited the collection on two consecutive days with great delight, and added, 'Impressed as I was always by their beauties, I can assure you, my Lord, my feelings were excited more vigorously than ever, by seeing them in a better situation, and though they are by no means where they ought to be, or where they will be, yet they have so much more an imposing air by proper elevation, that you will be astonished when you see them.'

The temporary gallery served for fourteen years, until 1831, when it was

281 The following is the list of persons who can be identified: 1. Benjamin Robert Haydon (1786-1846). 2. Sir Charles Long (1781-1853). 3. Sir Henry Ellis (1777-1869), Assistant Librarian, 1805; Secretary, 1814; Principal Librarian, 1817-1820. 4. Sir Henry Ellis (1777-1869), Assistant Librarian, 1805; Secretary, 1814; Principal Librarian, 1817-1820. 5. Lord Planta (1764-1827), Under Librarian (Keeper of MSS.), 1764; Principal Librarian, 1766-1827. 6. John George Children (1777-1832), Assistant Librarian, 1805; Assistant Librarian, 1816. 7. John George Children (1777-1832), Assistant Librarian, 1805; Assistant Librarian, 1816. 8. Joseph Harris (1755-1809), Assistant Librarian (Keeper of MSS.), 1776; Principal Librarian, 1790-1827. 9. Taylor Connaught (1774-1820), Assistant Librarian, 1803; Under Librarian (Keeper of the Department of Antiquities), 1806-1825. 10. Rev. Henry Harvey Baber (1775-1809), Assistant, 1810; Under Librarian (Keeper Dept. of MSS.), 1813-1837.


13. A. Archer, the artist. 14. Charles Dietrich Eberhard Konig (1774-1851), Assistant Librarian (Dept. of Natural History), 1807-1813; Under Librarian, Natural History (Minerals), 1813-1831. 15. John Conrath, Attendant, from 1816.

The rest of the visitors I will not pretend to identify, but I recollect often seeing the old gentleman and lady who are walking arm in arm about the room' (Dr. Gray's letter).
succeeded by a new Elgin Room, as part of the new buildings, which was substantially that now in use.

The metopes, the West frieze, the run of ten slabs of the North frieze, and some of the casts retain the positions then given to them.

The pedimental sculptures were arranged in order corresponding to that of the pediments, the two in a continuous line. The main difference of principle is that the room, instead of being predominantly occupied by the Parthenon sculptures, is filled up with all the secondary objects in the Elgin Collection.

In 1857 the adjoining room (now the Ephesus Room) was brought into use as the 'First Elgin Room', and the pedimental groups were removed to it. They occupied the two sides of the room. The 'Second Elgin Room' had the frieze and metopes. The other objects from the Elgin Collection were divided between the two rooms.

In 1869 the extension of the 'Second Elgin Room' to the northwards was completed, and the marbles of the Parthenon were once more brought together. In the years 1888-1890 the present marble pedestals were substituted for the old wooden pedestals beneath the pedimental figures.

In 1909-1910 the figure of Victory (rather Iris) was transferred to its proper place in the West pediment (see p. 198) and the fragments belonging to the pediment, which had hitherto been placed on blocks in a row on the eye level, were raised on shafts of Istrian marble to heights corresponding to their original positions in the pediment. In 1915 the pedimental sculptures were removed, by way of precaution, and the metopes and frieze were given appropriate protection.

So far as Lord Elgin was concerned, the completion of the purchase terminated his active share in the disposition or management of the marbles. In 1829 the Principal Librarian sent proof-sheets of Cockerell's volume of the Museum Marbles, but he declined any responsibility for a work already at the proof stage. During his later years, however, he watched with anxious eye the progress of the marbles in public esteem at home and abroad.

PART VII.

Choiseul-Gouffier and Tweddell.

Two episodes directly connected with Lord Elgin's activities in the East have not yet been mentioned, but seem to require notice in an account of the archaeological side of his career. The one was his intercourse with his rival, the Count de Choiseul-Gouffier, and the other was a troublesome incident connected with the papers of John Tweddell.

The Count de Choiseul-Gouffier (1752-1817) was a pupil of the Abbé Barthélemy, and was induced by his master to undertake a Greek tour. The
result was the *Voyage Pittoresque de la Grèce* (1782-1824). In 1784 he was appointed French Ambassador at the Porte, but in 1793 he was obliged by revolutionary violence to fly, and took refuge in Petersburg. In 1802, he returned to France, and gradually recovered possession of his scattered collections. The engraved portrait (Fig. 18) from a picture by L. L. Boilly is taken from the second volume of the *Voyage Pittoresque*. 
Thanks to Fauvel he had acquired half a slab from the East frieze of the Parthenon, which that agent had found on January 25, 1789, excavating among the ruins. This passed to the Louvre. He also acquired two metopes of the Parthenon. One of these passed to the Louvre, and the other to the collection of Lord Elgin, and thence to the British Museum. Until recently writers on the Parthenon did not realize that two metopes were in question, and the confusion of the two made a complete tangle of the story.

One metope, the tenth in order from the West end of the South side, representing a Centaur and a Lapith woman, was shipped from Athens by the French Consul Gaspari in 1788.

It was sold in 1818, after Choiseul-Gouffier's death, as lot 105 of his collection, was purchased for the Louvre, and concerns us no further.

The second metope was the sixth from the West end of the South side. According to Fauvel's papers, it was blown down by a storm which broke it into three pieces, and was secretly obtained by Fauvel on December 12, 1788. It was shipped in three cases by Fauvel from the Piraeus on 5 Prairial (May 25), 1803.

The shipment consisted of 26 cases in all (according to Fauvel). The fullest statement of its contents is in a memorandum signed by Choiseul-Gouffier, October 6, 1806. It contained: 1. Cast of a Caryatid. 2. A marble described in the memorandum of 1806 as having a long inscription on two faces. "C'est un des objets que je regrette le plus vivement, ayant commencé une dissertation assez curieuse sur cette inscription, et la copie que j'en ai établie est remplie de fantaisies que la marque lui-même peut seul rectifier." This seems to describe the inscription of Oropos (B. M. Inv. No. 160), and Fauvel (see note 350) explicitly states that No. 2 was "l'inscription d'Amphiaras," i.e. the Oropos stone. In later documents, of 1816, this stone is described as having a long inscription on two faces, one in Greek and the other in Phoenician. This addition I take to be a mistake, based on recollection of the stele of Artemidoro once in the collection, which is bilingual, but only has short inscriptions on one side. The result is to create an unknown bilingual. Cases 3-11: casts of the friezes of the Parthenon and Theseum.

Lord Elgin is the bonheur de posséder un grand nombre des marbres originaux de ces pièces; c'est un trésor inestimable; pour moi, je m'estimais heureux d'en recueillir les copies, et de pouvoir compléter ainsi la décoration de l'asyle modeste, où je cherche à me consoler de mes pertes.

**Notes:**
- No. 350
- M. Henri Omont has been good enough to send me a transcript of Fauvel's précis.
Cases 11 bis, 12 vases, 13-17 casts of reliefs, 18 two headless marble figures, 19 inscription (perhaps that of Artemidoro), 20 casts of reliefs. Cases 21, 22, 23. Métope en marbre du temple de Minerve, brisée en trois morceaux, mais qui restaurées, feront dans ma galerie le pendant d’un pareil morceau, le seul marbre précieux qui me soit resté après tant de peines et de travaux. Cases 24, 25: a small relief, minor fragments and vases. There were in addition a marble Sphinx, and several slabs, etc., of Pentelic marble, porphyry, and verde antico.

The antiquities were shipped by Fauvel on the French corvette L’Arabe. Writing in 1803 to Nelson, Choiseul-Gouffier said that he had given orders that the boxes should be sent by a Russian merchantman, but that his agents had put them on a French vessel with the idea of saving him expense. At a later date, the account given by the old Royalist was that the corvette ‘avait en ordre, à l’insu de Bonaparte, auquel je n’ai rien demandé, de passer à Athènes, où furent embarquées 26 caisses.’ The boxes were addressed to the Minister for Foreign Affairs (Talleyrand) to secure their respectful treatment at Tolon, and marked with the initials of the owner, C.G.: The position is differently stated by Fauvel:

mises marquées C. G. et numérotées, contenant de plaîres et quelques marbres que j’avais acquêtries à Athènes, n’ayant point été payé de ce que ma devait M. de Choiseul, à qui je les envoyai alors, par ordre de M. de Talleyrand, Ministre des Affaires étrangères.

War with France after the rupture of the Peace of Amiens broke out in May, 1803, and it chanced that the corvette L’Arabe (8 guns) was made a prize on June 14 by the frigate Maidstone (Capt. R. H. Mounbray). At this point the story of the Choiseul-Gouffier marbles has become confused, owing to the fact that Choiseul-Gouffier was till nearly the end of his life under a misapprehension as to what had happened.

Nelson had started from England in the Victory, but with orders not to take her to the Mediterranean without ascertaining that she was not required by Cornwallis off Brest. Failing to meet Cornwallis he left the Victory and took passage in the Amphion to the Mediterranean. There the Amphion and the Maidstone were to some extent in company, but Nelson remained on the Amphion till the Victory rejoined him two months later. The two ships were separate at the time of the capture. What happened to the marbles we learn from a letter of Capt. Mounbray. The whole cargo was sent from Malta to London, and lodged in the Custom House, consigned for sale to Capt.
Mounbatten’s agent, Mr. Stanger, of Clement’s Inn. The latter obtained expert advice and reported after long delay (Jan., 1806):

Mr. Christie and Mr. Philips (another auctioneer) have examined them and both agree that they are not worth the duty—from the length of time they have been there they will shortly be sold at one of the regular Custom House sales, unless the duty is paid, and they are taken away. Taking the circumstances into consideration I think it best to let them take their chance there, but if you think otherwise, I shall be happy in following your directions; I do not expect they will cover the expenses, but should there be a surplus I shall be able to recover it.

Capt. Mounbatten’s story continues:

Government having declined purchasing them, which was Lord Nelson’s object in sending them to England, and finding that instead of having a price, I was likely to be involved in expense by directing them to be sold, I thought no more of them.

As I did not accompany the L’Arabe to Malta, I did not see the cargo, but I was sent positively from the report of the officer Lieutenant McKenzie, who is alive and whose own testimony can be had, if it were satisfactory to Mr. De Choiseul-Gouffier to be possessed of it, that the entire cargo was transhipped from the Prize to the frigates (the Blonde, I think) which by Lord Nelson’s order conveyed them to England. I have no idea what the cases contained, nor recollection of the items of the Lient’s inventory, further than that I remember Lord Nelson laughed at his describing one of them as a Skeleton.

L’Arabe was sold to the Government of Malta, employed as a Packet, and lost on the coast of Sicily soon after.

The story of the sale is continued in a letter from Lord Elgin to Choiseul-Gouffier.384

On my arrival in England, my agents were busy disintering the multitude of boxes, which had come for me from Turkey, in so many different ways during my detention in France. In the course of their researches they had discovered at the London Custom House, some boxes without any address whatever, but which, according to appearances, might belong to me. In consequence I had some of them purchased at a public sale of unclaimed objects, which took place soon after. I think I paid £24 sterling for my lot, in which I found a metope of the Parthenon, in two (more correctly three) separate pieces. There was also, if I am not mistaken, a little inscription in marble. The remainder, so far as I can remember, consisted only of casts, of which the principal one was that of one of the Caryatides of the temple of Erechtheum, the only piece that was not already in my collection.

It is probable, though not at present proved, that the sale also included the bilingual inscription of Artemidorus, perhaps in box 19 (see above).385 This stone, which was long missing, found its way to the Museum of the United Service Institution, and was given to the British Museum in 1861 (B.M. Invoc. No. 109).

So much for the actual history of this section of the Choiseul-Gouffier collection. We must now turn to the negotiations of which it was the subject. I should observe that the peculiarities of spelling and accentuation in the extracts given, occur in the original documents.

384 Elgin to Choiseul-Gouffier, Jan. 13, 1816.
385 Dabos (p. x) states that it was in the consignment.
The news of the capture reached Choiseul-Gouffier in the course of the summer, and he went to consult Lord Elgin, then under detention at Barèges.

Lady Elgin wrote as follows from Barèges to Mrs. Hamilton Nisbet (no date). I owe the transcript to Sir Harry Wilson.

Le Comte de Choiseul Gouffier est here, he is very pleasant. Poor man, he has been most unfortunate, after having lost almost all he possessed, he had just money enough to buy a Villa near Paris, and set his heart upon the idea of placing the marbles &c. he had collected at Athene; he has just received information that the Frigate on board which his Antiquities were placed, has been taken by the English. The tears were really in his eyes when he told me, he said after having lost his fortune and very near all the Antiquities he had with so much trouble and expense collected at Constantinople, and having hid those for so many years, and having now sent for them, he is completely overcome by the loss. It is very hard upon him, he has been entrusting Elgin to write to Lord Nelson about them.

Encouraged by Lord Elgin, Choiseul-Gouffier wrote to Nelson a letter which is in its place in the Nelson papers.

MY LORD,

Sous les auspices de Lord Elgin, j’ose invoquer la générosité de votre Excellence, et la suppliant de m’accorder des bontés qui me permettront d’assurer votre reconnaissance.

Pris de mon ancienne fortune, Mylord, et sans espoir d’en recouvrir les moindres ébris, attaché à la Cour de Russie par de grands bienfaits, je ne suis venu en France que pour voir mes enfants, et recueillir quelques objets relatifs aux arts qui sont nécessaires à la continuation d’un ouvrage dont je désire m’occuper dans une retraite paisible. J’ai trouvé presque toutes mes propriétés de ce genre pillées comme les autres, et ma dernière ressource était dans quelques objets restés à Constantinople et à Athènes. J’avais prescrit de les embarquer sur des navires du commerce Russes ; on a cru m’avoir désigné des frais de transport, en les plaçant sur une corvette française, qui vient d’être prise près de la Sicile, et je suis inconsolable de ce dernier coup que mes humbles fortunes ont reçu, si je n’étais, Mylord, plein de confiance dans votre puissante protection, et dans vos nobles et généreux sentiments, que partagent tous ceux qui ont l’honneur de servir sous vos ordres.

Je n’ignore point les lois qui me priment de ma propriété trouvée sur un bateau de guerre et les droits dont l’équipage ne saurait être frappés. Je demande, comme une grâce, Mylord, d’être admis à m’y conformer, à racheter ce que j’ai perdu, autant que mes moyens actuels pourront me le permettre. J’observerai seulement que ces antiquités qui restent, etc. que des objets aussi précieux, etc. sont nécessaires à la suite de mes travaux littéraires, et que je ne pourrais acquérir que bien peu d’objets intéressants. Il est possible, Mylord, que ces objets, etc. soient portés à l’adresse du Ministre des relations extérieures, parcequ’on aura cru, par cette précaution, engager plus sûrement la Capitaine français à les remettre avec soin, mais je vous donne ma parole d’honneur à votre Excellence que tous ces objets, etc. sont des antiquités de valeur, que je vais mettre en avant de ma fortune que j’emploie sous l’autorité des autorités de la révolution, et à l’amabilité particulière, dont m’honore le Directoire.

Dagnes, Mylord, accueillir avec bonté ma prière, que je n’aurais pu m’exprimer par ce hasard, si Lord Elgin n’avait bien voulu se charger de l’appuyer. Dans tous les cas, je
lı ont une grande obligation, puisqu'il m'aura procuré, Mylord, un moyen de vous faire parvenir l'hommage de mon admiration, et de la très haute considération, avec laquelle j'ai l'honneur d'être,

My Lord,

de votre Excellence,
Le très humble
et très obéissant Serviteur,
Le Comte de Choiseul-Gouffier.

Lord Elgin wrote also, in compliance with the Count's request (on Sept. 1st, 1803) and received the following reply from Lord Nelson, which was the last letter he had from the great Admiral:

Victory at Sea, Dec. 5th 1803.

My dear Lord,

I have been favor'd with your letter of Sept. 1st, which I should most gladly pay attention to in favor of the Comte de Choiseul Gouffier; (sic) was it in my power, but all the cases, being directed to the French Minister, have been sent to England. I think the case of the Comte is very hard; I much fear that your loss [the Mentor] will never get above water. I only say that from my heart that I wish you a speedy re-establishment of your health & a speedy return home, and to beg that you will, My dear Lord, ever be assured that I am with the sincerest esteem.

yours faithfully

Nelson & Bronte.

Will you apologize to the Comte for my not answering his polite letter?

I find no answer to the Count in the Nelson letter-books, and the postscript to the letter to Lord Elgin makes it clear that none was sent direct. Lord Nelson was sympathetic, but unable to do anything, since as we have seen, the contents of the prize had been sent on to London to be dealt with on the usual lines. Choiseul-Gouffier however believed, on what grounds I do not know, that Nelson's reply had been favourable. In a memorandum of October 6, 1806, he wrote:

Je regarde la restitution qu'on daignera m'en faire comme un véritable bienfait; et cet acte généreux sera un nouveau hommage rendu à la mémoire de Lord Nelson, qui avait manifesté ses intentions à cet égard.

In 1810 he wrote to Lord Elgin, recalling their previous acquaintance and continuing:

Daignez accepter à une heureuse issue les démonstrations que vous avez déjà multipliées avec tant d'obligeance, pour me procurer la restitution des objets d'art capturés sur la corvette française l'Aribe; eu engageant les digne sucéesseurs de Lord Nelson à remplir les intentions généreuses qu'il avait manifestées à mon égard, vous rendez un nouvel hommage à sa mémoire; les ordres d'un grand homme doivent devenir sacres pour la nation qu'il a si bien servie, et qui à eu le malheur de le perdre.

Vous vous rappellerrez, Mylord, qu'au soir que Lord Nelson fut informé, grâce à vos soins, que j'étais le véritable propriétaire des antiquités embarquées à Athènes. Il proposa pour officier de la fragate Anglaise, de se désister de leurs droits, ce qu'ils accordèrent sur le champ, avec la générosité qui les caractérise. Il fut exclu, en conséquence que toutes les caisses et marchandises provenant de la corvette L'Aribe soient déposées en sûreté dans un magasin à Malta. La continuation des hostilités, et la rigoureuse défense d'entretenir aucune correspondances m'ont empêché de suivre cette

Choiseul-Gouffier to Elgin, March 2, 1810. Compare Dobbs, p. x.
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affaire, malgré les vifs regrets que je causeroit la perte de pareils objets, nécessaires à la suite des occupations dont je chaurai mes loisirs. . . . Il une suffisant de savoir que mes maris et ses caisses sont à Malte, sous la garde de la générosité Britannique: il viendra un jour bien des circonstances plus heureuses qui me permettront d'enfery les y chercher, et peut-être vos nobles Lords de l'Amirauté veulent-ils bien s'en faciliter les moyens.

In 1814 Lord Elgin paid a flying visit to Paris in connexion with the proposed visit of E. Q. Visconti, and took advantage of the opportunity to come to an understanding with Choiseul-Gouffier. The latter wrote shortly afterwards that he had been unable to find Lord Elgin to return his call; that he had been able to recover some letters of Fanvel, which left no doubt as to the origin of the metope; that Lords Whitworth and Lauderdale had made unsuccessful inquiries on his behalf at Malta (as we know, for the best of reasons), and that they feared that the noble intentions of Lord Nelson had not been carried out after his death, and that the objects had been 'coveted by amateurs'.

Independamment des caisses deposées à Malte, Mylord, il est certain que vos agents, ont dans l'accès de leur zèle pris à Athènes plusieurs bas-reliefs deposés, si je me rappelle bien, dans une maison du négociant Kairan.339 Ils ont pres aussi alors un chargè, une grue, et des appareaux à mot appartenans. Ils ont bien fait; je vous les cusses assurament prenus avec grand plaisir.

Je n'ai ajouté, Mylord, que le temps de rechercher les sentiments d'honneur et de délicatesse qui vous dirigent, et qui caractérisent vos généreux compatriotes.

Lorsqu'à l'aïde des circonstances les plus glorieuses pour votre nation, vous avez acquis les plus précieuses dépouilles de la Grèce, que nos recherches anterieures vous avaient désignées, vous ne vouloit pas que des hasards funestes pour nous, et le zèle de vos agents viennent ajouter à vos Thésors quelques marbres de bien peu de valeur, souvenirs de ma jeunesse échappés à tous les royaux dont j'ai été victime.

Lord Elgin's own account of these transactions, in his evidence before the Committee (Report, p. 45) was:

When I left Paris, Monsieur Choiseul remained in the belief that they were still at Malta, consequently I had no clue to guess where they were at the time of the purchase in the year 1806; but I immediately wrote to him to state that these things were, as I had no doubt they were his by the metope; and in the year 1810 he wrote to me, stating that his were still at Malta; when I went over to Paris last year, I took a memorandum with me for him; and satisfied him they were his, but he has never yet sent about them, and I do not know what he means to do at all; but there they are, marked among my things as belonging to him.

When the Allies were in occupation of Paris Choiseul-Gouffier made further application by diplomatic channels. He wrote to the Duke of Wellington,348 after an interview, reciting the story of the capture of L'Aigle and explaining that he could not take steps during the continuance of hostilities. He proceeds:

Il n'en est plus heureusement de même, depuis que le Vainqueur de Vaterlei a sauvé l'Europe et rétabli sur leurs trônes les Souverains de la maison des Bourbons. J'ossis prior


I cannot explain this statement.
Votre Excellence de vouloir bien m'accorder pour le General commandant à Malte une Lettre, qui en rappelant les intentions de Lord Nelson, engage ce General à faire rechercher tous les objets a moi appartenant, et à les remettre à la disposition du Conseil de France. C'est un hommage digne de vous, My Lord, que vous rendrez à la mémoire d'un de vos précieux dans la carrière de la Gloire.

Les Agents trop sollicités de Lord Elgin, ayant relâché à Malte, ont, sans doute par mégarde, emporté avec sa riche Collection 9 ou 10 de mes caisses ; c'est Lord Elgin lui-même qui dans un court voyage fait à Paris il y a deux ans, en la loyauté de mes prétentions, malgré les articles de ce moment, je lui ai violemment écrit deux ou trois Lettres qui sont restées sans réponse. J'ose donc suppliér Votre Excellence de m'accorder une Lettre pour Lord Elgin : l'honorable Interet qu'Ellle montrera pour moi, le décidera sans doute à une faire cette restitution, et à ne pas comprendre mes obstins fausses parmi les véritables Tresors qu'il va vendre au Gouvernement Britannique.

Je sens, My Lord Duc, combien il est incroyable et peut être même Récidule d'envoyer de pareils detaill à l'Arbiter des destinées de l'Europe ; j'en serais très heureux sans doute si je ne savoie qu'il est aussi bien qu'il est grand. Je suis etc.

Le Cte de Choiseul-Gouffier.

The letter was duly forwarded by the Duke of Wellington at Paris to Lord Bathurst, with a covering dispatch.

I enclose a Letter which I have received from Monsieur le Comte de Choiseul Gouffier upon certain Marbles belonging to him, supposed to be at Malta and in England, and I request your Lordship's Influence that he may have possession of them.

Luml B.

WELSTON.

The dispatch was communicated to Lord Elgin and to Hamilton. Lord Elgin obtained the narrative of Capt. Mounbray given above, and wrote to Choiseul-Gouffier in the following terms:

Monsieur le Comte,

Le Gouvernement m'a fait parvenir aujourd'hui copie d'une Lettre du date du 29 Déc à S. E. M. le Duc de Wellington, dans laquelle vous reclamez de moi néant que dix caisses, que nos Agents trop âlés auraient par mégarde subtraite avec sa Collection à Malte. Et vous ajoutez que c'est moi même qui vous en avais prêvens, lors de mon dernier voyage à Paris, au mois de Juillet 1814.

Vous conviendrez, M. le Comte, facilement de l'erreur de ce souverain, si vous me permettrez de vous rappeler les circonstances, surtout de cet entretien.

C'est à Berest, en 1803 que je désirais vous rendre de pouvoir faire les démarches que vous désiriez auprès de M. Lord Nelson, pour la restitution de ce que vous aviez perdu sur la corvette l'Arabe, capturée par une frégate Anglaise sur les parages de la Sicile. En effet, à l'époque de son échappée l'été 1806, je crois que vos effets étaient déposés à Malte, pour y attendre la cessation des hostilités.

[Here follows the account of the sale, quoted on p. 359.]

Sur le champ, je me suis surpris de vous faire passer tous ces détails ; en mettant le tout à votre disposition, il, en effet, ces objets se trouvent faire partie de la cargaison de l'Arabe. En réponse vous m'avez témoigné l'espoir que vous aviez, que ces effets, pourroient être à vous ; mais, ne pouvant les constater en personne, ni les faire transférer alors en France, vous m'aviez engagé d'avoir soin de ce qui réton clair ; et vous espérant, en tous cas, aux plaques, par la raison que vous aviez des doubles ; ou que vous surviendriez que le procurer des originaux dans une collection.

Mais une lettre, que j'ai en l'honneur de receivez vous, M. le Comte ce date du
2 March 1810, en m'assurant que tout ce que vous aviez vu sur la corvette l'Arabe, était encore à Malte, ayant de nouveau fait nature des doutes sur la propriété de ce que j'avais acheté à la Donna, ce fut pour vous donner tous les éclaircissements en mon pouvoir: pour vous prêter instantanément à venir voir une collection; et de savoir les facilités qui se présentaient alors pour en vérifier les détails, que j'ai passé plus d'une fois chez vous pendant les huit jours que j'ai été à Paris au mois de Juillet 1814.

After a reference to Visconti's visit to London, he explains that Visconti had taken back such an exhaustive catalogue of everything in the collection, that he supposed that Choiseul-Gouffier had long been satisfied, that, with the exception of the metope ('qui en tous cas, y est connu sous votre nom') and one inscription, there was nothing of his in the collection. Lord Elgin explains that he is forwarding Capt. Mounbray's letter, proving that nothing was stored at Malta or improperly forwarded by his agents.

Mais, M. le Comte, je m'arrête nullement à corriger cette erreur. Vous avez des droits tout particuliers sur moi—je vous dois de manière tranchée la route que des circonstances plus heureuses m'ont permis de poursuivre. Et dans ma marche, combien n'ai-je pas été pénétré de l'excès d'ingratitude auquel vos malheurs, et un caractère peut-être de trop de bonté vous ont exposé. C'est donc en toute sincérité, que je vous répète les instances que je vous avais faites à Paris, de venir faire l'inspection de tout ce que je possède.

Je me rends incessamment à Lomères, expressément pour faire les Inventaires, et les préparatifs nécessaires pour l'examen de votre collection, dont le Parlement va s'occuper. Et j'aurai bien soin que rien qui pourra vous avoir appartenu, ne sera compromis dans l'offre que je présenterai au Gouvernement.

To this letter no answer had been received on February 29, 1816, when Lord Elgin described the circumstances before the Committee (see p. 362). Choiseul-Gouffier's reply was dated April 26. He had failed to take in the full significance of Capt. Mounbray's account, and still did not understand how the boxes or some of them had left Malta.

Ces circonstances, que je ne pouvez deviner, sont la cause très extrême, ce que semble, de l'erreur où je suis tombé, Mylord; en supposant que quelques uns de mes effets, évolont été par mégarde, et par une confusion très naturelle, confondu à Malte avec vos immenses richesses en ce genre; je n'ai nullement prétendu accuser nos agents de penser trop leur solde pour vos intérêts; plutôt, Dieu que j'en usé trouvé de purills; mais vous savez, Mylord, que dans ces longues années de crèmes, de dépravation de tout genre, et de mœurs ingrates, on j'ai eu le malheur de vivre, je ne suis en cœurs mêmes qui j'avais semblé de bienfaits, et vous avez daigné vous même m'en exprimer le noble regret.

Je joins à, Mylord, la seule note, que j'ai pu retrouver dans mes informes papereux, et dont l'original, étant écrit de ma main, me fait croire que c'est un petit extrait, un manuscrit que j'avais fait pour moi même, d'après le mémoire détaillé de Faurel, pièce savoureuse, et que lui seul pourrait reproduire; j'aurai du depuis longtemps lui en demander un double; c'est un tort de plus que n'aurai donné everrs moi-même cette fine et négliensse qui m'a dans le cours de ma vie joué si de mauvais tours, sans parvenir à me corriger.

Vous avez été bien heureux Mylord; tout ce que j'avais péniblement recherché et découvert, vous l'avex consigné par cette grande influence que vous donnez tous les glorieux succès des armées Britanniques, et qui n'étaient que le prelude des victoires, sans exemples qui ont rendus la paix et la liberté à l'Europe désolé, à la malheureuse France nos souverains chérie. Les Ottomans ne pouvoient refuser quelques marines, dont ils...
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 ignorant d'ailleurs le prix, au puissant Ambassadour qui leur remettrait la riche Egypte; et les chefs-d'oeuvre de Phidias ont été l'ornement de vos triomphes.

He concludes by saying that he puts himself unreservedly in the hands of Lord Elgin and the Government as to the return of whatever is judged to be his. If Lord Elgin will carry out his hint that he might send him some casts,

vous serez, Mylord, un des bénéficiaires du Thronitage, où, heureux de voir vu ma conduite approuvée par mon souverain, j'espère consacrer aux doux loisirs et aux lettres, les dernières années d'une carrière trop opéreuse.

Nous sommes encore etc. (cf. p. 358 note.)

The objects in question passed to the British Museum, but the metope was not incorporated in the general collection in the first instance. No arrangement, however, had been made for its return before the death of Choiseul-Gouffier, which took place after a stroke of apoplexy at Aix-la-Chapelle, June 29, 1817.

As the objects had been captured under the rules of prize, and had been purchased by Lord Elgin in the open market in London, the claim for their restitution was a purely personal claim, based on an old friendship. When this had lapsed through Choiseul-Gouffier's death, the metope was incorporated with the rest of the Elgin collection. The inscription was No. 32 in Visconti's list, which has statutory authority, as defining the collection.

The matter of Tweddel's papers was a vexations episode which was spread over a considerable number of years.

John Tweddel (1769-1799) was a young man of good family, considerable ability, and great charm. He was elected in 1792 a fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and was entered as a student of the Middle Temple. In 1795 he started on an extensive European tour, in the course of which he visited Germany, Switzerland, Russia, Turkey, and Greece. He died suddenly of fever at Athens—July 25, 1799—and was buried in the Theseum, which was at that time used as a burying place for foreign travellers. Lord Elgin provided a memorial tablet, and an elegiac epitaph was also supplied by R. Walpole.

Tweddel had made considerable manuscript collections, consisting of a Swiss Journal, copies of inscriptions, topographical views, costumes, and the like. At the time of his death the collections were in two parts, and each part met with serious adventures. One part had been left with Mr. T. Thornton, an English merchant and banker at Constantinople. A fire took place at Mr. Thornton's house, and in consequence the box of papers was broken open to ascertain its condition.

The other half of Tweddel's effects which was at Athens was shipped by Logothetis to Constantinople, addressed to Mr. Spencer Smyth, the then Minister. The vessel was wrecked in the Sea of Marmora. Some of the boxes were rescued, but reached the Chancery of the Embassy in a damaged condition. After the arrival of the salvaged papers, Mr. Thornton reported to Lord Elgin the existence of the effects in his charge. All were collected.
at the Embassy, and after some delay were opened and examined. The condition of some was deplorable, but efforts were made to put them into a better state. If effective steps had been taken, so far as the difficulties of time allowed, to pack up and send home such papers as had escaped fire and shipwreck, no question would have arisen. Unhappily, it appears that the papers were not packed up. They seem to have been seen at various times by several persons. There was no clear record of their shipment, and for the most part they disappeared. The pressure of the times, the difficulties of communication, Lord Elgin's departure from Constantinople, his imprisonment in France, and his other pre-occupations were all contributory causes which brought about that the papers were not dealt with in a satisfactory fashion, and that when acute controversy arose, the recollections of Lord Elgin and his staff as to what had actually happened were hazy and discrepant.

The controversy was raised by Tweddell's brother, the Rev. Robert Tweddell, who published his brother's "Remains" in 1815, followed by a second edition in 1816. The larger half of the volume, a stout quarto, consists of a short biographical notice, together with the letters that Tweddell had written on his travels and his academic Prolusions. The remainder (pp. 341 to 595) consists of an Appendix and Addenda in which the history of the papers is treated at prodigious length and with great acerbity. Lord Elgin, Hunt, and others had been asked after an interval of nearly 15 years of crowded life for their recollections of what had happened to the papers. They supplied their respective impressions as to how the papers had been dealt with and shipped. But, unfortunately, they were only supplying materials for laborious refutation by Mr. Robert Tweddell. It would serve no purpose to pursue the controversy in detail. The first edition of "Tweddell's Remains" was reviewed at length in No. 50 of the Edinburgh Review by a supporter of Mr. Tweddell. This produced an indignant reply from Lord Elgin in pamphlet form, in the shape of a letter to the Editor of the Review.  

The letter is dated from Broomehall, December 20, 1815. Lord Elgin at the time of writing it had not yet seen "Tweddell's Remains." After reading that work, he published another postscript. This was dated from Broomehall, January, 1816. A second edition was issued not long afterwards.

These pamphlets in their turn led to further controversy in the second edition of "Tweddell's Remains." It was, however, ascertained as a result of the discussion that certain drawings of Turkish costumes had been given into the charge of Mr. Hamilton Nisbet, to be copied, and he, failing other instructions, had returned them to Lord Elgin. All the drawings of the
kind at Broomhall were, therefore, put into two boxes by Lord Elgin and sent to London for examination. It was arranged that a scrutiny should take place in the presence of Hamilton and of two gentlemen, Messrs. Heys and Moore, who represented Mr. Tweddell. The meeting took place at the Foreign Office on November 7, 1816. Hamilton produced the two

![Figure 19: William Richard Hamilton. (From the picture by H. W. Phillips.)](image)

cored boxes sent to him from Broomhall. Messrs. Heys and Moore produced Mr. Nisbet's copies of Tweddell's Turkish costumes. On examination and comparison, 98 drawings of costume were identified with certainty and 14 with probability as having been once the property of Tweddell, while the other contents of the boxes were presumed to be the property.
of Lord Elgin. A formal minute was drawn up which was printed with further acrimonious comments by Mr. Tweddell.\footnote{Account of the Examination of the Elgin Box at the Foreign Office in Downing Street, on 7th Nov. 1810, by Rev. Robert Tweddell, A.M.}

With this partial recovery of the missing papers an unfortunate incident and painful controversy came to a close.

\section*{Part VIII.}

\textbf{Epilogue.}

In 1829, Hamilton succeeded Sir Thomas Lawrence as Secretary of the Dilettanti Society. Payne Knight had died six years before, bequeathing an inestimable collection of bronzes, coins, and drawings to the British Museum. The old controversies in which he had been the leader had died out, in the universal recognition of the merits of the Marbles. It was, therefore, only appropriate that Hamilton should be charged with the duty of writing to acquaint Lord Elgin with his election to that Society. Lord Elgin replied from Leamington (July 25, 1831),\footnote{Letter from W. R. Hamilton to the Earl of Elgin on the New Houses of Parliament, 1836.} with a dignified refusal. After apologies for delay he proceeds:

I have been a good deal embarrassed by this communication. I have a peculiar interest in the pursuits of the Society, and feel much gratified by this act of kindness from many to whom I look with friendship and respect.

But my case is this: no one knows me intimately than you [Hamilton] do, that the impulses which led me to the exertions I made in Greece were wholly for the purpose of securing to Great Britain, and through it to Europe in general, the most effectual possible knowledge, and means of improving, by the excellence of Greek art in sculpture and architecture. My success, to the vast extent it was effected, will never cease to be a matter of the utmost gratification to me.

If, when it was made known to the public, twenty-five years ago, or at any reasonable time afterwards, it had been thought that the same energy would be considered useful to the Dilettanti Society, most happy should I have been to have contributed every aid in my power.

But as such expectation has long since past, I really do not apprehend that I shall be thought fastidious if I decline the honour now proposed to me at this my eleventh hour.

The names of Lord Elgin and W. R. Hamilton were once more brought before the public together in 1836 and 1837. When the discussion as to the style of the new Houses of Parliament was in progress, Hamilton came forward as the champion of a losing cause, and published three letters to the Earl of Elgin,\footnote{Second Letter from W. R. H., Esq., to the E. of E. on the propriety of adopting the Greek Style of Architecture in the construction of the New Houses of Parliament, 1836.} advocating a Greek order. The letters are eloquent, and the
argument is reinforced with constant reference to Athens and the Acropolis—but they must surely be the latest set attack in England on Gothic barbarism, so nonplus.

In the first he has occasion to quote a letter received from Lord Elgin, in Paris, regretting 'the comparatively remote situation' of the marbles at Bloomsbury, and wishing that the collection could form a part of the National Gallery.

Lord Elgin died at Paris, November 4, 1841. Hamilton outlived his sometime chief eighteen years, and perhaps a few words on his various activities in the field with which we are concerned may not be out of place.

He was Secretary of the Society of Dilettanti from 1831 to a month before his death, having been elected a member of that body in 1811. A lithograph by R. J. Lane, based on the portrait by Henry Wyndham Phillips (given Fig. 19), was, I conjecture, prepared for the Members of the Society, as it bears the autograph inscription W. R. Hamilton, Sec. Soc. Dil. 1830-1855.288

As Secretary of the Society he was an energetic organiser of the subscription which secured the Chev. Brøndsted's Bronzes of Siris for the British Museum.


In 1840 and 1845 he gave various antiquities to the British Museum. The most important were the hut-urn from Monte Albano,270 which had been given to him by his old friend Canova, and the fine sepulchral banquet relief from Tarentum.271

In 1851 Hamilton published a translation of a paper by Dirksen,272 on the building Act of the Emperor Zeno, to which he annexed 'a collection of some of the building laws of the Roman Empire.'273

He was elected a Trustee of the British Museum in 1838, in succession to Lord Farnborough (Sir Charles Lang), already mentioned several times in this narrative. He resigned his Trusteeship in 1858, when he was succeeded by Lord Eversley. He died July 11, 1859. So far as English archaeology is concerned, he was a connecting link between the Athens of Lusieri and Faurel and the Athens of to-day. When C. R. Cockerell at an advanced age at length brought out his Aegina in 1860, the engraved title page bore the inscription: 'To the Memory of William R. Hamilton, Esq., F.R.S., this work on the antiquities of Aegina is respectfully dedicated by his most obliged and humble servant, Chas. Robt. Cockerell,' and in the Preface the author states: 274

288 There is also a less pleasing lithograph signed by C. Baugniet, and dated 1859. The portrait by Phillips is reproduced here by the permission and assistance of Lord Belhaven and Stenton.

270 Out. of Vases, i. 2, No. B. 1.

271 J.H.S. v. p. 165.


274 Cockerell, Aegina, p. vi.
LORD ELGIN AND HIS COLLECTION

He rejoices on this occasion to express his great obligations to the late William Hamilton, Esq., formerly Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, a friend removed from us while these sheets were passing through the press, and to whose zeal and influence in charging him with despatches for our Embassy at Constantinople in 1810, these interesting discoveries are due.

On the other hand, when the young Charles Newton was sent to Greece, in 1852, by the British Museum, to complete the series of Parthenon casts, it was to Hamilton that he wrote a letter (or rather despatch) of 59 pages, as to affairs on the Acropolis and at Athens. 'I am afraid,' it concludes, 'I have inflicted on you a very long letter, but we are lying at this moment off Troy, with a wind down the Dardanelles, which stops our course.'

A. H. SMITH
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Aberdeen votive reliefs, 280, 284, 335

Argiva, 204, 215, 297; sculptures, 282-3, 316, 337

Asine Epicerates sarcophagus, 283

Altar, 236, 223

Antiparos, 236

Apollo Belvedere, 241, 323, 351; Naxian (of Delos), 226

Aristocrates cupas, 200

Aristocles relief, 216

Aristomenache relief, 256

Armour from Olympia, 294

Amphitetrus, 240; bilingual stele of, 357, 369

Asculapia, 253

'Asopus, Tomb of, 257, 258, 258, 258

Athens, 177, and peases

Athos, 164

Banquet relief (Tarsantum), 369

Centaur carved, 160

Chair, 206; of Mr. Nias, 164, 168, 189,

231, 256; of the Tyranniades, 286

Choiseul-Gouffier sculptures: Parthenon

vases, 357; Metopes, 196, 357-8, 365

Cupas of Aristocles, 300; colossal, 280, 284

Caryatids, 296

Caryatids and medallia, 211, 258, 337, 339

Caryatids, 212, 219

Daphne columns, 213, 228, 227, 229, 229,

280, 300

Darius inscription, 232

Dionysus, 223

Demeter of Eleusis, 202-3, 206, 209, 212

Doric capital, 200

Egyptian sculptures, 220, 222, 254

Eleusis, 203, 212; see Demeter

Epidaurus, 215

Erechtheum, 180, 198, 200

Athens, 234, 230

Caryatids, 196, 203-4, 397-9, 288, 234,

288, 230, 358, 357-8, 369

Comnus, 224, 203, 234

Corybants, 198, 236

Eros (Elgin), 353

Euph. cupas, 209

Flora, Faunus, 197-8

Gallipoli, 174

Girgenti sarcophagi, 178, 234

Gournia patech, 279

Halictarnassos, 206

Hercules (Lanadourne), 338

Hut ara, 369

Ilissus, Temple or, 189, 356, 346

Inscriptions, 228, 292, 254

66. Inscriptions in B.M.—

2: 300

5: 300

24: 300

29: 300

55: 194

85: 300

87: 200, 284

22: 216

109: 357, 359

158, 159: 232

238 H. M. Dept. of G. and R. Antiqua.
Inscriptions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greek Inscriptions in B.M. (cont.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeckh, C.I.G., 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.G. II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ionic base, 300, capitals, 300

Lasson, 171, 333
Logotheti Boeckh relief, 190, 211, 300
Lyle and flutes, 284
Lysicrates, monument of, 179, 181-2, 237-8, 304, 348

Marathon, 180, 220, 227
Moleager, 171
Muss., 215, 233

Mycenae, Lion gate, 200, 219
Reefi, 254
Tomb of Atreus, 200, 213, 214, 218, 237, 241-2, 281
Bronze nails, 215, 219
Mycenae, 222
Myrtle wreath, gold, 238, 283, 288-9

Nektem-keribu sarcophagus, 221
Nike Apterae, temple of, 180 architecture, 236 frieze, 215-6, 225, 226, 244, 244, 246

Olympia, 201, 204, 207, 209, 214, 218, 244-5
Orchomenos inscriptions, 232, 238
Oropos inscription, 267

Paros, 223

Parthenon, 180, 185, 269
Capital and drum, 228, 233, 280, 284, 353
Frieze, 180-1, 202, 211, 254, 256, 258, 273, 284, 285, 338, 340
East side, 201, 231, 233, 246, 298
North side, 227, 238, 351
West side, 237, 290, 304, 347-9
South side, 237, 298
Moulas, 238, 304
Pediments:

East: Horses of Helios, 257-8, 284
Thessal., 234, 300-5, 332-3, 337-8, 333
Damastor and Kore, 231, 254, 300-2, 303

Pediments (cont.):

East: "Iris" 254, 300
Fates (k). 284, 300
Fates (v. 3). 231, 254, 300-3, 305
Horse of Salinc, 299, 216-7, 300-1, 305
West: 197, 234, 238, 346
Hesiod (Neptune). 234, 297, 339-4, 334-5, 337-8, 333
Heraclia (Hadrian). 239
Hermes (Vulcan). 197, 254, 290
Poseidon (Jupiter). 197, 294, 300
Iris (Victory). 197-8, 353, 355
Amphilocrates. 300
Phigalia, 201, sculptures, 233, 357
Philopappos monument, 169, 218, 225, 241, 283, 289, 292
Porphyry column, 256, 230
Porphyry column, 296, 230
Portrait heads (1956-1957), 296
Proswa, sculptures at, 205
Propylaea, 190; capital, 233, 280, 284, 348

Rhodes, 223
Rosetta stone, 221

Sieyon, 219
Sigillum, 182; Bossarboad inscription. 182, 212, 236
Relief, mothers and babies, 182, 212
Sundial, 206, 234

Teos, 222

Theseum, 181; casts, 177, 182, 180, 237, 254, 304
Soffita, 254
Tholos, 219
Threbius monument, 223-231, 238, 254, 300, 305, 333
Tiles, antefixi, 233
Timon, vase of, 300
Torus of the Belvedere, 171, 333
Triglyph frieze, 286
Troad, 184-5

Vases, Alabaster, 238, 261
Bronze, 258, 283, 4
Figile, 213, 219, 290, 299, 261, 265, 267, 273, 275, 277-8, 286
Marble, 268, 261, 284, 300, 309
Verece dei Medici (1), 353
Townley, 298
Victory, Castellaregh, 331; votive relief, 199, 309

Zea, 219
### II.—INDEX OF ARTISTS, ARCHITECTS, AND CRAFTSMEN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archer</td>
<td>352-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balestra</td>
<td>172, 235, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baugniet</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boffy</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonomi</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canova</td>
<td>293, 255, 332-4, 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrey</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanler</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cockerell</td>
<td>282-3, 290, 298-9, 355, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conway</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalton</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feodor. See Ivanowitch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaxman</td>
<td>97, 306, 312, 314, 316-7, 319, 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuseli</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graff, 164-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haller</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harding</td>
<td>164-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison</td>
<td>106, 295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haydon</td>
<td>297, 300-5, 314, 333, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemming</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilitar</td>
<td>172, 173, 219, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivanowitch (Feodor)</td>
<td>172, 202, 259, 230, 233, 238, 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasen</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>304, 306, 338, 363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leidus</td>
<td>173, 199, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leinir</td>
<td>168, 170, and prolix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayer</td>
<td>166-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nollekens</td>
<td>306, 316, 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papeirs</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pars, 181-2, 317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petoel</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parden</td>
<td>306, 315-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevux</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repton</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reveley</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosati</td>
<td>173, 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schranz</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smirke</td>
<td>307, 319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart</td>
<td>199, 211, 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ware</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, 297, 303, 306, 316, 339, 354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westmacott</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkie</td>
<td>300, 333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkins</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams</td>
<td>169, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woods</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TWO IVORY FRAGMENTS OF A STATUE OF ATHENA.

[PLATES VIII, IX.]

The mask of a young woman and the forearm, both of ivory, which are republished and studied in this article are now exhibited in the third wall-case on the right of the Museo Profano of the Vatican Library. They were found in the Sabine country in 1824, as appears from a report of an excavation published in that year by P. E. Visconti. The identity of provenance and correspondence in scale and style prove that the two fragments belong to the same statue.

An undated note in the archives of the Library, written about 1830, gives the information that they were offered to the Papal Commission of Antiquities and Fine Arts by the Antiquary Capranesi, and acquired for 50 Roman scudi (about 208-50 francs, or a little less than £11). Subsequently, the fragments appear in an inventory of the objects deposited (in 1836) in the Zelada Apartment, as the nucleus of the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco, which was inaugurated in the following year. How and when they passed into the Museum of the Library, we have no document to tell us. In all probability we may believe that the transference was made in order to place them with the collection of carvings in ivory and bone, since they would have been isolated among the Etruscan collections.

1 E. Ranzieri, Acta Vatica, Roma, 1883, tav. I. (front and left profile views, arm from the outer side), merely mentioned in the text. No. 1.
2 Memor. romana di antichità e belle arti, t. III, p. 35.; in the estate of Monte Calvo on the Rieti road, at the 33rd milestone from Rome, among the ruins of a "nobilissima villa," together with several sculptures in marble.
3 F. I. 1202. Mask of ivory and fragment of arm, representing Pallas, found in an excavation made about 1825 in the Sabine and sold for 50 scudi to the Government by the dealer Capranesi.
4 Archivio del Comune di Roma, iv. 3670 (1830). Notice of the antiquities purchased by the Chanceller of the Holy Roman Church, and now in the room called Zelada in the Holy Vatican Palace, by formal delivery to Mons. the Prefect of the Holy Apostolic Palaces:—

Objects from Capranesi.
154 A head and a fragment of an arm, in ivory, of exquisite workmanship.
5 The order to transfer the "Etruscan" antiquities of the Library to the new Museum, preserved in the archives, f. 238, is dated 23 Jan. 1837. It seems, however, that only a selection of the vases and better specimens was made.
6 In 1843 they were not exhibited, for Brun's Guide ("Ruinen und Museum"), issued in that year, does not mention them, although it lays stress on the small ivories always preserved in the same case (p. 836).
Both before and after Kanzler’s publication they entirely escaped the notice of scholars. Not even Anelung notices them in his revision of Helbig’s Guide, and Blümner found it possible to affirm in 1905, two years after the first publication, that no remains of ivory used in statuary were extant.

The fragment of the head (Plates VIII., IX., and Figs. 1-4, 8.1 and 9.1) includes the face, without the ears. The forehead is cut on a curve, rising in a slight arch in the middle, and bounded by a fillet of rather irregular form, with projecting profile below; this fillet follows the contour of the forehead, descending to the level of the cheek-bone; on the right it is broadened out into a semicircular surface near the temple, which ends in a re-entering surface of conical form on the upper angle where the ear is. The cutting of the sides of the ivory follows a line which runs from the external angle of the temples to the junction of the cheek with the throat. Below, it terminates at the line between the chin and the throat, which is indicated in

---

Footnotes:

7 Vol. 1, 1913, p. 258 et.
8 Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclop. ii. col. 2366. The strangeness of the fact is the more remarkable, if we remember that the cases of the Museo Pio-Clementino were always open to students and, for example, Furtwängler knew the collection of Roman phalerae in wax, which is kept in the same case (cf. Antike

Gesch., iii. p. 306, 1).

9 Total height, mm. 142; greatest breadth, ca. 125; height of face, 125; breadth at the eyes, 117; nose, height from wings to root; 48; eyes, ca. 30; breadth, 37; chin, from the lower lip, 37.

10 Height in the middle of the forehead, 14 mm.
front, a little to the right, by a slight projection. The left half is higher and shorter than the other, and for that reason the ivory above is cut with two strokes from the middle of the forehead.

The cheeks, too, are bounded by divergent lines, that on the right upright, the other strongly inclined. The interior (Figs. 3, 4) is coarsely sawn in two planes, more or less parallel to the sides of the face, divided in the middle by a rectangular surface which is perpendicular to the line bisecting the solid angle. This surface, which expands towards the upper end, has been produced with two strokes, the saw being turned in working one of the sides of the solid angle, which is consequently truncated. The

![Image](image_url)

Fig. 2.—The Vathra ivory.

sculptured portions were polished; the lustre is well preserved under the chin and on the mouth, which shows some blackish spots (visible in the reproduction, Pl. VIII), remains of the cinnabar with which the lips were coloured. The sawn surfaces have been treated with a file with sharp, close teeth, leaving visible striations.

While the rough portions retain all their original surface, those which are sculptured have suffured greatly. The fillet which contours the forehead is considerably worn away in the middle. A large chip, penetrating about 5 mm. into the layers of the ivory, is missing from the left half of the forehead, extending from the external angle two-thirds of the distance along the
eyebrow, and reaching at its lowest point to the eyelid. Another chip that has been lost comprises the point of the nose and all the corresponding portion thereof to the spring of the nasal bone. The wing of the right nostril is also missing. Minor chips disfigure the left eye in the outer portion of the upper lid, in all the lower lid, and in the part below it near the nose. On the right, on the other hand, the ivory is porous and spongy at the eye, of which there remains only about the outer half of the upper lid, and in the neighbourhood of the cheek bone. The cheeks and chin, on the other hand, are well preserved save for a dilatation of the layers of the ivory, which show slight fissures in the left cheek.

The eye-ball, which was executed in some other material, was inserted in an almond-shaped cavity (about 17 mm. deep), set in plates of metal (probably silver blackened by oxychloride) slit to simulate the eyelashes.\textsuperscript{11}

The head was turned somewhat to the left, and inclined forwards. The left half of the face is modelled less deeply, compared with the other; the eye is rather less overshadowed by the eyebrow, which is almost superficial at the external angle, while the left eye is somewhat nearer to the nose, more elongated, and set slightly higher than the other. The lips are parted on the right side, with an interstice of about one millimetre (1.5 mm. deep), on the left they are all but closed. The position of the head on the statue

TWO IVORY FRAGMENTS OF A STATUE OF ATHENA

is evident from the asymmetry of the cheeks in the two profiles, the right one considerably broader, the other shortened by the contraction of the muscles and the skin. The lowered eyelids show that she is looking down. The junctions with the ears and with the base of the cranium, which are not indicated in the sculpture, were hidden by the curls and by the neckpiece of the helmet of chased gold, to which were attached the ears, separately worked in ivory.

The sculpture is wrought in a block of massive ivory, taken from the broadest portion under the crown of a tusk belonging to one of the largest specimens of elephant. The piece is cut obliquely, so as to utilize the larger diameter for the forehead, and give space for the projection of the nose. The section of the forehead is eccentric with respect to the layers of the ivory, the rings of which (cf. Fig. 4) are cut through on the left, and their axis, marked by the perforation which contained the elongated thread of dental pulp, passes out below the chin. The greater diameter of the tusk, reckoning at about 2 mm., the part removed in working, together with the natural surface, of which no trace remains, is about 124 mm.; the greatest thickness of the wrought piece, measured at the nose, about 70 mm.

Two details are of great importance in regard to the technique. Above all, the lack of connecting pins, the only attachment being constituted by the projection above the forehead, which shows that it can only have been supported by means of a metal cap, there fastened in, and united to other parts of the figure. The very slight commencement of the throat enables us to see that the pieces were blocked out separately, but finished together, so as to obtain the greater homogeneity of work in the surfaces. Indeed it would be impossible, if the chin were worked alone, to obtain so subtle a correspondence of the two parts.

The second fragment is the left forearm (Figs. 5, 6), also about natural size (ca. 26 cm.), cut off above the point of the elbow and below the articulation of the wrist. The sawn surfaces have been smoothed with a fine-toothed rasp, which has left very fine striations, which cross each other at three to the millimetre. In the middle of these surfaces the sockets of the pins are cut out with a chisel, in cavities of parallelepiped form. The larger socket is that of the elbow; all its walls are preserved, with the longer sides of the rectangle of the base parallel to the width of the arm (depth about 60 mm., base rectangle, 35 x 26). Of the other there remain only the wall corresponding to the outer side of the arm and small portions of the contiguous walls. The sections show the ellipsoids of the layers of ivory in rather elongated form; the centre falls towards the outer side, and they grow smaller towards the wrist; the piece was therefore cut towards the point of the tusk, taking advantage of its tapering and curve for the form of the limbs. The pins, made in all probability of hard wood, must have been held

---

13 The pieces must have been finished together on a small vice, according to the technical processes enjoined by Quatremère de Quincy in *Jupiter Olympien*, p. 416, sqq. In this sense we must understand the *repoussage* of written tradition; cf. Pauly-Wissowa, ii. 2964.
in position by a strong stucco, which would grip the rough surface of the sockets. In the excavation a blow of a mattock or pick at about the middle (cf. Fig. 6, where the mark of the triangular instrument which struck the blow is visible) has carried away all the inner portion of the radius and the outer portion of the ulna corresponding, breaking deeply into the layers of the ivory. Of the original sculpture all that remains is the side next the radius with the head of the ulna in the upper half, though even this is disfigured by two large areas of corrosion near the articulations.
The swelling of the skin near the elbow and the outer curve of the extensor muscles establish the position: the elbow was bent and the forearm extended forwards.

Quadrangular pins must also have held in position the feet, which in a figure like this were wrought as far as the sole and attached among the folds of the chiton. There were found recently at Villa Patrizi two feet carved in ebony (now exhibited in the Antiquarium of the Museo della Terme), which belonged to female statues of which in all probability the drapery was in chased silver. The larger, here reproduced (Fig. 7), has in fact the socket of a pin inclined downwards, which must have joined it to the internal support of hard wood, which was in its turn attached to the base. The marble feet of acrulithic statues never have these sockets.

The state of preservation of the mask allows of only one point of view—three-quarters right, about in the position which it held in the statue—which

---

*Published here by kind permission of the Director, Prof. Roberto Farinelli. It is a left foot (length, cm. mm. 120, about half natural size) and seems to be a woman's. With it was found the little child's hand, which suggests that we are concerned with a group of Aphrodite with Eros. The stylisation of the fingers, as well as the scrolls which ornament the upper leather of the closed sandal, recalls fairly closely the Camillus of the Palazzo dei Conservatori, or the Attinian style, perhaps of the Hadrianic, period. For the literary sources on sculpture in ebony, cf. Panly-Wissewa, 1894 (M. C. P. Schmidt).
reveals to us all the beauties of this work of sculpture, and I think that, after several attempts, I have succeeded in rendering it in the photograph (Pl. VIII.) executed by Signor Pompeò Sansaini under my directions. The others which I reproduce merely give us imperfect views supplementing the first. Thus facing, a little turned to the right (Pl. IX.), it shows us the grandeur of the style, but the fractures and the corrosions disfigure the features too greatly, so that to obtain the effect of the lines it is well to turn the head to the other side (Pl. VIII.). If we look at the head from above the forehead (Fig. 1), the lines of the cheeks and chin come out more clearly, so pure and full of life that they can only be the signature of a great master. The expression is given best of all by the two profiles, which complete each other (Pl. IX. and Fig. 9. 1).

This fragment, in spite of the injuries of time, is one of the most astonishing remains of Greek plastic art. Though rendered with a certain hardness of style, especially in its strongly angular transitions, it reveals—as also does the fragmentary arm, though its ruined state makes it impossible for a photograph to give the artistic sensations which one experiences in handling the original—a marvellous richness of modelling, which gives us its finest nuances in a material more compact than marble, and more luminous than bronze, in which the dark mass disturbs the subtle play of shadows on the planes of the relief.\footnote{14}

The mouth is the part best preserved, and, together with the nostrils, most adequately reveals the marvellous style of the sculptor. The surface, which is intact, was preserved by the cinnabar with which it was tinted. Fleshy and full, with a sharply cut profile, it shows the lips half-opening, with a deep, finely drawn parting, the corners slightly raised, with a noble expression of intelligence and majesty.

The septum of the nose is exaggerated in thickness, the cavities are short and rather narrow, not very deep, since the artist did not wish to make the ivory too thin.

Visconti and the Papal commissaries, who baptized the head Minerva, had before their eyes, in all probability, the acrolith of the Museo Chiaramonti,\footnote{15} and were not mistaken in their judgment. The severity of the expression, combined with the pensiveness of the look, fixed downwards and forwards, and that almost masculine vigour which escapes through the dignity of the features, feminine only in their delicate beauty, preclude identification with any other deity. In this face there is lacking that womanly feeling which appears in a type of abstract female beauty.

The stylistic analysis of the face leads us to suppose that the fragments belong to an Attic statue, to be dated in the age which corresponds to the maturity of Phidias, or, to be more accurate, about 450 B.C. I avail myself of comparison with the best example, in regard to fineness and preservation, Quatremero de Quincey, \textit{i.e.} pp. 394, 395.\footnote{16} Hildeg', no. 70.
that we possess of this period, the *Suppliant* of the Palazzo Barberini,\(^\text{11}\) (Fig. 8. 3).

There is identity, before all, in the form of the face, slightly triangular, a rather blunt oval, with delicately re-entering cheeks that emphasize and bring out the form of the chin; this is especially clear if we look at the head from above the forehead. The tapering of the lower portion gives more breadth to the eyes and forehead, so that the nobility and intelligence of the expression are produced above all by the structure itself. The manner of interpreting the form agrees in details, if we view the profiles successively; thus the curve of the forehead and the re-entering angle of the eyebrow, which gives so much expression to the look, the delicate rounding of the upper eyelid, which in the marble projects so as to shade the eye with its rim, simulating the eyelashes in a material in which imitation by means of incised laminæ was not possible. Similar too in front view is the form of the forehead and the eyes, the junction of the nose with the root and, singularly characteristic in its disposition, the line which descends from the cheek-bone to the chin, as well as those which outline the outer side of the cheek from the lower eyelid to the angle of the mouth and from the temple downwards. So too the hard incision which separates the wings of the nose. The form of the lips is also similar, varying only in the expression; in the marble they are opened, with a strong drawing of the breath, while in the ivory the mouth is in severe repose. In the upper lip, rather short, joined by an accentuated curve to the base of the nose, and with strongly marked central depression; and in the lower one, fleshy, almost swollen, throwing a deep shadow on the chin, we see both in profile and in front view the same play of lively curves. Only the angles stand out more harshly in the ivory than in the marble; the material of the latter, considerably less compact, and the action of time and atmospheric agents, having somewhat blunted them.

Besides the Barberini statue, the only original works that we can confront with the head are among the Parthenon marbles, which are later by some decades; the only female head remaining from the pediments, and the divinities of the frieze. The criterion, further, is very different, whether we consider the state of preservation or the influence on the technique of the destination of the sculptures; for we must remember that they were intended to be seen from a distance of at least twenty-five or thirty metres. In the Laborde head,\(^\text{17}\) discounting the restorations, we can recognize no more than the form of the forehead and of the cheeks; the proportions of the face are a little more elongated. On the frieze the only head in three-
Fig. 8. A.—Suppliant of the Palazzo Barberini.

Fig. 8. A.—The Barberini Herakle.
quarter face that is well preserved is that of Apollo, identical in the
form of the cheeks and the liveliness of the profile on the foreshortened
side. 18

The comparisons that may be made with copies of Roman date are fairly
numerous; but beyond certain affinities of style which are to be noticed with
much caution, they bring into relief especially the difference of workmanship.
First of all, the Apollo from the Tiber (Figs. 8, 2 9, 2 19) comes very close, as
regards the form of the face, the harshness of the transitions, the line
and attitude of the mouth; but the smooth, rounded cheeks, the lack of
movement in the inner profiles of the modelling, betray the craftsman as a
somewhat superficial interpreter of the work which he is reproducing.
It suffices to pass the hand over the sides of the nose, which are here smooth
and even, to feel with how much subtlety the first artist has rendered, by the
slightest possible relief, the transition from the bony to the cartilaginous
portion—a difference which may always be verified in the better copies
as well as originals.

Of this type we still possess some colossal marble examples, recently
studied by Amelung 20 who determined them as Roman copies of the
Hadrianic age, from the affinity of their technique with dated sculptures of
that period. Comparison with them brings out clearly the technical per-
fec tion of our piece. The Carpegea example, 21 which Amelung for good
reasons considers the best, is especially spoilt in the lower part of the face,
which is broad and flat, and in the square ungraceful chin. The modelling,
though not lacking a certain vivacity, is considerably more careless and flat
than in the ivory. The Vienna acrolith (Fig. 9, 3 22) is a poor thing in com-
parison. In details, the grandeur of the conception is lost in a striving after
grace, which impoverishes the expression of divine dignity and calm.
The mouth, too small, its corners raised, smiles weakly, like an elegant doll; the
smooth cheeks, lacking all blending of planes, the too elongated oval of
the face, give the impression that the copyist in his reproduction interprets the
form in a spirit very different from that which the originals reveal to us, and
is governed by an academic schematism based on the training of the schools.
In the parts of the profile that are preserved 23 the identity of style is clear.
Only there is in the ivory a greater refinement of execution, together with a
greater accentuation of certain peculiarities, such as the harsher groove
outlining the lobes of the nose, the deeper depression between the lip and
the chin; the eye is placed a little further back. In the Roman marble the
horizontal curves of the nose are less pronounced, and the projection of the
upper lip is considerably less vigorous.

I have said that comparison with 'Pheidian' works, which have come

is known that it was chiefly on this example that Mats based his observations in order to
23. Ibid. pp. 196 ff., Taf. 11.
TWO IVORY FRAGMENTS OF A STATUE OF ATHENA

Fig. 9. 1.—The Vatican Ivory.

Fig. 9. 2.—Athena at Vienna.
(From Oesterr. Jahrhschrft).

Fig. 9. 2.—Apollo from the Tiber.
down to us in Roman examples, are to be made with great caution. Hitherto studies of the great master have done nothing but pile hypothesis on hypothesis. The numerous contributions made by Furtwängler²⁴ brought together a series of heads which, save for one or two which sound criticism has removed,²⁵ and some added later, of the same quality, express for us—though always relatively—those improvements on the more advanced severe style, in which we have learned to recognise the personality of the great Athenian, whom we cannot know by direct means. Amelung’s latest studies tend to group round the Suppliant, the Apollo from the Tiber (Figs. 8. 2. 0. 2,²⁷) the Boboli head,²⁸ and the Barracco herm (Fig. 8. 4.²⁹), kindred types such as the Kore Albanì and the Demeter of Chochel,³⁰ which he brings together here and there in his edition of Helbig’s Führer, as if to produce, by a spontaneous progression, the impression of a ‘manner of Phidias.’ The critical question of their relations with the originals precludes me for the present from doing more than consider these combinations apart from their real value, that is to say as combinations of copies.³¹ Amelung himself

²⁴ Cf. Furtwängler, Meisterwerke, pp. 1 ff. Admitted on the whole by Amelung in the Index to Helbig⁴, ii. p. 530. It is to be observed that he places among the personal works the head of Aphrodite (‘Sappho’ type), which in view of the elongated oval of the face, a peculiarity constant in all the known copies, is rather to be associated with the works of the ‘School,’ such as the ‘Cora’ of the Rotunda of the Vatican, and similar works. The similarity which Aroudi would, for this reason, find in it with the Parthenon (Brunn-Bruennmann, en Tur. 570) is to plain contradiction with all that he notes about the copies of the latter. See below, note ²⁹.

²⁵ The Athena of Brescia and especially the Bologna head. Amelung, Jahrbuch, l.c. and Schrader, Ital.; Winter, l.c. We shall see in its place what account is to be taken of the view of Preysig, Jahrb. der Inst. 1912, pp. 102 ff., who persists in the hypothesis of Furtwängler. The Albanì herm (Brunn-Bri. 632) is quite akin to the Bologna head as well as to that of the Heraklit, and the opinion of Aroudi (ibid. 74) that we may have to do with the Ankon of Phidias, does not deserve discussion after all that has been written about the already known examples.

²⁶ The Demeter, Kekulé v. Strudlhofst, Mitarbeiter-Propyl. No. 57. For the Kory Albanì, which has already been excluded from the Phidian cycle by Furtwängler, M. W. p. 159, cf. Helbig⁴, 1922.

²⁷ ii. p. 125.

²⁸ Ibid. 1904.

²⁹ Cf. Altanari 34, 203-24. The ‘industrial’ character of this double example is seen above all in the clumsy coupling, which is especially disagreeable in the profile, where the faces have very slight relief. The Wohltz copy (Künstlerblatt, 384, facing, bending forward, a very bad photograph), so far as I can judge from photographs, shows the face differently stylized, in a more elongated oval.

³⁰ Helbig⁴, n. 1922.

³¹ We may say that on this depends the revision of almost all the results of the study of ancient sculpture. It is necessary to this end to study again, using purely experimental criteria, all the Roman material, seeking to re-group it and to distinguish the marble workshops, with minute and exact knowledge of the technique. The typology of supports and pantell will be of the first importance (up till now we have nothing but the despicable article by Ada Savigny, Icon. Mit. 1912, pp. 1 ff., in which the study of supports is reduced to a hermeneutic exercise on J. Reimnitz’s Reporte). The well-known memoir by Furtwängler (Abhändl. d. K. Bayer. Akad.,) is only a ‘prolegomenon,’ put together generally out of his personal opinions. Thus the alleged ‘mechanicity’ of the copies from the time of Panteléons onwards, which he would derive from the passage of Pliny (where 21. 4, probably refers to the ‘prosopomon’ of the original works) and from some cases of points of measurement found on ancient statues of these, too, we are not told whether they are taken from originals or copies) is belied by the numerous variations which we find even in a single type. No weight can be allowed to the rule established by Salomon Reinach (C. R. de l’Acad. des Inscr. 1900, p. 233 ff.,
Fig. 10.—'Phidian' Heads of Athena and Apollo.
implicitly admits this, when he notes the great differences between the Suppliant and the other heads, not original, which he brings into more close relation with it.\footnote{\textit{I. Pollak, Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 145.}

The types of the Pheidian heads are inadequately known to us, in a series of reproductions and variations, the value of which we are far from being able to estimate exactly; and while we can see the school of Pheidias, we fail to catch the individual physiognomy of the artists, when we seek to know them more particularly.

In the present case, since we are interested in the type of Athena, I will begin with the comparative study of the reproductions of the only work of his of which direct reflexions have certainly reached us.\footnote{\textit{I. Pollak, Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 145.}

Among the sculpured copies of the head we can clearly distinguish two plastic traditions: one which begins the Attic production of small commercial reproductions, and, in one great example signed by an Athenian craftsman, gives us a rather short and rounder type of face; while in the other the face is of an elongated, delicate oval; this latter being represented by a solitary complete example and by a group of heads found in the West.\footnote{\textit{I. Pollak, Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 145.}

Of the five complete copies,\footnote{\textit{I. Pollak, Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 145.} none of which can be dated with certainty, four confusion of our ideas, perpetrating an utter travesty of the conception of 'copy' as the tradition of the motives of Greek art. At any rate, since we are working to-day on copies as on originals, it is well to insist on this preliminary inquisition. Only when we have acquired some notion, even though only approximate, of what really remains, shall we be able to attempt to restore what we have lost.

\footnote{\textit{I. Pollak, Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 145.}

For the copies of the Parthenon of Athena, \textit{Mitt.} 1908, p. 138 (Pagunetzher).\footnote{\textit{I. Pollak, Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 145.}

This fact weaknesses considerably the assertion of Schreiber (cf. \textit{Arch. Zeitung}, 1883, p. 306) that the knowedgements is of so important in deciding the value of copies.\footnote{\textit{I. Pollak, Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 145.}

The isolated heads which are connected with the tradition of the Parthenon have to be judged in a different way, because the loss of the figures considerably restricts the range of comparison. Cf. \textit{Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 146, n. 2 (I. Pollak), and \textit{Nachr. d. Ges. d. Wiss. zu G."} 1901, p. 167 ff. (Miiller). In fact it has not been proved that they belong to true 'copies' of the Parthenon simply because they have a helmet more or less like hers. The identity cannot be confirmed except in regard to complete figures. With the first group of copies must be connected above all the Kaufmann head (\textit{Arts.} i, 1901, p. 1, Taf. 3, p. 1, Freiherr), together with the Beazley head (\textit{Arch. Zeitung}, 1901, p. 254); while the Jacobson head (\textit{I. Pollak, Oester. Jahrbuch.} 1901, p. 145) much better are the reproductions

op. cit. p. 26. We have, for example, a series of statues which range from the age of Augustus (e.g. the so-called Germanicus of the Louvre) down to the third century of the Empire; to the latter period belong the two colossal statues of the Palacont in Maia-Duhr. Ant. Bildnerische in Rom, 1908, pp. 75 f. The head of the older man does not seem to me to be modern, as has been asserted; the type is very like the portraits of Maximinus; for the rest see \textit{E. Pecchioli}, Catalogo, No. 993 (96); the 'hunter' and the group of 'Mars and Venus' in the Salone of the Museo Capitolino, of identical technique, the head-dresses and masculin types about 250-270 after Christ. In these statues we have portrait heads, of which the date is ascertainable, placed on Greek ideal bodies, from which much light may be shed on the copies and variations of classical works. Mariani's latest observations (\textit{Circa pro parte dell' Accademia di S. Luca,} 1913-14, pp. 35 f.) make greater...
agree on the whole in the type of the face, viz.: the Varvakeion Statuette, the Lenormant Statuette, the Athena Borghese in the Louvre, and the Kaufmann head, in spite of slight variations in the disposition of the hair (cf. Fig. 10). The first lends us confidence to recognise in this group the most genuine tradition.

If the commercial character and coarse manner of the craftsman’s work, especially in the lineaments of the face, do not encourage us to look in it for any stylistic trace of the original, the type which the statuette represents, and the place where it was made, generally corroborate the observations which may be based on comparison both with the other copies and with other sculptures attributed to the circle of Pheidias; and in particular they prove that the short form of face renders exactly (or rather with some exaggeration of breadth, which is especially unfortunate in the dilatation of the cheeks) the impression which an artist might take if he looked at the statue from the upper galleries of the cela.

This induction is confirmed by the little Lenormant sketch. In the Athena Borghese the cheeks are rendered more gracefully, and the lineaments treated with greater refinement; technically it is the best example of the three, notwithstanding its wretched condition; but, except for the slightly greater loftiness of the forehead, it gives us the same proportions for the face; identity is especially remarkable in the strongly developed chin. In the Berlin head we may note a slight variation in the disposition of the curls on the temples; the cheeks are broader, the transitions rounded off, and the work very mediocre.

The Madrid statuette (Fig. 10. 4), a little larger than that at Athens (with the sphynx about 0.98 m.), although it is executed with true mastery, nevertheless entirely falsifies the character of the original, by giving to the face an elongated oval of geometrical contour, which rather represents the uncritical personal idea of a copyist who works at third or fourth hand. The lines are hard and lifeless; it is a Phidian doll. The author reveals himself as a virtuoso in marble technique, and in his conception of form shows the mentality of a refined decorator, which carries him far from the grandiose from the cast in Studniczka, Kalamos, Taf. 12. 4; 14. 4; cf. Amulung, Gestern. Jahrb. l.c. p. 173: too badly preserved to allow of a critical opinion, the Sacchetti head (Mon. Pet. l.c.), and the Dresden fragment (Arch. An. 1896, p. 38, Fig. 24, Hermann; cf. Jahrb. 1899, p. 148) are different in character and value, and represent the other tradition. An intermediate type is provided by the Colnago head (Bonner Studien, Taf. iv.; the best reproduction, from a cast), in which the modelling of the forehead and the eyes, the only portion preserved, is rather that of a Hellanistic sculpture. The others (Acropolis, Pollak, l.c. Fig. 179; Verona; Aquileia) need not even be mentioned, as we need not discuss the head published by Pollak (ibid. Fig. 172) and at that time in the market.

20 Cf. Kahmadia, ‘Ephorie Moœsées, No. 65, Kustodiat Cats., No. 129. For comparison I have used the cast in the Gabinetto of the University of Rome and Alinari’s photographs 24215-16 n.

21 Bibliography: Pagenstecher, l.c.; Alinari, 24219.

22 Braun-Bruckmann, 512 (“Minerve au Collier.”)


simplicity of the original. It suffices to observe how he adorns the severe drapery of the people, which in the other copies is modelled in a few lines, with fine flutings, which render the folds, especially of the apoptygma, with much vivacity and richness of effect.

It appears strange to me the place of honour, in a popular manual, has been given to the Athena Ludovisi (Fig. 10. 6), a Neo-Attic copy of which Winckelmann's criticism is still true; at least in so far as the head retains nothing of the manner of Pheidias. The chubby cheeks of this 'pretty little girl' show none of the thoughtful severity of the Pheidian type of Athena; the chin is too short and round, the lower lip projects too little and lacks energy; further, the almond-shaped eye is much more delicate and elegant.

To the same school of copyists belongs the Capitoline head of Apollo, (Fig. 10. 7), the which is akin in type to that from the Tiber: it shows the same virtuosity, the little curls which cluster on the temples, the same delicacy of modelling, which has got rid of the noble rigidity which makes us think of Pheidias as the last and greatest of the archaic masters, substituting for it the soft manner of Praxiteles, from whom the masters of Hellenistic times drew so largely. As the stern maid has been transformed under the Neo-Attic chisel into a graceful, chubby girl, full of the seductive ingenious grace of adolescent womanhood, so the majesty of the Delphic seer has been changed into the somewhat overcharged beauty of a fascinating youth, with plump cheeks, the very brother, it would seem, of the girl.

If for a group of 'Pheidian' heads we have substituted a series of Roman marbles, the results are especially valuable on account of the points d'appui which they give us in regard to other copies. Of none of them however can it be supposed that it preserves a trace of the personal style of the master from whom it derives. Their fidelity to the original seems to

---

41 Cf. Schlumberger, i.e. p. 19.
42 Stuart Jones, Outline of the Capitoline Mus., i. p. 205, Pt. 72: 'polished but not worked over' (the date 470 B.C. proposed must be regarded merely as a slip). The remarks which are made in the text of the Einzelschriften, ii. p. 38, are devoid of critical value. There, in addition to the alleged re-working of the anterior side, it is noted that the head is a 'poor repetition' ('in schlechter Wiedergabe') of the Apollo of the Tiber, and that the attribution to Phidias made by Petersen was based on the resemblance to the Athena Ludovisi. Furtwängler's determination of characteristics of the style of Cahan (in a pretended original [Museum: p. 281] is pure plagiarism.
43 Cf. Ameling, Helbig, ii. p. 125 I cannot understand why Lecoy (Scultura Greca, p. 47) finds it so difficult to establish the originality of Pheidias, and limits his work, at least for the Parthenon, to the summing up and completing of the cycle of archaic art. If we had nothing more of Pheidian style left to us than the fragment of ivory which is the subject of this paper, yet the soul of the new epoch, in contrast to the types immediately preceding it, would be revealed to us; as, for instance, in Duccio's panels and Giotto's frescoes are revealed the beginnings of great Italian painting as distinct from the Byzantine manner. The type of the Pheidian Athena is an innovation of this kind, in virtue of the divine ideal which dawns in its countenance, holding the same rank in Greek art as the Madonna of Santa Maria Novella or the Maestà of Duccio holds with regard to older images. The traditionalism of the motive, which seems to carry such weight in the judgment of the Austrian scholar, is common to the great Greek innovators as it is to the Italian 'primitives' and does not limit, but rather enhances, the creative role which they play in the development of the type.
vary inversely with the ability of the man who made them, and this renders us most cautious in allowing specific importance to the reproductions. Of the other images of Athena attributed to Phidias by archaeologists, we do not know, for lack of data relating to the marbles, whether we should recognize in them groups of free reproductions or distinct originals which are unknown to us. The herm of Herculanenum, and that of the Capitolium, seem to me to be two decorative marbles executed on a Phidian pattern by one of the masters’ shops which produced by the thousand copies for the gardens or atri of Roman houses. That they are not copies of a definite statue is proved, to my mind, by the commercial adaptation of the aegis and the gorgoneion, represented on the frontal of the helmet, the only space that the artist had at his disposition to express the attributes of the goddess.

The others, except that which has been studied by Ameling, are so far removed from the few traces that we can follow with security, that we are utterly unable to say where the copy ends and where the variation begins. That is as true for the Hope Athena as for the one in which Furtwängler finds the style of Praxiteles the Elder, for the head at Brescia as for the Athenas Albant and Farnese and the kindred group of female heads. All these sculptures stand alone; but let us remember how many distinctions may arise between the derivatives of the only certainly attested work, and refrain from arbitrary determinations.

The Hope Athena is certainly the most beautiful, at least to our modern eyes; but Freyss, reviving the attribution proposed by Furtwängler, had recourse for comparison to the Madrid copy, which has so little of Phidias in it, and to the Bologna head, which in all probability is not Attic. Moreover, I cannot see the affinity on which he insists so strongly. There is, it is true, a certain generic similarity in the elongated form of the face, but the fleshly cheeks of the second head are in such contrast with those of the other, so thin, almost fleshless, that the chief use of the juxtaposition of the reproductions is to destroy the assertion of the critic who makes it, and to weaken to some degree Furtwängler’s attribution to Phidias as well as the identification with the statue in the Temple of Fortune of which Pliny speaks (xxxiv. 54).

Furtwängler, *Malerpins.* p. 90; Rusch, *Guida.* p. 36, Fig. 10. Mariani’s view, that the form may be derived from a statue without aegis, does not seem to me to be acceptable, since the attribute would have been hardly visible owing to its small size.

Stuart Jones, *Catul.* p. 240. 54; the form of the face is more triangular and shorter than in the Naples copy.


Furtwängler, l.c. p. 90. The relations which Mahler would see (cf. Klein, *Gesch. d. prak. Kunst,* i. p. 468) with archaic works are absolutely imaginary.


After Ameling’s acute observations (Jahrb. Jahress. 1908, pp. 104 f.), which confirmed the doubts advanced by Gardner and Rusch, and after Schrader’s most splendid comparison (ibid. 1911, pp. 61 f.), it does not seem to be possible to reopen the question as long as our Phidian material remains what it is. The last author’s conclusions were accepted by Winter (*Kunstgesch.* in *Bilder*, 2nd ed.). I think by this I have shown how little substance there is in the comparisons advanced by Freyss.
Although we can distinguish little or nothing of his actual style, the dates between which the life of the master is comprised allow us to gain a sufficiently clear idea of what must have been the beginnings of his artistic career.

Much, may too much, has been said of the youth of Pheidias without our having even an approximate idea of the relations between the chronology of his life and the rather arbitrary dating of the works generally attributed to that period of his artistic activity. Indeed, the only outcome of all that has been written hitherto is gross contradiction, since, according to the generally accepted chronology, which, strange to say, no one has impugned, the artistic youth of Pheidias would not survive in any monument. In fact, if we place his birth about 500 or 400 and arrange his 'youthful' works between 460 and 450, we come immediately to the master's maturity in the fourth or fifth decennium of his life.

Among the works which may be placed in the former decennium, one, represented by a sufficiently uniform tradition and by a copy which can be dated with certainty to the first decennia of the Imperial age, has been attributed to the master on the ground of its particular affinities with the most certain of Pheidian productions: the Apollo of the Mantua type. Fig. 11, a, b, in which we observe, comparing it with the Apollo from the Tiber and kindred

---

The attribution to the young Pheidias of the relief of Eleusis (bibliography in Hélbig, 1922) is without secure foundation, and the comparison with the figures of the Parthenon frieze shows generic affinities combined with strong stylistic differences. The scheme of the composition is somewhat primitive in comparison with the sculptures mentioned. It lacks, in fact, that continuity of action which we find expressed with so much mastery by the vase-painters as early as 450, and which consists in placing the middle figure to the front, with the head turned to one of the sides, as to give harmony, variety and unity to the composition. I do not know whether Curtius's attribution of the Cassel Apollo is to be regarded as an exception to the general tendency, in so far as the dating of this sculpture was based on an inaccurate idea of the complete copy. (Cf. below, note 85.)

---

81 Cf. Klein, loc. cit., p. 469.
sculptures, a difference of development rather than of artistic mentality. In the face we have the same scheme of lineaments, the same form of mouth, and the same gracefulness of cheeks. Only the line of the forehead is more rounded and shows a slightly convex profile, the eyes are less shadowed by the eyebrows, the lips slightly contracted, project a little more, with a sullen expression, but in general there is agreement in pose as in profile. And if Phidias was born about the year of Marathon, he may very well have carved the Apollo of Mantua about his thirtieth year, and at forty the Apollo from the Tiber; while the figure of Hegias disappears from among the archaic masters of Attica, who are wholly unknown to us, and by the young master's side we see come into view, as great innovators, rivals older by some decades, Myron and the authors of that group of sculptures which passes to-day under the name of Calamis.\(^{23}\)

Hegias, on the contrary, may have left us some traces in those productions which are to be placed fairly close to the only datable sculptures contemporaneous with him, the Tyrannicides of Critios and Nesiotes.\(^{24}\) Among the works of this period, one especially displays a singularly grandiose quality and an archaism which still lags considerably behind the group which we are accustomed to call after Calamis, that is to say the sculptures of Olympia and the few works which we can date in the epoch corresponding to the artistic phase of Phidias: and that is the Apollo of Cassel.\(^{25}\) Its affinity with the dated group is especially perceptible in the hard treatment

\(^{23}\) G. A. Ameling in Helig, No. 912-973.

\(^{24}\) For the chronology of Hegias see Klein, l.c. p. 977.

\(^{25}\) The copies of the head that we possess vary greatly in the style of the face. From the more archaic type of the Binecco example (cf. Furtwängler, Intervenza, p. 6; Klein, l.c. p. 304) we pass by degrees to the more elegant and rounded copies of Cassel (Arch. Aus. 1914, p. 7, Fig. 3) and of Florence (Brunn-Bruckmann, 304) and to the others (quite unrecognizable) at Athens (Nat. Mus. No. 47, Alinari 22293) and in the Naples Museum (Rausch, Guida, p. 44, Fig. 13).

The short form of the face of the Florentine copy, which makes the eyes seem large and gives them a more powerful expression is singularly out of keeping with the type of all the others; the modelling is softened down to the point of disappearing altogether. The projection of the cheekbone in the profile view, the stiffness of the transitions, belong to the Roman academic style of the Augustan or Hadrianic age. The copy at Athens is distinguished by the roundness of the cheeks and chin, by the smoothness of the transitions, especially in the mouth and eyes. I cannot compare the examples in the Jacobaeum (Curtius, l.c.) and Inse Bindell Collections (Furtwängler, Namenskäme, p. 365 (41)).

Obviously I cannot accept the opinion of Curtius (cf. M. Bieber, l.c. p. 7) as to the classification of the copies, seeing that, if the archaic characteristics of the Binecco example find their genuineness confirmed by original monuments, no one can suppose that it was the copyist who introduced them. The head in the Palazzo Vecchio seemed to Curtius to be the most beautiful; so be it, but this is only a subjective aesthetic impression. Franklin Bieber would infer that the craftsman worked with his compasses on the original, which, to speak frankly, is a strange way of reasoning, the more so that supposing it to have been executed in the Augustan age, or whenever the Neo-Attics worked, this mechanical method is more problematical than ever. In the profile there is close analogy between the Harmodios (Brunn-Bruckmann 382, 2. 1893) and the Apollo (Binecco example) in regard to the line from eye to chin. In the hero the lips, protruded by rapid breathing, mitigate the exaggerated expression caused by the projection of the chin.

Very close in the modellling of the neck and of the cheek, which in the Apollo is broader; the position and height of the ear are identical. As to the affinities generally recognized between the head of Harmodios and other sculptures, those, except in the boy
of the nude: the archaic scheme of the figure comes out astonishingly in the new reconstruction of the fragments by Margaret Bieber. At the most we may separate these masterpieces by some ten years, but we feel that their authors must have learned their style at the same school. The curly locks, terminated by a series of symmetrical ringlets, which frame the broad forehead recall quite closely those of the short hair of Harmodios. The type of the face stands alone among all the work of the epoch; with broad forehead and widely spaced eyes, it shows the scheme of an inverted acute-angled triangle in the excessive elongation of the lower part and above all of the chin, which in some copies (Barracca Collection, Fig. 13, Cassel statue) has almost the effect of a deformity. We find it, on the other hand, in a series of vase-paintings, in which, as it constantly recurs on heads of ephelri, it

would seem to be an elegance according to the taste of the time. And these are precisely the best works of the Attic painting in the latest stratum of the Acropolis and of the two decennia following.

---

from the Acropolis (Dirkins, Catol. of the Acrop. Mus. p. 264, No. 698; Schrader, Ausschnitt archaischer Marmorbild. Taf. XVI.-XVII. pp. 53 ff.) are sufficiently generic, and their only relation is chronological. So we may see an earlier phase of development in the Ludovisi head (Klein, l.c. p. 389; Heldig, n. 1288), in the Vatican acrodit (see above, note 11) and in the 'Beaune' of the Acropolis (Catol. Mus. 241-4; Klein, l. p. 407). Contemorary, in all probability, is the Charioteer of Delphi (cf. Klein, p. 407) of which, for the rest, the Attic origin has been much disputed, and the attribution to Pythagoras proposed by Makler and most recently maintained by Von Duhn (Ausschnitt, viii. 1913 (1914), pp. 37 ff.) is very disputable.

Arch. Anc. 1914, pp. 6-10, Figs. 1, 2, 4.

If we study the Barracca copy in relation to kindred archaic sculptures, these peculiarities, which produced in Furtwangler such enigmatic sensations of mysticism, come into clearer light as stylistic characteristics.

Especially perceptible in the paintings by Brygos and Hieron.

So in the polychrome amp by Euphronios (Hartwig, Meisterschäfte, Taf. 51, p. 484, cf. ibid. p. 480; ca. 490-70); in that of Eub in the Munich Museum (Furtwangler-Reichhold, Griech. Vasenmalerei, Taf. 61, n. p. 25, ca. 470-60).
TWO IVORY FRAGMENTS OF A STATUE OF ATHENA
The most exact parallel in regard to identical structure of face is afforded by the heads drawn three-quarter face in the painting of the Argonauts on the krater of Orvieto, one of the oldest examples of the fine severe style, in which we may in all probability see the reflection of the earlier manner of Polygnotos.

It is a peculiarity which becomes gradually less prominent as we approach the year 450; there is still some trace of it, though hardly perceptible, in that wonderful little head in the Museo Gregoriano, of which the profile seems to reproduce the head of the Devonshire Apollo, and in which we may with good reason recognize the influence of the latest paintings of the Thasian master (Fig. 12). It is entirely lacking in the heads of the statues by 'Calamis,' by Myron, by 'the young Phidias,' no less than in that of the athlete of Perinthus. The parallel is noteworthy for chronological reasons as well as for the artistic tendency which it reveals. The great Attic master who flourished in the time of Critios and Nesiois, was precisely that one whom the most ancient and trustworthy traditions indicate as the master of Pheidias; and indeed the Cassel Apollo, of which Fraulein Bieber has emphasized, better than any other archaeologist, the archaic characteristics, may be dated about 475-465. The hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that in Athens we know of no other name that has any claim in the matter.

The statue, as I have said, stands alone. Furtwangler's affirmations as to relations with others come to nothing. And here we must note a criterion for the classification of copies. The execution of them was always subordinated to the taste of the copyist's patrons; the aim, except in a case like that of the Tyrrhenicides, in which an historical event made a special appeal to interest, was essentially aesthetic. Aesthetic, that is, in the same way as is now the choice of copies purchased by the crowd of visitors to picture galleries. There are 'pictures' more or less salable, as there are books which 'come off' or not. Historical considerations of the development of art take with such a public a second place. Thus there is formed a sort of canon, by which certain masters have many works, others, no less great, some or none, according as their style is less or more alien to the taste of the public. Whole epochs of Greek Sculpture remained in this way unknown to

---

40 Griech. Vasenmal. Taf. 198, vol. ii. pp. 245 ff. Especially remarkable is the same manner of placing the cheekbones too high. This does not clash with the date (450) established by Hauser, in relation with the Olympian pediments, with a comparison which is of great generic value, in relation more to the scheme of composition and the motifs, than to the singularity of the types.
41 Cf. J.H.S. 1914, pp. 179 ff. The technique (drawing of the eyebrows, naeance in the painting of the eye) is certainly so much superior to that of the ordinary vase painters that the author must have had a true artistic training.

42 Furtwängler, Internazione, Taf. 2.
43 Internazione, p. 11.
44 The resemblance in style to the 'Pelasgus' (cf. Klein, I.c. p. 403) is quite generic; and that which has been asserted between it and the boy of Stephanos (ibid. p. 408) is absurd. The 'Jaecker' of the Braeux Nuevo and the Athena Albani with the wolf-skin are, in the form of the face, fairly close to the 'modernized' copies of the Cassel Apollo; but we have no sure criterion to enable us to decide whether we have in them free copies or later phases of style.
the workshops of Roman copyists. There is every reason to believe that such is the case with the master of the Cassel Apollo, of whose works this alone was prized and in request.

The use of ivory as a plastic material and in combination with precious metals, like the use of the latter in chased work, is met with as early as the age of Aegean civilization, and the technique was without doubt derived from Egypt, together with the material, wrought or unwrought, which down to our own days has followed the classic trade route of the Nile valley. And from the Euphrates basin and from the Asiatic Empires of the Littoral, there must have come to the Greeks of Ionia and the Islands knowledge direct or indirect of the golden images of the Babylonian Ziggurat, which must also have been chased, and of the polychrome statues of stone, wrought in pieces and put together, as were for instance the figures of ebony and ivory which tradition attributed to Dipoinos and Skyllis. This technique also left its trace in Mesopotamia about the time of the Sargonds.

If however the origins are clear, the development of the technique in the full historic age is entirely unknown; and there is very little to help us understand it in the rare examples of aercoliths and of marble pieces accessory to imitations in marble, the use of which as early as the fifth century B.C. is assured from the record that Phoibias made one for the city of Platea.

The present find, at least, places before us a type of a scale which we may fix at about 1 m. 55 for the whole figure; a little less than the normal for man and about right for the medium height of a woman of classic race.

The flesh is worked in solid pieces as far as the dimensions and the serviceable part of the material permitted. Thus the head was joined to the neck and the latter, if part of the breast was to be visible, to the projection weighed 800 talents (about 16 tons) is fabulous. For Egypt, a statue in stone (green basalt?) of the twentieth or twenty first dynasty, recently acquired by the British Museum ("Egyptian Sculpture" in the British Museum, Pl. 42) gives us an example of a head plated with chased gold.

**Paus. x. 4. 1.**

**Cf. Koldewey, i.e. pp. 47 ff.; remains of polychrome statues, life-size, found near the Temple of Marduk, Kergla. N. 2, Fig. 78: several portions of eyes; remains of shell or white stone, traces of two or three different materials. N. 3, Fig. 79: fragments of hair, beard, and eyebrows in lapis lazuli, ninth to thirteenth century B.C.**

**Cf. especially Amelung in Helbg., n. p. 130. The polychrome head of Athena is worked at the back, as is clear from a drawing in Amelung's possession, in a way analogous to the aercoliths of Athens there noted.**

**Paus. ix. 4. 1.**

**Overbeck, Archäolog., n. 435.**

---

45 Cf. the Minyan Cretan statuette of the "Serpent Goddess" carved in ivory with gold ornamentation, Amer. Journal Arch. xiii. 1915, Pl. XII-XIV.; and the Diver from Caunus, B.S.A. vii. Pl. II.; III.

46 Egyptian excavations are especially rich in small carvings in ivory. The style of the sculptor Irtsetes (cf. Perrot et Chipiez, Hist. de l'Art, i. p. 839), where it is mentioned together with alabaster, gives ground for believing that it was worked in pieces larger than are known hitherto. What has been said above as to Syrian ivory of prehistoric times (cf. F. Poulsen, Orient. u. frühbrech. Kunst, p. 37) does not detract much from the general value of the fact, the more so that we are completely in the dark as to the difference of quality which doubtless existed, as they exist now, and are recognized in commerce, between African and Indian ivory.

47 Heidel. L. 588; cf. Koldewey, Die Tempel u. Babylons u. Persiens p. 39. The assertion of the press that the statue was solid and
of the collar-bones, with various pieces necessary for the largest plane surface, with the joints hidden in the parts which were in shadow. The same process is employed for the junction of the hand to the wrist, and, in all probability, for the attachment of the fingers. We may observe that the use of quadrangular pins, assisted doubtless by a strong stucco, was restricted to the absolutely necessary; as far as possible the function of support was entrusted to the metallic part, which was stronger and less liable to deformation. Thus the head rested merely by its weight on the neck and was sustained by the wrought cap of the hair and of the headdress, which in its turn was joined to the purely metallic nape and shoulders.

The function of the wooden peg is reduced to that of a vertical support between the neck and the shoulders; because the metallic portion had to be sufficiently strong to counteract the thrust forward. Consequently it had to be a plate and not a thin sheet.

There is reason to suppose that there was no very great variation in dimensions, and that the craftsmen adhered almost always to the type of the Vatican fragments, which allowed them to work the principal parts in single pieces, keeping them at the same time fairly close to the natural dimensions and producing statues not disproportionate to the size of the cella in the temples of the more usual scale. In the really very rare exceptions of colossal statues made for some sanctuary of the first rank the unpleasant effect of the numerous joins in the face was obviated by the great height of the figure, while it would have been fully visible in a statue a little larger than life size, the head of which would have required to be wrought in two or three pieces at least.72

The lips were covered with cinnumbar; the eyebrows were also painted;

---

72 In the experiments made with so great technical skill by Quatremère de Quincy, the head of life-size is composed of five pieces (ibid. p. 412, Pl. 29). It is noticeable that the type of the Vatican fragment has been spontaneously repeated in the most recent attempts at chryselephantine sculpture (reproduction of a Munich head made by Fr. Stuck, Klein, ibid. p. 411; bust of the Republic in the Musée du Luxembourg). The dimensions of our fragments recur with a certain frequency in Roman copies of sacred images. I note, for instance, that they are constant in examples of the Aphrodite in which Furtwängler wished to recognize the chryselephantine statue of Alexander called Ekkos (cf. Collignon, Sculpt. Gréco-Chr. t. p. 118), and they occur in the Florence copy (Milani, Mus. Arch., p. 259, No. 190) of the Athena which Studzinska attributed to Menaschinos and Sosibios. Including the beginning of the neck, the figure is 98 cm. high, so that the complete statue may be calculated at 120-125 cm., or a little more than two-thirds natural size. (The copy at Naples is a good deal smaller.)

I do not think it is necessary to take much account of the tradition, preserved in the texts, of the softening of ivory (cf. Bömmel, loc. cit. for the negative result of modern attempts see Jacob in Darmst. et Sagio, ii, p. 447). The method indicated by Plutarch, by means of a decoction or beer made of barley, seems to me absurd, no less than that of boiling for six hours with mandrorgo, of which Dioscorides speaks. Pausanias' text alone enables us to explain this fable, which is derived from the ignorance of technique in the popular mind, which supposed that it was possible to fuse elephants' tusks, as also oxen's horns (σκινθία καὶ τίνος καὶ ἀκρόβια... τοῦ σκινθίου κ.τ.λ.). Everything then is based on the uncertain reading of a passage of Seneca (Epist. 90), in which "pedice," attributed to Democritus, may with probability be referred, in a generic way, to every other manipulation of the surface in regard to colouring or preservation.
the eyes wrought in hard stone or enamel and the eyeball held in position by the stacco and by the lids. The conjunctive membrane was also painted.\\(^{33}\)

Of the metallic portion we can gain a sufficiently exact idea from the details given by Thucydides of the weight of the gold from the colossal of the Parthenon.\\(^{34}\) If we reckon the Attic gold talent at 60,000 francs, the 40 talents of the colossal of Athena are equivalent to gold coin, without alloy, of about 780 or 800 kilogrammes (2,400,000 francs, or £96,000), or 120,000 staters or darics.

To obtain an approximate idea of its thickness, we must remember that the ivory parts were very small, and that the drapery and arms formed a complex development of planes and hollows; we must then distribute the volume of the metal over the surface of the longest faces of the parallel-epiped in which the statue could be inscribed. According to the known dimensions of the colossal, we shall have a plate of gold of about 4.6 kg, per square metre, and that gives a plate of one millimetre, the thickness which is required in order to be able to remove the pieces without their being pulled out of shape by their weight. In a statue like that of which we have the fragments the ratio to the Parthenon is about 1 to 8, and, even if we reduce the thickness of the wrought metal to half, the sum in gold cannot have been less than 150,000 francs, or about £6,000, without reckoning the ivory and the artist's fee. And as the ivory must have cost not much less than the gold,\\(^{35}\) and good craftsmen had to be paid decently, we shall be very near the truth if we estimate the cost of such a work of art at not less than 40 or 50 talents of silver, a sum which down to the time of Pericles constituted a large estate, and which very few sanctuaries were in a position to spend in addition to their ordinary budget. This explains why images of gold and ivory were so rare, at least in the older period of Greek art.

Those of which literary records have survived are in Greece about twenty in number,\\(^{36}\) anterior to, or contemporary with, the present one. And for the islands, the Italian colonies and cities in the East, we cannot reasonably suppose that the proportion was larger.

The early cultus of the Hellenes was simple, and when a sudden fortune

---

33 In regard to polychromy, the best object for comparison is the Kaufmann head (see above, note 35). It is to be noted that in the scrolithes, in which the inserted eyes remain, there is always an amputation of the chromatic separation of the corneae from the marble, in order to get the effect which Phidias, for instance, had obtained with white stone (Plato, Hippias maj. 250 b). In the archaic Vatican scrolith (see above, note 11) the corneae is of opaline quartzite; in the Athens head, of bone (Staic, Guide illustré, I. No. 177, p. 24).

34 L. 13. The calculation, which is nothing more than approximate, is not affected by the alleged bronze sphinx, the existence of which has been maintained on the basis of a rather doubtful reading of a passage in Pliny. (Cf. Scheider, l.c., pp. 66 seq.)

35 The price of ivory is determined by a ratio between the weight and the volume, as is usual with precious organic or mineral substances (tortoise-shell, amber, pearl, precious stones). The thicker parts of the tusk have greater value, which is yet more increased in older specimens. In antiquity the value was certainly increased by the difficulty of transport and the multiplicity of middlemen.

gave it splendour, statues of precious material were confined almost entirely
to the most famous and ancient sanctuaries. We must remember that there
is no record of chryselephantine images at Delos or at Delphi, the great
centres of the Apolline cult, and that Olympia, Argos and Athens only had
them at a somewhat late date. And some cities, after having commissioned
an artist to make a statue, were obliged to place in the temple a model of
wood and plaster with some pieces of ivory, being obliged to suspend the
work for lack of funds. There seems to us therefore little credibility in
the well-known episode in Philostratus, in which he speaks of a ship ‘fully
laden’ with ivory statues, as if they were bales of textiles or sacks of grain.

The material in our case notably restricts the area of probability of
identification, in relation to the extant records of statues of this period and
of this type. Some archaeologists still employ the method of identifying
some literary note with an anonymous statue, for purely hypothetical
convenience; thus recently Frickenhaus has attributed some works to
Kolotes on grounds of generic suitability of style and type to the statues
hastily mentioned by Pausanias. Were I to employ the same method; I
should have my answer immediately ready and, I may further say, consider-
ably more certain, up to a certain point.

I prefer to present it as a mere possibility. Only two chryselephantine
Athena-statues of the Pheidian school, which are not described as colossal,
sre recorded in our literary sources. One was that of Pelleine in Achaia,
attributed to the master by a local tradition recorded by Pausanias, but
doubted by certain learned writers for reasons far from persuasive; the
other was in Elis, the work of his disciple Kolotes. I have already shown

---

77 Pana, i. 60, 4.
78 Vita Apollod. v. 39. Blümmer, l.c., thinks that he may refer to small figures, more probably I think, to imitations in cheap material.
80 vili. 27, 2.
81 The supposition of Klein, accepted by Furtwängler, M.W. p. 37, that the statue of Pelleine was regarded as earlier than the other
Athenas by Pheidias, as being archaic and therefore not Pheidian, is purely arbitrary. Pausanias, as always, reports what he heard
on the spot, and the traditions were not based on stylistic comparisons. We may have our
doubts about the detail of its precedence in regard to the others, but we have no reason to
suppose that the information was a complete invention. We get no additional light from the
requires a great deal of good will to suppose

---

with a work of Pheidias or of his school, while everything suggests that it was the
more ancient and venerable image. If we had the coins of Athena as our only source for
discovering the Parthenos, the case would not be dissimilar. Equally arbitrary is
Furtwängler’s denial that the Athena of Plato was by Pheidias, because if so it must
have been executed about forty years after the dedication of the title of the spoil of
the battle. The details furnished by the Periplus about technique make his report
peculiarly worthy of attention; and, on the other hand, what do we know of the causes—and they are
many—which may have delayed the execution of the image? The date 465 proposed by
Loewy (l.c.) has no foundation.
82 Pam. vi. 26, 3; Pliny, H.N. 35, 54.
83 The identification with the Athena Medicis proposed by Frickenhaus (J. Arch. 1913, pp. 341 fl.) is not founded on any secure data.
The colossal dimensions (about one-third of the Parthenos) make it very difficult to recog-
nize, in it, the chryselephantine statue of a secondary temple.
that there are no secure criteria for distinguishing the personal styles of two artists; nor does chronology help us much, since if the Athena of Pellone was earlier than those of Plato and of the Acropolis we have no reason to suppose that all five were not made within a very short time of each other, just as up to the present no argument has been found to decide on the date of the Zeus relatively to the Parthenos and the death of Pheidias. Nor can we say whether the statue of Kolotes was contemporaneous with, or posterior to, the master's activity at Olympia, the period of which is itself undetermined.

If, however, we regard the comparisons which we have already made, the most probable date for our ivory fragments inclines towards 460, perhaps a few years higher, and the astonishing beauty of the work makes us more ready to recognize in it the work of an artist of the first rank, rather the master than the pupil, who we must suppose was a mere translator of a style which was higher than he could attain to. These are good indications, but, I insist, nothing more than that. A better argument for not recognizing here the statue of Elis may, I think, be drawn from its provenance.

Among the seventy or so ivory statues which the Curiosum urbis indicates as existing in Rome in the Constantinian age there will have been Greek statues of all ages, which came there in all kinds of ways, beginning with the "manubiae Achaiae" of Murmurs and ending with the plunder of the Emperors and the Imperial governors, to which the secondary sanctuaries and cities were more exposed. And to this the utterly wretched condition into which the ancient mother of the arts had fallen, and which was continually aggravated under the Empire. Depopulation and desertion might counsel the transport of the more precious objects to the capital for the sake of preserving them, to rescue them from the rapacity of the last miserable inhabitants; if indeed in the panic of the Gothic invasion, when Germans burnt and ravaged Attica, the cities on this side of the Isthmus did not send their dearest and most sacred possessions to Rome, which the barbarians had not yet stormed. These are only the most obvious chances which may explain the arrival in Rome of a Greek statue between the days of the Periegetes and the Curiosum urbis.

It would have been a matter of considerable difficulty to deprive the Eleans, who from the religious standpoint occupied a privileged position as guardians of the great Panhellenic sanctuary, of their images without causing an enormous scandal throughout the Empire. Such a thing could only happen when the ancient cult had almost altogether disappeared from

---

46 The question is in no degree answered by Dümmler (Ann. d. Kunstw. Arch. 1913, pp. 70 ff.), as de Ridder supposed (Rev. Ét. Gr. 1915, pp. 191 ff.). The dates of the Parthenon works give no certain support to the opinion of Furtwängler as opposed to that of Fuehrerstein, Frickenhaim's resume (e. g. pp. 342-352) merely shows the impossibility of extracting anything certain from the documents which are in our hands, and makes it clear that the dates which we have for the architectural work possess but secondary value for the plastic decoration.

the populations under the sway of Roman culture, with the definitive closing of the Greek sanctuaries; and, although we have no certain records concerning this particular case, everything suggests that the Athena of Kolotes followed the Colossus of Olympia to the new capital of Constantine at the end of the fourth century.

And it counts for little that the two fragments were found in the Sabine Land. Who can ever say through what vicissitudes these bits of ivory, robbed of their golden vesture, probably by the treasury of Constantine or of Theodosius, passed to find their resting-place in the earth, where they were perhaps hidden by one of the last devotees of the ancient gods, who fled with them to the provinces as to a more secure hiding-place?

CARLO ALBIZZATI.
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NOTE.—Owing to the absence of the author on military service, it has been impossible to communicate to him the proofs of his article before passing them for press. The editors have to thank Dr. Negara and Mrs. S. A. Strong for assistance in settling some of the doubtful questions.—EDD.
NOTICES OF BOOKS.


It was the desire of the late Professor Michæli that more detailed accounts of the ancient sculptures belonging to private collections in Great Britain than the summaries which he was able to give in his monumental work should become available, and that the *Ancient Marbles in Great Britain* should stimulate scholars at home to a keener examination than had hitherto been devoted to treasures in their midst. It is something of a reproach to English archaeologists that this work has not yet been adequately performed. Pioneers, however, have been in the field in the persons of Mrs. A. Strong and Mr. A. H. Smith, and now the handsome volume before us encourages the hope that other collections will, before long, be dealt with in the same competent way.

The Leconfield collection contains over eighty Greek and Roman antiquities. In the present catalogue the descriptions are in each case accompanied by at least one illustrative plate. The method of description closely follows that adopted in the catalogue of the Capitoline Museum. Strict scientific accuracy is the great aim in view, and aesthetic appreciation is but rarely indulged in.

Eighteen of the pieces were not seen by Michæli, and it is perhaps superfluous to add that one of these is the *idol* of the collection, the well-known Petworth head of Aphrodite which was first raised from obscurity by Furtwängler. His views are extensively quoted, but we would venture to suggest that, while the Aphrodite merits every word of praise which has been written about her, the theory that she was an original work by Praxiteles cannot be lightly accepted. Several of the smaller points raised in support of this theory have a culminating effect quite beyond their merits when skillfully introduced into the argument in the *Masterpieces*. The fact, for instance, that the back of the Petworth head is made of another piece of marble and that pieces of the Hermes are added in the same way, though not in the case of the head, merely leads to the negative conclusion that, in our only undoubted original and one which was only of secondary importance in its time, Praxiteles was careful to get the head out of the main block whatever happened elsewhere. As against this we may remember that the British Museum head of Asklepios from Melos is made of four pieces of marble and was regarded by Klein as Praxitelean. Again, when it is suggested that the head was intended for insertion into a statue made of a marble of less fine quality, we may remember that the Hermes is all of Parian. Assuming Praxitelean origin for the Aphrodite, we may suppose that the work was not of less importance than the Hermes. In fact, two replicas of the head are thought to survive, while no sculptured copies of the Hermes are known, although it stood in a much frequented place. It is at least arguable that Praxiteles in his later period would prefer to work his statues in marble of equal quality throughout.

Moreover, the whole account is vitiated by the importance attached by Furtwängler to the mediocre Euhenius head. The present writer’s impression is that the Petworth

head more nearly approaches to expression the human type which we might have expected from the school of Lysippus than the exalted deity we should expect in an original by Praxiteles. Above all, we must remember that had the body been preserved a very different account of the work might have been given. Hail only the head of the Aphrodite of Melos, for which we wonder to what period it would have been assigned.

The best known of the other works in the collection are the statue known as the Petworth 'Oil-Pourer,' the Amazon of the Mattei type, the Egremont Apollo, the interesting colossal bust of Athene (figured in Ancient Marbles), and the beautiful head of an athlete (No. 24) which may be safely grouped with the series of works now sacrificed in origin to Krasus. No replica of the Mattei Amazon has a head properly belonging to the statue, and the proposal of Michaelis to regard the antique head set in the Petworth statue as such must now be finally rejected, though others had already disputed that view.

There are several other pieces which, now that they are more adequately published and plates of them are available, should challenge an equal interest with those just mentioned. No. 10, a vigorous and somewhat massive Dionysos, is an attractive figure. The magnificent statue of a mourning woman (No. 11) is one of those masterpieces of which the exact date is hard to ascertain, but which any period might be proud to have produced. Of the Pan and Olympus (No. 12) it may be remarked that while the head of Olympus, which does not belong to the group, is recognised as that of a late Greek Dionysos, it is not noticed that the head of Pan may be paralleled by work of the Pergamene school. After the Aphrodite and the 'Mourning Woman' the most taking piece in the collection is No. 17, a charming statue of a nymph of Artemis. The drapery is rather over elaborated and in some details reflects fifth century originals. We think the work is correctly ascribed to the Hellemistic period, and is one more proof of the great artistic merit of the sculptors of that epoch. The Planes to Nos. 28 and 29 have got transposed. No. 29 is a Roman copy of a fifth century Greek type, and might have been compared with the well-known head of Hera from the Argive Heraeum. There is a nice head of a young Roman (No. 46) adapted from a Hermes head of the Praxitelean School, and some fine portrait busts. Quite a feature of the collection is the number of busts of children, some of them of great charm.

No. 7, a copy—longo intercalo—of a Praxitelean Apollo, is apparently considered a work of some merit. Even among heavy and inessid attempts to reproduce Praxitelean work this particular one would have seemed, to the present writer, bad.

The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum.


By no one will this beautiful volume be read with greater interest and satisfaction than by the writer of this review, who finds in it the happy conclusion of a work he was called to begin, under the guidance of the late Sir Charles Newton, many years ago. The whole collection of Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum, second as it is to none in Europe outside of Athens, is now printed and made accessible to all. One can also trace how the English School of Greek Epigraphy has grown in numbers and in skill, as this work has proceeded, the later volumes showing a great advance upon the earlier, while this last volume contains far more facsimiles and photographs than its predecessor. It is an open secret that Hirschfeld, though a learned scholar, had but a poor command of English, so
that his MS., even of Part I. of this volume, demanded much rewriting from the Museum staff. We may be proud of the group of scholars enumerated by Mr. Arthur Smith in his clear but modest Preface; epigraphic studies are safe in the hands of Mr. F. H. Marshall and his colleagues.

Pp. 1-152 are, of course, a reprint of Hirschfeld's Part I., issued in 1898, comprising the inscriptions brought home by Newton from Knidos, Halikarnassos and Branchidae, but the greater part of this volume contains a good deal that is new. Of course there are some old friends that we are glad to see newly read and discussed: e.g. the 'Sigean inscription' (No. 1092), the 'Rosetta Stone' (No. 1065), and the Menas inscription from Sestos (No. 1000). One is also glad to see the originals of famous documents—such as the Bronze Tablets from Oialeton (Nos. 933-4)—finding their home at last in the National Collection. A number of inscriptions from Naukratis, Kyios and Cyprus remind us of recent excavations. One from Corbridge (No. 1095) is due to Roman Archaeology. A number of new Attic documents (pp. 107 ff.) are worthy of attention, e.g. No. 940. No. 957 is a fragment from the Sacrificial Calendar published in the 'Inscriptions of Cos' (by Paton and Hicks, 1891), Nos. 40-41. At that time the fragment could not be found: Mr. Paton wrote that it had been 'sold to some people who came to Cos in a yacht in 1887: it will probably come to light again.' In 1915 it turned up in a garden at Tring, and was presented to the Museum. It is not possible to make the various pieces read intelligently into each other. How easy it is for an inscription to escape even expert eyes is proved by No. 1044, from Attaleia (?), which has lain undetected ever since its arrival in England in 1826, and by No. 1032, which was omitted from the Ephesian Documents (vol. iii.) in 1890. This volume contains a delightful variety of materials: thus No. 1020 (from Smyrna) gives us a list of the works of a learned medical author, Hermogenes, otherwise unknown; No. 1021 deals with a dispute about Ferry Charges (Smyrna); while 1030 (Anysbon in Caria) records the hanging of a slave for the murder of his master: and so on.

A full index makes a welcome finish to the undertaking. Many will also be grateful for the reprint of the long Salutaris inscription, after the recension of Heberden. It reminds the present writer of labours now long past, and of deficiencies which he left for later scholarship to make good.

Edward: Lincoln.


This is a brilliant performance, thorough in its methods and most illuminating in its results. Mr. Newell's own fine cabinet has, of course, given him a rare opportunity, but no one could have turned that opportunity to better account than he has done. His acuteness of observation, his laborious patience, and his genuine numismatic instinct have enabled him to produce a monograph that must always be of fundamental importance to students of the complex Alexander issues. The museums of two hemispheres have been ransacked, as well as every private collection to which access could be obtained. The material, therefore, may be regarded as virtually complete. Much of it is now published for the first time, and it is remarkable how such specimen is made to fall naturally into its place under Mr. Newell's skillful guidance. As a piece of research, the book is a model, and the liberal supply of illustrations makes it possible to follow the reasoning step by step.

As the Introduction points out, the great value of the particular coins dealt with lies in the fact that, alone of all the series of 'Alexandrians' struck before the middle of the third century B.C., they are actually dated. Apart, therefore, from the light which their orderly arrangement helps to throw on the vicissitudes of contemporary Phoenician history, they are calculated to serve as 'key' pieces for determining the chronology of
similar issues of neighbouring mints which do not themselves bear dates. The survey extends beyond the tetradrachms; it includes all known denominations of all three metals. And it is based, not upon the different varieties that are recorded, but upon the different dies that have been employed. Among the multitude of interesting points that emerge, mention may be made of the two which the author himself singles out as most noteworthy. He has been able, he says, to assign to the mint of Sidon two series of stater which till now have remained unattributed and in part unknown; to show that the Akko coins fall into two dated series, that these two series refer to two distinct eras, that the hitherto accepted era to which these two series together are made to refer is wrongly taken, and that consequently the computation of these dates is in error by many years. The conclusions as to the coinage of Akko are, indeed, revolutionary. At the same time, as regards the main contention, the logic of the converging lines of argument is irresistible. The suggestion that the earlier set of dates represent the reigns years of a local dynasty is less convincing, in view of the number of decades that they cover. That, however, is a very minor point, and must not be allowed to detract one whit from the congratulations which Mr. Newell has earned by his admirable achievement. G. M.


This account of the coins brought to light during a quinquennium of digging at Sardis is presented to the public in a truly sumptuous format. The type and arrangement are as clear as the most exacting of readers could desire, while the ample margins are most restful to the eye. Nor are the contents unworthy of the dress in which they appear. Mr. Bell has spared no pains to provide a really scholarly record. His descriptions and indices are full and accurate; and, if the supply of illustrations is less generous than one might wish, the fault does not lie with him or with the parent Society, but with the Turkish officials into whose hands the originals have passed. The hope is held out that in the next part of the volume the defect may be made good. Against the future issue thus foreshadowed, Mr. Bell might consider whether it would not be possible to add to the particulars he already gives an indication of the disposition of each piece. Something more, too, might perhaps be done in the way of grouping the bronze coins by denominations. The total number of specimens now dealt with is 990, and of these 419 are Greek and 374 Byzantine. The most interesting individually is a 'Greek imperial' coin of Sardis, which seems to read ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΣ ΘΩΡΑΙΟΣ. The great majority of the others are familiar to numismatists. But their comparative familiarity in no way detracts from the value of Mr. Bell's work. The importance of his catalogue is twofold. When complete, it will provide the necessary material for a study of the commercial relations of Sardis at various epochs, and it will at the same time facilitate the classification of certain of the difficult regional series by throwing light upon the range of circulation.

G. M.


Readers of the J.H.S. have had a foretaste of this work in the form of a valuable article which appeared in vol. xxx. pp. 109, 267. To say that this book comes up to all expectations which have been based on that article, would be less than the truth. It is marked not only by accuracy and fulness of detail but by originality and sound judgment, and will rank as one of the most important works in the field of Modern Greek philology.
In accordance with the remark in the preface, that "no account of a language can be satisfactory without some knowledge of the social conditions of the people," the introduction (38 pp.) gives an account of the Greek-speaking areas of Asia Minor, with statistics of the Christian and Turkish elements in each community, particulars of the state of education, and the names of the persons who dictated folk-tales. Such information is useful, and even descriptions (with a plan) of underground chambers, or of pottery-making methods, may be justified on the ground that they help to explain the words γιχα, καψφίγα, σαρκόσσε and μαλάκα, but photographs of the landscape can hardly escape the charge of irrelevance. The bibliographical notes on the other hand are of the highest value, and there are two useful maps at the end of the book.

A detailed analysis of the dialects, divided into phonetics and morphology, covers 473 pp. It is thoroughly scientific, and contains a number of acute observations. There do not seem to be many emendations, but some account might have been given of the initial φ, in ἰσαφίδα and ἰσαφία, of the sound change exemplified in μαθαινόμεθα, κορυφάζομεθα, γοφάλω (pl. of γοφάλης) γοφάλαυ, Γοφάλαυ, and of the scope of the reduction of συν to σ. The expression "change of γ to r" (p. 67) is an unfortunate designation of what was really a survival of the original sound. On the other hand the explanation of the endings of ἰπώτις, ἰπώτις, of the development of initial φι and of the imperfects in -αι are only a few among many samples which might be quoted of the genuinely good work which the Grammar contains.

The section headed "General Conclusions" discusses the relation of these dialects to the rest of Modern Greek and to one another. The Turkish influence, many details of which are given in the preceding pages, is shown to be late and therefore of little significance for the early history of the dialects. Where it has been stripped off, the underlying Greek is seen to have a distinctive character of its own, resembling Pontic, so that it is possible to have an idea of what the dialect of Eastern Asia Minor was like before the Turkish invasion. The whole of the reasoning in this part of the book is admirably lucid and convincing.

The further question of the character of the ἱπώτις dialect spoken in Asia Minor is declared to lie outside the scope of the book. Nevertheless the texts contain a number of words which are of interest from this point of view. Thum's discussion of φιλος and σερια is referred to in the glossary, but no mention is made of the fact (pointed out by Hadziakis, Hesychia, p. 151, note 3) that σερια comes not from σερια but σερια, the form found in the majority of the ancient dialects. The form γιχα, the Pharnass word for tongue, may show that the Ionic γιχα (which occurs in Herodotus) was adopted in the "Eastern dialect." The form might, it is true, be due to assimilation of σ to the following α, but that is rare at Pharnass (§ 234). Again, the form καβανος (from καβανος) though mentioned along with other cases of assimilation (pp. 64-66) which must be in part at least quite late, as Turkish words are affected, may be much older, as the Septuagint forms of this word already show the assimilation.

The form φιλάτερος (p. 286, l. 5) ought not to pass without remark. In other cases where ancient Attic had σι and most other dialects had σι the text in this book presents σι σι or σι, e.g. γλανα, πάνα, πίνα (pitch), τιμο (πιμο), δίλανα, δίλανα (from μιαν), μελανα, μελανα (not from ταμαν). Is φιλάτερος non-diachronic?

The texts are wisely given in abundance. Along with their English translations, which are printed on the opposite side, they cover 295 pp. As many of them are imperfectly told, Professor Halliday's ably written chapter on their subject-matter is a welcome aid to their understanding. They are given in Greek characters in order not to give the words a stranger aspect than is absolutely necessary. Granted that Greek characters were best for the texts, it is probable that Latin characters would have been more suitable in some parts of the grammar, where it was a question of exhibiting the facts which had to be explained. Thus in the account of the discussions (pp. 166 ff.) Mr. Dawkins is compelled to forestall his own conclusions by writing αι μανατι with α but αι σιφαντι with σι.

The glossary (115 pp.) is an important supplement to the grammar and seconary
inferior to it in interest. Besides containing full collections of the recorded forms of names and especially of verbs, it incorporates a quantity of valuable information not given elsewhere in the book, including many words recorded in the already existing glossaries, even if they do not happen to occur in the texts. The distribution of each word over the different villages is carefully noted. One of the very few inaccuracies occurs under the heading Ἐκανά, 'I see,' which is stated to occur only at Sili, its place being taken by ὑπαναι and ἥπαναι in Cappadocia. The facts are that ἕπαναι and ἥπαναι are as common in Sili as in Cappadocia, and Ἐκανά has a different meaning, viz. 'to wait (for).'

It is greatly to be regretted that the price (316) is so unreasonably high as to be likely to restrict unduly the circulation which a book of this excellence might otherwise have enjoyed.

ROGERIO McKENZIE.


We congratulate Mrs. Strong on her courage in completing the publication of her lectures given in 1913 under the auspices of the Archaeological Institute of America. To students of those obscure movements, the development of Early Christian forms and the appearance of Oriental Religious (Mithraism, Orphism) in the later Roman Empire her book will be welcome.

They will find, as in her other books, a wide range of references both to monuments and to the best authorities, a number of illustrations in the text, never uninteresting and some of objects of rare quality, and a constant indication where illustrations of other monuments may be found. These are very numerous in that the book is based upon lectures designed to be given with lantern slides.

In her theory of the influence of the Imperial Apotheosis on design Mrs. Strong lays down that the Christian Martyr is a direct derivative of the Imperial Roman Mârîasîs, the presentation of the Emperor as God. She implies also that the mood, religious and artistic, which pervades over this form is peculiarly Roman in character and is disguised and even disfigured by the invasion of Hellenic religious and art. In some the theory is a sinister attempt to give prestige to Roman Art than the late Professor Wickhoff's. Like Wickhoff's theory it is a courageous attempt to find a special quality and a special value in Roman design. But in the intensity of her desire to gain recognition for her protègé the writer deals hardly with the Greek view of life and death, and even with Greek Art. The traditional conflict of Aristotelian and Platonist is not so inevitable as that between the zealous lovers of Greek and of Roman civilizations. It is, however, a great gain that English Archaeologists, especially those connected with the British School in Rome, should direct their attention to the treasures of the late Pagan and early Medieval periods in Rome and in Italy. It is in this region that the Roman School has a great advantage over the School in Athens, and students of Art and History, civil and ecclesiastical, will heartily welcome the results of their research.

Few English Archaeologists combine so vivid an expression of a thesis with so complete a statement of the apparatus ratione as Mrs. Strong, and a reader of her book with an adequate library at hand and a capacity to use text and monument may enter straightway into the whole depth and breadth of the problem. The interpretation found for the meaning of each subordinate element of decoration on the gravestones of the later Roman Empire may strain belief and ignores too much the too scrupulous attention to meaning shown in our time at least by tomb cutters and their clients. But with Mrs. Strong's book in hand no museum will be without interest, and a grave-stone may lead to some strange buried religion.
NOTICES OF BOOKS


Mr. Legge has undertaken a task of extraordinary difficulty and complexity. To sketch the history of the religious faiths and of the philosophy of the Hellenistic and Roman world is like sketching the forms of clouds drifting across the sky on a stormy day. The more one reads about these strange and indefinite religious tendencies, the more one despairs of ever knowing much about them. Almost the only solid ground in the whole field is that offered by the Mithraic monuments. Here Mr. Legge, like everyone else, accepts the interpretation of Clement. But even this firm ground is mainly based on convention, and Clement is the first to acknowledge how little we really know.

Mr. Legge has read widely and carefully. It is clear that he is not a fully trained scholar, for little lapses and a certain naiveté strike one. But how much we owe in England to the learned non-professional, who brings leisure and enthusiasm to his task! Much of the matter in these volumes can scarcely be found elsewhere in English form, and Mr. Legge has fully grasped the main ideas of comparative religion.

He begins by eliminating from the list of forerunners Jewish religion and Greek philosophy. He has of course a right to choose his own field. But in eliminating Judaism he sets aside the apocalyptic Gospels; and in eliminating philosophy he sets aside the Fourth Gospel, and Justin, and Clement of Alexandria. In fact, by Christianity he really means the religion of the formed Catholic Church. He has a notable dislike for the Jewish religion, and speaks very harshly of the Jews, who in fact exercised an immense influence in the early Roman Empire, and were serious rivals of Christianity.

The work begins with a sketch, necessarily very slight, of the results of the conquests of Alexander. It proceeds to speak of the deities of Alexandria, but scarcely deals with those of Phrygia and Syria, which influenced the Christian society even more. The rest of the work is devoted to what Mr. Legge calls by the general name of Gnosticism. The pre-Christian Gnostics, according to him, were the Jewish Essenians, the various sects who took their name from Orpheus, and the followers of Simon Magus. Fuller and more satisfactory is Mr. Legge’s treatment of the post-Christian Gnostics, the Ophites, Valentinii, and such works as the Ptolemaic Sophist, which many writers speak of but few read. Marcion has a chapter to himself; and the book concludes with an account of Mithraism and Manichaeism. It is the last half of the book which will be of most value. Those who study the pre-Christian literature will find it hard to understand it, unless they know something of the contemporary literature which was non-Christian, or at all events unorthodox. It is a very great point that Mr. Legge gives ample references for his statements; this greatly increases the value of the book, and one might venture to say, puts it on a higher ethical level.


M. Sartiaux’s book was inspired by the unlucky campaign of the Dardanelles. In it he saw a new war of Troy, a new siege of the ways into the Euxine by the spiritual descendants of the Hellenes fighting against the spiritual descendants of the Hittites, an attempt to assert the predominance of Western Civilization, represented by the Allies, at the gates of the Orient over the forces of barbarism, now as three thousand years ago. So, like Herodotus, heavily to seek out the ultimate causes of the eternal conflict between East and West, he reconstitutes the earliest light of all, which took place on the same ground as the latest struggle. Into the details of his reconstruction of the War of Troy we have at the present juncture no time to enter. When the war is over, and M. Sartiaux brings out a second edition of his book, chronicling, we may hope, the final
success of the cause which has suffered so severe a set-back in the neighbourhood of the plains of Troy, one will be able to examine his archaeological and historical conclusions at leisure. Suffice it to say that he not only accepts the historical reality of the Trojan War, but also accepts the ancient estimate of its importance. With the first conclusion we may agree, with the second we may disagree. After all, Troy was probably only one of many other Asiatic towns which were taken by arms at one time or another during the period of Sturm und Drang which succeeded the decadence of the Mycenaean civilization in the Aegean, and it is probably only the hazard of circumstance that made the war against Troy the subject of the world's greatest poem, and so gave it an importance which, did we know the actual history of the time, would probably be seem to be disproportionate. However this may be, M. Sarraute has given us an interesting little book which is yet another proof of the deathless interest of the Fall of Troy and of the new point of view in which it has been placed by the progress of archaeological discovery. We live now in a scientific world very different from that of the Seventies, and the days of 'Indo-Germans' Sun-Myths and terribly Tontonic 'Dawn-Maidens' seem very far away. The danger is that we may be going too far in the opposite direction, and Homer's song is coming to be regarded as a report from Field Marshal Agamemnon's G.H.Q.

H. H.


The first of these volumes consists of a long series of minute discussions on the many speeches which beset the story of the Thirty Tyrants and their successors. More Aristotile's, the author reviews and critiques in turn the various answers which modern authors have given to these problems, and out of these criticisms he develops his own conclusions. As M. Cloché has been at pains to discuss a good many theories which might safely have been left floating on Lotho's stream, his book is spun out to a somewhat tedious length. But what it loses in terseness it gains in the scrupulous exactitude of its judgments. Owing to the meticulous care with which M. Cloché has taken not to overpress his evidence, many of his verdicts amount to a simple non liceat. Nevertheless he establishes some positive conclusions of real importance. In particular he shows satisfactorily that the demos, far from displaying vindictiveness after its final triumph, behaved generally with moderation and loyalty to the common good. Conversely the Three Thousand fought stoutly for their own hand and successfully maintained their class interests in the final settlement. This thesis agrees well with the results of Sundwall's remarkable researches on the distribution of political power at Athens in the fourth century. It might perhaps have been strengthened by a more searching analysis of the ancient sources, and by a fuller discussion of the economic causes which underlay the political revolutions. But even without these elaborations M. Cloché has made good his main points. His book is a solid contribution to our knowledge of an important period of Athenian history.

In his second work M. Cloché applies a similar method to a somewhat different problem. The ancient evidence for the politics of Athens at the time of the democratic restoration is fairly plentiful in quantity, but the materials for the chronology of the Sacred War are almost entirely derived from one writer, Diodorus. The vagaries of this author, whose time-order is like a piece of amateur paper-hanging, all gaps and overlaps, have been a fruitful topic for dissertations, not one of which bears the stamp of finality. M. Cloché, in his turn, does not claim to have settled all outstanding questions: wisely so, for many of his constructions are plainly precarious. Little reliance can be placed on computations of the length of campaigns which rest on mere probability, or on the comparative wealth of poverty of incidents recorded by Diodorus. On the other

The title of this book is somewhat misleading; the book falls into two parts, the first of which is a history of Syria and Mesopotamia from the earliest times, only a few pages of which are strictly speaking a history of the Turkish empire; the second part is an account of five journeys made by the author in those regions between 1906 and 1913. The first part is introductory to the second and forms an interesting and well-written sketch of the rise and fall of the various dynasties that have held these lands in rapid succession. Sir Mark Sykes outlines the history of the Babylonian empire, Greek, Parthian and Roman rule in the East, the career of Muhammad and the spread of Islam, the Ottoman Caliphs and the break-up of the Arab empire under the Abbasids, the coming of the Seljucks and other Turks invaders, the ephemeral empire of Tinm, and concludes with a sketch of the rise of the Ottoman empire. The history of the tenth to the fifteenth centuries is given the attention it deserves; and the excellent account of the life of Muhammad does not occupy an undue proportion of space. On p. 56 we may note that there is a well-known tradition that Muhammad as a boy did pick up some fragments of Christian teaching from a Syrian monk on one of his journeys into Syria.

The second part of the book is the more original and contains a brief and interesting account of Asiatic Turkey during the revolution, which makes it abundantly clear that the young Turks aroused little enthusiasm in the peasants for the new era of liberty they promised; would dream on Turkey. The descriptions of travel in Armenia, Iraq and Kurdistan have a special interest at the present moment in view of the Russian operations there. There is little of archaeological interest in the book, but we may note the fine Roman bridge at Salam (p. 362–3) and the colossal statue found at Cuzung, Surpi (p. 542). Miss Gertrude Bell will be interested to learn that she is remembered at the latter village as 'a beautiful German lady.'


In his introduction to The Clouds Mr. Rogers tells us that he commenced the publication of the Comedies of Aristophanes with the first edition of this play in 1892 and closed it with the present second edition in 1915. For an author to revise and re-issue his book himself sixty-three years after its first appearance must surely go far to constituting a record, and Mr. Rogers is to be very heartily congratulated on his achievement. The merits of his translation—and it should be added of the notes—are by this time thoroughly well appreciated, and the two great plays under review make no less admirable reading than the rest; the 'long verses' in particular seem to be as great favourites with Mr. Rogers as they were with Aristophanes himself.

Mr. Kyriakides has published this luscious and useful work as a supplement to his excellent Greek-English Dictionary. His plan is to arrange under their most characteristic word English idioms, and to place opposite to them a Greek equivalent. Sometimes there may be a corresponding Greek idiom. But generally Mr. Kyriakides contented himself with giving in ordinary Greek words an interpretation. The Dictionary will not primarily be of use to Englishmen wanting to speak Greek, as simple rather than idiomatic phrases would naturally occur to them in such a case. But to Greek readers of English literature, the book will be of the greatest use. It is an attractive study to compare the working of the English mind as compared with the Greek in the natural mode of expression. An example or two will show the author’s method. He renders “Bless your heart” by ΥψιστήΜονή, which is probably true that the text of the New Testament is far more familiar to English than to Greek scholars; “Evil communications corrupt good manners” in the text “is μόνη” is translated Αίσθησις σοφίας πρέπει να προσεγγίσει το καθολικό, which is certainly no improvement on Munster. Generally speaking Mr. Kyriakides has carried out his work, which must have been very perplexing, with accuracy and good sense.


This is an ideal pocket Lexicon presenting with studied brevity the newest lights on the meanings of the Greek words employed in the New Testament. While Professors Moulton and Milligan are bringing out their monumental Vocabulary giving the evidence from papyri and inscriptions in scripto, Professor Souter has sought to place the results of recent discovery and research at the disposal of the beginner, though his work will appeal also to advanced scholars and should receive a special welcome from theological students and numberers. Its concise statements provoke to further inquiry. We trust that the ‘trilogy’ of which this volume is the last will be but the forerunner to other sides from Prof. Souter to New Testament students.

A History of Sculpture. By H. N. Fowler, Ph.D., Professor in Western Reserve University. 495 pp., with Frontispiece and 160 illustrations. Macmillan and Co. 7s. 6d. net.

In this volume Dr. Fowler attempts a sketch of the history of sculpture from the earliest times to the present day. The book supplies a real need, but we are only concerned here with the chapters dealing with Greek and Roman sculpture. The Greek summary seems to us well and soundly done though following, perhaps inevitably, stereotyped forms of criticism and illustration. On p. 37 it appears rash to take the new gold and ivory statues acquired by the Boston Museum as typical of Cretan work. In any case, if the authenticity of this work is established beyond all doubt, we should be told that the astonishing Phidian-like head is not paralleled by other relics of the Second millennium B.C. On p. 61 and elsewhere we notice that full use is not made of Mr. Dickinson’s work on the Acropolis Museum Catalogue. The splendid group from the Siphnian Treasury and the figures from the Corycian Temple on pages 65 and 66 are
departures in the matter of illustration from the usual path which we could wish that Dr. Fowler had more often entered upon. We do not think much idea of the style of Calamis can be gained from the Vatican ‘Penelope’ (p. 79), and it is really meant that in the Dusobulus ‘no vestige of the law of flatness’ remains! What Myron did was to show a body bending sideways, but the Dusobulus is firmly imprisoned within two planes and can only be looked at from one standpoint. Löwy’s article in the Burlington Magazine, April, 1911, is a useful addition to his other writings on this subject.

Dr. Fowler does not seem to think that either the Aginc or the Apoxyomenos takes us very close to Lysippus except in a general way. The arrangement of this chapter seems to owe a very great deal to Professor Gardner’s well-known history of Greek Sculpture. In the chapter devoted to Roman Sculpture, the achievements of Roman artists in portraiture are not sufficiently accentuated.

The Greek House: Its History and Development from the Neolithic period to the Hellenistic age. By ERITHA CAHAL RYDER. Pp. 272, with 53 illustrations. Cambridge University Press, 1910. 10s. 6d. net.

In this book, originally a Thesis approved for the degree of Doctor of Literature in the University of London, the author gives a clear and concise account of the existing remains of Greek houses from Neolithic to Hellenistic times. She devotes considerable space to prehistoric forms, round, elliptical, and rectangular, and reaches no definite conclusion on the question of priority in considering the three forms, since all are found side by side at Orchomenus. Cretan and mainland palaces and houses are dealt with in considerable detail, and in a lengthy chapter the conclusion is reached that Homeric palaces were of the same type, in general construction and arrangement, as the mainland palaces. Although the evidence for the fifth and fourth centuries is scanty, the theory is maintained that the Mysian type of house, with court-yard, peristyle, and principal room adjoining, was continuous, with some variation of arrangement, down to Hellenistic times. The main evidence in support of this theory is to be found in the second century houses at Priene; the same site furnishes an example of an enlarged house which is claimed to be the prototype of the two-storey plans which found further development in Italy.

Careful descriptions of the houses of each successive period are given and amply illustrated by plans. The book furnishes a valuable contribution to the history of domestic architecture.


The Director introduces this, the first of four parts which will contain the Old Testament, in a single page, referring to the part containing the New Testament and the Clementine Epistles for the general introduction. He rejects firmly Prof. Burkitt’s attempt to support the Athian provenance of the MS. The facsimile will be extremely useful; may we suggest that if the pages were numbered independently of the pagination of the actual MS. there would be less danger of their becoming displaced or lost?


NOTICES OF BOOKS


The French Government contributed to the Exhibition a library representing the part played by France in the advancement of science. Each section was accompanied by an explanatory brochure. These are now collected in two handy volumes. The sections which will chiefly interest our readers are L'Archéologie Classique, by M. Collignon, and L'Hellénisme, by M. Croiset.


Mr. Pickard-Cambridge's contribution to the great current educational controversy should be read by both sides, since, as he informs us, his earlier education included some study of Natural Science. He takes a moderate view, and is willing to sacrifice some of the over-minute study of the texts of authors, and a great deal of the time that is spent on Greek and Latin composition.


Mr. Gaselee was in Constantinople in April, 1909, and saw something of the mutiny in favour of Abdul Hameid. He gives an interesting account of this as a framework to his list of thirty-three MSS., which range from the twelfth to the sixteenth century.


Mr. Porter's careful Introduction makes this something more than what it at first sight appears to be, a school-edition. As regards the eternal question of the authorship he comes to the conclusion that the opponents of the Euripidean authorship have failed to prove their case.

** For other books received, see list of accession to the Library.
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I.—INDEX OF SUBJECTS

[A Special Index to the Articles on Lord Elgin and his Collection is printed on pp. 370-372.]

A.

Ada and Idries with Zeus Stratiotes, on relief, 65, 66.
Aelius Epicerus, sarcophagus of, 283.
Alexandria (Egypt), idol of, "Mihail", at, 124.
Alexandria Troas, Apollo types on coins of, 134.
Alkenas, delivery of (Temple of Ephesus), 26.
Amos, early history of, 10.
Antiochus IX. Cyzicenum (?), portrait of, on sealing, 99.
Apollo: analogies with St. Michael, 134 ff.; Sminthis legend, ibid.; statues, &c., of, from Pompeii, 283; of Mantua, ibid.; at Chaissworth, 294; in Berneuse Collection, 335; of Cassel, 339 ff.
Apuleius, Platonice, Herbarium of, 161.
Archelaus, grave-relief of, 79.
Aristides, son of Lysimachus, cippus of, 280.
Aristides, grave-relief of, 78.
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, text of, 43 ff.
Athena in the time of Lord Elgin, 177 ff.
Athena: ivory head and arm of, in Vatican, 372 ff.; head of acrolith at Vienna, 384 ff.; various Pheidias types, 366 ff.; colossal of the Parthenon, 386; on Ptolemaic sealings, 96.
B.

Berlin: Kaufmann Athena, 389.
Biel, Lothian, ancient marble chair at, 187.
British Museum: Elgin Collection, history of, 163 ff.; Ephesian fragments, 25 ff.; Greek reliefs in, 68 ff.; coins showing Zeus Stratiotes, 66; B.F. kelos with Athletes (E 361), 22.

C (see also K).

Carpacocia, cirumbar of, 11 ff.
Carpegrina of Athens, 384.
Cassel, Apollo of, 293 ff.
Cattle in foundation-myths, 138 ff.
Chaissworth, head of Apollo at, 294.
Chosea, shrine of Michael at, 156.
Chryselephantine sculpture: see Ivory.
Chimar of Sinoe, 11, 14 f.; used for colouring ivory sculpture, 380, 389.
Chyparissi II., portrait of, on sealing, 190.
Colossus, shrine of Michael at, 155.
Commerce of Sinoe and Black Seas, 1 ff.
Constantinople, churches of Michael at, 140, 146 ff.
Copies of Greek originals, method of estimating, 386 ff.

D.

Delphi, metopes from Treasury of Athenians (Heraclides and Stag), 23.
Devonshire head of Apollo, 384.
Discobolus bronze at Athens, 36 ff.
Dionysiac gods and saints, 144, 158 ff.

E.

Eros of statue from Villa Patria, 379.
Edin, Ptolemaic seal-impressions from, 37 ff.
Elgin, Lord, and his collection, 163 ff. See Special Index, pp. 370-372.
Elis, chryselephantine Athena by Kolobates at, 400.
Ephesus, column market at, 12 ff.; sculptures from later Temple of Artemis at, 29 ff.; Temple compared with that at Priene, 33 ff.
Eutychus, Zeus Stratiotes on coin of, 68.

Florence, Laurentian Library, MSS. of Nicomachean Ethics, 47 ff., 57 ff.
Foundation-myths, cattle in, 138 ff.
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G

GARBOSSO, Min.: legend of, 140 ff.; bronze
dores of Church on, 158.
Gargara, coin-types of, 137.
Gold and ivory statues: see Ivory.
Grave-reliefs in British Museum, 70 ff.

H

HAMILTON, W. R., Lord Elgin’s secretary,
168 ff.; 368 ff.
Harrow School Museum, R. F. vases, 123 ff.
Hermits, legend of, 44.
Hercules: and Kerykeian Eras (Delphi
metope), 28; (Temple of Ephesius), 28; and Antaeus (Temple of Ephesius), 28 ff.; and Omphale (Ibid.); 27; in Garden of
Hebes (Ibid.); 27; and Kykno-
(Tholos), 28; and Triton (Ibid.), 29.
Hierocles, grave-relief of, 76.
Hope Athena, 391.
Horse, Apollo as herdsman of, 137.
Hunt, Philip, assists Lord Elgin’s undertakings, 183 ff.

I

IMBRIACI, with Ada and Zeus Statikos on
relief, 65, 69; coin of, 66
Ino-Leukolchen, 36 ff.
Ionian Confederacy, coinage of, 102.
Isis on Ptolemaic sealings, 90.
Ivory: fragments of a statue of Athena in
Vatican, 372 ff.; chryselephantine statues in antiquity, 367 ff.

K (see also C)

KLEERKE, grave-relief of, 76.
Kleophrade, painter, vases by him and his
school, 123 ff.
Kohiles, his chryselephantineAthens, at
Elsia, 400.

L

LACY, Capt. Thomas, employed by Lord
Elgin, 293.
Leukolchen-Imo, 36 ff.
Logotheti, British Consul at Athens, 176 ff.
Lombards: St. Michael of the, 159; their
influence on Italian art, Ibid.

M

MARRIAGE: Statuette of Athens, 369.
Marriage scene on Roman sarcophagus, 84 ff.
Mausoleum, coin of, with Zeus Statikos, 67.
Melanes and Menalke, grave-relief of, 79.
Melanikos-Palamion, 37 ff.
Melissa, grave-relief of, 76.
Menalke: see Melanikos.
Metagones and Philonikos, grave-relief
of, 90.
Michael, St., analogues with Apollo, 134 ff.
Michaelion near Constantinople, 136.
Mikai, Phoenician god, 146.
Mmu of Sinope, etc., 10 ff.; 14 ff.
Mount St. Michel, legend of, 143.
Mouse or rat as plague-carryer, 136 ff.
Muses, group of, from Ephesian Temple, 30.
Mylãas, Zeus Statikos on coin of, 68.

N

NELSON, Lord, assists Lord Elgin, 259 ff.
New York Metropolitan Museum, R. F.
neck-amphora (13, 233), 124 ff.

O

OPHELIEI, legend of, 41.

P

PALLAS-MELENIKETES, 39 ff.
Palladium, reliefs with sacrifice by warrior
in, 44.
Parthenon Marbles: see Elgin, Lord, and
his Collections; Phedias.
Pollene, Phoenician chryselephantine Athens,
at, 400.
Petrograd: R. F. neck-amphora (613), 124.
126 ff.
Phedias: ivory head of his time in Vati-
can, 374 ff.; his style, career, school, &c.,
Ibid.
Philonikos: see Metagones.
Pikisifon, Zeus Statikos on coin of, 96.
Plaga: connexion of Apollo and St.
Michael with, 136 ff.; gods and saints
connected with, 147 ff.; symbolism of,
149 ff.
Pontus, roads of, 7 ff.
Peleus, temple of, compared with that at
Ephesus, 53 ff.
Ptolemaic seal-impressions from Edin, 87 ff.
Ptolemais, portraits of, on sealings, 96 ff.
Ptolemy Alexander I., portrait of, on
sealing, 100.
Ptolemy Euergetes II., portrait of, on seal-
ing, 98.
Ptolemy I. Soter, portrait of, on sealing, 97.
Ptolemy X., Soter II., portrait of, on seal-
ing, 98.
Pythia Bathia (Bithynia), Church of St.
Michael at, 140.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baré: see Mouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resso-Mikal and Apollo Amyklaios</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheas, Johannes, fifteenth-century scribe</td>
<td>47, 50 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rome:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barracco collection:</td>
<td><strong>Herm, 383 f.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apollo, 385</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitoline Mus.: head of Apollo, 390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musaeum Nationals: ebony feet of statue</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apollo of the Tibet, 382 ff.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atenei Ludovisi, 390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatican: fragments of chryselephantine Athena, 375 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sacrifice to Pallas Athena by warrior, group</td>
<td>of reliefs showing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcophagus (Roman) with marriage scene</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seal-impressions, Ptolemaic, from</td>
<td><strong>Edin.,</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinus, Apollo as savior of sickness at</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silenus with halleck on vase</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simia, commerce of, 1 ff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tiberius</strong>, 130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statue, grave-relief of</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stades, Zeus</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tiberia, relief of Idrius and Alex from</strong></td>
<td>65 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum,</td>
<td>Ptolemaic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vases, sepulchral, on grave-reliefs</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermilion, Simois, 11, 14 f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vixous:</td>
<td><strong>Phalanx</strong> head of Athena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitturi, E. Q., visits London in 1814, 318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zeus Stadion, votive relief in R. M., 83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Antiquities of Judea, 113.
Xenophon's, Clouds and Wasps, transl., Rogers, 411.

Ball (H. W.), Santa Cena, 406.
Bateford (G. W.), Hellenic Civilisation, 118.
Bousquey (E. S.), Syrinx as a Roman Province, 116.

Cedrus Alexandrinus, 414.
Cluets (P.), Restauration démocratiques à Athènes, 419; Traité sur les Sciences, 417.

Conard (F. M.), Origin of Attic Comedy, 119.

Dawkins (H. M.), Modern Greek in Asia Minor, 400.
Dawling (T. K.), and Fletcher (E. W.), Hellenism in England, 120.

Dreyer (J. P.), Archæological Excavation, 422.

Durham (A. G.), History of Miletus, 116.

Etruscan (S.), Logique et Formalities, 107.

Fletcher (E. W.), with Dowling, Fournet (P.), Les Mystères d'Italie, 194.
Fowler (H. N.), History of Sculpture, 413.

Gaisford (S.), Greek MSS. in the Old Sarum, 414.

Hirschfeld (G.) and Marshall (F. H.), Greek Inscriptions in B. M., 404.
Haggard (B. G.), Chronicles, 411.

Hunt (A. S.), Greek Papyri in Bnaha Library, 117.

Johnson (J. de M.), &c., Greek Papyri in Bnaha Library, 117.

King (L. W.), History of Babylon, 114.
Kyratrikiou (A.), English-Greek Dictionary, 412.

Last (W.), Homer and History, 105.
Legge (F.), Romances and Books of Christianity, 419.
Lethaby (W. R.), Antiquities of Judea, 113; Lech Classical Library, 121.

Marshall (F. H.), The Hirschfeld (G.),
Martin (V.), Greek Papyri in Bnaha Library, 117.

Newell (E. T.), Alexander Coinage of Sicily and Asia, 405.

Porter (W. H.), Euphrates Rhoms, 414.

Richards (H.), Aristophanes, 414.
Rigsby (B. C.), Greek History, 413.

Ruschen (W.), Drama and Dramatic Drama, 116.

Rogers (B. B.), Aristophanes' Clouds and Wasps, 411.

Sandys (Sir J. E.), Short History of Classical Scholarship, 122.
Sartine (F.), Les Graces de Tragedies, 409.
Scudder (A.), Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum, 412.
Strong (Mrs. A.), Apocrypha and After Life, 408.
Sykes (M.), Delphi's Last Heritage, 411.

Thompson (J. A. K.), The Greek Tradition, 137.

Whibey (L.), The Canon of Greek Studies, 120.
Wycherley (M.), Leningrad Collection, 403.
BRONZE STATUETTE AT ATHENS.
Fig. 1. RELIEF OF ARISTEIS.

Fig. 2. RELIEF OF ARCHAGORA.
NECK-AMPHORA. HARROW 55 (B).
IVORY HEAD IN THE VATICAN MUSEUM.
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